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PREFACE 

This book is intended for those college students who take an intro
ductory course in linguistics. If others find interest or entertainment in 
the work, the author will be delighted; but it is not a "popularization," 
and the general reader must in all fairness be warned of this. Simplicity 
of presentation has been sought, but not a false simplification of subject 
matter. 

The duty of the writer of a textbook is not to explore frontiers or 
indulge in flights of fancy, but to present, in as orderly a way as he can, 
the generally accepted facts and principles of the field. This has been 
my aim; the tenor of the book is conservative. Nonetheless---and for this 
I must apologize on some topics my enthusiasm and involvement have 
certainly led me to speak more emphatically than our current knowledge 
warrants. 

Terminological innovations have been avoided as much as possible. 
Complete avoidance has been unattainable, because it is essential to 
discuss all aspects of the field in a consistent terminology, and no com
plete and consistent terminology has existed. 

Although I have intended no adherence to any single "school" 
of linguistics, the influence of American linguistics, and especially that 
of Leonard Bloomfield, will be apparent on every page. 

Linguistics is too rich a field for adequate coverage of all topics 
in an elementary course. The decision concerning what to include and 
what to omit, however, rests properly with the instructor. I have, there
fore, tried to include adequate elementary treatment of all topics but 
two: the history of linguistics, and the detailed survey of the languages 
of the world. The omission reflects my own opinion that neither is a 
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desirable topic in an elementary course; the colleague who disagrees 
has access elsewhere to several first-class discussions of each. 

lowe a great debt to a number of my colleagues who offered me 
advice on one or another portion of the book, or who read an earlier 
version in its entirety. This earlier version was used for two successive 
years in our introductory course at Cornell University, and the reac
tions of the students have been invaluable to me. Of my colleagues, 
I must especially mention Frederick B. Agard, Harold B. Allen, J 
Milton Cowan (who taught the Cornell course during the trial runs), 
Gordon H. Fairbanks, Murray Fowler, Robert A. Hall, Jr., Eric P. 
Hamp, Sumner I ves, Norman A. McQuown, William G. Moulton, 
W. Freeman Twaddell. Oscar Cargill and Norman E. Eliason were 
especially helpful during later stages of the work. Any deficiencies 
remaining in the book are due to my own obstinacy, not to any inad
equacy in the scholars just named. I wish also to offer my sincere 
thanks to the Rockefeller Foundation, for grants with which the 
writing was begun; to the Center for Advanced Study in the Behav
ioral Sciences, where the writing was completed; and, above all, to 
Cornell University, which, with a magic seemingly unique, makes 
itself a congenial home for the scholar in linguistics. 

CHARLES F. HocKEn 
Ithaca, New York 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1. This book is about language, the most valuable single possession 
of the human race. 

Everyone, in every walk of life, is concerned with language in a prac
tical way, for we make use of it in virtually everything we do. For the 
most part our use of language is so automatic and natural that we pay 
no more attention to it than we do to our breathing or to the beating of 
our hearts. But sometimes our attention is drawn: we are struck by the 
fact that others do not speak quite as we do, or we observe a child 
learning to talk, or we wonder whether one or another way of saying 
or writing something is correct. 

Beyond this, many people have professional need to know something 
about language-as opposed to simply being able to use it. Here are 
some examples: 

(1) The speech correctionist, since his job is to help people overcome 
difficulties or impediments in their use of language. 

(2) The teacher of English composition, for a somewhat similar 
reason. 

(3) The foreign language teacher. 
(4) The literary artist, who must know his medium and its capacitiea 

just as a painter must know pigments, brushes, and colors; the literary 
critic for a similar reason. 

(5) The psychologist, who knows that language is one of the vital 
factors differentiating human behavior from that of rats or apes. 

(6) The anthropologist, both because language is part of what he 
,calls "culture," and because in his anthropological field work he is 

often confronted by practical problems of a linguistic sort. 

1 



2 INTRODUCTION 

(7) The missionary, who may have to learn some exceedingly alien 
language, for which there are no ready-made primers or dictionaries
learning it not just for the management of everyday affairs, but well 
enough to deliver sermons and make Bible translations. 

(8) The historian, because his sources of information are documents; 
that is, written records of past speech. 

(9) The philosopher, particularly in dealing with such topics as 
logic, semantics, and so-called "logical syntax." 

(10) The communications engineer, part of whose business is to 
transmit messages in spoken form (telephone, radio) or in written form 
(telegraph, teletype) from one place to another. 

For all these people, and for others who could be added to the tist, 
knowledge of the workings of language is a means to some end. For a 
small group of specialists, knowing about language is an end in itself. 
These specialists call themselves linguists, and the organized body of 
information about language which their investigations produce is 
called linguistics. 

The relationship between linguistics and the various other fields in 
which some knowledge of language is useful is much like that between, 
say, pure chemistry and chemical engineering. Suppose that an indus
trial plant has been using a natural dye to color certain products. 
Something happens to threaten the source of the dye or to increase its 
cost prohibitively. It then becomes the task of the chemical engineer to 
find an effective substitute which requires only easily available and 
relatively inexpensive raw materials. In his efforts to solve this problem, 
he calls on all sorts of known facts of pure chemistry, many of which 
were discovered with no such application in view. 

Similarly, suppose that an American oil company wishes to develop 
an oil-field in a region where the prevalent language is one not ordi
narily taught in American schools. At least some of the company's per
sonnel must learn the language. There will be no ready-made stock of 
experienced teachers for the purpose, as there are for such languages as 
Fn:nch and German. Nor can one simply hire an inhabitant of the 
region to serve as a teacher, since native control of a language does not 
in itself imply conscious understanding of how the language works, or 
ability to teach it-any more than having cancer automatically makes 
one a specialist in cancer diagnosis and therapy. But there are linguists 
who are skilled at finding out how a language works, at preparing 
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teaching-materials in it, and at supervising the tutorial work of native 
speakers. In all of this, such linguists draw on the results of pure lin
guistic research. 

Of course, this proper relationship between "pure" and "applied" 
does not always work out smoothly. Sometimes those faced with a prac
tical language problem do not bother to consult the "pure" linguiSts. 
Sometimes they ask for help, but get none. This is occasionally because 
the particular linguist is not interested, but more often because the 
organized body of information which linguists have so far gathered has 
nothing to contribute to the problem at hand. When this happens, the 
"applied" people sometimes forge ahead on their own and find a 
workable solution. Many a key contribution to linguistics has come 
about in just this way, from fields as diverse as classical philology and 
electrical engineering. Anything which anyone discovers about lan
guage is grist for the linguist's mill. It is his job to work every new 
discovery into his systematic account of language, so that those who 
come later will not waste their time exploring territory that has already 
been clearly mapped. 

The above considerations reveal one reason why, in this book, we 
shall deal with language in the frame of reference and the terminology 
of linguistics, rather than in those of anthropology, philosophy, psy
chology, foreign language teaching, or the like. Only in this way can we 
be sure of serving the interests of all those readers who are, or may later 
become, specialists in one or another of these fields. If we were to 
present, say, a "psychologized" linguistics, we might serve the psycho
logically trained reader somewhat better (though this is not certain), 
but we would be doing a comparable disservice to the anthropologist, 
the communications engineer, the foreign language teacher, and so on. 
o Another and more fundamental reason is that language deserves 
autonomous treatment. The objective study of human Iangl.,age does 
not achieve its validity merely through actual or potential "practical" 
applications. Anything which plays as omnipresent and essential a 
role in human life as does language merits as careful study as possible. 
The more we can understand its workings, the better we shall under
stand ourselves and our place in the universe. 

1.2. Sources of Difficulty. Linguistics is not an inherendy difficult 
subject, but there are several points which often make trouble for the 
beginner. In part, these are merely matters of terminology; in part, 
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however, they have to do with the difference between the lay attitude 
towards language and the orientation of the specialist. 

(1) The linguist distinguishes between language and writing, whereas 
the layman tends to confuse the two. The layman's terms "spoken 
language" and "written language" suggest that speech and writing 
are merely two different manifestations of something fundamentally 
the same. Often enough, the layman thinks that writing is somehow 
more basic than speech. Almost the reverse is true. 

Human beings have been speaking for a very long time, perhaps 
millions of years. Compared to this, writing is a recent invention. As 
late as a century or so ago, millions of people in civilized countries 
could not read or write--literacy was a prerogative of the privileged 
classes. Even today, there are large numbers of illiterates in some parts 
of the world. Yet there is no human community anywhere which does 
not have a fully developed language. Stories of peasants whose vocabu
lary is limited to a few hundred words, or of savages who speak only in 
grunts, are pure myth. 

Similarly, the child learns to speak his language at an earlier age 
than he learns to read and write, and acquires the latter skills in the 
framework supplied by the former. This in itself is one of the reasons 
why we tend to misunderstand the relationship between language and 
writing. When we begi~ to learn to speak, the problems involved can 
hardly be discussed with us, since the discussion would require the very 
skill we have set out to achieve. But when we begin to learn to read and 
write, our teachers can talk with us about the task. Thus we grow up 
with a vocabulary for saying things about reading and writing, but 
with none for dealing with language itself. Of course the relationship 
between writing and language is close; it is only natural that we 
should transfer the vocabulary fitted to the discussion of writing to our 
remarks about language. For example, we constantly talk about spoken 
words (which can be heard but not seen) as though they were composed 
of letters (marks on paper which can be seen but not heard). 

The change of orientation which is required in this connection is not 
an easy one to make. Old habits die hard. Long after one has learned 
the suitable technical vocabulary for discussing language directly, 
rather than via writing, one is still apt to slip. It should afford some 
consolation to know that it took linguistic scholarship a good many 
hundreds of years to make just this same transition. 
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(2) Much of the time devoted by the layman to language is taken 
up by the problem of "correctness." Is it more "correct" to say it is I 
than it's me? To whom than who to? What renders ain't incorrect? Are 
"incorrect" forms to be avoided under all circllInstances? 

It may come as a shock to learn that the linguist is not particularly 
interested in such questions. This statement must not be misunderstood. 
It does not mean that the linguist is an advocate of incorrect forms, or 
that he denies the reality of the distinction between correct and incor
rect. As a user of language, the linguist is bound by the conventions of 
his society just as everyone else is-and is allowed the same degrees and 
kinds of freedoms within those conventions. In using language, he may 
be a purist or not. But this has little if any relationship to his special 
concern, which is analyzing language. 

As an analyst of language, the linguist is bound to observe and record 
"incorrect" forms as well as "correct" ones-if the language with 
which he is working makes such a distinction. A particular linguist may 
become interested in the whole phenomenon of correctaess, and may 
study this in the same objective way in which he might examine Greek 
verbs, or French phonetics, or the child's acquisition of speech. If he 
does, he may soon discover that he needs help. The sociologist or 
anthropologist, for example, is better prepared than he to explain the 
special secondary values attached to certain patterns of behavior, be 
they ways of speaking or points of table etiquette. 

(3) The organization of affairs in our schools is such as to suggest a 
very close tie between language and literature. A high school English 
course is apt to devote some time to grammar and some time to Tenny
son. The typical college French department offers instruction in that 
language, and in French literature, as well as-more rarely-a few 
courses in phonetics, philology, or the like. 

The tie between language and literature is naturally close-the 
literary artist works in the medium of language just as the painter 
works in the medium of colors and the composer in that of sounds. 
Nevertheless, the study of the two must not be confused. A painter and 
a chemist are both interested in pigments. The painter's interest 
focusses on effective selection and placement of different colors and 
textures on his canvas. The chemist's interest is in the chemical com
position of the pigments, whether used in one way or another by the 
painter. Some physicists are specialists in sound; even when they deal 
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with the kinds of sounds produced by musical instruments, their interest 
is very different from that of the composer, the performer, or the musi
cal audience. Similarly, the raw-materials of the literary artist are of 
concern to the linguist, but he is concerned with them whether they 
are used for literary purposes or otherwise. 

Unlike the phenomenon of correctness, literature is apparently uni
versal. Some sort of literature is found in almost every known human 
society, and its study is proportionately important for an improved 
understanding of human nature. 

(4) A number off actors conspire to give us a false notion of the rela
tionship between language, or grammar, and logic. If we carry this 
notion with us into our study of linguistics, we are apt to expect some 
results which are not attainable, and to miss the point of some of the 
results actually attained. . 

One of these factors is the common assumption that any usage which 
is not "logical" is therefore wrong. To say he don't is "illogical," for 
example, since don't is a contraction of do not, and we do not say he do. 

Such a comment reflects the fact that, in historical origin, the disci
plines of grammar and of logic were close. More sophisticated reflec
tions of this are sometimes to be found in the opinions of contemporary 
philosophers. One of these recently criticized linguists for their in
sistence that, in a sentence like John saw Bill, only John is the subject. 
The critic wanted to assert that both John and Bill are subjects, since 
the sentence says something about both. 

Again, we often feel, as we study some language other than our own, 
that its ways are most peculiar. What sense is there in the French habit 
of saying Je veux de l'eau '1 want some water' with the definite article 
before eau 'water,' but Je ne veux pas d'eau 'I don't want any water' with
out the article? 

There are really two different points at issue here. One is the extent 
to which we can expect a language to be "logical" in the sense of "con
sistent and sensible," and the extent to which languages differ in this 
regard. The other is whether the linguist, in analyzing and describing 
some particular language, shoufcl work in terms of some preconceived 
notion of abstract logic or should accept what he finds. 

The answer to the first point is that every known language shows 
certain consistencies and many arbitrary inconsistencies. We do not 
see the arbitrary features of our native language, because we are used 
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to them. Those of some other language, studied when we are adults, 
stand out like sore thumbs. We are quite right in doubting the sense of 
the French habit mentioned_above: though regular, it is entirely arbi
trary. But we should not be right were we to conclude that French is 
"less logical" than English. Is it not, in the last analysis, perfectly 
arbitrary that we should say I want some water with some, but should 
switch to any in making the statement negative, I don't want any water? 

The answer to the second point is that linguistic research can accom
plish nothing unless it is strictly inductive. Philosophical speculation 
about what language ought to be is sterile. In describing a language 
we must report actual usage, as determined by observation. In describ
ing speech behavior in general, we must be most concerned with those 
features which have been empirically discovered in all the languages on 
which we have any information. 

Thus if we observe that certain speakers of English say I do, I don't, 
he does, and he don't, we can only conclude that in their particular 
variety of English don't functions as the contraction of does not as well 
as of do not. (This does not render he don't "correct": it, standing as 
"correct" or "incorrect" is here beside the point.) When we assert that 
John, and only that, is the subject of the sentence John saw Bill, we are 
not contradicting (nor confirming) what a logician may want to say 
about this sentence. The linguistic use of the term "subject" has rela
tively little to do with the logician's use of the same term; the linguist 
uses this term, and others, to describe how sentences are put together, 
rather than to describe what sentences are about and whether or not 
they are true. 

From the linguist's point of view, the "logical" approach to language 
is too narrow. Language is not used just to make assertions of fact. It 
is used for lies as well as truth, for nonsense as well as for sense, for 
persuasion as well as for instruction, for entertainment as well as for 
business, for making war as well as for making love. Language is as 
broad and deep as the whole fabric of human existence; our approach to 
it must be comparably catholic. 

1.3. Languages and Speech Communities. The linguist'S range of 
study is not just English or just the politically important languages of 
the world, but every language about which we have, or can obtain, 
information. 

The number of languages spoken in the world today is some three or 
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four thousand. Precisely how many we cannot say. One reason is lack 
of accurate information on the languages of certain regions, particularly 
South America and parts of the Western Pacific. Another more funda
mental reason is that, even when our information is adequate, we can
not always judge whether the speech of two groups should be counted 
as separate languages or only as divergent dialects of a single language. 

Each language defines a speech community: the whole set ofpeopJe who 
communicate with each other, directly and indirectly, via the common 
language. The boundaries between speech communities are not sharp. 
There are people, bilinguals or polyglots, who have a practical command 
of two or more languages and through whom members of different 
speech communities can establish contact. Most polyglots belong pri
marily to one speech community, and have only partial control of any 
other language, but there are occasional exceptions. 

In many cases the boundaries of a speech community coincide with 
political boundaries. Thus in aboriginal times the Menomini language 
was spoken by all the members of the Menomini tribe, in what is now 
northern Wisconsin and Michigan, and by no other community. This 
state of affairs held for many an American Indian tribe in earlier days, 
and is still to be encountered in many parts of the world. But to this 
generalization, also, there are exceptions. Switzerland, a single political 
unit, includes speakers of four different languages: French, German, 
Italian, and Ladin or Rhaeto-Romance. Contrariwise, English, a single 
language, is spoken not only in Britain and in many parts of the British 
Commonwealth, but also in the United States. 

Some speech communities of today are extremely large. English has 
several hundred million native speakers, and millions with some other 
native language have learned English for business, professional, or 
political purposes. Russian, French, Spanish, German, Chinese, and a 
few others also have vast numbers of speakers. Some specialists say that 
"Chinese" is a group of related languages rather than a single language, 
but if we break these up then at least one of them, Mandarin Chinese, 
still belongs in the above list. In general, speech communities of such 
large proportions have come into existence only recently, as a result of 
historical developments in the past five hundred years or so. 

At the opposite extreme stands a language like Chitimacha, an 
American Indian language which in the late 1930's had only two 
speakers left. When a language reaches such straits as this, it is doomed 
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-no new generation will learn it, and when the old people die the 
language is dead too. But no such prediction can be ventured if a 
language has as many as even a few hundred speakers. New Guinea is 
packed with villages of a few hundred inhabitants each, each village 
or small group of villages with its own language, and all seemingly quite 
viable. The same is true of vast regions of South America and Africa. 
Most languages of today have from a few hundred to a few tens of 
thousands of speakers, and probably something of this sort has been the 
rule throughout human history. 

For a very small proportion of the languages of. today, there are 
written records which tell us something of what they were like in earlier 
times. Thus we have documents in English from as early as the end of 
the 7th century A.D. They do not look like English to us, but they are: 
the language in which they were written has gradually changed, in the 
intervening twelve hundred years, to become just the language we now 
speak. 

We also have written records attesting to the former existence of 
languages which have now completely died out. From ancient Italy we 
have numerous inscriptions, and a few documents, in several languages 
besides Latin. Some of these, such as Oscan and Umbrian, were akin to 
Latin, while others, like Etruscan, were not. All of them were swamped 
by Latin as Rome rose to political supremacy-just as Chitimacha has 
more recently been swamped by English-and today only Latin 
survives, in the form of the so-called Romance languages: French, 
Portuguese, Spanish, Catalan, Italian, Rumanian, and a few others. 
Some of these later forms have also become extinct. We know 
that the last speaker of Dalmatian, a Romance language formerly 
spoken in what is now Yugoslavia, was killed in a mine explosion in 
1898. 

1.4. Language Families. All languages are constantly undergoing 
slight changes-in pronunciation, in grammar, in vocabulary-which, 
in the course of a thousand years or so, have a tremendous cumulative 
effect. This is why the earliest written records of English are quite 
unintelligible to us, as our speech would be to our linguistic ancestors of 
a millenium ago if in some miraculous manner they could be exposed 
to it. So long as the members of a speech community form a fairly 
tight-knit group, any change tends to spread to all the speakers of the 
language. But if the community is broken up, as by tnigration or by 
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invasion from outside, then changes which begin in one subcommunity 
usually spread only within that subcommunity, and, as a result, the 
speech habits of the different subcommunities diverge. If the divergence 
becomes great enough, membC:rs of the different subcommunities no 
longer understand each other, and we must then say that each sub
community has become an independent speech community with its 
own language. Whenever two or more languages have developed in this 
way from a single earlier language, we say that they are related. Like
wise, we say that any group of clearly related languages constitutes a 
family of languages. 

In the case of the Romance family, we are fortunate in having not 
only direct documentary evidence for much of the history of each sepa
rate language, but also ample written records of their common ancestor, 
Latin. This is a most unusual state of affairs, recurring only for the 
Indo-Aryan languages of India (Bengali, Hindi, Bihari, Marathi, and 
others): Sanskrit, known to us through a vast body of literature, was a 
standardized literary form of one dialect of the common ancestor. For 
most other families of languages the earliest written records are much 
more recent than the presumed common ancestor. Sometimes, by 
methods which we shall describe later, positive proof of relationship 
can be worked out even without the help of the direct evidence of 
written records, but in many other cases we are forced to suspend 
judgment. Thus some languages, so far as we know, constitute families 
all by themselves: for example, Basque. Similarly, it is clear that the 
hundred-and-fifty-odd aboriginal languages of America north of Mexico 
can be grouped into about fifty families, within each of which the rela
tionship is incontestable, but proposals for the further grouping of these 
fifty sets into a smaller number of larger families rest on more tenuous 
evidence and have not yet met with general agreement. 

NOTES 

At the end of most sections in this book will be found a paragraph 
or so entitled "Notes." These notes always include a check-list of the 
new teI1Il5 which have been introduced; in some cases they contain, or 
refer to, problems for the reader to work on; when relevant, they include 
bibliographical references. The latter are given in the form of author 
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and year of publication of the work referred to; fuller bibliographical 
information is presented alphabetically at the end of the book. 

Insofar as possible, throughout the book, our examples will be drawn 
from English. Where this is not possible, we draw most heavily on 
German, French, Spanish, Latin, Chinese, and Menomini. These, and 
all other languages mentioned anywhere in the discussion, are listed 
alphabetically in the Appendix of Language-Names, together with 
information as to where, when, and by whom each language is or was 
spoken and the known or strongly suspected family affiliation of each. 

The following terms receive somewhat sharpened meanings in §1: 
language (excludes writing), writing, linguist, linguistics. The following are 
introduced as technical terms: speech community, bilingual or polyglot, 
divergence, related languages, family of languages. 

A brief but penetrating survey of the history of linguistics will be 
found in Bloomfield 1933, chapter 1; also, his treatment of many topics 
in chapters 18-27 incorporates historical discussion. More extensive is 
Pedersen 1931. Hall 1951 b surveys developments in the United States 
from 1925 to 1950. Carroll 1953 describes the present state of develop
ment of linguistics in the United States, in its interrelationships with 
other disciplines. 

The best book-length worldwide survey of languagC'l and language 
families is Meillet and Cohen 1952. This treats a few areas lightly; for 
Latin America, one can compare McQuown 1955. Other surveys of 
value are Gray 1939 (especially for bibliography), Matthews 1951, 
Hoijer 1946. 
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PHONEMES 

2.1. Suppose you ask a grocer the price of eggs, and he says sixty 
cents a dozen. How do you know that he has said this, rather than eighty 
~ents a dozen, or we have no eggs today, or something else? 

The answer is obvious. The various things that someone might say 
in a given situation (and a given language) sound different. You tell 
one utterance from another by ear, just as you recognize the faces of 
your friends by sight. Of course, we are not infallible in either sort of 
identification. You may mistake one friend for another if the light is 
bad, and you may misunderstand what someone says if the surround
ings are too noisy or if he mumbles his words. And just as you would 
have particular trouble with a pair of identical twins, so it is with a 
pair of English utterances like The sons raise meat and The sun's rays 
meet. In cases like these, context helps. You see Jean-or-Joan playing 
tennis, and conclude that it is Jean because Joan doesn't like tennis. 
You hear The sun's rays meet in the course of a lecture on optics, and 
know perfectly well that this (rather than The sons raise meat) is what 
was said. Difficulties and exceptions of this sort are marginal; they do 
not affect the general validity of our answer: 

It follows that one subject which we must study if we wish to know 
how language works is sound-the sorts of sound used in speech, and 
how they are produced and detected. This part of linguistics is called 
phonology or phonemics. 

Throughout the study of phonology, it must be remembered that 
sounds and differences between them have one and only one function in 
language: to keep utterances apart. This means that there is little to be 
learned by examining the utterances of a language one by one, trying 

15 
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somehow to describe the sound of each. I t is much more to the point· 
to examine pairs of utterances to see how they differ in sound. 

Now if we consider a pair such as sixty cents a dozen and we have no 
eggs today, we find the difference so extensive that it is hard to pin any
thing down. At the other extreme, a pair like The sons raise meat and 
The sun's rays meet is of no help, since, by exception, this pair cannot be 
kept apart by ear but only by context. Between these two extremes, 
however, one can find pairs which might be called "almost-identical 
:wins." Here are some "almost-identical twins" that can be heard 
at'ound the Cornell University campus: 

She's gone to Willard Straight. 
She's gone to Willard State. 

Willard Straight is the student union building on the Cornell campw; 
Willard State (Hospital) is a mental institution not many miles away. 
The difference in meaning is thus very great. But the difference in sound 
is minimal: the first of the two has an r-sound in the last word which is 
lacking in the other. (This is the only difference in sound between the 
two. There are other differences in spelling, "but they do not parallel 
anything in our pronunciation, and must not mislead us.) 

Or one of a pair of almost-identical utterances may have one charac
teristic feature where the other has a different one: 

That's a nice pin. 
That's a nice bin. 

Pairs like these yield important information about the way a lan
guage makes use of differences of sound; that is, about its phonological 
system. The second pair tells us, for example, that in English we some
times keep utterances apart solely by having a p-sound at a certain 
point in one of them, a b-sound at the same point in the other. This is 
not very exciting information, but it is significant just the same. There; 
are many languages in which the difference between a p-sound and a 
h-sound is not used in this same functional way. The functional use of 
the difference in English is therefore a characteristic feature of the 
language-a feature in which English differs from certain other 
languages. 

We want to see in more detail just how the phonological systet'llS of 
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various languages differ from each other, but we obviously cannot 
explore this topic merely on the basis of the isolated information that, 
in English, p-sounds and b-sounds stand in contrast. We must explore 
the whole of the phonologic system of English. 

In the two sets of almost-identical utterances so far considered, the 
differences in sound are located in specific words: straight versus state 
and pin versus bin. Now almost any word in English (or in any other 
language) is capable, at least on rare occasions, of occurring as a whole 
utterance. For example, to the question Do you want it with soda or 
straight? one might merely answer Straight. This suggests that a con
venient way to begin our exploration of the phonologic system of 
English is to limit ourselves, temporarily, to one-word utterances. For 
the present we shall impose an even stricter limitation, considering only 
utterances of one syllable. 

2.2. English Initial Contrasts. The pair of words pin and bin demon
strate as well as the longer utterances That's a nice pin and That's a nice 
bin that the contrast between a p-sound and a b-sound is functional in 
English. But there are various other words which are identical with 
pin except at the outset: in, tin, din, chin, gin, kin, fin, thin, sin, shin, Min 
(the nickname), Lynn, win, spin, skin, grin. Any pair of words drawn 
from this list bears testimony to the relevance in English of some differ
ence of sound. Thus the pair pin and in shows that there is a functionally 
relevant difference between having a p-sound at a certain place and 
having no sound at all there. The pair din and shin demonstrates the 
relevance of the difference between a d-sound and an sh-sound. The 
pair pin and spin attests the distinctiveness of the difference between 
starting with a p-sound and starting with an s-sound followed imme
diately by a p-sound. And so on. 

Four of the words in the list are special: in, since it begins with no 
consonant sound at all; and spin, skin, grin, each of which begins with a 
combination of two consonant sounds. Setting these four aside, we are 
left with a set of fourteen: pin, bin, tin, din, chin, gin, kin, fin, thin, sin, 
shin, Min, Lynn, win. 

Each of these fourteen words begins with a single consonant sound, 
and each of the consonant sounds is different from each of the others. 
Thus, in place of a single two-way difference of sound (as in pin and 
bin) what we have is a network of interlocking differences of sound. Since each 
of the words contrasts directly with each of the others, there are ninety-
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one contrasts in all. Thirteen of these contrasts involve the p-sound: p 
is different from b; p is different from t; p is different from d; and so on. 
We shall later (§11) see that these differences are not all of the same 
order (p is more different in sound from d than it is from b), but at the 
moment this consideration is unimportant: the ninety-one contrasts 
are functionally all on a par. 

Now does this list of fourteen words cover all the contrasts which are 
relevant for the fourteen consonant sounds involved? We can find out 
by considering some other family of partially similar words. Let us 
examine the family which includes pie, a word which obviously begins 
with the same p-sound found at the beginning of pin. Setting aside eye, 
which has no initial consonant-sound, and words like pry, sly, fry, which 
have two each, we find the following: pie, buy, tie, die, guy,fo, vie, thigh, 
thy, sigh, shy, my, nigh, lie, rye, Wye, high. Here we have seventeen differ
ing initial consonant sounds, or 136 two-way contrasts, sixteen of them 
involving the p-sound. Some of these are duplications of sounds or 
contrasts revealed by the first list, but some of them are new: pie versus 
guy, for example. And a few of the sounds and contrasts represented in 
the first list do not recur here. What the two lists taken together show 
can be determined by consolidating them in the following fashion: 

pin bin tin din chin gin kin fin thin 
pie buy tie die guy fo vie thigh 

sin shin Min Lynn win 
thy sigh shy my nigh lie rye Wye high. 

The coupled lists show twenty different consonants, provided our 
pairing-off is correct, but they do not show every imaginable two-way 
contrast: the total number of two-way contrasts directly attested by the 
forms in the consolidated list is 169. 

This procedure can be continued, by adding another family of par
tially similar words, and then another, and so on. Eventually, the addi
tion of another new family fails to show anything not attested by those 
already considered. One must naturally be careful not to stop too soon, 
or s~mething may be missed. Table 2.1 presents nine families, which 
among them both illustrate every different single consonant-sound with 
which English words begin and afford an example of every possible 
two-way contrast between those consonants. Each column is a family; 
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column: 
1 2 

row: 
1 pain 
2 bane 
3 Taine' 
4 Dane 
5 chain 
6 Jane' 
7 cane 
8 gain 
9 fain 

10 vain 
11 thane 
12 
13 sane 
14 Zane' 
15 Shane' 
16 main 
17 nane' 
18 lane 

pie 
buy 
tie 
die 

guy 
fie 
vie 
thigh 
thy 
sigh 

shy 
my 
nigh 
lie 

TABLE 2.1 

3 4 

pooh' paw 
boo' baw' 
too 
do daw 
chew chaw 
Jew jaw 
coo caw 
goo 
foo' 

thaw 

saw 
zoo 
shoe Shaw' 
moo maw 

gnaw 
100 law 

5 6 7 

pine pet pat 
bine bet bat 
tine tat 
dine debt 
chine Chet' chat 

jet 
kine cat 

get gat 
fine fat 
vine vet vat 

thine that 
sign' set sat 
Syne' 
shine 
mine met mat 
nine net gnat 
line let 

19 

8 9 

pen 
Ben' Bessl 
ten Tess l 

den 
chess 

Jen l Jess' 
ken 

guess 
feD Fess' 

Zen' 

men meos 
ness 

Len' less 
19 rain rye Roo' raw ret rat wren 
20 wain Wye woo wine wet wen Wes' 
21 you yaw yet yen yes 
22 Haine' high who haw hat hen Hess' 

'Surnames. 'Given names or nicknames. a Scottish, but familiar through 
poetry or stories. ' Interjections. 'A variety of Buddhism. Other unfamiliar 
words in the Table can be found in any college dictionary. 

each row includes only words which begin with the same consonant 
sound. As can be seen, there are twenty-two different consonant sounds, 
and a total of 231 two-way contrasts. One could add other families 
endlessly, but nothing new would turn up. 

2.3. English Final Contrasts. So far we have sonea out only the 
distinctively different consonant sounds with which one-syllable Eng
lish words begin. The pair pin and bin differ only at the beginning; but 
the pair pin and pan differ in the middle, and pin and pip contrast only 
at the end. As our next step, let us sort out the different single consonant 
sounds with which one-syllable English words end. 

This we can do by the same procedure used for the word-initial posi
tion, except that our word families will be differently chosen: e.g., 
pip, Pit, pitch, pick, pig, pith, pish, pin, pi"" peer, pill. It requires a larger 
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number of word families to illustrate all the possibilities here than we 
needed for word-initial position: Table 2.2 includes seventeen. And we 
encounter certain difficulties which did not turn up in initial position. 

Mainly, these difficulties are due to the fact that not all of us speak 
English in quite the same way. Table 2.2 includes a row peer, rear, sere, 
car, mere, wei'r,jear. For the writer, and in general for speakers of Middle 
Western American English, the vowel of peer is quite like that of pip, 
ping, pill, and so on, so that the word is properly included in the first 
column. But there are some Middle Westerners, and a great many 
people elsewhere in the English-speaking world, for whom this does 
not hold-indeed, in much of New England, parts of New York City, 
parts of the South, and in British English, there is no terminal .-sound 
at all in such words. It is unfortunate that we should have to encounter 
difficulties of this sort so early in our discussion, but there is nothing 
which can be done about it. We are forced to choose some one variety of 
English, and since the ~riter is most familiar with the Middle Western 
variety he has chosen it. 

The words of columns 6,8,10, and 17 are likewise chosen in terms 
of this one type of English, and require resorting for other types. 

Some Middle Westerners (and some others) pronounce the four 
words loge, beige, liege, and rouge (row 16) with exactly the same final 
consonant sound that they use in ridge, cadge, cadge, midge, budge (row 6). 
Others, from aIr areas, use two different sounds. Row 16 must be 
deleted for those who do not make this distinction. 

Table 2.2 shows twenty-one different final single consonant sounds, 
and affords examples of 206 minimal two-way contrasts. One further 
two-way contrast is attested by the pair seethe and siege, not on the table. 
No minimal contrasts can be found for the final consonant sounds of 
the pairs 

rouge versus ridge 
rouge versus ring 
rouge versus rear. 

Therefore the final consonants are defined in terms of a network of only 
207 two-way contrasts. 

Before passing on to an examination of the vowel sounds of mono
syllabl.e let us first note that to a large extent the dilferent possible . 
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single initial consonants and the different possible single final con
sonants can be paired off. Thus: 

pain begins as pip ends; and likewise 
baT14 and lobe TaiT14 and pit 
DaT14 and laid chain and pitch 
J aT14 and ridge caT14 and pick 
gain and pig fain and Lafe 
vain and lave thaT14 and pith 
thy and lathe saT14 and laue 
ZaT14 and lays Shane and pish 
main and lame RaT14 and pin 
iaT14 and pill rain and peer. 

These leave three initial consonant sounds (those in wain, you, HaiTl4) 
apparently unmatched by anything final, and two final ones (those in 
loge, ping) apparently unmatched by anything initial. Occasionally one 
hears someone pronounce the French name JeanT14 somewhat in the 
French way (though in an English context), with an initial consonant 
sound like the final one of rouge. This is so infrequent that we might 
almost leave it out of account altogether. Even rarer is the pronuncia
tion of the authoress's name Ngaio Marsh with an initial consonant 
sound like the final consonant sound of sing. 

2.4. English Medial Vowel Contrasts. The procedure which we 
have now used for the initial and for the final consonant sounds of 
monosyllables can also be used for the medial vowel sounds (demon
strated by the difference between pin and pan). On this score, dialect 
variation becomes really great. Table 2.3 shows, with ten families of 
words, those contrasts which are made regularly by most speakers of 
Middle Western English. Any such speaker, chosen at random, may 
show a few additional distinctions, but there is little agreement as to 
these additional ones from one speaker to another, and we omit them 
for the sake of greater simplicity at this stage of our discussion. The 
Table shows fourteen contrasting vowel sounds, and minimal two-way 
contrasts for every pair of the fourteen, giving an interlocking network 
of 91 differences of sound. 

Many varieties of English show a much larger number of contrasting 
vowel sounds. A speaker of any of these other varieties will inevitably 
be disturbed by Table 2.3, and particularly by the way in which the 
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TABLE 2.3 

column: 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

row: 
1 bee ye thee beat keen beak heel keyed Beal' 
2 bay yea' they bait cane bake hail bail 
3 by thy bite kine bike Hile' bile 
4 boy coin Hoyle' boil 
5 boo you boot coon cooed BooIe' 
6 bow' though boat cone whole code bowl 
7 bow' yow thou bout howl cowed 
8 baw yaw bought hall cawed bail bort: 
9 bah bot con bock cod bar 

10 baa' bat can back Hal' cad 
11 yeah' bet ken beck hell Ked' bell bear 
12 the" but buck hull cud burr 
13 bit kin hill kid bill beer 
14 book could bull boor 

, As for shooting an arrow. ' As from the waist. • The bleat of a sheep; some 
people pronounce this the same as bah. • As in yea, team! ' As in Ok yeah! Some 
people pronounce this so as to put it in the preceding row. 'One way of pro
nouncing the word in isolation; the other way makes it identical with tlue. 'Sur
names. 8 Nickname. ' A trade name. 

words in column 10 are aligned horizontally with those in the other 
columns. In the case of bore, bar, bear, beer, and boor, the reader will 
simply have to accept, on faith, the writer's assertion that in his speech 
the vowel sounds are as indicated-bar has the vowel sound of bah, bot, 
con, bock, cod; bear that of bet, ken; and so on. In the case of burr, the 
writer cannot insist that the vowel is exactly the same as that of but, buck, 
hull, cud, for, to a trained ear, it is not. But it is nearer to that of 
but, buck, 2nd so on, than it is to any of the other vowel sounds repre
sented in the table, and the writer is unable to find any-direct contrast, 
in any environment, between the vowel sound of burr and that of but or 
buck. Since contrast is much more important than exact identity, the 
alignment is made as shown on the Table. There: are certain problems 
connected with this that we shall not be able to deal with until much 
later (§40). 

2.5. Summary; Phonemes and Speech Sounds. From §§2.2-4 we 
see that a monosyllabic utterance of Middle Western English may 
begin with any of the single consonant sounds sorted out in Table 2.1, 
or with certain combinations of two or three of them (spin, string), or 
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with no consonant sound at all (in, antf). It then continues with one or 
another of the vowel sounds soited out in Table 2.3. It then ends with 
one or another of the single consonant sounds sorted out in Table 2.2, 
or with certain combinations of two, three, or four of them (stand, text, 
:Iimpserf), or with no final consonant at all. Of course, not all the 
theoretically possible combinations actual1y occur-if they did, then 
there would be no holes in our tables, and one family of words would 
suffice for each table. But any monosyllable which does occur accords 
with the description just given. We have sorted out all the differences 
of consonant and vowel sound which function to keep monosyllabic 
utterances apart. 

Our utterances, of course, are rarely monosyllabic. Therefore we 
cannot be sure that we have covered every functionally relevant dif
ference of sound in English. Before we continue our analysis of English 
phonology, however, let us for a moment assume that the description 
given above is complete, so that we can pose some crucial questions. 

Just what is the p-sound (as we have been calling it) at the beginning 
of the word pin? There are two different senses in which this question 
can be understood, leading to two different answers. 

The first (and less important) answer is to describe the p of pin in 
terms of what it sounds like, or in tenns of how it is produced by a 
speaker. As we shall see in §§7-9, the p of pin can be approximately 
described as a "voiceless bilabial stop." This description is cast in the 
terminology of what is called articulatory phonetics. When we say that 
pin begins as tip ends, we are identifying the first consonant of the 
former and the last consonant of the latter on the basis of such descrip
tion. Any two sounds, in the same language or in different languages, 
which fit the same description in terms of articulatory phonetics, are 
said to be instances or recurrences of "the same" speech sound. This 
renders the term "speech sound" relative, since our articulatory de
scription may be either loose or precise. 

The second (and more important) answer turns on the consideration 
mentioned in §2.1: that the sole function of sound in language is to keep 
utterances apart. The phonological system of a language is therefore 
not so much a "set of sounds" as it is a network of differences between 
sounds. In this frame of reference, the elements of a phonological system 
cannot be defined positively in terms of what they "are," but only 
negatively in terms of what they are not, what they contrast with. While 
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it is true, and not irrelevant, that English p is a "voiceless bilabial stop," 
it is much more important that p is different from certain other elements 

namely, those sorted out in Tables 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. 
Since the element p in English is something different from the various 

other elements, we are trained to pronounce it, by and large, in such a 
way that it cannot easily be mistaken for any of the other elements; 
and, as hearers, we are trained to catch even the subtlest clue of pro
nunciation which identifies what we hear as a p rather than as any of 
the others. But this does not mean that we must necessarily pronounce 
p in exactly the same way every time, and we do nOt. So long as what 
we say sounds sufficiently unlike any of the other elements which might 
occur in the same context, yielding a different utterance, our hearers 
will interpret what they hear as a p. 

This affords us more leeway than we realize. It is only natural that 
we should be unaware of .our actual variation in the pronunciation of 
an element like p, since throughout our experience with English, from 
earliest childhood, we have been trained to ignore certain variations 
in pronunciation, and to pay attention only to key differences. Accord
ingly, it is difficult to demonstrate to a speaker of English that his 
pronunciation of an element like p does vary quite widely. But it is 
easy enough to demonstrate comparable irrelevant ranges of variation 
in other languages. For example, if we listen to a Menomini Indian 
saying several times his word with the meaning 'he looks at him,' we 
hear in the middle of the word now a sound something like our p and 
now a sound more like our b. We hear the difference because English 
trains us to hear it. But the Menomini does not hear it, because in his 
language ibis particular difference of sound never functions to keep 
utterances apart-and therefore he has no reason to need to hear it. 
Conversely, a speaker of Hindi, hearing us say pin a number of times, 
will report that we fluctuate between two initial consonants, the dif
ference between which i!; functional in his language, but not in English. 

In this functional frame of reference, when we are dealing with the 
phonological system of a single language we do not ordinarily use the 
term "speech sound." For example, we do not call Englishp a "speech 
sound" in this context, because whether all occurrences of English p 
are "the same" speech sound, or some are one speech sound and some 
are another, depends on who is listening and on how we describe what 
is heard. Instead, we say that English p is a phoneme. 
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The phonemes of a language, then, are the elements which stand.in 
-contrast with each other in the phonologkal system of the language. 
English p is a phoneme, and so are the various other elements sorted 
out in Tables 2.1,2.2, and 2.3. Throughout all our subsequent discus
sion, it must constandy be remembered that a phoneme in a given 
language is defined only in terms of its dijfertnCes from tM otMr plwnemes of 
1M same language. 

NOTES 

New terms: phonology or phonemics, phonological system of a language, 
phoneme, speech sound. Articulatory phonetics is mentioned in passing, but 
will not come up for detailed discussion until §7. 

Hockett 1955 is a detailed treatment of the substance of §§2-13; 
further bibliography can be found therein. 
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PHONEMIC NOTATION 

3.1. Linguistics is one of many fields in which it is necessary to devise 
certain sorts of special notation. 

A football coach charts plays on a blackboard with O's, X's, and 
arrows. Radio circuits are represented on paper by diagrams which are 
half pictorial and half arbitrary. Chemists have a special notation for 
representing elements, compounds, and reactions. 

Let us for a moment consider the special notation of chemistry. At 
the basis of this symbolism is the assignment of a capital letter, or in 
some cases a capital letter followed by a lower case letter, to each ele
ment. Thus "H" represents hydrogen, "c" carbon, and "CI" chlorine. 
In structural formulas, each of these symbols represents not just the 
element, put a single atom thereof; a dash represents a valence bond. 
With these conventions, the structural formula for methane or marsh 
gas, 

H 
I 

H-y-H, 
H 

actually forms a sort of picture of a molecule of that compound. Of 
course, the individual symbols "H" and "C" don't "look like" atoms 
of hydrogen and carbon-nothing "looks like" atoms, since atoms are 
too small to reflect light, and thus too small to see with any physically 
possible microscope. But at the size-level of the whole structural for
mula, the geometrical arrangement of the constituent symbols is pre
sumed to be roughly parallel to the geometrical arrangement of the 
constituent atoms in a molecule of marsh gas. It is to this geometrical 

27 
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parallelism that we refer when we call the formula a sort of "picture" 
of what it represents. 

Now in discussing the phonologic system of anyone language-and, 
indeed, often in discussing other aspects of the language-it is necessary 
to use a system of notation which will reflect the phonemic system of the 
language and show the phonemic composition of any utterance or part 
of an utterance. The way in which a pholWTlic notation for a language is 
developed is very much like the way in which chemists have developed 
their notation for structural formulas. 

To start with, it is necessary to assign a different visible mark to each 
phoneme of the language. We could use any symbols whatsoever for 
this purpose; logically, all that would matter would be that we had 
exactly enough of them, all different in appearance. But it is helpful if, 
insofar as possible, we choose marks which already have some sort of 
association with the phonemes to be represented. The chemist's sym
bols have been chosen with an eye to such mnemonic help: "H" is the 
first letter of the written word "hydrogen," "Na" for sodium is the first 
two letters of Latin "natrium," and so on. In English writing, the letter 
"p" is often associated with the English p-phoneme (pin, pull, nap, 
apple, bump) and rarely with anything else. Thus the sensible choice for 
this phoneme in our phonemic notation for English is the letter "p." 

Next, it is necessary to decide upon some proper geometrical ar
rangement for the symbols which represent the constituent phonemes 
of any utterance we want to depict. In speech, the phonerpes of an 
utterance occur largely one after another in time. The surface of a sheet 
of paper or a blackboard has no time on it, but we can follow the habit 
of ordinary Western writing, placing the symbol for a phoneme which 
occurs earlier to the left of that for a phoneme which occurs later, and 
going on to another line when we reach the edge of the writing surface. 

When these two steps have been taken, our phonemic notation for the 
particular language is established. We have the necessary apparatus 
for a graphic representation of anything the speakers of the language ever say. 

Furthermore, our phonemic notation for the particular language is 
pictorial to about the same degree as are the chemist's structural for·· 
mulas. There is nothing similar between the visual shape of the mark 
"p" and the auditory shape of the English phoneme which we choose to 
represent by that mark in our notation. But there is a resemblance 
between the geometrical arrangement of the constituent symbols in the 
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phonemic formula displayed here: 

pin 

and the geometrical arrangement of the three phonemes we produce 
when we say the English word pin. In one case, the arrangement is in a 
single spatial dimension, and in the other it is in the single dimension 
of time; but, given our arbitrary equating of "earlier than" with "to the 
left of," the linear ordering is the same. 

3.2. Special Problems in Phonemic Notations. The linguist faces 
one problem of notation which does not disturb the chemist. The latter 
needs only one notation for all possible structural formulas, for there 
is only one set of elements in the universe. The linguist needs as many 
different phonemic notations as there are languages to be dealt with. 

It would be wasteful to make up a whole new set of visible marks for 
each new language. But if some of the same marks are to be used from 
one language to another, their assignment should not be random. 
\Vhat we do is to pay some attention to the similarities between 
phonemes of different languages as speech sounds: "p" in English for a 
certain phoneme, and "p" in our notation for French, Menomini, or 
Chinese for phonemes in those languages which are at least something 
like English p to the ear. Complete consistency cannot be achieved, 
since the phonemes of different languages are defined by different 
interlocking sets of contrast. But the most extremely misleading assign
ments of marks to phonemes can be avoided. 

Formulas in phonemic notation often have to be displayed directly 
in the middle of a passage of written English. To set the notation off 
clearly from context, we. shall henceforth enclose every phonemic 
formula between slant lines: 

the English phoneme /p/ 
the English word /pin/ is a monosyllable 
Menomini /wa ·pamew / 

and so forth. The context will always indicate what language is being 
discussed. But it must be remembered that "English /p/" and, say, 
"Menomini /p/" refer to entirely different phonemes, despite the use of 
the mark "p" for both. 

3.3. English Phonemic Notation. We shall now assign marks to all 
the English phonemes uncovered by our investigation in §2. The re-
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maining symbols which are needed will be added as we unravel the rest 
of the English phonological system. 

First the symbols for the initial consonant phonemes illustrated by 
Table 2.1: 

Ipl pain, pie 
Ibl bane, buy 
It I Taine, tie 
Idl Dane, die 
I'CI chain, chew 
IJI Jane, Jew 
Ikl cane, coo 
I gl gain, guy 
If I fain, fie 
Ivl vain, vie 
161 thane, thigh 

I~ I thy, thine 
lsi sane, sigh 
Izi Zane, zoo 
lsi Shane, shy 
Iml main, my 
Inl nane, nigh 
II/ lane, lie 
Irl rain, rye 
Iwl wain, Wye 
Ijl you, yaw 
Ihl Haine, high. 

Nineteen of these will be used also, of course, for nineteen of the final 
consonant phonemes illustrated by Table 2.2: Ipl pip, Ibl lobe, It! pit, 
Idl laid, I'CI pitch, IJI ridg-e, Ikl pick, Igi pig, If I Lafe, Ivl laoe, 161 pith, 
~~N~N~N~~~M~N~N~ 
In addition, we need for final-position consonants the following two: 

Izl loge, rouge 
/CJI ping, ring. 

This totals twenty-four marks for consonant phonemes, and this is 
all that is needed even for utterances longer than a single syllable. 
So far as the graphic shapes of the marks are concerned, sixteen are 
identical with English letters often used, in ordinary English spelling, 
with the values assigned them; one, Ij/, is a familiar letter used 
in an unfamiliar way (though this usage is familiar in the spelling
systems of German and some other languages); the remaining seven, 
I'C J S z 6 ~ TJ/, are strange, but will variously recur in our phonemic 
notations for certain other languages. 

For the vowels sorted out in Table 2.3 we shall use the following 
symbols: 
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lijl bee, ye, beat 
lejl bay, bait 
lajl by, bite 
jojl boy, coin 
luw I boo, boot 
jowl though, boat 
law I thou, howl 
101 baw, hall, bOTe 
lal bah, bot, baT 
lrel baa, bat, cad 
lei yeah, bet, bear 
jal the, but, burr 
Iii bit, beer 
lui book, boOT 

Ibij, jij, bijtl 
Ibej, bejtj 
/haj, bajtl 
Iboj, kojnl 
Ibuw, buwtl 
/tJow, bowt/ 
jtJaw, hawl/ 
lbo, hoI, bor I 
Iba, bat, bar/ 
Ibre, bret, kredl 
lye, bet, berl 
ItJa, bat, barl 
Ibit, birl 
Ibuk, burl. 
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To the right we have placed the complete phonemic formula for each 
of the sample words. 

Here even some of the symbols which are quite like English letters in 
shape have been assigned values for which English writing affords little 
mnemonic help. Our reason for this is the other mnemonic principle 
explained in §3.2: some of the same marks are to be used in our pho
nemic notations for other languages, and it is easier to maintain some 
degree of consistency· in this, from one language to another, if the 
marks listed above are assigned the indicated English values. 

In seven cases, we have used a combination of two marks instead of 
a single mark: lij ej aj oj uw ow awl. Linguists who have worked 
with English phonology are in disagreement as to the status of these 
seven vowel-like elements. Some believe that a word like bay contains 
a vowel which can be identified with that in bet (our lej), followed by 
something which can be identified with the initial phoneme of you, yes 
(our Ij/). For them, once the symbols "e" and "j" have been assigned 
the values just indicated, then the notation lbejl for the word bay, or 
/bejtl for the word bait, is a necessary consequence. A similar line of 
reasoning justifies the other compound notations with "w" and "j" as 
the second mark. 

Other specialists in English phonology disagree, feeling that every
thing after the Ibl in bay is just a single phoneme, entirely on a par 
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with everything between the initial and the final consonant of beat, bit, 
bet, bat, and so on. 

We do not have to take sides in this argument for our present pur
poses. Fortunately, we can use one and the same notation whichever 
opinion eventually proves correct. For those who prefer to interpret the 
vowel of bay as a sequence of two phonemes, the notation /ej/ can be 
interpreted in that way. For those who prefer to interpret the vowel of 
bay as a single phoneme, the notation /ej/ can be interpreted as a 
compound mark for a unitary element, like the chemist's "He" for 
helium (in contrast to "H" for hydrogen). Table 2.2 shows that the 
initial consonants /j/ and /w/ are not matched by any final consonants; 
therefore we run no danger of ambiguity in monosyllables in using the 
marks "j" and "w" also as constituents of our compound symbols; and 
it will turn out that the notation remains unambiguous for utterances 
longer than a single syllable. 

NOTES 

Problems. Gleason, Workbook (see bibliography, Gleason 1955b), on 
pages 15-18, gives a list of English monosyllables for practice in 
transcription. 
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ENGLISH INTONATION 

4.1. In our analysis of English one-syllable utterances in §2, we pre
tended that two such utterances are either kept apart by some differ
ence in constituent vowels or consonants, or else are not kept apart at 
all. This was an oversimplification. Consider the following dialog: 

JACK: Where're you going? 
BILL: Home. 
JACK: Home? 
BILL: Yes. 

The second and third lines of this dialog are not identical to the ear, 
and certainly not the same in meaning. Yet the constituent vowels and 
consonants of the two are the same: /howm/. The difference in sound 
which keeps them apart lies in the changing pitch of the voice. Dis
tinctively different features of English speech melody constitute 
intonation. 

Although our conventional punctuation marks permit us to note 
some intonational contrasts in writing (Home. versus Home?), they do 
not provide for this either consistently or fully. The same mark may be 
used in spite of intonational differences, and, conversely, different 
marks may have to be used even though the intonation is the same, all 

it commonly would be in each of the following two utterances: 

JACK: Where're you going? 
BIU.: I'm going home. 

A better way of marking intonation is therefore necessary. Ideally, 
the marks should provide for all significant intonational contrasts, but, 

33 
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since the precise analysis of English intonation is still a matter of some 
doubt, in some instances they may not. 

Until recently, intonation was more or less tacitly ignored by most 
linguistic scholars on the assumption that it did not vary significantly 
from language to language, or that anything so "natural" hardly war
ranted serious consideration. It is perhaps true that certain features of 
speech melody are to be found in all languages (e.g., rise of pitch and 
volume under the stimulus of pain or anger), but such universal fea
tures, if they exist, are not part of intonation as we now use that term. 
Recerit research suggests that every language has a system of basic 
speech melodies which is as unique to the language as is its set of 
vowel and consonant phonemes. It may be that the normal effect of 
an intonation is sometimes concealed, or overridden, by the superposi
tion of nonlinguistic features of speech melody under the stimulus of 
strong emotion, but this is on a par with the fact that normal articula
tion of vowels and consonants is sometimes distorted by excitement, 
depressibn, or drugs. 

4 • .2. PIA and TCs. Let us begin by examining in more detail the 
ways in which Bill might have said home in answer to Jack's question, 
and the ways in which Jack might have intoned his rejoinder. If Bill 
is offering a perfectly matter-of-fact reply, without any implication 
that Jack really ought to know the answer without asking, he will usu
ally start with a relatively high pitch, and let it fall rapidly to a very 
low pitch at the end of the word. The relatively high initial pitch will 
be represented by a I'I before the word home, and the relatively low 
level reached at the end by a PI written after the word, thus: 

(1) 'homel! 

(The arrow at the end will be discussed later.) I~ead of this, Bill may 
start at about the same pitch but let it fall only slightly: in this case we 
write III instead of PI: 

(2) 'homel ! 
This carries a different meaning in the present context: 'I don't par
ticularly want to go home, hut there's nothing else left to do.' 

If Bill wants to imply 'Of course I'm going home;; what else would 
you expect at this hour?'-then he may do one of three things. One is 
to start at an especially high pitch, higher than that symbolized by 
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/'/-we shall use the mark /4/-but to glide down just as far by the end 
of the word as in way (1): . 

(3) 

Or else he may start at a very low pitch (/If), and let the pitch rise, 
either slightly-

(4) 

--or more sharply-

(5) 

The symbol /2/ at the end of (5) obviously represents a level of pitch 
higher than /1/ but lower than /3/. In (4), the terminal upwards-point
ing arrow means that the rise in pitch is to a level higher than /t/ but 
lower than /2/; in (5), the same terminal mark means that the rise in 
pitch is to a level higher than /2/ but lower than /8/. Thus the extent to 
which the pitch rises in these two is indicated jointly by the last super
script numeral and the arrow after it: the arrow means 'rise to a point 
higher than such-and-such,' and the last superscript numeral defines 
the 'such-and-such.' That these two rises are potentially different in 
function can be shown in another context. Suppose that Bill's answer is 
delivered in way (4). Jack's comment might then be delivered in way 
(5), with the meaning 'You don't mean that, do you? I hadn't ex
pected it!' But Jack cannot achieve this meaning by using way (4), 
which seems never to imply any feeling of interrogation. 

The intonational phonemes /1/, /2/, /,/, and /4/ are called pitch 
levels (PLs); /!I and /i / are terminal contours (TCs). Our examples so 
far do not illustrate PL /2/ very well. The contrasts among /1/, /2/, and 
/3/ can be more clearly shown as follows. If Jack asks Are you going home 
now? Bill may answer 

(6) 

which either carries the same overtones described for (4) above, or else 
implies that Bill is about to continue with some comment on his answer. 
If Jack quietly calls Bill! in order to get Bill's attention, Bill may indi. 
cate that he is listening by saying 

(7) 
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Some people answer the telephone this way, or say yes with this intona
tion to a stranger who comes to the door; in these contexts it strikes 
many of us as brusque and a bit impatient. Lastly, suppose tllat Bill has 
asked Jack to do something, hoping for an affirmative answer, but that 
he does not quite hear Jack's response. He may ask 'Did you say yes?' 
by saying 

(8) 

In all three of these ways of saying yes (6, 7, and 8), there is slight rise in 
pitch as the word is spoken, but the pitch starts lowest in (6), somewhat 
higher in (7), and still higher in (8). 

So far we have illustrated two TCs. There are three in all, but before 
introducing the third let us clarify the distinction between the two 
already introduced. There are two common ways for Jack to call quietly 
to Bill to attract his attention-assuming that both are in the same 
room, but that Bill is occupied with his own work or thoughts. One is 
like the second way (2) of saying home: 

(9) 

and the other is 

(10) 

The notation in (10) indicates that the pitch of the voice starts at level 
/1/, falls all the way to /2/, and then rises somewhat, though not far 
enough to reach /3/ again. Notice, thus, that the TC /i / always in
volves a terminal rise in pitch, even if the voice has first dipped down 
from a higher level. 

An exaggerated variety of (9) is our usual way of calling someone 
from a distance; the overall increase in volume, pitch, and duration is 
probably part of the "natural" framework common to all languages. 

Either of the following is a sort of concessive assent, implying 'that 
may- be true, but I have doubts as to its relevance': 

(11) 
(12) 

To the Writer, the second of these tends to imply more serious reserva
tions than the first. 
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Thus the key characteristic of It I, disting\lishing it from I!I and 
from the third TC (to be discussed in a moment), is a terminal rise in 
pitch, which ends at a level somewhat higher than the PL written 
directly before the mark Ii I, but usually not so high as the next higher 
PL. 

The TC I!I is distinguished from It I basically by the absence of 
this terminal rise. Its positive characteristics are a fading-away of the 
force of articulation, 'often with a drawling of the last few vowels and 
consonants. When the immediately preceding PL is PI, the fade is usu
ally accompanied by a fall of the pitch to a point somewhat below 
PL /l/. 

The third TC, 11/, is marked by the absence of the positive features 
for either Ii I or III This TC most often occurs where the speaker 
goes right on talking, so that isolated examples, directly comparable to 
those that have been given for the other TCs, are harder to find and to 
illustrate. However, consider someone who is about to answer a com
plicated question, and who must think through what he is going to say 
before saying it. He may begin in either of the following ways: 

(13) 
(14) 

'Well'l 
a Well'! 

(13) is cut off suddenly without forewarning; (14) fades away from the 
outset. Different impressions are conveyed to the audience. Hearing 
(13), we sense that the speaker has realized onJy after beginning to 
speak that he must take time to think his answer out. Hearing (14), we 
sense that the speaker realized this necessity from the outset, and that 
his well is uttered, in part, to let us know that the necessary cogitation is 
under way. 

4.3. Macrosegments. Uti:erances longer than a single syllable differ, 
as to intonation, in <:me or more of three ways from those of a single 
syllable. 

First: a longer utterance may contain two successive intonations: 

(15) 

Second: a single intonation may be stretched through two or more 
successive syllables, a PL at the beginning, a PL at the end, and a TC 
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at the end; compare the following: 

(16) 3Nol! 
(17) 3Neverl! 
(18) 3 Terrible I ! 
(19) 3 Dictionary I! 
(20) 3I want to gal! 
(21) 3I want to go there l ! 
(22) 31 want to go along with youl! 
(23) 3 Elevator operator l ! 

Note that in all of these (16-23), the most prominent syllable is the very 
first one. (21), thus, answers the question WHO wants to go there?-not 
the question Where do you want to go? The most prominent syllable of an 
intonation, be it the first or not, and the PL which accompanies it, are 
said to be at the center of the intonation. 

Third: a single intonation may include one or more syllables before 
its center. The PL at the center of an intonation is always the next to 
the last PL in the intonation, the last one being that which occurs at 
the end along with the TC. If there are syllables before the center, then 
the pitch on which they are spoken is also distinctive, and we place a 
mark for a PL at the beginning: 

(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 

21 want to go 'there l ! 
2I want to 'go therel! 
2I 'want to go there I ! 
2 An 'elevator operatorl! 
2He's an aele!Jator operator I ! 

In all of these (24-28), the PL at the center is /8/ (and the center is the 
syllable on which /8/ is written). 

The stretch of material spoken with a single intonation is called a 
macrosegment. We may freely speak either of the center of an intonation 
or of the center of a macrosegment. Everything from the center to the 
end, including the center, is the head; anything which precedes the 
center is a pendant. By definition, then, every macrosegment includes a 
center and a head (though the two may be coterminous, as 1-14, 16, 
24), but only some include a pendant (24-28). Every macrosegment 
ends with a TC, which therefore automatically marks the boundary 
between successive macrosegments in a single utterance (as in 15, the 
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only example so far of more than one macrosegment). Every macro
segment includes at least two PLs, one at the end and one at the center; 
if there is a pendant, there is an additional PL at the beginning, and 
there may be a fourth somewhere between the beginning and the 
center. Examples of the latter possibility will come later. 

The commonest and most colorless intonation for short statements 
is /2 It!!. By this abstracted notation, we mean that the pendant, if 
any, is spoken on PL /2/, that the head has PL /'/, and that the last PL 
is p/ and the TC /!/. To the examples already given (1, 16-23, 24-28) 
we may add one here: 

(29) 2My name is 'Billl! 

This is also the most colorless intonation for short questions built around 
a "question word" such as wlw, where, what:-

(30) 2 What's your 'name I ! 
On the other hand, questions of the sort that allow a yes-or-no answer 
have a different most-neutral intonation, /2 I3j /: 

(31) lIs your name 'Bill'j 

A series of words in the proper order for a statement can be made into a 
question merely by using the indicated intonation: 

(32) 'His name is 'Bill'j 

The following is a perfectly normal question: 

(33) 'What do you Ido21 Iwith a stiff 'neckl! 

Notice what happens if we change the intonations as follows: 

(34) IWhat do you do with a 'stiffl! 'neek'j 

The discovery of questions which could be distorted in this manner used 
to be a sort of parlor-game. 

Again, notice the following two normal questions: 

(35) 'What are we having for 'dinnerlllMotherlj 
(36) ·What are we having for 'dinnerl! 'burt 

Placing the intonations, of (36) on the words of (35) gives a gruesomely 
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cannibalistic effect: 

(37) 'What are we having for 'dinner1! 'Mother'j 

Another illustration of this ltrerence appears in the following pair: 

(38) 'What are you 'reading11 1Ma lcauleylj 
(39) 'What are you 'reading I ! IMa2cauley2i 

(38) is addressed to someone named Macauley; (39) asks about an 
author of that name. In (36), (37), and (39), the second intonation, 
given as /(1) 22j /, can be replaced by /(1) IIi/without altering the 
effects. 

To the following distorted utterance-

(40) !He has a 'feeblyll1growing down on his Ithroat1! 
-the most natural response seems to be "What's a feebly?" That is, the 
intonational pattern seems to mark feebly as a noun. Replace feebly by 
wart or mole and the sentence makes sense. Or keep the words, but 
change the intonation as follows: 

(41) !He has a 'feebly growing 'down!! Ion his Ithroat l ! 
The last example includes a macrosegment (the first) in which there 

are four PLs instead of just three or two--two before the center, instead 
of one. Another example of this is the second one below. One can say, 
quite colorlessly, 

(42) trw been here five 3minutes1! 
but one can also emphasize the length of time slightly by rising to 
PL /3/ on the wordfive~ 

(43) IrVe been here 3.five 'minutes 1 ! 
This last is distinct not only from (42) but also from two others. Ifsome
one asks "Did you say six minutes?", you may reply 

(44) INo'i srve been here 3.five minutes 1 ! 

And instead of (43) one can put even more emphasis on the length of 
time, perhaps in protest or complaint, by saying 

(45) 
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In (44), the wordfive not only carnes PL /1/, but it is also more promi
nent than anything before or after it; the downwards glide of pitch 
begins wi1hfive. In (43), on the other hand, the center is the min- of 
minutes, which is more prominent than anything around it, even though 
it is spoken at the same pitch as the word five immediately before it. 

Though the center of an intonation is by definition the most promi
nent syllable in the macrosegment, it need not carry the highest pitch. 
Here is an example in which the center is lower in pitch than most of 
the rest. Suppose a child starts to eat something that is intended for 
some other use. You may admonish him by saying 

(46) 'You Idon't leat that2f 
This should be distinguished sharply from the following two, which are 
also admonitions, but with a different force: the child is supposed to eat 
something, but preferably not "that": 

(47) ayou Idon'l eat Ithat 2i 
(48) 'You ldon't eat 2tkat2! 

4:.4. PL /4/. The highest of the four PLs occurs somewhat less fre
quently than the other three, in a smaller variety of intonations. The 
following statements subsume most occurrences of /4/ and will be 
made as though there were no exceptions, though in fact there may be a 
few. Any intonation which involves /4/ anywhere has /4/ at the center. 
Furthermore, no intonation with /4/ at the center occurs unless it 
parallels an intonation identical throughout save for the presence of 
/3/ wherever the first has /4/. All intonations with /3/ at the center 
seem to be thus paralleled. Thus one can say (24), and this is matched 
by an utterance which adds some sort of special or contrastive emphasis 
to there: 

(49) 21 want to go 4therelt 
Similarly, question (31) is matched by a somewhat more surprised 
query: 

(50) 2Is yOUT name 4Bill'! 

Compare also the following two--one straightforward, the other 
surprised: 

(51) 
(52) 

2Is 'your name Billl! 
2Is 4yOUT name Bi1l4! 
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4.S. Additional E:umples. The four PLs and three TCs which have 
been described constitute the stock of intonational phonemes of English. 
The examples which follow illustrate further combinations oi'these ele
ments into whole intonations. 

Note the following four ways of intoning the word-sequence it's ten 
o'doe! / want to go home: 

(53) '/t's 'ten o"c!oek'l '/ want to go 'homel ! 
(54) 2/t's 'tm o'iclock'i '/ want to go 'home l :!. 
(55) 'It's 'ten 0'2clock2i '/ want to go 'home l ! 
(56) '/t's 'tm 0' 'clock I ! '/ want to go lhomel ! 

The last of these Rounds most like "two sentences": this effect is indica
tive of the kind of meaning the intonations /' 11!1 and /' I 11!/ carry 
for us. The other three give the impression of a closer linkage between 
the two parts. 

There are many strings of words which are delivered now as a single 
macrosegment, now as two or more. In part, this depends on the tempo 
of speech. For example, in normal rapid speech most of us could say 
either of the following two, though in slighdy more careful speech we 
would much more often say the second: 

(57) 'He has an 'office in that buildingl! 
(58) 'He has an 'office1llin that lbuilding l ! 

A more extensive breakdown would not be natural save under special 
conditions. If we were dictating to someone who did not know short
hand very well, we might say 

(59) 'He has211an21 lofficeillinilithatlilbuildingl! 

And in real exasperation we might even say 

(60) 'He'i 'has'i 'an'! 'office'! 'in'i 'that'i Ibuildingl! 

An interesting intonational habit is observable in the reading of 
dialog, where a sentence like "Are you going?" said Jane is often rendered 
as 

(61) 

Here the use of PL /'/ throughout the speaker-indication is really not in 
itself meaningful, for if the direct quotation had ended with a different 
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PL, it would be this that would be carried through the speaker-indiclf
tion. Compare the following four: 

(62) 'rm agoingl! lsaid lBilPl 
(63) '] aguess so'! 2replied 'Bill'l 
(64) 'Firell ·said IBill 3l 
(65) 'Do you 'mean it'l 'cried 'Bertha'l 

A bit out of patience: 

(66) 
(67) 

'] atold you so'l 
2] 'toldyou soIl 

The first of the following is perhaps commoner than the second: 

(68) ISo 'long2! 
(69) ISO 210ng'l 

Very businesslike: 

(70) • Tell me about your 'friend1l 

You're bound to anyway, so let's get it over with: 

(71) 3 Tell me about your 'friend'! 

Choose between the alternatives: 

(72} 'Do you want acqffeell 'or amilkl! 

Answer yes or no: 

(73) 'Do you want ·cqffeell 'or Imilk'l 

Philosophical assertion versus biologfcal report; 

(74) 'The 'man in the Istreetal 'is Imy Ibrotherl! 
(75) 'The man in the Istreet'l 'is my 8brother1! 

A threat, versus mere advice: 

(76) 
(77) 

'You'd 'better do itli 
'You'd better 'do it'! 
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Prediction verified, versus prediction wrong but relinquished 
reluctandy: 

(78) 
(79) 

!See!i 2I 'thought SOl! 
'Well!! 2I 8thought soli 

Regretful or doubtful: 

(80) 
(81) 
(82) 
(83) 

Exasperated : 

(84) 

IHe's 3gone!! 
2 We'll 8try!! 

'rm agoing'! 
2Nobody 'camel ! 

Tired, possibly disgusted: 

(85) 
(86) 

2I want to go lhomel! 
2I want to go lhomel! 

Naturally, what did you expect! (cf. example 4): 

(87) 
(88) 

IHe lbought itli 
IHe lboughi itli 

The first of these is more peremptory and tired than the second: 

(89) 
(90) 

'Sk'll ex2plain it to youl ! 
'She'll ex2plain it to you2i 

Of the following three, the first is neutral, the second etJlphatic, and 
the third helpless: 

(91) 
(92) 
(93) 

'w8at a 'man l ! 
'What a lmanl! 
'What a aman2! 

Of the following two, the first signals aloofness on the part of the 
speaker, while the second is friendly: 

(94) 
(95) 

!Good !morning 1 ! lclass l! 
IGood Imorning l! lclassli 
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The contrast in the next pair is somewhat similar: 

(96) 'You better not 'do that'! 'Mac'! 
(97) 'You better not sdo that'! 'Mac2j 

Just before being interrupted, or with what follows conveyed by 
gestures rather than speech: 

(98) 'In Ifact'l 'my 'friend'i 

Miscellany: 

(99) '] 'never 'heard it before)! 
(100) 'Onesl 'two3

1 'three'l Sfour l! 
(101) 'OneS! atwos! Bthree'! afour l ! 
(102) 20ne2j 2two2 j 2three'j 'four l! 
(103) lThat's Sa1l2! 
(104) 2Well'j 2boys will be Sboys'! 
(105) lrm 'gonna Btell'! 
(106) I] swon't 'tell'l 
(107) 'Right behind the leight balP! 
(108) 'The 3man's here'j 
(109) '] 4hunted1l 1] didn't o/ishlj 
(110) 'Miss 'Jones2j 'this is Mister 'Smith 1 ! 
(111) IThe 2rat2! 
(112) 'Time to get Supai 'SO~I! 
(113) 2Well 4look who's {here'! 
(114) 'That's Bo'kay2l 
(115) 2The 2word2

1 3pig 3! 'is a 2noun 1! 

4.6. Intonationless Speech. Before our discussion of English intona
tion closes, it must be added that there are certain types of speech which 
show either a sharp reduction or a total loss of intonational contrasts. 

Speech in an especially high and narrow register, as under certain 
types of emotional pressure, may compress the ordinary distances be
tween the four PLs so as to render them difficult, perhaps impossible, to 
keep apart. Very low-voiced conspiratorial speech in a low narrow 
register can do the same. At the same time, the distinctions among the 
three TCs may become blurred, but it is usually still possible to tell 
where the TCs occur. 
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"Monotone" speech is prescribed for certain technical uses: a Jie
detector operator is supposed to addrc;ss all his questions to the subject 
in a uniform way, so that the crucial questions will not stand out in 
contrast to the trivial ones in which they are embedded. Such speech is 
not free from intonation. All PLs become 12/, and Ii! is replaced by 
III or I!/, but other distinctions remain. 

In whispering, where the vocal cords do not vibrate so as to produce 
a tone of precise pitch, one might expect intonationless speech. Yet in 
~me whispering some intonational contrasts are observable. How they 
are produced is not understood. 

Apparently the only genuinely intonationless speech occurs in sing
ing, where the voice must follow the musical melody and cannot at the 
same time move according to speech melody. 

NOTES 

New terms: intonation; an intonation. Specifically for English: pitclt 
lewl = PL; terminal contour = TC; macrosegment; center, head, and pendant 
of an intonation or a macrosegment. Of these, "macrosegment" prob- ~ 

ably applies in other languages. 
In §§4-6 we follow, in the main, Trager and Smith 1951; manyex

amples are drawn from that source and from Pike 1945. Sledd 1956 
presents examples suggesting that the Trager-Smith codification of 
English intonation may fail to provide for certain contrasts. Our TC 
symbols "i" and "~" correspond, respectively, to Trager and Smith's 
"II" and "#." 
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ENGLISH ACCENT 

5.1. We are generally more aware of "accent" (or "stress") in Eng
lish than we are of intonation, perhaps because we notice that it helps to 
distinguish some pairs of words that are alike in spelling (invalid versus 
invalid), or because it is a point on which both children and foreign 
learners make amusing mistakes. .. 

As technical terms, "accent" and "stress" are not synonyms. The 
former term is more general. Many languages have accentual systems, 
whereby syllables that are identical in vowels and consonants are 
nevertheless kept apart. How this is done varies a good deal. The differ
ences are sometimes in pitch level or tonal contour, sometimes in dura
tion, and sometimes in relative loudness or prominence (§11.8). An ac
centual system in which the differences are largely in relative loudness 
or prominence is called a stress system, and the contrasting degrees of 
prominence are called stresses or stress-levels. The English accentual 
system is of this type. 

From §4 we already know that the most prominent syllable of a 
macrosegment is, by definition, that at the center of the intonation
the syllable before which, in our notation, we write the next to the last 
PL numeral. The difference in prominence between this syllable and 
others in a macrosegment is therefore part of our intonational system. 
We have no right to speak of an accentual system as well as an intona
tional system in English, unless we can find functional differences of 
prominence which are not an integral part of the intonational system. 

Thus the following pair of sentences bears DO testimony for any 
separate accentual system: 

(1) 
(2) 

2Her name is Re3becca1! 
2Her name is 3Eleanor1! 

47 
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True enough, the center of the /' 111/ intonation is differently located: 
on the next to the last syllable in (1), and on the third from the last in 
(2). Furthermore, given the two words Rebecca and Elearwr, and the 
specificatiol) that the center of the intonation is to fall on some syllable 
of each of those words, then there is no choice as to which syllable it will 
be. These are facts about the two words, but the facts can be described 
purely in terms of intonation: they do not show any separate accentual 
ststem. 

5.2. English Stress Contrasts. However, suppose we use the same 
two sequences of words, but put the center of the intonation on the first 
word: 

(3) 
(4) 

aHer name is Rebecca!l 
aHer name is Eleanorll 

Or suppose we ask questions about the two girls: 

(5) 
(6) 

2/sn't Rebecca 3going3T 
2/sn't Eleanor 3going3T 

In (3) and (4), the two words are in the head of the macrosegment, but 
not at the center; in (5) and (6) the two are in the pendant. Still, how
ever, the second syllable of Rebecca is more prominent than the first or 
third, while the first syllable of Eleanor is more prominent than the 
second or third. And in these environments intonation cannot be 
responsible. 

These examples show, then, that there is at least a two-way contrast 
of stress in English, apart from intonation. 

Since the vowels and consonants of the words Rebecca and Eleanor are 
so different, one might suspect that the differences in relative promi
nence of the syllables of each are due to the vowels and consonants. To 
show that this also is not the case, let us consider some examples using 
the pair of words, respectively noun and verb, which are ,both spelled 
permit: 

(7) 
(8) 
(9) 

(10) 

!Give me a SPermit l t 
'They won't per3mit it l! 
'The permit is no longer 3validl! 
'They won't permit you to agoll 
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Some speakers, true enough, accent the noun and the verb in the same 
way, thus saying 

(11) 

instead of (7). But for most of us the examples show the difference 
in question, and prove that it is not due to constituent vowels and 
consonants. 

To indicate the contrast of prominence so far demonstrated, we shall 
put the mark /'/ over the vowel of each more prominent syllable-in
cluding that at the center of the intonation. Thus we shall write: 

(3') 
(4') 
(7') 
(8') 
(9') 

IHer mime is Rebicca l ! 
'Her name is Eleanor l ! 

.2Give me a 3permit l ! 
2They won't per3mit it l ! 
'The permit is no longer 3validl ! 

The syllables marked /'/ in these examples are not all equally 
prominent, but the remaining differences are due to intonation, in the 
manner already described. Thus, in the last example, per-, no, and 

< long- are somewhat less prominent than val- because val- is at the center 
of the intonation. 

We may still suspect that the syllables which have not been marked 
with /'/ also vary in prominence, and if we hear any further variations 
we must check to see whether they are pertinent. When the writer says 
The Permit is no longer valid, the second syllable of permit is regularly 
somewhat more prominent than any of the other unmarked syllables of 
the utterance. Let us test some other material. If you pronounce the 
words operator and operation in isolation,. you will probably supply the 
intonation /(2) 3111, thus saying 

(12) 
(13) 

30perator l ! 
2oper3ation l ! 

But in (12) the third syllable, though not so loud as the first, is clearly 
louder than the second or fourth; and in (13) the first syllable, though 
not so loud as the third, is similarly louder than the second or 
fourth. Now let us put these two words into the pendants of longer 
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macrosegments, with the centers of intonation after them: 

(14) 
(15) 

2The operator is BSIek!! 
2The operation is 'simple l ! 

Each word still retains three degrees of prominence among its syl
lables, as described just above. Hence an additional symbol is required. 
We snail use /,1 on syllables less prominent than those marked 1'1 but 
more prominent than those with no mark at all: 

(14') 
(15') 

'The 6perator is 3sick l ! 
'The operation is 3.nmplel ! 

For some speakers of English, it is possible that the difference between 
the level of prominence marked /,1 and the level left ullmarked cor
relates with differences of consonants and vowels, particularly the latter. 
For example, a relatively small number of Americans say IrefjuwJijl 
refugee and I efiJij effigy, the terminal lijl of the first automatically being 
pronounced more prominently than the terminal I-if of the second. In 
most North American English, hc.wever, both words elld with lijj. 
Refugee is then sometimes IrefjuwJijl and sometimes IrMjuwJij/; the 
end of the latter differs from the end of I efijijl only as to stress, not also 
as to vowel. 

One might suspect the existence of even further contrasts of the stress 
sort in English. Theoretically, we can never prove that there are no 
more; but an extensive examination fails to reveal more tl1an the three 
so far discussed, so that we can be reasonably confident that we have 
got them all. 

5.3. Summary; Arrangements. Let us summarize our findings. 
There are four different levels pf prominence for syllables in sequence in 
English. The difference between the most and next most prominent 
forms part of the intonational system. The remaining contrasts require 
that we recognize two accentual or stress phonemes: I'I primary and 1'1 
secondary. Then, tabularly: 

most prominent: 
next: 
next: 
least prominent .. 

/'1 at center of intonatiofl 
I'I elsewhere 
/,1 
no stress phoneme. 
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In single-$fllable macrosegments, there are no contrasts; 1'/ iI neces
aarily present: 

(16) 
(17) 
(18) 

'yesl! 
'J6hn!j 
'Hiyl! 

In two-syllable macrosegments, /' / iI necessarily present on one of 
the syllables; the remaining syllable may bear /'/, tl, or no stress: 

(19) 
(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(24) 

'John st6pped1! 
!John 'st6pped1! 
'BI6ckblrds1 ! 
'Saint 'James 1! 
'Johnnyl! 
2a' l6nel ! 

The rhythmic differences between two-syllable sequences of the 
following three stress and intonation patterns, 

(a) /2"'1!/, 
(b) /2'31

1 !/, 
(c) /2 "1 !/, 

are most easily recognized if one says aloud a number of successive 
examples of each. The three columns of the following table present 
several illustrations of each pattern. For some speakers, a few of the 
items may belong in a different column, but for most people most of the 
expressions in each column will ordinarily have the indicated stress and 
intonation pattern. Read down the three columns in turn; then read 
across in rows: 

(a) (b) (c) 
High time. My pen. The rest. 
Buyrww. By now. An eye. 
Sign here. Lie do~. The eggs. 
Two years. Go home. Some pie. 
Four days. Go in. Some ink. 
Call home. New York. Iniact. 
Les Kent. Miss Kent. It is. 
New books. Your books. C-oodbye; 
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In ma~ts longer than two syllables, an increasing number 
of arrangements of the streaes becomes possible; exhaustive illustrations 
are hardly necessary. 

Anyone-syllable word cited in isolation naturally carries primary 
stress, since it cannot be spoken at all without an intonation, and an 
intonation implies a center with primary stress. However, there are 
some one-syllable words in English which, when used with other words 
in longer macrosegments, customarily appear unstressed (that is, with 
no stress phoneme): for example, the, a, an, is, are. Others seem to vary 
freely between no stress and secondary stress: one hears either of the 
following: 

(25) 
(26) 

'The '6w1 in the 'attie l! 
'The '6wI}n the aaltie l ! 

If this sequence is spoken as two macr08egments, however, with III 
after owl, then in usually or always carries 1'/: 

(27) 'The '6wl'I '}n the "attic 1 ! 
Some one-syllable words rarely if ever appear unstressed, but vary 

freely between primary and secondary, sometimes with a contrast of 
meaning: 

(28) 2J6Jmny TDn 16ut1! (e.g., of the room) 
(29) 'J6Jmny Tan 16ut1! (e.g., of money) 

One normally says 

(30) 

and 
(31) 

If <?ne confuses these and says 

(32) 'The wind blew up the 'strlet l ! 
It sounds as though the wind caused an explosion. 

5.4. English Rhythm. In contrast to some other languages, English 
is characterized by what has been called stress-timed rhythm. This means 
that it takes about the same length of time to get from one primary
stressed syllable to the next, in speaking at a given overall tempo, 
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whether there are no syllables between thc;m or many. If there are none, 
we slow down our rate of speech slighdy; if there are many we squeeze 
them in fast To diagram this, we shall use long vertical lines like the 
bar-lines of music before each successive primary stress; these must not 
be confused with our intonational symbol III. The typical timing of 
examples (30) and (32) can then be shown as follows: 

(30') 
(32') 

2The \uAnd \bUW up the Ilstrlet l ! 
2The w£nd blew up the Istrlet l ! 

This type of timing is the rhythmic basis of English verse. The versi
fier makes full use of the availability in English of the stock of small 
words which, in some positions, can carry either secondary stress or 
none at all; in addition, we are accustomed in verse to having some of 
these carry primary stress. If the versifier requires us to put a primary 
stress on, say, the first or third syllable of Rebecca, we rebel and say his 
sense of rhythm is poot. But he can quite freely require a primary stress 
on in or of or the like. We should normally say (still using musical bar 
lines) 

(33) 'and! tlUngs are! n6t what they! Islem l! 
When Longfellow requires us to say, instead, 

(33') 20nd thingsl are nbtl what th)yl 'slem l ! 
the only uncomfortable distortion is the secondary stress on things. 

NOTES 

The only new technical term is accmt. Stress is one variety of accent. 
Accentual systems of other varieties will be mentioned briefly in §11.8. 
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ENGLISH JUNCTURE 

6.1. Transition Contrasts. We have almost finished our enumeration 
of the phonemes of English. Only one type of contrast remains to be 
described. The italicized words at the ends of the following three sen
tences supply an example: 

(1) Wait till evening and make your call at the niglU rate. 
(2) It contains a lot of sodium nitrate. 
(3) That type of pottery -decoration is called, after its discoverer, the 

Ny, trail. 
Assuming that we so intone these sentences as to place the center of the 
last intonation on the next to the last syllable, and that we use the most 
colorless statement intonation, then our phonemic notation, as so far 
developed, comes out the same way for all three: / ... 'najtrejt1 iI. It 
is obvious that something has been missed. We can hear the differences 
among niglU rate, nitrate, and Nye trait. That is, these three are kept apart 
by differences of sound. Any difference of sound which iunctions to keep 
utterances apart is by definition part of the phonological system of the 
language-and every such difference must be provided for by our 
analysis and our notation. 

What has been overlooked is a contrast between two' different ways 
in which a speaker of English can get from one vowel or consonant to 
the next-two different kinds of transition between successive vowel and 
consonant phonemes. 

Suppose a speaker finishes one macrosegment with the word night, 
and then begins the next with rates: 

(4) 

54 
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The /t/ of night is cleanly finished, and then the speaker starts afresh 
with the /r/ of rates. This way of getting from one vowel or consonant 
to the next may be described as "sharp transition." Sharp transition is 
the only kind found across a boundary between macrosegments, so 

that in this circumstance there is no additional contrast: the kind of 
transition is simply part of the macrosegment boundary. 

Within a single macrosegment, however, one finds both sharp transi
tion and another type, which we may call "muddy." If one says 

(5) 

one almost always has sharp transition between the /t/ of night and the 
Irl of rate. But in 

(6) 

the transition between the It I and the Irl of nitrates is muddy. 
Our way of providing for this is to recognize sharp transition within a 

macrosegment as a phoneme. This phoneme will henceforth be repre
sented by the mark / + /, and will be called juncture. Muddy transition 
within a macrosegment is much more common than sharp transition: 
we do not call it stilI another phoneme, but simply say that it is the 
way a speaker gets from one vowel or consonant of a macrosegment to 
the next when no I + I is present. 

The terminal portions of examples (1) through (3) can now be un
ambiguously represented: 

(1') 
(2') 
(3') 

I. 
f. 
I· 

3na,it+rejt1 !I 
3najtrejtl !/ 
3naj + trejt1! I 

6.2. Distribution of English Juncture. When two successive (not 
necessarily adjacent) vowels within a macrosegment both bear /' /, 
there is always a 1+1 somewhere between them, and its location is 
always easy to hear. Here are some examples: 

(7) free+ Danny 
(8) see + M&ble 
(9) see + z60s 

freed + Annie 
seem+able 
sb.ze + ooze 
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(10) (Mr.+)A.+Benson (Mr.+)Ahe+Empson 
(11) sk+stakes cwe+taking cwed+aching 
(12) trj+sp!nning hrass+p£n rasp+fn 
(13) trj+skinning ace+kinc 6sk+£n 
(14) Bla+stnJck cwe+tr6cki"l dased+TUnning 
(15) fUll + st6p fatse+t6p repUlsed + Arthur 
(16) Mick+stays m£X + tus mfxed+eggs 
(17) (6ne+) fwel/th+sOda (thrk+) twel/ths+Odor 
(18) sfx+tMnks sixth + ankle 

A librarian named Beekman Wyatt was known familiarly as Beek, giving 
the contrast 

(19) Beek+Wyatt 

If the two stressed vowels are adjacent (no intervening consonant), then 
no contrast is possible, and /+/ is always present: see+nght, try+6urs. 

When a stressed vowd is preceded by one or more consonants, it is 
always clear whether the last consonant or so in the sequence goes with 
the stressed vowd or .is separated from it by a / +;. All the foregoing 
examples illustrate this point also, but for this point it is not necessary 
that the next preceding vowel also bear. If /. So we have cases like the 
following: 

(20) 
(21) 
(22) 
(23) 
(2-4) 
(25) 
(26) 
(27) 
(28) 

. (29) 

(30) 
(31) 
(32) 

it+sprays 
it+sw£ngs 
Il p6wt:r (+play) 
Slzrah Batl 
a tall (+ma) 
Sarah/alls 
a vanguard 
(a) mama thinkS 
(a) pUma snzes 
he z6nes .. . 
[mauled . . . 
Il nice (+man) 
it+sings 

it's+prQise 
its+W£ngs 
up+6ur (+way) 
(a) chiruh+always •. 
at+all (+c6sts) 
(a) seraph + always • • • 
of+angt:r 
(a) mammoth+fnk (+rdll) 
ptimice + eases 
he's+6nly •.. 
Fm+always . .• 
an+ice (+mtln) 
it' s+ 1:nglish 

The form it is is often contracted to it's, and sometimes even further, 
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to Is! This supplies contrasts such as the following: 

(33) sclwol /skuwlj II's cool /s+kuwII 
(34) scold /sk6wld/ II's cold /s+k6wld/ 
(35) ~ /staf/ It's tough /s+taf/ 
(36) spring /sprlrJ/ It's pretty /s+prltij/ 
(37) salt /s6It/ It's always . .. /s+6Iwijz/ 

Similar is the following: 

(38) yacht /jat/ Yo oughla /j+6tal 

57 

Between an unstressed vowel and a following consonant there seems 
to be no contrast in type of transition: the type which occurs is best 
classed as muddy, so that no 1+1 occurs in these circumstances. Get 
aboard and Get a board sound the same: both are 

(39) 

with no 1+ I's. 
Mter a stressed vowel, it is always clear whether the following con

sonant, if any, goes with the vowel or is separated from it by 1+ /. Ex
amples (7) through (18) in part illustrate this; but it is not necessary 
that the next vowel also be stressed. Here are cases in which it is not: 

(40) 
(41) 
(42) 
(43) 
(44) 

(a) troop arose 
(a) tube erupted 
(a) date a wiele 
mEnus 
SlIPs (+going) 

(a) tTfJe+parMe 
(a) t6o+beI6ved (+/rlen4) 
(a) ddy+to wiakm 
slj+ness 
Bia+'s (+gOing) 

Between a consonant and a following unstressed vowel there are few 
clear contrasts in type of transition. Normally the transition in this en
vironment is muddy. Example (39) rhows this between get and a in get 
aboard (or get a 60artl); quite similarly, Loretta is /roretJdl, with no 1+/ 
between It I and lal. However, there are some cases of contrast: 

(45) R6sa+la+Platte pirsonal+appial 

(that is: 19+19/ in the first, lat+a/ in the second). 
From what has been said above about transitions in the vicinity of an 

unstressed vowel, it follows that there are few transition contrasts be. 
tween successive unstressed vowels, no matter how many intervening 
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consonants there may be. If there are no intervening consonants at all, 
the one occurrent type of transition is sharp: the idea alarms me thus has 
/+1 between the /a/ at the end' of idea and the lal at the beginning of 
alarm. But if there is at least one consonant, the type of transition is usu
ally muddy. In a cherub is alW4]s .•. one has the sequence labi/ (or 
label); in Sarah belongs • •. one has the same sequence. 

Secondary stress (I'/) seems to work like primary stress as a condi
tioning factor for the occurrence of transition contrasts except in one 
regard. If two successive vowels bear 1'1, then there is an intervening 
I + I; if one of the two vowels bears /'/ and the other /' /, then it is 
possible to have no intervening 1+1, and there are clear cases of 
contrast: 

(46) (the) tin tax Itm+~1 syntax Ismtm/. 
6.3. Juneture and Words. It is easy to fall into the error of assuming 

that our mark" +" is just like the space between words that we use in 
English traditional orthography. The situation is more complicated. 
The factors which control where we leave spaces in writing are mani
fold: pronunciation is one, but grammatical and semantic considera
tions play a pa~ as does arbitrary tradition. Our phoneme 1+1, on the 
other hand, is defined purely in terms of pronunciation. If it turns out 
that many occurrences of / + I fall where in writing we would leave a 
space, and that relatively few fall where traditional orthography does 
not prescribe a space, then this is a matter of interest-mainly in the 
light it sheds on our orthographic habits, since it tells us nothing new 
about I+f. 

To underscore this, we give some examples in which the correlation 
is lacking. 

If one word ends with an unstressed syllable and the next word 
begins with one, there is no 1+1 unless the first word ends with a 
vowel and the second begins with one. Orthographically, of course, one 
always leaves a space: 

(47) 
(48) 
(49) 

Juneau Alaska 
pirate savannah 
pirates of Anna 

/juwnowalltskal 
Ipajratsavrenal 
Ipajratsav+ renaj 

In contractions with is or has, such as John's and he's, no space is left 
in orthography. The form he's is usually spoken with no 1+1, but 
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John's often has one: 

(50) John's going. 

The 1+1 in John's sometimes drops; in the possessive form John's (as 
John's hat) muddy transition is customary. 

It is impossible to hear the difference between single words like finder 
and loser and the ordinary fast pronunciation of phrases like find her, 
lose her: the Ihl of her drops, and there is no 1+/: 

(51) finder, find her Ifajndarl 

Aboard and a board are identical in pronunciation (example 39); 
similarly aloft and a loft, afraid and afrayed (edge), and the like. The word 
of is often pronounced lal, with no following 1+/: the nine of spades 
15anajnaspejdzj. 

The form N.A.T.O. is usually pronounced Inej+tow/; it would be 
hard to say whether, orthographically, it is to be counted as one, two, 
or four words. Many people pronounce the single words Plato and Cato 
to rhyme with N.A.T.O.: Iplej+tow/, Ikej+tow/, as though they 
were two-word phrases play toe, Kay toe. Compare the muddy transition 
in tomato Itamejtow/, potato lpatejtowj. In the Middle West everyone 
says Iwintarl winter, /seltarl shelter. Some people in parts of New York 
City vary between those pronunciations and Iwin+tal, I§el+taj. 

6.4. Summary of English Phonemes. Every normal utterance in 
the variety of English with which we have dealt consists of one or more 
macrosegments. Each macrosegment ends with one of three terminal con
tours III, Ii I, or I t/, preceded by one of four pitch levels /1/, 12/, III, 

. 1'1; there is another occurrence of one of the four pitch levels at the be~ 
ginning of the most prominent syllable in the macrosegment; and if 
this (the center of the macrosegment) is not at the beginning of the 
macrosegment, there are one or two additional pitch-level occurrences 
before the center. 

The syllable at the center bears primary stress: I'I. Other syllables 
bear primary stress, secondary stress 1'/, or no stress at all. 

A macrosegment may be broken into two or more successive smaller 
portions by occurrences of the juncture phoneme 1+1. Each such 
smaller portion we shall for convenience call a microsegment. If a macro
segment includes no occurrence of 1+/, then it consists of a single 
microsegment. 
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Apart from stresses, a microsegment consists of segmental p~ 
that is, vowels and consonants. The vowel phonemes are: 

Iii 
lei 
lael lal 

lui 
131 
la/ 

/ij, ej, aj, oj, uw, ow, awl; 
and the consonant phonemes are: 

Ipl 
Ib/ 
If I 
Iv/ 
Iml 

/w,j, hi. 

It I 
Idl 

161 lsi 
lti/ /z/ 

Inl 
III 
/r/ 

lei 
111 
IV 
/1./ 

/kl 
Igl 

IQI 

6.5. The Auditory Aura. Our phonemic analysis of English, and the 
notation we have devised, now provide for the transcription of every
thing plwrlDTlically relevant in any utterance produced by a speaker of the 
variety of English with which we have dealt. Presumably nothing else 
that is detectable in the sounds produced by a speaker, even if it carries 
information, is to be regarded as part of his linguistically organized com
municative activity. 

It is obvious that there are other information-carrying features in the 
sounds of speech. We can often tell who is speaking even if we cannot 
make out the exact words. Speakers achieve some sort of effect through 
modulation of the quality of their voices, independently of their words 
and intonations: we speak loudly or softly, slowly or rapidly, in a high 
register or a low one, raspingly or hollowly, and so on. Without seeking 
exact precision, we can perhaps class all this as lJ()ice-quaiity modulation 
constituting a sort of aura around the linguistically relevant core, and 
serving to identify speaker and, in some vague sense, the speaker'. 
mood. 

Although the relevance of speaker-identifying and mood-identifying 
features has long been recognized, recent intensive work suggests that 
earlier formulations had missed a great deal of what may be important 
in it. The main result so far of the recent work is that the functioning of 
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voice-quality modulation varies from community to community just as 
do language habits in the ordinary sense. Further research may show 
that we are wrong to exclude voice-quality modulation from language. 
Pending this, as a matter of convenience we must exclude it from 
further discussion in this book. 

NOTES 

New terms: transition, juncture, segmental plwneme; at least for English, 
m~osegment. 

Smith and Trager 1951 report more occurrences of English / + / than 
are described in the foregoing. By their treatment, there is always at 
least one occurrence of I + I between any two successive primary 
stresses in a single macrosegment. For voice-quality modulation see 
Smith 1955. 

Problems. Gleason, Workbook (1955b), pp. 19-22, gives polysyllabic 
words and some sentences for transcription. 
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PHONETICS 

7.1. In the last five sections (§§2-6) we have described the phonemic 
system of one variety of English. But we have not attempted to describe 
what the various phonemes sound like, nor have we said anything oC 
their mechanisms of production. 

On the first score, we have to give up. What would you say to some
one who asked what an orange tastes like? The best answer is to give 
him an orange. Similarly, if a foreigner wants to know what English 
(p( sounds like, we can serve him better with an example than with a 
description. There is no way to print audible examples of speech 
sounds, any more than one can print a tastable orange. 

On the second score we can do much better. Speech sounds can be 
described in terms of the bodily motions, called articulation, that produce 
them. We shall first delineate roughly the structure of the portion of 
the body that is involved in articulation. Then we shall discuss the 
articulation of the speech sounds of English, familiar to all of us because 
we speak the language. Within this framework of familiarity, we shall 
also describe various types of speech sound which are common in other 
languages but not in English. 

This study is called articulatory phonetics. In it, we are not particularly 
concerned with the phonemic status of the sounds which occur in this 
or that language, but rather with the sounds themselves-as articula
tory and acoustic events which can be directly compared from one 
language to another. Accordingly, it is customary to use a logically 
different type of notation, involving many of the symbols which appear 
in our phonemic notation for this or that language, but with values 
defined in terms of articulation, regardless of what language they have 
62 
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been observed in, rather than in terms of networks of functional con
trasts within a single language (§§2, 3). This special symbolism is called 
plwndic notation, and is marked off from context by square brackets 
"[," "]," instead of slant lines. 

A preliminary example will help. Consider the English words pin and 
spin. Each contains an instance of the English phoneme /p/. But for 
most speakers the two instances of this phoneme do not sound alike: 
the /p/ in pin is closely followed by a puff of breath (an "aspiration"), 
while the /p/ in spin is not. This difference is not phonemically relevant 
in English, which is why in our phonemic notation we simply write /p/ 
for both. But, phonemically relevant or not, it is a clear difference in 
speech sound, and in phonetic notation we would often want to take 
note of it, by writing [pO] for the sound in pin, versus [p] (or something 
fancier, like [p'D for the sound in spin. In this case, and in others where 
the phonetically trained investigator can hear two or three clearly dis
tinct types of sound all representing one and the same phoneme in a 
given language, the different types are often called alloplwnes. Thus we 
say that English /p/ is represented by at least two distinct allophones, 
an un aspirated [p] under certain environing conditions, an aspirated 
[pO] under others. 

7.2. The Speech Tract. Only a restricted region of the body is 
involved in articulation. Some of the motions of speech are visible from 
outside-those of the jaw and lips, sometimes of the tongue. Other im
portant motions occur inside, where they cannot be visually observed 
save with special apparatus (X-ray movies, laryngoscopes). However, 
to some extent, with proper training, we can detect these inner motions 
as we speak, sensing the position of tongue and throat just as we sense 
the location and posture of our hands without seeing them. 

The so-called organs of speech consist of all the movable parts in the 
oral cavity (mouth), the nasal cavity, the pharynx (throat), and the 
lungs, together with the muscles that move these parts. Collectively, 
this region is the speech tract. All the organs of speech have other primary 
biological functions, such as respiration and mastication; the human 
habit of using them als() for communication is a secondary graft on 
their primary functions. 

Fig. 7.1 is a conventionalized sagittal section through the median 
plane of the speech tract, with labels as customarily used in articulatory 
description. Individual differences, such as in the size and precise shape 
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of the organs, are ignored, since we know that they are irrelevant 
unless-as is true of a cleft palate or hare-lip-they are genuinely patho
logical. Barring pathology, any human has the requisite muscular and 
bony equipment with which to learn to pronounce any language. 

In speaking, the motions of the organs must necessarily produce 
sounds the differences between which can be heard by others. The 
speech tract is roughly bilaterally symmetrical: the left-hand and right
hand halves are mirror images of each other. A pair of articulatory 

motions which were likewise mirror 
images could hardly be distinguished 
by ear. This explains why we can 
rely largely on a sagittal section 
for articulatory description: if we 
describe the motions in the median 
plane and to one side, we can rest 
assured that this subsumes also what 
is occurring on the other side. 

We shall now survey the articula
tory functions of the various portions 
of the speech tract, beginning with 
the lungs and working outwards. 

7.3. The Lungs. In most speech, 
the lungs are neither quiescent nor 
loosely exhaling, but are actively 
pushing air outwards. The force of 
the pushing varies rhythmically, in 
a way which correlates with the 
successive units we call svllables in 
English and certain other languages. 
Rarely, a bit of speech is produced 

Fmu.u 7.2. 8aHEMATfC SAGl1'TAL during the intake of air. Some 
SBCTlON" 01' SPBBCH TRACT 

speakers of English do this commonly 
_with an assenting "grunt," something like yeah. In at least one reliably 
reported instance (Maidu), syllables pronounced with inflowing air 
occur in ordinary speech, interspersed among those produced during 
exhalation. -

7.'. The Larynx. In the larynx are the vocal cords. In their quies
cent state; these are relaxed and relatively far apart, leaving a 
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passage so wide that air can pass through almost noiselessly. Speech 
sounds produced with the cords in this position are DOueless. English 
/h/ at the beginning of a word like heap, hand, hose, is usually prc.
nounced simply as a brief moment of voicelessness, with the lips and 
tongue in approximately the position for the following vowel. The cus
tomary phonetic symbol for this is [h]. The relaxed position of the vocal 
cords is shown on the left in Fig. 7.2; the remaining parts of the Figure 
show some of the other phonetically relevant positioIl$. 

At the opposite extreme, the cords can be drawn tightly together so 
that no air can pass. This produces glottal catch, symbolized as [';>]. In 
English, we often begin an emphatic exclamation such as ouch! with a 
glottal catch, though phonemically the utterance begins with a vowel 
(/awl:./). In many languages glottal catches occur frequently and in 
phonemic contrast to other types of articulation. 

Open Closed Voice 

FIGtIR& 7.2. FOUll POSITIONS OP THE VOCAL CoRDS 

Seen from above through the mouth of the larynx. 

Whisper 

The vocal cords can be stretched taut, with little space between 
them, but so held that the passing air stream forces itself through and 
sets t)le cords into vibration, like a reed. This vibration is voice or 
voicing, and speech sounds 'which involve voicing are voued. In English, 
the vowel phonemes are all regularly voiced, as are the consonant 
phonemes /b d J g v ti z z m n IJ I r w j/; the remaining consonant 
phonemes, /p t l:. k f 6 s l h/, are usually voueless, though /t/ is some
times voiced in some occurrences (matter, batter, battle, little as prc.
nounced in the Middle West). An easy way to tram oneself to recognize 
the difference between voicelessness and voicing is to cover the ears 
tightly with the hands and say, aloud, a pair of words like pack : bag : 
pack : bag. A strong buzz is audible throughout the word bag, but only 
for the vowel of pack. Or the vibration can be felt with the fingers by 
pressing them gently against the "Adam's apple." Like English, most 
of the familiar languages of Europe have both vok,eless and voiced 
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consonants but only voiced vowels. In various other languages voiceless 
vowels occur, though they are not widespread. 

By varying the tension on the vocal cords during voicing, and the 
force of the passing stream of air, one can vary the pitch and the volume. 
Different individuals have pitch ranges of from one to three octaves. 
English makes phonemic use of both pitch and volume, the former in its 
intonational system (§4), the latter principally in its accentual system 
(§S). Most languages use these phenomena in one way or another, but 
not often just as English does. In French, for example, both pitch and 
volume are involved in an intonational system, and there is no separate 
accentual system like that of English. In Chinese, and a great many 
other non-European languages, on the other hand, pitch is used as a 
part of an accentual system: each syllable has a fixed pitch contour. 
Thus, in Mandarin, a syllable the vowels and consonants of which may 
be sketched phonetically as [mal] means 'to bury' with one tone con
tour, 'to buy' with a second, and 'to sell' with a third. 

The vocal cords can produce certain further effects. In murmur, the 
cords are in vibration, but in addition the passing air stream is set into 
local turbulence. In one kind of whisper, there is this local turbulence 
without the voicing. In another kind of whisper, the cords are closed 
tightly, but the arytenoid cartilages behind them are moved apart so 
that the air can pass through. 

7.5. The Pharynx. As in the larynx, a complete closure can be made 
in the lower pharyngeal region, by drawing the root of the tongue back 
against the back wall of the passage. This produces a pharyngeal catch, 
which occurs as a speech sound in some dialects of Arabic. Instead of 
complete closure, a small passageway can be left, so that the passing 
air stream is set into local turbulence producing a pharyngeal spirant, 
which can be either voiceless. or voiced. In some dialects of Arabic both 
voiceless and voiced pharyngeal spirants occur, in phonemic contrast 
with each other and with other consonants. 

A narrowing of the pharyngeal passage, instead of producing local 
turbulence, may simply modify the coloring of a sound produced with 
some motion of tongue and lips: sounds produced with this modification 
are called pharyngealized, and occur, in phonemic contrast with non
pharyngealized sounds, in Arabic. 

7.6. The Velie and Nasal Chamber. The velie is the entrance from 
the upper part of the pharynx into the nasal cavity This is the only 
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structure in the nasal cavity which functions in speech, and its motions 
are strictly limited: it is either closed, so that air cannot pass between 
pharynx and nasal cavity, or open. Sounds produced with the velie 
open are called nasal or nasalized; those produced with the velie closed 
are called nonnasal or oral. In English, the consonant phonemes /m n TJ/ 
are always nasal, and differ only in this way from /b d g/ which are 
always oral. This is why a cold in the nose, which obstructs the passage 
of air through the nasal cavity and alters the special coloring that is 
added by an open velie, tends to make /m n TJ/ sound like /b d g/
I'b dol bibickig you. English /m n TJ/, like /b d g/, are voiced; some 
languages have voiceless nasals contrasting with voiced ones. English 
vowels are often nasalized, but we do not usually notice this because it 
is not distinctive. In French, Portuguese, and many other languages, 
oral and nasal vowels stand in contrast. A convenient notation for a 
nasal vowel is the symbol for the corresponding oral vowel followed by 
a superscript ".": French bas fba/, bane fba·/. 

For some articulations the position of the velic is necessarily irrele
vant. A glottal or pharyngeal catch, for example, cannot be nasalized, 
since while the passage of air is cut off completely at the glottis or lower 
pharynx the open or closed position of the velic produces no audible 
effect. 

7.7. The Oral Cavity. It is within the oral cavity that the greatest 
variety of articulatory motion occurs. It is convenient to divide the 
whole range of articulatory motions in the mouth very roughly into 
two classes: those which have vowel-like or vocoid effects, and those 
which have consonant-like or conloid effects. This distinction cannot be 
made to rest purely on what goes on in the mouth; the two terms are 
acoustic or impressionistic rather than strictly articulatory. A vocoid is 
a sound in which resonances or colorings of one sort or another seem to 
be of primary importance. (Some people prefer to speak of resonants in
stead of vocoids, perhaps using the latter term in a narrower sense.) A 
contoid, on the other hand, is a sound involving clearly audible turbu
lence of the airstream at one point or another in the vocal tract, or else a 
complete interruption of the air stream. Use of the terms "vocoid" and 
"contoid" enables us to reserve the terms "vowel" and "consonant" as 
labels for structurally defined classes of phonemes in specific languages 
(§11). 

In the next section we shall discuss contoid articulations, awl many 
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of those which might be classed as on the borderline between contoid 
and vocoid. In the section after that, we shall take up vocoid articula
tions, and relevant additional matterS" such as timing and coordination. 

NOTES 

New terms: articulation, articulatory phoflt:tics, speech tract, organs of speech. 
Names of parts or regions of the speech tract: lungs, larynx, 
pharynx, velie, nasal chamber (or cavity), oral chamber (or cavity). Terms for 
articulatory properties of speech sounds: voiceltss, voiced, pitch, volume, 
murmur, whisper, pharyngealization, nasal = nasalized, nonnasal = oral. 
Terms for certain types of speech sounds: glottal catch, pharyngeal catch, 
pharyngeal spirant. More generic terms: allophone; vocoid (= resonant), 
contoid. Terms appearing on Fig. 7.1 but not yet discussed in detail 
are omitted from the above lists. 
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CONTOID ARTICULATIONS 

8.1. Positions of Articulation. For the articulatory description of 
contoids we distinguish various articulators, along the lower margin of 
the oral cavity, and various points of articulation, along the upper margin. 
Likewise, we distinguish between closure, in which some articulator is 
pressed so tightly against some point of articulation that no air can get 
by, and spirantization, in which there is a constriction which sets the 
passing air stream into local turbulence. 

The articulators which it is convenient to differentiate are: the 
dorsum, the center, and the blade of the tongue; the tip of the tongue; 
and the lower lip. These regions are roughly marked in Fig. 7.1. 
The blade of the tongue consists of the frontmost upper surface; it is 
sometimes necessary to specify whether the blade includes or excludes 
the tip. 

The points of articulation are: the velum (sometimes requiring sub
division into front and back), the dome, the alveolar ridge, the backs of 
the upper teeth approximately at the edge of the gum, the cutting edges 
of the upper teeth, and the upper lip. Occasionally the last two function 
together. 

A combination of articulator and point of articulation constitutes a 
position of articulation. Positions of articulation are labeled by a com
pound term, the first part designating the articulator, the second part 
the point of articulation. Thus we have dorso-velar, front and back dorsa
velar, centro-dQmal, lamino-domal, lamino-alveolar, apico-domal, apico-alveolar, 
apico-dental, apico-interdental, apico-Iabial, labio-dental, and labio-Iabial; for 
the last of these the term bilabial is usually substituted. Checking in 
Fig. 7.1, the reader can easily test all the positions just mentioned by 
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placing his own jaw, tongue, lips, and teeth in the specified positions. 
Other combinations of articulator and point of articulation are either 
impossible (apico-velar), improbable (labio-alveolar), or simply not 
so far known to occur in any language (e.g., lower teeth and 
upper lip). 

Of course there is no guarantee that every language will have only 
contoid articulations involving positions we have listed. The listed posi
tions are merely a convenient frame of reference, which experience has 
shown usually suffices. 

8.2. Stops. A stop is a speech sound produced by (1) a complete oral 
closure, and (2) velie closure. English has eight consonant phonemes 
which are normally stops: Ip t I': kl and Ib d J gj. Of these, Ip bl are 
bilabial, It dl usually apico-alveolar (sometimes apico-dental), Ie jl 
lamina-alveolar, and /k gl dorsa-velar. II': JI are also different from 
the other six in a way which we will describe later. One stop of each 
pair is voiceless, the other voiced. Phonetically, some of these phonemes 
differ a good deal in exact position of articulation from one environ
ment to another. This is especially true of Ik g/, which are front dorso
velar [~ g] before Ii ij/, as in key, geese, but back dorso-velar [q g] before 

lu uw/, as in cool, goose. (For the phonetic symbols see Table 8.1.) We 
do not hear this difference without special training, because it is not 
independently distinctive in our phonemic system; but a speaker of 
Nootka, Kwakiutl, Bella Coola, or Eskimo would hear it, since in those 
languages a comparable difference is phonemic. 

Other languages have more or fewer positions for stops than English, 
or the same number of positions with differences of detail. Apico-domal 
OJ retroflex stops occur in many of the languages of India. Hungarian has 
a pair of centro-domal stops, in contrast to dorsa-velar ones. Umotina 
has four stop positions: bilabial, apico-Iabial (the only reliably attested 
case), apico-alveolar, and dorso-velar. 

The contrast between voiced and voiceless which we have for stops in 
English is called a contrast of manner: English Ipl and Ibl differ only 
as to manner, not as to position. There are also some other manners. 
Glotlalized stops are stops made with simultaneous closure of the glottis: 
the muscles of throat and mouth then squeeze the air contained in the 
closed chamber between glottis, velie, and the oral closure; the latter is 
released with a sort of popping sound; then the glottal closure is re
leased. Such sounds occur in many American Indian languages of the 
Northwest Coastal region and elsewhere, and in the Caucasus. lnjl'ctiuf 
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TABLE 8.1 

PHONETIC SYMBOLS FOR. STOPS, VOICED NASALS, AND SPlII.ANTS 

la 
1 .~ 

-; -'0 -; 10 -; I.. ~~ la a 1:l ;a ~ 6~ E 0 0'" 
" l"l I'l_ 0 o :a '"9 '"9'" 4l 0 

) '"9 .~ " '"96 '"9 00 0 o~:a i ~.5 6 8~ 8·~ 0 .S ~ J ~ .!:l .~ " .~ Po .!:l E- bail "u p. ~-o ~" 
p. 

l"l" 50.':: > " > .0 l"l " " u -0 .0 ------------------ -- --
STOPS vis P :p ! t ~ ti ~i \ k q~ 

----------------------
vd b I;> q d <to di ,p g g ~ ------------------------

NASALS vd m !p.llJ ~ n ~ ni Jl ii 1]-i il J;) J;) 

----------------- - ----
SPIRANTS vis q, f 

{~ 
s -;-} s ~ H x l!'X 

-- RILL: 
vd fJ v z Z ~ .y l' '! 

----

{~ 
0 : } SLIT: 
15 

------

{-;- I 

+-} LATERAL: 
. .qi I I ~!i 

Some of the sound-types for which symbols are provided in this table are dis
cussed in later subsections and sections. The following diacritics, some of which are 
illustrated in the table itself, should be noted: 

subposed dot: position of articulation further back. than that indicated by the 
unmodified symbol: [~l in contrast to ttl. 

subposed or superposed curve, concave downwards: position of articulation fur
ther front than that indicated by the unmodified symbol: [!] in contrast to (t]. 

apostrophe after voiceless symbol: glottalized: [k'j. Mter voiced stop symbol: 
injective [b'l. 

following superscript [wJ and [l]: labialized and palatalized, respectively: (kw], [til. 
postposed raised dot: comparatively great length: [t·J versus [tJ. 
postposed inverted comma: aspiration: [t'] versus [tl. Sometimes absence of 

aspirate release is marked positively as follows: [t 'J. 

are voiced stops, during the production of which the whole glottis is 
moved downwards to produce a rarefaction, so that the release of the 
ora] closure is accompanied by a sudden influx of air from outside; 
these are found in a number of languages of West Africa. Clicks are made 
by closing the dorsum against the velum and then making also a closure 
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further forward in the mouth: the air in the small chamber thus estab
lished is either compressed or rarefied (usually the latter), and the 
frontmost closure is released first. We use clicks in one or two interjec
tions (tsk-tsk!) and in signals to horses, but not in ordinary speech. A 
number of South Mrican languages, and two or three in East Mrica, 
have clicks in ordinary speech. Since the mechanism of production of a 
click involves only the oral cavity, a click may be voiced or voiceless, 
and oral or nasal. 

For a coarticuiated stop the speaker makes two oral closures simultane
ously, one of them apparently always dorsa-velar, and releases both at 
once, but without any compression or rarefaction of the air between 
the closures. These are most widespread in West Mrica, but occur also 
in New Guinea. 

Any part of the oral cavity not actively involved in a position of 
articulation is free to do something which may modify the coloring of 
the resulting sound. Some languages have a contrast between dorso
velars pronounced with lips spread and with lips rounded; the acoustic 
result is much like our contrast between Ik/ and the cluster Ikwl, as in 
kick versus quick. Many more languages, including Russian, contrast 
stops pronounced with the middle or rear portion of the tongue lowered 
and stops pronounced with that portion of the tongue raised towards 
the roof of the mouth: the latter are called palatalized. 

Phonetic symbols for stops are displayed in Table 8.1. Note that we 
do not try to supply a completely distinct symbol for everything; in
stead, we use a nuclear stock of letter-like symbols, to which various 
diacritics (listed and commented on at the bottom of the table) can be 
added. 

8.S. Spirants. Spirallts are contoids produced by spirantization, as 
described in §8.1. In English we have eight phonemes which are 
normally (or always) spirants: voiceless If 6 s sl and voiced Iv ti z 'i/. 
Some people pronounce English fbi as a glottal spirant, but more 
typically it is the sort of sound described in §7.4. Of the spirants, If vi 
are labio-dental, Is 'i/lamino-alveolar; the other four all apico-alveo
lar, though with an additional difference about to be described. 

For the front part of the tongue, certain distinctions have to be made 
for spirants which are not relevant in discussing stops. Both English 
/s z/ and English 16 til are normally apico-alveolar, but the former 
are rill spirants, the latter slit spirants. In a rill spirant, the front edge 
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of the tongue closes against the upper teeth or the gum on both sides, 
leaving only a tiny median opening through which the air stream can 
pass. In the second type, instead of this tiny opening there is a trans
verse slit. 

Some speakers of English produce Is zl as rill spirants with a lamino
alveolar position instead of apico-alveolar: the tip of the tongue hangs 
down behind the lower teeth and does not participate. In some lan
guages this difference in position of articulation is distinctive. 

A third variety of tongue-front spirant is the surface spirant: English 
Is zl are neither slit nor rill, but involve close approJiimation of a whole 
area, from side to side and from front to back, of the blade of the tongue 
to a comparable area behind the upper teeth, perhaps including the 
backs of the teeth. British English Is zl are also surface spirants, but are 
lamino-domal rather than lamino-alveolar. 

A fourth variety is the lateral spirant: a complete closure (apico
alveolar or other), is made medially, but the air is allowed to pass at 
one or both sides, between the edge of the tongue and the upper teeth. 
Such sounds are common in American Indian languages, especially of 
the Northwest Coast (Nootka, Kwakiutl, Salishan), and in some of the 
languages of the Caucasus; there is a voiceless lateral spirant in Welsh. 
Not all laterals are spirants, and it is only nonspirantal laterals that 
occur in English and other generally familiar languages (§8.5). 

Spirants are subject to some of the same classification as to manner as 
are stops: voicing contrasts, pharyngealization (§7.5), labialization 
(rounding of lips), palatalization. Glottalized spirants are rare, if they 
occur at all, and there are no known instances of nasalized spirants. 

Table 8.1 also shows phonetic symbols for spirants. 
8.4. Nasals. Nasals or nasal continuants are not clear-cut contoids, but 

belong rather on the boundary between contoid and vocoid. They are 
produced exactly like stops, except that the velie is open. English has 
three such phonemes: 1m n Ij/. The first is bilabial, the second apico
alveolar, and the third dorso-velar. 

As just illustrated, nasals can be classified by position of articulation 
just as are stops. Contrasts of manner are rare, but not unknown: some 
languages have both voiced and voiceless nasals; and even glottalized 
nasals are possible, though the mechanism of production is different 
from that for glottalized stops. In the glottalized nasals of Nootka and 
KwakiutI, one begins with a glottal closure, and releases it into the 
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nasal continuant. Some languages have more consonant phonemes of 
the nasal continuant type than does English, and some have fewe~ 
Quileute, and a very few other languages, have none at all. 

Phonetic symbols for nasals are inclUded in Table 8.l. 
8.5. Lateral Vocoids. Our English /1/ is produced with the position 

of articulation described earlier for lateral spirants, but with a key 
difference: there is no local turbulence as the air passes the sides of 
the tongue, so that the sound is marked primarily by a certain coloring. 
Such lateral vocoids, usually voiced, are quite common. Various posi
tions of articulation are found--one can even produce a bilabial lateral, 
by opening both sides of the lips and keeping the center closed. Many 
languages, including Castilian Spanish and Italian, contrast two lateral 
vocoids, one apico-alveolar (or apico-dental) and one lamino-alveolar. 
Some of the languages of India contrast an apico-dentallateral and an 
apico-domal (retroflex). Some speakers of English use a dorso-velar 
pronunciation for English 11/, instead of the more ordinary apical 
variety. 

Apical lateral vocoids can be made to differ quite widely in color by 
the position in which the rest of the tongue is held: with the middle and 
back of the tongue held down, the result is.usually called dark, while 
with the middle and back of the tongue held up, the result is clear. 
British English has a relatively clear lateral before vowels, and a rela
tively dark one finally, so that the two /1/'s of little sound quite different. 
In most American English the difference is far less striking. In some 
languages such a difference is distinctive. 

8.6. Retroflex Vocoids and Trills. American English /rl is pro
duced in one of two ways: by curling the tip of the tongue back and up 
towards the dome of the mouth, or by placing it behind the lower teeth 
and bunching the central part up against the dome. In either case the 
I:ound is usuaUy voiced. The first produces a retroflex vocoid. The second, 
while not retroflex in the strict sense, produces the same acoustic effect, 
so that the difference is usually ignored except in the closest articulatory 
description. Retroflex vocoids are not common, but Mandarin Chinese 
has one, differing from that in American English in two ways: the lips 
are not rounded as they ,are for the English sound; often the airstream 
is forced through fast enough to produce a buzz in addition to the 
retroflex coloring. 

Trilling is achieved by holding some flexible bit of flesh in the passing 
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air stream with just the right tension to allow the air to set it into rapid 
vibration. One can do this with the lips, but a bilabial trill is very rare 
as a speech sound, attested for just one word in one ianguage (Isthmus 
Zapotec). An apical trill is much commoner (many varieties of French 
and German, and most Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian). A uvular 
trill is common in Europe: this is the variety of trill used by many 
prestige speakers of German and French for their respective /r/ 
phonemes. 

A trill can be as short as a single tap, or quite long. Our American 
/t/ in a word like bottle or automobile often comes out as a single voiced 
apico-alveolar tap. In some languages a shorter trill, or tap, and a 
longer trill at the same position of articulation, stand in phonemic con
trast: so in Spanish pero 'but' versus perro 'dog.' 

Phonetic symbols for lateral vocoids, retroflex vocoids, and trills con
sist of the letters "r" and "1" and of any convenient typographical 
modifications-inverted "r" or small caps "R" and "L" or the Greek 
letters rho and lambda. For all our purposes the two most customary 
letters will suffice. 

These sounds are often grouped together under the term liquids; or, 
together with nasals, they are sometimes called sonorants, in contrast 
with which stops and spirants are called obstruents. 

NOTES 

New terms: (1) articulators: dorsum, center, blade, and tip of tongue; 
lower lip; (2) points of articulation: velum, front and back velum, dome, 
alveolar ridge, upper teeth, upper lip; (2) positions of articulation: dorsa-velar, 
centro-domal, lamino-domal, lamino-alueolar, apico-domal (retroflex), apico
alueolar, apico-dental, apico-interdental, apico-labial, labia-dental = bilabial; 
(4) manner, (stop) closure, spirantization, stop, spirant; glottalized (stops), 
injectiue (stops), clicks, coarticulated (stops), palatalization; rill versus slit 

versus surface versus lateral(ized) spirants; labialization; dark and clear 
(laterals); retroflex and lateral uocoids; trills, trilling, tap; nasals = nasal 

continuants; liquids, sonorants, obstruents; uuula. 
The anatomist would not be dismayed by the linguist's use of any of 

the above terms except dorsum; the anatomist uses this term to refer to 
the entire upper surface of the tongue which touches the roof of the 
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mouth when maximum closure is made. Our usage follows that of some 
contemporary linguists. 
, Problems. (1) Describe each of the English phonemes listed below in 

articulatory terms, following the model given for the first one: 

Ipl voiceless bilabial stop Iv I 
It I 1"61 
Ikl Izl 
Ibl 1"7.1 
Idl Iml 
Igl Inl 
If I ITJI 
161 Irl 
lsi 11/ 
lsi Ihl 

(2) Each of the following purports to be an articulatory description of 
a possible speech sound, but some of them are in fact impossible. 
Answer two questions for each: Is such a speech sound possible? Does 
it occur as a reasonably common representation of some English. 
phoneme? 

voiced dorso-velar stop 
voiced dorso-velar spirant 
voiceless dorso-velar spirant 
voiceless retroflex apical rill spirant 
voiced retroflex apical rill spirant 
voiced bilabial lateral sonorant 
voiced apico-velar stop 
voiced labio-dental spirant 
voiced labio-dental nasal spirant 
voiceless bilabial glottalized stop 
voiceless bilabial nasal 
voiceless lamino-alveolar nasal 
voiceless apico-Iabial stop 
voiced labio-alveolar spirant. 
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VOCOID ARTICULATIONS; 

TIMING and COORDINATION 

9.1. Oral Factors in Vocoids. Most pure vocoid articulations in 
most languages can be described in terms of three factors: lip position, 
tongue-height, and tongue-advancement. 

Lip position is described along the scale rounded-unrounded or rounded
spread. In English, the lips are spread--or, at least, not actively rounded 
-in the production of the vowels /i e <e a a ij ej aj/, but more or less 
rounded in the production of /u 0 uw ow/. In the last two, most of us 
increase the amount of rounding during the production of the vowel, 
and this is one factor which leads some to prefer the analysis under 
which /uw/ and jowl are clusters of a vowel plus /w/ (§3.3). As for 
/w/ itself, we shall have more to say later. In /oj/, the lips are rounded 
at the beginning but not at the end; in /aw/, just the reverse. 

If we compare our articulation of the vowels /i e <e/, as in bit, bet, 
and bat, we find that the lower jaw is held progressively farther away 
from the upper jaw, and that at least the front part of the tongue is 
progressively farther away from the region of the upper teeth and the 
alveolar ridge. What counts in the production of vocoid sounds is the 
shape of the oral cavity; thus the position of the tongue is of primary 
importance, and the position of the jaw is only a matter of convenience 
in getting the tongue into proper placement. A similar difference 
appears when we co~pare /uw ow 0/, as in sue, sew, saw, except that in 
this case it is the back part of the tongue, rather than the front part, 
which assumes progressively lower positions. In both cases, the scale of 
contrasts involved is· th<tt of tongue-height, from high, through various 
possible intermediate heights, mid, to low. 

77 
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The third scale of contrasts is harder to describe accurately. If we 
compare he and who, setting aside the difference of lip-position which 
we have already noted, we find that in he the whole upper surface of the 
tongue, from dorsum to blade, is held high, whereas in who only the 
dorsum is high, the remainder of the tongue curving downwards and 
away from the roof of the mouth. Both vocoids are called "high"; when 
the front of the tongue, as well as the back, is high, we speak of a front 
vocoid, but where the back is high and the front is not we speak of a 

i 
ow 

e 
aw aj 

a 

FIGURE 9.1. CHARTING OF ENGLISH 

VOWELS IN TERMS OF TONGUE HEIGHT 

:"'ND TONGUE ADVANCEMENT 

Lip-position is ignored. The arrows 
indicate the dirtCtion of tongue-motion 
during the pronunciation of /ij ej aj oj 
uw ow aw /; the exttnt of the motion 
varies and is not indicated by the length 
of the arrow. 

back vocoid. Intermediate between 
front and back are (varying degrees 
of) central. It should be noticed 
that the term "mid" is arbitrarily 
assigned to positions intermediate 
between high and low, while 
"central" is, equally arbitrarily, 
assigned to the intermediate range 
on the front-back scale. Many 
speakers of American English use 
a fairly high central unrounded 
vocoid in their pronunciation of 
the word just as in I just got here 
(not as in a just man); this pronun
ciation was not provided for in our 
phonemic analysis of Middle West

ern English in §§2-6, since the pronunciation /Jast/ is also common and 
probably always possible. 

Figure 9.1 roughly displays the vowels of English in terms of the two 
dimensions of tongue-position, ignoring lip-position-to include the 
latter, we would need a three-dimensional model instead of the mrface 
of a sheet of paper. The reader can easily verify the approximate cor
rectness of the chart by saying appropriate English words to himself 
an~ "feeling" the position of his tongue. 

In addition to the three scales of contrast which have been described 
so far, one often hears of a distinction between tense and lax. It is easy 
to demonstrate this difference in English. Hold the fingers on the 
bundle of muscles above and in front of the glottis within the frame of 
the lower jaw. and say bit, beat, bit, beat. For beat, one can feel a bunch
ing and tension in the muscles which is either lacking or at least much 
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higher 
high: 

lower 

higher 
mid: 

lower 

higher 
low: 

lower 

higher 
high: 

lower 

higher 
mid: 

lower 

low: 

TABLE 9.2 

UNROUNDED Vocoms 

front central 

i t e 

ill. tie 

e e aA 

e E ecaA 

aeE A 

aea aa 

TABLE 9.3 

ROUNDED VOCOIDS 

front c.,ntral 

iiy Ult 

iiiiyv UItU 

op 0 

o p ii 0: Oil 

50: :io 

79 

back 

1m 

1m i 'S" 

i! A'S" 

i!eA 

A 

ao 

back 

u 

uu~ 

0 

Oil 

IlOD 

A number of the symbols appear more than once in the:: above:: tables: this is in 
order to indicate the most customary range:: of phonetic values for each symbol. 
Thus "i" is often used [or a higher high front unrounded vowel, in contrast to "I" 
or "." for a lower one; but if there:: is no relevant contrast in the high front un
rounded range then "i" may itself be used for a lower high front unrounded vocoid. 

less prominent for bit. Sometimes the same difference can be detected 
with could and cooed; it is harder to feel for bet and bate. Just what this 
bunching of the muscles accomplishes is not clear; presumably it has 
some effect on the precise positioning of the upper surface of the 
tongue, and thus bears on the shape of the oral cavity. 

Basic phonetic symbols for vocoids are displayed in Tables 9.2 and 
9.3, the former for unrounded vowels, the latter for rounded ones. 
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9.2. Modifications. For purposes of phonetic description, the speci
fication of a 'Vocoid in terms of the three factors mentioned first in §9.1 
(excluding tenseness and laxness) is arbitrarily regarded as basic, and 
anything further that may have to be mentioned in dealing with one or 
another language is regarded as a modification. (This rough phonetic 
classification has nothing to do with the relative importance of different 
factors in specific phonemic systems, but is for convenience only.) A 
number of modifications are to be found. Some of them were covered 
in §7: a vocoid, like a contoid, can be either voiced or voiceless, or, 
indeed, whispered; it can be pharyngealized or nasalized. Also, vocoids 
can be modified within the oral chamber itself by retroflexion (curling 
back of the tip of the tongue; §8). The usual Middle Western pro
nunciation of the /f>r/ of shirt, third, furze is a mid central unrounded 
retroflexed vocoid: the retroflexion represents the /r/, and the rest 
represents the fa/. In Badaga, all vocoid phonemes come in sets of 
three, otherwise identical, differing in the presence of no, slight, or 
strong retroflexion. 

9.S. Timing and Coordination. So far in our discussion of articula
tory phonetics we have dealt almost exclusively with static positions of 
the various parts of the speech tract. But in actual speech all parts of 
the tract are constantly moving, no single position, as described ideally 
in the foregoing, lasting more than a brief fraction of a second. Some 
significant contrasts cannot be described in a purely static survey, since 
they turn on features of timing and coordination of motions from one 
articulatory position to another. 

9.4:. Length. The simplest timing contrast is length. In many lan
guages, two utterances may be composed of exactly the same key 
articulatory motions, yet be d,istinctively different because some articu
latory position is held longer in one of the utterances than in the other. 
Such a timing distinction may be found for a contoid or for a vocoid. 
In Italian, fato /fato/ has a relatively long [a] and a short [t], while 
Jattll_ /fatto/ has a shorter [a] and a longer [t]. The phonetic symbol for 
length is [.] after the symbol for the sound which is prolonged: thus 
[fa·to] and [fat·o]. 

9.5. Transition and Release. Somewhat different is the relative 
timing of two articulations or changes of articulatory function in two 
different parts of the speech tract. In English, utterances like big, dig, 
get begin with stops which are only weakly voiced at the outset (or even 
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not voiced at all), but for which the voicing increases during the hold
ing of the stop closure. In French, words like belle, digne, gare begin with· 
stops that are strongly voiced from the outset. This is a subtle difference, 
but French spoken with the English variety of [b d g) sounds wrong to 
the native French ear, and this is one of the difficulties which we en
counter when we are trying to learn to pronounce French well. 

Again, French pas, tasse, cas begin with voiceless stops, and voicing 
begins almost exactly as the stop closure is released. English pass, touch, 
catch also begin with voiceless stops, but the onset of voicing for the 
vowels which follow is delayed for a perceptible length of time after the 
release of the stop closure, and one can clearly hear a brief phase of 
voicelessness, sometimes involving some local turbulence of the air at 
the point of articulation of the stop .. Such voiceless stops are called 
aspirated, for which the phonetic symbol is [']: thus [p']. The English 
aspirated voiceless stops sound very bad in French, and the French 
style of unaspirated voiceless stops sounds peculiar in English. 

9.6. Timing of Chest Pulses. In many languages, if not in all, the 
pressure of air from the lungs occurs in a series of pulses. The timing of 
these pulses relative to other articulatory motions can be important. 
Speakers of English who pronounce an aim and a name differently prob
ably make the difference in just this way, beginning a chest pulse after 
the Inl in the first, but with it in the second. 

9.7. Affricates. A special way of passing from a stop closure to a 
following sound or silence involves a single motion of the articulator, 
which leaves the position of complete closure slowly enough that a con
siderable amount of spirantal friction or turbulence is audible. We do 
not often pronounce English Ip t k b g dl in this way, but Ie JI are 
regularly so produced; this is the other special feature of Ie JI men
tioned, but not described, in §8.2. Such sounds are called affricates. They 
differ from simple sequences of a 'stop and a spirant, in which the 
articulator goes through two successive motions. Thus, one may often 
hear the sequence [t8] between the words hit and you in a rapidly spoken 
rm gonna hit ya, and this is quite different from the [e) of, say, pitcher. 

Many languages have affricates at several positions of articulation 
instead of just a single pair as in English. Affricates are delivered in the 
same variety of manners as are stops (§8.2). A general way of producing 
a phonetic symbol for an affricate is to use a "cap" ("A") as a diacritic 
over the symbol for the corresponding spirant. However, a few special 
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symbols are available: [c) and [3) for apical affricates; [c] and [3) (or 
[J]) for laminal ones; [l\) and [X] for affricates with lateral release. To all 
of these, diacritics used for stops or for consonants in general (see the 
caption on Table 8.1) can be added. 

9.S. Glide and Peak Vocoids. Differences of timing are important 
in the distinction between glide and peak vocoids. In bird, as pronounced 
in the Middle West, the retroflex vocoid is of the peak type; it is pre
ceded and followed by articulations which last less long and produce 
less clearly audible acoustic effects. But in red the same retroflex vocoid 
is pronounced qu.ickly, and with the chest-pulse only half strong, 
followed by a non-retroflex vocoid which iasts longer and for which the 
chest-pulse has gained full strength. The initial vocoid, in this case, is a 
glide vocoid. 

The same difference applies to the lateral vocoid in the second syl- . 
lable of battle (phonemically / al/: /ba:tal/) and the initial one in let, or 
to the high front vocoid lij in bit and the /jj of yet. The entire difference 
between the English phonemes /w jj and ju ij is definable only in 
these terms: where vocoids of the high back rounded or high front un
rounded types are the most prominent elements in syllables, they are 
instances of the phonemes /u if, but where they occur as marginal ele
ments in a syllable with something else as the most prominent part, 
they are instances of the phonemes /w jj. 

A convenient way of producing as many symbols for glide vocoids as 
necessary is to place a small curve under the symbol for the correspond
ing peak vocoid: thus [i :t I}). But there are also three special symbols: 
[w] pairing off with [u], UJ pairing off with [I], and [q] going with [y). 

9.9. Timing in Longer Stretches., In longer utterances, further 
types of timing contrasts make their appearance. We saw in §4.3 (Ex
amples 31-33) that the same sequence of words can be matched to one 
and the same intonation in more than one way, depending on where the 
center of the intonation is placed; phonetically speaking, this is a 
matter of different timing for sequences of motions in different parts of 
the speech tract. 

Languages differ 'greatly in their characteristic rhythms, and this, 
also, points to differing types of timing and coordination in longer 
stretches. One example will suffice. English has stress-timed rhythm 
(§S.4): the length of time it takes to produce an utterance depends 
roughly on the number of stresses in it, so that unstressed syllables are 
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sometimes squeezed together and produced very rapidly, if there are 
a number of them between two successive stressed syllables. Spanish, on 
the other hand, has syllable-timed rhythm: regardless of the number and 
location of stresses, a Spanish utterance of twenty syllables takes ap
proximately twice as long to utter as one of ten syllables. 

NOTES 

New technical terms: lip position (rounded, spread or unrounderf), tongue
Might (high, mid, low), tongue-advancement (front; central, back); tense and 
lax; retroflexion for vowels; length, timing, coordination, transition, release, 
aspiration, chest pulse; affricates; peak and glide vocoids; stress-timed and 
s,llabu-timed rhythm. 
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PHONEMIC ARRANGEMENTS; 

REDUNDANCY 

10.1. If one undertakes to learn a foreign language, a sound in the 
new language which is unlike anything in one's own language consti
tutes a difficulty. For example, English has no voiceless dorso-velar 
spirant [x] as a separate phonem~, but German does: ach /ax/ 'Oh!' 
Buch /M·x/ 'book,' lachen Jlaxan/ 'to laugh.' Most speakers of English 
are inclined at first to substitute their stop /k/ for this spirant, but this 
will not do, since in German the voiceless spirant and stop at this posi
tion of articulation are in contrast: Buch as above, versus buk /bu·k/ 
'(he) baked.' 

This source of difficulty in learning to pronounce a foreign language 
is familiar to most of us. But there is another, often overlooked. German 
/k/ and /n/ are individually much like English /k/ and /n/, so that 
one would anticipate no trouble with them. Yet a German word like 
Knabe /knfl·be/ 'boy' is troublesome. The difficulty in this case is not 
due to anything about the individual sounds, but to the particular 
arrangement in which they must be pronounced. In English, unlike 
German, we never begin an utterance, nor a word, with /k/ followed 
immediately by In/. 

We see, thus, that the phonological systems of various languages may 
differ from each other in two ways. They usually differ as to the number 
of phonemes and the phonetic characteristics of each, but they also 
often differ as to the arrangements in which the phonemes occur relative 
to each other. 

In §11 we shall deal more thoroughly with the ways in which 
phonemic systems differ. In the present section we shall confine our-
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selves largely to English, in order to illustrate arrangements and limita
tions on arrangements and to show the communicative importance of 
the latter. 

10.2. Phonemic Arrangements in English. The arrangements in 
which intonational phonemes occur relative to each other were covered 
in §4, and the accentual phonemes and the junctural phoneme / + / 
were treated in §§5 and 6. Here, therefore, we can confine ourselves to 
the arrangements of segmental (vowel and consonant) phonemes within 
the bounds of single microsegments (§6.4). 

The importance of the microsegment in this context is that there 
seem to be few effective limitations, on the distribution of vowel and 
consonant phonemes, that operate across the boundaries' between suc
cessive microsegments. That is, the vowels and consonants which can 
occur at the beginning of a microsegment are not in any significant way 
limited by the vowel or consonant at the end of the preceding micro
segment, or vice versa. But within the bounds of a single microsegment 
there are many limitations. 

A few microsegments are of a special type, occurring only in macro
segments that include also one or more microsegutents of what we shall 
call the "normal" type. These special microsegments consist of a single 
isolated consonant. Examples are the isolated Is/of /s+kuwl/ It's cool 
(§6.2, example 33), the isolated /j/ of /j+:5ta/ Ya oughta (§6.2, ex
ample 38), and the isolated /z/ of /bfj+z+g6wilJ/ Bea's going (§6.2, 
example 44). 

A microsegment of the "normal" type consists of one or more 
syllables: boy (said in isolation) is one syllable; butter is two; operate three; 
operator four; perambulator five; elephantiasis six; honorificabilitudinity eleven. 
Such long ones are very rare; even six or seven syllables is unusual. The 
number of syllables in an English microsegment correlates exactly with 
the number of vowel phonemes: /b6j/, /batar/, /aparejt/, /apareitar/, 
/parctmbjalejtar/, /elafantAjasas/, /anarifakabllatuwdmatij/. Contrari
wise, every vowel /i e re au:> a ij ej aj oj uwow awl in every occur
rence, constitutes the peak of a syllable. 

Any consonant or sequence of consonants at the beginning of a 
microsegment constitutes the onset of the first syllable. Any consonant or 
sequence of consonants at the end of a microsegment constitutes the 
coda of the last syllable. But the consonants and sequences of consonants 
which occur between successive vowels in a single micrOIIegment arc 
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neither onsets nor codas, and cannot be assigned exclusively either to 
the syllable that includes also the preceding vowel or to the one which 
includes also the following vowel. Instead, these interludes, as we shall 
call them, belong structurally with both the preceding and the following 
vowels. Thus, syllables in English are determined by the number and 
location of peaks (phonetically the most prominent elements of syl
lables), and the exact location of the boundaries between successive 
syllables'-eXcept across an intervening 1+1, where the syllables are in 
successive microsegments-is phonemically irrelevant. In other lan
guages syllables have various other types of structure. 

Onsets, codas, and interludes vary a great deal in complexity. "Zero" 
onsets occur, as in out, in, end, awful, ooze; likewise zero codas (Jilly, 
window, soda, bah), and, more rarely, zero interludes (idea lajdijal, 
reality, naive). Non-zero onsets include from one to three mccessive con
sonants (ray, tray, stray); non-zero codas and interludes fmm one to four 
(rim, ramp, ramps, glimpsed; hammer, damsel, entrance, minstrel). However, 
the limitations on these longer consonant-sequences, in any of the three 
positions of occurrence, are stringent. If all possible sequences of one, 
two, or three consonants occurred as onsets, there would be a total of 
14,425 different onsets (one zero onset, 24 of a single consonant, 
24' = 576 of two consonants and 24 3 = 13,824 of three consonants). 
Actually, the total number of onsets of any frequency at all is well under 
one hundred. We shall list and illustrate these here, but we shall not 
take the space to do the same for codas and interludes, since our aim is 
an example rather than an exhaustive coverage of English. 

All the individual consonant phonemes of the language except 1'7. fJI 
occur as onsets; pick, talee, choose, kick, build, dig, jig, get, find, think, sink, 
shall, vat, these, zone, man, nut, ride, let, wet, yet, high. A few speakers pro
nounce a French name like' Jeanne or Giselle with initial I'll, and an 
extremely small number pronounce the name Ngaio with initial IfJ/. 

Sequences, or clusters, of two consonants occurring as onsets often 
have Ir I w jl as the second. The five consonants 1'7. IJ 'I) c JI do not 
p8.1"ticipate in onset clusters. Clusters with Irl as second member in
clude Ipr tr kr br dr gr fr Sr sri: pride, try, crack, bread, draw, grow, fry, 
thread, shrew. Sequences with III include Ipl kl bl gl fl 81/: play, clay, 
black, glad,flow, slow. Clusters with Iwl are Itw kw dw gw 6w sw hw/: 
twenty, quick, dwell, Gwen, thwack, swell, when. Many speakers have 
no Ihwl, pronouncing when and similar words with initial Iw/. 
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Some speakers add Ipw I in pueblo, or /bw I in bwana, or l'Sw I in shwa. 
Clusters with Ijl as second element include /pj kj bj gj fj 6j vj 

mj hj/: pure, cure, beauty, gules, few, tMws, view, music, Mw. Many speakers 
have also /tj dj sj nj rj lj/, in tune or Teuton, due or DeuteTonomy, sue, 
new or neuron, very rarely rule, lunatic. Many other speakers pronounce 
such words simply with It d s n r II. Those who pronounce whm with 
Iw / instead of Ihw I usually pronounce Mw and the like simply with 
/j/ instead of Ihj/. 

The clusters with /j/ show an interesting limitation between onset 
and peak: they occur before a stressed peak only if it is /6.1 or /uw/. A 
very few people break this generalization for piano, fjord, Hjalmar, but 
Ipija:now, fij6rd, jaImarl are more common. 

A different sort of onset cluster of two consonants has lsI as first 
member: Isp st sk sf s6 sm sn/ and rarely Isv/: spill, state, skill, spline, 
sthenic, smile, mare, svelte. Recently some parallel clusters with lsI in
stead of /sl have been coming into use, especially /sm/ in shmoo, but 
also, for some speakers, Isn glj Schneider, Schlitz. 

Onset clusters of three consonants all begin with /sl and end in 
Ir I w j/: Ispr, str, skr, spl, skl, skw, spj, skj/, as in spread, stretch, 
scratch, splash, sclerosis, squelch, spume, skew. 

Individual speakers are often able to add a few clusters which they 
use in one or two relatively uncommon words, but no onset other than 
those already mentioned has wide currency. As a small sample of these 
additional onsets, we may mention Itml (tmesis), Its/ (tsar, tsetse fly, 
Tsimshian), /tll (Tlingit), which the writer uses. The reader may be able 
to discover comparably rare onsets in his own speech. 

10.3. Redundaqcy. The full import of the stringent limitations on 
the arrangements in which phonemes occur can only be understood in 
terms of redundancy. In everyday parlance, this word means saying more 
than is strictly necessary. Teachers of English composition often criticize 
a student for an expression like consensus of opinion when merely con
sensus would do. In modern information theory, the term has much the 
same meaning, but freed from the connotation of undesirability, and 
theoretically capable of precise quantification. 

We shall first illustrate information-theoretical redundancy, and its 
communicative function, in terms of a restricted kind of English writ
ing, in which only the twenty-six capital letters and space are used. 
Suppose that someone writes the following: 
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(1) GO AWAY I DONT WANT TO TALK WITH YOU ANY 
MORE TODAY 

This is easily read, given the rules of English spelling with which we are 
all famili~r. Now suppose that we receive a message in this system 
which looks like this: 

(2) GO AWAX I DONX WANX TO TAlK WICH YOV ANT 
MORE TODAX 

-or like this: 

(3) HTS BROYHER HAS UUEB IN YOVNGSTOWH SINDE 
IANUABY 

Neither of these means a thing. Yet we almost instantly understand 
them: we automatically assume that the sender has intended to transmit 
a normal "possible" message, and that there have been errors of 
transmission. 

How is it possible for us to understand received messages which, 
strictly speaking, are not allowed by the conventions of the communica
tive system? The answer lies in the fact that not all possible sequences of 
letters constitute messages according to those conventions. If every 
possible sequence of letters constituted a different message, then any 
slightest error in transmission weuld change the intended message into 
a completely different one. We would always think. that we had re
ceived a message free from errors of transmission, but would sometimes 
not receive and understand the message that the sender intended. 
Since, in actual fact, only a small portion of the mathematically 
possible sequences of letters is allowed, minor errors of transmission 
usually result, not in a completely different possible message, but rather 
in a sequence of letters which we know cannot be an undistorted message; 
consequently, we are able to figure out what the sender's intention was. 

In a system where all possible sequences of letters constituted mes
sages, one would have zero reduruiancy--every single letter would count. 
Redundancy enters actual systems in two ways: (1) absolute limitations 
on sequence, such as the fact that in written English Q is invariably 
followed by U; (2) variations in relative frequency of different se
quences, such as the relatively common pccurrence of ST as over 
against the rather rare occurrence of SCH. The communicative impor
tance of redundancy is that errors of transmission~ollectively called 
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'Wise in information theory-are inevitable; a certain amount of re
dundancy prevents this inevitable measure of noise from destroying 
communication altogether. 

What haS been said above in terms of capitalized written English 
applies in just the same way to spoken English, or to any other language. 
An utterance consists of an arrangement of phonemes. If all mathe
matically possible arrangements of the phonemes of a language,actually 
occurred, then the degree of clarity of articulation which would be 
required to prevent misunderstanding would be humanly impossible. 
Actually, there are always stringent limitations on the arrangements in 
which phonemes occur in utterances, so that there is always a measur
able amount of redundancy; rough computation shows that the meas
ure of redundancy in English is approximately 500/0, and there is some 
reason to believe that this figure holds for languages in general. 

Consequently, we are able to speak in a fairly c:areleII natural 
fashion without continually being misunderstood. Speaking goes fast. 
In normal English one produces from twelve to fifteen SUCCCllive seg
mental phonemes per second. We communicate via speech under all 
sorts of external conditions: in quiet rooms and in boiler factories. A 
language with relatively low redundancy would work in quiet sur
roundings if its speakers enunciated clearly, but would break down 
time and again in noisy circumstances or when people were in a hurry 
and had to speak faster and less carefully than usual. Redundancy in 
this technical sense is thus nothing to be bemoaned, but an essential in
gredient of any communicative system as flexible and broad in its 
coverage as language. 

In the discussion of redundancy and noise, it is always necessary to 
specify reiatiue to 'wMt the determinations are being made. From one 
point of view, the difference between the "tone of voice" of Joe and of 
Bill represents noise, since this difference is superimposed on the com
mon features which constitute the linguistic part of what either of them 
says. But from another point of view the difference is communicative, 
and thus not noise, for it reveals whether Joe or Bill is &peaking. In a 
room full of people, where :reveral conversations are going on, so long as 
one is trying to listen to one speaker, the sound of other speakers is 
noise; if one shifts a~tention to a different speaker, the first speaker. 
voice becomes noise. We thus see that, at least sometimes, no distinc
tion can be made between "noise" and "unwanuJ message." 
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Another kind of overlap is illustrated by the communicative habits of 
the Fox Indians. Like other North American Indians, the Fox often 
point by protruding their lips rather than by extending a finger. Point
ing is a communicative system of a minimal kind. The Fox word for 
'over there' is /YO'hi/, the /0'/ produced with slight rounding of the 
lips but without protrusion. Now it often happens that a Fox will 
simultaneously point at an object and say /yo·hi/. The protrusion of 
the lips changes the acoustic quality of the /0'/, and thus constitutes 
noise relative to the language, even while it constitutes the essence of a 
communicative symbol in another system. 

Redundancy is also relevant in the context of conscious distortion of 
speech. We often understand what someone is saying even if he is trying 
to imitate some other dialectal variety of his language, or is mocking a 
foreign accent. Here, as in the cases just considered, the distortion is 
noise in one sense, though at the same time it conveys to us the informa
tion that the speaker is imitating or mocking. A pun is an utterance 
susceptible of two (or more) different interpretations. A poor pun may 
be susceptible to one of the interpretations only if we allow for gross 
articulatory distortion: 

A: Knock knock! 
B: Who's thMe? 
A: Eskimos Christians and Ita/ions. 
B: Eskimos Christians and Italians who? 
A: Eskimos Christians and Ita/ians no lies. 

Akin to this is double-talk, which sounds as if it ought to be understand
able but-if heard accurately-is not. The original of the following 
verse parody will be obvious to anyone who is familiar with it: 

Eight of the note that kippers may, 
Bleak as the pate from pool to pool, 

I shrink whatever goads may bay 
For my untinkerable stool. 

It meddles naught how strut the gut, 
How charred with blandishments the scrawl; 

I am the mister of my pfft, 
I am the capon of my stall. 
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Some readers may also remember, in this context, an acoustic parody 
popular in the early nineteen-fifties, called lAdle Rat Rotten Hut. 

As inane as these particular examples may be, they do illustrate a 
functioning of redundancy which in some contexts becomes quite im
portant (§35). 

NOTES 

New terms: for elements of syllables, peak, onset, coria, and interlude 
(developed in the above for English, but applicable in one way or an
other to many languages); cluster; redundancy, noise. 

The theory of redundancy and noise, and methods for the quanti
fication of both, are developed by Shannon and Weaver 1949. LAdl, 
Rat Rotten Hut: Chace 1956. 

Problem. Below is a list of clusters of two consonants. Some of those 
listed occur after a stressed vowel before juncture in one or another 
dialect of English; others do not. Find an example from your own 
speech of each one for which you can do so. Then make a table of those 
that occur, listing the first consonants of the clusters down a column at 
the left, the second consonants across in a row at the top, and marking 
the intersections of row and column for each cluster which occurs in 
your speech. 

/pt pk pf p(l ps p§/ 
/tp tk to ts/ 
lep et eO/ 
/kP kt kO ks/ 
Ibd bg bv bz/ 
IdO d~ dz dsl 
/JdJz/ 
/gd gz/ 
1ft fO fsl 
lOt Os Om/ 
/sp st sC sk sO sfl 

/sp it'Ss/ 
/vd vzl 
I~ ~z 15m/ 
Jzd zs/ 
lid/ 
Imp mt mb md mf mO mz/ 
Int ne nd nJ nO ns nz/ 
IlJk lJd lJg lJO lJzl 
Irp rt re rk rb rd rJ rg rf rO rs 

r§ rv r~ rz rm rn rl/ 
lip It Ie Ik Ib Id IJ Ig If 10 Is Is 

Iv Iz 1m In/ 
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TIPES of PHONEMIC SYSTEMS 

lU. The Problem of Typology. Every language has a phonemic 
system. Certain features seem to be common to all phonemic systems
for example, the es:clusive use of a certain tract of the human body for 
sound production, and the tendency towards a redundancy of about 
50%. But phonc!mic systems also differ in various ways, and it is as 
important to know what sorts of differences exist, and the limits within 
which variation is possible, as it is to know what alll8nguages have in 
common. 

No report of this sort can yet be definitive. We have reasonably 
reliable information only on a few hundred languages, out of the three 
or four thousand currently spoken (§1.3). The number for which our 
knowledge approaches completeness, at least as to phonemics, is a 
mere handful. The very next language examined by trained investiga
tors- may show some phenomenon never encountered before. On the 
other hand, the sample for which we do have information is fairly 
random, so that some of the generalizations we are about to make may 
not be too radically modified by further research. 

Another source of indeterminacy is that our reports on different 
systems are not always worked out in terms of the same methodology. 
We have seen one instance of the results of methodological disagree
~t: the English syllable peaks /ij ej aj oj uw ow aw / are taken as 
unit phonemes by some, but as clusters by others. For the former 
specialists, there are 38 segmental phonemes in the Middle-Western 
variety of English to which our phonemic notation was adapted 
(112-6); for the latter, there are only 31. A still different approach 
yields a count of 33, for reasons to be discussed in i§39-40, and we 
92 
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shall adopt this figure for our purpose here. Problems of this sort seem 
to loom larger for English than for most languages-perhaps because 
more people have been working on English for a longer time. In any 
case, though this source of indeterminacy cannot be completely elimi
nated, most of the generalizations given below are not seriously affected 
by it. 

U.2. Number of Segmental Phonemes. The smallest number of seg
mental phonemes reliably reported for any language is 13, in Hawaiian. 
The largest reported figure, reliable or not, is about 75, for one of the 
languages of the northern Caucasus. If we limit ourselves to absolutely 
dependable reports, the upper limit is about 45, in Chipewyan. Sixty
nine languages, selected at random, including Hawaiian and Chipe
wyan, show an average of slightly over 27 segmental phonemes. Of 
these, twenty-two have 23 or fewer; twenty-five have more than 23 but 
fewer than 31; and twenty-two have 31 or more.._ 

We might naturally expect that, other things being equal, it would 
in general require longer strings of segmental phonemes to express 
given meanings in a language like Hawaiian than in one like Chipe
wyano The test of this is the average length of morphemes-minimum 
meaningful elements in utterances (§14). In Hawaiian and the other 
Polynesian languages, only a handful of morphemes consist of a single 
syllable, most consist of two, and a fair number of more than two. At 
the opposite extreme, in some of the languages of the Caucasus prac
tically every successive phoneme in a word is a separate morpheme. 

U.3. Kinds of Segmental Phonemes. We are accustomed to think
ing that every segmental phoneme must be either a vowel or a con
sonant, but this is not always the case-not, for example, in English, if 
lij uw I and the like are taken as clusters .. 

Hawaiian segmental phonemes, indeed, fall into just two classes: 
there are five vowels Ii e a 0 ul and eight consonants Ip k m n w j h ";I I. 
A syllable in Hawaiian consists of a single vowel or of a single consonant 
followed by a single vowel, and any Hawaiian utterance consists of a 
series of one or more such syllables. 

In other languages, it is sometimes necessary to recognize more than 
two classes of segmental phonemes. The simplest sort of example is 
Spanish. Here every syllable includes one or another of the phonemes 
Ii e a 0 ul as its peak, but some occurrences of Ii! and lui do not con
stitute peaks of syllables: the word buey lbueij 'ox' is only one syllable, 
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with the stressed lei at its peak, and the preceding lui and following 
Iii are phonetically consonantal, like the English Iwl and Ijl of 
sway Iswej/. Here we must recognize three kinds of segmental pho
nemes: full oowels Ie a 0/, which are always the peaks of syllables; 
consonants (jp t l: kl and others), which are never at the peaks of 
syllables; and semivowels Ii ul, which are syllable peaks in some occur
rences but not in others, depending on the nature and arrangement of 
the surrounding segmental phonemes and the location of the accent I'I. 

One language of the Spanish type, Wishram, is reported to have only 
one full vowel, I a/; the other vowel-like phonemes are structurally 
semivowels. In various other languages, nasals and liquids (phonet
ically like English 1m n IJ r II) tum out to be semivowels ra1:her than 
consonants. 

More complicated situations also appear in those languages where 
one must distinguish between simple and complex peaks. Accepting the 
cluster interpretation of English lij ej aj oj uw ow awl, English is 
one example. These clusters are complex peaks; the unit phonemes 
Ii e re a u a al occur also as simple peaks (sit, set, sat, etc.). The first 
constituents of the complex peaks are peak nuclei, and the second con
stituents are peak satellites. If we group onsets, codas, and interludes 
together as syllable margins, we find that in a language with both simple 
and complex peaks there are the following logically possible types of 
segmental phonemes: 

occurs as: 

peak peak 
nucleus satellite margin 

full vowel yes no no 
covowel no yes no 
consonant no no yes 
semivowel yes yes no 
demioowei yes no yes 
semiconsonant no yes yes 
omnipotent yes yes yes. 

Described in these terms, English has semiconsonants Iw j/, full vowels, 
and consonants. German is similar, but German Iw I is a covowel: it 
occurs in complex peaks (jawl, as in Haus Ihaws/ 'house'), but not in 
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any marginal position. Mandarin Chinese has two full vowels, a set of 
consonants, three semiconsonants 1m n TJ/, one demivowel IYI, and 
three omnipotents Ii uri. Mandarin Ii/, thus, is peak in Ibi! 'pen,' 
satellite in a complex peak in /bail 'white,' and marginal in liaul 
'want to' or /biau/ 'watch.' It must be remembered that its value as 
peak, satellite, or margin is in all cases predictable in terms of the ac
companying phonemes and their arrangement. 

U.4. Vowel-Consonant Ratio. For our next purpose we shall rede
fine the term "vowel" to include all segmental phonemes that ever 
occur as simple peaks or as nuclei in complex peaks, except semivowels 
of the nasal and liquid type. We can then ask what proportion of the 
whole stock of segmental phonemes of a language are likely to be 
vowels. 

The range is wide: the highest known ratio is just under 40% (Fin
nish: 8 vowels out of 21 segmental phonemes); the lowest about 8% 
(Bella Coola: 3 vowels, 36 segmental phonemes). More significantly, 
there is some correlation between this ratio and the total number 
of segmental phonemes. Languages with the fewest segmental pho
nemes tend to have a middling to high percentage of vowels. Those 
with intermediate numbers of segmental phonemes show greater varia
tion in the vowel percentage, but average a rather higher ratio than 
the first group. Languages with very large numbers of segmental pho
nemes have the lowest vowel ratios. 

U.5. Kinds of Vowel Systems. The vowels of a language (by the 
definition of §11.4) usually reveal a reasonably neat system of articu
latory contrasts. (Fig. 11.1). 

All known vowel systems involve contrasts of tongue height. In 
Adyge, this is the only functioning contrast: there are three vowels, one 
high, one mid, and one low. Whether one of these vowels is front or 
back, and rounded or unrounded, depends entirely on the surrounding 
phonemes. This rare type of vowel system may be called one-dimensional. 

Much commoner are two-dimensional systems, where some second type 
of contrast intersects, wholly or partly, the differentiation by tongue 
height. The simplest system of this sort has three vowels: two high and 
one low, the former pair contrasting as front unrounded and back 
rounded (Cree, Ojibwa, some Arabic dialects). The next-to-simplest 
has four vowels: two high and two low, two front and two back (Fox, 
Shawnee, Apachean). Latin, Spanish, Russian, and many other lan-
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guages have two-dimensional systems involving three heights, in which, 
except at the lowest height, there is the added coatrast of front-back or 
of unrounded-rounded: thus, in Spanish or Latin, high /i u/, mid 
Ie 0/, low /a/; front unrounded /i e/, back rounded /u oj. 

The greatest number of contrasting heights reported for a two
dimensional system (or any other) is five (certain SWiss-German 
dialects). The greatest number of contrasts in the second dimension is 
three: front unrounded, front rounded, and back rounded (German, 

h 
m 
I 

A. ADYGE 

hf hb 
mf mb 

D. SI'ANIlIH 

hf hb 
me 

If Ib 

F. POTAWATOKl. 

hf hb hf hb 

If Ib 
B. CREE c. Fox 

hfu hfr hbr 
mfu mfr mbr 

1 
E. GERMAN 

hfu 

G. TuRKISH 

FIGURE 11.1. SOME VOWEL SYSTEMS 

The vowels are here described in terms of the relevant phonetic facts: "h" _ 
mgh, "m" =- mid, "1" - low; "f" - Itont, "c" - central, "b" = backj '~r" =- rounded, 
"u" = _tnmd.d. System A is one-dimensional. systems B through F ate two-dimen
ROnal, and system G is three-dimeIlllional. Systems B, D, and E are tl-iangular, Cis 
rectaDgUlar. and F cannot be clasaified as either. 

French, Dutch), or else front unrounded, back unrounder:i, and back 
rounded (Bulgarian, Mixteco, Rumanian). The most complex two
dimerisional system has both four heights and three contrasts of the 
second sort, completely intersecting to yield twelve vowels, This is not 
attested with absolute certainty, but may occur in some dialects of 
Danish. 

In some two-dimensional systems the second dimension of contrast is 
operative at all heights, so as to produce a rectangular system: the two-
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by-two system described above for Fox, Shawnee, Apachean, or the 
four-by-three system which may occur in Danish dialects. In others, the 
second dimension is operative only at some of the heights. In this case, 
it most often happens that there are fewer contrasts at the lowest tongue
height than at higher ones (Latin or Spanish), and the system is tri
angular. But there are exceptions: Potawatomi has two low and two high 
vowels, but only one mid vowel. 

In one variety of three-dimensional system, lip position and tongue 
frontness or backness work independently: of the eight vowels of Turk
ish, four are high and four low, four front and four back, four un
rounded and four .rounded. In another variety, the third dimension is 
retroflexion: Badaga has fifteen vowels, in three sets of five, each set 
being like the whole system of Latin or Spanish. But the vowels of oue 
set are unretroflexed, those of a second partly retroflexed, and those of 
the third strongly retroflexed. 

The above'survey touches only on representative examples. In addi
tion to further varieties which are as neat and symmetrical as those 
described, a few languages are reported to have skew systems---systems 
in which there is no simple differentiation in terms of tongue height and 
the like. The reliability ot these reports is not certain. It is quite com
mon, however, for a major portion of the vowels of a language to fit a 
neat scheme, but with a few left over. The majority of French oral 
vowels fit a two-dimensional pattern (the size depending on the dia
lect), but there is a left-over /~/ with some peculiarities of distribution. 
The French nasal vowels (four in some dialects, three in others) consti
tute a separate subsystem, within which only contrasts of tongue ad
vancement and lip position are distinctive, tongue height being 
irrelevant. 

U.6. Consonant Syatems. In most languages, the consonant pho
nemes fall largely into two basic classes: obstruents, including stops, 
aflricates, and spirants, and sonorants, including nasals, liquids, and 
glide vocoids like English /w/ and /jj. If a language has consonants 
produced entirely in pharynx or glottis, these stand outside this two
way classification. Obstruents often constitute a neatly patterned sys
tem, involving contrasts of position and manner of articulation. Sono
rants sometimes appear to be random left-overs. 

The smallest known number of contrasting positions of articulation 
for obstruents is two: Hawaiian has bilabial /p/ and lingual /k/, tl1C' 
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latter freely apical or dorsal. The largest known number is nine: 
Nootka, Duwamish, and Snoqualmie have bilabial Ipl, apico-dental 
Itl, front and back dorso-velar /k q/, affricates Ic ~ '1..1, and rounded 
front and back dorso-velar Ik'"' q"l. Some of these, it will be noted, are 
not distinct positions in the primary articulatory sense, but constitute a 
proliferation of the position system via affrication and rounding. That 
they are functionally the equivalent of further "positions" is shown by 
the fact that the nine-way contrast is intersected by the manner-con
trasts of each of the three languages. 

b d & 3 1 ~ g gW' 
,.. 

kW 
t 6 c l! ~ 1: 

p k i e' c· t' ~' It k'W' 

6 I I t x XVI 

3 z j -y -yw 
HAWAIIAN CHIPEWYAN 

FIGURE 11.2. THE SIMPLEST AND MOST COMPLEX KNOWN OBSTRUENT 8YSTBIoIS 

Hawaiian has only a two-way contrast of position (bilabial and non-bilabial), and 
no contrasts of manner. Chipewyan has obatruents at eight positions of articulation 
{bilabial, apico-alveolar, apico-alveolar slit affricate, apico-alveolar rill affricate, 
lamina-alveolar affricate, apical lateral affricate, dorsa-velar, and dono-velar with 
rounding}, and contrasts five manners of delivery (unaspirated stop, sometimes 
voiced; aspirated atop: glottalized stop: voiceless spirant; voiced spirant). The 
rdativdy frictionless consonants Ijl and III count in Chipewyan as obstruents of 
this last manner of delivery. 

The smallest known number of manners for obstruents is one--that 
is, no manner contrasts. Hawaiian has no spirants, and only the two 

stops Ip k/. A very few other languages also lack spirants. The largest 
known number of contrasting manners is five: Georgian has voiceless 
unaspirated stops (sometimes glottalized), voiceless aspirated stops, 
voiced stops, voiceless spirants, and voiced spirants. Four-way and 
thr~-way manner contrasts are much commoner, and th~re are many 
varieties of each. 

In Figure 11.2 we chart the simplest and the most complex reliably 
attested obstruent systems. 

Languages which have unusually large numbers. of segmental pho
nemes, and hence of consonants, generally achieve the higher number 
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of consonants by a proliferation of the obstruent system: Chipewyan 
has 34 obstruents. Yet no one language has' both the largest known 
number of contrasting positions and also the largest known number of 
contrasting manners. 

A few languages (Duwamish, Snoqualmie, Quileute) have no nasal 
continuants. Some (Tillamook, Iroquoian, Arapaho) have just one, and 
all languages which have at least one have'an apical nasal of the type of 
[n]. The largest number of nasals differentiated only by position of 
articulation is four; for example, in Kota. The positions of articulation 
for nasals are always also positions of articulation for stops, and rarely, 
if ever, ate there more nasals than there are stops of some one manner 
of delivery. 

Generalizations about non-nasal sonorants, and about pharyngeal 
and glottal consonpnts, are at present too limited to be worth while. 

In a few languages, the consonants must in the first instance be 
classed differently. In Russian the basic classification should perhaps 
be that into plain and palatal, since most, though not all, consonants are 
paired off thus. Then, within each of these two subsystems, the grouping 
into obstruent and sonorant applies. 

11.7. Syllable Types.· The syllable system of English is of the peak 
type: that is (as pointed out in §10), there are as many syllables as 
there are syllable-peaks. This type of syllable system is quite common, 
though the phonemic determination of what constitutes a peak is not 
always, as it is in English, merely the occurrence of a phoneme of a 
certain class (vowel). 

The onset-peak type differs from the peak type in that every syllable 
includes both an onset and a peak; it mayor may not include also a 
coda. Yawelmani illustrates this: a syllable consists of single consonant 
plus single vowel, or of this followed by a single coda consonant; a 
single consonant between vowels goes with the following vowel as onset, 
while two consonants between vowels are divided, the former being a 
coda for the preceding vowel, the latter an onset for the following vowel. 
Thus there are no interludes--or, at least, no contrast (as in English) 
between an interlude and a sequence of coda plus onset. 

The onset type is rare, but clearly attested for Bella Coola, where 
every syllable has an onset, but some syllables have no peaks. Thus the 
word /lk'''t:J}.'' / 'make it big!' consists of four syllables, each consisting 
of an onset consonant. There is loose transition from each consonant to 
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the next. Phonetically this phase of transition gives the impression of a 
peak, but phonemically it is merely a part of the consonant. 

The duration type has syllables defined in terms neither of peaks nor 
of onsets nor of some combination of these, but purely in terms of rela
tive duration. The Japanese word Inippoiil 'Japan' takes about the 
same length of time to utter as the word Isayonaral 'goodbye'; the 
syllables in the lattl':r are lsa/, lyo/, Ina/, and Ira/, while those in the 
former are lni/, Ip/, Ipo/, and lii/. The two special syllables Ipl and 
liil cannot be broken down into onset and peak, but count as syllables 
because they take about as long to produce as do the Iyol and the Iral 
of the other cited word. Only a few syllables in Japanese are of this 
special kind, and they are highly limited in their distribution, but they 
define the nature of the syllable system. 

Finally, there is the syllable-juncture type, which is, in a sense, the 
diametric opposite of the English system. In Cantonese, the number of 
syllables in an utterance is equal to the number of segments bounded by 
successive occurrences of a juncture phoneme 1+1. Each syllable con
tains a single peak, though it is not always easy to locate this peak in a 
precise way phonetically. Contrasts of the following sort are possible: 
Ipan+apl : Ipa+napl : Ipa+n+ap/, where in the first the Inl ends 
one syllable, in the next it begins the following syllable, and in the 
third it constitutes a syllable all by itself. 

11.8. Accentual Systems. Briefly, the variety of accentual systems 
which occur in different languages is as follows. 

French, and some others, have no accentual system at all. 
English, Spanish, German, Russian, and many other languages have 

an accentual system of the stress type: some syllables in context are 
louder than others (English /parmitl : Iparm{t/), and a monosyllabic 
utterance always carries the highest degree of stress. In Spanish there 
are only two degress of stress in contrast; in English and German there 
are three; some languages may have four. 

Cantonese, Vietnamese, and many other languages have an ac
centual system of the tone type: most syllables in context carry one or 
another of a small set of contrasting tonal contours, and even mono
syllabic utterances show some of the contrasts. Some such systems in
volve only two tones (high and low, or rising versus falling); others 
show three, four, five, six, or even (in some varieties of Cantonese) nine. 

Some languages show what appears to be a partial intersection of two 
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accentual systems, involving both stresslike and tonelike features. Nor
wegian and Swedish belong here: Norwegian /b~n·ar/, with loud 
stress and one tonal contour on the first syllable, means 'peasants,' 
while the same segmental sequence with loud stress but a different 
tonal contour on the first syllable means 'beans.' But the tonal contrast 
is operative only on syllables with loud stress, and not in monosyllabic 
utterances. 

Some languages show both a full-fledged accentual system of the 
tonal type and also one of the stress type, with few if any limitations on 
combinations. Mandarin /il1n+5iJJ/, with stress on the first syllable, 
means 'eye,' while /il1n+sb;J/, with stress (and falling tone) on the 
second syllable, means 'glasses.' 

NOTES 

New terms: simple versus complex peaks; nucleus versus satellite of a com
plex peak; syllable margin; terms for classes of segmental phonemes 
established by their occurrent arrangements in a single language: (full) 
vowel, consonant, semivowel, demivowel, semiconsonant, omnipotent, covowel; 
types of vowel systems: one-dimensional, two-dimensional, three-dimensional, 
rectangular versus triangular, skew; terms for types of syllable-systems: 
peak type, onset-peak type, onset type, duration type, syllable-juncture type; types 
of accentual systems: stress type and tone type. The term morpheme enters 
the discussion briefly, but will not be introduced in a systematic way 
until §§14ff. 

The typological survey in this section is condensed from §2 of 
Hockett 1955; bibliographical references are given in full in the latter. 
Work done more reeently, particularly by W. S. Allen and Aert 
Kuipers, shows that some of the languages of the northern Caucasus 
indeed do have very large numbers of segmental phonemes. This 
modifies the assertions in §11.2, and changes the relative status of the 
Chipewyan obstruent system presented in Figure 11.2. 
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PHONEMIC ANALYSIS 

12.1. In the preceding sections we have been presenting certain kinds 
of facts-facts about the phonological system of English, about articu
latory phonetics, about the known range and variety of phonemic sys
tems in the languages of the world. It is part of the linguist's business to 
assemble such information. But if he is to do this, he is also forced to 
develop certain techniques or skills-those involved in fouiing out what 
the phonemic system of a particular language is. The speaker of a 
language "knows" the phonology of his language, in the sense that he 
behaves, as speaker and hearer, in conformity with it. But he cannot, 
without special training, describe his phonemic system to anyone else. 
Therefore the linguist cannot find out about the phonology of, say, 
Choctaw or Vietnamese merely by asking a native speaker of the 
language to tell him about it. Instead, he is forced to apply certain 
procedures of observation and experimentation. These procedures are 
called phonemic fJfUJlysis. 

Phonemic analysis is carried on under varying conditions. The most 
favorable ones are when the analyst can work through direct face-to
face contact with a speaker of the language, or informant--especially if 
the analyst and the informant both control some common language, in 
addition to the informant's native language that the analyst wants to 
study. This set-up we callfold conditions, and we shall assume field con
ditions in our discussion in this section. If a language is known only 
through documentary records, like Latin or Old English, the basic 
assumptions of analysis remain the same, but the step-by-step pro
cedures are radically different, and the degree of certainty that can be 
ascribed to one's results is in general lower. The special problems that 
102 
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are encountered under these philological conditions lie beyond the scope 
of this book. Finally, it sometimes happens that one attempts to deter
mine the ph~nological system of a language that is neither currently 
spoken nor attested through written records, but is known only in
directly via later descendant forms of speech-for example, the lan
guage of certain Germanic tribes of some time in the first millenium 
B.C. (we have no way of determining either date or location precisely) 
which has survived, in greatly altered forms, as English, German, Nor
wegian, and the other so-called Germanic languages of today. The 
techniques used under these conditions form part of the comparative 
method, and will be dealt with in §§57-58. 

In the field situation, it is useful to distinguish between two opera
tions or sets of operations, which we can call gathering and collation. 
Gathering has to do with the process of transforming observed utter
ances of the informant into notations on paper, in fit form for compari
son and shuffling. Collation is the kind of comparison and shuffling 
which then has to be done before the phonological system is revealed. 
In practice, one never does all the gathering first and all the collation 
afterwards. Early tentative efforts at collation, based on partial gather
ing, suggest things to be looked for in further gathering. The logical 
distinction between the two is essential, however, in that collation must 
remain tentative until gathering has been completed. 

12.2. Gathering. When the analyst confronts an informant in the 
field, he makes certain initial assumptions: that the informant indeed 
speaks a language; that, therefore, the informant's utterances are 
largely kept apart by differences of sound (the "largely" allows for 
marginal exceptions like English The sun's rays meet and The sons raise 
meat); that only a small number of discrete differences of sound have 
this utterance-differentiating role. So much the analyst must assume. 
More than this, as to details, he cannot assume, but must determine 
empirically. 

The analyst begins by asking the informant how to say different 
things: "How do you say 'man'?" "What's your· word for 'dog'?" "How 
do you say 'two men'?" and so on. At the outset, the analyst tries to 
elicit only rather short utterances, for a practical reason: he must attune 
his own ear to the new language before he can hope to hear, with any 
accuracy, longer stretches of speech. Eventually, of course; he must 
deal with longer utterances too. The analyst transcribes each response 
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from the informant as best he can, in a rough phonetic form. Before 
or after doing so, he may also try to imitate the informant's utter
ance, asking the informant to be ruthlessly critical of allY errors of 
pronunciation. 

Even if the analyst's imitations are seemingly acceptable to the in
formant, the written notations which he puts down may be full of 
errors. The first word-list which one assembles in this way would be 
quite valueless as a permanent record of the language. But this is not 
its purpose. It is merely a temporary aid to the analyst in his trial-and
error determination of the phonological system of the language. The 
process by which the analyst gradually reaches firm conclusions can 
best be shown through examples. 

Suppose that the first two utterances elicited from the informant lead 
the analyst to put the following entries in his notebook: 

(1) 'man' 
(2) 'woman' 

[t'aJiJ 
[muga] 

These first two items do not tell the analyst much. True enough, the 
two utterances sound different, but the differences are so extensive that 
they are not of much help to the analyst in his task of tabulating the 
minimal functioning differences of articulation and sound. Even the 
occurrence of a voiceless aspirated stop [t'] in the first item, versus a 
voiced stop [g] in the second, guarantees nothing about the types of 
contrast of manner for stops in the language, for it may tum out that 
all medial stops are voiced, all initial stops voiceless and aspirated, or 
that there are two-way or three-way contrasts in both environments. 

Suppose, though, that somewhat later the following item is elicited: 

(3) 'sand dune' [dalo] 

A comparison of items (1) and (3) is immediately crucial. Unless the 
analyst has heard or recorded wrong, the two items begin in similar, 
but n()t identical, ways: both with apical stops, but (1) with a voiceless 
aspirated [tel, (3) with a voiced [d]. It is true that there are also other 
differences in sound between the two utterances: (1) ends with [i), 
(3) with [0]. But this difference is not of the sort that might reasonably 
be expected to have any connection with the first. Thus the pair can 
probably be interpreted as attesting to some sort of distinctive contrast 
of manner between initial stops of the same position ot articulation. 
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Tentatively, the analyst can describe this contrast as "voiceless aspi
rated" versus "voiced"; but this description may have to be revised as 
further forms are recorded and as the analyst's ears become more 
sharply attuned to the new language. 

Next, suppose that the following turns up: 

(4) 'minnow' [t6na] 

The problem presented by this item is whether there are three dis
tinctively different manners of articulation for initial stops (voiceless 
aspirated in 'man,' voiceless unaspirated in 'minnow,' and voiced in 
'sand dune'), or only two. If the hearing and recording are both 
accurate, then presumably there are three-except that an accurate 
phonetic record might reflect a random variation of pronunciation by 
the informant as he said the forms on the specific occasions when they 
were observed and recorded. The analyst must elicit repetitions of all 
three forms. He re-elicits (1) and (4), and (we shall say) the initial 
stops continue to sound quite distinct. He re-elicits (1) and (3), with the 
same result. But then he re-elicits (3) and (4), and it turns out that his 
first hearings (or the informant's first dictations) were imprecise: the 
stop at the beginning of (3), when the form is repeated several times, 
strikes the analyst'S ears now as voiced, now as voiceless, though always 
as unaspirated; and the stop at the beginning of (4) seems to vary in the 
same way. He must thus revise his notation for both (3) and (4), by 
lining out the earlier transcriptions and replacing them, with an ac
companying note: 

(3') 'sand dune' (dalo] 
(4') 'minnow' [d6na] 

([d] for a stop which is always unaspirated, but which 
varies as to voicing: differences of voicing apparently 
phonemically irrelevant for utterance-initial stops) 

Next, suppose that the following appears: 

(5) 'envelope' [muga] 

This seems to be identical with (2). But the analyst must listen to both 
(2) and (5) some more, since there might be a regular difference of 
sound to which his ears are not yet attuned. There is a practical advan
tage, for e<l4-training, in listening to similar forms (which mayor may 
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not be identical) in immediate succession, since the acoustic impression 
of the first is fresh when one hears the second. In this instance the 
analyst discovers that they are really different, and revises his notations 
to: 

(2) 'woman' [mu'Ya] 
(5) 'envelope' [muga] 

(Contrast between [g) and ['Y] distinctive.) 

Finally, suppose that the analyst asks for the word meaning 'man (in 
contrast to woman),' and elicits 

(6) 'man' (not woman) [t'anJ 

This is not quite the same phonetically as (1), but it is sufficiently similar, 
both in sound and in meaning, to raise some suspicions. Has ~in
formant simply given the same word, interpreted acoustically in two 
different ways by the analyst (once with a lateral [IJ, once with a tap 
[r1)? Or has the informant given two qifferent words whrch have 
virtually the same meaning despite slight difference in phonemic shape? 
Simple rehearing may not solve this problem. If, in due course, a pair 
of forms like the following turns up--

(7) 'but' 
(8) 'dog' 

[p'eloJ 
[p'ero] 

-where the only acoustic difference is just the difference between [r} 
and [1], then he can safely conclude that (1) and (6) are genuinely dis
tinct forms, which simply happen to have similar or identical meanings. 

The work of analysis proceeds in this trial-and-error fashion, with 
pairwise comparisons in instances that seem crucial, retraining of the 
analyst's ears, corrections and revisions of notation, and conscious omis
sion of indication of details that prove to be phonemically irrelevant in 
the language. The precise style of work varies from one analyst to 
another. Some attempt to make the initial phonetic record as detailed 
and precise as possible, so that most of the process of phonemicizing will 
consist" of deleting features that prove to be irrelevant. Others satisfy 
themselves with rather rough phonetics, knowing that they may well 
miss some distinctive contrasts to start with and have to add them later, 
when they have been discovered in other forms. The outcome is the 
same in either case. Eventually, one attains a record of a large number 
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of forms (long as well as short) in which all the cDPJtrasts which are relevant 
in each environment are provided for, and no others. When such a record 
has been achieved, the first part of the analysis (gathering) has been 
completed, and the analyst's attention can turn fully to the second 
part. 

12.3. Collation. The record achieved by complete and accurate 
gathering is, by definition, allophonically correct and complete. In the 
case of English, for example, we would know after complete gathering 
that initially before a stressed vowel there are contrasts between six and 
only six non~affricated stops: aspirated [pC t' k'] and unaspirated 
crescend~voiced [pb'd kg]. We would also know that finally after a 
stressed vowel there is also a six~way contrast, involving slightly aspi~ 
rated to unaspirated voiceless [p t k] and diminuend~voiced [bp dO gk]. 

But there are two important and interrelated questions that gather~ 
ing, unaccompanied by collation, does not answer. 

(1) What allophones in dijferent environments represent the same 
phoneme? For example, should we say that English initial [pel and 
final [p] are both representations of the same phoneme /p/? Or should 
we associate initial [pC] and final [t]? Or initial [pC] and final [bp]? 

(2) How large a segment of articulation and sound should we segre
gate as a single allophone of a single (even if not yet recognized) 
phoneme? For example, should we regard English initial [tel as a single 
allophone, or should we cut it into an unaspirated [t] and an aspirate 
release ['] or [h)? 

In answering such questions, it is essential for an analyst to base his 
decisions on overtly stated criteria. To discuss all the criteria that have 
been proposed would be too complicated, but there are four funda
mental principles on which almost all specialists are in agreement: 

(I) The Principle of Contrast and Complementation. Two allophones can
not represent the same phoneme if they stand in contrast. For example, 
English (initial) [tel and rOd] cann6t be phonemically the same, because 
of pairs like ten and den, or time and dime. This follows, of course, im
mediately from the definition of phonology. 

If two allophones are not in contrast, they are said to be in comple
mentation or complementary distribution: that is, neither occurs in any en
vironment in which the other is found. Mere complementation is not in 
itself enough to assign two allophones to a single phoneme: English 
initial [PC] is in complementation with all six final stops [p t k b p dO gk], 
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as well as with various other sound-types. In order to decide which of 
the six possible identifications to make-if any-we have to bring in 
the next principle. 

(II) The Principle of Phonetic Similarity. This principle involves the 
assumption that if a phoneme is represented in two or more environ
ments, there will be a high degree of phonetic similarity among the 
allophones involved. We are not able to define "degree of phonetic 
similarity" in a really precise way, and consequendy the proper applica
tion of this principle is not always clear. Yet in many cases it is. Thus 
English initial [pO] is obviously more similar to final [p] than to any 
other occurrent final sound-type. This similarity, accompanied by the 
complementation, leads almost all analysts to conclude that the two 
allophones represent the same phoneme, /p/. 

The following analogy is often helpful to beginners. In surveying the 
distribution of sound-types in an alien language, the analyst is in much 
the same position as the detective in an old-fashioned murder mystery. 
He notices that the buder and the murderer are ot about the same 
build ("phonetic similarity"), and that the former is never in evidence 
when the latter puts in appearance, nor vice versa ("complementary 
distribution"). He concludes that the buder and the murderer are one 
and the same. 

The detective tests this hypothesis by unmasking the murderer and 
revealing the butler. The analyst can apply a somewhat similar test. 
He assumes, for example, that the strong aspiration of English initial 
[PO] is a "mask" worn by voiceless stops in initial position before 
stressed vowels, and that relatively weak aspiration, as in final [p], is a 
"mask" worn in final position. If these masks are stripped off, then what 
is left is identical: voiceless bilabial stop. In other words, lurking behind 
the similarity is an absolute identity. The points of difference are due 
to the difference of environment. 

But this procedure does not always *"ork. Sometimes two phonetically 
similar allophones stand in contrast in one environment, and do not 
occur at all in some second environment, where only a third allophone, 
also phonetically similar, is to be observed. This constitutes multiple 
complementation. Thus English aspirated voiceless [t'] and unaspirated 
voiced r'd] both occur initially before a stressed vowel (tale, dale), but 
only ~oiceless unaspirated [t] occurs after initial /s/ before a stressed 
vowel (stale). Shall we make a phonemic identification of [to] and [t], or 
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of ['dJ and [tJ? It depends on how we choose to differentiate between 
"mask" and that which is masked; the analogy with the murder 
mystery breaks down. In our discussion of English phonology we chose 
the former alternative--as, indeed, does traditional English spelling. 
The other alternative can also be defended, as can a third position, 
which holds that under the circumstances it is not proper to make either 
identification. 

(III) The Principle of Neatness of Pattern. If we are confronted with two 
or more ways of identifying allophones as phonemes, both or all of 
which equally well meet other criteria, we should choose that alterna
tive which yields the most symmetrical portrayal of the system. There is 
always the danger that in following this principle an analyst will follow 
a "drive towards symmetry" which resides within himself rather than 
within his data, but even this outcome is not necessarily undesirable, 
provided that others are supplied with the data on which he has based 
his decision. 

As a first example, consider once again the English initial and final 
stops. With only principle I to guide us, any of the initial stops could be 
identified with any of the final ones, so that there would be a total of 
720 different ways of "phonemicizing" the data (initial [p'] with any 
of the six final stops; then initial [t'] with any of the five still unassigned 
final stops; and so on). The principle of phonetic similarity puts an end 
to this range of choice, and the principle of neatness of pattern offers 
firm support in the same direction. By identifying initial and final [p'J 
and [p], initial and final [t'] and [t], and so on, we obtain a set of six 
phonemes /p t k b d g/ which contrast with each other on just the same 
phonetic basis in both environments. Furthermore, their allophones 
differ from each other, from one environment to the other, in parallel 
ways. That is, initial /p-/ differs from initial /t-/ in that one is bilabial 
and one apico-alveolar, and this same difference distinguishes final 
I-pi and final /-t/; similarly for all other pairs. Likewise, initial /p-/ 
differs phonetically from final I-pi just as initial /t-/ and /k-/ differ 
from final /-t/ and /-k/; and the phonetic difference between initial 
/b-/ and final /-b/ recurs for initial /d- g-/ versus final /-d -g/. It is 
this sort of parallelism or recurrence to which the term "symmetry" or 
"neatness of pattern" refers. 

As a second example, consider the English affricates [c] and [J], as in 
choose, pitcher and juice, ledger. One might consider interpreting these 
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either as single phonemes /~/ and /J/, or as clusters /ts/ and /dz/. Of 
course, for those speakers who have obvious medial clusters [tS] and 
[dzJ in: forms like hit ya., would ya, in contrast with the medial sounds in 
pitcher, ledger, the second interpretation is precluded; but there are many 
who have no such contrasts. Phonetic similarity offers no decisive sup
port for either interpretation. However, the principle of neatness of 
pattern leads most contemporary analysts to prefer the first of the two. 
If we interpret (~J and (J] as clusters /ts/ and /dz/, then these two 
two-consonant clusters are the only ones which consist of stop plus 
spirant and occur initially: there is no pattern for initial dusters of this 
type save, circularly, that established just by the two elements which 
do not necessarily have to be so interpreted. By way of contrast, German 
initial [c] is best interpreted as a cluster /d/, because this is then only 
one of a whole set of initial stop-plus-spirant clusters, including also 
/pf ps ts ks/. 

(IV) The Principle of EcOTUlmy. The least useful and most vague of the 
four principles under discussion is this last one. In one over-precise 
form, it holds that one should never solve the phonemic system of a 
language with 30 phonemes if an alternative solution, equally well 
meeting all other criteria, requires some smaller number, say 28 or 
25. Against this, it can be argued that the first phonemicization might 
permit us to write a smaller average number of successive phonemic 
symbols per utterance. For example, if English [c] and [j] are analyzed 
as clusters /d/ and /dz/ (in a dialect where this is possible), the in
ventory of phonemes is smaller by two than if they are taken as units. 
But in the former case we have five successive segmental phonemes in 
choose /duwz/, whereas in the latter case we have only four (/~uwz/). 
It is doubtful that one can really argue that reduction of inventory is a 
greater economy than reduction in .average number of phonemes per 
utterance. 

Instances where the principle of economy unambiguously points to 
one interpretation rather than another usually turn out to be cases in 
which the other three principles would eventually lead to the same 
choke, without the addition of the fourth. Even if this were always 
true, rendering the fourth principle logically otiose, its retention as a 
practical guide in collation would be worth while. The habit of check
ing alternative tentative analyses for relative efficiency is a good one, 
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-since it can reveal points which need to receive more careful considera
tion in the framework of the first three principles. 

Using the above four principles, in ways conditioned partly by per
sonal taste, an investigator eventually "finishes" the process of colla
tion, in the sense that he is prepared to present his portrayal of the 
language's phonological system as a contribution to our knowledge of 
the world's languages. "Finish" is a doubtful term: residual problems 
often remain, sometimes for a long time. Yet a not-quite-complete 
description is better than none, and the public presentation of results 
makes it possible for others to check on the accuracy of the original 
investigator's work. It is not at all surprising that different analysts, 
working on the same language, are often in partial disagreement; the 
surprising-and encouraging-thing is the extent to which these dis
agreements concern minor details. 

NOTES 

New terms: informant; field versus philological conditions for analysis; 
gathering and collation; contrast and complementation (or complementary dis
tribution), phonetic similarity, multiple complementation, neatness of pattern 
(often called pattern congruity in the literature), economy. 

Gleason Workbook (1955b), pages 56-59, presents a series of problems 
in collation which can profitably be used at this point. Most of his 
phonetic and phonemic symbols are like those used in this book, or else 
are especially explained where they occur; but note that Gleason uses 
"y" for our "j." 
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PHONEMES and SOUND 

13.1. In dealing with the phonemic system of a single language, we 
focus our attention on contrast. A phoneme is defined, not as a sound 
produced in such-and-such a manner, but as a point of reference in an 
interlocking network of contrasts (§2). 

In articulatory phonetics, we set aside this concern with contrast in 
order to describe speech sounds in terms of their mechanisms of pro
duction (§§7-9). 

Using the articulatory frame of reference, we can return to the 
analysis of any specific phonemic system, and tell how the phonemes 
differ from each other-e.g., English /p/ and /b/ contrast along the 
scale voiceless-voiced, and the same contrast recurs in certain other 
pairs of English phonemes. We can also show how certain pairs of con
trasting phonemes qiffer from each other more than do other pairs: 
English /p/ and /d/ differ distinctively not only as to manner of articu
lation (voiceless versus voiced) but also as to position (bUabW versus 
'apico-alveolar). Finally, we can compare whole phonemic systems in 
terms of the kinds of contrasts which function in them (§11); this is a 
meaningful kind of comparison, whereas merely to see whether a cer
tain type of speech sound, say [k] or [a], occurs or not in this or that 
language is of no particular importance. 

There is another kind of phonetic study, acQustic phonetics. The act of 
speaking gives rise to a continuous train of sound waves, the speech 
signal; it is, of course, the impingement of this on the ears of a hearer 
that effects communication via speech. In acoustic phonetics, one 
studies the characteristics of speech signals by direct observation, rather 
than-as in articulatory phonetics-indirectly through the motions 
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that produce them. This study is conducted for various purposes, some 
of which are of litde importance for linguistics. In what follows we con
fine our remarks to acoustic research of linguistic relevance. 

13.2. Acoustics. The branch of physics which deals with sound is 
acoustics. Acousticians tell us that sound consists of vibrations of the air 
or of some other material medium; air is the medium that concerns us. 
Whenever air is set into vibration at a certain point, by some physical 
agent called the SOUTce, the sound travels in all directions at approxi
mately 1100 feet per second, diminishing in energy until, in effect, it 
disappears. 

When the vibrations are regularly spaced in time, we hear a musical 
tone of a definite pitch: the more rapid the vibrations (the higher the 
frequmcy) , the higher the pitch. The range of frequencies on a piano 
tuned to concert pitch is from 27.5 to 4184 vibrations or cycles per 
second. This is just over seven octaves, since if one doubles a frequency, 
one obtains a tone one octave higher. The human ear can detect some
what lower sounds (15 to 20 cycles per second) and somewhat higher 
sounds (15 to 20 thousand cycles per second) provided they are loud 
enough. 

When the vibrations are irregularly spaced in time, we hear not a 
musical tone but a "noise." Noises, also, can often be classed roughly as 
higher or lower in pitch, as when we assert that the sound of a hammer 
hitting a nail is higher in pitch thaD the sound of surf booming along a 
beach. 

More technically, in a pure musical tone all the energy is concen
trated at a single frequency, whereas in a non-musical noise the energy 
is spread more irregularly through Ir band of frequencies. 

In a pure musical tone, the amount of energy present at the frequency 
correlates with the intensity of the sound, and also, more roughly, 
with its "loudness" or "volume." If a bow is pulled lighdy across a 
violin string of fixed length, the string moves back and forth through a 
relatively small arc, and transmits a relatively slight amount of energy 
per unit of time to the surrounding air: we hear a relatively soft tone. 
If the bow is pulled more rapidly or is pressed more heavily, the string 
moves through a larger arc, transmitting more energy per unit of time 
to the air, and we hear a louder tone of the same pitch. 

The only properties of sound which can be detected by the human 
ear can be described physically in terms of just three factors: frequency 
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and intensity, as mentioned above, and duration. The description is not 
always easy, for in a complex sound there may be varying amounts of 
energy at different frequencies, and this distribution may change 

c 
A B D 

FIGURE 13.1. IDEALIZED SPECTROGRAM 

The spectrogram above shows exactly what the musical notation below does. The 
spectrogram shows difference of frequency by the height of the line; C is higher than 
A, B, Ol' D. It shows difference of duration by length of the line: B is twice as long as 
A, C, Ol' D. It shows difference of amplitude by heaviness of the line: D is more 
intense than A, B, or C. This last dimension is the hardest to read off accurately, 
just as in musical notatiOn the marking of "p" and "P' is least precise. 

rapidly. However, there are no further "ingredients": any other terms 
used by the acoustic phonetician can be defined with just these three. 

Sound is a transient phenomenon. Unless caught and examined at 
just the right moment, it is gone forever. What the acoustician wants to 
know about sound is not anything he can determine merely by listening; 
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he must make accurate measurements. Consequently he uses vanous 
electronic devices, of which the most important is the spectrograph. When 
sound from any source is fed into a spectrograph, the device produces a 
kind of picture called a spectrogram, in which frequency, intensity, and 
duration are all represented. This picture is a permanent record, and 
the acoustician can measure it at his leisure. Figure 13.1 shows, in 
highly idealized fashion, four segments of spectrograms; the caption 
explains how the visual shapes correlate with features of sound .. 

U.3. The Speech Sipal. One point should be underscored before 
we go on. The sound produced by a speaking human: is just sound in the 
physicist's sense of the word. There is no special added ingredient in the 
sound of human speech which renders it by nature impervious to the 
analysis of the acoustician. The speech signal, like any other sound, can 
be completely specified in terms of frequency, intensity, and duration. 
The special features of speech do not reside in the sound of speech but 
in the very special equipment in the brains of human beings in their 
roles as speaker and hearer. 

Speech occurs always in some context-the context of who is present, 
where they are, what they are doing, and what has already been said. 
The context tells the hearer to some extent what the speaker is likely to 
say, so that he does not have to be equaJIy on the alert for every theo
retically possible message, and often does not have to catch all of what 
is said in order to understand. In this defining context, the speech signal 
does two things, not just one: it tells the hearer what utterance has been 
used by the speaker, but it is also shaped in part by the speaker's voice
quality modulation (§6.5). 

In examining the speech signal for linguistic purposes, we are inter
ested only in its utterance-identifying function, and so want somehow to 
strain out those characteristics which are solely matters. of voice-quality 
modulation. Only thus can we see how the remaining physical proper
ties of the speech signal serve to tell the hearer what has been said. No 
machine can do this for us; the experimenter has to do it. To achieve 
this aim, acoustic phoneticians record utterances under conditions 
which tend. to limit the range of voice-quality modulation, and consider 
multiple records from single speakers before comparing records made 
by different speakers. This does not eliminate voice-quality modulation, 
but restricts its variability of influence. 

The basic procedure is approximately as follows. We make a number 
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of spectrograms of different utterings of what is phonemically a single 
utterance. Then we compare the recordings, trying to discern the 
acoustic features common to all. Since the different utterings are 
phonemically identical, the acoustic features common to all must cor
relate with the identical phonemic structure. 

Suppose, for example, that we make records of a number of utterings 
of Pie is badfor me. The spectrograms will differ to the eye, but we expect 
rome measurable constant configuration to recur in all, and the initial 
part of this constant configuration ought to correlate with tJ:!e initial 
/p/ of the utterance. If we then make records of Buy a pad for me, and 
compare them with each other and with the first set, we ought to be 
able to describe how the distinction between initial English /p/ and 
fbi is represented in the speech signal. 

13.4:. Complexity. The most startling result is the complexity en
countered. We should naturally expect that, while each segmental 
phoneme represented on the spectrogram would vary somewhat from 
one occurrence to another, it would have a recognizable and distinctive 
pattern. In a way, this expectation is confirmed, for it is possible, at 
least much of the time, to detect each successive phoneme as repre
sented on the spectrogram. Let us call each such representation an 
acoustic allophone. The unexpected complexity lies in the fact that 
acoustic allophones are numerous, diverse, intersecting, and overlapping. 

By "numerous" we mean that a single phoneme, instead of being 
represented by at most a few allophones (as, in articulatory terms, 
English /p/ is sometimes aspirated and sometimes not), is represented 
by dozens of clearly different ones. 

By "diverse," we mean that the allophones which represent a single 
phoneme do not necessarily appear as minor variations around some 
single measurable constant core, but instead may seem to have virtually 
nothing in common. 

By "intersecting" we mean that a given acoustic allophone of pho
neme A may resemble some allophone of phoneme B much more 
closely than it does some of the other allophones of phoneme A. In an 
extreme instance, we find that what we know must in a certain en
vironment be English /s/ may be absolutely identical, so far as we can 
measure, with what we know in another environment is English /s/. 

By "overlapping" we mean that the representation of one phoneme 
does not necessarily end before the representation of the next begins 
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Indeed, the total representation of a given phoneme in a given environ
ment may be spread or scattered through the portion of the spectro
gram which also represents several preceding and several following 
phonemes. 

We shall not take the space to illustrate the first two points. The last 
two can be illustrated with a peculiarly convincing example, which will 
also suffice for the conclusions we shall draw. 

Figure 13.2 shows four spectrographic patterns, prepared by hand 
and fed into a special apparatus called a pattern playback. Just as a 
spectrograph responds to sound by drawing a spectrogram, so a pattern 
playback responds to a spectro-
gram by emitting the appropriate 2880-

sound. When the four patterns 
were played to a test audience, 

-.-
_t_ who were instructed to state what 1440- • 

English syllables they thought they 720-
heard, there was a high degree of _,a"'60 .... -;;._ ____ -__ • ____ _ 
agreement on the interpretation /pij/ /kij/ lpal lkal 
as /pij/, /kij/, /pa/, and /ka/. 
In each pattern, the lozenge- }'IGURE 13.2 

shaped dot was heard as a stop consonant, and the two parallel 
horizontal lines as a vowel. 

The crux of the demonstration is this. The acoustic representation of 
the /p/ of /pij/ is identical with the acoustic representation of the /k/ 
of /kaj. This does not mean that all occurrences of /p/ before fiji are 
identical acoustically with all those of /k/ befElre /a/, for there is wide 
variation in each. But the ranges of variation intersect: some occurrences 
of /p/ in /plj/ are identical with some occurrences of /k/ in /kaj. 

Only the objective testimony of the spectrograph could demonstrate 
this physical fact. Our everyday experience controverts it: the /p/ of 
/pij/ sounds like other /p/'s to us, not like the /k/ of /ka/. And in 
some sense our everyday experience is right. There is something about 
human reception and interpretation of the speech signal which cancels 
out the physical fact and makes different identifications of bits of sound 
as "sounding the same." 

Although we do not know just how this effect is brought about, the 
following two points are worthy of notice. 

One essential difference betWeen a spectrograph and a human hearer 
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is that the former is, so to apeak, literal-minded. If at a given moment 
there is a certain intensity of energy at a certain frequency, the spectro
graph takes note of the fact and reports it. Earlier and later input are 
for the moment ignored. The human hearer pays attention to each bit 
of sound in terms of wider contexts: a given noise burst (represented by 
the black lozenges) is classed as /p/ if followed by one sort of vowel, but 
as /k/ if followed by another. The spectrogram ignores nothing of the 
signal it is built to detect. The human hearer ignores a great deal, and 
what is ignored and what is noted are not invariant, but depend on 
preceding and ensuing portions of the signal. 

This tells us something, but not enough. The other clue goes deeper. 
A human has articulatory organs which he is skilleq in using. A spectro
graph has none. Any speaker hears his own speech, and feels the posi
tions and motions of his own articulatory organs: The sound and feel of 
one's own speech constitute feedback, the former auditory, the latter 
kinesJlutic. A speaker monitors his speech by means of feedback, just as 
the monitor in a radio station listens to the signal and makes predictive 

, adjustments in it as it goes on the air. Auditory feedback can be im
pa1red by deafness, and kinesthetic feedback can be distorted by certain 
drugs, such as alcohol. With any such interference, articulation de
teriorates. Under normal conditions, the two sorts of feedback supple
ment each other, and long experience builds a very precise correlation 
between them. 

When one is listening to someone else, the incoming speech signal 
consists of features more or leas similar to features of speech signals 
which one has oneself produced in the past. Given the intimate associa
tion of articulating, feeling articulation, and hearing its results, it seems 
reasonable to assume that the hearer interprets an incoming speech 
signal, at leastin part, by comparing elements of it with acoustic effects 
which he would achieve in certain ways with his. own articulatory 

'organs. This need not be done consciously, and need ,involve no sub
liminal motions of tongue and lips; it may take place entirely within the 
central nervous system. Nor do we have any reason to assume that 
such comparing always goes on. Perhaps it does, but perhaps it is a 
means of interpretation resorted to only under special conditions. 

Let us illustrate with the /plj/-/ka/ instance. When the English
speaking experimental subject hears the first of these, he finds that the 
noise-burst at the beginning is one which, in this environment, he would 
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match with a bilabial motion. He identifies the noise-burst, in this 
setting, in terms of that articulatory motion. The analyst follows his 
lead, and classes the noise-burst as a representation of English /p/. 
When the experimental subject hears identically the same noise-burst 
in the other setting, he finds that in that environment he would match it 
with a dorso-velar motion. Thus he identifies the same noise-burst in a 
different setting in terms of a different articulatory motion. The analyst 
accordingly classes the noise-burst in the second environment as a 
representation of English /k/. 

The foregoing line of reasoning is in part speculative. However, per
haps our discussion is sufficiently convincing to explain why many 
linguists, including the writer, take the following tentative attitudes: 
(1) Acoustic phonetics faces a special task, for which the frame of refer
ence of conventional phonemics is essential: the task of determining 
and describing the acoustic correlates of phonemes and phonemic struc
tures. (2) This task is marginal, in the sense that progress in the rest of 
linguistics need not be delayed by slow development of our knowledge 
here. (3) The continued use of articulatory rather than acOWItiC descrip
tion fot: m<W.t linguistic put:~ has a justi.ficati.on which may be more 
than merely practical, in that it may reflect a certain use of the same 
frame of reference by the speakers of a language. 

NOTES 

New terms, largely those of acoustic phonetics or of general acoustics,' 
rather than of linguistics: speech signal; source of a sound; (musical) tone 
versus noise (the latter here in a sense sharply different from its sense in 
information theory, as in §10); measurable physical properties of 
sound: frequency (in cycles per second), correlating with pitch, intensity 
(roughly correlating with loudness and volume), durat,on; spectrograph, 
spectrogram; acoustic allophone; auditory and kinesthetic feedback. 

Acoustic phonetics is entertainingly described by Gleason 1955a, 
chapter 15. Results through 1954 are suzyeyed in Hockett 1955 §5; the 
standard work is Joos 1948. 
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MORPHEMES 

14,.1. Definition. If the utterances of a language consisted merely of 
arrangements of phonemes, there would be no point in speaking or in 
listening. But people do speak and listen, and their oral communication 
transmits information and instructions and serves to coordinate their 
activities. That utterances can serve in this way is because they have 
another kind of structure in addition to the phonemic one, a structure 
in terms of morphemes. 

Morphemes are the smallest individually meaningful elements in the utterances 
of a language. 

To illustrate, we shall examine the following English sentence: 

f3Jlm +2trijtsiz+ 6wldar + sistarz + verij + 2najslij2t / 
(John treats his older sisters very nicely.) 

In order to determine the morphemes of which this sentence is com
posed, we pullout any portion and ask the following questions about it: 

(I) Does the portion recur in various utterances, with approximately 
the same meaning? If the answer is no, then the portion we have chosen 
to examine is of no use to us, and we try another. If the answer is yes, 
then the portion is tentatively a grammatical form (or, for short, simply a 
form), but not necessarily a single morpheme. (It is unfortunate that we 
must include "tentatively" in the preceding statement, especially since 
the reasons for the reservation cannot be explained until §19. In 
the meantime we shall proceed as though no reservation had been 
expressed. ) 

(II) Can the form be broken into smaller pieces, each of which recurs 
with approximately the same meaning, in such a way that the meaning 
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of the whole form is related to the meanings of the smaller pieces? If the 
answer is yes, then the form is larger than a single morpheme (is a 
composite form), and we must subject each of the pieces, in tum, to the 
same two-step examination. But if the answer is no, then the form is 
itself a single morpheme. 

Thus each portion we choose is shown, by Test I, to be either a bad 
choice or a grammatical form, and each grammatical form is shown, by 
Test II, to be either a composite form or a morpheme. By a series of 
such operations, we can discover all the morphemes of an utterance. 

Let us apply the tests to the following extracts from our sample 
sentence: /j3./, /j3.n+tr/, /6wldar/, and /sbtar/. 

The first portion, /j3./, fails Test I. It recurs, true enough-for ex
ample, in Jobs are scarce here, He's a jolly old man, Two jars of shaving 
cream. But We detect no common feature of meaning in these utterances 
which could reasonably be assigned to the recurrent portion /j3./. 

The second portion also fails Test I. The portion recurs: John traded 
his watch for a pencil, If John tries that he'll fail, From the broken demijohn 
trickled a stream of wine. But the requirement of similarity of meaning is 
not satisfied. 

Test I is quickly passed by /6wldar/. Its meaning in the original 
sentence is certainly much the same as in such sentences as He is older 
than I; The older of the two is a girl; I do dec/art, Pm getting older every day! 
In order to apply Test II, we must decide how to break /6wldar/ up 
into smaller pieces. If we were working with an alien language we 
might have to test many altematives-say /6w/ and /ldar/, /6wl/ and 
/dar/, and so on. Since we control English natively we can avoid this 
complication and proceed immediately to the cut which we feel will 
yield positive results: /6wld/ and /ar/. The former recurs, with reason
ably constant meaning, in such sentences as He's an old man, He's the 
oldest of their thret children, Jack is quite an active oldster. And the latter 
recurs in such sentences as When I was younger I enjoyed such things more, 
You should learn to enjoy the finer things of life. The evidence seems quite 
clear~ older is more than one morpheme. Similar testing of /6wld/ and 
/ar/ shows that each is only a single morpheme; older, then, is exactly 
two morphemes. 

Finally /sistar/. This quickly passes Test I: My sister Eileen; OK, 
sister, get moving!; Sister Angela will be here in a moment. Turning to Test II, 
once again we have to decide what break-up to try. Let us first try 
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sist- and -er, if only because this is much like the cut of older which 
proved fruitful. 

Now there can be no doubt but that the string of phonemes /sSst/ 
occurs in environments other than those in which it is immediately 
followed by /ar/, and it is equally obvious that the latter occurs where 
it is not preceded by /sSst/. Thus, for /slst/, we have He hJJs a cyst which 
must be removed; I have a system, I can't lose; Whipped cream consists largely of 
air; I don't mean to insist. And for /ar/, in addition to the examples given 
earlier, we could find sentences involving brotM, fatM, motM, daughter; 
hammer, butter, fetter, witM; singer, writer, actor, bettor. 

But this is not enough. We get into trouble on the score of meaning, 
just as we did with the portions /Ja/ and /Jan+tr/ which we tested 
first. There seems to be no reasonable similarity of meaning between 
the sist- of sister and any of the other /sSst/'s illustrated. The words 
sister, brotM, fatM, motM, rlaughter are all kinship terms, which means 
that they share some feature of meaning; on this basis one might want ., 
to extract the element -er as a morpheme carrying this shared feature 
of meaning. However, to do so leaves us not only with a /sSst/ which
in this meaning-seems not to recur, but also with similarly forlorn 
elements /br{l'6/, /f3.'6/, /ma'6/, and /d6t/. Thus it seems reasonable to 
conclude that sister should not be regarded as a combination of smaller 
forms sist- and -er. 

No other way of cutting sister into smaller pieces seems to have even 
the partial justification which we have found above for the cut into 
sist- and -er. We therefore decide to accept sister as a single morpheme. 

Proceeding in this same way with all the different parts of our 
original sentence, we arrive finally at the following list of the constituent 
morphemes: 

• (1) John /]fm/ (2) tTeat /trljt/ 
(3) -5 /s/ (4) hi- /i/ 
(5) -s /z/ (6) old /6wld/ 
(7) -er /ar/ (8) sister Isfstar/ 
(9) -s /z/ (10) very /vmj/ 

(11) nice /najs/ (12) -ly jIij/ 
(13) I' , uti. 

Note the fonowing points: 
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First, the intonation must not be overlooked; we have taken it as a 
single separate morpheme. 

Second, (5) and (9) are phonemically the same, but certainly not the 
same morpheme, because of the difference in meaning. 

Third, the breakdown of his /iz/ into hi- /il and -s /z/ may seem un
convincing. The /z/ recurs, with exactly the same meaning, in John's 
book, the men's room, and the like. But the /il recUtS only in him (as in 
kit 'im). 

If this evidence is enough to persuade us to break up (h) is, then 
maybe we want to break up very too, into a ver- which recurs in verity, 
veritable, perhaps veracious, and an element -y which recurs in pretty 
(pretty well) and perhaps elsewhere. 

Marginal uncertainties of this sort are to be expected-in any lan
guage, not just in English. They must not be allowed to disturb us too 
much. Most problems of whether to cut or not are answered easily and 

"quickly. Where there is conflict of evidence, it is often not very impor
tant which alternative we choose. The uncertainties lie in the nature of 
language, rather than in our method of attack. 

14.2. Remnants. Occasionally, after we have extracted all the 
morphemes from some utterance by successive applications of Tests I 
and II, we seem to have something left over. Consider, for example, 

! Pltase pass the 3cr.mberries1! 
The last word of this sentence can obviously be broken into cranherry 
and a morpheme /z/ meaning "plural." Cranberry, in turn, seems 
clearly to contain an element /berij/ which recurs in strawberry, rasp
berry, gooseberry, blackberry, blueberry, and so on. But how about cran-? We 
look in vain for any recurrence of cran- with anything like the meaning 
it has in cranberry. 

A strict adherence to Tests I and II would thereforeJ'orce us to take 
cranberry as a single morpheme. Yet this is obviously undesirable. In the 
first place, the identity of the second part of cranberry is hardly subject to 
doubt_ In the second place, qan- clearly carries a meaning, even if the 
element occurs nowhere save in this one combination. Cranberries are 
different from strawberries, raspberries, gooseberries, and ~o on; ~he 
meaning of cran- is therefore whatever it is which differentiates cran
berries from these other kinds of berries. It might be hard to describe 
this meaning, but it is easily demonstrated in a fruit rearket. 
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What we do under such circumstances is to recognize the element in 
question as a morpheme of a rather special kind-a unique morpheme. 
The recognition of such special morphemes does not require any modi
fication of our definition, but only calls for a slight change in the way 
we apply Tests I and II. 

Other unique morphemes in English are fro, kith, main (as in might 
and main), fangle (in new-fangled). The line of demarcation between 
unique morphemes and ordinary ones is actually not so sharp as might 
be expected. Some morphemes which are not unique nevertheless occur 
in only a very limited number of combinations; e.g., sake, which is 
always accompanied by for (for his sake, for the sake of all of us, Whose sake 
did you do that for?). If we were to class the morphemes of a language 
according to the degree of freedom with which they enter into combina
tions, we would find a virtually continuous scale of degrees of freedom, 
and unique morphemes would simply be those at one end of the scale. 

14.S. Recognizing Morphemes in an Alien Language. The pro
cedures just discussed and illustrated apply to the analysis of Menomini 
or Burmese or French just as well as to that of English. However, some 
of the steps which must be taken require more conscious care when one 
is working with a language one does not know so thoroughly. When we 
work with English it is all too easy for us to jump to conclusions-and 
even if the conclusions are correct, the jumping obscures the logic. 

If we are confronted with a single utterance in a foreign language, we 
can draw no morphemic conclusions at all. For example, suppose we 
are informed that in Potawatomi the following utterance occurs: 

(1) /nkaSatas/ 'I'm happy.' 

If we learn how to say this, we are equipped to say 'I'm happy' in 
PQtawatomi. But we have absolutely no evidence for the morphemic 
structure of the utterance we have learned. The whole utterance may 
be a single morpheme with a somewhat complicated meaning; or it 
may be two or three morphemes, each carrying part of the meaning of 
the whole. 

For morphemic identification, we must have access to at least a 
pair of utterances-and not every pair will do. Suppose we add the 
following: 

(2) /kciman/ 'thy canoe.' 
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We are no better off than before. (1) and (2) share no obvious stretch 
of phonemic material, and there is no obvious common feature 'of 
meaning. On the other hand, let us add 

(3) /kka§atas/ 'Thou art happy.' 

Since (3) is partly like (1) in phonemic shape and in meaning, we can 
draw some conclusions: the shared portion /-kaSatas/ must mean some
thing like 'be happy,' and the unshared portions /n-/ and /k-/ must 
mean, respectively, 'I' and 'thou.' 

Note that we cannot yet assert that any of these three portions is a 
single morpheme. In order for any of them to be a morpheme, it must 
be subject to no further cutting into smaller meaningful parts. Further 
cutting is unlikely in the case of /n-/ and /k-/, since each is only a 
single phoneme, but there is no such external evidence in the case of 
/-ka§atas/. All that we can say for sure, at this stage, is that each of the 
three is a form; the status of each as a morpheme or as a group of 
morphemes remains to be determined on the basis of the comparison of 
many other utterances in the language. 

This example underscores, in a way in which English examples can
not, the fact that the recognition of forms (and ultimately of mor
phemes) necessarily involves comparison of utterances, not just the close 
scrutiny of any single utterance. In English we may run through this 
process of comparison so easily and automatically that we are unaware 
of having done so. 

14.4. Arrangements; Grammar. From our earlier discussion of Eng
lish (in §14.1, 2) it is clear that the morphemes of a language do not 
occur freely in all conceivable arrangements, but only in some. 

Take the short English sentence Jim loves Jane. Apart from the intona
tion, which we shall set aside here, the sentence contains four mor
phemes: Jim, love, -s, and Jane. Since two such morphemes cannot be 
pronounced at the same time, the only physically possible arrangements 
of these four morphemes is in a linear sequence. This yields a total of 
twenty-four theoretically possible arrangements. Of these, two are fully 
current as ordinary English sentences (Jim loves Jane; Jane loves Jim); 
two are understandable as questions, though archaic in style (Loves 
Jim JaM? Loves Jane Jim?); two are possible as emphatic statements 
(Jim, Jane loves; Jane, Jim loves-as in a longer context Jim, Jane 
loves, but not Bill). The other eighteen would not occur. (Janes love Jim 
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superficially resembles a rearrangement of the four morphemes in ques
tion, but the /z/ in Janes is not the same morpheme as that in loves.) 

It may seem fruitless to examine all twenty-four of the theoretically 
possible arrangements of the four morphemes in question in order to 
see which ones make sense and which do not. Why could one not 
simply say that any arrangement of morphemes which makes sense 
may occur, while an arrangement that does not make sense is not apt to 
occur? The objection to this inviting shortcut is that we cannot be sure 
which is cause and which is effect. Does an arrangement occur because 
it makes sense, or does it make sense because it occurs? Furthermore, 
the occurrent-and sense-making-arrangements of morphemes in 
different languages are not necessarily parallel. More than once, in 
learning even a reasonably close foreign language like Spanish, French, 
or German, we find ourselves trying to put words together in arrange
ments that, it seems to us, ought to make sense, but which in fact are 
not used by the people who speak the lahguage. In every language 
there are stringent limitations on the possible arrangements of mor
phemes, and the limitations in one language are not to any useful 
degree predictable from those in another. 

We summarize this by asserting that every language has its own 
grammar. The grammar, or grammatical system, of a language is 
(1) the morphemes used in the language, and (2) the arrangements in which 
these morphemes occur relative to each other in utterances. 

NOTES 

New technical terms: morpheme, (grammatical) form, composite form, 
unique morpheme; grammar. 

Gleason, Workbook (1955b), pages 23-27, provides a series of prob
lems which can profitably be undertaken at this point. 
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MORPHEMES and PHONEMES 

1S.1. Shapes. In the preceding section it was tacitly implied that a 
morpheme not only c<l,lTies essentially the same meaning wherever it 
occurs, but also appears everywhere in exactly the same phonemic 
shape. All our examples of morphemes so far have conformed to both 
parts of this implication. Yet the specification of identical phonemic 
shape was not included in our definition (§14.1). 

We have encountered several instances of morphemes which are 
identical in phonemic shape, yet distinct because of difference in mean
ing. For example, /z/ marking plurality in boys, /z/ marking possession 
in Tnln's room, and /z/ indicating third person singular subject in He 
runs fast are phone<mically the same, but are three different morphemes. 
Further examples are easy to find: bear (animal), bear (give birth to), 
and bare; meet and meat; beet and beat. 

This leads to a consideration of the converse: morphemes which 
(according to our practice so far) are distinct because of differing pho-
nemic shapes,' but which have identical meaning. < 

In looking for instances of this we should probably turn first to what 
are ordinarily called synonyms: words of different phonemic shape but of 
identical or closely similar meaning, like big and large, or find and dis
cover. The first pair, big and large, are words of a single morpheme each, 
so that we could properly call them synonymous morphemes. But just 
how synonymous are they? < 

The way to find out is to put them into context. In particular, we 
search for contexts which can be filled in with either morpheme, yield
ing pairs of utterances which differ from each other only in that one 
contains big where the other contains large. If we can find such a 
min.imal pair for big and large in which the total meanings of the utter-
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ances are different, then we shall be forced to conclude that the two 
morphemes are not, after all, completely synonymous. 

One test pair is How large is it? and How bjg is it? The reader may 
feel that these sentences differ in meaning, or he may feel that they are 
for all intents and purposes equivalent. Another pair is He's a big man 
and He's a large man. Here the difference in meaning is obvious: the 
latter would almost always refer to physical size, whereas the former 
could refer to social, intellectual, or political stature. In the case of 
by and large versus by and big we have a different situation: the fint ex
pression is common, the second hardly possible. 

The test shows, then, that big and large are not entirely synonymous. 
This is what we find, in general, when we examine the sets of words 
classed as "synonyms" in a dictionary. In fact, a dictionary lists 
"synonyms" not because they are identical in meaning, but because of 
their subtle shades of difference. 

Consider, however, another pair of synonymous morphemes: the 
/z/ meaning 'plural' in dogs, boys, girls, tablls, chairs, ideas, and the /s/ 
meaning 'plural' in cats, desks, clijJs, tops, pots. Here, as before, it is best 
to assume at the start that there is some subtle difference in meaning, 
which could be revealed by finding an appropriate minimal pair. But in 
this case we search in vain. Try to replace the /z/ of dogs, boys, and 10 

on, by /s/. On paper we can get the following results: 

/dags/, /b6js/, /garls/, /tejbals/, /'ters/, /ajdfjas/. 
The second of these is an actual English word (Boyce), but this has 
nothing to do morphemically with boy, and does not contain the mor
pheme /s/ in which we are interested. The third, fourth, fifth, and 
sixth are not English words at all, though they are pronounceable in 
English as "nonsense words." The first is not even pronounceable in 
English, because it ends with the cluster of consonants jgsj, alien to our 
phonemic habits. 

Try, next, the replacement the other way round, using /z/ instead of 
/s/ in cats, desks, and so on, ostensibly producing 

Mtzj, jd&kzj, /klffz/, jtapz/, jpatz/. 

These are all like the fint form in the previous set-unprQnounceable. 
The phonemic notations are fakes-the forms apparently represented 
do not and cannot exist. 
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The replacement can be tried, either way, in any other appropriate 
context, and the same sort of result is obtained. We can summarize by 
saying that /s/ 'plural' and /z/ 'plural' do not contrast. 

The synonymity of /s/ and /z/ is thus clearly different from that of 
big and large. /s/ and /z/ may differ somehow in meaning, but we 
could not hope to discover the difference without the help of a minimal 
contrast; since no minimal contrast exists, any difference in meaning 
remains undiscoverable. 

Or, to put it from the speaker's point of view: the difference between 
big and large affords the speaker a choice. In most environments where 
one of these two morphemes might be used, the speaker is free to choose 
the other one instead. In some environments the effective difference in 
meaning may be slight, or even non-existent; yet the choice is there. 
But the speaker has no comparable choice between /s/ and /z/ 
'plural'; here the choice is made for the speaker, not by him. If he has 
just uttered a morpheme ending in, say, /t/, then if he chooses to add a 
morpheme meaning 'plural' it must necessarily be lsi. On the other 

'hand, if he has just uttered a morpheme ending in /d/, then if he 
chooses to add a morpheme meaning 'plural' it must necessarily be /z/' 

In any such situation, where a choice between synonymous mor
phemes is made for the speaker rather than by him, we prefer to describe 
the matter in different terms. Instead of saying that lsi 'plural' and 
/z/ 'plural' are two different morphemes, we shall say that lsi and /zl 
are two different shapes of a single morpheme. 

The difference between lsi and /z/ is of course still phonemically 
relevant. But by this .new way of speaking we eliminate the difference 
between shapes lsi and /z/, specifically in the meaning 'plural,' from 
the grammatical pattern. The advantage of taking this step is that now, 
in describing grammar, we need deal only with differences which repre·· 
lent choices open to the speaker: ' 

15.2. Examples. Here is another example of a morpheme repre
sented now by one phonemic shape and now by another. The following 
three ~tterances consist of the same morphemes in three different. 
arrangements: 

!Whlre are you 'g6ingl! 
'Whlre are .,6u gOing I ! 
'Whlre are you g6ingl! 
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The segmental morphemes are identical, and in identical sequence. 
The intonational morpheme is the same in all three, but differs in where 
its center is placed: on go- in the first, on you in the second, and at the 
beginning in the third. When the center is not at the beginning of the 
macrosegment, then the pendant is pronounced on PL /2/, so that the 
shape representing the morpheme is /2 81!!. But when there is no 
pendant, there is no room for the /2/; this mechanical factor accounts 
for the representation of the intonational morpheme by III il instead 
of by /2 81 i/. What the speaker chooses, in this instance, is the into
national morpheme and the placement of its center; once these matters 
have been settled, the system decides for the speaker whether the shape 
will be 12 3111 or Ill!!. 

Again, our revised orientation helps in handling the word his (as in 
the original sample sentence of i14.1). The terminal Iz/ of his re
sembles the /z/ of John's or men's. If we break the /z/ off and identify it 
as this morpheme, we have the fragment hi- to deal with. The word 
him contains an element hi- which can be called the same morpheme; 
the Iml of him is then another morpheme, recurring in whom, them. 
But how about the word 114, which has such obvious affiliations with 
both him and his? We can break he /hljl up into /hi-/ and /-j/ only if 
we accept the phonemic notion by which English fiji is a cluster of two 
phonemes rather than a single vowel phoneme. But even if we accept 
this proposal, the step leaves us with an isolated / -j/ which is hard to 
account for. There seems to be no reason for breaking he into two 
morphemes. It would be better if we could call he just one morpheme, 
but say that this same morpheme occurs also, in the shape /hi-/ instead 
of /hlj/, in the words his and him. Since the shape /hij/ never occurs 
before the possessive morpheme Izi nor before the Im/ of them, whom, 
and since the shape /hi-I never occurs except with either Izi or 
/m/, under our new orientation we are free to accept the proposed 
interpretation. 

Let us consider next three tentatively distinct morphemes: the 
.., I-ijl of watery, milky, r;reamy, the -ly I-lij/ of manly, womanly, friendly, 
and the -ish I-ill of boyish, girlish, childish. Water, milk, man, boy and so 
on are all names of things; watery, manly, boyish and so on are all descrip
tive (= 'like water' and so on). Furthermore, there is usually no choice 
among the three: after water one may use -y but hardly -ly or -ish. 
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Although a long search might fail to reveal any minimal pairs prov
ing the three distinct, such pairs do exist, showing that caution about 
morphemic identifications is important. Thus manly and mannish con
trast sharply in meaning: manly is a compliment, whereas mannish is 
sometimes rather derogatory. Similarly, there is a considerable differ
ence between calling a woman homely and calling her hom~. There is 
perhaps less difference between spookish and spooley, but at least to the 
writer spoolcish is not as spooky as spooley. Consequently, we must recog
nize -Iy, -y, and -ish as distinct morphemes. 

15.3. Morphophonemies. The preceding discussion does not require 
US to modify the definition of morpheme given in §14.1, but it necessi
tates a more careful examination of the relation between morphemes 
and phonemes-between grammar and phonology. If English Izl 
'plural' and lsi 'plural' are not two different morphemes, but merely 
two different shapes of a single morpheme, then just what is the mor
pheme itself? And what is the relationship between a morpheme and its 
phonemic shape or shapes? 

The answer to the first question is partly analogous to the answer to 
the question "what is a phoneme?" It will be remembered (§2.5) that a 
phoneme is defined not as a speech sound or allophone, but as a range of 
speech sound which functions as a point of contrast in an interlocking 
network of contrasts. A phoneme is defined not so much in terms of 
what it "is" or what it "sounds like," as in terms of what it is not-what, 
within the same language, it differs from. Similarly, a morpheme in a 
given language is defined only relative to the whole morpheme stock of 
the language: a morpheme is something different from all the other mor
phemes of the language. In neither case is the answer in terms of sub
stance. One cannot point and say "there is a phoneme" or "there goes 
a morpheme," but cab only define what either type of unit is, and what 
a specific phoneme or morpheme of a specific language is, in terms of 
the operations and criteria used in discovering them. The operations 
and criteria, of course, are different for phonemes and for morphemes. 
For the-former, the criterion is identity or difference in sound of whole 
utterances to native speakers, without regard to meaning, while for the 
latter, the criteria are both meaning and (previously determined) pho-
nemic shape. ' 

The answer to the second question is not to be found through em-
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pirical study, but is to be supplied by definition. For the relationship of 
a morpheme to any of its phonemic shapes, we use the phrase is repre
sented by: the English noun plural morpheme is represented by phonemic 
shape /z/ after a form ending in /d/, and is represented by /s/ after a form 
ending in /t/; the English morpheme boy is represented by the pho
nemic shape /b6j/ in all environments. We have used the same phrase 
for the relationship between a phoneme and any of its allophones: the 
English phoneme /p/ is represented by a voiceless unaspirated bilabial 
stop after lsi, before a vowel, but by a voiceless aspirated bilabial stop 
initially before a stressed vowel. 

The ways in which the morphemes of a given language are variously 
represented by phonemic shapes can be regarded as a kind of code. 
This code is the morphophonemic JYstem of the language. When people 
consciously invent codes and ciphers, unless their aim is concealment of 
messages from those other than the intended recipients, they most often 
construct systems of the so-called simple substitution type. This means 
that each element of the message to be encoded is replaced by a fixed 
element in the coded form, and that the latter element always represents 
one and the same element in the original. The Morse code used in teleg
raphy is of this type: two dots represent always and only the letter "I," 
and so on. The morphophonemics of a language is never so simple. 
There are always many instances of two or more morphemes repre
sented by the same phonemic shape (meet and meat), and always cases 
in which a single morpheme is represented now by one phonemic shape, 
now by another (/s/ and /z/ 'plural'). Therefore themorphophonemics 
of a language is never trivial; any systematic description of any language 
must cover it. 

NOTES 

New terms: (phonemic) shape, morphophonemics, minimal pair. 
Problems. Gleason, Workbook (1955b), pages 28-32, gives a series of 

problems which can be undertaken here or can be postponed until the 
completion of §33. The following problem can be done now: 

The English "noun plural" morpheme appears in three different 
phonemic 'shapes: /z/ in dogs, /s/ in cats, /ez/ in faces. The choice 
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among these three shapes depends on the phonemic shape of the pre
ceding (singular-form) noun. On the basis of the following list of 
English plural nouns, describe the conditions which require each of the 
three shapes: 

ideas, boys, cows, sisters, rims, bags, pots, myths, messes, rouges, girls, 
tRings, ribs, sieves, tacks, patches, wishes, caps, spas, pans, fads, lathes, cliffs, 
judges, buzus. 



16· 

THE DESIGN of a LANGUAGE 

16.1. We have now established the necessary basis for describing the 
fundamental design features found in any and every human language. 

A language is a complex system of habits. The system as a whole can 
be broken down into five principal subsystems, of which three are 
central and two are peripheral. 

The three central subsystems are: 

(1) The grammatical system: a stock of morphemes, and the ar
rangements in which they occur; 

(2) The phonological system: a stock of phonemes, and the ar
rangements in which they occur; 

(3) The morphophonemic system: the code which ties together the 
grammatical and the phonological systems. 

These three are called "central" because they have nothing to do, 
directly, with the nonspeech world in which speaking takes place. It is 
true that an analyst-or, for that matter, a child learning a language
can deduce or learn the details of the central subsystems only by ob
serving both speech itself and the contexts in which it takes place; but 
what he does deduce or learn from these observations is abstracted from 
the speech and the situations, and established as a set of patterns, in the 
brain of the child, in the brain and the notebooks of the. analyst. We 
have already discussed phonological systems in detail (§§2-13); we 
have dealt very briefly with grammatical and morphophonemic sys
tems, but shall shortly tum to each (§§17-31 for grammatical systems, 
§§32-35 for morphophonemic systems) for more detailed study. 

137 
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The two peripheral subsystems are: 

(4) The semantic system,. which associates various morphemes, 
combinations of morphemes, and arrangements in which 
morphemes can be put, with things and situations, or kinds 
of things and situations; 

(5) The plwrutic system: the ways in which sequences of pho
nemes are converted into sound waves by the articulation of 
a speaker, and are decoded from the speech signal by a 
hearer. 

The peripheral subsystems differ from the central ones in that they 
impinge both on the nonspeech world and on the central subsystems. 
The semantic system impinges, in one direction, on the directly observ
able physical and social world in which people live; and, in the other 
direction, on the grammatical system of the language. The phonetic 
system touches, in one direction, on the physically analyzable sound 
waves of the .peech signal, but it also touches, in the other direction, on 
the phonemic system of the language. We have dealt with phonetic 
systems (§§7-9, 13); what few orienting remarks must be made about 
cemantic systems will be given shortly (§16.2). 

Linguistics has always concentrated on the three central subsystems, 
without much concern with the peripheral systems. Some scholars, in
deed, prefer to define "language" so as to include only the central sub
systems, regarding problems of meaning and of articulatory and 
acoustic phonetics as belonging to sister sciences rather than to lin
guistics. The choice of broader or narrower definition of the term is a 
matter of personal taste, and not important. Likewise, anyone is free to 
focus on the central subsystems or to invade the peripheral ones as he 
pleases. The peripheral systems are just as important as the central 
ones; the fact is, however, that they are much harder to study and that, 
so far, less has been learned about them. 

This may be surprising, in the face of the obvious additional fact, 
already asserted, that an analyst can get at the central subsystems only 
by workiilg through sound and meaning. But we must distinguish be
tween the heuristic use of phonetics and of semantics involved in getting 
at the central subsystems, on the one hand, and, on the other, a detailed 
examination of the peripheral subsystems for their own sake. We are 
forced to use phonetic criteria in trying to analyze a ph()nemic system, 
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for we have to discover, somehow, whether two utterances or parts of 
utterances "sound the same" or "sound different" to a speaker of the 
language. Likewise, we are forced to use semantic criteria in trying to 
get at the grammatical system, for we have to discover, somehow, 
whether two utterances or parts of utterances, differing in specified 
ways as to phonemic shapes, "mean the same thing" or "have different 
meanings" for the native speaker. It is just in the application of these 
criteria that we can most easily go astray, vitiating our would-be de
scription of the central subsystems. No description of a language is 
free of errors stemming from this source. No description can claim more 
than a kind of by-and-Iarge accuracy. 

If, however, we wish to analyze in a systematic way the phonetic or 
semantic subsystem of a language, it is necessary first to have a careful 
description of the most closely related central subsystem. It is quite 
futile to try to analyze a phonetic system, either in terms of articulation 
or acoustically, without knowing about the phonemic system to which 
it relates. It is equally futile to try to analyze a semantic system without 
understanding the grammatical system to which it relates. Acousticians 
have sometimes attempted the former, and have ended up by making 
use of an inaccurate, unsystematized conception of the related pho
nemic system, in place of an accurate and detailed one. Anthropologists 
and philosophers have often attempted the latter, and have found 
themselves forced to invent pseudo-linguistic "mental" entities such as 
"ideas" or "concepts," in place of the obvious and empirically discover
able morphemes and larger grammatical forms of a language. Accurate 
work on phonetic and semantic subsystems is currently in its infancy, 
because only very recently have we recognized, even in a general way, 
the necessary prerequisites and appropriate angles of attack. When 
more has been achieved, there will be more results to report in a survey 
volume of the present kind. 

16.2. Meaning, Antecedents, and Consequences. It is essential to 
distinguish between the meanings of morphemes and utterances, on the 
one hand, and, on the other, the antecedents and consequences of specific 
acts of speech. The meanings of morphemes and of combinations of 
morphemes are, as has been said, associative ties between those mor
phemes and morpheme-combinations and things and situations, or 
types of things and situations, in the world around us. These semantic 
ties are more or less the :;ame for all the speakers of a language. The 
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antecedents and consequences of a specific act of speech can be quite 
different for a speaker and for his hearers. 

The same is true for some systems of communication simpler than 
language. The Morse Code, for example, is a convention shared by all 
telegraph operators, by virtue of which certain arrangements of 
shorter and longer voltage pulses (dots and dashes) are assigned to 
represent different letters ~nd punctuation marks of written English. 
The meaning of a single dot is the letter HE"; this meaning is the same 
for all telegraph operators, whether at a given moment one of them is 
functioning as sender or as receiver. If on a particular occasion one op
erator is transmitting and another is receiving, then the antecedents 
and consequences of t.'1e actual transmission are different for the two: 
one of them is handed a'slip of paper and goes through the motions 
which convert what is written on it into voltage pulses, while the other 
receives the voltage pulses via a buzzer or clicker and goes through the 
motions which reconvert them into a series of letters on a slip of paper. 
The antecedents and consequences, though different for the two oper
ators, are tied together in a certain way, in that the series of letters 
written down by the receiving operator is a match of that handed to 
the transmitting operator. This correlation is rendered possible because 
of the shared semantic conventions of the system. 

Now suppose two men are seated side by side at a lunch counter. A 
has a cup of coffee for which he wants some sugar, and the sugar bowl 
is out of his reach. A says Please pass the sugar. B passes it. This reveals, in 
bare outline form at least, the behavioral antecedents and consequences 
in which the act of speech is embedded. The antecedents and conse
quences are different for A and for B: A wants the sugar and gets it; B 
merely passes it. The same utterance could occur under other condi
tions: for example, B might have the coffee and ask A for the sugar. 
In the original situation, some of the behavioral consequences are not 
due to the linguistic structure of the utterance, but to concomitant 
circumstances. B passes the sugar to A rather than to C because it is A, 
not C, who has asked for it. But the semantic conventions of the lan
guage playa part, for, if A and B did not share them, A would have to 
resort to other means of getting the sugar, or go without. Thus, there is 
a conventional tie between the morpheme sugar and a certain sub
stance: B does not pass the salt. There is a tie between pass and a 
familiar action: B does not throw the sugar bowl to the floor. And 
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there is a shared understanding that please, with certain word order 
and intonation, is a polite request: B is not insulted or annoyed. Thus 
the meaning of the whole utterance Please pass the sugar is fundamentally 
the same for A and for B, despite the differences in their activities in the 
episode we have described. 

For the child who is learning a language, or the linguist who is 
analyzing one, there are two and only two methods by which the 
semantic subsystem can be observed and utilized or described. For the 
child, at first, there is actually only one: the meanings which utterances 
and morphemes come to have for him are the result of recurrent regu
larities of correspondence between acts of speech of various gram
matical structures and the behavioral antecedents and consequences in 
which the child himself participates. Later, and for the analyst, there is 
another method: he can be told-in a language or part of a language he 
already knows-what a newly observed form means. This second way 
is often very unsatisfactory. One can ask a Russian who knows some 
English what the Russian word /druk/ means, and the answer will be 
'friend.' This is roughly true, but the precise social circumstances under 
which a Russian calls another person /druk/ are by no means the same 
as those under which we call someone a friend. The meaning of /druk/, 
or of friend, for a speaker of the language involved, is the result of all his 
past experiences with that word. Within a single speech community, 
the differences between the accidents of personal history of different 
individuals tend to cancel out, so that if the meanings of morphemes 
never become absolutely identical for different speakers, they are at 
least sufficiently similar that communication via speech is possible. 
From one community to another, however, this levelling-out does not 
occur. Bilingual dictionaries and easy word-by-word translations are 
inevitably misleading; the shortcut of asking what a form means must 
ultimately be supplemented by active participation in the life of the 
community that speaks the language. This, of course, is one of the 
major reasons why semantic analysis is so difficult. 

16.3. Language and Speaking. The summary of language design in 
§16.1 states that a language is a set of habits. An act of speech, or utter
ance, is not a habit, but a historical event, though it partly conforms to, 
reflects, and is controlled by the habits. Acts of speech, like other his
torical events, are directly observable. Habits are not directly observ
able; they must be inferred from observed events, whether the inferring 
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agent is a child learning a language or an analyst seeking to describe 
one. 

An utterance has a phonemic structure and a grammatical structure. 
Its phonemic structure reflects some of the phonemic pattern or system of 
the language. Its grammatical structure reflects some of the gram
matical pattern or system of the language. The relationship of its 
phonemic structure to its grammatical structure reflects some of the 
morphophonemic patterns of the language, but note that an act of 
speech does not have a "morphophonemic structure." Morphopho
nemics resides entirely in habits, and is manifested not by another 
variety of structure in historical events, but by interrelationships of the 
two varieties of structure already itemized. Likewise, an utterance has 
neither a "semantic structure" nor a "phonetic structure." Semantics 
and phonetics reside in habits: they are made manifest not by two 
further varieties of structure in historical events, but, in the one case, 
by the relationship of the grammatical structure of an utterance to the 
context in which the utterance occurs; in the other case, by the relation
ship of the phonemic structure of an utterance to the articulatory mo
tions and sound waves involved in the speaking. 

The physiological process of speaking requires the expenditure of 
energy: it constitutes work in the physicist's sense. The succession of 
units produced by a speaker is govemed constantly by the changing 
context, by the units already produced, and by his habits. These factors 
often supply conflicting directives, not only as to what unit to produce 
next, but also as to whether to keep on speaking or to stop. Conse
quently, speech is broken up by pauses, by hesitations, by interruptions, 
by repetitions, by sudden changes of direction. As hearers, we uncon
sciously edit out many of these overt manifestations of the hard work of 
utterance-production. In a literate community, the speaker who in
tends to write down what he has' to say edits out the signs of hard work 
himself, putting into the last draft only the clean result. Our experience 
as hearers, writers, and readers all serves to render us unaware of the 
extent to which we ourselves, as speakers, hem and haw. The first 
exposure of anyone to a recording of his own conversational voice is 
usually a great shock. 

Here is an example of hemming and hawing, transcribed from a tape 
recording of a real conversation. "Uk" means a hesitation with the 
silence filled by voicing; " .. " means a hesitation with silence: 
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It's uk •• ifs uk not • . I mean he. (throat cleared) actually 
well he he we we Iu:ui just sort of . . in many ways sort of given up . . trying 
to do very much • • until . . bedtiMe. Unless it's something that he can be in
cluded in • • whereupon he will . . usually isn't interested for long enough 10 
really • • carry through with it. 

Apart from the general impression that the speaker has a good deal of 
trouble in speaking, the hearer would get much the same meaning from 
this passage as he would from its edited version: 

We had (in mtl1!Y ways) just sort of given up trying to do much until 
bedtime. Unless it's something that he can be included in, whereupon he usually 
isn't interested for long enough to really carry through with it. 

This edited version is implicit within the original. It was not worked out 
impressionistically, but through a careful inspection of the speaker's 
habits of hemming and hawing, of inserted catch-phrases, of variations 
in tempo, and the like. We indicate the end of a sentence after bedtime, 
thus, because the speaker indicates one by using the intonation Ill!!. 
The chief uncertainty is whether the phrase in many ways belongs in the 
edited version. The speaker commonly uses this phrase to "fill silence" 
while trying to think of what to say next, but it is not certain that she is 
so using it on this particular occasion. 

It is a matter of common knowledge that speakers in any speech com
munity vary in fluenC¥ of control, and that the same speaker varies in 
fluency from one occasion to another. Sometimes this scale of variation 
is mistaken for the diflerence between "correct" and "incorrect" 
speech, but this confusion should be avoided. Thus a speaker of "very 
bad" English is sometimes a moving orator in his own brand of the 
language, while many privileged speakers of "excellent" English hem 
and haw a great deal. Differences in fluency thus seem not to be differ
erices of language habits in the proper sense, but rather of habits of 
some other order which are manifested, along with language habits, in 
speech. Stuttering is a manifestation of this other order. Whatever its 
causes, which are not well understood, it appears as a repetition of the 
initial consonants of semantically important stressed syllables (Please 
pass the p-p-p-pepper, in which the stutterer produces two Ipj's with no 
trouble, then stumbles on that at the beginning of the key word). 

Recent research suggests that much can be learned about a person 
through a close examination of his unedited speech. The particular 
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ways in which he hems and haws, varies the register of his voice, 
changes his tone quality, and so on, are revealing both of his basic 
personality and of his momentary emotional orientation. But since (if 
our assumption is correct) phenomena of these sorts are not manifesta
tions of the speaker's linguistic habits, it is proper to ignore them in the 
study of language, basing that study exclusively on edited speech. 

NOTES 

New terms: none, except that a number of terms already introduced 
are put into carefully specified relationship to each other-the central 
subsystems of a language (grammatical, phonological, morphophonemic), and 
the p~iph4ral subsystems (semantic, pho7lf!tic). 

Problems. The following are essentially problems in point of view, rather 
than of fact or of analytical procedure. Consequently they have no 
single "correct" answer. 

(1) Distinguish, in terms of the design of languages, between the 
following two situations: 

(a) An American singer does not want to learn French, but 
wishes to sing French songs. She does this in a way which satisfies speak
ers of French who hear her sing, without being able to speak or under
stand French at all. 

(b) A graduate student has to learn to read French, but is not 
concerned with conversational ability. He accomplishes his purpose. 

(2) What is the source of the misunderstanding of the nature of lan
guage when 

(a) An Englishman says, "The French are such funny people. 
They call 'bread' pan." When asked why this is funny, he replies, "Oh, 
but it is hr_, you know!" 

(b) A smaII boy says. "Pigs are called that because they are such 
dirty animals." 
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IMMEDIATE CONSTITUENTS 

17.1. In §§14-16 we outlined the essential nature of grammar and its 
relationship to other aspects of language. In this and the following four
teen sections we shall investigate grammatical systems in greater detail. 

Specialists have been working for a long time on the problem of 
analyzing, describing, and comparing grammatical systems, and the 
degree of accuracy achieved is much greater than the layman would 
suspect. At the same time, there remain many points on which precision 
is still impossible. Some linguists like to believe that grammatical 
analysis has become a completely objective operation, but this is not 
true. Phonemic analysis has been brought much nearer such a state: 
complete precision is not always possible, but we can at least pinpoint 
the areas of indeterminacy and usually see why they remain indetermi
nate. But grammatical analysis is still, to a surprising extent, an art: the 
best and clearest descriptions of languages are achieved not by in
vestigators who follow some rigid set of rules, but by those who through 
some accident of life-history have developed a flair for it. 

Consequently, the reader will find in these sections mallV an example 
which the writer has handled in one way, but which might also be 
handled in some other way. The writer has not sought to be ambiguous 
or arbitrary, but he refuses to speak definitely in cases where he cannot. 
Indeed, the reader should be alert for possible instances where con
ciseness of statement has unintentionally concealed uncertainty. 

In grammatical study we are concerned with morphemes and their 
arrangements, but not, save in an ancillary way, with the phonemic 
shapes which represent morphemes. Consequently, in the present sec
tions we shall usually cite examples in their traditional orthotraphy, 
provided the language in question has one and that it involves only the 
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Latin alphabet. Classical Greek and Chinese examples are given in 
well-established transliterations or Romanizations. Genuine phonemic no
tation will be used only when advisable for some special re~on, or for 
languages like Menomini which have no traditional orthography. 

17.2. Hierarchical Structure. The man on the street is inclined to 
identify language with words, and to think that to study words is to 
study language. This view incorporates two errors. We obviate one 
when we realize that morphemes, rather than words, are the elemen
tary building-blocks of language in its grammatical aspect, though this 
shift of emphasis in no sense implies that words are unimportant. The 
other error is more subtle: the notion, often unstated, that we need only 
examine words (or morphemes) as isolated units, longer utterances 
being simply mechanical combinations of the smaller units. 

If this were the case, then all we would have to learn in studying a 
foreign language would be the individual morphemes and their mean
ings. The meaning of any whole utterance would be immediately obvi
ous on the basis of the meanings of the ultimate constituents. Anyone 
who has actually studied a foreign language knows that this is not true. 
For a striking example of the falsity of the assumption, we turn to 
Chinese, which is better than French or German or Spanish for this 
purpose because it differs more drastically from English. Here is a 
commonplace Chinese sentence: jeige y6utung dagai dzai wu/en jung yinei 
nlng ly6uj1ngle. Apart from intonation, this sentence includes seventeen 
successive segmental morphemes, as follows: 

(1) j- 'this, proximal, near the speaker'; 
(2) -ei 'thing or state'; 
(3) -ge 'discrete concrete object, animate or inanimate'; 
(4) y6u 'oi1, grease'; 
(5) tung 'cylindrical container'; 
(6) da 'large, great, greatly'; 
(7) ga; 'generality, maJority'; 
(8) tiza; '(be) at, in, on'; 
(9)' wU 'five'; 

(10) 1m 'division, section'; 
(11) jiing 'clock, hour'; 
(12)" marker of modification: indicates that something which pre

cedes modifies something that follows; 
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(13) nei 'interior, inside'; 
(14) rling 'can, physical ability'; 
(15) ly6u 'flow'; 
(16) jlng 'clean (not necessarily dry), empty'; 
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(17) Ie marker of completed action or completed change of state. 

As is evident, some of these Chinese morphemes have meanings which 
are not easy to describe precisely in English. One meets similar trouble 
in trying to describe the meanings of some English morphemes in 
Chinese-or, in general, the meanings of morphemes in anyone lan
guage via any other language (§16.2). 

A careful scrutiny of the meanings of the seventeen constituent mor
phemes of the sentence can at best yield some vague notion of what the 

~/_----r/ / / / 

""'_ _ __"/ / / ,,-V __ __,/ 
A B c 

FIGURE 17.1 

whole sentence is about. The meaning of the whole sentence happens to 
be 'This oil drum can be emptied in about five minutes.' 

No one-not even a native speaker of Chinese--could know this 
merely on the basis of the meanings of the ultimate constituent mor
phemes. Other types of information are also required-types of in
formation which a speaker of Chinese carries around in his head, ready 
to add to the information carried by what he hears. By virtue of this 
advance orientation, the native speaker hears the sentence not as a 
linear string of morphemes, but, as it were, in depth, automatically 
grouping things together in the right way. 

An analogy is in order. When we look at the middle line-drawing B 
of Figure 17.1, we see it either as more like A, to the left, or C, to the 
right. With a bit of effort, we can make B "jell" in either way. Phys
ically, of course, B is an assemblage of line-segments on a flat surface. 
The depth that we perceive lies in us, not in the figure. Yet our experi-
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ence in visual perception is such that it is hard to see B as a complicated 
plane figure rather than in three dimensions. 

The "depth" which the native speaker of Chinese "reads in" as he 
hears our Chinese sentence is similar, though with one important 
difference. All human beings, in all societies, have much the same 
experiences in visual perception and so would tend to react in the same 
way to B in Figure 17.1, but the experiences by virtue of which we read 
"depth" into utterances are specific to the particular language. 

Thus the Chinese hearer automatically groups morphemes (6) and 
(7) together, as depicted in Figure 17.2A. He know~ that this particular 

large, 
great, 
greatly 

generality, 
majority 

in all probability 

A 

wu fen jung 

five 
division, hour, 
section clock 

five sections 

five minutes 

B 

FIOURE 17.2 

combination is common, and that it carries the rather special, partly 
unpredictable, meaning 'probably.' Likewise, he automatically groups 
(9), (10), and (11) together, as in Figure 17.2B, but in a more com
plicated way. If we were to ask him what dagai (morphemes 6 and 7) 
means, he could tell us, and if we were to ask what wiifenjiing (9,10,11) 
means, he could tell us. But if ~e were to ask what tUng da (5, 6) means, 
he would be puzzled, for tUng da does not mean anything. He would 
probably be unaware that he had heard this particular morpheme se
quence in the sentence, and the speaker of the sentence would scarcely 
realize that he had said it. 

In Figure 17.3 we portray the organization of the whole Chinese 
sentence as the native speaker perceives it. 

Diagrams of the sort shown in Figures 17.2 and 17.3 are designed to 
show the hierarchical structure or immediate constituent structure of composite 
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grammatical fonns. Thus the bottom box in Figure 17.2B represents 
the whole form wufenjiing 'five minutes'. Working up from the bottom, 
we see that its immediate constituents (for short, Ies) are the two smaller 
forms wufen 'five sections' and jiing 'clock, hour.' The latter is a single 
morpheme and thus also an ultimate constituent of the whole form. The 
former, however, consists in its turn of the ICs wit 'five' and fen 'section,' 
each a single morpheme. 

All of the above is applicable also to English or any other language. 
A meaningless sequence of morphemes like a ma'1 are can easily be found 
in normal speech. It occurs in Tk sons and daughters of a man are his 

the son·l·s I and I daughter·l·s of alman a· ·re hi· ·s child· ·ren 

sons \/ daughters a man 

sons and daughters of a man his children 

sons and daughters of a ,man are his children 

the sons and daughters of a man are his children 

The sons and daughters of a man are his children 

FIGURE 17.4 
(Intonation is omitted) 

children, diagrammed (omitting intonation) in Figure nA. The gram· 
matical forms which occur in this sentence are the morphemes and se
quences of morphemes for which boxes are provided: the whole sentence 
in the lowest box, the two segments tM sons and daughters of a man and 
are his children in the next to the lowest row of boxes, and so on. Any 
combination of morphemes, in the sentence for which no box is pro
vided, say the sons and or daughters of, has the same status as a man are or 
as Chinese tung dii. 

17.3. Ambiguity. It is possible for" a single sequence of segmental 
morphemes to have t""o alternative hierarchical organizations, usually 
with a difference of meaning. Sometimes, but not always, the ambiguity 
is removed by intonation or other context. Ambiguity is not common. 
In wild animal house, for example, the les are clearly wild animal and 
house, rather than wild and animal house. But in the sentence He was 
dancing with the stout major's wife (with certain of the possible distribu
tions of stress and intonation) we cannot tell whether the man's dancing 
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partner is stout or not. The ambiguity of its IC-structure is shown in 
Figure 17.5, A and B. Likewise, the expression old men and women can 
have either of two meanings, and either of two corresponding IC struc
tures, as shown by Figure 17.6, A and B. 

Ambiguity is often eliminated by context: The stout major's wife is very 
thin, The stout major's wife has a very thin husband, The old men and women 
stayed at home ldile the young men went to war, The old men and women 
stayed at home while the young folks went dancing. 

stout wife stout major l:0 wife 

A B 

FIOURJE 17.5 

A B 

FIGURE 17.6 

Such ambiguities remind us again of the analogy with visual percep
tion: Figure 17.1B is ambiguous in that it looks now more like A and 
now more like C. 

17.4. Markers. We must account for the slanting lines appearing in 
some of the diagrams. In Figure 17.4, for example, the diagram indi
cates that the ICs of sons and daughters are the two words sons and 
daughters. How about the and? How can a form participate in a larger 
form without being a constituent of it? 

Of course, a different interpretation would be possible, but the one 
we have chosen indicates that and, rather than being one of the ICs of 
sons and daughters, is what we may call a structural marker or signal. Some 
morphemes, that is, serve not directly as carriers of meaning, but only 
as markers of the structural relationships between other forms. And 
marks the fact that something before it (here sons) and something after 
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it (here daughters) are the ICs of a larger grammatical form, and and also 
marks that larger form as being of a certain type. We would choose a 
similar interpretation for the or ~f sons or daughters. 

17.5. Multiple ICs. In all our diagrams so far, composite forms have 
been shown as consisting of just two ICs. Bipartite composite forms are 
extremely common, but there is no universal restriction to two ICs. 
English has a few cases of composite forms with three ICs; for example, 
Joot-pound-second or centimeter-gram-second. Figure 17.7 shows the way of 
diagramming them. 

Eng- -land use- -s the foot I pound I second system 

I 

FIGURE 17.7 

17.6. Discontinuous ICs. Our examples so far have had another 
property which is common but not universal: forms which belong to
gether as ICs of a larger form have been next to each other in linear 
sequence. But discontinuous constituents are not at all uncommon. For 
example, in the English sentence Is John going with you?, setting intona
tion aside, one IC is John and the other is the discontinuous sequence 
Is • . . going with you. 

Figures 17.8A and B show two graphic devices for handling this. In 
Figure 17,8A, the form John is entered at the beginning to render dia
gramming easy, but is parenthesized to indicate that it is not actually 
spoken there; the empty parentheses after is indicate the position it 
actually occupies in the sequence. In Figure 17.8B we avoid the dupli
cation, but place a heavy line below the entry John, and mark with a 
dotted arrow the connection between John and the larger form of which 
it is one Ie. 

17.7. Simultaneous Ic&. An intonation morpheme is probably al
ways to be interpreted as one Ie of the macrosegment which includes 
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Uohn) 1- I -5 () go-I -ing with yoU ? 

A 

1-1-s John go-I -ing with you 
... 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

t 

B 

FlOUR';; 17.8 

2 3 1 

He i- I -s not here t 

FIOURE 17.9 
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it, the remainder of the macrosegment, no matter how complex, con
stituting the other IC. In order to show this diagrammatically we have 
to introduce another special device, illustrated in Figure 17.9. It is 
necessary to mark the positions of the PLs and TC correctly, since any 
alternation in their position might yield a different sentence (e.g., 
2He is anot here1!). 

Diagramming is not an end in itself, but a convenient means of re
vealing hierarchical structure. For this, it is useful to have diagram
matic conventions. But where the structure is unusual, diagramming 
may become excessively complex. In such instances, we shall avoid 
diagralDS and resort to verbal description. 

NOTES 

New terms: hierarchical structure, immediate constituents (= ICs), discon
tinuous ICs, simultaneous ICs, structural markers. 

For ICs we follow Bloomfield 1933, p. 161, as elaborated by Wells 
1947, and with modifications partly expounded in Hockett 1954. 



FORM CLASSES and 

CONSTRUCTIONS 

18· 

18.1. Recurrent Patterns. The property of language which renders 
it such a powerful means of communication is that one can say some
thing that has never been said before, and yet be perfectly understood, 
often without either speaker or audience being aware of the novelty. A 
novel utterance is built from familiar raw-materials, by fami~iar pat
terns of putting raw-materials together. Neither the raw-materials nor 
the patterns need be new in order for the utterance to be different from 
any that has occurred previously. 

We know from earlier discussion that the raw-materials are mor
phemes, and that the patterns are hierarchical rather than mere linear 
juxtaposition. Here we shall pursue the matter of patterns further. 

Consider the two English sentences !She bought a new Ihat1! and 
aHe 2likes the old 2rnan2j diagrammed in Figure 18.1. The two are com
pletely distinct in their constituent grammatical forms: no morpheme 
and no composite form of either occurs in the other. Yet they consist of 
the same number of constituents, in exactly the same hierarchical ar
rangement. Furthermore, there is a similarity in meaning beyond that 
of two sentences selected at random: each sentence asserts something 
about someone, and each assertion involves some second entity. 

We summarize the similarities by saying that the two sentences are of 
the same pattern, and that the common pattern is responsible for the 
similarity of meaning. We can portray the common pattern in part 
without citing any forms, as shown in Figure 18.2. This "empty box" 
diagram is obtained from either diagram in Figure 18.1 simply by de
leting all the entries. 
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On the other hand, two sentences may involve exactly the same con
stituents at all hierarchical levels, and yet differ in meaning because of 
different patterns. Figure 18.3 gives one example. The difference lies 
not in constituents, but i_n their arrangement: John respectively before 

2 3 1 

She bough- -I a new 1 hat ~ 
new hat 

bought a new hat 

bought a new hat 

She bought a new hat 

2She bought a new Shat' t 
A 

3 2 2 2 

He like- -s the old I man t 
old man 

likes the old man 

likes the old man 

he likes the old man 

3He 21ikes the old 2man2 t 
B 

FIGURE 18.1 

or within is here. For another example, compare the diagram of ISM 
bought a new 3hat l ! in Figure 18.1 with that of Whe bought a 3new hat l ! in 
Figure 18.4. The center of the intonation is differently placed, though 
the intonation, and all other constituents, are identical. (These ex
amples are not like old men and women, discussed in § 17 .3, for in that 
example only the ultimate constituents were the same, the hierarchical 
structure being ambiguous.) 
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Our technique of diagramming cannot always be coUnted on to 
reveal the difference between obviously distinct patterns. Thus compare 
She likes fresh milk and She likes milk fresh, partially diagrammw in Figure 
18.5. Insofar as the diagrams reveal the pattern, it can be IIhown as in 
Figure 18.6, but the two composite forms fresh milk and milk fresh are 

I 

FIGURE 18.2 

2 3 I 2 3 I 

John i- I -s here ~ ·i I -s Jolm I here + 
I 

is is I 

is here is h'ere 

John is here is JohX here 

2John is 3herel + 2Is John 3here1 ~ 

A B 

FIGURE 18.3 

actually quite different. The former can occur in many COntexts (Fresh 
milk is good for you, Make it with fresh milk); the latter is quite limited. 

Suppose, however, that we had some way to distinguish between 
patterns that yielded the same empty-box diagram, and that we were 
to diagram hundreds of English sentences, delete the entries, and list all 
the different resulting empty-box diagrams. This would obviously give 
us a very large number of different whole-sentence patterns. But we 
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2 3 I 

she bough- -t a new I hat t 
new hat 

bought a new hat 

bought a new hat 

she bought a new hat 

2She bought a new 3hat1 t 
FIGURE 18.4 

she like- I -s fresh I milk she like- I-s milk I fresh 

likes fresh milk likes milk fresh 

likes fresh milk likes milk fresh 

she likes fresh milk she likes milk fresh 

A B 

FIGURE 18.5 

cannot simply assume that all these patterns are completely distinct. 
We must investigate a simpler possibility: that the numerous whole
sentence patterns are built up out of a smaller number of simpler ones. 

In Figure 18.7 are diagrams of four progressiveiy larger sentences, 

I I 

FIGURE 18.6 

labelled A through D. The boxes in 
each are numbered in the lower right
hand comer. 

Sentence A consists of only two ulti
mate constituents (morphemes), which 
are therefore also the ICs of the whole 
sentence: 3 and 2 are the ICs of 1. 

Sentence B consists of more than two 
ultimate constituents, but, once again, of only two immediate constituents: 
3 and 2 as in A, are the ICs of 1. 

Similar remarks apply to sentences C and D. 
Furthermore, the relationship between the two ICs of each whole 
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sentence is the same. Thus, if we make just one I C-cut in each sentence, 
ignoring any smaller constituents for the moment, then all four sen
tences conform to pattern X of Figure 18.8. Box 3 in pattern X can be 

2 3 1 

She 51 can ~ .. 
3 2 

A 1 

B 

2 3 1 2 3 1 

She can 71 go 1 7 6 
She can gogl there 8 ~ 

5 4 7 6 

3 2 5 .. 
1 S 2 

c 1 

D 

FIGURE 18.7 

2 

y z 
x 

FJO'UJU1: 18.8 

filled with any of the four intonationless morpheme-sequences J's, sM 
,an, she can go, or she can go there; Box 2 can be filled with the intonation 
morpheme /(2) al!/. 

Setting sentence A aside, let us examine boxes 3, 4, and 5 in sentences 
:9, a, and D. In B, the form of box 3 has two ultimate constituents, 
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which are therefore also its ICs: those in boxes 5 and 4. Now if, in 
sentences C and D, we cut the form of box 3 only into its immediate con
stituents, ignoring any finer-grained structure, we find the same thing 
again: the ICs of the form in box 3 of any of the sentences B, C, and D 
are the forms in boxes 5 and 4. This portion of B, C, and D thus con
forms to the pattern labelled Y in Figure 18.8. Box 5 of pattern Y can 
be filled with the morpheme she, and box 4 with any of the morpheme
sequences can, can go, or can go there. 

Similarly, setting both A and B aside, we see that the boxes labelled 
4 in C and D, providing we make only one IC-cut, are identical and 
conform to pattern Z in Figure 18.8. Box 7 of pattern Z can be filled 
with the morpheme can, and box 6 with either go or go there. 

Our treatment shows that some composite forms and some single 
morphemes are alike in that they can participate similarly in larger 
forms. For example, the single morpheme yes and the thrce composite 
forms she can, she can go, and she can go there, despite internal differences, 
share at least one privilege of occurrence: each can be conjoined to the 
intonation 1(2) 31!1 to produce an utterance. The morpheme can and 
the composite forms can go and can go there share at least one privilege of 
occurrence: each can be used with preceding she to build a larger form 
of a certain kind. Similarly for the morpheme go and the composite 
form go there. 

18.2. Form-Classes. A class of forms which have similar privileges 
of occurrence in building larger forms is a jorm-ciass. 

Thus, by virtue of their interchangeability in box 3 of pattern X 
(Figure 18.8), the forms yes, she can, she can go, and she can go there, to
gether with untold thousands of other forms, belong to a single Jorm
class. 

Similarly, ability to occur in box 2 of pattern X puts the intonation 
morpheme /(1) U!I in a form-class together with many other intona
tion morphemes. 
. Box 5 of pattern Y defines a form-class which includes she, he, it, 
Johft, Mary, the man on the corner, my friend Bill, and so on endlessly, but 
which by no means includes all forms, since we can name many which 

. are excluded: her, him, them, me, yes, no, ripe,jind her, go with us tomO"OW. 
Box 4 of pattern Y defines a form-class which includes can, will, can go, 

can go there, shbuld like potatoes, must run faster than that, but which excludes 
quickly, yes, her, him. ripe, she. he, John, Mary, and So on. 
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Every other box in our diagrams similarly defines a form-class. There 
are not as many form-classes in a language as there are boxes in all the 
ICdiagrams one could draw, since different boxes often define the 
same form-class. 

One point should be noted about the way we have chosen examples 
for the classes defined by boxes 4 and 5 of pattern Y. To the first (she, he, 
it, etc.) one might want to add I, we, they, the men across the street, all of 
which can occur before can, can go., can go there. To the second (can, will, 
can go, etc.) one might want to add likes potatoes,finds it dull there, is (rying 
too hard, and others which can occur after she. The exclusion of these 
forms was intentional. Form-classes are so constituted that, if some 
member of a given class can occur with some member of a second class, 
then any member of the first might occur with any member of the 
second. Had we extended the lists of examples as suggested above, then 
this would not hold, for no one, speaking standard English, ~ays I likes 
potatoes, we finds it dull there, they is trying too hard. 

18.3. Constructions. If we were to delete the box-numbers from 
diagrams Y and Z (Figure 18.8), the two empty-box diagrams would be 
identical. This would conceal an important difference. As defined, Y 
subsumes composite forms like she I can,l she I can go, the man on the 
corner I should like potatoes, while Z subsumes composite forms like 
can I go, can I go there, should I like potatoes: 

The difference can be underscored by regarding the numbers in the 
boxes in diagrams X, Y, and Z as names for form-classes. Thus, in Y, 
"5" means "any member of the form-class which includes she, he, it, 
John, Mary, etc." But numbers 
are mnemonically poor labels, 
and descriptive terms of some 
sort would be better. Let us 
replace" 5" by third person singular 
subjects, "4" by modal predicates, 
and "3" by predications. Diagram 

third person I modal 
singular subject predicate 

predication 

FJGURE 18.9 

Y then takes the form shown in Figure 18.9, and can be read off as 
follows: "any third person singular subject, followed by any modal 
predicate, builds a predication." 

Either a statement of this sort, or a diagram of just two hierarchical 

1 Here and in the following sections, the vertical slash "I" is not a phone~ 
symbol, but aD indication of the plaeement of the cut of the form into les. 
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levels in which the boxes contain labels for form-dasses instead of for 
specific forms, describes a ~onstruction. 

A conatruction is thus a pattern· for building composite forms of a 
specific form-class out of ICs of specific form-classes. The description of 
a specific construction asserts that "any member of such-and-such a 
form-dass, conjoined to any member of a certain other form-class, pro
duces a form which belongs to a certain third form-class." We see im
mediately why care must be exercised in discriminating between form
classes. If we put I along with she, he, it, or likes potatoes along with can, 
can go, slwuld like potatoes, our descriptions will have to be complicated by 
specification of exceptions. 

The ICs of a composite form are commonly said to stand in a certain 
construction with. each other; and the composite form built from the 
ICI by the constructiOn is also called a constitute; 

All constitutes built i?y a single construction are necessarily members 
. of .. the same form-dass. The form-class, however, may include also 
.. fonDs built by some other construction, and even single morphemes. 
For example,. all predications are members of a larger form-dass which 
we may mOmentarily call "sentence-skeletons": forms to which one can 
add an inton;ttion to yield a sentence. But not all sentence-skeletons 
are predications: yes, why,. the more the merritT, milk for health are the 
former but not the latter. Again: predications are built by conjoining a 
third person singular subject and a modal predicate (one construction), 
but are also built by several other constructions, as in she Llikes potatoes, 
I I can go, I I like potatoes. 

Two composite forms built by a single construction may have neither 
Ie in common: she I can go and he I swuld like potatoes. The common 
feature of meaning of such a pair is not due to any shared grammatical 
form; we therefore say that it is the meaning of the construction. 

Returning to the examples and problems discussed in §18.1, we now 
see that constructions are the sort of smaller pattern out of which the 
patterns of whole sentences are b.uilt. The two sentences diagrammed in 
Figure 18.1 resemble each other in that the same nesting of construc
W:ms- is involved. Thus new I hat and old I man are built by a single con-

. stnlction. A I new MI and the I old man are perhaps both built by a 
second, though possibly we must say instead that they are built by two 
highly similar constructions. The features of meaning common to the 
two sentences are the meanings of the recurrent constructions. 
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Similarly, differences of meaning in pairs of sentences which contain 
the same ultimate constituents in the same hierarchical arrangement 

. are due to differences in constructions. In John is here, the lOs John and 
is here stand in one construction; in Is John here the same lOs stand in a 
different construction (Figure 18.3). In (she likes) fresh milk the 100fresh 
and milk stand in one construction (that of new I hat, old I man); in 
(she likes) milk fresh the same lOs stand in another construction (Figure 
18.5). 

NOTES 

New terms: privilege· of occurrence, form-class, construction, meaning of a 
construction, constitute (= composite form, but only when being dis
cussed as the product of lOs joined by a specific construction); to 
stand in a construction. 

The terms "third person singular subject," "mod~ predicate," and 
"predication" have technical status in the description of a particular 
language only when formally introduced in the treatment of that 
language. They are useful in English; there is no general guarantee that 
they are of value for any other language. 

Some grammarians use "construct" in place of our "constitute." 
Some use "construction" ambiguously for our "constitute" and 
"construction." 
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19.1. The everyday use of the English word "word" is not very pre
cise. In general, the layman looks to writing, and classes as a word what
ever he finds written between successive spaces. So matchbox is one word, 
match box two, and match-box two or one depending on whether or not a 
hyphen is interpreted as a special sort of space. That these three spell
ings reflect a single combination of morphemes with a single pronun
ciation-/m.rl:+blli/-U ignored. 

When we look at language directly rather than via writing, we must 
seek other criteria for the determination of words. There are several 
usable criteria, but they do not yield identical results. The criterion 
that is easiest to apply yields units most like the "words" of the layman, 
and it is for these that we shall reserve the term. The other criteria yield 
stocks of units which differ more radically from the layman's "words," 
and we shall not call them words, despite their word like properties. 
Instead, we shall introduce special terms for them. 

19.2. Determining Words through Pause and Isolability. As the 
first step in determining the words in an utterance, we ask speakers to 
repeat the utterance slowly and carefully. Suppose someone has just 
said John treats his older sisters very nicely in the normal rapid way, as a 
single macrosegment (§4). If we ask for a slow repetition, he may break 
the, sentence up into as many as seven successive macrosegments, each 
with its own intonation and with intervening pauses: John, treats, his, 
older, sisJers, very, nicely. Or he may not pause quite so often: his older, or 
very nicely, might be kept as a single macrosegment. Thus we may have 
to elicit more than one slow careful delivery before we can be sure we 
have obtained the maximum break-up. Only under very artificial con-
166 
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ditions, however, would anyone pause at additional points, say be
tween old and -er. 

A word is thus any segment of a sentence bounded by successive 
points at which pausing is posiible. The example contains seven words. It 
contains this number whether actually delivered as one macrosegment 
or as several, since words are defined in terms of potential pauses, not the 
actual pauses in anyone delivery. 

-The pausing habits of a literate speaker of English are doubtless con
ditioned by his literacy, for he may pause more freely where writing 
habits leave a space than where they do not. But there are exceptions: 
many a speaker will breru. matchbox or blackbird into two macroseg
ments. Furthermore, our habits of leaving spaces in writing have not 
developed by mere chance. They reflect, with some distortion, speech 
habits, including habits of where one pauses in slow, careful speech. And 
the pause procedure for determining words also yields consistent results 
when applied to a language for which there is no commonly used 
writing system. 

When we suspect that some factor is obscuring the results of the 
pause procedure, there is a supplementary procedure to which we can 
turn. We look for other contexts for a form, in which it will indeed 
occur as a whole macrosegtnent. Thus someone might consistently fail 
to break up the sentence fm going outside into more than four macro
segments, I, am, going, outride. Yet we might hear the same person 
playing role B in the following conversation (a conversation the writer 
has actually heard): 

A; Where're you going? 
B: Out. 
A: Out where? 
B: Side. 

From it we conclude that outside is two words, not one. 
Words thus defined are not always identical with the layman's words. 

Outside and don't are single words for the layman because of the spelling, 
but two each for us. Yet our words have many of the properties of the 
layman's. They are, on the average, larger than a single morpheme: 
boy, girl, man one morpheme each, but boyish, manly two each, muddily 
three, and so on. At the same time, they are on the average smaller than 
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utterances: one-word utterances like Hi! and Yes? are normal, but in 
the minority. We sometimes unthinkingly assume that a JeDtence is 
composed solely of words. This is false under either the lay definition of 
"word" or our own, since it leaves intonation out of account. Thus our 
initial example involves the intonation morpheme /, t tli / as well as 
its seven constituent words. 

All morphemes can be classed according to their status relative ,to 
words. A morpheme which occurs only as part or all of some word is a 
segmental morpheme: John, t",at, -so A morpheme which is not part of a 
word is suprasegmmtal: all intonations, and some other morphemes, such 
as the secondary stress /'/ on the second segmental constituent of 
/m~c+baks/, which is not part of the word box. 

A form consisting of two or more words is a phrase. 
19.3. Minimum Free Forms. Another lay expectation about words 

is that they are invariably grammatical units, or, in our terms, gram
matical forms. This is not true under our definition. Twenty and eighth 
are words, so that twenty-eighth is two. But the ICs of twenty-ezghth are not 
the words twenty and eighth; they are the form twenty-eight, itselt two 
words, and the form -th, less than a word. 

There are two types of wordlike unit which fulfil lay expectations on 
the present count, at the expense of ease of determination and of some 
of the other properties one should like wordlike units to have. One of 
these is the minimum free form. 

Some forms of one or more segmental morphemes, like English act, 
John, hat, actor, actors, John's, John's hat, John's hat is on the table, have the 
property that on occasion they may occur as whole utterances, requir
ing only the addition of a suitable intonation. Thus in answer to Whose 
hat is that? one .might simply say jaJAnz1l/. This property is freedom; 
forms that have it are free. Other segmental forms are not free, and are 
therefore called bound: the -or of actor, the -dom of kingdom, the -s of 
sisters, the -ation of condemnation. 

Some free forms consist of ICs which are all also free. John's hat is an 
example, since both John's and hat are free. Many, however, do not 
consist wholly of free ICs; they are therefore minimum free forms. Actor, 
John's, regain qualify: in each, one Ie (act, John, gain) is free, but the 
other (-or, -'s, reo) is bound. Confer also qualifies: if it is more than one 
morpheme (investigators disagree) then its ICs are con- and -fer, both 
bound. Act is a minimum free form beCause it has no ICs. 
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The wordlike properties of minimum free forms are clear. They are 
always grammatical fonDs, because we pay strict attention to IC struc
ture in finding and defining them. They are on the average larger than 
morphei:nes and smaller than whole utterances. Their unwordlike 
property is that sometimes they are larger than single words. Twenty
eighth is two words, but only one minimum free form, since one of its 
ICs (-th) is bound. Even the four-word sequence the Mayor of Boston's 
(as in the Mayor of Boston's luzt) is a single minimum free form, since the 
bound form -' s is one of its I Cs. 

19.4. Lexemes. The other variety of wordlike unit \Vhich fulfils the 
expectation that "words" should always be grammatical forms is the 
U;CnM. 

2 3 1 

she want- oS a new I hat ~ 

new hat 

wants a new hat 

wants a new hat 

she wants a new hat 

2She wants a new 3hat 1 • 

FIQtJllB 19.1 

The sentence IShe wants a new 'luzt l ! is diagrammed in Figure 19.1. 
The sentence includes only seven ultimate constituents (morphemes), 
but there are thirteen different grammatical forms in all, at various 
hierarchical levels. The diagram includes a box for each. 

The morpheme-sequence wants a new occurs in this sentence, but only 
as an "accidental" concatenation (like a man are in Tr.4 sons and daughters 
of a man are his children, §17.2). The morpheme-sequence a new hat, on 
the other hand, occurs in the sentence as a grammatical form. However, 
we can easily find some other sentence in which the same sequence, a 
new hat, occurs only accidentally: She wants a new luztrack will do (Figure 
19.2). 

Another morpheme-sequence in the sentence is wants. Wants is a 
grammatical form in this sentence just as is a new hat. But wants is differ-
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ent from a new h4I in that we can find no English utterance in which 
wants occurs only as an accident. It is a grammatical form wherever it 
OCCUl'l. This property is manifested by every single morpheme 0{ a 
language, but only by some 0{ the occurrent sequences of morphemes. 

This yields a threefold classification of all the morphemes and 
morpheme...combinationa of a language: (1) those which occur only as 
accidents: a man are, wants a new; (2) those which occur sometimes 81 

accidents, sometimes as grammatical forms: a new h41; (3) those that 
occur only as grammatical forms: wants, hat. 

2 3 1 

she want- -s a nb. bit~ ~ 
batrack 

new hatrack 

wants a new batrack 

want. a new hatrack 

she wants a new hatrack 

2She wants a new 8hatrackl + 

FIGURE 19.2 

Let US momentarily call any morpheme or morpheme-sequence of 
this third variety an X. Although an X is by definition always a gram
matical form, in some environments it is an Ie of a larger X, whereas 
in other environments it is not. For example, want is an X; in Sh4 wants 
a new hat, want is an Ie of wants, which is also an X; but in I want a new 
h4I or They don't want any h4lp, want is an Ie of larger forms which are 
not X's. 

Any X, in any context in which it is not an Ie of a larger X, is a 
i,xeme. Want is a lexeme in I want a new hat, but not in Sh4 wants a new 
hat. The conatituent lexemes of the latter sentence are sh4, wants, a, new, 
hat, and the intonation morpheme /2 IlV. 

Any grammatical form larger than a lexeme is a nonce-form. The term 
suggests, not inappropriately, that a speaker coina such larger gram
matical forms when he needs them; if on another occasion the same 
larger grammatical form is again needed, he coina it afresh. The nonce-
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forms in our sample sentence (Figure 19.1) are ruw kat, a ruw hat, wants a 
ruw kat, the intonationless she wants a new hat, and the whole sentence. 

The wordlike properties of lexemes are clear. A lexeme is always a 
grammatical form, by definition. Lexemes are on the average larger 
than single morphemes but smaller than whole utterances. Many words 
are lexemes in many occurrences, and many Iexemes are words. A 
minor deviation is that intonations count as lexemes: when speaking of 
words, or of minimum free forms, intonations have to be taken into 
account separately. 

But lexemes are in many cases smaller than what we usually call 
words, even by the formal definition of §19.2. The lexemes in the two
word sequence twenty-eighth are twenty, eight, and -tho Those in the Mayor 
oj Boston's are the, Mayor, oj, Boston, and -'so Red-haired is two words; but 
it is a single minimum free form, since the ICs are red hair (free) and -etl 
(bound); and it is three lexemes, Ted, haiT, and -ed. 

19.5. Idioms. A final lay assumption about "words," which does not 
actually hold either for the layman's words or for ours, is that they 
should always have some sort of meaning of their own, predictable 
in terms of their structure if they are larger than morphemes, and 
reasonably constant from one occurrence to another. 

Minimum free forms and lexemes also do not meet this requirement. 
The units which do are the least word like of any of the types we shall 
discuss. The best approach to these units, which we shall call idioms, is 
via examples in some other language. 

The Chinese form youlling has as ICs the two morphemes y6u 'oil, 
grease' and tUng 'large cylindrical container'; the first I C modifies the 
second, as black modifies cat in black cat or grease modifies Tack in greas, 
rack. Given this information, but knowing nothing else about Chinese 
or the culture of China, we can venture a reasonable guess as to the 
meaning ofy6utling: 'oil container,' 'oil drum,' or the like. This guess is 
correct. 

The ICs of Chinese m~hiing are ma 'horse' and ~lWng 'space on or 
above, top, ascend.' As in the preceding example, the first constituent 
modifies the second. Reasonable guesses at the meaning of m~lWng 
would be 'horse's back,' 'horseback,' or possibly 'on horseback.' These 
are wrong. The meaning is 'quickly, right away.' 

This meaning is not surprising when we remember that until recendy 
the most rapid mode of travel was by horse. But it is one thing to con-
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sider a meaning reasonable after we know it, and quite different to 
deduce the meaning of a form from its structure. A native speaker of 
Chinese is no better off than we, for he can know m3 and sMng and still 
not understand m3shang unless he has learned the meaning of the latter 
as a separate fact about his language. 

Let us momentarily use the term "Y" for any grammatical form the 
meaning of which is not deducible from its structure. Any Y, in any 
occurrence in which it is not a constituent of a larger Y, is an idiom. A 
vast number of composite forms in any language are idioms. If we are 
to be consistent in our use of the definition, we are forced also to grant 
every morpheme idiomatic status, save when it is occurring as a con
stituent of a larger idiom, since a morpheme has no structure from 
which its meaning could be deduced. 

Thus new is an idiom in S~ wants a new hat, but not in rm going to 
New York, because here it is part of the larger idiom New York. New 
York, in turn, is an idiom in the preceding sentence but not in The New 
York Times or The New Yorker, since in the latter expressions New York 
occurs as part of larger idioms. The advantage of this feature of our 
definition, and of the inclusion of morphemes as idioms when they are 
not parts of larger idiotns, is that we can now assert that any utterance 
consists wholly of an integral number of idioms. Any composite form 
which is not itself idiomatic consists of smaller forms which are. 

A composite form in another language cannot be called an idiom 
merely because its meaning seems queer to us. The test must be applied 
within the language. French Elle est garde-malade 'She is a nurse' may 
seem peculiar to us because it contains no equivalent for English a, but 
this is the regular habit in French, and the sentence is no idiom. On the 
other hand, though French mariage de convenance finds its exact counter
part in English marriage of convenience, both the French and the E'nglish 
phrases are idioms. 

An idiomatic composite form may coincide in morphemic shape with 
a form that is not idiomatic. White paper is an idiom when it refers to a 
certain sort of governmental document, but not when it refers merely 
to paper that is white. 

A single form can be two or more idioms. Statue of Liberty is one idiom 
as the designation of an object in New York Bay; it is another in its 
reference to a certain play in football. Bear is presumably the same 
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morpheme in women bear children and in I can't bear the pain, but it is 
different idioms in these two environments. 

Idioms are unwordlike especially in that they can be much larger 
than single words: Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of lhe 
party. Yet some idioms are smaller than words. Bought, went, paid, sold, 
sang, rang consist of two morphemes each. One is, respectively, buy, go, 
pay, sell, sing, ring; the other, in all of them, is the "past tense" mor
pheme. In most occurrences, however, the meanings of the whole forms 
are predictable from the meanings of the constituents, so that the whole 
words are not idioms. 

In theory, and largely in practice, idioms are the stuff of which dic
tionaries are made. The reason is obvious: a dictionary-maker need not 
include a non-idiomatic nonce-form, since a speaker of the language 
would never look up such a form. He would look up the component 
parts, if he needed to, and automatically know the meaning of the 
whole. In practice, of course, no dictionary is ever complete. There are 
far too many idioms in any language, and more come into existence 
every day. 

19.6. Idioms and Morphemes. The recognition of idioms larger than 
single morphemes.requires a modification of what has heretofore been 
said about morphemes as the raw-materials from which we build utter
ances. An idiomatic composite form, like any single morpheme, has to 
be learned as a whole. Thus it is equally legitimate to say that the raw
materials from which we build utterances are idioms. 

Furthermore, we can often be sure that a small form is an idiom, even 
when it is difficult to decide whether it is one morpheme or more than 
one. For example, English has many words of the type remote, demote, 
promote, redUce, dedUce, prodUce, each apparently built of two smaller parts, 
a prefix Te-, d~-, pro-, or the like, and a second part -mote, -dUct, or the 
like. But the relationships of meaning are tenuous. Grammarians are 
not in agreement. Some brush aside the semantic difficulties and take 
each word as two morphemes, following the phonemic shapes; others 
regard the parallelisms of phonemic shape as unconvincing and take 
each word as a single morpheme. Similar problems appear in the 
analysis of almost every language. An obvious practical step is to set 
the morphemic problem aside, recognizing that each form is an idiom 
whether it is one or more morphemes. 
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NOTES 

New terms are the following: word, segmmJal and suprasegmmll.ll mor
phemes; minimum free form, free form, bound form, phrase; iexeml, nonee
form; idiom. 

The word criterion stems from current field practice. Freedom and 
bondage were first developed by Bloomfield (especially 1933, chapter 
10). The definition of lexeme follows unpublished work of Bernard 
Bloch. The term "lexeme" has also been used in the sense of our 
"idiom"; e.g., by Swadesh 1946a. 

Problems. The first and second series of problems below are in what 
may be called pure distributional analysis. 

In the first series, each problem presents a set of "utterances," each 
represented by a sequence of one or more capital letters followed by a 
period. It is to be assumed that, within a single problem, any recurrent 
letter or sequence of letters has exactly the same sound and meaning in all 
occurrences. Each problem is closed: that is, the "language" in question 
included only those "utterances" which are listed. None .of the "lan
guages" involve suprasegmental morphemes. The data in each problem 
are to be analy:.::ed in terms of morphemes, minimum free fonDS, 
phrases, and bound forms. The first problem is worked out to show the 
procedure. 

(1a) A. AC. AD. ADe. B. BC. BD. BDC. C. 
Solution: morphemes: A, B, C, and D (each occurs in more than one 

environment; each, by definition, is insusceptible of fur-
ther division). ~ 

minimum free forms: A, B, C, AD, and.BD (each occurs as 
a whole utterance, but constituent D in the last two does 
not). 

phrases: AIC, BIC, ADIC, BDIC (the vertical line marks 
the boundary between ICs; in each case, both ICs are 
free forms). 

bound forms: D (does not occur as a whole utterance). 
(1b) A. AE. AEC. AED. ACF. ADF. B. BE. BCF. BDF. BEC. BED. 

C. CF. D. DF. 
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(Ic) A. ACH. ADH. AG. AGC. AGD. B. BCH. BDH. BG. BGC. 
BGD. C. CH. D. DH. EF. EFCH. EFDH. EFG. EFGC. EFGD. 

(Id) A. AC. ACF. ACG. ACH. ACHFI. ACHGI. AD. ADF. ADG. 
ADH. ADHFI. ADHGI. AE. AEF. AEG. AEH. AEHFI. 
AEHGI. AH. AHFI. AHGI. B. BC. BCF. BCG. BCH. BCHFI. 
BCHGI. BD. BDF. BOO. BDH. BDHFI. BDHGI. BE. BEF. 
BEG. BEH. BEHFI. BEHGI. C. D. E. F. FI. G. GI. 

In the second series, the data are the same as for the first series. In 
each case, the additional analysis required is to determine the form
classes, list the members of each, and describe all the constructions. 
Form-claslles can be named arbitrarily with numbers, as can construc
tions, and the latter can be described in terms of the labels for the 
former. We illustrate with the first problem. 

(2a) Data as for Ia above. 
Solution: form-classes: 1 A, B. 2 C. 3 D. 

constructions: 113~. 112-+5. 412-+5. 
(2b), (2c), (2d) Data as for Ib, lc, and Id above. 

The final series of problems has to do with the recognition of idioms 
in English. Remember that complete agreement between different 
people can hardly be expected-idiomaticity is a matter of degree. 

(3a) List all the idioms larger than single morphemes in the following 
sentences: 

(a) He took off his hat. 
(b) The schoolhouse burned down last night. 
(c) I'm going to town; want to come along? 
(d) They were dancing with abandon. 
(e) He's a dirty four-flusher! 
(f) We should put a padlock on that door. 
(g) Are you afraid of ghosts? 
(h) I'll find out about that if I can. 
(i) If you can't be good, be careful. 
(j) Have you read The Egg and I? 
(k) Sticks and stones will break my bones but names can never 

harm me. 
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(I) For lunch we had our choice of toasted English muffins, 
Scotch broth with barley, French fried potatoes, Welsh 
rabbit, a Spanish omelet, Italian spaghetti, a western sand
wich, or southern fried chicken, with ice cream for dessert. 
We went Dutch. 

(m) I'm afraid your boy has two strikes against him. 
(n) That new hat is extremely becoming to you. 
(0) That hat becomes you. 

(3b) Find ten examples of idioms larger than a single "word" (in 
the ordinary sense of the latter term) which involve and are used as 
verbs. One example: He ran out of money. 
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MORPHOLOGY and SYNTAX 

20.1. In many languages, words play an important grammatical 
role, in that they are built out of smaller elements by certain patterns, 
but are put together into sentences by rather different patterns. Accord
ingly, it is customary to regard the grammatical system of a language as 
composed of two subsystems. Morphology includes the stock of segmental 
morphemes, and the ways in which words are built out of them. Syntax 
includes the ways in which words, and suprasegmental morphemes, are 
arranged relative to each other in utterances. 

To illustrate, we again use the example of §14.1: 

I John 'treats his older sisters very 'nicelyll 

The ultimate syntactical constituents of this sentence are the intonation 
morpheme /1 2 Itt/and the seven words John, treats, .•• ,nicely. The 
syntactical structure is shown in Figure 20.1; this differs from earlier 
diagrams only in that the breakdown stops with whole words. 

Our sentence as a whole has no morphology: only the individual 
words in it do. John and very have the simplest possible morphological 
structure, since each is a single morpheme. Treats consists of the two 
morphemes treat and Os; sisters of sister and Os; and so on. 

In many cases, sets of words which have similar syntactical privileges 
of occurrence also have parallel morphological structure, and vice versa. 
Consider, thus, the English verbs (I) go, come, run, sing, and so on, and 
(II) goes, comes, runs, sings, and so on. Verbs of type I occur freely with a 
subject like I, we, you, they, the men, but not ordinarily with he, she, it, 
the man. Verbs of type II reverse this syntactical situation: they occur 
with subjects of the latter variety (he goes, the man comes) but not with 

- 177 
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those of the former. But goes is morphologically related to go as comes is 
to C01'fI4 and so on: each verb of type II consists of a verb of type I plus a 
suffix (in phonemic shape /-z/ in all our examples). 

What this amounts to is a morplwlogical marking of the syntactical 
privileges of some words. Some languages have little of this, and the 
marking is not complete in any language. In English, verbs like (III) 
can, will, must, may are single morphemes just as are those of type I. 
There is thus no overt morphological difference to mark the syntactical 
fact that verbs of type III, unlike those of type I, can occur with either 
variety of subject (1 can, he can, etc.). 

3 2 2 2 

John treats his older I sisters very nicely t 

FIGURE 20.1 

20.2. The Morphology-Syntax Boundary. The line of demarca
tion between morphology and syntax is not always as clear-cut as our 
discussion so far may have suggested. 

English twenty-eighth illustrates the difficulty. The ICs are twenty-eight 
and -tho The construction in which these ICs stand is not clearly 
morphological, because the constitute built by the construction is a 
phrase, not a single word. Nor is it clearly syntactical, since one of the 
lea (-th) is less than a word. Phrases of this special structure are quite 
common in English, and not rare in other languages. 

The best procedure seems to be to adjust the definition of "morpho 1-
ogy" so as to include all constructions in which one IC is less than a 
word, even if the other IC and the constitute are sometimes phrases 
rather than single words or parts of words. Thus we class the English 
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construction by which ordinalizing -tit is added to a number as morpho
logical, though with the special property that the number may be a 
phrase (twenty-eigkth, three kuruired seventy-fourth) rather than a word. We 
do the same with the English construction by which genitival -'s is 
added to a word or phrase (John's, the Mayor of Boston's). Constructions 
which we should hardly expect to tum up in this special use sometimes 
do. The formation of an adjective from a noun by adding -ial with a 
shift of stress is fairly common: manor : man6rial, dictator : dU;tat6rial, 
rlp6rter : relort6rial.1 The writer has heard (a) lord-o!-the-mtJnorial (air), in 
which -ial was added to the phrase lord of the manor, not just to manor. 

Menomini affords a parallel: 

/ahsa·ma·w/ 'he is fed' 
/neta'hsamaw/ 'I feed him' 

/ke·s-ahsa·ma·w/ 'he has been fed' 
/neke's-ahsa'ma'wl 'I have fed him.' 

(The alternations of vowel length are morphophonemic and here ir
relevant.) The form 'he has been fed' is built by a syntactical construc
tion from 'he is fed' with a separate word /ke·sl 'completion.' The form 
'I feed him' is built by a morphological construction from 'he is fed,' 
with a prefix /ne-/ 'I, me.' This same morphological construction, with 
the same prefix, applied to the phrase 'he has been fed,' yields the 
phrase 'I have fed him.' 

A consequence of our adjustment in the definition of "morphology" 
is that we cannot always break a sentence down into successive layers of 
ICs, finding only syntactical constructions until we have reached the 
level of words, and only morphological constructions from then on. If 
we analyze She arrived on the twenty-eighth day, we find only syntactical 
constructions until we reach twenty-eighth. At this point a morphological 
construction appears (twenty-eight and -th). But then, at a still lower 
hierarchical level, we again find a syntactical CQ,nstruction: that of 
twenty and eight. In this sense, the line of demarcation between morphol
ogy and syntax remains ill-defined even though we are able to class 
constructions themselves unambiguously as morphological or as 
syntactical. 

20.3. Complexity. English words rarely achieve great morphologi
cal complexity. Ungentlemanliness and impressionistically are about as far 
as English goes, barring a few artificial monstrosities like honorificabili-

1 The colon preceded and followed by space sets off contrasting forms for com-
parison. 
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tudinity. Figure 20.2 shows the structure of UJlfentlnnanliness: there are six 
morphemes and four layers of ICs. Fox !e·howi·Ida/, diagrammed in 
Figure 20.3, shows about the same complexity; but the latter word is of 
only average complexity for Fox. 

On the other hand, English syntax can get even more complicated 
than the morphology of Fox or of other languages which, like Fox, tend 

un- ..... lJ-:M -Ii -ness 

FIGURE 20.2 
The absence of stress on -man is taken as a separate morpheme; the mark "u" 

represents this distinctive lack of stress. 

e'- -ow- -H- -i- I -l- -i 

FIGURE 20.3 

to put much material into individual words. The first sentence in this 
paragraph is average for expository English. If one diagrams it one 
findJ .about twenty Ie layers. 

Objective measurement is difficult, hut impressionistically it would 
seem that the total grammatical complexity of any language. counting 
both morphology and syntax, is about the same as that of any other. 
This is not surpqsmg, since all languages have about equally complex 
jobs to do, and what is not done morphologically has to be done syntac-
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tically. Fox, with a more complex morphology than English, thus ought 
to have a somewhat simpler syntax; and this is the case. 

Thus one scale for the comparison of the grammatical systems of 
different languages is that of average degree of morphological com
plexity-carrying with it an inverie implication as to degree of syntac
tical complexity. The easiest rough measure of morphological com
plexity is the average number of morphemes per word in a representa
tive sample. Mandarin Chinese scores very low. with barely more than 
one morpheme per word on the average. English shows nearer to two 
morphemes per word; SpaI;lish about two and one half; Latin about 
three; and Fox nearly four. 

Nineteenth-century scholars tried to class languages, not along a 
scale, but into one or another of a limited set of pigeonholes. Among 
their classificatory terms were analytic, syntktic, and polysynthetic. Thus, 
they thought that Chinese words were always just one morpheme, and 
classed the language as "analytic." Greek, Latin, and Spanish, with 
more morphemes per word, were "synthetic." When languages like 
Fox were discovered, showing an even higher count, "synthetic" seemed 
inadequate and the term "polysynthetic" was added. A continuous 
scale is better than this sort of pigeonholing. But we can conveniently 
use the terms "analytic" and "synthetic" in a relative way, saying, for 
example, that Spanish is more synthetic than Chinese but more analytic 
than Fox. 

There is no discernible Correlation between the placement of a 
language on the analytic-synthetic scale and anything else about either 
the language or other aspects of the life of its speakers. Some Nine
teenth-century soholars proposed theories to the contrary, some of 
which have become part of the folklore about language current among 
educated laymen today. For that reason it is important to mention 
these theories and emphasize their falsity. 

One false theory was that in course of time all languages tend to be
come increasingly analytic. There are attested instances of this directioQ 
of change: Old English to modem English, Latin to the French of the 
Fourteenth or Fifteenth century. But there are also instances of the 
opposite direction of change: French is somewhat more synthetic DOW 

than it was a few centuries ago. 
A further misconception, a sort of corollary of that just mentioned, 

was the notion that some languages of today, especially English, are 
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more "progressive" than others, like Spanish and Gerntan, because 
they have developed further in the analytic direction. For this there is 
no evidence at all. The Turks of today manage all the business of every
day life, and the complexities of modern technology, with a highly 
synthetic language; the Chinese of today do just as well with a mark
edly analytic language. 

NOTES 

New terms: morphology and syntax; (ultimate) syntactical constituents 
(= words and suprasegmental forms); analytic versus synthetic. "Poly
synthetic" is superfluous. Some contemporary linguists use the term 
"morphology" to subsume all that we divide up into morphology and 
syntax; some logicians and semanticists use the term "syntax" or 
"syntactics" in this same broader way; our usage of the two terms 
follows that of Bloomfield 1933. 

Problem. Determine and list the ultimate syntactical constituents of 
each of the following English sentences: 

(a) The scientist walked like a man on an errand that was too im-
portant to be interrupted. 

(b) His two brothers-in-law joined the Air Force. 
(c) I put on my prayers. 
(d) Good thirty-five to forty; utility thirty to thirty-five. 
(e) I roaded. the car five miles this side of Grinnell. 
(f) They tape recorded the whole series of lectures. 
(g) He's a swash-buckling buccaneer. 
(h) These differences were noted as a fact of immediate appre

hension. 
(i) It looks like on this bet we're going to what they call in black

jack push . 
. G) Aspirin is monoacctosalicylic acid. 
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SYNTACTICAL CONSTRUCTION

TYPES: ENDOCENTRIC 

21.1. Construction-Types. The sentence Th4 old dog lay in the comer 
contains two composite forms, old I dog and lay I in the cornet', built by 
different constructions but nevertheless showing certain similarities. In 
terms of meaning, an old dog is one kind of dog, and lying in the 
corner is one kind of lying. In each case, then, one of the ICs modifies 
the meaning of the other. This is not true of all composite forms. Men 
and women, with ICs men and women, refers neither to one kind of men 
nor to one kind of women; visit Bill refers neither to one kind of visiting 
nor to one kind of Bill. 

If a constitute bui.lt by one construction (say construction A) and a 
constitute built by another (say B) show a certain similarity, then any 
other pair of constitutes, one built by A and one by B, show the same 
similarity. We can thus speak directly of similarities between construc
tions. A construction-type is a group of constructions which are similar in 
some specified way. Old I dog and lay I in the corner are built by different 
constructions, but the constructions are of the same type in that both 
involve the modification of one Ie by the other. 

Construction-types are useful in comparing languages. Constructions 
themselves have to be defined separately for each language: a French 
composite form and an English one cannot be built by the "same" con
struction. But a French construction and an English one can be of the 
same type. 

Construction-types are also helpful in dealing with a single language, 
because there are instances in which it is not easy to tell whether two 
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constitutes have" been built by a single construction or only by two 
similar ones. English white I house and little I house illustrate this. That 
the constructions may not be identical is suggested by the fact that we 
might add little to the first form, giving little white house, but are not 
likely to add white to the second-no one Says white little house. But the 
constructions are certainly of closely similar type. In some contexts this 
is all we need to know. 

21.2. Endocentric and Exocentric. The complete specification of a 
construction involves (1) designation of the form-class from which each 
constituent is selected, and (2) designation of the form-class to which 
the resulting constitute belongs. Thus the construction of old I dog may 
be described (1) as involving a descriptive adjective (new, old, young, big, 
friendly, etc.) as first Ie and a singular noun (dog, cat, boy, table, etc.) as 
second; and (2) as yielding a constitute which also belongs to the class 
of singular nouns. A form-class, in its turn, is defined in terms of a 
range of privileges of occurrence in larger fOITns. 

Some constructions are such that the form-class of the constitutes is 
similar to the form-class of at least one of the I Cs. Here "similar" means 
that the two ranges of privileges of occurrence largely overlap. The 
grammarian would prefer to speak of identity rather than similarity, 
but language habits are not completely tight-knit, and greater pre
cision would be spurious. 

The construction of old I dog is of the sort just described. Old dog is a 
singular noun just as is dog: the privileges of occurrence in larger forms 
of old dog are much the same as those of dog. Thus The dog (or old dog) 
ran away; I saw the (old) dog; a big (old) dog; one (old) dog; and so on. 

The construction of lay I in the corner is also of this sort: He lay there 
(or there in the corner) :fisterday; He lay (or lay in the corner) motionless; and 
so on. 

Even the construction of men and women is of the same sort, with the 
difference that in this case the form class of the constitute is that of both 
of the ICs: I saw the men (or women, or men and women); the men (or 
women, pr men and women) haoe their hats; men (or women, or men and 
women) and children. 

Any construction which shows the property just described and 
illustrated is endocentric. The constituent whose privileges of occurrence 
are matched by those of the constitute is the head or center; the other 
constituent is the attribute. In old dog, old is attribute and dog is head. In 
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lay in the corner, lay is head and in the corner is attribute. In men and women 
both 101 are heads and there is no attribute. An endocentric construc
tion involving an attribute is attributive or subordinate; one with no 
attribute is coordinate. 

A construction which is not endocentric is exocentric. The latter term 
is defined negatively, and does not imply that such a construction has a 
center "outside itself." An example is the construction of visit I Bill: the 
range of privileges of occurrence of visit Bill does not resemble that 
either of visit or of Bill. 

Our definitions do not preclude boundary-line cases. Blackbird 
/blrek+b<lrd/ is clearly endocentric, with head bird; but redcap /red+ 
krep/ 'porter' is in doubt. A redcap is not a kind of cap, as a blackbird is a 
kind of bird, but a kind of person who wears a cap of the specified color. 
However, redcap is a singular noun as is cap, and we can find many 
common privileges of occurrence: 1 saw the cap, 1 saw the redcap; The cap 
sat on the table, The redcap sat on the table; and so on. On these formal 
grounds, it seems preferable to class the construction of redcap as 
endocentric. 

All languages have both endocentric and exocentric construc
tions. In the remainder of this section we survey the main types of 
endocentric construction. In the next two sections we turn to exocentric 
constructions. 

21.3. Coordinate Constructions. English has coordinate endocen
tric constructions of several subtypes. One, which might be called 
"additive," often but not always involves the marker and: men and 
women; red and green (lights); (She walks) awkwardly and ungracefully; (He) 
ran up and kissed her; one hundred I twenty; twenty-I eight. Another subtype 
might be called "alternative," and involves the marker or: men or 
women; (Did he come) yesterday or today?; red or green (lights). Other ro
ordinate constructions are illustr.ated by both John and Bill; wher John 
nor Bill; either John or Bill; (1 don't know) whether he came or not; two plus 
two; possibly also two times two~ two minus two. 

A very different variety of coordinate construction is the appositiue 
subtype. In some instances it is clear that a construction is endocentric, 
and reasonable to suppose that it is attributive, but difficult to tell 
which IC is the head. Thus, in Queen Mary, one can argue that the first 
IC is attnbutive to the second, or with equal. c~gency that the second 
modifies the first. In terms of meaning, Queen -Mary is a "kind" of 
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Queen, and also a "kind!' of Mary or of person named Mary. In these 
circumstances we speak of apPOl!ition, not of attribution: both rCs are 
heads, and both are also attributes. Other examples are lAke Michigan; 
Professor Jones; Mister Smith; Miss Watkins; JOM I the Baptist; Dick, I the 
boy I was telling you about; Burns I the poet; Poe, I author of "The 
Raven." 

Most languages seem to have much the same variety of coordinate 
subtypes as English, though with differences of detail. In English, 
alternative constructions usually involve the marker or; in Chinese, 
most alternative constructions have no marker. Thus Chinese siin sz 
'three four' = 'about three or four' is alternative, with no marker, just 
as shf san 'ten three' = 'thirteen' is additive with no marker. Some 
styles of colloquial English match the Chinese unmarked alternative: 
He stayed three-f6ur weeks. 

21.4. Attributive Constructions. English has a great variety of at
tributive constructions. We give below four sets of examples. In the 
first set, the attribute comes first; in the second, the head is first; in the 
third, the attribute is discontinuous and encloses the head; in the 
fourth, the head is discontinuous and encloses the attribute. In each 
example, the head is italicized. Parenthetical material is not part of 
the example, but context for clarity: 

I. big tree; three trees; a tree; this tree; my dog; John's dog; stone wall; 
New York papers; city street; (the) above remark; no butter; not bad; very 
good; (it was) strawberry red; ice cold; fire hot; (the price was) moun
tains high; a great deal better; not often; quite often; (He decided) not 
to go; (I) seldom go; When you can, come here. 

II. number three; operation Coronet; soldiers three; (the) book on the 
shelf; (the) remark above; (the) remark made above; (the) man of whom I 
was speaking; much-in that book {is of interest); afraid of the dark; lone
some for you; sick of it all; rare indeed; rarely indeed; is not (here); go 
along; walked quickly; found it in the alley; found it last night; lived there; 
lived there several years; (I) will go there if necessary; I will go there, unless 
you object. 

III. (the) latest volume to come out; (a) better plan than yours; (the) 
happiest man in the world; as good as that; (not) so good as that; so 
sweet that 1 can only eat a little; as often as you wish; too good to be true. 

IV. did not go; can never go. 
The attributive construction-type is apparently universal. Most of 
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the subtypes found in English recur in the more familiar languages of 
Europe, though with differences of detail. Thus, often where our 
favored order is attribute first (black bird, excellent dinner), the Romance 
languages favor head first (French oiseau noir, diner excellent). 

As one example of how languages use different machinery for what 
is much the same relationship, we shall consider the expression of 
possession. English has a genitival particle which marks this relation
ship when the possessor is a person, animal, or period of time: John's 
hat; the man's umbrella; the Mayor of Boston's wife; a day's journey. Two 
pronouns,.it and who, add this particle as do nouns, though our spelling 
conceals the fact: its tail; whose hat. The remaining personal pronouns 
have a special possessive form: I but my hat, and similarly our, your, his, 
her, their. Otherwise we reverse the order of head and attribute and use 
the particle of: the top of the table, the end of the road. But of is only one of a 
set of particles that mark various types of relationship (the man in the 
street, the tree behind the house), whereas the genitival particle is the only 
element of its kind in the language. 

The Romance languages have special possessive forms of personal 
pronouns (French je '1' but mon ami 'my friend'). Apart from this, they 
have only a device like English oj, so that there is no formal peculiarity 
to set possession off from other types of relationship. French la femme du 
boulanger 'the 'baker's wife' has de, which is often equivalent to English 
of, but the structure is parallel to that of bottt aux /ettres 'box for letters' = 
'mailbox,' with a different particle. 

Chinese resembles English in having a particle of the genitival sort 
(like -'s) rather than of the type of of. But this particle marks a much 
wider variety of attributive relationships than does English -'so And 
in certain types of possession the particle is omitted. If the possession is 
alienable-if the relationship might be broken in the normal course of 
events by destroying or giving away the possessed item-then the 
particle is kept: wo de jwOdz 'I (particle) table' = 'my table.' If it is 
inalienable-the possessor can not rid himself of the possessed item-then 
the particle is optionally omitted: wo de jya 'I (particle) family' or 
wo jya 'I family' = 'my family'; WQ de sMu or WQ sMu 'my hand.' The 
distinction between alienable and inalienable possession is maintained, 
by one or another formal device, in a great many languages. 

Latin had no particle of either the of or the -'s variety. Instead, the 
possessor took on a special form called the genitive case: accilsiitor 'ac-
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cuser,' but SeTVUS acciisiitiiris 'the accuser's slave'; bellum 'war,' but dijJi
cultates belli 'the difficulties of the war.' This device is very widespread. 

Equally widespread is a device which is almost the converse: the 
assumption of a special form by the word denoting the possessed thing 
instead of the possessor. In some languages there may be a single 
possessed form regardless of the possessor, but more often there are a 
number of possessed forms, and the selection of one of them shows 
something about the possessor. Thus Menomini /pe'sekokasiw/ 'horse' 
bas several possessed forms: /ope'sekokasjaman/ 'his-horse' shows that 
the possessor is neither speaker nor addressee, while /nepe'sekokasjam/ 
'my-horse' shows that it is the speaker. An attributive word may then 
be added for specificity or emphasis: /oki·?semaw ope'sekokasjaman/ 
'the son's horse,' /nenah nepP'sekokasjam/ 'my horse.' 

21.5. Nesting of Attributive Constructions; Closure. Since, by 
definition, an attributive construction builds a constitute with privileges 
of occurrence much like those of one of its constituents, it is very 
common to find complex expressions built up by a series of attributive 

all this fresh milk on the table 

> 

> 

'" 
[-----0 

FIGURE 21.1 
The marks ">" and "<" are placed at the junctions of lOs, pointing from 

attribute towards head. 

constructions, one nesting within another. To head milk we can add an 
attribute to yield fresh I milk. This, in tum, can be used as head in a 
more ~nclusive form this I fresh milk; then we can add a postposed at
tribute, yielding this fresh milk I on the table; and finally, to this, we might 
prefix the attribute all, ending with all I this fresh milk on the table. In such 
a situation it is natural to extend the definition of "head" or "center" 
so that we call milk the head or center of the whole phrase. Figure 21.1 
shows the phrase: the mark ">" or " <" is placed at each junction of 
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ICs, pointing from attribute to head. The special diagram in Figure 
21.2 may be more graphic. 

Languages differ as to how complex they allow such phrases to grow. 
Our English example could hardly be expanded further, except 
possibly to all this fresh milk on the table, which you left fOT me this morning. 
The presence of certain attributive constructions in the nesting pre
cludes the occurrence of certain others at a more inclusive level: we can 
say this fresh milk, but not fresh this milk; little white house but not white 
little house. These limitations imply that eventually the process must 

FIGURE 21.2 

stop: the nesting of constructions is eventually closed. The whole form 
can then participate in still larger forms only by coordinate or exo
centric constructions. 

NOTES 

New terms: construction-type; endocentric and exoct!ntric; head = center, 
and attribute; coordiTUlte versus subordiTUlle or attriblltive; ("double
headed" = coordinate); appositive (the terms "additive" and "alterna
tive" are usable for many languages but are less important); alienable 
versus iTUllieTUlble possession; closure. 

The linguistic use of the word formal needs to be made clear, par
ticularly to readers who are familiar with the use of the same word 
among philosophers and logicians. Among the latter, a "formal" system 
is one developed without reference to any specific area of application, 
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and thus contrasts with an "empirical" system. In linguistic usage, 
"formal" criteria contrast with "semantic" criteria: both are equally 
empirical. When the linguist proceeds formally, he is not ignoring 
empirical evidence but paying attention to one kind of empirical evi
dence rather than another. 

Gleason, Workbook (1955b), page 47, gives a useful problem in the 
analysis of nesting English attributive constructions with a noun or 
nounlike center. Working 'through this problem will also help to sort 
out some of the attributive constructions of English. 
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SYNTACTICAL CONSTRUCTION

TYPES: EXOCENTRIC 

22.1. Major Exocentric Types. The variety of exocentric construc
tions in known languages is too great for any simple classification. But 
by setting aside constructions of marginal importance, and types found 
only in a few languages, the following three-way classification can be 
achieved. The terms used in it are largely new, since traditional 
grammar, based on the languages of Europe, affords few terms of 
sufficient generality: 

Directive: ICs a director and an axis: in I the box; on I the table; if I he is 
going; while I we were there; saw I John; asked me I a question; asked I 
me. (Discussed in detail in §§22.2-5.) 

Connective: ICs a connector and a predicate attribute: is I a big man; 
is I tired; became I excited; lay in the corner I motionless. (§22.6.) 

Predicative: ICs a topic and a comment: He I is a big man; She I sings 
beautifully; I I saw him; That man I I just don't like; (She watched) 
us I cross the street. (§23.) 

All known languages have constructions of each of these types; a few 
languages have constructions of major importance which escape the 
classification. 

22.2. Directive Constructions. The most widespread subtype of 
directive construction-found, apparently, in all languages-is the 
objective type: the director is a verb and the axis an object. English ex
amples are saw I John, asked me I a question, asked I me, wanted I to go. In 
all other directive subtypes, one Ie is a directive particle and the other 
will continue to be called an "axis." These terms lump together two 
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distinct types of directive construction in English, to be segregated 
shortly: in I the box, on I the table; and If I he is going, while I we were there. 

The number and variety of verbs used in objective constructions is 
usually as great as that of objects. But in other directive constructions, 
the number and variety of directive particles is usually small. A direc
tive particle plays a double function. I t stands in construction with its 
axis, but also marks the relationship of the whole constitute to the 
other parts of the sentence. Thus in the pencil on the desk and the pencil in 
the desk, on and in stand in construction with the desk; but each marks 
the fact that the constitute it begins is attributive to something-here to 
the pencil. We cannot call on and in markers, because a marker signals a 
relationship between constituents without itself being one (§17.4). But 
the structure-indicating role of directive particles leads us to call them 
imbure markers. 

English directive particles are of two kinds, prepositions and (sub
ordinating) conjunctions; we thus have prepositional and conjunctive varieties 
of the directive construction-type. In I the box and on I the taU, are 
prepositional; if I he is going and while I we were there are conjunctive. 

Chinese has directive particles like English conjunctions: yaushr 'if,' 
swCiran 'although'; but none like English prepositions. Where English 
uses a preposition, Chinese uses a verb. Thus the verb gin, the basic 
meaning of which is 'follow,' sometimes translates more naturally as 
'with' or even 'from.' In wN ginje nr 'I follow (continuative particle) 
you' = 'I'm following you,' the central verbal meaning appears. In 
wo gin ni cizyU 'I follow you go' = 'I'm going with you' and in wN sylJng 
gin y£noong jji yidy. chylin 'I plan follow bank borrow a-little money' = 
'I'm planning to borrow some money from the bank,' the meanings are 
best expressed in English with prepositions. 

Many languages differ from English in having no separate class of 
prepositions, but also differ from Chinese in not making special use of 
verbs for "prepositioDaP' senses. Instead, they achieve equivalent mean
ings morphologically, within single words: Eskimo /qavwaa/ 'to the 
south' and /qavanij 'in the south.' Many languages express "con
junctive" meanings in the same way, as Hopi /nime? / 'when he goes 
home' and /nfmaqajh/ 'because he went home.' But even a language 
which has developed this morphological device quite elaborately usually 
has also a few subordinating conjunctions. 

On the other hand, some languages have directive particles that mark 
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structural relationships rarely marked by either prepositions or con
junctions in English. At night is no time to go there alone shows the preposi
tional constitute at night functioning as a topic, but this is not a function 
regularly rparked in English by at or any other directive particle. But 
in Japanese the directive particle /wa/, which follows its axis, marks 
the result as the topic in certain predicative constructions. Thus lano 
hito wal 'that man (topic-marking particle)' is topic in /ano hito wa 
anata no tomodati desul 'That person is your friend.' Fijian has a 
particle /na/ which precedes common nouns (/korol 'village,' /sala! 
'path') whenever such a noun is the topic in a predicative construction 
('The village is clean') or the specific object of a verb ('He is cleaning 
the village'), but not when the noun is a general object of a verb ('He 
cleans villages'). 

Even French and Spanish differ from English on this point, despite 
the close resemblances among the three langUages. French uses consti
tutes built with the preposition tie (roughly 'of') as topics: des soldats sont 
arrives 'some soldiers have arrived' versus les soldats sonl arrives 'the 
soldiers have arrived.' Spanish marks personal objects of verbs with a 
(elsewhere 'to'): veo a Juan 'I see John.' 

22.S. English Prepositional Constructions. The forms used as 
axes with English prepositions can all also occur as objects of verbs, and 
it.is traditional to use the term "object" for both. 

A few English forms function only as prepositions, for example, 
against, at, from, to, with, out of. 

But the pair of sentences He welked alOtig and He walked along lhe TOad 
show that some forms have other functions as well. In the former 
sentence, along is a postposed attribute to a verb; in the latter, along 
has the object the road and the constitute is attributive to the verb. There 
are more than twenty particles, sometimes called prepositional adverbs, 
which have both functions: along, behind, below, by, across, down, off, over, 
etc. 

A very few particles function either as prepositions or as conjunctions: 
until is a preposition in until tomorrow, a conjunction in unlil he comes. 

After, before, and since have all three functions: Jill came tumbling after 
(modifier of verb); Jill tumbled after Jack (preposition); Jill tumbled after 
Jack did (subordinating conjunction). 

English prepositional constitutes are almost always attributive to 
someth~, and usually the head precedes: the book I on the third shelf, the 
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l'1IefUlCe I of the dark; afraid I of the dark, lonesome I for you; (he) was sitting I on 
the desk, (ilie) was reading I in the dark. In At first, I he couldn't decitk the 
head follows; so also in some fixed expressions like to the manner I born. 

Predicate attributes in connective constructions count as an instance 
of attributive use: (He) is I in the corner. In the preceding sentence, in the 
corner is a predicate attribute; in He was working in the corner the same 
prepositional phrase is attributive to the verb. In the first sentence in 
the corner could be replaced by slow or dejected; in the second, by slowly or 
dejectedly. The distinction between the two functions is not always clear: 
in he was sitting in the corner we could replace in the corner by either 
dejected or dejectedly. 

22.4. English Conj~nctive Constructions. The axis in a conjunc
tive construction is a clause, usually, though not always, a composite 
form built by a predicative construction. 

Since clauses and objects are different kinds of forms, prepositional 
and conjunctive constructions can be distinguished even when the 
directive particle is one that can be used in either: after, before, since, 
until, for, colloquially like, than. Until he comes is conjunctive, until tomor
row prepositional, because he comes is a clause and tomorrow is not. There 
are also some forms which occur as conjunctions but not as prepositions: 
though, although, as if, unless, whereas, if, when, whenever, while, wherever, 
however, lest, and unstressed that (J15at/; stressed /'6t1!t/ is a different 
word). 

Some of the forms just listed also have a special use as relatives. In the 
men that usually sit here, that is an integral part of the clause that usually sit 
here-its topic, and subject of usually sit here; in the man that I saw, that 
is topic of the clause and object of the verb saw. Whenever a word of this 
sort occurs as an integral part of a clause, the clause is a relative clause 
and the word is a relative, not a conjunction. Conjunctions stand outside 
clauses, marking the relationship thereof to other material. In the fact 
that she is sick this requirement is met, and that is a conjunction. 

Conjunctive constitutes occur as attributes, though not often as 
predicate attributes; as objects of verbs or prepositions; and as topics 
in predicative constructions. Examples of the first, with various heads: 
the fact I that she is sick, the time I when Johnfost saw her, a girl I like she is; 
bigger I than he is; (1) will go I if I want to (or when I want to, before she does, 
after she does, as if I enjoyed it, unless you tell me not to, and so on); after she 
cornes (or when she brings the food, although Pm not hungry, w~ we like, 
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Mwever tlrm may he, etc.) I we con eat. As object of a verb: (I) thought I that 
she was coming, (I) tUm't /mow I if she's coming (or when she's coming, where 
she's going, why she's coming, how she's coming). As object of a preposition: 
(I waikt!) until I after she got here, (The importance of the case lies) in I that it 
sets a new precedent. Conjunctive constitutes as topics are common only 
with that: That she is coming I is interesting; with a special English predica
tive construction (§23.5), It is interesting I that she plans to come. 

In If this he true, then we must act, each of two clauses is marked (if 
. . • ,. then • • .). This habit was very common in older Indo-European, 
for example in Greek. The paired markers are correlatives. One of any 
pair pf correlatives (if in the example) is a subordinating conjunction. 
The other is not a conjunction-the traditional label is conjunctive 
adverh-: it does not stand in a directive construction with what follows, 
but is attributive thereto, summarizing the associated conjunctive 
constitute (§30.3). In current English we usually use just one of the 
markers: If this is true, we must act, dlt This is true, so we must act. 

22.5. Objective Constructions. English verbs fall into various 
classes depending on what kind of object, if any, they can take. 
A list of examples best illustrates the resulting variety of objective 
constructions. 

In the first set, the object is a single word or a phrase built by endo
centric constructions: (I) hought I roses; (I) hought I a razor; (I) asked I how 
to go; (They) saw I everything there is to see. 

In the second set, the object is a verb or a phrase built, by endocentric 
or exocentric constructions or both, around,a verb: (I) wanted I to go; 
(I) wankd I to go with him; (I) wanted I to see him during my visit; (She) 
stopped I singing; (She) stopped I singing the song. 

In the third set, the object is a clause, with or without a conjunction: 
(I) can't make I the car go; (I) caught I John trying to sneak away; (I) advised I 
John to eat hetter meals; (I) considered I John io he wrong; (We) conceived I this 
pion as a way out of our"difficulties; (I) put I the razor away; (I) got I it done; (I) 
had I my hair cut short; (We) elected I him president; (She) considers I him 
handsome; (We) calli him Jolui; (We) painted I the harn ,ed; (I) thought I 
that she was coming; (I) thought I she was coming; (I) womier I whether she is 
coming; (I) think I so; (I) think I not. 

In the fourth set, the verb takes an object (a single vertical stroke 
separates the two in the examples), and then the combination in turn 
functions as a verb with another object (double vertical stroke): (I) 
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IaN I him II .[we cmls,' (We) showed I her Illww to go; (1) told I kim II that ske 
tl«s it oftm. 

The role an objective constitute can play in larger forms depends not 
on the choice of verb or object, but on the shape of the verb. In all the 
examples above, the constitute is a predicate with a preceding subject 
(the commonest variety of topic-comment construction in English). If 
in the fint example, we change bought to buying or to buy, then the 
constitute can perform other functions: 

subject: buying roses I is fun; to buy roses I is fun. 
object of a verb: (1) enjoy I buying roses; (I) want I to buy roses. 
predicate in special kinds of predicative constructions: (I saw) him I 

Inlying roses; (1 want) you I to buy roses. 
object of preposition: (I countt/) on I buying roses; in I buying roses (one 

must be careffii). 
postpoaed attribute: That man I buying roses (is my father); His desire I 

to buy roses (is strange). 
prepoted attribute: Buying roses, I John went to his girfs Iwuse,' To buy 

roses, I go to the store around the corner. 

In many languages, the shape of the ~erb also shows something about 
the object. In Menomini, for example, the sentences 'I see a bird' and 
'I see a chair' require different verbs: /nene·wa·w/, which specifies 
that the object is an animate entity other than speaker or addressee, and 
/nene·men/, which specifies that the object is an inanimate entity. If 
the object is omitted ('bird,' 'chair), the verb still contains within itself, 
morphologically, a construction of the objective type. This is especially 
clear in the forms for 'I see you' and 'youJJee me': the verb completely 
specifies the object, and fa separate object word is added only for special 
emphuis. . 

22.6. Ceanective CoostructiOlll. In The child grew quickly, quickly 
is attributive to the verb grew. In The child grew siclcly, sickly does not 
describe the growing, but the child: it is not a modifier of grew, but of the 
child,' Jiriked thereto by grew. So we call grew a "connector" and sickly 
a "predicate attribute," Most English connectors are verbs, but many 
vetbs are never connectors. In some languages connectors are special 
forms, not verbs in special uses. 

The commonest English connector is be. In sentences like Jolm is a 
IftaIt, Jolm is tall, John is here, this connector seems to do nothing but 
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connect. We may therefore class it as an impure marker (like English 
prepositions). As, which is not a verb, is an equally abstract connector in 
(We regarded) him as a friend. 

Some languages have a construction involving a predicate attribute 
but no connector: Russian /ivan said at/ 'John soldier' = 'John is a sol
dier.' In this case we cannot speak of a connective construction, since 
in English John is a soldier it is the construction of is and a soldier which 
is so classed. Predicate attributes without a connector appear in English 
in special circumstances: (I consider) him one of my best friends is parallel to 
(I consider) him to be one of my best friends, but with zero where the latter 
has to be. In the English situation, where connectors are usually in
volved, the marginal cases without them can perhaps best be described 
as having a zero connector. 

Connective constitutes have the same range and variety of functions 
in English as do objective constitutes. 

NOTES 

New terms: directive, connective, and predicative exocentric constructions; 
director and axis; connector and predicate attribute; topic and comment; verb and 
object (objective construction); directive particle (and axis, in "directive 
particle construction"); impure markers; preposition, subm-dinating conjunc
tion; prepositional and conjunctive constructions; clause; correlatives; zero 
connector. The terms "relative" and "relative clause" apply in English 
and some of the more familiar languages of Europe, but by no means 
universally. 

The contrast between "pure" and "impure" markers sterns from 
Sapir's contrast (1921) between "pure relational" and "mixed rela
tional" elements-a contrast which has been largely neglected in 
grammatical theory since, though many investigators trained by Sapir 
have exemplified the contrast in their descriptions of specific languages. 

Problem. In the following sentences, set the subject (John, tIle homb, 
they, it, or tlte wind) aside, and then make a single IC cut of the re
mainder: e.g., cut is a boy into is and a boy. Then class the remainders 
together according to the type of construction involved: e.g., is I a buy 
goes more closely with is·lltere than either does with/ound I a nickel. Do 
not require any discontinuous constituents. 
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John is a boy. 
John is friendly. 
John is here. 
John found a nickel. 
John found a nickel in the alley. 
John found a nickel yesterday morning. 
John found a nickel in the alley yesterday morning. 
Jolm gave the nickel to me. 
John gave me the nickel. 
John goes to school. 
John walked down the street. 
John woke up. 
John woke up his sister. 
John woke his sister up. 
John read a book. 
John read me a book. 
John read for me. 
John read a book for me. 
John saw me cross the street. 
John saw me crossing the street. 
John wants me to cross the street. 
John wants to cross the street. 
John likes to cross streets. 
John likes crossing streets. 
John painted the barn red. 
It costs five dollars. 
The bomb blew up the street. 
The ~nd blew up the street. 
John wants you here. 
John wants you to be here. 
John made a good offer. 
'John made me a good offer. 
John made me happy. 
John made me come here. 
They elected John president. 



23· 

SENTENCES and CLAUSES 

23.1. Sentences. The third major subtype of exocentric construc
tions (§22.1) is the predicative type. In order to deal properly with 
predicative constructions we must first discuss sentences. 

A sentence is a grammatical form which is not in construction with 
any other grammatical form: a constitute which is not a constituent. 

In English, the independence of a grammati.cal form from those that 
precede and follow, if any, is often shown by intonation. Any intonation 
which ends with /11!! signals independence. Thus if one says 

2 It's Sten 0' Iclockl! 21 want to go lhomel! 

one has produced two sentences in immediate succession. But if one 
uses some other intonation on the first half (§4.5, examples 53-56), 
then the parts are tied together into a single sentence, just as they would 
be if one inserted and or but between them. Intonation is not always an 
unambiguous guide. Thus 211 you l/ikeZj and IAre you tgoing!j have the 
same intonation, but the first would often be followed by more material 
in the same sentence, whereas the second would often be followed by 
silence. But where intonation is not decisive, segmental morphemes and 
their constructions help, so that one is rarely in doubt. 

If we lift the intonations from sentences, the segmental remainders 
are highly diverse. But in anyone language there are limitations. Again 
and again in English, the remainder consists of a predicative constitute: 
John Tan, I see, That's too bad, He didn't luar you, Don't you understand, 
colloquially That man I just don't like. We class such sentences as simple. 

In many other English sentences, the lOs, apart from the intonation, 
are two or more predicative constitutes standing in a coordinate con-
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struction (§21.2): John got here early and we left with marker and; John 
can't come but we're coming anyw'9l with marker but; Either he will or he 
won't with markers either . .. or ... ; It's ten o'clock, I want to go 
home, with the intonation of the first half marking the linkage. Such 
sentences are compound. 

In still others, the ICs, apart from the intonation, are a predicative 
constitute and a word or phrase attributive to it. Such sentences are 
complex. The attribute precedes in So I I can't go; In that case II can't go; 
If that is true I I can't go; Unless he says it's all right, II won't. When an 
attribute follows, it is often difficult to tell whether it is attributive to all 
that precedes or just to the second IC of the predicative construction. 
If our analysis is correct in the following, they are complex sentences: 
He is' coming I if you will let him; He is coming I if possible; He'll go I if he 
wants to. But if the proper first IC cut is, say, He I is coming if possible 
(like He-I is coming tomorrow), then the sentence is simple, and the 
attribute if possible is part of the predicate. Intonation and pausing can 
make the situation clear: if we say 3He's 3coming2 l (pause) 2if 3possible2j 
then the attribute goes with the preceding predicative constitute. But 
often intonation does not help. When it does not, the ambiguity inheres 
in the language, and the grammarian cannot eliminate it. 

More complicated sentences are possible. John may not come and if he 
can't we won't come either is a compound sentence, but its second part is in 
turn complex rather than simple. If John can't and you can't, I won't is 
complex with attribute first, but the attribute is in turn built (with con
junction if) on a form that could stand alone as a compound sentence. 

All the varieties of sentences discussed above center on a predicative 
constitute: just one (simple sentence); two or more in coordination 
(compound); or just one with an attribute (complex). Most English 
sentences are of one or another of these varieties, or represent some 
combination of them. Accordingly, we class all the varieties together as 
the favorite sentence-type of the language. Any English sentence which is 
not of the fa"9rite type is of some minor type. 

One minor type consists of predicate without subject: Come here; 
G1J QW'9I; Pleasefind me a larger box. These are common as commands, but 
not all commands have this form (You get out of here!), and not all sub
jectfess sentences are commands: (What did you do?)-Found a nickel. 

Another minor type is the lJOCatiue: John! Boy! Waiter! 0 ye faithless 
ones! 
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Still a third minor type is the aphoristic: TM more tM merrier; TM biU'" 
eM better. An example like ™ bigger they come tM harder they fali is 
marginal between the aphoristic and favorite types. 

All other minor types may be classed together as fragments. They 
occur, however, especially often in two sets of circumstances. If some
thing other than a favorite sentence is added as an afterthought to what 
has already been said, either by the same speaker or by some other, or is 
offered by one speaker as answer to another's question, the fragment is 
completive: (WMre are you going?)-Home; (I'm going to do that now.)-If I 
can. Yes and No occur as special completive fragments in answer to 
certain kinds of questions. Strong emotion, or its simulation, may pro
duce exdamatory fragments: Ouch! Goodness- gracious! The devil you say! 

23.2. Predic:ative Constructions. The kernel of an English sentence 
of the favorite sentence-type is a predicative constitute. This is true also 
in most other languages, and quite possibly in all, though there are 
subsidiary differences to be noted shortly. 

The most general characterization of predicative constructions is 
suggested by the terms "topic" and "comment" for their ICs; the 
speaker announces a topic and then says something about it. Thus 
John I ran away; That new book by Thomas Guernsey II haven't read yet. In 
English and the familiar languages of Europe, topics are usually also 
subjects, and comments are predicates: so in John I Tan away. But this 
identification fails sometimes in colloquial English, regularly in certain 
special situations in formal English, and more generally in some non
European languages. 

In the second example given above, That new book by Thomas Guernsey 
is spoken first because it specifies what the speaker is going to talk 
about: it is the topic of the sentence, though not its subject. The topic 
is at the same time the object of the verb haven't read (yet), and the subject 
of that verb is I, part of the comment of the whole sentence. 

In formal tM man whom you visited here yesterday, the relative clause whom 
you visited Me yesterday has whom as topic, the remainder as comment. 
But whom is object of visited, and you is its subject. 

Menomini /ne'we'w enoh ene'niw anenoh mete·mohsan/ 'he-sees
the-other that man that woman' = 'the man sees the woman' begins 
with a verb that specifies morphologically that its subject is a more im
portant third person singular animate entity, and that its object is some 
subsidiary third person entity. /enoh ene·niw/ 'that man' is both sub-
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ject of the verb and topic of the sentence; /anenoh mete·mohsan/ 'that 
woman' is object of the verb and part of the comment. But in /niak 
enoh ene·niw anenoh mete'mohsan/ 'the..other-sees-him that man that 
woman' = 'as for the man, the woman sees him,' the verb /niak/ shows 
that its subject is the subsidiary entity and its object the more important 
one. In this case /enoh ene'niw/ is still the topic (as shown both by its 
morphological shape and by its position direcdy after the verb), though 
it is object of the verb, and /anenoh mete·mohsan/ 'that woman' is 
part of the comment, though also the subject of the verb. The two types 
of sentence arrangement are equally common. 

When the topic and comment of a predicative constitute are not also 
the subject and predicate, then usually the comment in tum is a 
predicative constitute consisting of subject and predicate. In Tho.t new 
book by TIwTtUJS Guernsey I I ho.ven't read yet, the comment consists of sub
ject I and predicate ho.ven't read yet; in wlwm I Y()U visited here yesterday, the 
comment consists of subject you and predicate visited here yesterday; 
similarly in the Menomini example. Thus subject-predicate construc
tions are one variety of topic-comment constructions, but by no means 
the only kind. 

In Chinese the preceding generalization does not hold. The favorite 
sentence-type of Chinese is different from that of English. If we delete 
the subject from a simple English sentence, say We Ir;isit tll4m often or 
I I found a nickel, the lone predicate cannot function as a sentence of the 
favorite type, but only as a subjecdess sentence (a command Visit them 
often!, completive F()Und a nickel). If we delete the topic from a simple 
Chinese sentence that has one, the comment still can sUihd, in most 
cases, as a sentence of the favorite type. Thus in answer to the greeting 
Nr hlJu mal 'You OK eh?' = 'How are you?' the reply is usually simply 
HIJu 'Am-OK' or H'In hlJu 'very am-OK.' It is not at all necessary to in
clude .wlJ 'I' and say WIJ hln Mit 'I very am-OK' = 'I'm OK.' The 
English short reply OK or fine is not comparable; the analog would be 
Am OK or Amfine, which we do not say. 

Furthermore, many Chinese comments consist in tum of a topic and 
commeht, so that one can have a sentence built up of predications 
Within predications, Chinese-box style. WIJ jintyan chlngli ylJu slIT, freely 'I 
have business in town today' has topic wlJ '1' and the remainder as 
comment. J"mlyan chlngl; ylJu slIT 'There is business in town today' in tum 
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has topic jintyan 'today' and the remainder as comment. CMngli ylu slIT 
'There is business in town' consists of topic chlngl; 'in town, town's in
terior' and commentylu ski 'there is business.' Evenymt ski, which con
tains no topic, can easily stand as a whole sentence. The tie in Chinese 
between topic and comment is to us unusually loose, particularly if we 
compare it only with the usual tie between subject and predicate in 
English. This is shown by a sentence like Wo I shi stinmau chyan, literally 
'1 I am thirty cents,' freely 'As for me, my bilI" (or the money in my 
pocket, or the-like) amounts to thirty cents.' 

Superficially this Chinese state of affairs seems to be matched in 
languages like Latin, Spanish, or Menomini, where, also, the overt 
separate-word subject of a predicative constitute can be deleted, leav
ing in many cases a form that can stand as a sentence of the favorite 
type. In Latin one may say Puer puellam amat 'The boy loves the girl,' or 
simply Puellam arnat 'He (or she) loves the girl.' But the structure is 
quite different. The verb arnat specifies morphologically that its subject 
is singular and third person. The sentence Puellam amat still includes 
both subject and predicate, though the subject is represented only by 
morphemes within the verb. The Chinese sentence hen ili neige nyiiMr 
'very-much love(s) that girl' includes no topic at all, either in separate 
words or within the verb; in context, the unspecified lover or lovers 
might be the speaker, the addressee, someone else, or any combination 
of these. 

Since the favorite sentence-type of Latin, like that of English, turns 
on a predicative constitute, and since Latin verbs regularly include a 
subject within their own morphological structure, we call Latin verbs 
sentence-words. A sentenceo.word is a word which contains within itself the 
nuclear construction of the favorite sentence-type of its language. 
Menomini, Spanish, and many other languages are like Latin in having 
sentence-words; many others are like Chinese and English in having 
none. 

23.3. Clauses. In the remainder of §23 we survey the range and 
variety of English predicative constructions. We can only hint at the 
total complexity of this phase of English grammar. The complexity in 
other languages is just as great, though exact parallelism of details is 
rare. 

A simple English sentence (Birds sing) consists, apart from intonation, 
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of a single ~lause. A compound sentence consists of two or more clauses; 
a complex sentence has a clause as head and often has a clause included 
in the attribute. English clauses are often topic-comment constitutes 
(those that are not, such as the so in if so, do not concern us at present), 
very often of the subject-predicate type. 

Limiting ourselves first to clauses of the subject-predicate variety, we 
can outline one classification of English clauses as follows: 

I. The predicate is a verb, with or without attributive elements: 
John I ran away, I I sat down, She I was weeping, They I were left alone, (I 
asked) John I to sit down, (I saw) her I weeping loudly. These are intransitive 
predicates, and hence intransitive clauses. 

II. The predicate is an objective constitute (§22.5), with or without 
attributive elements: John I saw me, He I put the box in the corner, I I asked 
John to run away, I I saw her weeping loudly, She I gave me a cookie last night 
when I called on her, (I saw) John I crossing the street. These are transitive 
predicates, yielding transitive clauses. 

III. The predicate is a connective constitute (§22.6), with or without 
attributive elements. The resulting clauses are equational. There are 
three subtypes: 

A. The predicate attribute is a noun: John I is a big man, The 
boy I became a giant, (We asked) him I to be chairman, (I consider) him I one of 
my best friends. 

B. The predicate attribute is an adjective: John I is big, The 
boy I grew tall, (I consider) him I to be correct, (She likes) milk I fresh, (We 
regard) this milk I as fresh. 

C. The predicate attribute is adverbial (a form which might 
occur as an attribute to a verb): John I is here, The meeting I was last m'ght, 
They I were in the room, (He put) the box I on the table. 

For instances like It costs .fiVe dollars, It weighed ten pounds, We walked 
three miles some grammarians set up a fourth category: these fit easily 
into neither type II nor type IlIA. 

Cutting across the above is a classification into active and passive 
clauSes. A passive clause may be intransitive or transitive, but it 
matches another clause (usually a transitive one) in the following way: 

intransitive passive 
. They I were left alone on the island. 
The job I was done by Bill. 

transitive active 
Someone I left them alone on the island. 
Bill I did the job. 
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transitive passive 
John I was gwen a book. 
A book I d;as given John. 

transitive active 

Someone I gave John a book. 
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In these cases the subject in the passive clause is equivalent to the ob
ject, or one of the objects, in a corresponding active clause. The cor
respondence is different in: 

intransitive passive 
The baby I was sung to by her mother. 

intransitive active 
The mother I sang to her baby. 

Here the subject in the passive corresponds to the object of a preposition 
in the active. Equational clauses are not matched by passives. But if an 
equational clause is the object of a verb in a transitive clause, as in [ 
consider him correct (him I correct, an equational clause, objectpf consider), 
then a corresponding intransitive passive may separate the ICs of the 
included equational clause: He I is considered correct. The result is similar 
to an equational clause (He I is correct), except that one could expand 
the predicate of the passive clause, yielding, say, He I is considered correct 
by me, and this is not done with an equational clause. 

Differen t from all the foregoing are clauses in which the topic is not 
a subject: John I I saw (but Bill I didn't see) James I we asked to be chairman, 
Him (colloquially often He) II consider one of my best friends, This milk I we 
consider strictly fresh, Last night I was the meeting!?, Ten pounds I it weighed! 
Just as passives correspond to actives, clauses of this variety correspond 
to one of the subject-predicate variety: James I we asked to be chairman 
corresponds to ordinary We asked James to be chairman. The topic of the 
special clause is some element drawn from the predicate of the ordinary 
clause (James). The comment then consists ofthe subject ofthe ordinary 
clause (we) plus what is left of the predicate (aSked to be chairman). The 
comment thus consists in turn of subject and predicate; but the predi
cate is often a form which could not stand as the predicate of an 
ordinary clause-asked to be chairman could not. 

23.4. Dependent and Independent Clauses. A further classifica
tion of English clauses, which cuts across those already set forth, is into 
dependent and independent. An independent clause is one in proper shape 
to occur as a simple sentence: John ran. An independent clause can be 
rendered dependent with a subordinating conjunction: if John ran, oc
curring as a whole sentence, is a fragment. 
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Otherwise, dependent clauses are shown to be so by the verb, or by 
the absence of any verb (or the presence of the particle as) instead of the 
verb be. Thus John is there is independent, but John be there, John were 
there (both often used in formal discourse after i/), John being there, John 
to be there, John there are dependent. The examples given in §23.3 under 
I, II, and III include the following further instances: John I to sit down, 
her I weeping loudly, John I CToDssing the street, him I one of my best friends, 
him I to be correct, milk I fresh, this milk I as fresh. 

Each variety of dependent clause has its own range of use. The 
variety in which the verb appears with suffix -ing is thus used: as subject 
(John singing that song annoys me); as object of certain prepositions (Don't 
count on John singing that song, I thought of John singing that song); and as 
object of certain verbs (I heard John singing that song; likewise with see, 
find, enjoy, detest, hate, and others). The variety with the bare verb is used 
as object with a partly different array of verbs: I heard John sing that 
song; see, help, but not find or others of the preceding list. As replaces 
some form of be largely after certain verbs or prepositions: We regard this 
milk as fresh, We considered him as a friend, We thought of you as very com
petent, We shall take this one as an example. 

23.5. Classification by Order. A final classification of English inde
pendent clauses is by order. 

In direct order clauses, the subject precedes all of the verb: John is 
going, John does go, John has been going. In normal inverted order clauses, the 
verb, or the first word of a verb longer than one word, precedes the 
subject: Is John going, Does John go, Has John been going. 

If the verb is just one word, normal inverted order occurs only with 
be, have, can, could, may, might, and a few others. The normal inverted 
parallel to John can go is can John go; that of John goes today, however, is 
not goes John today but does Joh71. go today. The verb is expanded into a 
phrase with do (does, did), and this is what precedes the subject. In 
direct order, the expansion with do is used only with special stress, as 
John DOES go today, and in the negative, as John doesn't go. 

Normal inverted order is common in questions, but many questions 
do not have it. Normal inversion is also regular after introductory ele
ments only thus, only in this way, seldom, and a few others: Only thus can we 
achieve our purpose. In elevated style some dependent clauses have inver
sion instead of a conjunction: Were we there, (we should know the answer). 

SPecial inverted order clauses place various verbs of motion before the 
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subject: Away ran John, Here comes the train, There go all my hopeI. Only a 
few patterns of this sort are common; an introductory word (away, here, 
there) seems always to be present. 

Related to the preceding are two common types of English clauses of 
more compl~cated structure. 

In one, an "empty" subject it occupies the subject position, but refers 
to an "expanded" subject placed later in the clause: It's hard to do that 
with expanded topic to do that; Is it common for people to act that way?; It 
was John that I meant; It became difficult to get a ticket. These tie in with 
clauses of type III (§23.3): the predicate is a connective constitute, most 
often with an adjective as predicate attribute, and the expanded sub
ject follows it. 

In the other, a "dummy" subject there (usually unstressed /"6ar/) 
occupies the subject position, and the real subject comes later: There's a 
circus in town; There're some pencils in that drawer; Is there a doctor in the 
audience?; Are there any restaurants in' this town?; Then there arrived a long 
cavalcade. The verb is usually be, and its form shows that the postposed 
subject is the real one: is with a circus, are with some pencils. These also 
relate to clauses of type III (§23.3): the predicate is usually a connec
tive constitute, most often with an adverb as predicate attribute, but the 
real subject comes before the predicate attribute. 

NOTES 

New terms: sentence, sentence-type; favorite sentence-type, minor sentence
type; simple, compound, and complex (favorite) sentences; vocative and 
aphoristic minor sentences (in English); fragments (completive and exclama
tory); sentence-word. Subject and predicate versus topic and comment .. The 
following four terms were introduced specifically for English, but have 

'potential applicability elsewhere: intransitive, transitive, and equational; 
passive. The following terms were introduced specifically for English, 
,and mayor may not be applicable in comparable ways for other 
languages: dependent and independent clauses; clause orders: direct, normal 
inoerted, and special inverted; "empty" subject it and "dummy" subject 
there; "expanded" subject (with "empty" it). 

The simple operational definition of "sentence" was presented by 
Meillet 1912, p. 339, was adopted by Bloomfield (e.g., 1933 p. 170), and 
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is now generally accepted in practice if not always in theoretical 
discussion. 

The relation between English active and passive clauses, discu~ 
briefly in §23.3, is one example of what have recently been called 
grammatical transformations. The transformational approach in gram
matical analysis is developed by Chomsky 1957, Harris'1957, Lees 
1957, too late to be worked into our treatment. 

Pro61em. English verb phrases involve, in addition to ordinary verbs, 
certain special verbs: (1) be (am, are, is, was, were, been, being); (2) have 
(has, had, having); (3) do (does, did); (4) can, could, shall, should, will, 
would, may, might, must. Almost all types of English verb phrase are 
illustrated by the italicized portions of the sentences listed below. 
Classify. the examples and describe the patterns involved. 

Hefinds things. 
He found something. 
He is finding it now. 
He was finding it then. 
It is found all around here. 
It was found in the alley. 
He has found a new friend. 
He had found a new friend. 
He does find things (despite what you think) ! 
He did find it (despite what you think)! 
He can find it for you. 
He could find it for you. 
He has been finding life rather hard. 
He had been finding life rather hard. 
I t has been found. . 
It had been found. 
It can he found. 
I t could hi found. 
He can be looking for it while you wait. 
He could he looking for it while you waited. 
He may have been finding things hard. 
He might have been finding things hard. 
It may have been found by now. 
It might have been found if we had hunted harder. 
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INFLECTION 

24.1. In Japanese /anata no tomodatij 'you (particle) friend' = 
'your friend,' the genitival relationship between /anata/ 'you' and 
/tomodati/ 'friend' is shown by a separate word /no/. In Latin servus 
acciisiitoris 'slave of-accuser' = 'the accuser's slave,' the same relation
ship is shown not by a separate word but by the morphological shape of 
the possessing noun: acciisiitiiris instead of acciisiitor 'accuser.' 

Japanese /no/ is a marker (§17.4). The Latin element -is in ac
ciisiitoris is not a marker, because markers are defined as separate words. 
Instead, it is an inflectional rgJix. Inflectional affixes are thus much the 
same as markers, except that, whereas markers are separate words, in
flectional affixes are bound forms. 

Some elements are on the boundary between markers and inflec. 
tional affixes. English genitival .' s is a bound form, but it is freely 
joined to phrases (the Mayor of &ston's hat) as well. as to single words 
(John's hat). In this respect it resembles Japanese /no/, which often 
fonows a phrase, and differs from Latin .is, which is never so used. A. 
we describe a language we can lean either way in handling such 
boundary cases-the language itself is quite indifferent to our choice. 
The writer's preference is to treat English .' s as a marker rather than an 
inflectional affix. 

Inflection is that part of morphology which mvolves inflectional affixes. 
The remainder of morphology is derivation (to be taken up in §28). 

When all inflectional affixes are stripped from a word, what is left is a 
stem. In some cases the stem itself Occurs as a complete. word, as in 
English boys, where stripping the inflectional affix ·s 'plural' from the 
word leaves just the singular form boy. In such cases, it is convenient 

209 
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to distinguish between mention of the stem and mention of the mor
phemically identical whole word by writing the former with a hyphen: 
boy- but bI1J. In other c:ases the stem is a bound form. This is generally so 
in Latin: the nominative singular amicus 'friend' and the nominative 
plural amiei 'friends' share only amie-. 

The whole set of words built with inflectional affixes on a stem, to
gether with the bare stem if it occurs as a whole word, constitutes the 
paradigm of the stem. The paradigm of boy- thus consists of the two words 
boy and boys. Some languages, such as Chinese, have no inflection. For 
them, the distinction between stem and word, and the term "para
digm," ate 'superfluous. But languages which have inflection always 
have some uninflected words: English to, and, if, whul, Latin novem 'nine,' 
si 'if,' nOn 'not' contain no inflectional affix and none can be added. 
Here the distinction is not superfluous. Such forms are both stems and 
words, and their paradigIns consist each of a single word. 

If a paradigm includes two or more words, and the stem without in
flectional affixes belongs to the paradigm, we extend the meaning of 
"inflected form" to include the latter also: boy, as well as boys, is an in
flected form of boy-. 

Some cases remain uncertain under our initial definition. If the 
bound form in an uncertain case is used with stems in much the same 
way as are one or more clearly inflectional affixes, then the marginal 
case is counted as inflectional too. English -Iy, as in prettily, is an 
instance. It is not unreasonable to say that in She sang prettily the -ly 
marks the fact that prettily is attributive to sang. Furthermore, ,-Iy is 
mutually exclusive with -er and -est (prettier, preUiest) , in the sense that at 
most one of the three occurs at a time in a word. Since pretty : prettier : 
j1reUitst belong to a single paJ;adigm, we are led to add prettily to the 
paradigm, and to class -Iy as an inflectional affix. 

Another supplementary criterion is also helpful. Inflectional con
structions are exocentric (§21.2) in a strong sense: the total range of 
prlv.ileges of occurrence of an inflected form, in further morphological 
constructions and in syntax, is not exactly matched by that of any 
morphologically simpler form. Boys is only two morphemes: a morpho
logically simpler word would have to be just one. Boys occurs in 
environments like these ____, the __ are, but not in this ----. the 
__ is. Some words of a single morpheme occur in the latter environ
ments but not in the former: boy, cat, child. Some words of a single 
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morpheme occur in both sets of environments: shnp, foh, pegple. But 
no single-morpheme words occur in just the first set, as boys does. If we 
did not already know that boys is inflectional, these facts would tell 
us so. • 

By way of contrast, this criterion quickly shows that boyish is not in
flectional. In all such sentences as She WQS wearing a boyish bob, She looks 
very boyish, the word can be replaced by a morphologically simpler word 
such as nice, good, pretty. The occurrence of boyish in the larger word 
boyishly is matched by the occurrence of nice in nicely. More boyish and 
most boyish are matched by more happy, most happy. So boyish is derivational 
rather than inflectional. 

Allowance ha& to be made for irregular formations. Good does not 
yield an adverb of shape goodly as pretty yields prettily-the actual word 
goodly is another adjective, formed with a different element -ly (as in 
manly, kingly). But well relates in meaning and in syntactic use to good as 
prettily does to pretty. The parallelism leads us to regard well as the 
irregularly formed adverbial inflection of good, just as prettily is the 
regularly formed one of pretty. Similarly, Jast (in He walked fast) can be 
taken as the irregularly formed adverbial inflection ofJast (aJast walk), 
the irregularity in this case consisting in the absence of the customary 
affix -ly. In such cases, it is the statistical prevalence of certain patterns, 
as well as the parallelism, which leads to the decisions. 

24:.2. Inflectional Categories. The forms of a paradigm often fall 
into two or more intersecting classes called iriflectional categories. The 
paradigms of some Spanish adjectives afford a simple example. There 
are four words in each paradigm: e.g., bueno, buena, buenos, buenas, all 
meaning 'good.' One of the inflectional categories represented in these 
is number: the first two words are singular, the second two plural. The 
other inflectional category represented is gender: the first and third are 
masculitu, the second and fourth feminine, 

In the case of the English paradigm pretty : prettily ; prettier : prettiest, 
one category is degree: the first two forms are positive, the third comparative, 
and the fourth superlative. The further contrast within the positive degree 
constitutes a second category, not operative for comparatives and super
latives. It has no traditional label, but its members can be called 
adjectiVal (pretty) and adverbial (prettily). 

In some cases a paradigm involves only one category. English and 
Spanish nouns show only number, as muc}#uho 'boy' versus muchaclws 
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'boys.' The stem of the Spanish noun is muclwefw..; muclwell4 'girl' and 
muclweli4s 'girls' are the two inflected forms of a different stem mlJ&lwell4-, 
though the two stems (mU&~Jw- and mucho&ha-) are in turn related 
derivationally. 

24.3. InBectionaI Phrues. Two of the inflectional categories of 
Latin verbs are voice and aspect. There are two voices, active and passifJt, 
and two aspects, imperfective and perfective. The two voices and two 
aspects would be expected to intersect to yield four combinations: active 
imperfective, passive imperfective, and so on. In fact they do not: the 
passive perfective is lacking. Thus amo 'I love,' amor 'I am loved,' and 
amiivi 'I have loved,' but no inflected form of the stem am- for the 
meaning 'I have been loved.' Yet it makes sense to speak also of a 
Latin passive perfective. Wherever an inflected form with passive per
fective meaning and syntax might be expected, what actually occurs is 
a two-verb phrase: amiitus sum 'I have been loved.' These phrases are 
not part of the inflectional morphology of the Latin verb, because the 
structure of phr~es is syntax, not morphology-and hence not inflec. 
tion. But they fill an obvious hole in the infiectional pattern, and so may 
be called i'lfoctional phrases. The traditional term is "periphrastic inflec
tion," but this is misleading because it S1lggests, contrary to the facts, 
that the phrases were morphological formations. 

English pnrases like more beautiful and most beautiful can be taken as 
inflectional phrases. Short adjectives of the type fine, pretty, small, dry, 
happy, thin, big, free, polite have inflectional comparatives and super
latives made with the affixes -er and -est, sometimes with irregularities 
(good : better: best). Many longer adjectives (beautiful, intElligent, danger
ous, antediluvian) reject -p" and -est. This lead~ to no syntactical gap, how
ever, because the phrases built with preceding more and most have the 
same range of syntactical functions. A few adjectives allow both forma
tions (handsome: handsomer or more handsome), in which case the differ
ence in meaning between the two is largely stylistic. 

Inflectional phrases can be recognized only where there is a clear gap 
in the inflectional patterns, which the phrases serve to fill. English verb 
phrases like am loved, hove loved, have been loved are not inflectional 
phrases, because English verb inflection does not define the roles which 
these phrases play. The fact that many such English phrases translate 
into single inflected verb forms in Latin is of course beside the 
point. 
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NOTES 

New terms: inflection (vs. derivation), inflectional affix, sUm, paradigm, un
inflected (stem or word), inflectional category; inflectional phrase ("periphras
tic inflection"). Other terms are specific to one or another language, and 
label inflectional categories or members of them: number (singular, 
plural); gender (masculine and feminine in Spanish); degree (positive, 
comparative, superlative for English); adjectival and adverbial forms 
in English; voice (active and passive for Latin); aspect (imperfective 
and perfectiv~ for Latin). 

Problems. Gleason Workbook (1955b) pages 42-46, provides three 
excellent problems in the analysis of inflectional sets of forms. We 
present one simpler problem here: 

Divide each of the italicized words in the following English sentences 
into stem and-if any-inflectional affix. Write the stem in each case 
with a terminal hyphen. Where possible, write the inflectional affix in 
phonemic notation, with a hyphen before or after it depending on 
whether it follows or precedes the stem. Where this is impossible, devise 
some other notation, and explain what it means. 

Judge not that ye be not judged. 
Darts is an interesting game. 
That is the fundamental problem. 
Gentlemen prefer blondes. 
I thought I saw a pussy cat. 
The more the merrier. 
He doesn't like us any more. 
Those data concern electrical phm0mert4. 
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KINDS of SYNTACTICAL 

LINKAGE 

2'5.1. When worda or phrases stand in a certain construction, the 
fact may be marked in any of several ways. These ways are kinds of 
JYnlactit:allinktJge. 

The weakest kind of linkage is that which depends only on the form
classes from which each Ie is drawn. Thus black I cat consists of two 
ICs, each a single morpheme. We know that the two belong together, 
and that the first is attributive to the second, simply because that is the 
way in which forms like bJaek and cat work. This may be called linkage 
by selection. 

When the only linkage is by selection, grammatical ambiguities may 
appear. Yellow I dollies consists of the same ICs in the same order in 
She likes yellow clotlres and in Strong soap will yellow clotlres. The construc
tions are different: in the first, attribute plus noun head; in the second, 
verb plus object. But the construction is not shown within yellow clotlres 
itself. When a potential ambiguity of this sort is removed by context, we 
can speak of linkage by conted. 

A stronger kind'of linkage is by marlct:r: men anti women with marker 
anJ; Japanese /anata no tomodati/ 'your friend' with marker /no/. 
Earlier sections have supplied many examples of this, as also of linkage 
by";mpUTe marlct:r: on in lhe pencil on the table; if in rll go with you if you like. 

All languages use linkage of the above kinds. A further kind, linkage 
by inflection, is obviously possible only in some languages. There are 
several varieties of this. 

25.2. Concord. Concord (often called agreement) is found in endo
centric constructions, and in a tie that cuts across hierarchical structure 
to link certain predicate attributes to subjects. 
214 
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In Spanish, both nouns and adjectives are 'inflected for number. 
When an adjective is used as attribute to a noun, the noun and the 
adjective agiee, or are in concord, as to number: muclu1l:lw buerw 'boy 
good' = 'good boy'; muclu1l:lws buenos 'good boys.' 

In Latin, nouns and adjectives share not only the inflectional category 
of number but also that of case, and nouns and adjectives used together 
show agreement in thit. respect also: purr bonus 'good boy' (nominative 
singular); purri boni 'good boys' (nominative plural); puerarum bonOrum 
'of the good boys' (genitive plural). 

In Spanish Ese libro grande no es mfo 'That big book is not mine,' the 
subject is ese libro grande 'that big book,' singular, no es is the connector 
in a connective predicate, and mEo 'mine,' singular, is the predicate 
attribute. The subject and th~ predicate attribute agree in number. 
In Esas mesas grandes no son mEas 'Those big tables are not mine,' both 
subject and predicate attribute ate plural. 

25.3. Governmental Concord. This variety of linkage by inflection 
is often found in the company of the preceding, and is often classed 
ml2il"ely as "concord," but there is a difference. . 

Some Latin and Spanish adjectives are inflected for gender, though 
nouns in those languages are not. However, any Latin or Spanish 
noun belongs to a gender: Spanish muclu1l:lw 'boy,' rey 'king,' Lapiz 'pencil' 
are masculine, while muclu1l:lw. 'girl,' reina 'queen,' mano 'hand' are 
feminine. When a Spanish adjective of the sort that is inflected for 
gender is used with a noun, it shows the proper gender for that noun: 
lapiz bueno 'good pencil' but mano buena 'good hand.' upi;: 'pencil,' a 
noun, is not masculine because it has been inflected to be so, but be
cause it is inherently and unavoidably so. Only Jor the accompanying 
adjective, bum-, is there any inflectional choice of gender, and the choice 
is governed by the gender of the noun. In, say, Spanish muclu1l:lws 
buenos 'good boys,' the agreement as to number is a matter of ordinary 
concord, while the agreement as to gender is governmental concord, 
the noun doing the governing. 

Similarly, the gender of a subject in Spanish governs the selection of 
gender-inflection of an adjectival predicate attribute: in Ese libro grande 
no ts mfo 'That big book is not mine,' since the subject is masculine, the 
predicate attribute appears in its masculine inflected form mfo; while in 
Esa mesa grande no es mEa 'That big table is not mine,' where the subject 
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is feminine, the predicate attribute appears in its feminine inflected 
form mfa. 

Governmental concord does not appear only in the company of 
ordinary concord. Menomini nouns are inflected for number, while 
numerals are uninflected words. It is the habit to use the singular of a 
noun with the word for 'one,' but the plural with the wortls for 'two,' 
'three,' and so on. This is governmental concord: the numeral governs 
the number-inflection of the accompanying noun. 

The inflectional categories involved in either sort of concord depend 
on the language, and even in one language different circumstances 
may involve concord for different categories. In Latin Ad tam partero
pervinit quat nOndumjlUmen triinsierat 'To that part he-came which not-yet 
the-river it-had-crossed' = 'He came to that part which had not yet 
crossed the river,' the word tam 'that' agrees with partem 'Pll;rt' in gender 
(governmental concord) and in number and case (ordinary concord). 
But quae 'which' agrees with tam partem 'that part' only in gender and 
number; its case is determined by its function in the clause it begins. 

25... Government. This variety of linkage by inflection ap~ars 
only in exocentrlc constructions of the directive subtype; otherwise it 
resembles governmental concord. In the Latin sentence cited above 
occurs the phrase ad tam partem 'to that part,' with ICs ad, a preposition, 
and tam partem. The construction is prepositional, thus exocentrlc. The 
object of ad regularly appears in the accusative case; we say that the 
preposition governs the accusative. 

Similarly, most Latin verbs which can take an object govern the 
accusative case, though a few govern some other case: ohfwisci 'to forget' 
the genitive, iili 'to use' the ablative. 

When the governing word completely determines the inflected form 
(within a specified inflectional category) of the governed word, the in
flected form in which the latter appears serves no independent function, 
but merely helps to mark the syntactical connection. In some instances 
the governing word does not completely determine the inflected form 
of the governed word, but only narrows down the range of choice. 
Thus the Latin preposition in governs either the accusative or the 
ablative: in urhem 'to the city,' and in urht 'in the city.' We still speak of 
government, because there are five other Latin cases, none of which 
can occur after in. But in such instances the inflectional affix in the 
governed word is comparable to an impure marker (like English 
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prepositions) rather than to a pure marker (like English and, or) since, 
in addition to helping mark the syntactical connection, the inftectional 
affix carries some meaning of its own. Thus, with the Latin preposition 
in, the ablative of the governed noun adds the meaning of location, the 
accusative that of end-point of motion. 

25.5. Croa-Reference. This variety appears in certain endocentric 
constructions and in several types of exocentric construction. 

In Menomini, the appearance of a noun in an inftected form which 
shows, not only that the noun is possessed, but also something about 
the possessor, leads to instances of cross-reference. ;Thus in /enoh 
ene'niw oti·hsehsan/ 'that man his-dog' = 'that man's dog,' the inflec
tional affix 10-/ in /oti'hsehsan/ 'his-dog' indicates that the possessor is 
a third person singular animate entity. The separate words-/enoh 
ene'niw / 'that man' designate a third person singular animate entity. 
The affix /0-/ stands in cross-reference with the separate words. If we 
replace /enoh ene·niw/ 'that man' by /akoh ene·niwak/ 'those men,' 
then the inftectional affix must be changed also: the appropriate form 
for the word 'dog' is now /oti'hsehsowa'wanl 'their dog,' where the 
affixes /0-/ and /-owa'w/ combine to specify that the possessor is third 
personal plural animate. If the separate phrase designating the possessor 
(jenoh ene'niw/ 'that man,' /akoh ene'niwak/ 'those men') is omitted, 
as it often is when context obviates potential ambiguities, then there is 
no cross-reference. 

In Latin, the use of the genitive case of one noun to indicate that it 
stands in a possessive relationship to some other noun can also be in
terpreted as giving rise to instances of cross-reference. Thus in dijJicul
tatis belli 'difficulties of-war' = 'the difficulties of the war,' the genitive 
ending -i can be said to stand in cross-reference with dijJicultates 'diffi
culties.' There is, however, a difference between this and the situation 
in Menomini: in Menomini, different~ persons and numbers of the 
possessor require different inflectional affixes on the noun denoting the 
possessed item, while in Latin the same genitive case appears for the 
possessor regardless of the nature of the possessed item. 

In a Latin predicative constitute such as puer puellam amat 'the boy 
loves the girl,' there is cross-reference between the subject puer 'boy' and 
the inftectional affix -t in the verb, which specifies that the subject is 
third person singular. As.in the case of Menomini possession, a change 
in the subject may entail a change in the inftectional affix in the verb: 
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pueri puellam amant 'the boys love the girl,' with third person plural sub
ject and with inflectional affix -nt instead of -t. 

Crou-reference appears in some languageS also in objective construc
tions. Menomini is again an example. /nene·wa·w/ 'I see him or her' 
indicates inflectionally that its subject is the speaker and its object some 
third person singular animate entity; /neniak/ 'He or she sees me' indi
cates just the reverse. Thus in /nene·wa·w enoh ene·niw / 'I-see-him-or
her that man' = 'I see that man,' there is cross-reference between the 
verb and its object. 

25.6. Inflectional Linkage and Constructions. Now that inflec
tion and inflectional linkage have been discussed, we can slightly sim
plify the definition of "construction" given in §18.3. 

According to that definition, I I like potatoes and she I likes potatoes are 
built by two distinct constructions, though the two constructions are of 
very similar type. The definition was so phrased in order to avoid the 
implication that combinations like I I likes potatoes or she I like potatoes 
might occur, since in fact they do not. Now, however, this implication 
can be provided for in terms of habits of inflectional linkage: in this 
case, of cross-reference between subject and verb. 

The revised description of a construction is as follows: Any member of 
such-and-such a form-class, conjoined to any member of a certain 
other form-class, produces a form of a certain third form-class, provided 
that the selections from the first two form-classes are compatible with 
regard to concord, governmental concord, government, or cross-refer
ence, whichever is relevant. I and she are then assigned to the same 
form-class, though to different subclasses thereof because of their be
havior in cross-reference; like potatoes and likes potatoes are assigned to a 
single form-class, though likewise to different subclasses because of their 
different behavior in cross-reference. Thereupon we can say that I I like 
potatoes and she I likes potatoes are built by the same construction-one of 
the predicative type, with ICs a subject and a predicate-and provide 
for cross-reference separately. 

NOTES 

New terms: syntactictzllinkage; linkage by selection, by context, by marker, 
by impure marker, by inflection; concord = agreement, governmental concord, 
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gormnment (and to govern), &ross-ref~mct!. Terms specific to one or another 
language: case (for Latin), including nominative, genitivt, accusative, 
ablativt!; numb~ and person (for Latin). A few of these terms have occurred 
earlier, but are discussed from some slightly new angle in the present 
section. 

Problems. Gleason Workbook (1955b), pages 48-50, gives a Swahili 
syntax problem which illustrates how complex certain types of syn
tactical linkage can get. We give a problem of a rather different sort 
here: 

Discuss the extent and nature of cross-reference between subject 
and verb in English, in the light of the following examples.. A vertical 
line marks the end of the subject, and the verb is italicized: 

I I go there regularly We I go there regularly. 
You I go there regularly. They I go there regUlarly. 
He I gOtls there regularly. She I goes there regularly. 
It I goes like this. John I goes there regularly. 
The clock I gOtls well. The men I go there every day. 
I I went there yesterday. We I went there yesterday. 

(etc. with subjects you, they, he, she, it, John, the men) 
I I can do it. We I can do it. 

(etc. with subjects you, they, he, she, it, John, the man, the men) 
I I am tired. We I aTe tired. 
You I aTe tired. They I aTe tired. 
The boys I aTe tired. He I is tired. 
She I is tired. It I is here. 
The man I is tired. 
I I was tired. 
She I was tired. 
You I were tired. 
We I were tired. 
John and Mary I were tired. 

He I was tired. 
It I was here. 
They I were tired. 
The boys I were tired. 

The sheep I was crossing the road. 
The sheep I were crossing the road. 
My family I is coming to see me. 
My family I aTe coming to see me. 
Darts I are made with feathers. 
Darts I is an interesting game. 
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Some I is better than this. 
Some I are better than this. 
Who I is coming? 
Who I are coming? 
All I was quiet. 
All I were quiet. 
My goldfish I is dying. 
My goldfish I are dying. 
Singing and shouting I is a waste of time. 
Singing and shouting I are a waste of time. 
A son and heir I was born to him this mornmg. 
The people of Europe I are interesting. 
The peoples of Europe I are highly varied. 
Six fingers per hand I is common in some parts of the: world. 
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PARTS of SPEECH 

26.1. A part of speech is a form-class of stems which show similar be
havior in inflection, in syntax, or both. The part of speech system of a 
language is the classification of all its stems on the basis of similarities 
and differences of inflectional and syntactical behavior. Since every 
whole word contains, by definition (§24.1), just one stent, a part-of
speech system can also be interpreted as a classification of whole words: 
the part of speech of a word is that of its stem. 

Although it is rare to find two languages with identical pl1rt of speech 
~tems., a .geat many lan~es show the same basic Qlan and differ 
only as to details. A few languages deviate more drastically. After 
describing the most common fundamental plan, we shllli give two 
examples of wider deviations: Nootka and English. 

26.2. The Tripartite Plan. The most revealing way to view a part
of-speech system is as a few large stem classes, the stexns in which 
resemble each other in basic ways, divided into successively smaller 
classes on the basis of additional criteria. No matter what criteria are 
chosen as basic, it almost always tuIllS out that the assignIXlent of a few 
Items mUSJ; be changed when further criteria are considered. If we treat 
Latin in this hierarchical manner, the result is as follows: 

Stems inflected for case (nouns in a broad sense): 
Stems belonging to a gender or indifferent to gender (sub

stantives, or nouns in a narrower sense, and pronouns): puer 
'boy' (masculine), puella 'girl' (feminine), civis 'citizen' (in
differendy masculine or feminine), flbur 'ivory' (neuter). 
Certain stems, such as that of ego 'I' (indifferent to gender), 
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show Special features which lead to their segregation all 

pronouns. 
Stems inflected for gender (adjectives): 

Stems having an adverbial form (descriptive adjectives): 
cliirus 'clear' (adverbial form cliire 'clearly'). 

Stems having no adverbial form (pronominal adjectives): hU 
'this,' totus 'all.' 

Stems having inflected forms which show person and number of a 
subject (verbs): 

Stems inflected for voice: amiire 'to love' (passive voice amiiri 
'to be loved'). 

Stems not inflected for voice: 
Always active in form: facere 'to make, do.' 
Always passive in form: sequi 'to follow.' 

Uninflected stems (particles): in 'in, into,' postquam 'after.' Syntacti
cal criteria establish various subclasses, suggested by the tradi
tional terms prepositions, adverbs, conjunctions, interjections. 

All parts of the above classification could be carried further by speci
fying additional criteria. A few stems which show no inflection show 
syntactical behavior so nounlike that we class them as nouns rather 
than as particles: nihil 'nothing,' quattuoT 'four.' 

The main advantage of hierarchical presentation is that it brings out 
facts which tend to be concealed by a mere listing of eight or ten smaller 
stem-classes all on a par. Thus it is a fact that Latin substantives and 
adjectives resemble each other more in their behavior than either 
resemble verbs or particles. 

A second advantage is that it usually provides for the assignment of 
stems with peculiarly limited paradigms or syntactical uses. We shall 
see a demonstration of this in §26.5 below. 

A third advantage is that the hierarchical procedure renders easier 
the comparison of the part of speech systems of different languages. 
Setting all subclasses aside, the basic scheme of Latin is tripartite: 
nouns (in the broadest sense), verbs, and particles. This is the most 
widespread basic scheme in the languages of the world. 

Differences within the basic scheme appear, however, with the very 
first subclassification. In Latin, and in many of its kindred languages in 
the Indo-European family, stems with "descriptive" or "adjectival" 
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m,eanings ('red,' 'big,' 'little,' and so on) belong to the same Cunda
mental class with names oC objects ('boy,' 'table,' 'sky'). In Georgian, 
which is not Indo-European, and in Armenian, which is, such words do 
not even Corm a separate subclass from other nouns: Cor 'red' one uses 
either a noun meaning 'red thing' or, more rarely, a noun meaning 
'redness.' In Japanese, some words with what to us are descriptive 
meanings are nouns, while others are verbs. By Car the commonest situa
tion, however, is Cor all such words to be verbs. In Menomini, /mehko·n/ 
'he is red' belongs to the same subclass of verbs as /pa'pehcen/ 'he Calls,' 
while /mehki·w/ 'it is red,' together with /pa·pehnen/ 'it Calls,' belong 
to a different subclass of verbs. Chinese hUng 'red,' da 'big,' sy~u 'small,' 
and the like Corm a separate subclass oC verbs, but with the same 
basic syntax as words like ltii 'come,' eM 'eat,' and yau 'want, 
want to.' 

As a further illustration of how details vary, we shall survey the sub
classification of nouns in Menomini and Chinese, which differ in this 
respect as much from each other as either does from Latin. 

(1) Menomini nouns fall into two principal subtypes: nouns proper 
and pronouns. The segregation of pronouns is much as in Latin. Nouns 
proper are further classed as independent or dependent, and as animate or 
inanimate. 

Independent nouns are inflected for possession: /neto's/ 'my canoe,' 
/oto's/ 'his canoe,' and so on; but also have unpossessed forms: /o·s/ 
'canoe.' Dependent nouns have only possessed forms: /ne'k/ 'my dwell
ing,' jke'k/ 'thy dwelling,' jke·kowaw/ 'your dwelling,' and so on. In 
the main, dependent nouns refer to body parts, types oC kin, and a Cew 
items of intimate possession. 

Animate and inanimate are gender classes, comparable in gram
matical function to those of Latin. Animate nouns include all those 
that refer to people, animals, and spirits; some body parts but not 
others; some plants and plant products but not others; and a Cew ob
jects that neither we nor the Menomini think oC as alive, such as 'kettle,' 
'doll,' 'high bluff along a river.' All other nouns are inanimate. Animate 
nouns form the plural with one suffix (/ene·niw/ 'man,' /ene·niwak/ 
'men'), inanimates with another (/we'kewam/ 'house,' /we·kewaman/ 
'houses'). Animates have an inflected form which inanimates lack: one 
which shows the subsidiary importance in the context of that named by 
the noun (/ene'niwan/ 'the other man or men'). As objects of verbs 
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and as subjects of intransitive verbs, animates and inanimates require 
different verbs. 

Little of this is reminiscent of Latin. A sharper difference is the total 
absence in Menomini of anything like the Latin inflectional category of 
case. 

(2) Chinese nouns are all uninflected. They fall into five main classes: 
demonstratives, numerals, measures, nouns proper or substantives, and (per
sonal) pronouns. The first four are differentiated by their relative posi
tions in a nest of attributive constructions involving one of each: jei san 
jang jwOdz 'this three fiat-thing table' = 'these three tables.' The first 
Ie cut in this four-word phrase is before the last word, jwOdz'table,' 
a substantive. The next one breaks the first word,jei 'this,' a demonstra
tive, from the middle two. The third one separates san 'three,' a numeral, 
and jimg 'flat-thing,' a measure. In briefer forms, such as jei jang jwOdz 
'this' table' or san jimg jwOdz 'three tables' (or even merely jwOdz 'table, 
tables'), the words of course retain the part-of-speech affiliation deter
mined by their position in the longer phrase. The pronouns (e.g. wi 'I') 
do not occur in this nest of attributive constructions. 

Measures and substantives cannot be distinguished in terms of mean
ing, but only in terms of syntax. Measures occur directly after numerals, 
while substantives do not. To count something named by a measure, one 
xperely prefixes the number to it: san gwo 'three countries,' san 9'an 
'three days.' To count something named by a substantive, one must 
insert an appropriate measure between the numeral and the substan
tive: simge gwojya 'three fatherlands,' simge lrbdi 'three weeks.' In both of 
these, the measure ge carries virtually no meaning, but simply .fills the 
measure position, which is necessarily occupied by some form. In other 
cases the choice of measure is semantically relevant: san kwai chylm 
'three hunk money' = 'three dollars,' but san fen chylm 'three division 
money' = 'three cents'; yfge syiinsheng 'a gentleman' butYl wei syiinshmt 
'an honorable gentleman.' 

26.3. Bipartite Systems. At least one language, Nootka, is known 
to.have a bipartite system. One significance of this system is that it dis
proves any assumption that the contrast between noun and verb is 
universal on. the level of parts of speech. 

Nootka stems are either inflected or urtinJlected: these are the two major 
parts of speech. Inflected stems all have the same potential range of 
inflectional possibilities, whether from their meanings we shou1U expect 
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them to be nouns or verbs or something else. Some of the inflected forms 
are nounlike in their syntax, while others are verblike. Thus consider 
the four stems /wala·k-/ 'go,' /qo·?as-/ 'man, person,' f?i·t}-/ 'large,' 
and patl?ija-/ 'at night.' With no overt inflectional affix these all have 
nounIike syntactical uses and can be translated 'a going, a trip,' 'a 
man, a person,' 'a large thing,' and 'the night time.' With inflectional 
affix I-mal, all four have an implicit third person singular subject, are 
used syntactically in verblike ways, and can be translated 'he goes,' 
'he is a man,' 'he is large,' and 'he does it at night.' 

26.4. Multipartite Systems. A number of languages, including 
English, have more than three basic parts of speech. English is not like 
Latin because many English stems are used in ways that parallel two or 
more of the Latin parts of speech: fancy in a strange fancy (noun, like a 
Latin substantive), in fancy dresses (adjective), and in They fancy tlum
selves dancers (verb). Equally, English is not like Nootka, because by no 
means all stems have such a wide range of use: strength is used only as a 
noun, icy only as an adjective, and describe only as a verb. 

Setting aside the particles of all three languages, we can compare the 
remaining stocks of stems to three athletic squads, coached in different 
ways to play much the same game. Several skills are required for the 
game. The Latin coach trains specialists. The Nootka coach tries to 
make an all-'round player or triple-threat man of every member of the 
squad. The English coach combines these techniques, producing some 
specialists but also good numbers of double-threat and triple-threat men. 
In a pinch, a specialist may be thrown into a game to do something for 
which he is not well equipped (son in That nice young man really sonnedthe 
old lady), on the analogy of That nice old lady really mothered the young man), 
but this is very different from the genuine versatility of fancy or faint. 

A player is a stem. A skill is a pattern of use in inflection or syntax 
or both. The set of players on a single squad who all have the same range 
of skills, wide or narrow, is a part of speech. 

The terms "noun," "adjective," and "verb," when English is dis
cussed, refer to skills rather than to the players that have the skills. 

Thus the pattern of use indicated by the word "noun" involves most 
or all of the following: Inflection for plural (boy: boys), though this is 
not inevitable-music follows the rest of the pattern but is rarely plural
ized. Use as head in nests of attributive constructions, often with initial 
a or an, the, this or these, that or those, or unstressed sflme (/sr;,m/): a ~, 
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an elephant, the boy, this boy, these boys, that boy, those boys, some boys, some 
milk. The resulting endocentric phrase, or sometimes the bare word, 
occurs typically as a subject (The boy is here), as an object of a verb (We 
SQW the boys), .as an object of a preposition (Look at the boys), and as a 
nominal pred~cate attribute (My children are boys). 

English stems which follow the noun pattern of usage just described, 
but do not also follow the adjective pattern or the verb pattern yet to 
be described, belong to a part of speech we shall call class N. Example. 
are strength, food, action, day, friend, art, danger, music, boy, elephant. 

The adjective pattern of use turns mainly on inflection for degree 
(pretty : prettier : prettiest) or on participation in equivalent inflectional 
phrases (beautiful: more beautiful: "",st beautiful); and on inflection with 
-Iy for adverbial use (prettily, beautifully); without -Iy, the whole words 
are used as or in adjectival predicate attributes: She is pretty, Jane is more 
beautiful them Mary. English stems which follow the adjective pattern 
but not also the noun or verb pattern belong to a part of speech we shall 
call class A. Examples are long, false, likely, certain, Uy, sleepy, short, soft, 
civil, beautiful. 

Both stCIIl4 of class N and those of class A (as well as those of some of 
the classes yet to be described) are often used as preposed attributes 
to a noun head: action progTam, long progTam; art student, sleepy student. 
This usage is followed by such a wide variety of stems, differing from 
each other so greatly as to their other uses, that it does not help us in 
determining the part-of-speech affiliation of stems . 

. However, there are many stems which follow both the noun and 
the adjective patterns, though not the verb pattern described below. 
These stems belong to class N A. Examples are American, sweet, savage, 
pr;wte, human, male, white, red, innocent; thus, II good American, He is an 
American, They are Americans (all noun pattern), but He is American, 
They are American, John is more American than his sister (all adjective pat
tern). In American life we see a class NA stem functioning in a way typical 
also of both class N stems and class A stems. This function does not fall 
within either the noun pattern or the adjective pattern . 

. The verb pattern in general involves inflection. Be has eight inflected 
forms: be, am, are, is, was, were, been, being. Many have five: sing, sings, 
sang, sung, singing. Most have only four phonemically different ones: 
describe, describes, described, describing. A few have only two: can, could. 
And the syntactical use of must, ought classes them with verbs despite the 
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absence of inflection. Syntactically, the typical uses are as verb in an 
objective construction (saw John), as verb in an intransitive predicate 
(/ see, John was singing loudly), and as connector in a connective con
struction in an equational predicate (They seem tirec{). Stems which show 
this pattern of usage but not the noun nor adjective pattern belong to 
class V: describe, admit, punish, bury, strengthen, falsify, penetrate, collaborate, 
denazify. Class V stems do not often occur as preposed attributes to 
nouns, but in their inflected forms with -ed or -ing they do: an admitted 
fault, a penetrating remark. 

Stems which show both the noun pattern and the verb pattern belong 
to class NV: walk, love, cure, change, air, eye, nose, beard, elbow, finger, cut, build. 

Stems showing both adjective and verb patterns belong to class AV: 
clean, dry, thin, slow, clear, busy, idle, true. 

Finally, stems showing all three patterns belong to class NAV; fancy, 
faint, black, yellow, blue, brown, gray, damp. 

Use as preposed attribute to a noun is not the only function which is 
indecisive for part-of-speech affiliation. There is an affix -ed, much like 
the verb inflectional affix -ed, which occurs in expressions like a blooded 
hound, a fluted column, a windowed house, a gifted student, though it is more 
typically added to phrases, as in a full-bodied flavor, a many-windowed house, 
a four-footed animal. This is not the same as the verb inflectional affix, and 
the mere occurrence of a stem with this affix does not place the stem 
in class V, A V, NV, or NA V rather than in one of the other classes. 

English stems which do not belong to one of the seven major classes 
>described above (N, A, V, NA, NV, AV, and NAV) belong to an eighth 
class of particles, with many subclasses differentiated by syntax. Even a 
few of the particles are versatile enough to play subsidiary roles as noun, 
adjective, or verb: thus up and down are particles in He went up, He 
walked down (adverbs); He went up the street, He fell down the hill (preposi
tions); but verbs in He upped the price, He downed the medicine and nouns in 
We all have our ups and downs. The seven major classes are all quite large; 
the class of particles is relatively smaller and its subclasses smaller still. 
Words like he, she, it, this, that, every, each belong marginally to one or 
another of the major classes, but show special features of behavior 
(inflectional or syntactical or both) which set them off from the other 
major-class stems (§30.3). 

26.5. Stems of Limited Occurrence. Every language has some 
stems which do not share the full range of inflectional or syntactical 
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behavior ai any of the major parts of speech, or even 0{ any of the moat 
important subclaslJes. The limitations put them into special smaller 
subclasaes, but usually they an be shown to belong clearly to one or 
another 0{ the ordinary major claues. 

Thus English afraid is one of a dozen or so words used only as adjec
tives, and only in some of the ways typical of adjectives. We use afraid 
as an adjectival predicate attribute (He is afraitl), and in that position it 
participates in inflectional phrases for comparative and superlative 
(He was more afraid, most afraid). We do not add -Iy, and we do not use the 
word as preposed attribute to a noun, as we do moat stems in classes A, 
N, NA, NV, A V, and NA V. Afraid and its kindred can hardly belong to 
any class but A, but they constitute a special small subclass of that class. 

English Il10, paleo, proto, dextro, levo are used as preposed attribute to a 
noun or adjective head (netJ-Plalqnic, paleo-Siherian, tkxtro-rolation), occa
sionally to a verb head (This compound dextro-rotates), and fairly often 
alone as predicate attribute (His attitude is neo, This compound is dextro). 
They are never inflected for degree nor used in equivalent inflectional 
phrases, but sometimes they are pluralized (The neos think tIms-and-so). 
We may treat them as a marginal subclass of class N stems. 

Most English nouns are inflected for number. Some are not. Some 
are always plural: scissors, shears, trousers, pants, clothes. Some are almost 
invariably singular: music. Some are used syntactically as singular 
or plural but show no change in shape: sheep, deer, trout, hass, carp,jish, 
people. These features of behavior place the wordS in special subclasses 
of class N, NA, NV, or NAV. 

English fro, main, and kith are far more restricted, occurring only in 
to and fro, might atzd main, kith and kin. The clue to the part of speech of the 
three words is atzd, which usually joins coordinate ICs into a larger form 
of much the same form-class as the I Cs. Lacking other evidence, we 
may assume that atzd functions here as it usually does. Hence 
fro, like ts, is a particle; main and kith, like might and kin, belong to 
class N. 

NOTES 

New tenns: part-of-speech system; parts of speech; tripartite, bipartite, and 
multipartite systems. Terms lilr.e "noun," "verb," "substantive" are 
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technical only as defined and applied in the discussion of a single 
language. 

The standard full-length discussions of English (Jespersen 1909-49, 
1933; Curme 1931, Palmer 1924, Kruisinga 1925) and most shorter 
recent treatments (Fries 1952, Trager and Smith 1951) do not break 
with the Latinizing tradition by which English has nouns, verbs, and 
adjectives as separate parts of speech. We follow Whorf 1945 (in 
Carroll 1956). 
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GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES 

27.1. We have remarked several times on the difference between 
nouns and adjectives in Spanish (or Latin) as to gender. Nouns belong to 
a gender; some adjectives are inflected for gender. For adjectives, then, 
gender is an inflectional category (§24.2). For nouns, the genders are 
rather what we shall call selective categories. 

The membership of a word in a selective category is often not shown 
by the word itself, and may not be revealed in all the larger environ
ments in which the word occurs. Thus, though many Spanish masculine 
nouns end in -0 and many feminines in -a, this marking is not consistent: 
llIpiz' pencil' and patriota 'patriot' are masculine; mano 'hand' is feminine. 
And a sentence like Dos lIJpices, POT favor 'two pencils, please' does not tell 
us the gender of 16piz. But gender comes into playas soon as the noun is 
used with an article or a gender-showing adjective: ellapiz 'the pencil,' 
lUI lfzpiz bueno 'a good pencil,' with el, un, and bueno rather than their 
feminine counterparts la, una, and buena. 

In this Spanish example of a selective category, inflection plays an 
indirect role, since el and la, un and una, bueno and buena are different 
inflected forms of the same stems. But selective categories do not in
variably depend on inflectional ones. A language with no inflection at 
all nevertheless has many selective categories. A language with some 
inflection has many selective categories which do not turn on inflection. 
In Fijian, /mata/ 'day' is preceded by /na/ when it is the subject of a 
clause, but /viti/ 'Fiji' is preceded instead by /ko/. Ina/ and Ikol are 
two distinct particles, not different inflected forms of a single stem. Yet 
the choice of Ina/ or /ko/ establishes a twofold classification of all Fijian 
230 
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nouns and noun phrases: names of specific people and places belong to 
the /ko/ class, common nouns to the /na/ class. Since a common noun 
or noun phrase is sometimes adopted as the name of a person or place, 
the classification is not quite mutually exclusive: Ina vanua levu/ would 
mean' (a) big island,' while /ko vanua levu/ is the name of a specific 
large island in the Fijian archipelago. 

Inflectional and selective categories are all grammatical categories. 
A generic category is a whole system or classification: English number, 
Spanish gender, Latin case. A specific grammatical category is an ele
ment in a system or a class in a classification: English plural, Spanish 
masculine, Latin accusative. 

Some !lelective categories are very small, and come into play only in 
highly specific grammatical circumstances. In English, only a dozen or 
so stems can occur in the environment go __ -ing in the sense of' go to a 
place, carry on the specified activity, and (perhaps) return.' Thus we 
say Let's go swimming, He went fishing, and likewise with boat, hur.t, golj, 
skate, row, canoe, walk, hike, dance, camp, ice-skate, ride, and a few others. 
There seem to be two semantic requirements: an element of recreation 
or sport, rather than merely of physical activity, and an element of mo
tion from one place to another rather than activity in one place. The 
former bars Let's go marching; the latter bars Let's go eating or Let's go 
tennising. All this seems obvious to us who speak English. But neither 
this nor any of the other many small selective categories of English is 
obvious to the speaker of some other language, nor are his peculiar small 
classes of forms obvious to us. 

On the other hand, many generic categories are so extensive that 
every stem of some major part of speech belongs to one or another of the 
associated specific categories (if the generic category is selective), or is 
invariably inflected for one or another of the specific categories (if the 
generic one is inflectional). 

27.2. Gender. Genders are classes of nouns reflected in the be
havior of associated words. To qualify as a gender system, the classifica
tion must be exhaustive and must not involve extensive intersection: 
that is, every noun must belong to one of the classes, and very few can 
belong to more than one. 

Under this definition, some languages have no gender at all. Chinese 
substantives (§26.2) fall into classes in terms of what measure is used 
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When the substantive is counted, but there are so many measures 
(hundreds), and so many nouns used with two or more measures with 
different resulting meanings, that the classification is not usually 
thought of as a gender system. In languages where the gender system is 
obvious, the number of classes may be as few as two or as many as 
twenty or thirty. There is usually some element of semantic consistency 
in the system, turning on sex, animateness, size, shape, degree of ab
straction, and the like, but almost always some of the gender affiliations 
are arbitrary. 

ThUs the masculine and feminine genders in Spanish, French, Italian, 
and Portuguese are semantically consistent in that nouns referring 
clearly to males are masculine, those referring clearly to females 
feminine; but the gender of other nouns is for the most part arbitrary. 
Other varieties of two-gender system occur in Dutch, the Scandinavian 
languages, and Algonquian. In the latter the categories are animate 
and inanimate: though here, also, some assignments are arbitrary, for 
the most part names of living things are animate in gender and others 
inanimate. Fijian and Tagalog show a different two-gender system, 
described briefly for Fijian in §27.1: appropriate labels would be com
mon and proper. 

German, Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit have three genders: in German, 
masculine (der Mann 'the man,' der Tisch 'the table'), feminine (die 
Frau 'the wife,' die Erie 'the alder tree'), and neuter (das Weib 'the 
woman,' das Kind 'the child,' das Blut 'the blood'). German nouns refer
ring exclusively to human females are never masculine in gender, 
and those referring exclusively to human males are never feminine in 
gender; this is about as far as semantic consistency goes. 

Russian has a similar three-gender system, but also, partly intersect
ing it, a two-way contrast of animate and inanimate. An animate noun, 
whatever its affiliation in the three-way system, is referred to by /kt6/ 
'who,' an inanimate noun by /8t6/ 'what.' Also, masculine and neuter 
animate nouns show a feature of inflectional pattern for case different 
from masculine and neuter inanimates . 
. 'We may speak of gender in English either by relaxing the require
ment of non-intersection of the gender-classes~ or by recognizing seven 
genders instead of three. The cue is reference to that named by the noun 
with he, she, or it, or optionally with more than one of those pronouns: 
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he only: John, boy, man; 
-she only: Mary, girl, woman; 
it only: road, street, paper; 
he or she: citizen, president, dean, doctor; 
he or it: billy-goat, ram, drake; 
she or it: nanny-goat, boat, car, ship; 
he, she, or it: baby, child, cat, dog, robin. 
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Where there is a choice of pronoun, there are factors, subtle but theo
retically describable, which determine it. Baby is usual~y referred to by 
he or she if the sex is known or thought to be known, more often by it 
if the sex is not known or the speaker does not care (as adults other than 
the child's parents often do not). Boat is referred to by she if the particular 
boat is large or has a name (and watercraft are most often given names 
which belong to the she-class), but by it if it is both small and nameless. 
In certain colloquial expressions, she is used for practically any noun, 
breaking the associations listed above: of a truck trailer, Back her in here; 
of any vehicle or activity, Hold her a minute, Mac. 

Distinctions of number are often worked into gender systems. In 
Russian, German, and English, gender classifi.cation applies only in 
the singular: all plurals work alike (English reference merely by they). 
In the Bantu languages, which have as many as twenty-five or thirty 
genders, there is some tendency for the classes to pair off as correspond
ing singular and plural. 

Korean, Japanese, and some of the languages of Southeast Asia have 
selective and inflectional categories which are more similar to gender 
systems than to any of the other types of category we shall describe: 
differentiations reflecting the relative social status of speaker, addressee, 
and subject of discourse. In Korean, six different types of social rela
tionship between speaker and addressee are distinguished by choice of 
verb inflec'tional patterns; intersecting this, certain other choices cor
relate with the relative social status of the speaker and the topic of 
discourse. 

27.S. Number. There is much semantic consistency in English num
ber, but here, also, one finds arbitrary assignments: wheat is singular, 
oats plural. 

In Turkish, Hungarian, and Georgian there are two numbers only 
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slightly different from our own. The "singular" refers to a specified 
number of items, and to just one unless added words iddicate the con
trary; the "plural" refers only to an indefinite plurality. If English 
worked this way we should say thre, boy rather than three boys, but other
wise choose between singular or plural just as we do (a boy, the boy, one 
boy, some boys, the boys, boys). 

Classical Greek and Sanskrit have a singular and a plural much like 
ours, and also a dual which refers to just two as, often, in speaking of 
paired body-parts. Some languages have a four-way number system: 
the distinctions may be singular, dual, trial (exactly three) and plural 
(more than one, or more than three, depending on the language); or 
singular, dual, paucal (a few) and multiple (many). Fijian has the latter 
system, but only in its personal pronouns: nouns show no number at all. 

27.4. Person. Thls generic category sorts out entities relative to the 
speaker (first person) and the addressee (second person). In the more 
familiar languages, anything other than speaker or addressee is simply 
third person, but in some languages there are further distinctions. 

Thus Algonquian has a subsidiary distinction within the third person, 
for animates, between a "proximate" and an "obviative": the former is 
used for the third person nearer the center of attention, the latter for any 
subsidiary animate third person which may come into the discourse 
(§26.2). Eskimo and the Athapaskan languages have a similar ar
rangement. 

Person and number are tied together in a very widespread distinction, 
not applicable in the singular, between first person inclusive (speaker, 
addressee, and perhaps others) and first person exclusive (speaker and 
others but not hearer). In Chinese this distinction is optional with 
personal pronouns. In the Algonquian languages and many others, the 
distinction is necessarily made whenever a speaker uses a first person 
non-singular form. 

27.5. Case. Cases are inflected forms for nouns which fit them for 
participation in key constructions relative to verbs. Many case systems 
include also specific categories of other kinds-for example, the Latin 
genitive-but unless the system includes specific categories of the kind 
just described we do not call the generic category "case." 

Thus the case system of Latin qualifies as such because, of all the 
specific categories, only one, the nominative, is appropriate for the sub
ject position in ordinary independent subject-predicate constructions: 
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puer puellarn arnot 'the boy loves the girl,' with nominative puer 'boy.' 
Another case, the accusative, is the only one to appear, with most verbs, 
as the object: puellam 'girl' in the above example. 

We class the Latin case system as of the accusative type because one 
case is used for the subject of any sort of verb, while a second is used 
for the object of a transitive verb. There are three other types of case 
systems. Eskimo has the ergative type: a case which we shall call the 
nominative appears for the subject of an intransitive verb and for the 
object of a transitive verb, while a second case, the ergative, appears 
for the subject of a transitive verb. The Latin and Eskimo systems can be 
<t<>ntrasted as follows: 

Accusative type: 
The boy(nom.) is singing(intr.). 
The boy (nom.) is running(tr.) the car(acc.). 

Ergative type: 
The car(nom.) is running(intr.). 
The boy(erg.) is running(tr.) the car(nom.). 

A third type of case system, the nominative type, appears in Hindi: 
a single case (by definition the nominative) appears both for the 
subject of any verb and for the object of a transitive verb. The system is 
a case system because there is also an inflected form of nouns which 
cannot occur in either of these syntactical positions. If we consider 
Latin neuter nouns as a class apart, rather than simply as nouns, then 
we have another instance of a nominative type system: !we ebur bonum est 
'this ivory is good' with nominative hoc ebur; iUe ebur fert 'he is carrying 
ivory' with the same form ebur. 

The accusative-ergative type is found in Georgian. Georgian has two 
types of verbs which are used with two connected nouns: transitives 
and "causatives." The distribution of the three key cases in Georgian 
can then be shown as follows: 

The car(nom.) is coming(intr.). 
The boy (erg.) is bringing(caus.) the car(nom.). 
The boy (nom.) is singing(tr.) a song(acc.). 

The number of cases in a system runs from two up to twenty or thirty. 
Hindi has two, Latin seven, Finnish and Hungarian a much larger 
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number. Cases which do not participate in the essential noun-verb 
syntax that marks an inflectional category as a case system have 
various other usages, with innumerable quirks specific to each language. 
Very often some of the additional cases are used where in English we use 
a preposition: Eskimo jqavulJaj 'to the south' and jqavanij 'in the 
south.' 

21.6. Allocation or Posselliion. We have seen examples from 
Menomini (§26.2) of a noun inflected to show the person and num
ber of a possessor: this illustrates the generic category of allocation or 
possession. 

In Armenian and Arabic this type of inflection is applied to words 
which are like English prepositions or adverbs rather than nouDS. Thus 
a meaning like 'behind me' is expressed by a stem 'behind' inflected to 
specify first person singular allocation. 

21.1. Subject and Object Reference. Latin verbs, in so-called 
"finite" forms (§27.10), are inflected to show the person and number of 
a subject. Similar inflection is very widespread, with various differ
ences: for example, in Yuma the inflection shows only number of sub
ject, not person. In many languages transitive verbs are also inflected 
to show the person and number of the object: thus Menomini (§22.S). 

English has very limited inflection for subject-reference. Most verbs 
distinguish, in the present tense, only between third person singular 
subject (goes) and all others (go); past tense verbs and a few special 
verbs like shall, can, must show no differentiation at all; be shows a 
different two-way contrast in the past tense (was, were), and a three-way 
contrast in the present (am, is, are). 

21.8. Voice. Voice-distinctions apply to verbs, and have to do with 
the relationship between the subject and the verb, the verb and its 
object, or the verb and some other noun tied to it in an intimate way. 
Latin verbs have two voices, active (puer amat 'the boy loves') and passive 
(puer amiitur 'the boy is loved'). Greek and Sanskrit have three: active, 
passive, and middle or medio-passive, the latter with a more or less reflex
ive meaning: 'I see myself' or 'I see my hand' versus active 'I see (him)' 
and passive 'I am seen.' 

Semantically similar distinctions are often made syntactically instead 
ofinflectionally. Thus voice in English is not an inflectional category but 
is determined by the structure of the verb phrase (§23.3). Similarly, the 
distinction between transitive and intransitive, which is selective rather 
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than inflectional in both Latin and English, is inflectional in some 
languages. 

27.9. Tense, Mode, and Aspect. Tenses typically show different lo
cations of an event in time: I am eating lunch, I was eating lunch. English 
verbs are inflected only for a two-way tense contrast, present and past; 
future time is expressed by other devices. This holds also in the other 
Germanic languages and in Slavic. A three-way contrast is common: 
past, present, and future. Sometimes there are further refinements, say 
immediate past versus remote past. Hopi has three tenses: one used in 
statements of general timeless truth ('Mountains are high'), a second 
used in reports of known or presumably known happenings ('I saw him 
yesterday,' 'I'm on my way there right now'), and a third used of events 
still in the realm of uncertainty, hence often where we would think of the 
event as in the speaker's future ('He's coming tomorrow'). 

Aspects have to do, not with the location of an event in time, but with 
its temporal distribution or contour. They show contrasts of meaning of 
the following sorts: 'He is singing,' 'He has been singing,' 'He sings 
habitually,' 'He sings repeatedly,' 'He is beginning to sing,' 'He is 
bringing his song to a close.' English has no inflectional aspects, but it 
shows two two-way aspectual contrasts by the structure of the verb 
phrase: 

he sings he is singing 

he has sung he has been singing 
or again: 

he sang he was singing 

he had sung he had been singing 

Modes show differing degrees or kinds of reality, desirability, or 
contingency of an event: He is here (fact), (If) he were here or Were he here 
(contrary to fact). Fox has a large number of modes: one ofthem means, 
in effect, 'God forbid that such-and-such should happen!' and another 
'So what if it did happen! What do I care !?' Menomini has a five-way 
contrast largely of the mode type, though semantically there are traces 
of tense-like meaning also: / pi·w /' he comes, is coming, came' : /pi 'wen/ 
'he is said to be coming, it is said that he came' : /pio? / 'Is he coming? 
Did he come?' : /piasah/ 'so he is coming after all (despite our expecta-
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tion to the contrary)!' : /piapah/ 'but he was going to come! (and now 
it turns out that he is not!).' 

An allocational inflection of nouns is sometimes intersected by an 
inflectional category reminiscent of tense or aspect: Potawatomi 
/nkelatas/ '1 am happy' (verb) and /nos'/ 'my father,' /nciman/ 'my 
canoe' (nouns) versus /nkalatsepen/ 'I was formerly happy (but not 
now),' /nosp·an/ 'my deceased father,' /nCimanpan/ 'my former canoe, 
now lost, destroyed, or stolen.' 

21.10. Predication or Finiteness. Latin verbs are inflected for five 
formally parallel "tense-modes" (usually taken as three tenses in one 
mode and two in another), two aspects, and two voices. Within each 
combination of tense-mode, aspect, and voice, there are six forms dif
ferentiating person and number of subject. All of these forms are used 
at the center of clauses forming or participating in sentences of the 
favorite type: they are finite or predicative forms. 

In addition, however, the paradigm of a Latin verb stem includes 
two smaller sets of forms: 

(1) Semi-finite or semi-predicative forms, with less differentiation 
of person and number of subject and virtually none of tense-mode, used 
in commands. These are conventionally called "imperatives": amii 'love 
thou!' amiite 'love ye!' amiitii 'do thou later love; let him later love!' 

(2) Non-finite or non-predicative forms, with no distinctions of 
tense-mode and no indication of subject, used in clauses of certain 
dependent types and in some adjectivelike and nounlike ways. Three of 
these are the infinitives, which show aspect and voice: amiire 'to love' 
(imperfective active), amiiri 'to be loved' (imperfective passive), and 
amiivisse 'to have loved' (perfective active). Other non-finite forms are 
the gerunds, participles, and supine. 

It is quite common for the paradigms of verbs to involve some non
finite forms alongside the finite ones. The Menomini system is in part 
like that of Latin, in part quite different. The verb paradigm includes 
forms in four so-called "orders." In the "independent order," verbs are 
inflected for the five modes mentioned in §27.9, and to indicate person 
and number of subject and (if transitive) of object. All these forms are 
finite. The "imperative order" is quite like the semi-finite imperative 
system in Latin. The "negative order" forms are not finite: the verbs 
show subject and object reference, but no mode, and occur in construc
tion with an inflected negative word which shows the mode and which 
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is the predicative word: /kan opianan/ 'he is not coming' : /kawen 
opianan/ 'it is said that he is not coming' : kan-E·;> opianan/ 'is he not 
coming?' : /kasa;> opianan/ 'so he's not coming after all! (despite our 
expectation that he would)' : /kapa? opianan/ 'but he wasn't going to 
come! (yet here he is !).' Finally, "conjunct order" forms are used in 
dependent clauses of several sorts and in some nounlike ways: these 
forms differ from the Latin non-finite forms in that these also are 
inflected for subject and object reference. 

Other words than verbs may show non-finite and finite forms. The 
Menomini negative word is not a verb, but, as illustrated in the preced
ing paragraph, has finite forms which show mode: it also has a non
predicative form /kat/ or /kan/ used in clauses in which the verb is in 
the independent or conjunct order. Most Menomini pronouns also 
have both non-predicative and predicative forms, the latter showing 
mode: /kenah/ 'thou,' but predicative /kenE? / 'thou art the one : 
/kenEwen/ 'thou art said to be the one' : /kenEt/ 'art thou the one?' : 
/kenesa;> / 'so tlwu art the one!' : /kenepa? / 'but tlwuwast to be the one!' 

In a different way, Sierra Miwok nouns have predicative inflectional 
forms which specify the person and number of a subject which 'is' that 
named by the noun: 'thou art a man' based on the stem 'man'; even 
'thou art my father,' based on a smaller inflected form 'my father' 
in turn based on the stem 'father.' 

NOTES 

New terms: selective vs. inflectional categories; generic vs. specific categories; 
grammatical categories. Terms used for grammatical categories in the 
treatment of many languages: gender (specific: masculine, feminine, 
neuter, animate, inanimate, common, proper); number (specific: 
singular, plural, dual, trial, paucal, multiple); person (specific: first, 
second, third; inclusive vs. exclusive first person non-singular); case 
(specific: nominative, accusative, ergative); case-systems (of nominative, 
accusative, ergative, and ergative-accusative types); allocation or pos
session; subject-reference, object-reference; lJoice (specific: active, passive, 
middle = medio-passive; transitive, intransitive); tense; mode; aspect; 
predication = finiteness. 
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DERIVATION 

28.1. When all inflectional affixes are stripped from the words of a 
language, what is left is a stock of stems. The stem which appears in the 
para~igm (we) sing, (he) sings, sang, sung, singing, (a community) sing, 
(community) sings may be represented as sing-. This steI\1 is a single 
morpheme. The stem of the paradigm singer, singers is si"nger-. This 
stem is more than one morpheme: it includes the smaller stem sing- as 
one Ie, and also an element -er 'agent.' 

The construction involved in the composite stem singer- is morpholog
ical, since a bound form -er is involved; but it is not inflectional. There
fore (§24.1) it is derivational. Derivation, then, deals with the structure 
o/sUms. 

28.2. Structural ClauificatiOD of Stems. The stems of a language 
can always be classed as follows, it being understood that no one lan
guage necessarily has stems of every type, and that-in SOI\1e languages 
some of the distinctions are of little practical value: 

I. Simple stems: consisting each of a single morpheme. 
11. Derived stems or derivatipes, consisting of more than on~ morpheme: 

240 

IIA. Secondary derived stems, in which at least one Ie is itself a stem: 
IIA1. Secondary derivatives, in which only one 10 is itself a stem; 

the other Ie is a derivational affix. 
I1A2. Stem compounds, in which both (or all) ICi are themselves 

stems. 
lIB. Primary derived stems, in which no Ie is itself a stem: 

IIB1. Primary derivatWes, in which one Ie is a derivational affix; 
the other is a root. . 

I1B2. Root compounds, in which neither Ie is a derivational affix. 
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Most of the above can be illustrated from English: 
Simple stems: boy-, girl-, man-, sing-, red-, green-, liA-, go-, hammer

chrysanthemum-(?). 
Secondary derivatives: girlish-, boyish-, manly-, womanly-,· singer-, 

actor-, actress-, likable-, performance-, befriend-. The smaller stem which 
appears as one IC of a secondary derivative is the underlying form: in 
our examples, girl-, boy-, man-, woman-, sing-, act-, actor-, like-, perform-, 
friend-. The derivative is said to be derived from or built on the underlying 
form with the derivational affix. In our examples the affixes are -ish. 
-ly, -er / -of, -ess, -able, -ance, be-. 

Stem compounds are better illustrated from Latin. Agricola 'farmer' 
has the stem agricol-, composed of t.he stem agr- of ager 'field' and the 
stem col- of colere 'to cultivate'; gemellipora 'twin-bearing' has stem 
gemellipar-, composed of gem ell- (gemellus 'twin-born') and par- (parire 'to 
bring forth'). The inserted -i- (agr-i-col-) is an automatic connective 
element. 

Primary derivatives: detain-, retain-, defer-, refer-, if we interpret them 
as containing more than one morpheme (§19.6), consist of derivational 
affixes de- and re- and underlying forms (roots) -tain, -fer. The two affixes 
occur also in secondary derivation: deform, reform. The roots recur only in 
other primary derivatives. 

Root compounds: telegraph, telephone, phonograph, photograph, gramo
phone, photostat may belong in this category (§28.5). 

28.3. Layers of Derivation. Our definitions of the various struc
tural types of sterns do not imply that the ICs are necessarily single 
forms: any IC may itself be composite. 

If the underlying form in a secondary derivative is not a single 
morpheme, its structure is also covered by the classification. Thus the 
underlying form of actress- is the secondary derivative actor-, built in 
turn on the simple stem act-; telegraphic- is a secondary derivative from 
telegraph-, which is perhaps a root compound. 

However, if a derivational affix or a root is composite, then its struc
ture is not covered by the classification. Composite roots are rare, and 
where found the details are specific to the language, not warranting 
general discussion here. Composite derivational affixes are more com
mon and can be illustrated from English. 

Alteration- looks superficially like a parallel to creation-, oration-, 
iteration-, focation-. The latter are secondary derivatives, built with the 
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affix -ion on stems creale-, oraJe-, iterate-, fixate-. But there is no stem 
alterate-; only the shorter stem alter-. Likewise, damnation-, condemnation-, 
conservation-, formation-, information- and many others are not matched by 
shorter stems ending in -ate, but only by still shorter ones (damn-, 
condemn-. conserve-, form-, inform-).l We recognized a coalescent affix -ation 
which consists, true enough, of two smaller affixes -ate and -ion, but 
which in many cases functions as a unit in secondary derivation. 
Alteration- is then a secondary derivative from the stem alter-, built with 
this coalescent affix. 

28.4. Deficient Stems. Suppose, for a moment, that alteration- stood 
alone in English, as the only stem in -ion not matched by a shorter stem 
in -ate. In this hypothetical case we should handle the matter differ
ently. We should insist that its ICs were alterate- and -ion, but we should 
not call alterate- a root, since it is too complex to fit well into the class of 
English roots. Instead, we should call alterate- a deficient stem: that is, an 
element which is stemlike in its structure and in further derivational 
patterns, but which does not participate directly in inflectional or 
syntactical constructions as normal stems do. 

The English example is hypothetical; in Menomini we find genuine 
instances. The word /ni·swasa·?sow/ 'deuce-card' is in appearance a 
regular secondary derivative, with affix I-wi 'agentive,' from what 
looks like a verb stem /nioswasa;>si-/. This apparent verb stem is in 
turn quite regularly built from smaller constituents, but does not happen 
to occur directly in inflected forms. Nor does the word /ni·swasa·?sow/ 
end with any string of affixes which might be regarded as forming a 
coalescent affix. We therefore call the underlying form /ni·swasa;>si-/ 
a deficient stem. Its deficiency is more understandable when we learn 
that it would mean, if used directly in inflection, something like 'he 
writes himself as two, he is written as two'-neither our own way of 
life nor that of the Menomini is apt to present a speaker with circum
stances in which he would need to express that meaning. 

28.5. Englith Compounds. It is not always easy to tell whether a 
derived stem should be viewed as primary or as secondary. The exam-

1 Dat1I1UJtion- and condemnation- include an /n/ (/d~mnejSan/, /kAndemnl:jSan/) 
which does not appear in the inflected forms of the underlying stem (damn /diem/. 
damning /da,miQ/, etc.) This /n/ is part of the stem; its appearance or non-appear
ance is a matter of morphophonemics: see §33.1. Likewise, the difference in shape 
between -ale /ejt/ and -at (ion) /-eji-/ is morphophonemic, and therefore not of 
concern to us here. . 
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ples discussed just above bear witness to the difficulty. Another example 
is the status of such English stems as telegraph-, telephone-, and so on. 
Most such stems contain at least one constituent which is clearly not 
itself a stem: tele-, phono-, gramo-. But many contain one constituent 
which is either a stem or is the same in shape as, and similar in meaning 
to, some stem: graph, phone, photo, stat. Some of the constituents 
which are not stems seem to contain, in turn, a stem: phono- thus 
contains phone. 

Yet English stems of the kind just dealt with are different from Eng
lish phrasal compounds, like blackbird, bluebird, blackboard. The latter are a 
special sort of sequence of two words, with a lowering of stress on the 
second word (thus jbl.ek + bardj): their structure is syntactical, not 
morphological. It seems best, for· English, to bypass the theoretically 
definable difference between stem compounds and root compounds and 
speak simply of close compounds (telegraph and the like) in contrast to phra
sal compounds. The important fact about elements like tele-, phono-, 
photo-, graph-, phone-, gramo-, stat- is that they occur quite freely in close 
compounds; whether each of them is or is not a stem then assumes 
secondary importance. 

28.6. Part of Speech Affiliation. A stem, by definition, belongs to 
some part of speech. In the case of a simple stem, its part of speech is 
simply one of the facts about the morpheme. In the case of a derived 
stem, however, the part of speech to which it belongs can often be pre
dicted in terms of one or another of its ICs. This is especially true in the 
case of forms built with derivational affixes. 

In some languages derivational affixes fall into two sets, which have 
been called "restrictive" and "governing." A restrictive affix stands in 
an attributive relationship to the underlying stem to which it is added, 
and the derivative belongs to the same part of speech as the underlying 
stem. A governing affix stands in some other relationship to the under
lying stem, and determines the part of speech of the derivative. We give 
examples from Eskimo, where this classification has been well worked 
out. 

One type of restrictive affix is added only to noun stems. From 'stone' 
different affixes yield derivatives with such meanings as 'large stone,' 
'small stone,' 'new stone,' 'old stone,' 'group of several stones,'; from 
'blanket,' one obtains 'home-made blanket,' 'purchased or obta.iaed 
blanket,' 'ruins or remnants of a blanket, blanket-remnants.' 
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A IIeCODd type of restrictive a1fix is added only to verb stems: 'sing' 
yields 'sing a lot,' 'sing badly,' 'sing properly,' 'sing thoroughly,' 'sing 
uninterruptedly,' 'sing energetically,' 'sing repeatedly,' 'sing in the 
future,' 'sing in the past,' 'sing customarily.' 

A third type, much rarer, is added to either noun stems or verb 
lItems: from 'house' one gets 'only a house, nothing else'; from 'to talk,' 
with the same affix, one gets 'just talk, without doing anything else.' 

Some governing affixes are added only to noun stems and yield 
larger noun stems; 'goods, property' yields 'someone or something 
having goods'; a place-name X yields 'inhabitant of x,' 'place near X.' 

Other governing affixes build verb stems from noun stems: from 
'father' one gets 'to be a father,' 'to have a father,' 'to supply with a 
father.' 

Still others build noun stems from verb stems: 'to sing' yields 'one 
who has sung,' 'instrument for singing.' 

Finally, some governing affixes build verb stems from verb stems: 
'to hunt' yields 'to be engaged in hunting,' 'to begin to hunt.' 

The classification of derivational affixes into restrictive and governing 
is not always useful. A more general classification, of the affixes of 
secondary derivation, turns on two considerations: (1) the part of 
speech of the underlying form, and (2) the part of speech of the deriva
tive. Thus English -ion is added only to stems of classes V, AV, NV, or 
NA V, and yields stems of classes N, NA, NV, or NA V, usually the first 
of these (126.4): creau- (V) : creation- (N); ora~ (V) : oration- (N);fixate
(V) : fixation- (N); but vacau- (V) : vacaticn- (NV); correct- (A V) : correc
tion- (N). 

The major part of speech affiliation of a derivative may be deter
mined in one way, the membership of the derivative in one or another 
subsidiary stem-class in another. In Menomini, diminutivizing suffixes 
are added only to noun stems, and yield only nouns, but the gender 
(animate or inanimate) of the derivative is that of the underlYing form: 
/ahke·h/ 'kettle' is animate, and therefore /ahke·hko·hseh/ 'little 
kettle, can' is animate too. Compare the situation in German, where a 
diminutive derivative of a noun is neuter regardless of the gender of the 
underlying form: der Tisch masculine 'the table' : das Tischchen neuter 
'the little table'; die Frau feminine 'the manied woman' : das Friiulein 
acuter 'the young lady'; das Haus neuter 'the house' : du Hius&hen 
neuter 'the little house.' 
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NOTES 

New terms: simple stem, derivative, secoodary derived stem, secondary deriva
tive, stem-compound, primary derived stem, primary derivative, root-compound; 
derivational affix, underlying form, root; coalescent tYfix, deji&ient stem. For 
English, close VB. phrasal compounds. Restrictive VB. governing affixes (may 
apply more widely than Eskimo). 

Problem. Some of the English stems listed below are secondary or 
primary derivatives. Determine the ICs of each; class each as secondary 
or as primary and show why; give another example or so for each 
derivational affix. 

roadster-, currency-, different-, deference-, sequential-, digital-, 
baggage-, braggart-, brassy-, breadth-, brazen-, lioness-, sluggard-, 
guardian-, guileless-, kingdom-, suffragette-, gusto-, hackney-, oxide-, 
bulbous-, cupric-, fungus-, monad-, Americanism-, Brazilian-, 
physicist-. 
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SURFACE and DEEP GRAMMAR 

29.1. In the preceding eight sections we have been discussing gram
mar largely in terms of constructions, working roughly from large to 
small (that is, first syntax, then inflection, and finally derivation). But 
the specification of the forms and constructions in a sentence does not 
always tell everything of grammatical relevance about the sentence. A 
pair of forms in a sentence which do not stand in construction with each 
other may nevertheless be tied together, in a rather different way. 

For our first illustration of this it is best to draw on an unfamiliar 
language. The Chinese morpheme kiii has, to our way of thinking, a 
very wide range of meaning: 'to open' (a door, window, box), 'to turn 

y 

!!! 

you be eh? 

Do you know how to drive 
a car? 

FlOUlI.E 29.1 

on' (a light), 'to boil,' 'to open up 
for tilling' (land not previously 
used agriculturally), 'to break' (a 
fast or dietary pledge), 'to cut 
with' (a knife, in surgery), 'to 
start' (a meeting officially), 'to 
start, drive' (a vehicle). True, 
there is a common thread of mean
ing in all this wide range: some 
literal or metaphorical opening or 
coming-apart. However, which 
specific meaning emerges in a 
given context is a function not 

alone of kai, but also of the context. 

Thus consider the sentences diagrammed in Figures 29.1, 2, and 3. 
The marks at the points of junction of boxes for I Cs specify the con-
246 . 
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struction-type: "E" topic-comment, "-+" directive with director first, 
" >" attributive with. attribute first, "<" attributive with attribute 
SClCond. The first sentence means "Do you know how to Qrive a car?" 
The morphemes kiii and ehe 'wheeled vehicle, car' stand in construction, 
the second as object of the first, and the context narrows the meaning of 

nH ~ che 
that unit 

u wo 

I 

bu 
not 

t---------------(E}--------------------; 
That car I can't drive 

FIGURE 29.2 

wlSmen II dau k che !! ~ kli m£n 
we once arrive he there- door 

0- upon 
~ 

Is 

-0- -0-
~ > 

r----e E' 
> 

As soon as we got to the car he opened the door 

FIGURE 29.3 

kiii to 'drive.' The second sentence means 'That car I can't drive.' Kiii 
and ehe are not here in construction with each other, but neither stands 
in any overriding construction with anything else, and the special 
meaning still emerges. The third sentence means 'As soon as we got to 
the car he opened the door.' Kiii and che are still both present, though 
not in construction with each other; the special meaning does not 
emerge, however, because kiii is preempted by the nearby element men 
'door,' while chi is similarly preempted by dau 'to arrive at.' 
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We ICe thus that the special meaning of kDi ('drive') does not emerge 
only when that morpheme stands directly in construction with chi 'car.' 
It emerges provided (1) that the two morphemes are sufficiently near 
to each other, and (2) that neither is in some overriding construction 
with some other morpheme. The first two sentences fulfil these require
ments; the third meets the first requirement but not the second. The tie 
between kai and chi in the second sentence is not a matter of construc
tions, but we cannot say that it is "merely" semantic. It is a gram
matical tie: otherwise the speakers of the language could not understand 
each other. In some sense, though not at the most superficial gram
maticalleveI; chi is the object of kai in the second sentence as in the first. 

29.2. "Valence." A metaphorical terminology that suggests itself 
at this point is that of "valence." The morpheme kiii, so to speak, has a 
"positive" valence of a special directive kind: it seeks something in the 
context to seize on as its object. In the first sentence (Figure 29.1), that 

,. 
nel 

~--------------{E}---~--------------~ 

FIGURE 29.4 

something is immediately at hand: the ordinary grammatical require
ments of constructions and the special requirements of "valence" are 
fulfilled at the same time. In the second sentence (Figure 29.2) there is 
nothing in the immediate vicinity of kiii to attract its valence. The 
parti<,:ipation of kiii in ordinary constructions leaves it "unsaturated," 
and the valence has to stretch further into the context. We could dia
gram the result by modifying Figure 29.2 as shown in Figure 29.4. 
Figure 29.5 demonstrates an even more remote stretching-out for an 
appropriate object. Here we assume that two people have just walked 
up to a car and that one says the sentence: "I'll drive." The sentence 
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contains no element anywhere fit to be the object of kBi, SO the valence 
of that morpheme reaches into the non-speech environment. The figure 
inverts the graphic device used iIi comic-strips: in those, space is stolen 
from a picture of a situation to provide a "balloon" for what someone 
laYS; here we steal space from the portrayal of what is said to provide a 
"balloon" for a feature of the non-speech situation. 

"Valence" is not a technical term, and the preceding discussion is 
also not technical: the phenomena hinted at by the discussion are not 
yet well enough understood for the development of a precise terminol
ogy. It is also entirely metaphorical to speak, as we ha~ as though 

FIGURE 29.5 

morphemes had "purposes": the purposes are presumably tather in the 
speakers and hearers. Yet the phenomena themselves, however dis
cussed, are important. It is as though the whole network of structural 
relationships between forms, overlapping sometimes into the non
speech context, constituted a complex intertwining of various kinds of 
valences, only one layer of which is immediately apparent to the 
analyst. This most apparent layer constitutes, we shall say, surft1l;l 
grammar. Beneath it lie various layers of deep grammar, which have much 
to do with how we speak and understand but which are still largely un
explored, in any systematic way, by grammarians. It is the surface 
grammar, and it alone, which is diagrammed in Figures 29.1, 2, and 3; 
in Figure 29.4 the diagram shows also one item of deeper grammar. 
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29.". Differences Among Languages. Languages differ as to what 
is on the surface and what is deep. We give three examples of such 
differences. ' 

In English, as in Chinese, forms in construction with each other are 
usually (though not invariably) next to each other. Thus surface gram
mar in both languages is basically shown by linear order, while deeper 
connectivities between forms often cut across intervening material. 
But this is not true in all languages. In Latin, for example, relationships 
shown by linear order are largely stylistic in their semantic effects and 
belong in deep grammar, the surface-grammatical relationships being 
shown inflectionally. 

Thus in English, as in Chinese, one may say either I don't like to drive 
such a large car or, in a common colloquial s~yle, Such a large car I don't 
like to drive. The two sentences differ in surface grammar, but are much 
the same at deeper levels. In Latin, howeveJl, a comparable rearrange
ment of words modifies deeper connectivities and leaves surface gram
mar unaltered. The surface grammar of puer pUlllam amat and of amat 
puer pUlllam, both roughly 'the boy loves the girl,' is shown by the 
nominative case of puer 'boy,' the accusative case of pUlllam 'girl,' and 
the kind of verb amiire 'to love' is-a transitive verb governing an 
accusative object. 

For the second example, consider the four English sentences (a) She's 
singing, (b) She's running, (c) She's singing a hymn, and (d) She's running the 
car. In surface grammar these go in pairs: (a) and (b) are alike (Figure 

She -'s singing 
running, 

~>-------i 

FIGuRE 29.6 

29.6), as are (c) and (d) (Figure 29.7). On 
deeper levels the parallelism does not hold. 
Thus one deeper relationship--call it N, 
for a reason which ",ill appear in a mo
ment-holds between is singing and she 
in (a) and (c), between is running and 
she in (b), but between is running and 
the car in (d). Another deeper relationship, 
E, holds between is running and she in 

(d), and still a third, A, between is singing and Q hymn in (c). The 
differences turn on, and reflect, a deep-level difference between run and 
sing. Both of these forms are freely used as verbs, and both are freely 
used either intransitively or transitively. But they belong to different 
selective categories as to types of valence. The valence tie between sing 
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and its subject is the same whether the verb is followed by an object or 
not. The valence tie between run and its subject, when no object 
follows, is not the same as that between Tun and its subject when an 
object follows, but rather the same as that between Tun and its object 
when it has one. 

Precisely these three types of valence, found in English only at a deep 
level, appear immediately on the surface in a language like Georgian. 
It will be more convenient to illustrate with a Georgian-like modified 
English, in which nouns and pronouns have three cases: nominative. 

She -'s singing a hymn 
running the car 

-
r-----® 

FIGURE 29.7 

ending in -N, ergative, ending in -E, and accusative, ending in -A. In 
this Georgian pseudo-English, the four sentences are phrased as 
follows: 

(a) SheN is singing (or Is singing SheN). 
(b) SheN is running (or Is running SheN). 
(c) SheN is singing a hymnA (or Is singing SheN a hymnA or A hymnA IS 

singing sheN, etc.). 
(d) SheE is running the carN (or Is running sheE the carN or The earN is 

running sheE, etc.). 

The case inflection frees word-order for deep-level uses, and the alterna
tives given for each sentence differ only as to deep grammar. 

Finally, consider English Atoms are too small to see by any possible tech
nique and They are too much in love to see clearly. The surface grammar of 
the two sentences is much the same, though not identical. But cutting 
across the surface grammar is a difference in the deeper connections of 
to see. In the first sentence, atoms and see are related as they are in You 
can't see atoms; in the second, they and see are related as they are in They 
see you. In Latin this distinction would be shown inflectionally: see in the 
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first sentence would be a passive infinitive, oUUri 'to be seen,' and in the 
IeCOnd sentence ail active infinitive, vidire 'to see.' Certain Latinate 
literary styles of English maintain the distinction, or try to, by insisting 
on rephrasing the first sentence as Atoms are tqo small to be sun by any 
possible teclmique. TIlis Latinizing hamstrings English, and does not tell 
us which form to use in a sentence like It was too dark to su, where the 
valences of see may well be left unsaturated or have to reach out into the 
non-speech context. 

29.4:. Differences Among Grammariana. Just as languages differ 
as to what is assigned to surface grammar and what is handled at deeper 
levels, so, not unexpectedly, equally competent grammarians often 
disagree in the analysis of a single language. The disagreements stem 
from differences of training and previous experience. They should be 
regarded not as conflicts demanding resolution, but as enrichments in 
our understanding of the language in question: both sides can be right 
in a dispute, in that the apparently conflicting opinions may reflect 
facts at different grammatical depths. 

A single English example will serve. Consider the sentence John, leap
ing onto the runaway horse, quickly brought it under control. Some gram
marians would assign leaping onto the runaway horse to the subject, as a 
postposed attribute to Jom,. Others would take John alone as the sub
ject, all the rest as predicate. There is a genuine question as to which of 
these ties belongs to surface grammar and which to deep; but there can 
be no outright acceptance of one and total rejection of the other. Both 
are part of the total struCture of the sentence; both reflect the gram
matical pattern of the language. 
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SUBSTITUTES 

SO.I. In the preceding section we asserted that deeper levels of 
grammatical patterning are not yet well understood. To this there is one 
outstanding exception: the valence behavior of forms called substitutes. 

The Chinese morpheme kai 'open,' used in the examples of §29.1, 
has a valence of the directive type: it seeks something which can stand 
to kai in the role of object. When substitutes have a valence (not all of 
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John: put T on his tTl hat t but Bill didbl n't t 
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FIGURE 30.1 

them do), it is invariably of the appositive type: we shall symbolize this 
as "s". The sentence diagrammed in Figure 30.1 contains two ex
amples. The substitutes in this sentence are the morpheme he (in the 
word his.) and the morpheme do (in the word did). He refers to John: it is 
John's hat which John puts on, and it would be possible, though 
awkward, to paraphrase the first part of the sentence as John put on 
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John's hat, with no substitute. Similarly, do refers, as indicated in the 
diagram, to the whole phrase put on his hat: this is the action the sentence 
asserts Bill did not perform. 

Like other valences, the appositive valence of a substitute may fail to 
find any appropriate form in the linguistic context, and thus be forced 

2 

John 

'8 , 
put] on herbl hat 

1 

~ 

into the non-speech environment. 
If we say John put on her hat, the 
substitute she (the stem of the 
word her) cannot refer to any
thing in the sentence, and is 
forced outside: see Figure 30.2. 
Even when we say John put on 
his hat, context may show that it 
is not John's own hat, but some
one else's, and in this case also 
the valence from his leads into 
the non-speech environment. 

Thus there is often some am
biguity in what is actually said, 
and it mayor may not be elim
inated by the situation in which 
the speaking takes place. Some
times the ambiguities remain. 
The diagram in Figure 30.3 

FIGURE 30.2 shows an instance: the valences 
and the listener are equally 

unsure as to who couldn't wait for whom. 
The form, if any, on which the valence of a substitute seizes is called 

its antecedent. In the first example, John is the antecedent of his, and the 
phrase put on his hat is the antecedent of did. In the example of Figure 
30.3, the antecedent of she must be Jane or Mary; only the speaker knows 
which. The hearer knows only that, whichever it is, the other is the 
antecedent of her. The antecedent need not precede the substitute: in 
TaJcing his hat, John strode from the room, the antecedent John follows. 
The antecedent can be in a preceding or following sentence: John just 
arrived. He brought his car. The antecedent may occur in a sentence 
spoken by someone else: Is John here yetI-No, he isn't. 

Substitutes usually used with an antecedent are caned anaphoric. 
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FIOURE 30.3 

30.2. The Definition of Substitutes. Why is it that, as speakers of 
English, we can state with such confidence, when confronted with the 
sentence Jane and Bill were going togethn but she couldn't wait for him, that 
Jane is the antecedent of she and Bill that of him? 

The answer lies in the inherent nature of all substitutes-the special 
properties by virtue of which certain grammatical forms are classed as 
substitutes: 

A suhstitute is a form which, under certain conventional circumstances, re
places any member of a given form class. 1 Thus, in English, the substitute I 
replaces any singular noun or noun phrase, providing that this word or phrase 
denotes the speaker of the utterance in which the substitute is used. 

(Thus if John Brown says rm hungry, I "replaces" the singular noun 
phrase John Brown; if Mary Turner says it, I "replaces" Mary Turner; if, 
in a children's story, an animal, train, or toy says it, I "replaces" the 
bear or the little green locomotive or the tin soldier. Bloomfield's term "re
place" is unfortunate: it does not imply that the "replaced" phrase 
might occur instead of I, but only that I in the given situation denotes 
exactly what the singular noun or noun phrase "replaced" would de
note if it were used.) 

The grammatical peculiarity of substitution consists in this: that the substi
tute replaces only forms of a certain fonn class, ~hich we may caU the domain of 

1 Paraphrased from page 247 of Lmgutlge. by Leonard Bloomfield. By permission 
of Henry Holt and Company, Iuc., Copyright 1933. 
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the substitute; thus, the domain 0( the substitute I is the English form class of 
singular nouns and noun phrases. The substitute differs from an ordinary 
linguistic form, such as thing, person, object, by the fact that its domain is gram
matically definable, rather than requiring any sort of practical knowledge of the 
world in which the speakers of the language live. Whether an ordinary form, 
such as thing, can be used 0( this or that practical situation, is a question of 
meaning; the equivalence of a substitute, on the other hand, is grammatically 
determined. For instance, no matter whom or what we address, we may men
tion this real or pretended hearer in the form of a noun expression by means 
of the substitute ,ou-and for this we need no practical knowledge of the person. 
animal, thing, or abstraction that we are treating as a hearer. 

To reinforce the above, let us compare thing, not a substitute, and it, 
a substitute. There is a structural tie between it and a certain large form 
class of singular noun expressions, including the paper, John'~ head, my 
house, bread, the sky, sex, honor, truth, a thing. No speaker of English argues 
about the propriety of using it to refer to any of the forms listed. But one 
can get into all sorts of arguments as to whether that designated by a 
certain singular noun expression, say sky, or sex, or honor, or truth, is a 
"thing" or not. 

In the sentence Jane and Bill were going togetller, but she couldn't wait for 
him, we know that Jane is the antecedent of she because the domain of 
she includes Jane and does not include any other form in the sentence. 
In the sentence Jane and Mary were going together, but she couldn't wait for 
her, there is ambiguity because both Jane and Mary belong to the 
domain of she. 

In some instances we are able to determine that all the members of 
the domain of some substitute have a feature of meaning in common. 
When this is the case, then we say that the substitute has, as one feature 
of its own meaning, this class-meaning shared by all the members of its 
domain. More often, no such common feature can be discerned. Con. 
sider the domain of she. A great many members of this domain designate 
a single female human or obviously female animal: Jane, Mtuy, my 
dqughter, the girl on the corner, the hrown-and-white cow. H a form which does 
not ordinarily or exclusively have this designation occurs, in a specific 
context, with such meaning, then that places the word for the -nonce 
in the domain of she: Max, as a nickname for a girl named Maxine, is 
referred to by she. But this class-meaning, 'single female human or 
animal,' is not an invariable part of the meaning of she because so many 
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members of the domain of she do not share the meaning: the old boat is on 
Mr last legs and the like (§27.2). This situation seems to be typical: 
many of the members of the domain of a substitute will have some clear 
feature of meaning in common, but the domain will also include forms 
which do not share that semantic feature. 

30.3. Kinda of Substitutes. There are two aspects to the behavior 
of any substitute: its domain-tie, as expounded above, and what may be 
called its type. For example, the domain-tie of I is its connection with the 
form class of singular nouns and noun phrases; its type is that it is used 
only when the noun expression designates the speaker of the utterance 
in which the substitute occurs. These two aspects generate a twofold 
classification for the substitutes of any language. 

As to domain-ties, the most widespread variety of substitute is that 
which "replaces" nouns, or one or another subclass of nouns and noun 
phrases. When such substitutes are words or stems, rather than bound 
affixes, they are called pronouns. The chief types of pronoun in English, 
recurring usually with only minor modifications in other languages, are 
the following: 

Personal: I, me, my, miNe; you, your, yours; we, us, our, ours; he, him, his; 
she, Mr, hers; it, its; they, them, their, theirs. The defining characteristics of 
these are elementary aspects of the relation between speaker and 
addressee, plus certain simple features of number; in the third person 
singular we have also gender. 

Demonstrative: this, these; that, those. The type turns on relative distance 
(in time or space) from the speaker and hearer, and on number. 

Interrogative: who, whom, whose; what; which. The type is indicated by 
the label: the forms request a specification with a (non-interrogative) 
noun expression. 

Relative: who, whom, whose; which; unstressed that (note the partial co
incidence in form with interrogatives). The type turns on use in clauses 
which are attributive to the antecedent of the pronoun. 

Negative: nobody, no ONe, nothing. These deny the validity of any mem
ber of their domain in the utterance in which they occur. 

Indefinite: (1) any, anybody, anyone, anything; (2) SOT1le, somebody, someone, 
something. The first group imply that whatever member of the domain 
be chosen, the resulting utterance is intended: Anybody !mows tkat
therefore John knows that, Bill knows that, you know that, and so on. 
The second group assert the existence of at .east one member of the 
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domain which will render the utterance valid: Some01l4 has been stealing 
my parsmps-if not Bill, then John, or, if neither, then Dick, and so forth. 

Inclusive: all, everyone, everybody, everything. In a context where John, 
Bill, Marie, Ronald, and Vanessa are involved, and no one else, Every
one is here means John is here and Bill is here and ••• and Vanessa is here. 
The inclusives differ from the first set of indefinites only in connotation. 

There are also some scattered pronouns which do not come in sets: 
same, other, each, 0114, ones. Numbers higher than one have some substitute
like properties and are perhaps to be so classed. 

The division into anaphoric and non-anaphoric cuts across the 
classification into types given above. Of the personal pronouns in 
English, those of the third person are anaphoric. The demonstratives 
are sometimes so: Here are two eggs: this is for you, and that for me (more 
often we say this one and that one). The relative pronouns are usually 
anaphoric: My mother was the one who baked the cake has relative who and 
antecedent the one. 

Part of the classification of English pronouns into types reappears for 
substitutes with other sorts of domain-ties. Thus here, now, there, then are 
of the type of the demonstrative pronouns, but their domains are ad
verbs and adverbial expressions of time arid place: John is here; John is in 
the room; I did it then ; I did it last night. Where, when, and why are interroga
tives, but not pronouns; nowhere, never are negative adverbial substi
tutes; anywhere, somewhere, indefinites; everywhere, always, ever, inclusives. 
So functions as an adverbial substitute (He did it!o ; He did it poorly), but 
also as a clause substitute: If so, we must get out of here : If that is the case, we 
must get out of here. The second members of pairs of correlatives (if • • . , 
then .•• ; §22.4) are clause substitutes, with the subordinate clause as 
antecedent: If so, then we must lealle. 

Do and its inflected forms serve as verb substitutes. Do is anaphoric, 
as shown, for example, in Figure 3O.1,but is not of any of the types 
which have been described for pronouns. In a sentence like He doesn't 
like her, but I do, the terminal do has as its antecedent the phrase does li~ 
her: the not of doesn't like her is not part of the antecedent. 

'The domain of substitutive do excludes certain verb phr~ beginning 
with be, halle, can, would, will, and a few others. Thus we do not sllY He is 
~k, but I don't, or He will be here at eight, and so do I. Instead, we repeat 
the finite.verb of the preceding part of the sentence: He is ~k,.but I am 
not; H, will be her, at eight, and so will 1. 
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30.4. Zero Anaphora. This leads us to a phenomenon often called 
zero aMphora: the use, not of a special grammatical form, but of a special 
construction of ordinary grammatical forms, as an anaphoric substi
tute. The first part of She couldn't Iulve been thinking of me, could she? con
tajns the long verb phrase could have been thinking. In the second part of 
the sentence, the speaker does not use a special substitute form (like do 
or ditl), nor does he repeat the entire verb phrase; instead, he uses the 
first word of the verb phrase as a substitute for the whole. The rest of 
the verb phrase is "replaced by zero." Similarly, though we say I like the 
big book better than the small one, with pronoun one (antecedent book), we 
say I like fresh candy better than stale, where an adjective, stale, followed by 
no noun at all, occurs substitutively for the phrase stale candy. 

It will be remembered that one subclass of nouns in Chinese are 
"measures," and that measures, unlike substantives, occur directly 
after numerals (§26.2). Measures are of two kinds, autonomous and 
auxiliary. The latter are most regularly used between a numeral and a 
substantive, as a grammatical aid in counting what is named by the 
substantive. Autonomous measures are quite regularly used without a 
following substantive: jei tyan 'this day,' san shlng 'three provinces.' 
When an auxiliary measure occurs without a following substantive, the 
construction is substitutive: jtige ren Mu ('this-unit man is-good'), 
klshr mige buhJJu ('but that-unit is-not-good') = 'This man is good but 
that one is not.' Here the second occurrence of measure ge 'unit,' with
out a substantive, has the preceding substantive ren 'person, man' as its 
antecedent. 

30.5. Bound Substitutes. All our examples so far have been of sub
stitutes which are stems, whole words, or phrases. In many languages 
there are also bound substitutes, usually inflectional affixes. In Me
nomini /newiahkwan/ 'my hat' and /owiahkwan/ 'his hat,' the 
affixes /ne-/ and /0-/ are substitutes quite like English my and his. 
Menomini also has the words /nenah/ '1' and /wenah/ 'he, she' which 
are personal pronouns, but not quite of the same type as those of 
English: /nenah/, for example, is used not merely to designate the 
speaker of the utterance in which it occurs (since the prefix /ne-/ is 
often used under these circumstances), but to emphasize that designation. 

The variety of linkage by inflection called cross-reference (§25.5) 
regularly involves bound substitutes. Even the vestigial inflection of 
English verbs for person and number of subject-involving, usually, 
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only the -s suffix for third perIOD singular aubjec1s in the preaent tense
conforms to this: the -s is a bound substitute. 

SO.,. TIle Surface Gra:amia.r el Sobltituta. In many languages the 
surface grammar of substitutes which are stems or whole words is some
what different from that of the most similar non-substitute forms. In 
English, for example, the contrast between I and me recurs in certain 
other pronouns (he : kim, she : her, we : us, they : them, and, in very 
formal English, wlw : wlwm), but does not appear in nouns or noun 
phrases. The contrast between my and mine recurs only in our : ours, 
ytnIT : ytnITs, her : hers, their : theirs. 

In Eskimo, where ordinary nouns have a case system of the ergative 
type (127.5), personal pronouns have, instead, one of the accusative 
type. In Georgian, where ordinary nouns have a case system of the 
accusative-ergative type, personal pronouns (which exist, as in Latin, 
only for the first and second persons) have a single undifferentiated form 
where a noun would appear in nominative, accusative, or ergative. 

These differences in surface grammar are sometimes such that certain 
substitutes are properly regarded as belonging to different parts of 
speech from non-substitutes: thus in English, where pronouns cannot 
conveniently be assigned to any of the classes N, NA, NV, and so on 
(126.4), and in Chinese, where demonstratives and personal pronouns 
constitute two of the five subclasses of the major class of nouns (§26.2). 
In Japanese, on the other hand, there is apparently no surface-gram
mar reason to set personal pronouns apart from the class of nouns. And 
in English, substitutive do is in the first instance simply a verb among 
other verbs. 

NOTES 

New terms: substitute; tmtecedent, anaplwric; domair& (and domain-tie) and 
tyJIe of a substitute; cJass-meamng of a substittite (if any substitutes actu
aQy have one); prorunm, clause substitute; brnmd substitute; "zero" anaplwra. 
For English, and with varying applicability to other languages: personal, 
UmtnulraJiue, iIrlerrDgtltiue, relatioe, negative, intkjinUe, and itfCiusiue types. 

A recent and insightful discussion of substitutes and certain related 
matten is Jakobson 1957. 
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31.1. Comparing Grammatical Systems. It is not too difficult to 
compare the phonemic systems of two languages: §11 showed in a 
sketchy way how this can be done. I t is much harder to compare gram
matical systems, because they are so complex. Yet it is clear that some 
differences between grammatical systemS are much more important, 
for purposes of such comparison, than others. 

Consider, for example, the words tea and write, M and SM, In present
day Menomini, there are words for 'tea' and 'write'; in the Menomini 
of 1700 there were not. Yet Menomini is hardly closer to.English in its 
grammatical system today than it was in 1700. And if we could delete 
the words tea and write from English, the system manifested by the 
remainder would not essentially differ from English as it actually is. 
On the other hand, Menomini does not now have, nor did it have in 
1700, any pair of forms comparable to English he and SM. This is a 
systematic difference of real importance. If we could delete the words 
M and she from English, or replace the two by a single word, the system 
of the modified language would be markedly changed. 

Roughly, then, the total stock of elementary forms of a language can 
be split into two unequal portions: tea, write, and all other grammat
ically "unimportant" forms go into one portion (by far the larger), 
while M, SM, and all other grammatically "important" forms go into 
the other. The deletion of anyone or two forms from the first portion 
would leave the grammatical system of the language essentially un
changed; the deletion of even a single item of the second kind would 
have drastic consequences. Equally drastic consequences could not be 
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achieved by tinkering with the first portion unless we deleted all the 
members of some large form-class. 

By way of illustration, here are two English sentences which have 
certain features in common despite their differences. The reason for 
the slighdy poetic style will be apparent in a moment: 

'Twas morning, and the merry sunbeams did glitter and dance 
in the snow; all tUlSelly were the treetops, and the happy fairies 
frolicked. 

'Twas stormy, and the tall pines did quiver and tremble in the 
gale; all dark were the streets, and the weary villagers slept. 

These two sentences are built by clothing one and the same gram
matical "skeleton," as it were, with two different kinds of "flesh." In 
part, the skeleton could be indicated simply by listing, in order, the 
grammatically important forms which are shared by the two sentences, 
with blanks for the flesh-words. In part, it couId be indicated via an 
empty-box diagram of the common IC-structure of the two sentences, 
In Figure 31.1 we combine these two devices, by filling in such boxes of 
the diagrams as contain skeletal forms, but leaving those for flesh-forms 
empty. Intonation is left out of account. Some of the constructions are 
marked as to type: "E" stands for predicative with topic first, "it" for 
the same with topic second; "+" for additive; ">" for attributive with 
attribute first, "<" for the same with attribute second; "_" for 
directive. 

It was just this grammatical skeleton which Lewis Carroll clothed 
with flesh in the form of nonsense-syllables in the first stanza of 
Jabberwocky: 

'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves 
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe; 

All mimsy were the borogoves, 
And the mome raths outgrabe. 

(H~mpty Dumpty explains that outgrabe is the past tense of a verb 
outgribe.) When Alice heard this stanza she said: 

"Somehow . . • , it seems to fill my head with. ideas--only 
I don't know exacdy what they are!" 
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To a large extent, Alice's unrecognizable "ideas" were just the abstract 
framework of relationships which is shown in Figure 31.1. The frame
work itself asserts nothing about anything, but it is familiar to Alice, 
and to us, because as we speak English we constantly use bits of it in 
utterances which do purport to deal with the world around us. We can 
leave to philosophers the argument whether the abstract relationships 

'T· ·was - and the - - ·s did -

FIGURE 31.1 
The syntactical connection of the two halves graphed separately above is DOt 

clear: perhaps additive, Gr perhaps, structurally, there are two sentences. 

theIDSelves have any sort of existence in the world outside of speech. 
Whatever they may decide, it is clear that the "meaning" of a word 
like and or the, or of a construction like that of attribution, is a very 
different sort of thing from the meaning of a word like morning or sun
beam. One might at first suspect that the "meaning" of and is no more 
abstract or peculiar than that of unicorn, but this is probably not the 
case. Unicorn designates a horselike or antelopelike mammal with a 
single hom in the middle of its forehead, while and does not designate 
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anything. (It is linguistically quite ittelevant that no unicorns exist.) 
Having pulled the flesh from the bones and examined the latter, we 

must also see what the flesh looks like when not draped over the skele
ton. Since we have already been exposed to the flesh of the first two 
sentences, in the structure shown by the skeleton, we add a third set of 
flesh-forms which will also fit the framework: 

morning merry sunbeam glitter dance snow tinselly treetop 
happy fairy frolic; 

stormy tall pine quiver tremble gale dark street weary villager 
sleep; 

father happy child jump ~hout yard ready present birthday 
festivity begin. 

The effect is easier to feel than to describe-like an extreme variety of 
headline English, or like certain types of Chinese poetry (particularly 
in word-by-word English translation), where many of the structural 
relationships are left to the reader's imagination. 

We need reliable technical terms for our two kinds of grammatical 
forms. "Function words" and "content words" will not do, because the 
forms which belong to the two classes are not always whole words. 
"Bones" and "flesh-forms" are too jocular; a soberer pair, which we 
shall adopt, is functor and contentive. 

31.2. The Definition of Functors. There are at least three types 
of grammatical forms which are to be classed as functors, and a fourth 
type perhaps should be added. 

First, all substitutes, free or bound, are functors. In the abstract frame
work of Figure 31.1, the substitutes are it ('t in 'twas) all, the, and the 
inflectional affixes in was, wert. 

Second, all markers, pure and impure, are functors. In the example, 
the markers are was (the stem: marker of connective construction)) and, 
tis (in did), in. 

Third, all inflectional ajJix4s are functors. In the example, the inflec
tional affixes are -s (plural), -ed (past tense), and the special person
number inflectional indications in was and wert. 

As we see, some morphemes are functors on more than one basis: the 
inflectional affixes in was and were are also bound substitutes. 

Fourth, it may be that abstract governing derivational affixes should 
be counted as functors. It will be remembered (§28.6) that a deriva-
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tional affix is governing if it determines the part of speech of the deriva
tive built with it. Such an affix is abstract if it does little or nothing else 
-that is, if it adds no other discernible element of meaning to the 
underlying form. This can be difficult to judge. If we do not insist on 
unattainable precision, then we might regard the -y of slithy and mimsy 
(in the Lewis Carroll original) as a functor: this suffix makes adjectives 
(creamy, milky, watery, swishy, gluey) and seems not to add much meaning 
of its own. , 

:U.3. The Grammatical Core of a Language. We can now return 
to the problem that was posed at the beginning of §31.1. 

The essential grammatical tenor of a language, and the key differ
ences between the grammatical systems of different languages, lie 
in what we shall call the grammatical core. By this we mean, for any 
language, 

(1) its part-of-speech system; 
(2) its grammatical categories; 
(3) its functors; 
(4) its construction-types and constructions. 

The grammatical core of a language plays much the same role rela
tive to the whole grammatical system that our skeleton of abstract rela
tionships, depicted in Figure 31.1, plays relative to the various full 
sentences built on it. The grammatical core can be described using not 
more than a few hundred c:ontentives-just enough to serve as examples 
of how all other contentivell work too. A language can (and does) acquire 
new contentives, and lose old ones, without changing its essential ma
chinery; so long as the core remains unaltered, the language continues 
to operate in much the same way as before. Similarly, all individual 
speaker of a language maliters its grammatical core fairly early in life, 
and from that time on there is little change of pattern worth talking 
aoout, though he COnBtanUy acquires new contentive vocabul,iry, and 
sometimes ceases to use words or phrases because he outgrows them 
(adolescent slang) or beca.use conditions change (automobiles replace 
the horse and buggy). 
, The grammatical core plays an importaDt role in effective foreign

language teaching. Apart from pronunciation and morphophonemic 
difficulties, which vary greatly depending on the language to be learned 
and the native language of the leamer, the chief obstacle to the mastery 
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of a foreign language is the difference between its grammatical core and 
that of the learner's own language. The main reason for the customary 
restriction of vocabulary (that is, contentives) in elementary foreign
language-learning materials is not that vocabulary is itself hard-in
deed, vocabulary is certainly the easiest phase of a foreign language to 
learn. The reason is rather that there is no point in learning large num
bers of contentives until one knows what to do with them. After the 
grammatical core has been mastered, the acquisition of new vocabulary 
hardly requires formal instruction. It can be done by reading or speak
ing the language. 

Those quasi-linguistic systems which we call logic and mathematics 
stem from the grammatical cores of languages. Just as the abstract gram
matical framework diagrammed in Figure 31.1 asserts nothing about 
the world around us, so no purely mathematical or logical proposition 
says anything about anything-it is an empty vessel, into which one 
can place any contents that will fit. Logic and mathematics represent, 
in the first instance, a discarding of many of the complexities of the 
grammatical core of any real language, and then an ultimately vast 
network of additional abstract relationships built up on this base. To a 
considerable extent, the central features of logic and mathematics are 
features shared by the grammatical cores of many or most languages: 
the history of logic from Aristotle down to the present represents a 
succession of eliminations of features which proved to be too specific to 
a particular language. As a result, logical and mathematical works are 
more accurately translatable from one language to another than is any 
other type of discourse. 

NOTES 

New terms: the grammatical core; juncl(Jrs, contentives. Abstract governing 
derivational affixes. 

The illustrative use of JabberuXJCky is taken from Fries 1952, who gives 
credit for the device to Aileen Traver Kitchin. 

Fries (1952 and earlier works) has been most insistent on the functor
contentive contrast. Something like this contrast is recognized by such 
modern logicians as Carnap 1937 and Quine 1951; see, especially, the 
first fifty-odd pages of the latter work, in which Quine derives his ele-
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mentary terms for symbolic logic from an analysis of certain English 
functors. The logician's contrast is not direcdy transferable to lin
guistics because his procedure is not empirical, as the linguist'S must be. 

Problem. The reader who knows a language other than English fairly 
well can profit by devoting a few hours to a comparison of their gram
matical cores. A full-scale comparison, of course, would require years of 
work. 
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32· 

MORPHOPHONEMICS 

32.1. In the past sections (§§17-31) we have surveyed the ways in 
which grammatical systems work. This means that the smallest units of 
concern to us have been morphemes. We have been concerned with the 
ways in which morphemes are put together into utterances; but we 
have had no interest in the phonemic shapes which represent the 
morphemes. 

For example, in §19.5 we listed five English words, bought, went, paid, 
sold, and sang, and stated that each consists of two morphemes: one, 
respectively, was asserted to be the verb stem buy, go, pay, sell, and sing, 
while the other, common to all five, was asserted to be the past tense 
morpheme. We made no mention at all of the obvious differences be
tween the phonemic shapes representing these various morphemes in the 
different words, because at the time it would have been beside the point 
to do so. 

Now, however, we are ready to concentrate on the phonemic shapes 
which represent morphemes. There are morphemes which are repre
sented in all occurrences by a single phonemic shape: for example, pay, 
represented by jpejj in pays, paid, paying, payer, payee, payment, and so on, 
as well as in the whole word pay. If all the morphemes of a language 
were like this, then the morphophonemics of the language would be 
trivial. But there are complications in every language. Thus, in English, 
the past tense morpheme is represented by a suffixed jdj in paid, but by 
a combination of infixed jowl and suffixed Idj in sold, and in various 
other ways in bought., went, sang. Sell is represented by IsHj in most con
texts, but by Is.~.l-j when accompanied by the past-tense morpheme 
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{/8.:.1-/ plus / ... ow ... -d/ yields /s6wld/}; sing is usually /s'irJ/, but is 
also represented by /s.~.IJ/, into which fit infixed representations of 
certain inflection'al morphemes, to yield sang, sung. 

The fact of multiple representation of single morphemes gives rise to 
one aspect of morphophonemics, which in turn has two sides: (1) the 
methods by which an investigator attempts to decide which shapes are 
to be taken as representations of which morphemes; (2) the different 
types of relationships between representations. 

Beyond this, there are two other aspects of morphophonemics deserv
ing discussion: (3) the typical shapes of representations (in anyone 
language) and the economy of utilization of the available phonemic 
arrangements; (4) the direct semantic effects of phonemic shapes. In the 
present section we shall deal with (1) and with the simplest parts of 
(2); in the following three sections we shall take up the rest of (2), (3), 
and (4). 

32.2. The Terminology of Morphophonemics. When a morpheme 
is represented sometimes by one phonemic shape and sometimes by 
another or others, we say that the shapes stand in alternation with each 
other, or, more briefly, that the morpheme manifests alternation. Each 
representation is a morph; all the morphs which represent some given 
morpheme are called allomorphs of that morpheme. Thus /sel/ and 
/s .. .1/ are both allomorphs of the morpheme {seili. This statement 
also illustrates a graphic device by which we shall differentiate, in 
this and the next few sections, between mention of a morpheme and 
mention of a morph: in mentioning a morpheme, we shall enclose so~e 
label for it between braces. 

It is in many cases useful to .apply the terminology of alternation in a 
uniform way to all the morphemes of a language, including even those 
which are represented only, in a single way phonemically. We manage 
this by a verbal trick, saying, for example, that English {pay I manifests 
#ulaTUmllZitmraliOlf-being represented, in all environments, by a single 
allornorph /pej/ . 
. Two morpbs are distinct if they differ in phonemic shape, as /seJ./ 

and the /1 .. .1/ of sold. They are also dis.tinct if they are allomorpbs 
of different morphemes, even if they are identical in shape: /seJ./ repre
senting (Hll' and jseJ.j representing {celli thus count as two different 
morpbs. 

Sometimes it is necessary to deal with alternations in shape of forms 
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larger than morphemes-for example, of words. Our examples of this. 
however, will not require any additional terms. ~ 

32.3. Sporadic Alternation. Certain kinds of alternation are sys
teDJlltic and predictable, and require to be described in any treatment 
of a language which shows them. There is another sort, however, which 
is harder to handle, and which we shall discuss first, mainly in order to 
get it out of the way. 

The best approach to sporadic alternation is to point out a couple of the 
mechanisms by which an instance may arise. Suppose wt find the speak
ers of a language neatly divided, by some geographical line of demarca
tion, into two groups: those on one side of the line pronounce a certain 
word in one way, while those on the other sidqpronounce it in another 
way. To be concrete, let us say that the word is English root, and that the 
two pronunciations are /ruwt/ and /rut/. Now so long as the difference 
is correlated with dialects, we do not speak of sporadic alternation. 
But situations of this kind are not stable. Some people, in due time, hear 
both /ruwt/ and /rut/, and sooner or later some speakers acquire both 
habits of pronunciation, using now the one and now the other in a quite 
random and unpredictable way. When this has happened, we have 
sporadic alternation. 

The difficulty with this sort of sporadic alternation is in being certain 
that a pair of forms constitute a genuine example. Many speakers of 
English use· both hoist and a more colloquial form heist (/hajst/); this 
pair has the same origin as that described above for /ruwt/ and /rut/. 
But in this case there has been a semantic differentiation: hoist and heist 
are not two shapes of a single morpheme, but different morphemes, 
with similar but distinguishable meanings. Any proffered example of 
sporadic alternation of this source is under suspicion, for there may be 
some differentiation of meaning which the investigator has missed. 

Another source of sporadic alternation yields firmer examples. Sup
pose someone sets out to say That clocl~ s an hour fast, but that, since he is 
speaking in our normal sloppy way, he slips and says (in objective 
physical terms) That gloclr!s an hour fast. We will probably understand 
his utterance. But we may understand without even noticing the devia
tion from normal pronunciation, or we may understand despite the 
fact that we hear and note the deviation. If we do not notice it, then 
phonemically the speaker has said what he planned to say. But if we 
notice it.. then the event involves an actualsubstitutioD of the phoneme 
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/g/ for the phoneme /k/. And in the latter case, it follows that we have 
an occurrence of the unusual phonemic shape /glak/ representing the 
morpheme {clock I, instead oHts customary representation /klak/. Every 
one of the "normal" allomorphs of every morpheme in a language is 
thus surrounded by a vaguely defined family of phonemically similar 
shapes which, in a random way, sometimes occur in its stead. 

The unpredictability of such sporadic alternation sets it off as very 
different from the kinds of alternation with which we shall deal in §33. 
And in our further discussion of morphophonemics we shall set this 
special variety of alternation aside and speak only in terms of "normal" 
allomorphs. 

32.4. The Investigflor'. Problem. A neatly-packaged description 
of a language can set forth its phonemics, its morphophonemics, and 
its grammar in separate compartments. But a description can only be 
produced by the hard work of trained investigators, and the guise in 
which the language appears to them, as they set out on their' analytical 
task, is not neatly packaged at all. They are forced to sort out 
bits of evidence, collating by trial and error, until the facts begin to 
emerge. 

The investigator cannot directly observe morphemes. What he can 
discover in the first instance is morphs. (Cf. §16.) His problem is then 
that of deciding which morphs are properly to be interpreted as al
lomorphs of the same morpheme. The way in which he solves this 
problem will determine both his ultimate portrayal of the grammatical 
system of the language, and his eventual description of its morpho
phonemics. Grammar and morphophonemics are separate subsystems 
of a language, but grammatical and morphophonemic analysis 'neces
sarily proceed hand in hand. 

The operating assumptions involved in this joint analysis have only in 
part been codified; there is as yet nothing like complete agreement 
among specialists. However, there are a few principles which are almost 
universally accepted. The three listed and discussed below can prof
itably be compared with the first three criteria for phonemic analysis 
listed in §12.3: 

(I) Two morphs cannot be allomorphs of a single morpheme if they 
contrast. For example, stricken and struck both appear to be past par
ticiples of the verb strike, one formed like ridden from ride, the other like 
sluek from stick. But stricken and struck cannot be morphemically identi-
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cal; so, if they are based on the same stem, the inflectional affixes are 
necessarily different morphemes. 

(II), Two morphs cannot be allomorphs of a single morpheme unless 
they have the same meaning. Since determinations of meaning are 
at best rough, this criterion represents a possible source of disagreement, 
and yet in practice uncertainties are not numerous. The lsi of cats, the 
Izl of dogs, and the lanl of oxen are all similar enough in meaning 
that we de not hesitate to assign them to a single morpheme if the other 
criteria are satisfied. It is possible that the lanl of oxen is not, in fact, the 
same morpheme as the Izl of dogs; but if this is true, the decisive factor 
is not divergence of meaning. On the other hand, the separate word 
Ipluralj also means 'more than one,' but there is obviously a difference 
in meaning between the affixes and the separate word, at lea~t in that 
the latter has all sorts of connotations which the affixes do not carry. 

(III) Even if other criteria are satisfactorily met, one does not assign 
two morphs to a single morpheme unless the resulting morpheme fits 
mto the emerging grammatical picture of the language in a sensible 
way. One does not simply strive to see how small a stock of morphemes 
can be ascribed to the language by clever manipulation of one's data. 

Thus one might find two ostensibly different derivational affixes, say 
-dom (as in kingdom) and -y (duchy), of "identical" meanings, and with 
such distribution that neither occurs with any stem with which the 
other has been found. But it would complicate our view of the language, 
rather than simplify it, to insist that the two affixes are only different 
al1omorphs of a single morpheme. Many derivational affixes have a 
highiy limited distribution at best, and are not freely used in coining 
new derivatives. Yet new derivatives are occasionally coined even with 
the most limited affix, and the lack of contrast between the two 
suffixes in question may be only apparent, or only temporary or 
accidental. 

On the other hand, though went and go differ from each other in 
shape just as radic<;llly as do -dom and -y, recognizing went as the past 
tense of go makes good sense. There are endless numbers of verbs in 
English, and almost invariably they have a past tense-for the most part 
formed quite regularly from the stem by a suffixed morpheme. Went 
must be a past tense form, since it works syntactically like other forms 
which undeniably are; go 'has to be a present tense form for a similar 
reason. If we go in the face of this evidence and keep go and went apart, 
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then we are left with a forlorn verb go which lacks a past tense, and a 
forlorn past tense form went which lacks a present tense. 

The three criteria just described are not enough, for any single lan
guage, to yield determinate results. They represent a minimum frame 
of reference for handling data in all languages, but for any given lan
guage it is always necessary to seek further criteria of a realistic and 
fruitful sort. The achievement of a uniform methodology for application 
to all languages lies in the future. 

NOTES 

New terms: morph, allomorph; alternation; invariant and sporadic alterna-
tion. Note the special use of braces t }. 

The simultaneous process of grammatical and morphophonemic 
analysis is sometimes called morphemics. This term thus applies to a kind 
of procedure, and does not (as do "grammar" and "morphophonemica") 
label a phase of language design. 
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TYPES of ALTERNATION 

3:U. Internal and External Sandhi. Morphophonemic alterna
tions are subject to a number of different classifications, some of them 
partly intersecting each other. We take these classifications up one by 
one. 

In many languages, the morphemes which enter into a single word 
vary in their phonemic representation depending on the other mor
phemes present in the same word; at the same time, the shapes of whole 
words vary depending on their position relative to each other and on 
the shapes of adjacent words. The most convenient way to describe the 
alternations involved is in terms of internal and external sandhi; the term 
sandhi (pronounced /sandij/ in English, literally 'a placing together') 
was used for just these phenomena by the ancient Hindu grammarians. 
We give a simple illustration from Fox. 

Every Fox word has, potentially, two shapes. One shape ends in a 
short vowel; the other shape is identical except that the terminal short 
vowel is missing. The fuller shape appears before pause, or before a 
word which begins with a consonant; the shorter shape appears before 
a following word beginning with a vowel. Thus 'and' is both /mi·na/ 
and /mi'n/: one says /ihkwe'wa mi·na Seka·kwa/ 'the woman and the 
skunk,' but /ihkwe·wa mi'n anemo·ha/ 'the woman and the dog.' The 
short form can be predicted if one knows the full form. The full form 
cannot be predicted from the short form, since there are four different 
short vowels in the language and one would not know which to add. 
For this reason we call the fuller form the base form. The habit just 
described is one of external sandhi only; when, within a word, vowels 
of successive morphemes come together, more complicated things 
happen. 

277 
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One simple fact of internal sandhi in Fox is that every morpheme 
which ends in /t/ (this is a short way of saying "every morpheme repre
sented on some occasions by an allomorph ending in It/") has po
tentially a matching allomorph ending instead in /e/. The latter ap
pears, iDstead of the former, whenever the next element in the word 
begins with Iii, /i';, or /j/. Thus /pja·tel 'if he comes' and Ipja'eil 
'that he comes' both contain, after the stem IIpja·-/}, an inflectional 
morpheme I It/ I; in the first, this is followed by a further inflectional 
element represented by shape lei, whereas in the latter the added ele
ment is represented by /iI, calling for the replacement of /tl by le/. 

This habit, in its tum, is purely one of internal sandhi: the conditions 
for the replacement cannot even be met between successive words. One 
has to imagine that all the habits of internal sandhi apply "before" any 
of those of external sandhi: thus, if the word Ipja·CiI stands in a phrase 
before a word beginning in, say, /a/, the Iii drops by external sandhi, 
but the /e/ remains even though the /il which elicits it is not spoken. 

A contrast similar to that between external and internal sandhi is 
often found within words, some successive morphemes being bound 
together more loosely than others. In Nootka and Eskimo, for example, 
inflectional suffixes elicit one sort of variation in shape of the preceding 
Btems, while derivational suffixes elicit a different and more complex 
kind. Something like this holds in English. The suffixes of noun and 
verb inflection, the adverbializing -Iy, and the derivational affix -er 
'agentive' are added more loosely; the comparative and superlative -61 

and -est, and most derivational suff1Xes, are added -more tightly. Thus 
stems like damn-, bomb-, long- 'not short' and long- 'be desirous' have full 
shapes /dremn-/, /bamb-/, 116IJg-/, /l6IJg-/. The final consonants are 
dropped when nothing follows in the same word, and also when "looser" 
suffixes follow: damning /dremiIJ/, bomber Ibamar/, longing 116IJiIJ) 
'desire,' longer /16IJarl 'one who longs.' They are retained before 
"tighter" suffixes: damnable /dremnabal/, bombard /bambard/, longer 
116IJgar/ 'more long.' Similarly, when the derivational prefix a- (as in 
«quire, attest) precedes the stem know-, a latent initial/k/ in the latter 
appears (acknowledge /~natiJ/) which is otherwise omitted (know 
/n6w/, knowledge /naliJ/). 

33.2. Optional External Sandhi. This is a phenomenon akin to 
ordinary external sandhi, but radically different from the latter in that 
it is not morphophonemic. We can illustrate from English. 
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Consider the three English sentences John's going, Jack's going, and 
Rose's going. In these there occurs the short-form of the word is, although 
it appears in three phonemically distinct shapes: /z/, lsi, and fez/. 
Once we know that the short-form of is is to be used, then we can predict 
which of these three shapes will represent it, since the selection depends 
entirely on the phonemic shape of the preceding word. 

However, we do not always use the short-form. It is also possible to 
say John is going, Jack is going, Rose is going. As a result, the pair of utter
ances John is going and John's going stand in contrast with each other: 
there must be not a morphophonemic but a grammatical difference 
between them. One of them, at least, must include some morpheme not 
present in the other. 

No one knows exactly how to interpret pairs of this sort. The bulk of 
the grammatical structure of John is going and John's going is the same, 
a fact which our treatment must not conceal. One suggestion is that the 
difference be ascribed to a "style morpheme" with the meaning "de
.liberate and careful speech." The presence of this morpheme in John is 
going is signaled not just by the /il of is, but by the appearance of the 
full form, phonemic ally with preceding juncture, instead of the short 
form. In the second of a pair like 

He's gonna find' er. 
He is going to find her. 

the same style morpheme occurs just once, stretched through the whole 
utterance (in the manner of an intonational morpheme), rather than 
three times. Other solutions have also been proposed, but none of 
them-including this one---is entirely convincing. 

33.3. Automatic and Non-Automatic Alternation. It has been 
noticed that some alternations are such that if they did not take place, 
the phonemic pattern of the language would be different from what in 
fact it is. Our example of Fox external sandhi will serve here. Nowhere 
within a Fox phrase do sequences of vowels occur; this is a fact of the 
TOx phonemic pattern. Now if, in the expression meaning 'the woman 
and the dog,' one used the full form of /mi'na/ 'and,' giving /ihkwe'wa 
mi'na anemo'ha/, one would have two adjacent vowels within a phrase. 

Alternations of this kind are called automatic. One of the alternate 
shapes is the base form, and the other or others are said to replace the 
base form under specific conditions where, otherwise, there would be an 
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arrangement of phonemes contrary to the phonemic pattern of the 
language. It is to be noted that the term "automatic" refer;s to the fact 
that the base form is replaced, but not to the particular replacement 
which is made. Thus, in Fox, the phonemically impossible sequence of 
two vowels could be avoided just as well in the expected sequence of 
/mi·na/ and /anemo ha/ by inserting an /h/, or indeed any other 
consonant, between the two / aI's, or by dropping the initial vowd of the 
second word. These other devices are in fact not used, but it remains 
true that there is nothing about the p~ic system of the language 
which renders the actually-used device any more natural than one of 
these alternatives. 

Non-automatic alternation is any alternation which is not automatic. 
The replacement of Fox /t/ by /e/ in internal sandhi, though quite 
regular (see below), is not automatic, because the phoneme-sequence 
/ti/ occurs: /nekoti/ 'one.' 

33.4:. Regular and Irregular Alternation. An alternation is regular 
if it is what occurs most frequently under stated conditions, any other 
alternation which occasionally occurs under the same conditions then 
being irregular. Most auto~atic alternations are regular, though excep
tions are not logically impossible. But some non-automatic alternations 
are regular too, as witness the Fox /t/-/e/ situation just mentioned. 

The English noun-plural morpheme is represented by a number of 
different shapes: /z/, /s/, and /az/; /an/ in oxen; infixed /e/ in men; 
a scattering of others. The regular pattern involves /z/, /s/, and /az/; 
these three stand in automatic alternation with each other, the base
form being /z/. Replacement of this by any other shape is irregular: e.g., 
in oxen, men, children, data, phenomena, oases, gladioli, and so on. It would 
be impossible to make a complete list of the noun stems which follow 
the regular pattern, but it is quite possible to approach an exhaustive 
listing of the irregular ones. 

Regularity is a matter of degree. No other verb in English works 
likego in forming the past tense (went); indeed, it is hard to see what one 
coula clo with a verb like come or see or find to make its past-tense forma
tion paralld to that of go. Such an isolated pattern constitutes the high
water-mark of irregularity, called suppletion or suppletive alternation. A less 
irregular pattern is that of the seven common verbs which, in forming 
the past tense, lose everything but the initial consonant or consonant 
cluster of the stem, add /0/, and then the p~t tense morpheme in the 
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shape /t/: brought, thought, sought, taught, bought, caught, fought. Any pat
tern for which two examples can be adduced is at least slightly less 
irregular than one for which only an isolated instance exists. 

33.5. Phonemically and Morphemically Conditioned Alterna
tion. In English the indefinite article occurs in two different shapes, 
conventionally written a and an. The choice between these shapes de
pends in no' wise on what kind of word (grammatically speaking) comes 
next: in a man, a noun follows; in a rich man, an adjective; in a thinking 
man, the ing-form of a verb; in a quickly-growing movement, an adverb; 
compare also a not-to-be-forgotten experience, a rah-ra4-shouting crowd, a 
to-tke-hills movement. The only relevant feature of what follows is the 
nature of the first phoneme of the next word: if it is a consonant, the 
article appears in shape a; if it is a vowel, the article appears in shape 
an. The alternation between a and an is therefore said to be phonemically 
conditioned. 

On the other hand, the alternation between Iwajfl (in the singular 
wife) and Iwajvl (in wives) for the morpheme {wife} is morphemically 
conditioned. The shape /wajv / is required when the noun-plural mor
pheme follows. There are other morphemes which appear in the same 
shapes (/s/ and Iz/) as the noun-plural morpheme, but none of these 
requires the alternate shape Iwajv I: my wife's hat, my wife's coming with 
me, and my wife'S never been there all show /wajf/. 

Morphemically conditioned alternation is always non-automatic; 
automatic alternation is always phonemically conditioned. There are 
also phonemically conditioned alternations which are not automatic. 
The English a/an alternation is of this sort. Use of a rather than an before 
a vowel would not yield a phonemically impossible sequence: witness 
(tke) idea isn't (jajdija+izant/), (a) soda always . .. (js6wda+alwijz/). 
Likewise, use of an rather than a before a consonant would not yield a 
prohibited phcnemic arrangement: witness (John) and Mary, where the 
unstressed alterna~t of and is usually lan/, identical with the usual 
pronunciation of an. 

33.6. Base Forms. Several times in the preceding survey we have 
made mention of "base forms." The recognition of one representation 
of a morpheme (or of a larger form, say a word) as base form is some
times merely a matter of descriptive convenience, but sometimes it ias 
deeper significance. 

Thus in the case of wIfe: wives, we take /wajfj as base form. The rea-
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son is obvious. In describing the alternation we must state, somehow, 
the conditions which elicit each alternate shape. The conditions which 
call for the shape /wajv/ are easy to state: when the noun-plural 
morpheme follows, this shape occurs. To say that /wajf/ is the base 
form means nothing more dian that this is the ~hape which appears 
except under the specific conditions which we itemize. I t would be much 
more complicated to work in the other direction, describing the condi
tions which call for /wajf/ and saying that, except under these condi
tions, the shape /wajv/ appears. 

This is a good practical working principle, but in some eases other 
considerations take precedence. If an alternation is automatic, we have 
no option. The base form in automatic alternation is the a1ternant which 
appears in those environments in which the phonemic habits of the 
language do not force the choice. In English, the phonemic shapes /z/, 
lsi, and /az/ all occur after a vowel: seize /sijz/, cease /sijs/, and ideas 
/ajdijaz/ show the three after the vowel fiji. When the noun plural 
morpheme follows a noun stem ending in a vowel, it appears in shape 
/z/: boy : boys /b6j/ : /b6jz/;fee : fees /flj/ : /fijz/; and so on. So far as 
phon~mic habits are concerned, the noun plural morpheme could be 
represented in this environment by /s/ or by /az/, but it is not. /z/, 
then, is the base form. /z/ is replaced by /s/ after voiceless consonants 
after which /z/ is phonemically impossible: cliffs, myths, cops, tots, clocks. 
It is replaced by /az/ after six consonants after which neither /z/ nor 
/s/ is phonemically possible: matches, judges, passes, wishes, buzzes, rouges. 
If we attempt, instead, to set up either /s/ or /az/ as the base form, then 
the replacement of either of these by /z/ after a vowel-final stem turns 
out not to be automatic. The discovery that an alternation is automatic, 
and the discovery of the base form, go hand in hand, each implied by 
the other. 

It can thus happen that the base form in some instances is consider
ably rarer than its replacements. Indeed, in some instances the most 
conveniently recognized base form never actually occurs; under these 
conditions we call it a theoretical base form. We can illustrate from Latin. 
Consider the nouns rex /re'ks/ 'king,' genitive regis, liix /lu'ks/ 'light,' 
genitive iiicis /lu·kis/, and nix /niks/ 'snow,' genitive nivis /ni·wis/. The 
s~ms of these three nouns can be set up with base forms /re·g-/, lu·k-/, 
and /nigw-/. The first two of these are not theoretical: /lu'k-/ occurs, 
for example, in both the nominative and the genitive singular, while 
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/re·g-/ occurs in the genitive singular (the change from Ig/ to /k/ be
fore the /sl of the nominative is then automatic, since the word-final 
cluster /-gs/ is impossible). But the base form Inigw-I does not occur 
anywhere in the inflection of the noun. In the nominative, where I-s/ 
follows, the /w / is automatically lost-between consonants, and the I gl is 
replaced by Ik/ just as for rex. In the genitive, and before other vowel
initial endings, the theoretical sequence Igw/ between two vowels is 
contrary to the phonemic habits of Latin, and the Igl is lost with 
"compensatory lengthening" of the preceding vowel (Iii replaced by 
/i· I). Yet this actually non-occurrent shape is the most convenient one to 
set up as base form for the stem; the treatment is supported also by the 
verb ninguit (lningwit/) 'it snows,' where our base form seems to occur 
interrupted by an infixed /n/, an element which turns up elsewhere in 
Latin verb morphology. 

NOTES 

New terms: internal and external sandhi, automatic and non-automatic 
alternation, regular and irregular alternation, phonemicaUy conditioned and 
morphemically conditioned alternation; base form, theoretical base form, sup
pletion or suppletive alternation; optional external sandhi. 

Morphophonemic alternation is discussed extensively by Wells 1949. 
We confine the term "automatic alternation" to only one of the several 
types of alternation Wells subsumes under this term. Our definition 
of "regular" and "irregular" follows Bloomfield 1933; of "phonemic ally 
conditioned" versus "morphemically conditioned," Nida 1949. In
ternal and external sandhi: Bloomfield 1933. 

Problems. Gleason Workbook (1955b), pages 28-32, gives problems 
which can be undertaken now if they were not done at the end of §15; 
those on pages 33-40, and problem 8.A on page 41, can be done now. 
In the last problem,. the three forms to be transcribed and analyzed for 
each of the listed English verbs are those that fill the blanks of I want to 
_, He ___ yesterday, and rve never --_. 

In a Latin dictionary or glossary, one finds verbs listed with four 
(sometimes three) principal parts: for example, facio, jacere, feci, factus. 
What morphophonemic informauon is conveyed by this listing of 
principal parts? What grammatical information? 



34· 

CANONICAL FORMS and 

ECONOMY 

34.1. Canonical Forms. Two morphs in a language may be identical 
in shape: for example, /ber/, a morph representing the morpheme 
{bear I 'to suffer, to give birth to,' and /ber /, a different morph repre
senting the morpheme {bear I 'ursus.' Two morphs which are not 
identical in shape may nevertheless be similar in easily describable 
ways: /ber/ (either one) and /slIJ/ are alike in that each consists of 
a single syllable, whereas /batam/ is two syllables with stress on the 
first, and /krelandar/ is three syllables with stress on the first. We say 
in this case that /ber/ and /slIJ/ are of the same canonical form, whereas 
/batam/ and /krelandar / are of two other canonical forms. A canonical 
form, then, is a sort of generalized phonemic shape. 

Ifwe make a list, more or less at random, of a hundred or so morphs 
from a single language, an interesting fact seems always to emerge: 
there are certain canonical forms which are favored considerably more 
than others which the phonemic system of the language would equally 
well allow. 

Let us consider Fijian as a first example. Literally hundreds or 
thousands of Fijian morphs are of the canonical forms 

C1V 1C2V2 

or 
C1V1CZVZC" 

where "c" stands for any consonant phoneme or for none at all, and 
"v" for any vowel phoneme, while the shapes involving Ca occur only 
284 
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when a vowel~initial suffix follows in the same word. Here are a few 
exampl~: /vola-/ 'to write,' /viri(k)~/ 'to throw,' /rai('6)-/ 'to look, to 
see,' /muri-/ 'to follow,' /tau(r)-I 'to take,' /taa(j)-/ 'to chop,' 
/loma(n)-/ 'to love,' /lutu(m)-/ 'to stumble, to fall,' /'6abe(t)-/ 'to 
ascend,' /ka'6i(v)-/ 'to call.' Contentives (§31.1) in Fijian are rarely, if 
ever, represented by morphs of some shorter canonical form. Shorter 
morphs are found among the functors: suffixes like I-a/, /-i, /-na/; 
particles like /na/, lei, /ko/, /ni/. But some functors are represented 
by shapes of the favored canonical type: suffix /-taka/, predicative 
particle /saa/, /sai/. And a minority of contentives are represented 
by even longer shapes: /rotuma/ (name of an island), /vanua/ 'land,' 
/tamata/ 'people,' /taIJata/ 'man,' /jalewa/ 'woman,' all of which 
conform to a canonical form 

In English, one favored canonical form is a single stressed syllable, 
normally preceded by juncture: symbolize this by S. Examples are bear, 
sing, find, trounce, jump, judge, edge, land, take, man, girl. Morphemes repre
sented by shorter shapes are largely derivational or inflectional. A 
second favored canonical form is 5S, in which the shape of the unstressed 
second syllable is very often /ar/, /al/, /am/, /an/, fiji, /ow/: hammer, 
scatter, mortar, bottle, pestle, whistle, bottom, tandem, forum, button, gallon, 
foreign, busy, early, Pi{low, meadow, window, bureau. Single morphs longer 
than this are relatively rare (calendar, nasturtium, furbelow, chrysanthemum). 
Words of three or more syllables in general show at least some marginal 
possibility of breakdown into two or more morphs. 

This generally recurrent phenomenon is of great help to the investi
gator who works on a hitherto unanalyzed language. Usually it does 
not take long to catch on to the prevalent pattern, and thereafter the 
investigator is not completely blind in his triai-and-error analysis. 
Suppose, for example, that the prevalent pattern seems to be that 
stems are of shape CVe- and suffixes of shape -V or -VC. Suppose 
that the investigator records a new word, say /kanap/, the meaning of 
which suggests that it includes stem and suffix,. though neither is one 
which has obviously turned up in previously recorded material. Instead 
of being forcetl to try all possible breakdowns-/k-/ plus /-anap/, 
/ka-/ plus /-nap/, and so on-the investigator can at least try the most 
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likely breakdown first (that into /kan-/ and /-ap/), and turn to the 
alternatives only if this proves fruitless. 

34.2. Positional Classes. Closely allied to the matter of canonical 
forms, if not, indeed, part of it, is the positional classification of morphs. 

The term "affix," which was used in §§24 and 28, is grammatical: 
it subsumes bound forms of certain kinds. But the apparently parallel 
terms "prefix," "suffix," "infix" are not grammatical; they refer, rather 
to positional classes of the morphs which represent bound forms. Thus 
in boys, the noun-plural affix is represented by a morph /z/ which is 
suffixed to the representation of the stem; in men, exactly the same affix 
is represented by a morph lei which is infixed within the discontinuous 
representation /m.~.n/ of the stem. 

The positional class to which a morph belongs must be taken into 
consideration in recognizing canonical forms of morphs. Prefixed 
affixes (prefixes) and suffhced affixes (suffixes) may be of the same gen
eralized phonemic shape, and yet they belong to different canonical 
forms. Thus English elements like be- (befriend), re- (regenerate), un
(unmannerly), ;n- (ineffable) are to be kept separate from elements like-er 
(singer), -er (larger),$st (largest), -ist (Communist). In quite the same way, 
the Fijian suffixed affIxes I-ai, /-i/, I-nal must be separated from par
ticles like /na/, lei, Iko/, /ni/. 

The reason for this is that, generally speaking, the position occupied 
within the word by a constituent morpheme, just like the precise pho
nemic shape which represents that morpheme, is determined by the 
language fOT the speaker, not by the speaker (§15.1). We can say boys, 
with the noun-plural morpheme represented by a suffixed morph, but 
we cannot alternatively say /zb6j/ with the noun-plural morpheme 
first, in order to convey some other shade of meaning. We say befriend, 
but never /fn!ndbijj. 

In many languages with complex morphologies, the three terms 
"prefix," "infix," and "suffix" are not enough to provide for a complete 
positional classification of morphsj instead, successive prefix positions 
or -suffIx-positions have to be recognized. The inflection of Menomini 
verbs involves morphs (representing inflectional affixes) of ten suc~ 
cessive suffix-positions, though all ten are never occupied in a single 
word. Oneida involves almost thirty positional classesj Totonac more 
than sixty. As a simpler example, consider Potawatomi j'kcimannanan! 
'our (inclusive) canoes.' There is a prefix /k/ 'thy' in this word, and a 
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stem /cirnan/ 'canoe.' There are then two successive suffixes, the posi
tions of which cannot possibly be reversed: /nan/ 'possessor is plural 
and includes speaker,' and then /an/, which pluralizes the stem 'canoe.' 
If /nan/ is replaced by zero, the meaning is 'thy canoes'; ifit is replaced 
by /wa/ 'possessor is plural and excludes speaker,' the meaning is 
'your (pI.) canoes'; if /an/ is dropped, the meaning is 'our (inclusive) 
canoe.' 

34.3. Reshaping and Metanalysis. Canonical forms have reality 
for the speakers of a language, not just for the analyst. From time to 
time it happens that a form of an unusual shape-say an unusually 
long single morph, or an idiomatic combination of morphemes in which 
the shapes are highly irregular-will be reinterpreted as though it con· 
sisted of a sequence of more familiar morphemes represented by more 
familiar shapes. The general term for this is metanalysis. If, as sometimes 
happens, the rHnterpretation involves an actual change of the phonemic 
shape, then the phenomenon is known as reshaping. 

Some examples are intentionally humorous: OK, if it's feasible, let's 
fease it, where the primary derivative feasible is treated as though it were 
secondary (§28.2). 

Sometimes reshaping takes place because the speaker is insufficiently 
familiar with the form he wishes to use. There is no general label for this, 
but if the form intended' is a learned one, the mistake is known as a 
malapropism. The effect on others may be humorous, but the intention 
is not. Examples are We would be reminisce (for remiss) in our duty if we did 
not investigate; Pm simply ravishing (for ravenous). 

Quite a number of English words and phrases are known to be the 
result of reshaping at some time in the past history of the language, 
though only rarely do we know the attendant circumstances. Were it 
not for reshaping, the words crayfish or crawfish, female, and mushroom 
would be, respectively, something like /krevas/, /femal/, and 
/muwsaran/. We can guess at the circumstances in that crayfish or 
crawfish does name a kind of fish, and in that female and male are often 
paired in speech; in the third instance it is hard to see any similarity in 
meaning, but at least mush and room are familiar syllables. Another 
example, more recent, and with the older form still in use alongside the 
reshaped form, is Welsh rarebit for Welsh rabbit: some literal-minded soul, 
failing to detect any rabbit in the dish, concluded that he must not have 
heard its name aright. 
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But metanalysis need not, in the first instance, involve any reshap
ing. The plurals peas and cherries are older than the singulars pea and 
cherry: formerly the longer forms were singulars like wheat or sand. The 
reinterpretation of the final /z/ of the words as representing the noun
plural morpheme was metanalysis. Children can be observed to do 
the same thing: 

Older Sister: He's got poise. 
Little Brother: What's a poy? 

Another used to be-and for many speakers doubtless still is--an plus 
other, irregular only in that there is usually no juncture between the n 
and the /a/ as there is in, say, an apple. But because of that irregularity, 
one will occasionally hear something like I could eat a whole nother apple. 
By the same mechanism we have a newt from earlier an ewle, and, in the 
reverse direction, a nickname for earlier an ekename. The earlier morphe
mic structure of execute and chandelier is not too clear-the latter was 
probably chandel- plus a suffix -ier-but when, a few decades ago, the 
words electrocute and electrolier were coined, the former pair were being 
metanalyzed as exe plus -cute 'put to death legally,' and chande- plus 
-lieT 'hanging light-holder.' 

Akin to metanalysis, but distinct from it, and different particularly 
in that there is no necessary effect on the pa"ttern of the language, is 
folk-etymology. A folk-etymology is an invented explanation of why a 
certain form means what it does, and the invention, no matter how far
fetched, usually turns somehow on the same sort of vague similarity of 
shape which underlies metanalysis and reshaping. A student asked: 
"Are ajJricates called that because they are extremely common in the 
languages of Africa?" The Chinese word for 'thing' is diingsyi, which is a 
single morpheme, th.ough longer than the most favored canonical 
shape; but dUng is a morpheme meaning 'east' and syi is one meaning 
'west,' and some Chinese actually believe that the word for 'thing' is a 
~ompound of these two shorter forms. (In accordance with this folk
theory, the word for 'thing' is written with two characters, the first that 
used also fordiing 'east' and the second that used also for syi 'west.') Folk
etymology need not be accompanied bymetanalysis, but we might guess 
that every instance of the latter at least potentially involves the former. 

34.4. Ec:oaomy. It is not entirely accidental that the favoredcanoni
cal form for morphs in Fijian should be at least as long as it is. The 
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language has sixteen consonants and five vowels, and the phonemic 
structure is such that a syllable consists either of a lone vowel or of a 
vowel preceded by a single consonant; most possible combinations of 
consonant and vowel occur, though a few, such as /ji/ and /wu/, do not. 
This means that there are only eighty-odd possible syllables in the lan
guage. The number of single-syllable shapes is too small for any large 
number of morphemes to be represented by them. On the other hand, 
there are on the order 6f 6400 possible two-syllable sequences, which 
gives more "room." 

Not all of these available two-syllable shapes .are necessarily used. 
The details are not available, but we can state the matter hypothetically. 
If a very high percentage of the favorite shapes were used, we should say 
that the language manifested a fairly efficient morphophonemic econ
omy. If, despite the availability of 6400 two-syllable shapes, only some 
relatively small percentage were used, many morphemes being repre
sented by even longer morphs, then we should say that the morpho
phonemic economy showed low efficiency. 

Let us consider the same problem in English. The total number of 
monosyllables which would be in accord with the phonemic pattern of 
the language is in the tens of thousands. A shape like /stijf/ conforms 
just as closely to the favored canonical form in English as does /stif/; yet 
the latter is, so to speak, "inhabited," while the former is not. And one 
can coin a seemingly endless list of other acceptable but "uninhabited" 
shapes: /blk, keb, b6wp, celb, cern, kuwm, krab, ijp, fawz, frUJ, 
frow, grfc, h6ws/, and so on. It is obvious that the morphophonemic 
economy is relatively inefficient. 

Mandarin Chinese stands in sharp contrast. The favored· shapes for 
morphs in Chinese, as in English, are single syllables, excluding those 
which end in /r/ (since in most cases this constitutes a separate morph). 
The total number of these is about 1600, and a very high proportio~ of 
these ph~emically possible 1600 are actually "inbabited." 

A more accurate estimate of morphophonemic economy would allow 
for two additional factors: (1) the "density of population" of various 
shapes-as, in English, the fact that at least three different morphemes 
are represented by morphs of the shape /ber/, while only one is repre
sented by /sUJ/; and (2) the relative frequew:ies of the morphemes 
which share a given representation. With a given percentagewise 
utilization, we should be inclined to say that a heavy piling-up of 
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morphs in just one portion of the used shapes was less eflicient than a 
more even spread. Little work has been done along this line, but proba
bly the edge of greater efficiency which Mandarin seems to show over 
English would be somewhat diminished it we could allow accurately 
for these factors. 

It must be emphasized that the measurement or estimate of the 
morphophonemic economy of a language is not a value hdgment. We 
cannot assert that greater economy is "better" in any 10lSical, ethical, 
or esthetic sense. It is possible, indeed, that too efficient an economy, 
with some phonemic systems, might impair communication. Morpho
phonemic economy is simply one of the ways in which languages can 
differ. 

NOTES 

New terms: canonical forms of morphs; positional class; reshaping, 
metanalysis, malapropism, folk-etymology; morphophonemic economy. 

Problem. The workings of complex morphological systems can often 
be displayed in a diagram. TIle three types- of diagram m()st often used 
have been nicknamed the maze, the freightyard, and the rollercoaster 
(see Harris 1951, Hoenigswald 1950a). These are illustrated in Figures 
34.1,34.2, and 34.3, the pattern chosen being the infiecti<m of Spanish 
gender-showing adjectives; this pattern is too simple to nted diagram
matic display, and is therefore a good one with which to demonstrate 
the diagramming techniques. 

In Figure 34.1, one is to proceed from left to right, never crossing any 
lines, and picking up certain elements as one passes throu!5h the cham
bers in which they are stored. The chamber marked "STE,M" contains 
all the stems of Spanish gender-showing adjectives, so that in passing 
through this chamber one is to pick up one, and just one, of this set of 
forms: say bum- 'good.' Next one has a two-way choice, <:ither to pass 
through the upper chamber and pick up -0- 'masculint' or to pass 
through the lower chamber and pick up -a- 'feminine.' Next one has 
another two-way choice, either passing through the upper thamber and 
picking up no more infiectional material (so that one ends up with 
bumo or with buena), or else passing through the lower ~hamber and 
picking up -s 'plural' (so that one ends up with buenos or with buenas). 
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{-o-} 

I I 
I 

,Slltrance STEM laU 
{-awl {os} I 

FIIWJlE 34.1. THE MAzB 

!1!!! 
STEM 

FIOUIlr: 34.2. THE FREIGRTYAllD 

STEM {-o-} {-a-} {Os} 
FIGURE 34.3. THE ROLLER COASTER 

The Spanish gender-showing adjective has just tnese four forms: all 
of them are generated by the diagram, under our rules, and no others 
can be so generated. 

The freightyard is quite like the maze, except that the pOsSible routes 
are along the tracks--with no turning back-and items are stored in the 
sheds. . 

The rollercoaster is different. One starts at "start," up the first slope; 
one can turn down wherever there is a curved top, but not at an angle; 
one keeps going until one finishes with "finish." 
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The maze and freightyard have the advantage of showing which 
inflectional affixes belong in a single positional class: those in chambers 
or sheds aligned vertically with each other belong in a sin~le such class. 
The rollercoaster has the advantage of listing all the inflectional affixes 
along the bottom for ease of checking against inadvertent duplications. 

Below we give the paradigm of a Potawatomi inanimate independent 
noun. Determine the constituent stem and affixes. Draw twO diagrams, 
one a maze or freightyard, the other a rollercoaster, to display all the 
inflectional possibilities. Consider I,ml and Inl allomorphs of a single 
morpheme when they occur yielding the same meaning; si.milarly jakl 
and Ik/j similarly laml and 1m/. 

/(;imanl 'canoes' 
Icimananl 'canoe' 
/cimanak/ 'in the canoe' 
/ncimanaml 'my canoe' 
/ncimanman/ 'my canoes' 
/ncimanmakl 'in my canoe' 
(kcimanam( 'thy canoe' 
/kCimanman/ 'thy canoes' 
/kcimanmak/ 'in thy canoe' 
/wcimanam/ 'his canoe' 
/wcimanman/ 'his canoes' 
/wcimanmak/ 'in his canoe' 
/kcimanmanan/ 'our (inclusive) canoe' 
Ikcimanmanananl 'our (inclusive) canoes' 
/kcimanmananak/ 'in our (inclusive) canoe' 
/nCimanmanan/ 'our (exclusive) canoe' 
/ncimanmananan/ 'our (exclusive) canoes' 
/nCimanmananak/ 'in our (exclusive) canoe' 
/kcimanmawa/ 'your canoe' 
/kcimanmawan/ 'yo~r canoes' 
IkCimanmawakl 'in your canoe' 
/wCimanmawa/ 'their canoe' 
/wcimanmawan/ 'their canoes' 
/wCimanmawak/ 'in their canoe' 



35· 

SECONDARY EFFECTS of 

PHONEMIC SHAPES 

35.1. By the description of language design of §16, communicatively 
the phonemic shapes which represent various morphemes ought to be 
arbitrary: the only function of a morph is to represent a morpheme. 
However matters are not so simple. Perhaps, in one sense, the habitual 
assignments of phonemic shapes to morphemes is arbitrary, but in addi
tion to this the phonemic shapes apparently have some communicative 
side-effects. 

A good way to demonstrate this is to explore a possible proposal for 
increasing the morphophonemic efficiency (§34.4) of English. Suppose 
that we obtain an accurate account of the relative frequency of all 
English morphemes and of the most important short idiomatic groups 
of morphemes. Then we reassign morphs to morphemes (and to short 
idioms) in a more rational way. Assuming that there are fifteen thou
sand monosyllables which conform to our phonemic pattern, we ar
range for these to be the representations of the fifteen thousand most fre
quent morphemes and short idioms. Current monosyllables which are 
not among the fifteen thousand most frequent must be assigned longer 
shapes. In this way, we do not change in the slightest either our gram
matical or our phonological habits, but we arrange for things that are 
said most often to be said most briefly. 

Like most proposals for language reform, this one is utterly unrealistic 
from many points of view. However, let us carry it through to see 
what the purely linguistic results would be. To start with, since English 
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is a very common word (among the thousand most frequent), let us 
call the revised language Ing. Is it true that lng and English differ only 
in trivial ways? 

The answer lies in the realm of puns, plays on words, vene, slang, 
so-called "onomatopoeia," and the like. We must not think of such uses 
of language as in any way inferior to its use in writing .treatises on 
bacteriology or delivering lectures on civil law. 

Consider LongfeIlow's poem "The Day is Done." There are forty
eight morphemes or short idioms in this poem which, under the recom
mendations for lng, are too long. For example, feather ranks somewhere 
in the second thousand most frequent words, and anything which we 
say that often should, according, to the proposal, be said in a single 
syllable. On the other hand, lay 'song' is quite rare, and does not deserve 
• monosyllabic representation. Making up and assigning new shapes
in one of many possible ways-we get the following Ing version of the 
poem; the original is placed to the right in lieu of a lexicon of new Ing 
forms: 

The day is done, and the darkness 
Falls from the wings of Night 

As a hick is wafted downward 
From a keb in his flight. 

I see the lights of the steek 
Gleam through the rain and the 

The day is done, and the darkness 
Falls from the wings of Night 

AJ; a feather is wafted downward 
From an eagle in his flight. 

I see the lights of the village 
Gleam through the rain and the 

mist, mist, 
And a loog of sadness comes morve And a feeling of sadness comes 

me 
That my soul cannot fump: 

A loog of sadness and taykling, 
That is not preck to pain, 

And stads roach crob 
As the mist stads the rain. 

Come, read to me some froo, 
Some jup and fring rappy 

over me 
That my soul cannot resist: 

A feeling of sadness and longing, 
That is not akin to pain, 

And resembles sorrow only 
AJ; the mist resembles the rain. 

Come, read to me some poem, 
Some simple and heartftlt lay 
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That shall soothe this restless loog That shall soothe this restless feel-

And skal the thoughts of day. 

Then read from the spoited tern 

The froo of thy choice, 
And lend to the rhyme of the trut 

The sugg of thy voice. 

And the night shall be filled with 
bope, 

And the cares, that coom the 
day, 

Shall fold their tents, like Roafts, 
And as yibbly steal orch. 

ing 
And banish the thoughts of day. 

Then read from the treasured 
volume 

The poem of thy choice, 
And lend to the rhyme of the poet 

The beauty of thy voice. 

And the night shall be filled with 
music, 

And the cares, that infest the 
day, 

Shall fold their tents, like Arabs, 
And as silently steal away. 

:The most obvious fact about the lng version is that Longfellow'. 
rhythm and rhyme are generally lost. This, of course, does not imply 
that poetry could not be composed in lng, but it does mean that the 
poetry of Ing is not that of English: different phonemic shapes for 
morphemes imply different sets of rhyming or rhythmically comparable 
words. 

Beyond this, most of us feel that some of the shapes newly assigned to 
certain grammatical forms are not fit to carry the meanings of the 
forms. Sugg strikes the writer as an absolutely impossible syllable to use 
in the sense of 'beauty'; skal seems equally inept for the meaning 
'banish.' There will certainly be disagreement about details in such reo 
actions, but the reactions are undeniable; the puzzle is, where do they 
come from? 

One extreme theory holds that the inappropriateness of the sound 
lsagl for the sense 'beauty' is a general matter, so that any speaker of 
any language would agree. Similarly, proponents of this theory try to 
show that words meaning 'little' tend to have a high front vowel 
(English IiI, lij/), while words with the opposite meaning tend to have 
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a low vowel (English /;,::/, /a/, /3/). English big and small reverse this 
association, but one exception is not very important when the theory is 
proposed only as a statistical tendency. Yet it seems unlikely that the 
theory can be carried very far. If we list the forms meaning 'beauty' or 
something like it, in fifteen or twenty languages chosen more or less at 
random, we find that we have also a large variety of phonetic shapes. 
Here are some of them, each spelled out in a rough approximation to a 
phonemic notation for the particular language: /bote/, /bejesa/, 
/ermosura/, /beleza/, /frumusece/, /§t,'n+hajt/, /Mssan/, /Jamaal/, 
/ma/, Ifew/, lWei, /paga/, /wa'/, /kwalci·n/. 

Proponents of the' same theory claim that in a line of poetry such as 
1M murmuring of innumerable bees, the very sound of the words is suggestive 
of their meaning. One dissenter pointed out that two minor changes of 
the sound can result in a total change in the meaning: the murdering of 
innumerable beeves. 

At the opposite extreme one finds the theory that the apparent apt
ness of the shapes actually used in a language for the meanings they 
carry is due entirely to their individual familiarity. Sugg sounds wrong 
for 'beauty' because we are not used to it: give us a while to accustom 
ourselves to the new shape, and rugg will "sound" as beautiful a~ 
beardy does now. . 

Both of these extreme theories go too far. We cannot be sure where 
the trQth lies, except that it certainly lies somewhere between the ex
tremes, and in the following discussion we shall search for it there. 

35.2. The Theory of Secondary AasociatioDS. To begin with, recall 
our discussion of redundancy and intentional distortion at the end of 
110.3. If we listen to the parody poem given there, beginning Eight of 
tM note that kippers may, we have no difficulty in following the familiar 
original (Out 01 tM night that covers me, •.. ): few of the words are 
phonemically identical with their opposite numbers in the original, but 
they are sufficiently similar that, in the sequence in which they come, 
redundancy comes into play, and we quickly associate the shapes that 

. strike our ears with the appropriate original words. 
We can say that two words or phrases are acoustically similar if, under 

conditions of some extraneous noise, and lacking defining context, one 
might be misheard as the other. Acoustic similarity is a matter of 
degree, since with enough noise any word couId be misheard as any 
other; but we are concerned only with the closer similarities. Any given 
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f«al word (that is, a specific word in which we are interested.) is thus 
surrounded by a vaguely defined family of words which are more or less 
acoustically similar to it. The members of the family will in general 
have the widest variety of meanings, and yet it may often happen that 
some members· of the family will resemble the focal word not only in 
acoustic shape, but also in meaning. For example, the family surround
ing the focal word vanish includes banish, which is somewhat similar in 
meaning, as well as vantage and Spanish, which show little semantic 
relationship. 

Some of the paralleling resemblances in both sound imd meaning are 
accounted for by the grammatical structure of the forms. Thus sighting 
and lighting share the terminal shape -ing, as well as a feature of mean
ing, and we find this shape so widespre;ld in association with this mean
ing that we break the -ing off as a separate morph, occurring in both 
sighting and lighting as well as in many other forms. But beyonp. the 
grammatically induced resemblances, there is a vast and complex 
tracery of subsidiary resemblances which we do not regard as due to 
the grammatical structure of the forms; they are, as it were, "acci
dental." Once the -ing is broken off from sighting and lighting, we are 
left with a pair sight and light, which still resemble each other partly in 
sound and in meaning; but we do not find it feasible to recognize 
morphs SO, hand -ight. And yet there is really no sharp line of demarca
tion between parallel resemblances which we choose to account for 
grammatically and those which we do not-this is borne out by the 
frequent disagreements, among laymen and specialists alike, as to the 
"proper" grammatical analysis of some forms. 

Now we can suppose that when we hear a given word in a given 
context, there is a double effect: (1) principally, the phonemic shape of 
the word, plus the narrowing-down help of the context, tella us what 
morpheme or larger grammatical form is being said; (2) at the same 
time, the phonemic shape of the word sets up reverberations, by virtue 
of its acoustic similarity to some other words. These secondary associa
tions will tend to be reinforced in the case of acoustically similar words 
which also are somewhat similar to the focal word in meaning, and will 
tend to be cancelled out in the case of those which are alien in meaning. 

The inappropriateness of sueg for the meaning 'beauty' can be ac
counted for within this framework. It is true that, if we were accus
tomed to this shape, its similarity in sound to words of definitely 'un-
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beautiful' connotations might not worry us. But since sugg is just being 
brought into consideration, its secondary associations with words like 
plug, mug, jug, ugly, tug, Sat, suck are too great: they overpower any 
effort we may make to accept the proper primary 3.SSO<\iation with the 
assigned meaning. 

Conversely, replacing the shape banish by skal destroys the secondary 
associations of the former with vanish, Spanish, vantage, and the like. 
The loa of some of these associations does not matter much, but the 
first tie, reinforced as it is by similarity of meaning, is such that the 
change of shape would represent a distinct change in the more subtle 
workings of the language. 

35.3. Oaomatopoeia and Synesthesia. In addition to the effect of 
secondary associations, which are mediated through other forms in the 
same language, we must also make at least one concession to the first of 
the two extreme theories discussed earlier. Some words and phrases, 
claims the theory, actually sound like that which they mean: such a form 
is onomatop(Jetic. 

Far too many forms in different languages have been called onomato
poetic by the unwary; in many cases, the responsible factor must be the 
sort of secondary associations we have already discussed. Yet there can 
be no question but that onomatopoetic forms exist. A form with a mean
ing like 'sun,' 'man,' 'chair,' or 'bright light' cannot be onomatopoetic, 
because the only way in which the sound of a word can physically re
semble its meaning is for the meaning itself to be a sound, or, at the 
very least, something which produces a characteristic sound. Thus a 
word which means 'sound of a dog barking' or 'sound made by a cat,' 
or 'loud noise of pieces of metal striking together,' or possibly 'cat' or 
'dog,' stands some chance of being onomatopoetic. Even in these in
stances, there is also often a large arbitrary element in the phonemic 
shape of the word. In English a bell says ding-dong; in German it says 
him-bam. The difference between ding-dong and him-bam represents the 
arbitrary element. The fact that each form consists of two syllables, with 
a high front vowel in the first and a low vowel in the second, an initial 
voiced stop and a final nasal in each syllable, is indicative of the 
onomatopoeia. 

If the murmuring of innumerable bees involves onomatopoeia, it lies in 
the continuous voicing of the phrase from beginning to end, which, with 
the minor variations of stress and pitch, causes the phrase to sound 
vaguely like what it describes. (At least the sound of the phrase is more 
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similar to the sound it describes than it is to the sound of thunder, and 
the given phrase sounds more like the murmuring of bees than would a 
phrase like pontifo:al pachyderms practising polkas or the full-throated buzzing 
of hundreds of stinging insects.) The existence of the phrase the murdering of 
innumerable beeves, so similar in sound but so different in meaning, is 
irrelevant. The latter phrase is not onomatopoetic; the first perhaps is. 
A judge who knew no English obviously could not tell which was 
onomatopoetic and which was not, for onomatopoeia can be judged 
only in terms of sound and meaning. 

Some psychologists want to push the theory of cross-language ap
propriateness further than our discussion of onomatopoeia would 
allow, on grounds called synesthesia. The theory of synesthesia proposes 
that there are certain types of resemblance from one sense modality to 
another: that is, that certain sounds, like certain lights, can be classed 
as "bright," versus other sounds and lights which are "dull." If so, 
then a linguistic form which means a "bright sound" and which is 
onomatopoetic because it sounds like a "bright sound" could still be 
onomatopoetic if it meant, instead, a "bright light." It is exceedingly 
difficult to gather proper evidence for the testing of this theory, and no 
one can say yet whether, or to what extent, it is valid. In English we use 
the pair of words high and low both for relative altitudes and for relative 
pitches. In Chinese the pair of words gau and di are used in just the same 
way; that is, gau means 'high' in either altitude or pitch, and di means 
'low' in either connection. It would not be valid to use this as evidence 
for synesthesia. Even if this particular instance of synesthesia tests out 
with English-speakir.g and Chinese-speaking subjects, it is possible that 
the cross-sensory identification is the result of their linguistic habits, 
rather than the cause, and that the linguistic habits, in turn, are similar 
only by accident. We shall not know the answer to the problem of 
synesthesia until we have made extensive cross-language comparisons. 
Pending this, "explanations" in terms of synesthesia can hardly be given 
credence. 

NOTES 

Investigations and discussions of "sound symbolism," as the topic of 
this section is often called, include Brown 1955 and the works men
tioned therein; also Bolinger 1950 and Read 1949. The writer learned 
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the theory of secondary associations largely froni Professor M. H. 
Abrams of Cornell University. 

Problem. The English words listed below are often thought to show a 
particularly apposite matching of souIid and meaning. Classify them 
into sets showing recurrent similarities of sound and meaning. Discuss 
(e.g., secondary associations, genuine onomatopoeia, or both?). 

bang, bash, bat, batter, biff, blare, bounce, bump, cha,tter, clang, 
clap, clash, clatter, crack, crash, crunch, drop, flame, flare, flash, 
flicker, flimmer, flop, glare, gleam, glide, glimmer, gloom, glow, 
gnash, jounce, mash, rap, ride, shatter, shimmer, simmer, slap, slash, 
slide, slip, slop, slush, smash, splash, trounce. 



IDIOMS 





36· 

IDIOM FORMATION 

36.1.. Synchronic and Diachronic. The study of how a language 
works at a given time, regardless of its past history or future destiny, is 
called descriptive or synchronic linguistics. The study of how speech habits 
change as time goes by is called historicat or diachronic linguistics. Our 
major concern so far has been with the former, but we are now drawing 
our survey of it to a close and preparing to concentrate on the latter. 

It is a mistake to think of descriptive and historical linguistics as two 
separate compartments, each bit of information belonging exclusively 
in the one or in the other. There are certain matters which are relevant 
both in understanding how a language works at a given time and also 
in connection with linguistic change. One clear example of this is 
idiom formation. 

In every living language, new idioms are constantly being created, 
some destined to occur only once or twice and then to be forgotten, 
others due to survive for a long time. This fact sets a limit on the 
possible completeness of a description of a language, since one cannot 
list idioms which have not been observed, and cannot observe those 
which will not be coined until the day after one's work is completed. 
Nor can one, with any reliability, predict what new idioms will be 
coined. Observation shows, however, that each language favors certain 

, patterns in the creation of new idioms. This favoritism is part of the 
design of the language at the time of observation, and is therefore 
properly reported in a descriptive study of the language. But any actual 
new coinage may constitute a change, no matter how small, in the 
grammatical system of the language, and in course of time the cumula-
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rive effect of many such small changes can be great. Thus it is that 
idiom formation is also an important matter in historical linguistics. 

36.2. The Birth of Idioms. The reader will recall the fundamental 
fact (§lS.1) that a speaker may say something that he has never said, 
and never heard, before, to hearers to whom the utterance is equally 
novel, and yet be understood. Indeed, this is a daily occurrence. The 
way in which it comes about is basically simple: the new utterance is a 
nonce-form (§19.4), built frpm familiar material by familiar patterns. 
If the occasion arises and I say That enormous old house of theirs requires one 
kutrdred and nineteen pairs of nine-foot curtains, I am probably saying some
thing that has never been said before in the history of the human race. 
But even if precisely this utterance has by some chance occurred before, 
the previous occurrence and the present one have nothing to do with 
each other: I am not remembering and quoting the utterance, but am 
coining it anew because the circumstances call for it. 

However, the mere occurrence of a nonce-form for the first time does 
not in itself constitute the creation of a new idiom. An additional in
gredient is required: something more or less unusual either about the 
structure of the newly-produced nonce-form, or about the attendant 
circumstances, or both, which renders the form memorable. ~ we go 
about the business of living, we constantly meet circumstances which 
are not exactly like anything in our previous experience. When we react 
via speech to such partially new circumstances, we may produce a 
phrase or an utterance which is understandable only because: those 
who hear it are also confronted by the new circumstances. Alterna
tively, an individual may react to conventional circumstances with a 
bit of speech which is somewhat unconventional-once again being 
understood because of c.ontext. Given any such novelty, either of 
expression or of circumstances or of both, the event bestows special 
meaning on the linguistic form which is used, and the latter becomes 
idiomatic. 
. Here are two examples. Recall first, from §34.3, the little boy who 
said Whaf s a poy? This utterance is unusual in its form; the members of 
the family who overhear him are apt to remember the event and tell 
the story to others. They may even use the new form poy in family 
jargon. Just what the form will mean will depend on the circumstances 
in which the boy used it; perhaps it will not denote anything but it will 
certainly have connotations. Even if the form is not destined to survive for 
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long or to spread very widely, it is none the less a new idiom. Probably 
this particular coinage has occurred many times, quite independently, 
in different family circles in the English-speaking world. (All the other 
instances of metanalysis, with or without reshaping, described in §34.3, 
are also examples of idiom-formation.) 

Next imagine a rather different set of circumstances: Mrs. X comes 
home with a new blouse, of one of those indeterminate blue-green 
shades for which women have a special fancy name, but which they 
class definitely as a shade of green, not of blue. Mr. X compliments her 
by saying That's a nice shade of blue. For days thereafter, Mrs. X teases 
her husband by pointing to any obviously green object and saying 
That's a nice shade of blue, isn't it? Here there is nothing unusual about 
the form of the utterance, only about the original attendant circum
stances; yet the utterance has taken on, at least temporarily, idiomatic 
value. 

The total context, linguistic and nonliriguistic, in which a nonce· 
form takes on the status of an idiom is thus the dfjining context of the 
idiom. In the two examples given above, the defining contexts are 
informal. But formal contexts of various sorts may equally well serve. 
The poet or other literary artist may quite consciously strive for the 
unusual; so may any of us, in our puns, clever repartee, and so on. A 
mathematician, having explored a new field of modern algebra, may 
write "A distributive lattice is a lattice in which each operation is dis. 
tributive over the other"; those of his readers who understand the rest 
of the sentence now know what he will henceforth mean by the phrase 
distributive lattice, which has just been defined as a technical term-that 
is, as one sort of idiom. On the other hand, those of us who do not 
understand the rest of his sentence are not ;nlightened: distributive 
lattice is neither an understandable idiom for us, nor does it seem to 
make any sense if taken simply as a nonce-form. This is akin to another 
familiar experience: verbal humor which is quite funny when it first 
happens, at least to those who directly observe it, often falls flat when 
told to outsiders. 

36.3. Idioms and Non-Linguistic Signalling Systems. The impart. 
ing of special new meaning to a familiar linguistic form (or a form 
composed of familiar parts) is but one version of a phenomenon which 
manifests itself throughout human behavior. The phenomenon is 
largely responsible for our essential humanness: it occurs slightly, if at 
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all, among other animals; and it is made possible ultimately only 
through the existence and nature of language. 

Paul Revere and his unnamed friend agreed that one light in the 
Old North Church should signify that the British were approaching by 
land, two lights that they were coming by sea. 

You tell your friend "I'll honk twice when I come, so that you won't 
have to be watching for my car all the time." 

The counter-intelligence agent agrees with his confederates that he 
will pull down the window-shade when they should enter the apartment 
in order to catch the enemy spy with the incriminating evidence in his 
possession. 

A conclave of gov.ernment representatives from all over Europe agree 
that certain marks on road-signs, throughout Europe, shall signify 
certain conditions and contours of the road ahead. 

A brace of bridge-players agree that scratching the left ear shall 
mean "The bid I am making is a fake, to confuse the opposition"; this 
agreement is against the rules of the game and constitutes cheating. Or 
they agree that a jump-bid to four clubs shall mean "show me how 
many aces you have by your next bid"; this is not against the rules of 
the game, and constitutCS,a convention, not cheating. 

The members of a tribe "agree" (though not through any formal 
conclave) that the first thunderstorm of spring shall be the signal for 
the holding of a certain ceremonial dance. 

Thus, any event which is observable, and the occurrence or location 
of which can be controlled or, at least, predict~d, can be assigned any 
meaning whatsoever, and pence serve, for a shorter or longer period, as 
an element in a signalling system. It is almost exclusively through the 
use of language, or of l.ts complex derivatives such as writing, that 
h~ beings establish the conventions of such signalling systems, 
though this is not always overtly and obviously the case. At least, we 
must admit that the verbal discussion by virtue of which a thing or 
~enttakes on a given symbolic value is in many cases entirely informal. 
There are parts of Europe where a young 'Woman dare not walk with 
the free stride customary in the United States: this gait has taken on a 
special value, and observers would immediately class her as a hussy, if 
not as a rule de joie. The agreement that this value should be assigned 
the particular stride was obviously not reached in a convention, and 
yet it took some kind of communication to bring the agreement about. 
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The crucial role of language is aJao in no way derogated by the fact 
that, in some cases; the. communication involved in estaWishing new 
agreements is carried on via writing or via some more recent system 
like telegraphy: for these systems, in turn, were developed in the first 
place by just the same mechanism, with human language already at 
work to make their development possible. All of what the anthropolo
gist calls human culture involves shared conventions of the sort we have 
illustrated. It is no accident that the only animal with more than a bare 
minimum of culture is also the only animal with the power of speech. 

When the "thing or event" which is given special symbolic value by 
this mechanism is itself a speech-form, we have the phenomenon with 
which we are primarily concerned: the coining of an idiom. Theo
retically, we must rec.ognize this status even for forms which are 
habitually assigned roughly the same special value over and over 
again. Thus, if in pouring a drink a host says Say when! or if someone in 
charge of a group lifting a heavy load says Lift when I say "Now!" both 
when and now become momentary Idioms. 

Similar temporary idioms appear in parlor magic. In one stunt, the 
magician leaves the room, while the audience and the magician'S con
federate agree on the name of some city or. town. When the magician 
returns, the confederate asks a series of questions of the shape "Is it 
__ ?"-each time putting a place-name in the blank. The magician 
says "no" until the right one comes along. The clue rests in the use, by 
the confederate, in the question directly before the one to which the 
magician is to respond affirmatively, of a place-name the shape of 
which includes an animal-name: Deerfield, Mansville, Elkton, and so 
on. By convention between the magician and the confederate, this 
special class of place-names has been assigned the special idiomatic 
value. 

36.4. Idiom Formation and Derivation; Productivity. There has 
been a tendency in the technical literature of linguistics to confuse 
idiom formation and derivation. It is important for us to understand 
clearly not only the distinction between these two, but also the reason 
for the confusion. 

To start with, we need the notion of productivity. The productivity of 
any pattern--derivational, inflectional, or syntactical-is the relative 
freedom with which speakers coin new grammatical forms by it. Thus 
the formation of English noun-plurals with /z s az/ is highly productive. 
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The addition of -I, to produce an adverbial is fairly productive; the 
iuldition of -dom to form a noun from a noun is' quite restricted. 

The productivity of a pattern varies in time: some of o~ freer pat
terns were highly limited five hundred years ago, and conversely. There 
are also shorter-termed variations, of the sort we might call "fashion." 
For example, twenty-odd years ago, when the type of restaurant called 
a cafeteria was spreading across the country, there was a short explosion 
of similarly-formed names for stores in which there.was an element of 
self-service: groceteria, booteteria, booketeria, and so on, to a total of well over 
a hundred, most of which are now completely in limbo. 

Setting such brief fads aside, we find that, by and large, syntactical 
patterns tend to be the most productive, inflectional patterns next, and 
derivational patterns !east. 

It' also appears that, the less productive a pattern is, the more likely it 
is that if a new form does get coined by the pattern it will have idiomatic 
value. We do have idioms involving highly productive patterns: e.g., 
the coast is clear. But it is relatively difficult to create a new idiom by the 
subject-predicate pattern, as in the instance just given. On the other 
hand, consider the English derivational suffix -ward or -wards. We in-. 
herit a double-handful of perfectly ordinary words containing this 
suffix: northward(s) , and so forth with names of compass-points, in
ward(s), backward(s), sunward(s). We do not freely say such things as 
He walked tablewards or on my Chicagoward journey. Therefore, when P. G. 
Wodehouse wrote Lord Emswortk ambled off pigwards, the stretching of the 
pattern beyond its ordinary limits achieved some sort of special effect: 
pigwards was a new idiom. 

In the above we see one reason why there has been the confusion 
between derivation and idiom formation: derived stems are often 
idioms, and newly-created'derived stems tend to have idiomatic value 
because of the relatively unproductive nature of the majority of deriva
tional patterns. Clearly, however, the association between idiom forma
tion and derivation is not identity. Derived stems are not always 

. idiomatic; idioms are not always derived stems. Currently the forma-
tion of adjectives with a suffix / -ij/ is rather productive: one hears new 
combinations like Ckinesey, Pavementy, New Yorky, and even phrase de
rivatives like a paper-boxy sort of contraption-the forms are highly col
loquial and do not turn up in print. But they are not idioms: the special 
value adheres to the suffix, not individually to each'new combination. 
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Awful is both a derivative (stem awe- and affix -fut) and an idiom. DartJ, 
as the name of a game, is an idiomatic fixation of the ordinary plural 
of the noun dart, and is thus an idiom but not a derivative. 

Another factor which has promoted the confusion is that interest has 
tended to focus on formations at smaller size-levels, largely on morpho
logical formations. This has concealed from view the existence of vast 
numbers of larger idioms--short phrases like blackboard, whole utter
ances such as Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of the party, 
or even conversations: 

Lady: Are you copper-bottoming 'em, my man? 
Workman: No, rm aluminiuming 'em, mum. 

Indeed, as one passes to larger and larger size-levels, idioms merge im
perceptibly into the sorts of discourse which, as we shall see in §64, can 
reasonably be called literature. 

NOTES 

New terms: the pair synchronic and descriptive are for the moment 
synonyms; in §38.1 we shall distinguish between them. Similarly for the 
pair diachronic and historical, which can be taken as synonymous until 
§41.1. The other new terms are the defining context for an idiom, and 
productivity of a grammatical pattern. 

Many articles in the journal American Speech report on changing 
fashions of idiom formation in American English. Fashion (largely non
linguistic) has been carefully analyzed by A. L. Kroeber; see especially 
Kroeber 1919, Kroeber and Richardson 1940. 
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TYPES of IDIOMS 

37.1. Substitutes. fn §36.1 we asserted that in each language there 
are certain patterns which are most favored in the formation of new 
idioms. A few channels for idiom formation are either widespread or, it 
may be, universal; others are quite specific to one or a few languages. 
The information available on this subject is still too spotty for a really 
systematic survey, but we shall generalize our discussion as much as 
possible. 

Anaphoric substitutes (§30.1) are almost by definition forms which 
turn up in each new context with a new idiomatic value. If I say, 
totally out of context, He didn't get here on time, you do not know whom I 
am talking about, save that he is male and probably human. In context, 
the preceding speech or factors of the non-speech environment establish 
what specific male human (or, perhaps, animal) the substitute he is 
going to designate until further notice. Of course, the convention can 
alter rapidly and often. 

Numbers, which are probably to be classed as substitutes, show a 
similar variation of specific reference. The answer three can be given to a 
great variety of questions: How many children have you? How old are you? 
What time is it? How many pounds does that roast weigh? What page is that on? 
How much are two and one? 

This sort of constant shifting qualifies as idiom formation, though not 
of the sort which can accumulate to change the grammatical pattern of 
a language. It is of the very nature of an anaphoric substitute that it 
should behave in this way. In order for the grammatical pattern of the 
language to be altered, the substitute would have to be modified as to 
its domain-tie or its type (§30.3), or both. 

310 
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However, substitutes are not exempt from the more customary sort of 
idiomatic specialization. In English, it was at one time idiomatically a 
noun with the meaning 'sex and/or personality appeal'; it is also a noun 
meaning 'that one of a group who must chase the others, in tag or hide
and-seek.' He and SM have idiomatic uses in sM-camel, M-man, Is your cat 
a M or a sk? Freud wrote a book the English title of which, The Ego and 
tM [d, does not involve idiomatic uses of substitutes; but the German 
original bore the title Das Ich und das Es, with special uses of the ordinary 
German pronouns ich '1' and es 'it.' When a news-announcer says Good 
night and thirty, the last word does not refer to twice fifteen. 

37.2. Proper Names. In all human communities there are certain 
recurrent idiom-creating events called naming. People are named; places 
are named; sometimes certain individual animals, spirits, or vehicles 
are named. There are various formally prescribed ceremonial activities 
in connection with naming, the details of which are of interest to the 
anthropologist; but here we must concentrate on the purely linguistic 
aspect. 

If the language has a noun-like part of speech, then names are almost 
invariably nouns, except that place-names sometimes appear to be loca-

. tive particles. However, before the actual name-giving, the linguistic 
form which is to be used may not have this status. We have all heard of 
Indians with names like Sitting Bull (real) or Big Chief Rain-in-tM-Face 
(invented); this reflects, in English, a genuine habit in many Indian 
languages. Menomini has as men's names /e·kosewe·t/, literally 'that 
he hangs people up,' /ana·hko·hseh/ 'little star,' /ana·ma·nahkwat/ 
'under a cloud,' /wase·? e'pet/ 'that he sits on the nest,' /awa'noh
ape'w / 'he sits in fog.' These are all ordinary words and phrases, of 
various part-of-speech affiliation; some of them become substantival, 
and participate in larger constructions like nouns, only in their idio
matic function as proper names. 

The grammatical properties of proper names may also deviate from 
those of the most similar "ordinary" words. In English, names of cities, 
rivers, and lakes either are never preceded by an article, as New York, 
Lake Michigan, or else have the article the permanently fixed alongside, 
as The Hague, TM Mississippi (River); river names are apparently all of 
the latter sort. In Fijian, a word used as a proper name of person or 
place is marked by the preceding particle /ko/, while words used as 
"ordinary" names of things are marked in the same syntactical circum-
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stances by lnal : Ina vanua levu/ 'the (or a) big land, big island' but 
/ko vanua levu/ 'Big Island' as the name of the largest island of the Fiji 
group (§27.1). 

A language may also have a stock of forms which have no function 
save that of being used as the proper name of one or another indi
vidual: English Mary, William, Robert, Elizabeth. These words are not 
substitutes, since they do not meet the criteria which define the latter; 
but in their behavior they are much like anaphoric substitutes, shifting 
their specific denotation from context to context-though less kaleido
scopically than do ·substitutes. If I say, out of context, Robert didn't get 
here on time, you are hardly more informed than if I had used the sub
stitute he in place of the proper name Robert. By way of apparent excep
tion to the special status of these names in English, and perhaps in other 
languages, any of them can be "deproper-ized," as it were, to mean 
'person or other entity with the proper name in question': we freely say 
But there are two different Roberts in our group. 

We may say that there are as many different idioms of the shape 
Robert, in the dialect of a particular speaker of English, as there are 
men and boys-and perhaps goIdfish--of that name in his circle of 
acquaintances. However great this number may be, there is still just 
a single morpheme of that shape, even as there is just one English substi
tute he despite the way in which its denotation shifts. 

Peculiar and amusing habits of naming are found, in our society, for 
race-horses (almost any word or phrase: Aquaduct, Came First, Never Any 
Better, Bootstraps, etc.) and for books. The sentence Have you read the egg 
and Ii is ridiculous unless the hearer knows that a certain book has the 
title The Egg and I; even with this knowledge, the occurrence of I after a 
verb like read is disturbing. 

To logicians, a "proper name" or "proper noun" is a symbol which 
designates an entity of which there is only one. It should be clear from 
our discussion that in actual languages there are no forms which can 
be so described, save possibly through pure accident. By this exception 
we mean, for example, that a family might invent a completely new 
name for a newborn child, so that at least temporarily the ~ord would 
designate that child and nothing else. In principle, however, other 
parents might at any time decide to use the same name, whereupon the 
uniqueness would vanish. There are many Mary's; there are many 
Jones's; there are even many Mary Jones's. There are many AI's-for 
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nicknames, too, belong here, though with different cultural ramifica
tions. There is a widely known Flatbush in Brooklyn, but there is 
another in western Canada. 

Here, also, may be mentioned the" x" of the algebra textbook. In one 
problem after another, the author says "let x represent such-and-such," 
but the such-and-such varies. Thus, though leksl is a perfectly ordinary 
linguistic form, it works like a substitute or a proper name: we cannot 
define it once and for all, but can only describe the circumstances in 
which it is used, newly defined each time. 

Proper names and "x," like substitutes in their ordinary use, do not 
involve idiom-forming behavior of the language-changing kind. A 
change in the design of tht: language would be, for example, if Robert 
fell into disrepute and disuse, or if the new name invented by the 
parents mentioned above became popular. 

37.3. Abbreviation. One widespread mechanism of idiom forma
tion is abbreviation: the use of a part for a whole. 

Behind abbreviation lies the fact that, whenever any grammatical 
form is actually used by a speaker, some of its connections with the 
circumstances of use, and with the grammatical forms used with it, ad
here to it, and turn up as more or less forceful connotations whenever 
the form is used again. Even when used in the discussion ot interior 
decoration, the word red carries along, momentarily hidden, its con
notation of political radicalism, and blue its connotation of unhappy 
mood, and these connotations may erupt from hiding into awareness if 
the circumstances give the slightest push in that direction. In a group 
thoroughly familiar with poetry, the reciting of any characteristic 
phrase from a poem is enough to elicit all the rest of the poem in the 
awareness of the hearers: Tell me not in mournful numbers • ••• This last 
is called allusion, and is a variety of abbreviation. 

In English, whenever an endocentric phrase with a noun head is used 
frequently with some special sense, it may happen that the noun will be 
dropped, the prior part of the form thus taking on the meaning of the 
whole. At the least noticeable end this verges on, or becomes indis
tinguishable from, zero anaphora (§30A): You tak the red cloth, and rll 
ta/ce the yellow. But we cannot evoke zero anaphora in a case like Massa
chusetts General for Massachusetts General Hospital, or Pm going up to mater
nity for Pm going up to the maternity ward, where the conditioning context 
is not in the immediate environment. 
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If the original phrase is one in which the noun may be pluralized, 
then the abbreviated form may likewise be: You take the white pieces, and 
rtl take the reds. The most startling instance of this which h~ come to 
the writer's attention is a use of abridgeds for abridged dictionaries: the 
spelling of the abbreviated form implies a terminal. consonant cluster 
/jdz/otherwise unknown in English. 

A comparable phenomenon is observable in the Romance languages 
and in Latin. The frequency with which former adjectives in these 
languages have taken on specialized idiomatic substantival functions is 
such as to render the distinction between substantive and adjective hard 
to discern. In Latin, for example, the names of the months in classical 
times were masculine substantives; but earlier they had been adjectives, 
masculine to agree with the substantive mensis 'month': m'insis Api/is 
'Aprilian month' was abbreviated to Aprilis 'April.' 

Something similar occurs in Chinese. We know that formerly 
Junggwo meant 'middle kingdom': jiing meant, and in some contexts 
still means, 'middle, center,' while gw6 is 'country, kingdom.' This is 
what the Chinese call their own country, earlier thought to be at the 
center of the world. But by virtue of the meaning of the combination 
JiDtggwl, as the idiomatic designation of a specific country, the first 
participating morpheme has taken on the meaning of the whole, 
and is now used in other combinations with that meaning rather than 
merely the meaning 'middle': Jung-Me; 'China and the United States,' 
Jiing-syi 'China and the West.' Likewise, a morpheme fi, earlier 
simply 'machine,' participates in the two-morpheme idiom jeiji 'fly
machine' = 'airplane,' and from this context it has taken on also the 
meaning 'airplane.' Thus hungjiiji 'bomber' is not even literally to 
be interpreted as 'hurl bomb machine,' but rather as 'hurl bomb 
airplane.' 

Sapir has reported a closely comparable abbreviative phenomenon 
from the northern Athapaskan languages . 

• With these widely separated and structurally dissimilar languages or 
groups of languages as points for triangulation, we can probably con
clude that in one form or another the mechanism is universal. 

In English we find also a rather different pattern of abbreviative 
idiom formation, not attested for many other languages: that of re
placing a long word or phrasal compound by its first, or its stressed, 
syllable, whether or not that syllable has previously been a morpheme. 
Thus we have cab and bus from earlier cabriolet and omnibus,' similarly 
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cello from violoncello, piano from pianoforte, plane from airplane or aeroplane, 
and gent, or more often the plural gents, from gentleman or gentlemen. The 
pattern exhibits some variation: cello is two syllables, and plane is not the 
most loudly stressed syllaWe of airplane. Some people still write" 'plane" 
and " 'cello" with an apostrophe as graphic indication of the abbrevia
tion, as though there were something slightly improper about it. 

In some circles abbreviations of this sort abound and new ones are 
freely coined. From the college scene we have many: 

/s6ws/ 
/:I:!n6/, /:I:!nGrow/ 
/ekow/ 
/h6wm ek/ 
/kem la:b/ 
/In ed( 

for sociology 
anthropology 
economics 
home economics 
chemistry laboratory 
physical education. 

The results of this type of abbreviative idiom formation can some
times not be distinguished from those of another type, found in many 
literate communities, in which a spoken abbreviation stems from 
a r.eading-off of a written abbreviation. The Cornell student word 
/r6wtasij/ must be of this sort, from the written abbreviation "R.O. 
T.C." = Reserve O.fficers' TraimIC Corps, because no sort of abbreviative 
effort on the spoken phrase would yield the shape of the slang term. 
/kem la:b/ might be of either origin, since the written form "Chem. 
Lab." could hardly be read off otherwise. /s6w§/ is certainly invented 
without writing, since the written abbreviation "Soc." would yield 
something like /sak/. 

In the administration of F. D. Roosevelt and during World War II, 
the custom of calling governmental and military agencies and programs 
by abbreviative nicknames, derived (usually via writing) from their 
full official titles, became very popular. Two special developments 
should be noted. If the abbreviated written form can be read off as 
though it were an ordinary English word, the abbreviated nickname is 
often produced in this way: / :l:!mgat/ from "AMGOT" for "Allied 
Military Government of Occupied Te,ntories." In a number of cases, 
the official long title has been worked out with a conscious view to this 
kind of abbreviation: thus "Women's Auxiliary Volunteer Emergency 
Service" was chosen because its initials, "WAVES," spell an ordinary 
English word of apt denotation and connotation; "United Nations 
Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization" was originally to 
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have a designation minus the word Scimtifo;, and that word was added 
especially to make the written abbreviation "UNESCO" yield what 
was thought to be an appropriate (though not theretofore meaningful) 
pronunciation, /juwn6!kow/. The second special development is akin 
to the first: when circumstances lead an organization to change its 
official name, it may stick to one which yields the same abbreviation, 
so that the publicity value of the latter will not be sacrificed. "Trans
continental and Western Air" changed to "Trans-World Airlines," 
preserving the initials "TWA"; the "Committee on Industrial Organ
ization" became the "Congress of Industrial Organizations," preserv
ing the initials "CIO." 

37.4. English Phrasal Compounds. An English phrase such as 
'ltatrack, paperweigltt, bookcase, matchbook, book matclt, has three constituents 
of immediate relevance: hatrack has ICs hat and rack, plus the feature of 
reduced stress on the second IC. The latter feature seems to be some 
sort of structural signal or marker (§17.4), but there is a problem as to 
what it marks. To find out, let us compare some pairs of phrases which 
differ only in that one of each pair is ordinary whereas the other is a 
phrasal compound: 

a whfte Muse 
a w6man d6cto7 
a black Mrd 
a black b6ard 
a fine st6ne 
a white cap 
a rbi cap 

The Whfte HOuse 
a w6man dOctor 
a blackbird 
a blackboard 
Mr. Flnestone 
a whitecap 
a redcap. 

The difference of meaI)ing for each pair is clear. A whfte Muse is any 
house which is white; the White HOuse is white, and a house, but also 
specifically the President's residence. Similarly, a w6man d6ctor is any 
doctor who is a woman, a w6man dOctor (not rare as a colloquialism) is a 

, . gynecologist of either sex. But if we try to discern any parallelism be
tween the successive differences, we fail. About all we can say is that 
usually a phrasal compound is idiomatic. In the particular examples 
above, ,the paired ordinary phrases are not idiomatic, but this is not 
necessarily the case, as witness br6wn betty, a kind of dessert, or best man 
at a wedding. In other words, the marker indicates idiomaticity, but by 
no means all idioms have the marker. 

There is also a second type of phrasah:ompound in English, examples 
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of which likewise seem usually to be idioms; in this type the reduction of 
stress is on the prior member: 

a long island 
Sooth Ohio 
a new luit 

nJng island 
SOuth Dakota 
New York. 

If there were a magazine called The Yorker, a huckster could cry out 
Get your new YOrker here; this is not the same cry as Get your New YOrker 
here, or as Get your new New Yorker here. 

We conclude that in each type of phrasal compound the structural 
signal has no particular meaning save precisely that of marking the form 
as idiomatic. This conclusion is strengthened when we observe that, in 
the ordinary course of speaking, people freely produce new phrasal 
compounds, particularly those of the first type, though usually when 
there is some special meaning to be signalled. A woman was once heard 
to comment on the large number of new infants in her neighborhood by 
saying Why, it's a veritable baby farm. 

These particular channels of idiom formation are favored in English, 
and are specific to English and certain closely related languages. We 
have evidence that the first of the two has been in use for many cen
turies: some common modern English words, now certainly single 
morphemes, trace back to early idiomatic phrasal compounds. House
wife is 'a relatively recent coinage; housewife /hazaf/ 'sewing-kit,' now 
obsolescent, dates back to a Middle English coinage with elements 
which have come down separately as house and wife; hussy comes from 
an Old English compound /hu·s-wH/, coined from the even earlier 
forms of the same elements. 

$7.5. Figures of Speech. Students of rhetoric are dealing with 
idioms, and with patterns of idiom formation, when they talk ofjigures 
of speech. When we say he married a lemon, the morFheme leTIJ.on 'sour-dis
positioned woman' is obviously a different idiom from the same mor
pheme meaning 'kind of fruit,' and the former usage developed from 
the latter by a particular figure of speech. 

The traditional classification of figures of speech into "hyperbole," 
"litotes," "oxymoron," "irony," and.the like, is based primarily on the 
literary usages of classical Greek and Roman authors. Some of these 
figures are found in the more recent literature of the West because of 
its classical heritage. No one yet knows how universal the valid applica
tion of the traditional terms may be. Chinese, Choctaw, colloquial 
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English, or Menomini mayor may not have any figure usefully de
scribable as "irony" or as "metaphor"; any of these may have figures 
not comfortably subsumed by the classical terms. Individual idiomatic 
specializations, of course, are almost always unique to a language or 
group of languages: to speak of the foot of a mountain makes no sense 
whatsoever to an Ojibwa. 

In any case, to the classical roster ought to be added the pun. A 
perfect pun involves semantic and grammatical ambiguity in the face of 
absolute phonemic identity, with both interpretations sensible in the 
context in which it occurs. A wry lecturer on American history once 
said The European missionaries moved westwards through the American wilder
ness, ctmverting the Indians, mainly to dust, . . . When the Department of 
Classical Languages at Cornell was housed in the topmost floor of the 
oldest and dustiest building on the campus, it was entirely appropriate 
that they taught Attic Greek. 

37.6. Slang. It is not certain whether slang is universal or even 
widespread, but, wherever it is found, its idiomatic nature is clear. 
Slang depends for its effect on the striking and far-fetched nature of its 
semantic overtones and its secondary associations (§35). With constant 
use, the special effect of a slang expression becomes dulled. As this 
happens, the expreuion is either abandoned or retained in the "re
spectable" non-slang vocabulary of the language. This accounts for the 
short average life of most slang, and for the rapid rate of replacement. 
Absquatulau was once dang for 'go away'; it gave way to vamoose, the 
latter in turn to scram; in the early nineteen-fifties teen-agers were using 
such expressions as Here's your horn: blow or Here's your drum: beat it. By 
the date of publication of this book, these last will probably also be old 
and tired, used only by jldults trying to pretend to be teen-agers. 

NOTES 

New terms: proper name; abbreviatitm, allllSitm; figure of speech. 
On substitutes and proper names, see Jakobson 1957. 
An excellent brief survey of Latin figures of speech is given in Hale 

and Buck 1903. For English one must tum to nineteenth..century dis
cussions of rhetoric; most modern textbooks of Freshman English have 
little to say about the topic. 
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IDIOLECT, DIALECT, LANGUAGE 

38.1. Descriptive and Synchronic. In §36.1 we introduced the two 
terms "descriptive" and "synchronic" as though they were synonyms. 
But there is a distinction. Descriptive linguist~s deals with the design of 
the language of some community at a given time, ignoring interpersonal 
and inter-group differences. Such differences are always to be found in 
any language spoken by more than one person, since no two people 
have exactly the same set of speech habits. Synchronic linguistics includes 
descriptive linguistics, and also certain further types of investigation, 
particularly synchrmic dialectology, which is the systematic study of inter
personal and inter-group differences of speech habit. Synchronic dialec
tology is the subject of this and the next two sections. 

The ~mest point of departure for synchronic dialectology is the 
idiolect. Generally speaking, the totality of speech habits of a single 
person at a given time constitutes an idiolect. There are certain excep
tions. For example, someone born of English-speaking parents in 
Germany, who learns the one language from his family and the other 
from his playmates, possesses two idiolects rather than one. It is even 
convenient to say that an educated Swiss-German, who can converse 
both in his local dialect and in so-called "Standard" German, possesses 
two idiolects. In some cases it is impossible to decide whether a speaker 
has two rather similar idiolects or just one relatively flexible idiolect; 
fortunately, such marginal cases are not numerous enough to impair the 
practical utility of the approach. 

There are few aims which might lead us to study a single idiolect in 
detail. Usually we are concerned with the by-and-Iarge habits of some 
group of people. Yet the notion of idiolect is important, because in the 

321 
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last analysis a language is observable only as a collection of idiolects. 
Language is the basic instrument by which human beings achieve and 
carry on collective behavior, but speaking itself (with a few stylized 
exceptions, such as choral recitation) is not collective behavior. We 
cannot direc.tly observe the by-and-large speech habits of a whole com
munity. We cannot even observe the habits of a single individual: all 
that is directly observable is the speaking behavior of individuals (or its 
physical results, such as written records); all the rest must be inferred 
(§16.3) 

A language, as just asserted, is a collection of more or less similar 
idiolects. A dialect is just the same thing, with this difference: when both 
terms are used in a single discussion, the degree of similarity of the 
idiolects in a single dialect is presumed to be greater than tM,t of all the 
idiolects in the language. This precludes certain theoretically possible 
uses of either term: no one would put the German idiolects of Hamburg 
and the English idiolects of Liverpool into one dialect or language, as 
over against all other German and English idiolects; nor can we allow 
a use of "dialect" whereby some speakers of a language speak a "dia
lect" (e.g., Bro(\klynese, Southern, rustic) while others speak the "real" 
language--everyone speaks one dialect or another. Yet we have con
siderable leeway in the application of both terms. Though usually we 
speak merely of the "English language," it is not wrong to distinguish, 
when the occasion arises, between the "British language" and the 
"American language." Similarly, some specialists speak of a "Central
Atlantic-Coast dialect" of American English, while others do not 
segregate the idiolects of that region from those further to the north
and both opinions can be defended. The relative looseness of the two 
terms is a merit, not a defect, for one can add as many precisely de
limited technical terms as one needs, based on various criteria of 
similarity between idiolects. 

In the present section we shall use only two criteria, both of which 
are, so to speak, external, not requiring that the investigator know 
anything of the design of the idiolects involved. Both criteria stem from 
an everyday assumption about language: that people who "speak the 
same language" can understand each other and, conversely, that 
people who cannot understand each other must be speaking "different 
languages." The facts are not so simple, yet the everyday expectation 
can be modified to yield more formal grounds for idiolect-grouping. 
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Suppose that we are confronted by two individuals, chosen at random 
from the present population of the world, save that each is a mono
lmgual. By definition, then, each has just one idiolect. If the two speak
ers can understand each other about everyday matters with no diffi
culty, we say that their idiolects are mutually intelligibl,. If they cannot 
understand each other at all, their idiolects are mutually unintelligible. 
If they can understand each other part of the time, or with one or an
other degree of difficulty, or only after having listened to each other's 
speech for a while, then there are two different ways of handling the 
facts. 

One way is to force a dearcut yes-or-no answer for every pair of 
idiolects. This is not so artificial as it may seem, since most pairs of 
idiolects, chosen at random, yield results near one end of the scale or 
the other. Besides, one can set up some minimum degree of ease of 
intercommunication which will determine an affirmative judgment. 

The other way, of course, is to quantify degrees of mutual intelligibility. 
38.2 _ All-or-None Mutual Intelligibility. If we select an initial 

idiolect, and put with it all the idiolects we can find which are mutually 
intelligible both with the first one and with each other, the resulting set 
of idiolects constitutes what we shall call an L-simplex. This is illustrated 
in Figure 38.1. Each dot represents an idiolect; a line connects each 

" 

5 

FIGURE 38.1 

pair which are mutually intelligible. The set sho~n in the Figure in
cludes five L-simplexes: 1-2-3-4-5 form one; 4-5-6-7 another; 6-7-8 a 
third; 8-9-10 a fourth; the lone 11 a fifth. 1-2-3-4-5-6 do not constitute 
an L-simplex, since 6 is not mutually intelligible with 1, 2, or 3. 
1-2-3-4 do not constitute one, because these four are not only all 
mutually intelligible with each other, but also with 5. 

If two idiolects are not mutually intelligible, then sometimes we can 
disGQver one or more other idiolects that, together with the first two, 
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constitute a chain in which each successive pair are mutually intelligible. 
Normally one would find the shortest possible chain. Thus, in Figure 
38.1, idiolects 1 and 10 are not mutually intelligible, but we can find a 
chain consisting of 1, 5, 6, 8, and 10 (or with 4 instead of 5, or 7 instead 
of6): 1 and 5 are mutually intelligible; likewise 5 and 6; 6 and 8; 8 and 
10 .. If two idiolects are either mutually intelligible or are connected by 
at least one such chain, they are linked. An L-complex consists of any 
idiolect plus all other idiolects which are linktd both to the first and 
(consequently) to each other. In Figure 38.1, all the idiolects b'.lt 11 
constitute one L-complex, the lone 11 another. 

In many cases it turns out that a set of idiolects which has tradi
tionally been called a language, with an established language name, is 
both an L-simplex and an L-complex. This is probably the case for 
Menomini, for Choctaw, and for many another language spoken in 
aboriginal times by some small and relatively autonomous tribe. 

In other instances the correlation is not so neat. If by "German" we 
mean what is usually meant by the term-all the idiolects of Germany, 
German-speaking Austria, and German-speaking Switzerland-then 
this "language" is more than a single L-simplex but less than an 
L-complex. There are pairs of idiolects in "German" which are not 
mutually intelligible: a speaker from Switzerland and one from the 
boundary region near Holland, neither of whom has learned standard 
German, cannot understand each other. All the idiolects of German, as 
defined, belong to a single L-complex, but the latter is more inclusive, 
since it includes also all the idiolects of Dutch and Flemish. 

All the idiolects of what are ordinarily called "French" and "Italian" 
belong to a single L-complex. The Norman or Parisian and the Roman 
or Sicilian cannot understand each other, but chains can be found, 
passing from village to village across the French-Italian border. 

The German situation and the French-Italian situation are different. 
Within the L-complex that includes German, there is a large L-simplex 
that includes a high percentage of the idiolects; pairs of mutually un
intelligible idiolects are relatively few, and are usually linked by many 
rather short chains. This is true also of English: the Yorkshireman and 
the Kentucky mountaineer would have trouble understanding each 
other, but the former can get along with a Londoner, a Londoner with 
a New Yorker, and a New Yorker with a Kentucky mountaineer. We 
can represent the Gennan or English situation with a type of picture: a 
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large circle for the vast numbers of mutually intelligible idiolects (the 
large included L-simplex) with a few bulges for the minority of extreme 
types (Figure 38.2). A similar represent~tion of French-Italian takes the 
shape of a bumpy dumbbell (Figure 38.3): the two halves are for the 

FIGURE 38.2 

FIGURE 38.3 

two large included L-simplexes, and the neck is for the small group of 
idiolects marginal to both and linking them together. 

A represeittation of Chinese would be much more complicated. AIl 
Chinese idiolects form a single L-complex, but within it one can find at 
least five varieties so divergent from one another as to be mutually 
quite unintelligible. One of these, Mandarin, is relatively more uniform 
for some 300,000,000 speakers, though not even all these idiolects are 
mutually intelligible; the other four involve, all in all, only half as 
many individuals, and the variation is greater. 

Another useful notion in this ('~nnection is that of dialect flexion. If 
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there are N idiolects in a set, then the number of pairs of idiolects is 

p_N(N-l) 
2 

Let M be the number of mutually intelligible pairs of idi()lects in the 
whole set. Then 

P-M 
F=-p 

is the index of dialect flexion of the set. If most pairs of idiolects are 
mutually intelligible, the flexion is low; if many pairs are mutually un
intelligible, it is higher. The index is quite low for English, and even 
lower if we arbitrarily consider only North American English. It is 
higher for GeFman, higher still if we include Dutch and Flemish with 
German; presumably it is very high for Chinese. 

It is to be noted that in all the above we have largely ignored geog
raphy. The ease with which people can understand each other, and the 
degree of resemblance of their speech habits, are both functions of the 
amount of talking that takes place among them, and this, in turn, is 
partly dependent on where and how they Iive-on geography'- But 
geography is only one of the contributing factors. Let us in imagination 
transport all the speakers of the key linking idiolects of French-Italian 
from their present homes to northern Argentina. Linguistically, the 
immediate consequences of this migration would be nil. French and 
Italian would still be linked into a single L-complex. In time, of course, 
this might change: the migrants might all learn Spanish, or might all 
die, and as a result French and Italian would become two L-complexes 
instead of one. But this might happen without the migration. Thus we 
must distinguish between the state of idiolect-differentiation in a popu
lation and its geographical distribution, if only in order to see clearly 
how the latter, and changes in it, function as causal factors in bringing 
about changes in the former . 
. 38.3. Degree and Kind of Mutual Intelligibility. There are parts 

of West Africa where dialect flexion isquit~ high, though ail the idiolects 
are supposed to belong to a single L-complex. It is said that in some of 
these regions overt recognition is given to the existence of varying 
degrees of mutual intelligibility. The inhabitants of village A describe 
the dialect of adjacent village B as a "two-day" dialect, that of the 
somewhat more remote village C as a "one-week" dialect, and so on. 
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What is meant is that in the first case two days of working towards the 
goal are enough to establish a basis for easy intercommunication about 
practical matters, whereas in the second case the adjustment requires a 
week. 

The exact nature of the mutual adjustment is not known. It may be 
that each individual continues to speak in his own way, merely learning 
to understand the differing speech patterns of the other. Or it may be 
that each individual modifies his own productive habits as well; 

In some other cases we know, in part, the mechanism of adjustment. 
A Dane who had never heard Norwegian, and a Norwegian who had 
never heard Danish, would be hard put to it to communicate. Among 
edu~ated Danes and Norwegians, however, communication is quite 
unimpeded: each speaks his own personal variety of his own language, 
but has learned by experience to understand the speech pattern of the 
others. The result may be called semi-bilingualism: receptive bilingualism 
accompanying productive monolinguali,m. Similarly, speakers of 
Chinese from all over the Mandarin area understand the Mandarin of 
Peiping, with which they have had a great deal of experience (since 
Peiping is an important cultural and political center), but the man 
from Peiping cannet understand some of the other varieties of Mandarin 
without settling down in a region and working at an adjustment of his 
receptive habits. 

In actuality, then, "mutual intelligibility" is not only a matter of 
degree, rather than of kind, but is not always even mutual. 

Some recent studies have tried to face these facts and to quantify, at 
least roughly, the degree of intelligibility of one dialect or language for 
a speaker of another. The investigator first makes short recordings in 
each of the dialects or languages to be tested. A count is made of 
the points of content in each recorded :text. Then speakers of each dialect 
or language are exposed' in tum to each of the recordings, including 
that in their own variety of speech, and a percentagewise determination 
is made of the number of points of content each subject derives from 
each text. Since the speaker of dialect A, listening to the recorded text 
in dialect A, may not catch all the points, his score on his own dialect 
establishes a base-line for the measurement of his success with the texts 
in the other dialects. 

One such study was made with the current dialects of four Central
Algonquian communities: Shawnee, Kickapoo, Sauk-and-Fox, and 
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Ojibwa. The resulting percentages of mutual intelligibility were re
ported as follows: Kickapoo and Sauk-and-Fox, 79%; Shawnee and 
Kickapoo, 6%; Shawnee and Sauk-and-Fox, 2%; all the remaining 
pairs, 0%. These results conform to the expectations of anyone ac
quainted with the four varieties of speech and with the kinds of con
tacts their speakers have had in the last decades. Kickapoo and Sauk
and-Fox have usually been regarded as closely similar dialects of a 
single language; Shawnee is regarded as a separate Central Algonquian 

Sh 
language, but is shown by analy
sis to be more similar to Sauk
Fox-Kickapoo than~o any other 
language still spoken. The Kicka
poo, Sauk-and-Fox, arid Sha~nee 
live not far from each other in 
Central Oklahoma, but the Sauk
and-Fox have many connections 

OJ with a linguistically almost iden-
"""=--------T----7K tical group of Indians several 

Sand F 

FIGURE 38.4 

hundred miles away near Tama, 
Iowa; the Ojibwa community 
used in the test is near Mt. 

Pleasant, Michigan. In Figure 38.4 we represent the dialects of the 
four communities, separated by distances which are, insofar as possible, 
proportionate to the percentagewise mutual unintelligibility. All but 
Ojibwa are properly spaced to this scale, and Ojibwa is placed just far 
enough from the other three to be at least distant enough on the same 
scale: exact scaling proves impossible in a two-dimensional diagram. 

The neat figures of percentage of mutual intelligibility were obtained 
by averaging, for example, the measure of Shawnee understanding of 
Kickapoo (12%) and that of Kickapoo understanding of Shawnee 
(0%). The separate figures are even more important. No one but the 
Shawnees understood more than a negligible percentage of th~.Shawnee 
text; no one but the Ojibwas understood much of the Ojibwa text; and 
the Ojibwas understood· virtually none of any of the other texts. The 
Sauk-and-Fox scored 82% with the Kickapoo text, but the Kickapoos 
only 76% with the Sauk-and-Fox text. Obviously this reflects a measure 
of semibilingualism, Kickapoo being the language others learn. to 
understand but. not to speak. And the KickapOOs are the perennial 
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wanderers among the Central Algonquians of today: their communities 
are scattered from northern Mexico to central Oklahoma, with outliers 
as far northeast as Michigan, and some of them are constantly visiting 
back and forth. 

NOTES 

New terms: descriptive and synchronic are distinguished; synchronic dialec
tology; idiolect, adialect, a language; mutual intelligibility; "L-simplex" and 
"L.complex"; dialect "flexion"; semi-bilingualism. . 

Note that language (an "uncountable" noun with no plural, like milk) 
and a language (a "countable" noun with a plural, like box) are different 
technical terms. English and French are both language (uncountable 
noun), but they are different languages (countable noun). In this section 
and the next it is the meaning of the count-noun a language which con
cerns us. 

Measurement of degrees of mutual intelligibility: Hickerson and 
others 1952; Pierce 1952; Voegelin and Harris 1951. On idiolects, dia
lects, languages, see Jespersen 1925. 

!'roblem. An anthropologist comes to a mountain valley, in which 
there are eleven villages. He finds that in all eleven villages different 
languages or dialects are spoken, but that all eleven are quite obviously 
related, though none are closely related to any dialects spoken outside 
the valley. Call the villages (and their dialects) A, B, ... ,K. Experi
mentation shows that people from different villages can sometimes 
understand each other and sometimes not. Specifically, the dialects of 
the following pairs of villages are mutually intelligible: AB, AC, BC, 
~~~~~~~~~M~~~~~~OC 

Assuming that the population is all sedentary, so that adjacent 
villages have dialects showing greater similarity than those of villages 
further separated, sketch a rough map to show the most probable loca
tion of the villages relative to each other. Do not mark "north," because 
there is no information for this detail of "absolute" geography. 

A few people in each village also speak a second language, known to 
the anthropologist. He wishes to do anthropological work in as many of 
the villages as possible. If he must use only a single interpreter, what is 
the best he can do, and from which village should he choose the in-
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terpreter? If he can use several interpreters, what is the minimum 
number which will enable him to work in all eleven villages, and from 
which villages should they be chosen? 

Pretending that each village contains only a single speaker (or that 
all contain exactly the same number of speakers), compute the index of 
dialect flexion. 



COMMON CORE and 

OVERALL PATTERN 

39· 

39.1. Code Noise. Our discussion of idiolect differentiation in §38 
turned entirely on the test of mutual intelligibility. This is an external 
test: in order to apply it to a pair of idiolects, we do not have to know or 
say anything about their design (§16.1). But we must go deeper. What 
correlation is there between degree of mutual intelligibility and simi
larity of design of the idiolects involved? As might be expected, close 
similarity implies mutual intelligibility; a ceptain amount of difference, 
on the other hand, need not imply mutual unintelligibility. People 
manage to understand each other even though they signal by divergent 
codes. An investigation of the reasons for this will show us certain 
further useful ways of classing idiolects into language-like sets. 

To track down the first reason, we must bring up once again the 
matter of noise (§§10.3, 35.2). People whose idiolects are virtually 
identical often understand each other despite the presence of a good 
deal of external noise--sound of various sorts which strikes the ears of a 
hearer along with the speech signal. Such channel TWist sometimes renders 
communication difficult or impossible, but often it does not. When it 
docs not, it is because the speech signal, as it leaves the speaker, actually 
contains far more evidence as to what message the speaker is transmit
ting than the minimum which the hearer must receive to interpret the 
message accurately. Channel noise destroys some of that evidence, but 
does not seriously impair communication so long as a sufficient per
centage remains undistorted. 

Divergence between the codes of two people who communicate with 

331 
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each other via speech can be regarded as another sort of noise: code 
noise. The reason why people can understand each other despite code 
noise is exactly the same as the reason why channel noise, up to a point, 
does not destroy communication. The speech signal which leaves one 
person contains, in tenns of his own total set of habits, more evidence as 
to what message he is transmitting than the minimum which he him
self would have to receive to understand the message. Some of this 
evidence may be irrelevant for a particular hearer, whose speech habits 

deviate from those of the speaker, 
but if a sufficient proportion of 
the evidence falls within the 
snared portions of the two sets 
of habits, the hearer will still 
understand. 

The effect of the two sorts of 
noise on communication is the 
same. If, for a certain pair of 
idiolects, there is virtually no 
code noise (that is, if the two 

Fw'UJUI 39.1. Two IDIOLECTS WITH A sets of habits are virtually iden
CO .... ON CORE tical), then communication is 

Each circle represents an idiolect; the possible despite a relatively great 
hatched area represents their common amount of channel noise. If, for 
core. 

another pair of idiolects, there 
is a larger amount of code noise, then comnlUnication is possible only if 
the channel noise is less. All sorts of everyday experiences bear this out: 
we understand native speakers of our own variety of English over poor 
telephone cireuits, and people with thick foreign accents when we are 
face-to-face with them, but have trouble if people of the latter sort talk 
with us over the telephone. 

39.2. Common Core. If any group of people regularly communicate 
via speech, then the first possible responsible factor is that their idiolects 
involve shared features; the total set of shared features we shall call the 
common core of the idiolects. Barring channel noise, speech in any of the 
idiolects is understandable to speakers of all the others as long as it 
remains within the common core, while any momentary resort to the 
features peculiar to the speaker's idiolect and not shared by the others 
constitutes code noise. For example, A may pronounce can 'container' 
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and can 'be able' differently, while B does not distinguish them. A and 
B nevertheless agree in keeping both words distinct from con and ken. 
The agreement belongs to the common core of the two idiolects; the 
disagreement represents an idiosyncrasy for each. 

In Figure 39.1 we show, in a very simple way, two idiolects which 
have a common core. Theoretically, a set of three idiolects might be 
mutually intelligible and yet not have, as a whole set, any common core. 
We show in Figure 39.2 how this is theo
retically possible: idiolects A and B have 
a common core; likewise A and C; like
wise Band C; but A, B, and C, taken to
gether, have none. If speech is produced 
in idiolect A, the speakers of Band C may 
both understand, but on the basis of differ
ent portions of the whole signal. In prac
tice, however, this sort of situation does 

not seem to turn up. More typical is the FIGURE 39.2. THREE_MUTU

situation in which hundreds, thousands, 
or even millions of different idiolects 
share a discernible common core, which 
can be observed approximately (via sta
tistical sampling) and described subject 
to some degree of indeterminacy. Thus 
our phonemic notation for English 
(-§§2-6) comes dose to being a notation 
for those contrasts which are shared by 
all speakers of North American English, 

ALLY INTELUGIBLE ImoLEcmI 

WITH No Cm.4MOM CORE 

Each of the elongated lozenges 
represents an idiolect. Each two 
share a common core, repre
sented by the hatched areas, 
but three taken together share 
nothing. (There is, of course, no 
"scale" to such diagrams: all 
that counts is regions, bounda
ries, and intersections.) 

and for no other contrasts; it deviates from this mainly in that it pro
vides for the contrast between cot (/a/) and caught (/0/), which a good 
many millions of speakers in Central and Western Canada and adja
cent portions of the United States do not have. 

39.3. Semi-Bilingualism. There is, however, a second important 
reason for mutual intelligibility in the face of divergence of idiolect 
design. A given speaker may constrain his speech to the bounds of his 
own code, and yet be trained to understand things that he would not 
say. In Figure 39.3 we elaborate the representation of Figure 39.1 to 

allow for this. For each speaker, the inner circle marks the bounds of 
his productive idiolect, while the outer circle marks the bounds of what he 
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is trained to understand. Speech from A may thus fall outside the pro
ductive idiolect of B without automatically constituting code noise; it is 
code noise only if it falls outside the larger circle for B. This sort of situa

tion is immediately reminiscent 
of semibilingualism (§38.3). 

It would even be possible for 
two people to communicate 
without any common core at 
all between their productive 
idiolects. Imagine a Frenchman 
who understands, but cannot 
speak, German, and a German 
who likewise has receptive but 
not productive control of French. 

FIGURE 39.3. Two IDIOLECTS WITH A This is depicted in Figure 39.4: 
CoMMON CoRI!:, SHOWING THE DrsTlNC- the circles representing the pro
TlON BETWEEN PROD!)CTlVE AND bCEP- ductive idiolects do not intersect, 

TIVE CONTROL 

The left-hand circles represent A's 
idiolect: the smaller circle for his range 
of productive control, the larger for his 
receptive control. The right-hand circles 
similarly represent B's idiolect. The 
hatched area is their common (produc
tive) core. If something A says falls in 
region X, it is still understandable to B, 
though B would not have said it; if it 
falls in region Y, it is code noise for B. 

but the larger circles represent
ing the boundaries of receptive 
control do. As might be sus
pected, it is considerably easier 
to draw an abstract picture of 
this situation than it is to find an 
actual case of it-just as for the 
theoretically possible case de
picted in Figure 39.2. The easy 
intercommunication of educated 

Danes and Norwegians (§38.3) is not a case, for Danish and Nor
wegian show a sizabJe common core. 

39.4. Overall Pattern. All our pictures must be interpreted as in
stantaneous snapshots: in even short periods of time, the boundaries of 
an individual's productive and receptive control change, for they are 
highly labile. A private uses the word sir oftener than a commissioned 
officer, but the latter kI?-ows the word just as well as the former: if the 
.private is commissioned, or the officer demoted, his productive system 
is slightly changed. Language-learning never ceases. What stands out
aide an individual's sphere of receptive control today may be within it 
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FIGURE 39.4. MUTUAL INTELLlOIBlUTY WITH No Co_ON Cou 

FrGURE 39.5. THREE IDIOLECTS WITH Co_ON CORE AND OvxRAl.L PATTER!{ 

The solid lines enclose the productive and receptive habits, respectively, of one 
idiolect; the dotted lines those of another; and the dashed lines th()Se of a third. 
The hatched area is the common core of all three; everything within the outermost 
boundaries (marked with parallel ticks) belongs to the overall pattern. 
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tomorrow; what stands outside his productive idiolect today may be 
within it tomorrow. In these terms, it makes sense to speak of an overall 
pattern for any set of idiolects which are in direct or indirect contact with 
each other and which contain a common core. The overall pattern 
includes everything that is in the repertory of any idiolect, productively 
or receptively. It includes, typically if not by definition, more than does 
anyone idiolect, while anyone idiolect includes, typically if not by 
definition, more than does the common core. In Figure 39.5 we show 
three idiolects, their common core, and their overall pattern, to make 
the statements just given more graphic. 

In a literate community such as our own, it is even possible in effect 
for the overall pattern to include features not found in any idiolect
though this is in part a matter of definition. Written materials may con
tain words which no one in the community actively uses, and yet some
one may draw a word from such sources and start using it again, thus 
introducing it at least into his own idiolect. Theodore Roosevelt is said 
to have revived the word strenuous in just this way. 

39.5. Application. Common core and overall pattern do not afford 
us, any more th~does mutual intelligibility, a way of determining 
really sharp boundaries between different "languages." Yet they do 
supply another way of recognizing language-like sets of idiolects, and, 
perhaps more important, show that sometimes descriptive statements 
which are apparently contradictory can be equally valid. 

On the first point, note that we can take any single idiolect as point 
of departure and class with it all those idiolects which share a discern
ible common core both with the first and with each other, excluding all 
those which do not. We imagine that all idiolects of what is normally 
called English would belong to a single such set, and that no idiolects 
usually excluded fn;>m English would belong to the same set. It is 
possible, though not certain, that by this test French and Italian would 
come out separate, not as a single linked idiolect-group as under the 

. L-complex approach (§38.2). 
Having established such a group of idiolects, we can then take 

several different approaches in studying and describing it. 'One ap
proach is to study some one idiolect or dialect without reference to other 
idiolectS. Some have asserted that this is the only possible approach, 
and that it thus does not make sense to talk about, say, phonemes, ex
cept with reference to a single idiolect or dialect. This assertion is not 
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convincing, for a second alternative is to describe the whole group of 
idiolects in terms of their common core: so long as one remains within 
this frame of reference for North American English, it makes perfect 
sense to say that the vowels of can 'container' and can 'be able' are 
phonemically identical, despite the fact that some speakers regularly 
distinguish the words. 

Still a third approach attempts to determine the overall pattern of 
the whole group of idiolects, by taking a statistical sample of idiolects 
(one obviously could not work with every speaker of English in North 
America) and operating on them together. Under this approach, the 
vowels of can 'container' and can 'be able' are phonemically distinct, 
despite the fact that many people do not distinguish them-be:cause 
some people do. Furthermore, if a particular speaker has the first vowel 
in some words, the second in others, but with such distribution that 
within his idiolect the two are not in contrast, we still, under this third 
approach, regard them as phonemically distinct. The basis of func
tional contrast, under this approach, is not only the difference between 
A's pronunciation of one utterance and A's pronunciation of another 
utterance, but also the difference between A's pronunciation of one 
utterance and B's pronunciation of the same or another. 

The third approach-via overall pattern-is particularly useful in 
that it affords us an excellent frame of reference for dealing with pattern 
differences between idiolects or dialects. The overall pattern of a lan
guage is a sort of arsenal; each idiolect represents a selection from it, 
sometimes symmetrical and sometimes skew. As an example of this we 
shall present, in the next section, a description of the phonological over
all pattern of North American English insofar as it concerns stressed 
syllabics, and show how certain key regional dialects fit into it. 

NOTES 

New terms: channel and code noise; common core and overall pattern; pro
ductive versus receptive idiolect. 

In the days before the phonemic principle had emerged clearly, the 
overall pattern approach in phonology was foreshadowed by specialists 
who devised sets of phonetic symbols for the handling of specific 
families of languages or dialects with which they had had some experi-
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ence. One such'system was devised by Lundell for the study of Swedish 
dialects (referred to by Bloomfield 1933, p. 87); another by Meinhof for 
the Bantu languages. These sets of phonetic symbols did not attempt to 
provide for all the articulatory differences which might prove distinc
tive in thia or that language in the world, but focussed primarily on 
types of differences known to be "important" (that is, probably, pho
nemic) in one or another of the dialects in question. The fact that we 
now undertake a comparable task in rather more rigorous fashion does 
not prevent these earlier cases from !>eing anticipations of modern 
meth~s. 
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AMERICAN ENGLISH STRESSED 

SYLLABICS 

fO.l. The Overall Pattern. The stressed syllabic nuclei (svllable 
peaks, §11.3) of American English are of two types, simple and complex. 
A simple syllabic consists of one or another of nine vowel phonemes: 

front central to back back 
unrounded unrounded rounded 

high IV N /u/ 
mid lei lal 16/ 
low 1# /a/ j(>/; 

while a complex syllabic consists of one of these nine vowels plus one of 
three glides, Ij w vi. The first of these is a glide towards nigh front 
tongue position, the second a glide towards high back tongue position 
with progressive rounding of the lips, and the third a glide towards mid 
or low central tongue position. 

Some words are pronounced in identical ways by almost everyone. 
Using these words, we can illustrate many, but by no means all, of the 
syllabics of the system: 

/V: bit, hiss, hip, kick, hitch, riJI, myth. 
/~/: kept, !Jet, rreck, mess, Jeff. 
/'*-/: &/lP, !tat, batch. 
/6/: boole, put, look, foot, puss. 
/41: Ind. bud, bun, bus, buzz, cup, luck. 

339 
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IV: cot, lock, Iwp, botch, bosh (except in Eastern New England, 
where, as in Southern British English, these words have 16/). 

lij/: beet, peep, leak, rtach. 
jej/: patt, capt, sake. 

16.w /: boot, spook. 
/6w/: cope, boat, roach, poke. 
IA"/: spa, hah, bah, fa, lao 

These examples illustrate only eleven of the syllabics, out of a total of 
thirty-six. To illustrate the rest, we have to consider 'certain individual 
words or families of words, which are pronounced with one or another 
syllabic in various different parts of the country. 

A fundamental distinction for this survey is among: (1) words in 
which virtually no one has an Irl after the syllabic (all those listed for 
the examples above); (2) words which have an intervocalic Irl, as 
spirit, marry; (3) words.in which, in Middle Western pronunciation, the 
syllabic is fOHowed by I r I and then by another consonant; as spurt, 
mark; (4) words in which, in Middle Western pronunciation, the syl
labic is followed by a word-final Ir/, as spur, mar. Dialectwise, we dis
tinguish between rful and rless varieties of English: the rless dialects are 
'I4'Cated in Eastern and Coastal New England, New York City and 
environs, along the east coast southwards, and in various parts of the 
South. R1ess speakers elsewhere are either recent arrivals or are acquir
ing (or trying to acquire) rless speech because of the prestige influenc<: 
of stage, screen, radio, television, or the like. In words of type (1), no 
one has an Ir/; in words of type (2), everyone does; in those of type 

(3), rful spcalcers have an Ir/ and rless speakers do not. In words of 
type (4), rfu! speakers have an Irl, but rless speakers fall roughly into 
two group.'!. Some have an ir/ if the next word begins with a vowel 
(spear it, the war is) and not otherwise (spear them, tlu .war was); others 
often have no Ir/ even when the next word begins with. a vowel. In the 
discussion below, "rless" will refer to the first of these groups, since the 
behavior of the other group of speakers is easily deduced from wnat we 
say about the first. 

40.2. The High Front Repon. Words like with, his, is, il. this, which 
orten occur without stresa, quite commonly turn up in streucd poIition 
with Iii instead of IV. 
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Children, siluer, milk, and perhaps lOme other worda· in which the 
vowel is followed by IV plus a consonant, often have Ill; milk is 1mBk/ 
for some speakers. 

In prelly g(J()f/, the pronunciations Ipritijl and Ipirtijl are both c0m

mon; in a pretty girl one is more apt to hear Ipritij/, but for some people 
/il is over-precise even for this use of the word. 

In the South, sister, dimter. and lOme other two-syIlable words often 
have Ii/. 

In words like crih, bitJ~ ritJp, tit, rim, shin, live, is, where the syllabic ia 
followed by a voiced consonant, many speakers in the southern Middle 
West and in the north central parts of the South have li"l rather than 
If/. 

In all the words so far considered, IV will be heard from at leut 
some speakers--even those who in natural speech use some other 
syllabic may use If! in preciae enunciation. 

In many parts of the South, If! and /e/ do not contrast before /n/. 
Bin and Ben thus sound the same, as do fin and fen, pin and pen. Usually 
the syllabic used in both words of the pairs is /1./, but in some: regions it 
may be lei. 

We next consider several sets of words where /e/ is often heard, but 
not always. 

The same speakers who often have Ii" / instead of 11./ before voiced 
'Consonants also tend to have le"l instead of lei in the same circum
stances: e.g., in web, dead, fez, hedge, peg. 

Many Middle Westerners have /ej/ rather than lei in leg, egg, 
though words like peg, beg, dregs, keg. Meg seem to,have only lei. On the 
other hand, some speakers (South? Far West?) do not have lej/ any
where before Ig/, saying not only Ilegl, legl but also Iveg/ U4p1. 

Iplegl plague. Akin to this is /fl instead of lijl in league, found occa-
sionally in southern New Jersey. . . 

Yeah is IF I or Ijli!" I for various speakers, perhaps more often the 
former. Another casual form of yes is Ijew/. 

Most words which have lijl for anyone have it for almost everyoM. 
However, in Philadelphia and some adjacent regioDl, down to Balti
more and perhaps up through central New Jersey, one pears lijl in me, 
hi, SUo we, and, for some speakers, also before a voiced CODSOnaJJt as in 
1lU1lfl, Iwed, -. hMuJe. Some rural Rhode Island speech, ami that of 
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Martha', Viney.ard, have IfYI in heans, teeth. Many speakers in many 
areas have I(y / before /1I, As in fetl, real, and some of these have a con
trast between /rfjI/ reel and /rfvll real (both different from /rnl 'ill). 

Idea, theater, museum are often lajdijo 6{j9t9r mjuwzljam/, but the 
sequence IU9/ is replaced by li .. / in "higher-class" East Coast speech 
in idea and theater; the writer has If"/ in mUseum /mjuwzlvm/, but this 
is apparently idiosyncratic. 

There is also widespread agreement on the use of /ej/ in many words. 
Certain "finishing-school" types in and near New York City have /<l=j/ 
in a few wotda, such as gray, where !ej/ is most usual. Charleston has 
/f .. / in some common words like eight, att, where most speakers have 
/ej/. Before /lI, some speakers have /bl instead of /ej/: /pevl/ pale. 

Spirit, mimw generally have IV. Fierce, fears, feared generally have 
/(vrl in rful speech, /f"/ in rless. Fear, dear, spear have Ilvrl in rful 
speech, /1 .. / in rless save when the next word begins with a vowel, when 
an /rl appears. Thus spirit and speat il generally contrast, as /spiritl 
and /spi-rit/. However, many or mOlt Middle Westerners have only 
/Ir/ in all such words, with no contrast, except that occasionally a rare 
word or two may have Iljr/: eerie, perhaps, pronounced /ljrij/ in con
ttast to Erie /frij/. 

40.3. The Low Front Region. Cap, hat, batch, tack, and other words 
with a atop /p t c k/ after the syllabic, have /re/ almost everywhere; 
but in the writer's speech, and for some others from the southern 
Middle West, tack and others with following /k/ have /rej/. 

In words where a voiced consonant follows the syllabic and another 
vowel follows that, and in which there is no morpheme boundary after 
the consonant-Cllhinet, Cadillac, flagon, Savarin-/re/ is quite general. 
In tnonosyllabic words with a final voiced consonant, and in poly
syllabic words where there is a morpheme boundary after the medial 
consonant, /<l=v/ and /ev/ are very common in the Middle West and 
in the Central Atlantic Seaboard, and lre-/ in New England. In the 
Central Atlantic Seaboard, minimal contrasts between Iz/ and /<l=v/ 
or /f:./ are quite common. Can 'be able' may have /'Il!/, can 'con
tainer' the complex nucleus. Ukewise Ca" (Calloway) with /rl:/ but 
(t.ki)cab with a totnplex nucleus; hattd (verb) with /rl:/ but hand (noun) 
with a complex nucleus; have versus halve, the nllme Manni", versus 
NItfIing,"_"'" (tool) versua hanuner 'ham actor! Sometimes the assign-
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menu of syllabies to these pain are reversed. At least som~ Middle 
Atlantic Seaboard speakers have both diphthongs: haVl with IIfl/. salVI 
with Ii!y/, halve with ley/. 

All words which in the regions just mentioned have a centering glide 
may in the South have Ii!j/: Ipi!jsl pass, Ihi!jndl hand. The writer hal 
lrejl in o.sJus, bag, sang, which represents a northwards upthrust of thi. 
habit into central Ohio. 

Some complex nucleus, instead of the vowel IrI!/, seems to be com~ 
monest before If s v zl, then Ib dl, then 1m nl, and rarest before 
~V . 

British English, of course, has layl rather than lrill in a number of 
words where If v 6 s ndl follows: calf, calves, path, pass, command. In 
Boston and northern coastal New England most of these words have a 
slightly fronted centering nucleus which we take to be laYl, since it 
contrasts with a clearly more fronted centering nucleus IrI!yl in a word 
like lather. 

Catch has leI instead of lrel in some Southern speech and in some 
northern rural speech, usually alongside a more "elegant" pronuncia. 
cion with lril/. 

Merry, ferry, Terry, herald usually have leI. Marry, Harry, Harold, 
harrow have I i!1 in New England, the Middle Atlantic region, and the 
South Atlantic region, so that merry ard marry contrast as Imerijl and 
Imi!rij/. In most of the Middle West, however, all of these words have 
lei. Some oider-generation Middle Western speech has lejl in a few 
words: Imejrijl Mary. South central Pennsylvania and western Mary· 
land seem to have lavl in marry. 

In New England and the South Atlantic region, Mary, hairy, fairy, 
daring have leY/; in the Middle Atlantic region they usually have leI, 
as is the rule in the Middle West. Some parts of the South show I~/. 

Scarce, scares, scared, and such imported words as bairn, cairn, laird, gen
erally have levrl in rful speech, levI in rless. Scare, fair, wear work the 
same way. allowing for the presence of Irl in rless speech only before a 
vowel, as in scare 'em. Here, also, most Middle Western speech has 
simply ler/. 

40.4. The High Back Itegion. Words which are often unstressed in 
context, like could, would, should, turn up stressed with IV as well as with 
luI. This is true also of good; all £our words sometimes are heard with 
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/v/ instead of either til or lui. Some words often pronounced. with 
/6/ before a voiced consonant have /6v

/ for those speakers who tend 
to have /iy 

/ rather than /V in did, bib, and the like. 
There is one set of words, room, root, soot, Iwop,jood, bosom"and a few 

others, which vary quite erratically between /u/ and /uw/: two speak
ers from a single ~on may not agree as to the assigqments of one or 
the other syllabic to the different words. In the region from Phila. 
delphia to Baltimore the complex alternant is often, or perhaps usually, 
/{w/ instead of /6w/; this may extend irlto New Jersey. 

Push has fuji for a good many Middle Westerners, particularly in the 
more southern parts (Ohio, Indiana, Illinois); elsewhere it generally~ 
has lu/. 

Do, lose, loose, boon, booed, boot, spook generally have /uw/. The Balti
more-Philadelphia region often has /iw/ instead of /uw/ when DO 

consonant follows (do, too), or when a voiced consonant follows (moort, 
spoon). 

Some ,older-generation rural Middle Westerners have /rw/ or /j{w/ 
in words like cute, cube, abuse, few, yew, ewe, instead of /juw/. For some, 
'16W andyou contrast as /jiw/ and /juw/, but for others both are /jfwj. 

In the Eastern Coastal regions generally, /uw/ and /j6w/ are kept 
diatinct: lt6w/ two, /tjuwr./ tUnt. The distinction is also generally 
maintained in Canada. In much of the Middle West, and even in 
western New York, the distinction is lost after apical consonants 
/t d • z n 1/: time, dUflt, assume, newel, lucid all have /uw/ without a pre
ceding /j/. The loss of the /j/ is most widespread after /1/, and least 
after /t d n/. Some Middle Western speakers who have only /uw/ in 
the above words retain the /jl in another family: Teuton, Deuteronomy, 
deuteron, neuron, neurotic; others have /uw/ in these words too. 

Before /11. some speakers have /uv/instead of IUw/: lfU"l/ fool. 
MOlt words which have 16wl in the Middle West (coat, bone, cBile, 

road, ;hotw, etc.) belong to a single family, in the sense that in 'anyone 
dialect region they all have the same nucleus. The nucleus is /6w I in 
much of the East and South as well as in the Middle West, but /aw/ in 
upper-class New England and New York City speech (as in Southern 
British, where there are even instances of IbN/), and in upper and 
lower class Philadelphia speech. 

However, Charleston has luv / instead of /6wl in some homely 
words: eMf, no". And one set of words, including ,oad. coat, home, whole, 
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sUme, have /6/ in older-generation rural New England speech. The 
word whole, particularly in some set expressions like the whole thing, has 
/6/ instead of /6w/ quite generally over the country. Shone apparently 
has /6/ instead of / 6w / in much of Canada. 

Some speakers have /6·/ instead of /6w/ before /1/, as in jk6·1/ 
coal. 

Fury, jury generally have jul. BO<)fs, Bourse, assured have furl in the 
Middle West, /u-r/ fairly generally in Eastern rful speech, and /u·/ in 
rless. Boo~, poor, sure have the same, rless adding an /r/ before a vowel. 
/,./-final monosyllables tend to keep the same syllabic when a suffix is 
added, so that in the East boorish and poorest may contrast with jury, 
Jury, the fonner with /u·r/, the latter with furl . 

.0.5. The Low Back Region. Cot, lock, hop, botch, bosh, and other 
words in which the syllabic is followed by a voiceless consonant, regu
larly have /a/; before a voiced consonant, as in cod, hob, dodge, Oz, many 
speakers have /a·/ either regularly or else optionally instead of /a/. 
However, in eastern New England, as in Southern British, all these 
words have /5/. Thus, where the Middle Westerner contrasts cut and 
cot as /kat/ and /kat/, the eastern New Englander says /kat/ and 
/kat/, and the Englishman says /kat/ and /k5t/. 

After /w/, or before /g/ or /IJ/, /5/, or in the Middle West often 
/6 .. /, is usual instead of /a/: watch, wa.fJle, want, hog, dog, log,/og, cog,long, 
.wong. The writer, and sporadically a few other Middle Westerners, pro
nounces the I in the words balm, calm, alms, psalm, palm, and uses 
/6/ rather than /a/ before it. Wash is highly variable: in the Middle 
West one will hear /wfi!/, /w6§/, /w6s/, /w5·s/, /w6d/, or /w6j§/
the latter apparently only from those who say /pujs/ for push. 

In the east, and occasionally in the Middle West, bJmb and balm con
trast, with /a/ in the first, /a-/ in the second. 

Law, paw, laud, awiling, fawn, hawk, saw, pause have /6·/ generally in 
the Middle West and along the East Coast except in the South. In 
New York City, Philadelphia, and Baltimore, as well as in some British 
speech, the syllabic is /6-/ in all these words. In many parts of the 
South it is /6w;' 

Father usually has the same syllabic as balm, but in educated Baltimore 
speech, and perhaps in Philadelphia and some adjacent regions, father 
has /6,.;, . 

In the northerumost Middle West (northern Michigan, Wisconsin, 
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Minnesota), in Ontario, in Canada west of Ontario, and in an indeter
minately large region of the American northwest stretching into Utah, 
there are no contrasts between lal and 151. The possible syUabics in 
the words we have just discussed are I AI and I a" I: the former in cot, 
lock, hop, botch, cosh, watch, wajJIe, want, hawk; thc latter in law, paw, saw, 
spa, pa, ja, la; perhaps la"l and perhaps free variation in cod, hob, 
dodge, Oz, hog, dog, log, fog, cog, long, strong. 

The words spa, pa, fa, la, bah seem to have IA"I everywhere. 
The natural-speech formgDnna (for going to) varies a great deal: 161 

is common, but so also are 151, lal, and even la/. 
Part, harp, hark, larch, farce, harsh, hearth have larl in rful speech, laYI 

in rless. Card, large, Marg, carve, bars, harm, barn, Carl have IAyrl in rful 
speech, but laYI in rless; in rless speech, father and farther are usually 
alike. In the Middle West, all the words listed usually have larl, rather 
than lavr/. In parts of the East one may have I{,vl (rless) and 15rl or 
15vrl (rful) in some of these words. 

Far, par, star, car have larl in the Middle West, IAvrl in rful speech 
in the East, and la"l in rIess, save before a vowel. 

Fort, porch, pork, north, force have Middle Western / 6r I or I 5r I, Eastern 
rful the same, and Eastern rless lovl or 15"1, generally the former. 
F:n-d, form, horn, whorl have Middle Western lorl or ar/, Eastern rful 
16vrl or Ifni, Eastern rless 16v/ or 15y

;' In New York city, lord =0 

laud = IloYd/; in Eastern Coastal New England chordata = caudata = 
IlclYdAta/· 

Some dialects contrast hoarse and horse, mourning and morning, and 
some other pairs, generally with 161 or a complex nucleus beginning 
with 101 in the first member of the pair, and 151 or a nucleus beginning 
therewith in the second. Tilis is found even in the Middle West, but 
there some older-generation speakers have 16wrl in hoarse, mourning. 

For, store, core have 16rl in the Middle West, 16vrl or 5vrl in East
ern rful, and 16"1 or I{'''I in Eastern rless (save before a vowel). Thus 
in·rless speech lore and law may contrast as 116YI ~nd l15vl, or may be 
identical-New York City both 116"/, New England both II{Jy/. 

When a suffix beginning with a vowel is added to a monosyllabic 
word ending in Ir/, the nucleus before the /r/ is usuaUy kept un
changed: /stavr/ star and /stavrijl starry in Eastern rful speech. But in 
words of the type of sorry, StnTOW, borrow, tomorrow; with no active mor-
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pheme boundary after the Irl, other things happen. The four just listed 
almost universally have 1M (/sarijl and so on); the one exception is 
among some Northwestern speakers, who have 16/: /s6rij/ and so on. 
Words like Orange, porridge, forest, Morris, chorus, Lawrence have va.riously 
laI, /6/, or 16/, save that in the Northwest 161 does not occur, Even 
two speakers from a single region often will not agree in their assign
ment of syllabies in these words. 

4:0.6. The Mid Central Region. American English is highly uni
form in its use of lal in words like but, bud, bun, bus, buzz, come, cup, luck, 
other, mother, and the like; here Southern British English deviates sharply, 
having la/. 

Just, as in He just got here, has N/ quite commonly in deliberate speech, 
but III is extremely common everywhere in more natural speech. The 
adjective just (a just man) is normally pronounced with la/. This gives 
a four-way contrast between 11/, le/, 11/, and /61: gist, jest, just (adv.) 
and just (adj.). . 

Tulsa is /tnsa/ for some speakers; likewise come is Ikim/ for some
probably as a restressing of the unstressed form of the word in such 
expressions as come on, come here. 

The 'word the is occasionally cited in isolation, or stressed in context; 
many people use the pronunciation /t5fjl under these conditions, but 
one also hears IUv;' 

Hurt, twerp, church, lurk, mirth, nurse have larl in the Middle West and 
in Eastern rful speech, lavl or li·/ in Eastern rless. Blurb, heard, urge, 
berg, verve, stirs, worm, fern, curl have /ar/ in the Middle West, Ifni or 
11'7/ in Eastern rful, and lavl or livl in Eastern rless. Fur, sir, cur have 
Jarl in the Middle West, lavrl or /ivr/ in Eastern rful, and /6v/ or 
livl in Eastern rless, adding an Irl before Ii vowel. Minimum contrasts 
for anyone speaker are rare, but one New Jersey speaker has Ipirtijl 
pretty, IOartijl thirty. 

Where a vowel follows the Irl (in the same word); contrasts are 
found. One Rhode Island speaker contrasts furry and hurry as Iflvrijl 
and Ihavrij/; some speakers in the Middle Atlantic region contrast the 
same pair as Ifarijl and IMvrij/. 

Older-generation New York City speech, and that of certain small 
regions in the South, including New Orleans, have lajl in IMt, twerp, 
blurb, urge, and so .OD. In words like fur, sir, jajl is very rare, but does 
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occur. A few extreme New York City types seem to have /6j/, but the 
parody-Brooklynese tllDid, boid is inacCurate, the actual forms hav
ing /IJj/. 

40.1. Srllabia with Extenaive Glidel. Middle Western has fiji 
in a great many forms: mine, thine, my, lie, pipe, sight, hike, rUk, and so Oft.. 

In many parts of the South, these words have / av /, though some South
ern speakers have a few with /ij/ as well. New York City generally has 
/6j/ in all these words. In the northern Middle West and Ontario (and 
perhaps in more of Canada), /aj/ is common finally or before a voiced 
consonant, but /aj/ is heard generally before a voiceless consonant: 
Jie, liea, line, lies with /ajj, but light, mice, spike with jajj. Some speakers 
in this region use jaj/ in some of the fir'st set of words also. 

Before /1/, /d:!v/ or /a·/ occurs for some speakers who do not have 
the Southern habit of using this more generally in place of /ajj: rll 
/d:!vl/ or /ivl/, file. 

Middle Western English also has many words with /6j/: hoist, boil, 
"oy, coy, coil, Coyne, and so on. In a few rural regions all homely words of 
this sort have /ajj, just as in buy, high, height, j6j/ occurring only in 
recent impor$ations-thus hoist 'lift' and boil may be /hajst/ andjbajl/, 
whereas Mist 'type of road or mining machinery' may be jh6jst/. In 
parts of the South, one hears /6·/ instead of /6jj before /1/: /6·1/ oil. 

Middle Western English has jaw/ in about, loud, down, house, rouse, 
'IfIJW; so does New England. In parts of the South, in the southern .Mid
die West, and in all of New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania, these words 
have /.;I!w/. In Tidewater Virginia they have /aw/, sometimes even 
/~w /. In the northern Middle West and in much of Canada, jaw / 
is usual before a voiceless consonant, as in about, MUse, out, while jaw/ 
occurs before a voiced consonant and finally, as in houses, loud, down, 

. MW. This distribution of /aw/ and /aw/ in this region is often disturbed: 
thus some say /Mws/ and /hawziz/, others /haws/ and /hawziz/, still 
others /haws/ and /Mwzizj. 

40.'. Alternation between Simple. and Complex Nucleus. In a 
number of cases, we have seen words which are pronounced by certain 
speakers in two different ways, o~e of them often involving a simple 
syllabic, the other a complex one. For example: /a/ and /av / in Middle 
Western cod, hob, bomb, balm, or /d:!/ and /:I!v/ or /bl in some other 
cases. 

It should he noted that the speaker's choice of one or the othtr 
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form is often oonditioned by the location of the word relative to stress 
and pitch phonemes. The writer would say 260mb and delstrDyl! with 
jbfmt/, but 2sMll and Ibomb l ! with /bAvm./. A colleague, originally 
from Illinois, speaks regularly of !2hrefin+'hrevf1l1 /ralf-and-kalf. 
/'~nd+in+ahZv1l(J.lU /rand in /rand is quite common. One Rhode 
Island speaker cites the word bother in isolation as ;abA~rl!/ and father 
as 1'f~/15arl!l; but in saying 2You don't need to 'botherl! (or 'You 'don't 
fUIfi to 'bother2T) he uses /a"/ in bother, and in saying IMy father can't 
'come I ! he uses /al in father. In the southern Middle West, Did M go? 
may have Idfd/, and 'He 4did'j may have /dlvd/. 

The conditioning factor, as these examples show, is the intonation. 
In any ordinary sentence (not a special one-word sentence which is 
simply citation of a word), the word has the complex nucleus if it is at 
the center of the intonation, the simple vowel otherwise. 

NOTES 

The great bulk of the observations here reported were made by 
Trager and Smith 1951. These investigators posit that the glide I-I 
is phonemically the same as the prevocalic consonant /h/; the truth or 
falsity of this is irrelevant for our treatment. Any over-all pattern analy
sis is, of course, only a statistical approximation. The situation as 
presented in this section will more likely than not have to be modified-
mainly by way of being rendered more complex-as more observations 
are made. Perhaps we shall be forced to recognize more vowels, per
haps, more glides, and perhaps "hypercomplex" nuclei in which a 
vowel is followed by two successive glides. The reader whose interest is 
challenged should consult Sledd 1955. 

Problem. The reader should analyze his own idiolect, or as much of it 
as he has time for. Use the words given as illustrations in this section. 
Examine them in context rather than in isolation; at best, work in pairs, 
each observing the pronunciation of the other. 

As syllabies turn up, tabulate them. For this purpose, prepare a 
chart with at least nine rows and at least four columns; some extra rows 
and columns are advisable. Mark the rows, at the left, with the symbols 
for the nine vowel phonemes listed in §40.1. Mark the first four columns 
for no glide, til [w), and [v] respectively. Mark an extra column with 
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[i], representing added length withoitt perceptible glide itl any direction. 
Leave room for columns for "hypercomplex" nuclei with two successive 
glides, in case any turn up. After everything is tabulated, it may turn 
out that the reader's distribution of [v) and [.) is in complementation 
(112.3), as it is for the writer, or that some other phonemic regrouping 
of the phonetically distinguished glides is possible. 
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LINGUISTIC ONTOGENY 

+1.1. Diachronic linguistics, defined in 138.1, has two aspecu. The 
process of development of speech habiu in a single person, from birth 
to death, is linguistic ontogeny, the study of ,which is one aspect of dia
chronic linguistics. The histories of languages as wholes through suc
cessive decades ~d centuries is linguistic phylogeny. For the study of the 
latter, the term historical linguistics is customary. Our concern. for the 
moment is ontogeny; in §42 we shall turn to phylogeny. 

One approach to linguistic ontogeny is child-centered, concerned 
with what the acquisition of communicative habiu does to the child. 
Another approach is system-centered, concerned rather with the impact 
of the child on the communicative systems he is acquiring. These ap
proaches are complementary, not contradictory; but we shall concen
trate on the second, partly because direct attack from the: first angle is 
extremely difficult, and partly because the second attack is more in keep
ing with the approach taken in the rest of this book. 

41.2. Developments before Speech. The newborn infant has a 
specifically human stock of genetically transmitted capacities, but par
ticipates, to start with, neither in language nor in any other communi
cative system of his community. His congenital reactions are gross 
responses (crying, wriggling) to grOS$ stimuli (hunger, pai,n, loud noiaes, 
falliag). But the differentiation of stimuli and the refinement of reapoDICS 
. begin immediately. As maturation completes the anatomical.tructure 
of tlie nervous system, the child's behavioral sequences get both more 
complex and also, for a time, more random. The randomness is never 
completely eliminated subsequently, but only canalized 10 as to produce 
a degree of statistical predictability. 

353 
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The earliest communicative conventions in which the child comes to 
participate are not linguistic. They are established, inevitably, between 
the infant and the mother or mother-substitute.' (Though the older 
person who cares for the infant is not always the biolOgical mother-in 
some cultures it is regularly an older sibling-we shall hereafter use the 
term "mother" for simplicity's sake.) Sucking may be congenital, but 
seeking the nipple, and the context in which the search can be suc
cessful, are learned. The closing of the nursery door may become a 
signal for going to sleep, or for crying. A certain touch on the shoulder 
may come to stimulate turning-over motions. The completion of the 
bath may come to indicate the impending arrival of the doll, so that 
the child reaches for the doll before seeing it. Crying becomes dif
ferentiated to correlate with different factors-hunger, wet-and the 
mother learns to differentiate the cries. 

All such understandings between infant and mother are com
municative conventions. They differ from the communicative conven
tions involved in language in several important ways: 

(1) The signals of the infant and of the mother are not specialized: 
that is, there is a "natural" biological or physical connection between 
the signal and its antecedents or consequences. The child's movements 
in searching for the nipple signal the mother that it is hungry: with or 
without the mother's help, the search may be successful. An older child's 
assertion I'm hungry, on the other hand, has only the arbitrary cul
turally-defined tie to its antecedents, its consequences, and its 
meaning, for the child and for those to whom the child addresses the 
remark. 

(2) The early signals mean what they do largely because of some 
geometrical resemblapce between signal and meaning (the semantic 
relation is "iconic"). The touch on the child's shoulder which triggers 
him into turning over is a vestige of the full. fledged manipulation by 
whiCh the mother herself turns the child over. On the other hand, there 
is no geometrical resemblance at all between the words Please turn over 
and the act of turning over: the semantic relation here is purely 
arbitrary;. 

(3) The early signals are not transmitted when they are not meant 
seriously. The infant cries from hunger when it is hungry, not otherwise. 
An older person may say I'm hIml'J when he is not hungry at all. 
Linguistic signals are often displaced: we refer to things when they are 
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not around. Early communication between infant and mother is not at 
first displaced, thougQ in time it can become so. 

(4) The understandings between mother and infant are not based on 
a sharing of repertories of transmitted signals, but only on the mother', 
correct understanding of the signals from the child and the child's cor
rect understanding of the quite different signals from the mother. The 
child may turn over when the mother touches his shoulder; the mother 
does not turn over when so touched by the child. The mother may at
tend to the child's toilet in response toa certain cry; the mother does not 
cry and is not thus administered to by the child. Logically, this is like 
conversation between a Frenchman and a German each of whom can 
understand, but not speak, the language of-the other. In contrast, when 
two people speak the same language, then in theory either one may 
produce any utterance produced by the other. 

From this base, a slow approach towards the sharing of communica
tive systems by child and mother, or child and other adults, is rendered 
possible because the child starts to imitate. We dare not take "imi
tation" as an undefined explanatory term: all we can safely mean by it is 
a matching of the contours of perceptible behavior of one organism to 
those of another. Just how the learning of imitation takes place is not 
known. The young of non-human hominoids (chimpanzees, gorillas, 
and so on) also imitate, but never so elaborately as do human children: 
this mayspoint to a difference in genetically transmitted capacity. Per
haps the inception of imitation, in any infant, is accidental. Every 
child plays by wriggling all its muscles, soon in repetitive patterns 
where each cycle may be a self-imitation of the preceding. It 
must also be important that adults imitate children, as well aa 
each other. 

With imitation, a further factor comes to playa crucial role: adult 
misinterpretation. Every mother believes, or pretends, that she knows 
what the world is like to her child. But no matter how accurate a 
mother's understanding of her child, a signal or apparent signal from 
the child occupies one functional status in the communicative repertory 
of the child, a different and generally more complex status in the moth
er's repertory or in her partly inaccurate interpretation of the child's 
systems. In every culture, adults willy-nilly play the game of ascribing 
more complexity to their children's behavior than is factually yet there; 
though also, by way of contraat, adults will sometimes assume less 
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complexity in their children than the latter have achieved. The first 
of these means that imitative or other adult reactions to a child's 
behavior will be more narroWly defined, in contCll:t and in physical 
contours, than the child's own signals. This imposes narrowing con
straints on the conditions for success of the child's efforts, and presses 
the child towards greater precision it its own responses and towards 
closer matching of its responses to those of adults. This is a necessary 
adjustment of the child to the community, though it may involve 
emotional maladjustment for the child. Often enough, the first vocal 
sound interpreted by the child's mother as a "word" is not a linguistic 
signal at all for the child, but an accident. But it would be sad indeed if 
the mother reacted to the truth instead of to her own desires. 

4:1.3. The Ai:quisition of Grammar. Reciprocal imitation-eventually 
builds into the child a repertory of vocal signals which have the force 
of reports or commands or both, which superficially resemble certain 
short utterances of adult language (including, of course, adult "baby 
talk") in sound and meaning, and which the surrounding adults call 
"words." They are not "words" in our technical sense (§19). The most 
important property of true words is that, like the generally smaller 
elements, morphemes, they are used as constituents in building com
plex messages, according to grammatical conventions. In the com
municative economy of the child at the earliest speech stage, his vocal 
signals are not words in this sense, but the indivisible and uncompound
able signals of a closed repertory: each utterance from the child consists 
wholly of one or another of these signals. Each signal has been learned 
as a whole, in direct or indirect imitation of some utterance of adult 
language. For a while the repertory is increased only by the holistic 
imitation of further adult utterances. This does not "open" the closed 
system, but merely enlarges it. 

In time, the child's repertory includes some signals which are par
tially similar in sound and meaning. Suppose, for ClI:ample, that the 

. child already uses prelinguistic equivalents of adult Ilmama1!J and 
limftma2 j I, and of 13dcktijl!/, but not, it so happens, of 13d;hiij2j I. 
The adult forms are structured: each consists of a recurrent word plus 
a recurrent intonation. The child's analogs, at the moment, are unitary 
signals. But then comes the most crucial event in the child's acquisition 
of language: he analogizes, in some appropriate situation, to produce an 
utterance matching adult l'dlkdij'l/, which he has never heard nor 
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said before. As of this first analogical coinage, both the l1ew utterance 
and those on which it is based are structured: the child's system is (to 
some slight extent) an "open" or "productive" system rather than 
closed; and the child has begun to participate in genuine, if still highly 
idiosyncratic, language. 

The first analogical coinage is exceedingly difficult to observe with 
certainty. Indeed, a child probably produces a number of analogical 
coinages which meet with no understanding because they deviate too 
radically from anything in adult speech, before he hits on his first 
communicatively successful coinage. We can know that the leap from 
closed system to open system is well in the past, how~ver, when we hear 
a child say something that he could not have heard from others: usually 
a regularization of a morphophonemically irregular form of adult 
speech, say mans instead of men or hided for hid. 

The above assumes that the child's first analogizing is in his own pro
duction; it may, however, be in his reception of what is said by others. 
That is, the child may react appropriately to an utterance he has never 
heard before, because of its partial resemblances to signals already in 
his receptive repertory. Receptive and productive control do not keep 
in step, as was pointed out in §39.4. 

Once successful analogical coinage has taken place, the habit of 
building new utterances with raw-materials extracted from old ones is 
reinforced by the success. The leap is often extremely sudden and is 
followed by an amazingly rapid proliferation of what the child says. 
Coinages which deviate too radically from what is provided for by the 
grammatical system of the adult language do not meet with under
standing: the coinages, and the specific analogies on which they are 
based, are abandoned for lack of reinforcement. Before !ong it becomes 
impossible, in general, to tell whether a particular utterance on a par
ticular occasion is repetition from memory or new construction from 
remembered parts and patterns. 

41.4. The Acquisition of Phonemic Habits. The correlation be
tween the development of phonemic and of grammatical habits is not 
clear. For some children, the signals of the prelinguistic "closed" stage 
already have a phonemic structure; for others, it may be, the inception 
of phonemics trails behind the step from "closed" to "open." It is 
known that some children make a holistic false start on pronunciation, 
learning to imitate a few adult utterances with remarkable phonetic 
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accuracy, but then losing this accuracy temporarily as true phonemic 
habits begin. 

The mechanism by which phonemic habits begin is not known. Per
haps, as the closed repertory of vocal signals is increased by new borrow
ings from adult speech, it simply becomes imperative for the signals to 
be kept apart by attention to recurrent smaller articulatory-acoustic 
partials, if the system is to continue to be enlarged. 

The child's earliest phonemic system involves only a few of the con
trasts functional in the adult system around him. At 16 months, one 
child in an English-speaking environment had a closed repertory of 
about two dozen utterances, in which, for stops, only the contrast be
tween labial and non-labial was functional. By 20 months, the reper
tory, though still closed, was larger, and the stops showed a three-way 
differentiation: labial, apical (/tl : lei contrast still undeveloped), and 
dorsal. Voicing contrasts were added about a month later, giving a six
stop system as over against the eight-stop system of adult English. Only 
somewhat later did grammatical patterning begin. 

The development of a child's phonemic system from one stage to the 
next thus takes the form of a splitting of some articulatory range into 

· smaller contrasting subranges: in a range where earlier there was but 
one phoneme (say a voicing-irrelevant dorsa-velar stop Ik/) there come 
to be two (voiceless /kl versus voiced /g/). Sometimes there is tem
porary backsliding. Often, some forms acquired during an earlier stage 
are not immediately reshalbi when the phonemic system is restruc
tured, so that for a while one finds multiple matehing of adult pho
nemes by the child's phonemes. Thus one child, at one stage, had a 
voicing-:-irreievant Ip/ for Some adult /b/'s, a nasal Im/ for others. The 
former matching was a survival from an earlier stage in which voicing
contrasts were irrelevant for the child, so that he imitated both adult 

· /b/ and adult /p/ with his /p/, but adult /m/ with his /m/; the latter 
reflected the new habit, by which the child matched adult /p/ by his 

· own /p/, but both adult /b/ and adult /m/ by his /m/. Later the forms 
that had been learned by imitation during the earlier stage were read
justed; and in due time, of course, the child proceeded to the three-way 
differentiation of /p/ : /b/ : /m/ characteristic of adult English. But 
the reshaping of forms learned earlier is sometimes n9t complete, 
and adult speech can show traces of its in<lompletion. One subject 
says /wUrm/ idiosyncratically for wmn, retaining an unadjusted early 
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childhood pronunciation. Such doublets as Polly and Molly, or Peg and 
Meg, may have this origin. 

The child's utterances are not, in general, a routine phoneme-by
phoneme transformation of the adult form. Rather, consonant clusters 
may be mapped into single consonants, unstressed syllables are often 
omitted, and a single consonant may be repeated in successive syllables 
to do duty not only for the adult consonant it usually matches but also 
for some other. Thus one child said [keka), in his own phonemic system 
of the time probably /klka/, for adult Rebecca: the unstressed Re- is 
omitted, the second /k/ matches the /k/ of the adult form, and the first 
Ik/ conforms to the habit of non-matching repetition just described. 

The exact sequence of successive splits in the phonemic system of a 
child varies somewhat from child to child, though not drastically. The 
end of the process, of course, depends on the phonemic habits of the 
surrounding adults. The English-speaking child eventually introduces 
contrasts of voicing for stops; the Menomini-speaking child does not, 
because the surrounding adults do not have them. 

As in grammar, adult misinterpretation and the distinction between 
productive and receptive control play crucial roles. The child under
stands forms kept apart phonemically by differences of speech sound 
which he does not yet use in his own speech. Parents understand from 
context rather than from performance, usually "reading i,n" articu
latory.distinctions that the child is in fact not using: the mother hears 
adult /p/ in the child's voicing-irrelevant /p/ if in the context it should 
be adult /p/, and adult /bl similarly. This supplies the child both with 
a model and with a reward for success. In a remarkably few years the 
child's phonemic system is almost completely congruent with that of 
the adults, though it is not unusual for a few distinctions of minor im
portance-that is, distinctions which play relatively minor roles in keep
ing utterances apart-to remain unacquired until the age of ten or 
twelve. 

41.S. Semantic Aspects. The emotional contexts of the child's earli-
\ 

est communicative participation-long before his earliest speech-
establish a pattern of''Connotations that are germinal for the personality 
of the eventual adult. This is too important a fact to leave unmentioned; 
but the details of the process must be left to psychiatrists and genetic 
psychologists. 

As true language begins, the child's first "definitions" of forms are 
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operational, because there is nothing else for them to be. Verbal defini
tions elicited from older children show this: "a newspaper is a thing that 
gets thrown on the porch and Mama wraps up the garbage in it." But 
verbal explanations of new forms are also supplied the child very early: 
"See, Johnny! That's a cow. That's where our milk comes from"
where demonstration, directly or with a picture, is supplemented by 
words. Verbal explanations are unavoidable if language is to serve as a 
substitute for direct experience and is to coordinate collective enter
prise. There is an unavoidable side-effect of verbal nonsense, which is 
not altogether unfortunate, since poetry and literature operate in the 
realm of what, from an overly mechanical operational point of view, 
might unthinkingly be classed as nonsense. 

The child's experience with communication, especially language, 
tends to blur for him the distinction between what we may call direct 
and trigger action. Direct action is, for example, going out and killing a 
rabbit; trigger action is telling someone else that one is hungry so that 
the other person catches the rabbit. If the child is hungry, he is not 
forced to go hunting himself: he can make appropriate sounds, and 
others feed him. If this result can be achieved by triggering, can one 
not also obtain rain, or good crops, or the sweetheart one desires, by 
the right sort of triggering? The child thus slides easily into an accept
ance of the magical element of his community's technology, which, in 
human history, has grown out of communicati~n in just this way. The 
child learns to knock wood for luck, to go on a vision quest, to pray for 
rain, to say Gesund"Mit to someone who sneezes, or to bury a slave under 
the first post of a new house. These are triggering actions intended to 
achieve certain desired results, and often the results do follow: there 
is nothing more unnatural about them, to the growing child, than 
there is about asking for food when one is hungry. It has taken the 
human race untold thousands of years to learn, slowly and laboriously, 
the distinction between the realm in which "wishing can make it so" 
1md the realm in which it cannot. 

41.6. Later Developments. By the age of four t9 six, the normal 
child is a linguistic adult. He controls, with marginal exceptions if any, 
the phonemic system of his language; he handles effortlesmy the gram
matical core; he knows and uses the basic contentive vocabulary of the 
language. Of course there is a vast further vocabulary of contentives 
that he does not yet know, but this c!)ntinues to some extent throughout 
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life. He may get tangled in trying to produce longer discoUl'lleS, as in 
describing the activities of a morning at school, but clarity in extended 
exposition is a point on which older people also vary greatly. 

At the age of four to six, in our culture and in some others, the child 
has passed beyond the "cradle stage," in which his communicative 
habits are shaped mainly by mother or mother-substitute, and is in a 
period where his most crucial contacts are with other children. The blood
and-bone of many languages is transmitted largely through successive 
generations of four-to-ten-year-olds: the fires of childhood competition 
and the twists of childhood prestige do more to shape a given indi
vidual's speech patterns, for life, than does any contact with adults. 
"As the twig is bent"-and it is bent by other twigs. 

Two later developments require mention. If a child has not yet 
reached the verge of adolescence and is transplanted to an environment 
in which a different language is spoken, he usually accommodates to 
the new language with little emotional difficulty and eventually with 
high accuracy. Children of immigrants to this country, whose exposure 
to English has been continuous since the age of four or five or so, show 
little or no trace, as adults, of their original training in some other 
language. But if the child has passed this crucial biological point, the 
task of learning a new language is emotionally difficult and learning is 
hardly ever perfect. 

Ten or fifteen years later, an individual goes through a comparable 
narrowing-down in adaptability to new local varieties of his own 
language. An American woman of about nineteen, or man of about 
twenty-five--there are many personal differences and these figures are 
rough estimated averages-if taken to a new part of the United States 
or Canada, will adjust to the different dialect of English in a few 
months, and earlier habits may become completely submerged. Past 
those ages the adjustment is slower and usually never complete. 

It is not yet known whether the last two generalizations apply sig
nificantly to cultures other than our own. Post-adolescents in our cul
ture are supposed to undergo certain emotional crises and reorienta
tions, in order to qualify as adults: the second transition-point in speech 
adaptability may be causally connected with this cultural fact .. 

The idiolect of any individual, even past all the transition points that 
have been mentioned, continues to change at least in minor ways as 
long as he lives. However, the mechanisms of this continued change are 
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quite indistinguishable from those responsible for phylogenetic change, 
and their description is therefore left for our detailed discUS3ion of the 
latter. 

NOTES 

New terms: diachronic and historical linguistics are now distinguished. 
Onlqgenv vs. phylogeny (terms transferred from genetics, not carrying with 
them, of course, the limitation to genetically controlled development 
that they have for the biologist). 

On displacement: Bloomfield 1933, p. 30. The statements made in 
§41.6 reflect research of Martin Joos and of Henry Lee Smith, Jr., not 
yet published; but see Hall 1951a. On child speech in general, see 
Jakobson 1941 andJ..eopold's ex:tensive bibliography 1952. 
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PHYLOGENETIC CHANGE 

42.1. Were it not for written records, we should probably not realize 
that the design of any language changes as time goes by. But with 
written records proof is easy. Below are given nine passages, all in 
English, but originally written at different times. The first is from the 
eighteenth century, the second from the seventeenth, and so on, so that 
the last dates from approximately one thousand years ago: 

(1) When these thoughts had fully taken possession of Jones, they 
occasioned a perturbation in his mind, which, in a constitution less 
pure and firm than his, might have been, at such a season, attended 
with very dangerous consequences. (Henry Fielding, The History of 
Tom Jones, 1749.) 

(2) I have now don that, which for many Causes I might have 
thought, could not likely have been my fortune, to be put to this 
under-work of scowring and unrubbishing the low and sordid ignor
ance of such a presumptuous Loze!' (John Milton, Colasterion, 1645.) 

(3) Then the Spanish Friars, John and Richard, of whom mention 
was made before, began to exhort him, and play their parts with him 
afresh, but with vain and lost labour. (John Foxe, 1563.) 

(4) Ryght reverent and worchepfull broder, after all dewtes of 
recomendacion, I recomaunde me to yow, desyryng to here of your 
prosperite and welfare, whych I pray God long to contynew to Hys 
piesore, and to your herts desyr; letyng you wete that I receyved a 
letter from yow, in the whyche letter was viijd, with the whyche I 
schuld bye a peyer of slyppers. (The Paston Letters, 1479.) 

365 
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(5) As to lawe, trewe men seyn pat jJei willen mekely & wilfully 
drede & kepe goddis lawe up here kunnynge & myst, & eche lawe of 
mannes makynge in as myche as jJei witen pat it acordip wip goddis 
Iawe & reson & good conscience & to jJe ri:z;tful execucion jJer-of; & 
god him self may b}:nde man no more to his owen lawe for his 
endeles ristwisnesse & charite pat he hap to mannes soule. (How 
Men Ought to Obey Pre/ates, attributed to. John Wyclif, d. 1384.) 

(6) And nis ha witerliche akast, tin-to jJeowdom idrahen, pat,-Qf 
se switk heh stal, of se muche dignete t swuch wur<5'schipe, as hit is to 
beo godes spuse, Ihesu cristes brude, pe lauerdes leofmon, pat aIle 
kinges buhe<5',-(Hali Meidenhad, C. 1300). 

(7) Wrecce men sturuen ofhungrer, sume ieden on relmes jJe waren 
sum wile ricemen. sume Hugon ut of lande. Wes nreure gret mare 
wrecce hed on land. ne nreure hethen men werse ne diden pan hi 
diden. For ouer sithon ne for baren hi nouther circe ne cyrce irerd. 
oc namen al pe god <5' par inne was. (Peterborough Chronicle, 1137.) 

(8) Da com Harold ure cyng on unwrer on pa Normenn. and hytte 
hi begeondan Eoforwic. ret Stemford brygge. mid miccIan here 
Englisces folces. and prer wear<5' on dreg swi<5'e stranglic gefeoht on ba 
halfe. Dar wear5 ofslregen Harold Harfargera and Tosti eorl. and pa 
Normen pe prer to lafe wreron wurdon on fleame. and pa Engliscan 
hi hlndan hetelice sl6gon. 0<5' p hig Bume to scype coman. sume 
adruncen. and sume eac forbrernde. (Worcester Chronicle for 1066.) 

(9) Uton we nu efstan ealle ma:gene godra weorca, ond geornfulle 
beon Godes miltsa, nu we ongeotan magon pret pis nealrecp worlde 
forwyrde; for Pon ic myngige ond manigemanna gehwylcne pret he 
his agene dreda georne smeage, pret he her on worlde for Gode 
rihtlice lifge, ond on gesyhjJe pres hehstan Cyninges. (Aelfric, 
Blickling Homily, 971.) 

The first thing we notice as we move back a few centuries is that some 
of the spelling is queer. Even in (2), from Milton, we find don where we 
spell Jone, and scowr for our scour. This might lead us to think that 
nothing else has changed-just the spelling. When we examine passage 
(4) this theory is weakened. Though most of the words are familiar, the 
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spelling is so different that it could hardly represent the pronunciations 
we now use. And we will probably puzzle over wete-it meant 'know,' 
and has now passed out of use, though we still have a poetic or archaiz
ing wot related to it. Wlzych and whyche are obviously both our modern 
which, but are these two spellings for a single word, or, perhaps, two 
inflected forms of a single stem? In (5), all these problems increase. In 
the spelling, we find letters no longer used. Go back the full thousand 
years, and the passage might as well be in Icelandic or Swedish. 

We see, then, that a millenium of phylogenetic change has sufficed to 
alter English so radically that if a tenth-century Englishman and a 
twentieth-century Englishman or American could meet face to face, 
they would not understand each other at all. 

To some extent, the degrees of difference and rates of change ·are 
concealed, rather than revealed, by the spelling in the above passages. 
The spread of printing and the development of general literacy in 
England led, after some delay, to a standardization of spelling, which 
not only rode rough-shod over the regional differences of the time, but 
also became ossified and has been very little altered since. If we can read 
Milton and Foxe, it is in part because we stilI spell words in ways more 
appropriate for their pronunciation than for ours. If the phonograph 
had been invented a few centuries earlier than it was, so that we could 
hear a recording made in the days of Milton or Shakespeare, we should 
find our ears much less attuned to their pronunciation than our eyes are 
to their spelling. 

Because of the ossification of spelling, we may get the impression that 
our language had changed much more between 950 and, say, 1450 than 
it has since the latter date. This impression is perhaps illusory. Of 
course, it is danger~us to speak of the rate of phylogenetic change, since 
-with a tentative exception to be dealt with later (§61)-we have no 
reliable yardstick with which to measure it. To the extent that we can 
measure it at all, the rate would appear to be approximately constant, 
not only for English, but for every language. Only under unusual 
circumstances does the rate appreciably increase or decrease, and then 
only for brief intervals. 

One point is certain: conscious efforts to impede the natural slow 
change of speech habits have always failed. For example, the French 
and Spanish Academies have succeeded, in the last few centuries, only 
in temporarily fixing certain minor habits of spelling and of the.formal 
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.tyle of the language used in writing, and even in these peripheral 
matters writers have in time rebelled, changing their style to suit the 
changed language, wheth~r or not the conservative Academies were 
persuaded to revise their edicts. Religious motives sometimes lead to a 
retention of styles of speech and writing which do not otherwise survive: 
this is illustrated by the continuing use in the Catholic Church of a late 
form, of Latin, and quite similarly by the millenia-long survival of 
Sanskrit in India for religious and learned purposes. Yet the survival of 
Latin in this way is very different from the continuing use of a living 
language. The descendants of the Classical Romans went on, genera
tion after generation, speaking what had at one time been Latin, and 
in two thousand years has become variously French, Spanish, Italian, 
and so on. Shortly after classical times, relatively unchanged Latin 
survived only as a special religious idiom: it was no one's native lan
guage, but was acquired by those who needed it after they had achieved 
Jinguistic adulthood in their native language. Hebrew was maintained 
in this special status for more than two thousand years, having other
Wise died out altogether. During this time, it changed only slowly and 
in minor ways. Now that it has again acquired the status of a living 
language in Israel, we can be certain that it will undergo all the kinds 
of change experienced by any living language. 

42.2. Divergence and Relatedness. Gradual change in the design 
of a living language is part of its life and is inexorable. Equally in
evitable is divergence, whenever a single language comes to be spoken 
by groups of people out of touch with each other. A century or so of 
divergence produces aberrant dialects of what is still a single language. 
A millenium or so produces two or more languages where before there 
was but one; but because of their common origin ttte two or more are 
related (§1.4). ' 

Strictly speaking, two successive stages of a single language, say Old 
English and modern English, could also be called "related." The term 
is rarely used in this context, not because it would be incorrect, but be
cause it is unnecessary. However, this simplest sort of relatedness has a 
negative implication of importance. Modern English is a direct con
tinuation of the Old English of a millenium ago. It also contains a vast, 
number of words, and some other features, which came into the Ian,. 
guage from French after the Norman Conquest in 1066; but this in DO 

aense implies that Anglo-Norman French was an "ancestor" of modena 
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English. Modern English does not have two "parents," but only one: 
Old English. 

Indeed, in .peaking of relatedness, we must not be confused by the 
sort of thing that characterizes genetic relationships of organisms. 
Animals show an individuation in time as well as in space, by virtue of 
which an individual can correctly be said to be the offspring of two 
other individuals (sexual reproduction) or of one other individual 
(asexual reproduction). Languages show no such individuation through 
time: languages do not "reproduce" either sexually or asexually, but 
simply continue. It is meaningless to ask when Old English ceased and 
the next stage began. No language known to us has had a "beginning" 
discoverable through the available evidence, but only earlier and 
earlier preceding history. The institution of human language as a whole 
must have had its beginnings sometime in the remote past, but this is a 
different matter. It is also a different matter that a language sometimes 
becomes extinct: that is, all its speakers die off or learn other languages, 
without transmitting the language to any succeeding generation. 

Thus even the figure of speech involved in saying that Old English is 
a "parent" or an "ancestor" of modern English is shaky: Old English is 
simply what modern English was a thousand years ago, and modern 
English is simply what Old English has become. There seems to be no 
way to disCuss linguistic relatedness and change save with figures of 
speech like "parent," "ancestor," and "descendant," but we must not 
read in implications which are not validly carried by such terms in this 
context. 

At a given point in time, then, a set of related languages is merely 
what would be a set of dialects of a single language except that the links 
between the dialects have become very tenuous or have been broken. 
This means that if languages A and B, spoken at a given time, are re
lated, then their later forms will always ,continue to be related, just as 
long as both continue to be spoken. The mere fa:et of relationship thus 
becomes of secondary importance. More important is the degree of rela
tionship. French, Italian, and English, all spoken now, are all related. 
But the relationship of French and Italian is closer than that of either of 
those and English: the latest common ancestor of the first two was 
spoken only about two thousand years ago, while the latest common 
ancestor of all three was spoken at least twice as long ago. Latin 
is more closely related to current English than is French, beca~ 
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to get from Latin to English one first traces back a certain distance 
into the past and then forward to English; the comparable trip from 
contemporary French to contemporary English is two thousand years 
longer. 

In a few instances where we have direct documentation of common 
ancestors, we might be able to say that languages X and Yare more 
closely related than languages Z and W, all four being contemporaries. 
In general this sort of judgment is difficult and uncertain. We know 
that Menomini and Fox are related, as are English and German, or 
French and Italian, but to say (as the writer would tend to) that the 
first pair are more closely related than either of the others is to speak 
impressionistically. 

We can also never assert, in any absolute sense, that two languages 
are not related. The most skillful methods available do not enable us to 
push our horizon back more than a few thousand years earlier than the 
oldest documentary records. Relationships which antedate this earliest 
attainable horizon necessarily remain unproved-aqd also incapable of 
disproof. Nobody would suspect that Menomini and· English are re· 
lated; but if, in fact, the two had a common ancestor some twenty-five 
to fifty thousand years ago, we have no way of knowing it. This being 
so, the overt statement that languages A and B are "not related" takes 
on a modified meaning: it means that the actual relationship, if any, 
lies too far in the past for proof. Of course, scholars do not always 
agree as to whether such a judgment can be validly passed. For ex· 
ample, some believe that Inda.European and Semitic may be demon· 
strably related; their opponents believe, not that the two families are 
unrelated, but only that the relationship, if real, is too remote for clear 
proof. 

NOTES 

New term: exlinction. A number of terms appear here for the first 
time since §1: divergence, related languages, closeness or degree of 
relationship. 

Problem. Each of the assertions given below contains a germ of truth, 
but none is clearly expressed and all are easily misunderstood by the 
layman. Clarify: 
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(1) Chinese is one of the oldest languages in the world. 
(2) French, Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, and Rumanian are just 

modern dialects of Latin. 
(3) Latin is not a dead language because it is used in the Roman 

Catholic Church. 
(4) German is more conservative than English. 
(5) The Norman Conquest brought French scribal habits into 

England. resulting in the end of Old English and the be
ginning of Middle English. 

(6) Old English is now extinct. 
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OLD and MIDDLE ENGLISH 

43.1. External va. Internal History. In historical linguistics it is 
important to distinguish between the external and the internal history of a 
language. 

The external history of a language concerns the location and migra
tions of its speakers, the episodes in which they have had various sorts 
of contact with speakers of other languages, the circumstances under 
which it has acquired new groups of speakers (other than by normal 
transmission to children born within the community) or lost old groups 
and so on-indeed, anything about the history of the speakers of the 
language which has some bearing on the history of the language itself. 

The internal history of a language concerns what happens to the 
design of the language as time passes. 

In our discussion of historical linguistics we shall use examples from 
the history of English wherever we can, turning to other languages only 
when necessary. It therefore seems advisable to devote time at this 
point to a brief description of part of the external history of English and 
of the phonological systems of two earlier stages of the language. 

43.2. The External History of English. The Romans, who had 
first come to Britain in 55 B.C., under the leadership of Julius Caesar, 

. officially withdrew the last of their troops about 400 A.D.; the inhabit
ants who remained were speakers of Celtic dialects. Half a century 
later, the Germanic-speaking Angles, Saxons, and Jutes began to in
vade the island, and in the course of a hundred years or so pushed the 
Celts westwards into Wales and Cornwall and northwards towards 
Scotland. We use the term English for the Germanic speech of these in
vaders and their descendants, as of their arrival in England, though 
372 
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there was, of course, no sharp break in their speech habits at the time 
of migration. When convenient, the term pre-&gtish is used for their 
speech before the migration, as well as after it until the earliest stage for 
which we have documentary records. 

The invaders brought with them a knowledge of Runic writing, and a 
sparse scattering of Runic inscriptions in English have survived to the 
present; two of these, consisting each of a single personal name, may 
date from the 5th century. Christianity was brought into Saxon England 
during the first half of the 7th century, and with it came the use of 
Latin, spoken and written, for religious and learned purposes. Before 
long, English came to be written with the Latin alphabet; the earliest 
surviving documents of this sort date from the last part of the 7th cen
tury, and from the 8th century down to the present the record is con
tinuous and ever-increasing in volume. 

Between the 8th and the 11 th centuries, large numbers of Scandina
vians ("Danes") came to Britain, first merely raiding, but later setding 
there. We have no written records of the speech of these later arrivals. 
It was not mutually intelligible with the English of the time, but it must 
have been sufficiently similar that communication was possible with 
some effort. Speakers of Scandinavian and of English lived inter
mingled, but for centuries there was no permanent fixation of one group 
as ascendant over the other. It was primarily due to a series of military 
victories over the Danes that Alfred the Great, and his native region of 
Wessex, achieved political supremacy towards the end of the 9th cen
tury. But the see-saw between Saxon and Dane continued, and in the 
early 11 th century the whole country was ruled by Danish kings. 

The restless Scandinavians did not confine their attentions to Eng
land; in the 9th and 10th centuries they also struck at the northeastern 
parts of France, and, in time, became the ruling aristocracy of Nor
mandy. In the process, they took on many Gallic ways, including the 
French language, losing their own Germanic speech. Then, in 1066, the 
descendants of these same people, now French in language and largely 
in culture, invaded England under William the Conqueror, defeated 
Harold at the Battle of Hastings, and took over the country. For well 
over two hundred years, French Was the language of the rulers of 
England, while the masses of the people continued to speak English. 
But eventually the language of the conquerors, that of a minority 
despite its greater prestige, once again disappeared. The Normans made 
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London, rather than Wessex, their seat of government-a fact of no 
little importance in the history of our language. 

The English of the period from the first written records ·down to 
about 1066 A.D. is called Old English; abbreviated "OE." That of the 
eOlUing period, down to about the end of the 15th century, is called 
Middle English ("ME"); from the 16th century to the present we speak 
of Motlem English ("NE," with "N" for "new" because "M" is pre
empted for "middle"). So far as the language itself is concerned, these 
dates are purely arbitrary: there were no sudden restructurings of 
speech habits, and it is foolish to argue whether, say, 12th-century 
English is better regarded as "late OE" or as "early ME." Each of the 
three indicated periods is rather long, and to pin things down we shall 
always mean, by "OE," unless there is specific indication to the con
trary, the speech of approximately King Alfred's day; similarly, "ME," 
unless there is an overt statement otherwise, will always mean the 
speech of the London and Midlands region at the time of Chaucer 
(late 14th century). "NE" will regularly refer to our own English of 
today. . 

Never throughout its history has English been free of dialect differ
ences. The Angles, Saxons, and Jutes came from different parts of the 
Continental lowlands, bringing more or less divergent dialects with 
them, and they settled in different parts of England. During the 
hegemony of Wessex, the local dialect of that territory, caned WesJ 

SaxolI, carried more prestige than that of any other part of England, 
and we have more documents in that dialect than in any other for the 
whole OE period; writers after Alfred tended to write in the West 
Saxon manner even if they were not natives of Wessex. Later, when 
French was on its way out as the language of the upper classes, London 
had become the political center of the country and was achieving cul
tural and commercial supremacy. Consequently, the dialect of the 
Midlands' acquired prestige, becoming first a provincial standard and 
tt..en a national standard. Most English of today, all over the world, 
lave for a few local varieties largely confined to the British Isles, is more 
nearly the lineal descendant of the ME of London than of the ME of 
any other district. And London ME was in turn the descendant of the 
OE of the Midlands, not that of Wessex. Fortunatdy, we do have some 
documents in Midlands Ot, though the OE writings of the greatest 
literary importance are largely West Saxon. 
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Our knowledge of the design of OE and ME depends on our ability 
to interpret the surviving documentary evidence, plus what clues we 
can get from an examination of NE and of documents in the older 
stages of the Germanic languages akin to English. There are many un
solved problems of detail, and many points on which scholars are not 
in agreement. The portrayals of the phonological systems of OE and 
ME which are given below were worked out by the writer, and differ 
in some ways from the traditional interpretations. 

4:3.3. The Phonological System of OE. The vowel phonemes of 
OE were perhaps as follows: ' 

Ii 
e 
;e 

a 
a 

y 
o 

a/. 

u 
o 

This system involved three tongue-heights, the contrast between front 
(ji e re y (/) and back (the rest), and the contrast between unrounded 
(ji e re i a a/) and rounded (the rest, except that lal may simply have 
been further back than lre/ and la/). In the late 8th-century OE of 
Wessex and the Midlands, 101 had disappeared, words in which 101 
would be expected showing lei instead, but 101 survived past this 
period in some of the other dialects. In later West Saxon there were 
some peculiar developments not taken into account herej they did not 
particularly affect the speech ~f the Midlands, and thus have little 
bearing on NE. 

Examples: hlid IhUdl 'lid,' bedd very early lheddl but 8th-cen
tury IbMI 'bed,' baec Ibil!kl 'back,' /iornian Illmianl (later /e()rnian 
/larnian/) 'to learn,' meolcan Imalkanl 'to milk,' heall IMltl 'halt,' 
&Jnn /kyn/ 'kin,' earlyoexen 16ksen/, later West Saxon and Midlands 
am leksen/ 'oxen,' crrmra /kruma/ 'crumb,' crop /kr6p/ 'crop,' crabl!a 
Ikr5bbal 'crab.' 

As in NE (§40.1), there were complex nuclei consisting of one or 
another of the eleven vowels plus a glide element. The details are not 
clear. Ten of the eleven vowels occurred with a lengthening glide which 
we can write as I'/j 10/ did not, for, in all dialects, where we would 
expect /0'/, we find le'/' Examples of the others are: b/i}>e IbU'6e/ 
'blithe,' grene /gre·ne/ 'green,' hoe/an /lue-ianl 'to heal,' lioht /li-xtl (in 
early West Saxonj apparelltly Ilht/ in the Midlaftds) 'light,' SetlP_ 
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/aa'Dan/ 'to seethe,' deaf /dA·f/ 'deaf,' dryge /drf'1e/ 'dry,' ful/f6.·I/ 
'foul,' scoh /sJ.t6·x/ 'shoe,' ban /ba'n/ 'bone.' There may have been also 
some complex nuclei with a glide /w/: flower 'four' and feawa 'few' 
may have been /fewwer/ and /fawwe/ rather than /fa'wer/ apd 
/fa·we/. There were none with a glide like NE /j/. 

By the end of the 10th century, the dialect of the Midlands seems to 
have lost the three vowels /i a a/ altogether: /a/ fell together with 
/z/, /a/ for the most part with lei, and /i/ with /il or lei. Since there 
was no /a/ in this region, the vowel system was reduced to /i e lC Y 
u 00/. 

The consonant phonemes were 

/p t i It 
b d ~ g 

'9 h 
f 0 I X 

m n 

r 
wi. 

/p t i k/ were voiceless stops. A/ was a k-like sound produced with a 
more fronted position of articulation than /k/, and, in fact, at least by 
the eleventh century may have been quite like our /'t/. Examples: pol 
/p6·I/ 'pooI,' ta /ta'/ 'toe,' elosan !JFa'san, J!:6'san/ 'to choose,' cunnan 
/k6.nnan/ 'to be able.' /b d k g/ were the corresponding voiced stops: 
bOIm /b6tm/ 'bottom,' dumb /d6.mb/ 'mute,' ICg /et.! 'edge,' frogga 
/fr6gga/ 'frog.' ' 

11/ was a voiced spirant in the position of articulation of /If k/: 
,«IIIg /16.ng/ 'young,' dteges /d~es/ 'day's,' byrg, byrig /bfr1/ 'cities.' 

/b/ was like NE /h/, but occurred only initially in a stressed syllable: 
kipa /hSpanl 'to help,' Mid /hltd/ 'lid.' 

If & s x/ were spirants, but were voiced or voiceless depending on 
environment: voiced (and the lint three thQS like NE Iv'fJ z!) between 
voiced sounds medially, but voiceless at the beginning of ,a stressed 
syllable, finally in a word, next to a voiceless consonant (like /t!), or 
when, doubled. They were thus voiced in words like lofom 116fianl 'to 
praise,' ajJI/6'&e/ 'oath,' IllUIIM·sl/ 'eucharist,' and dagas /d6xas/ 
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'days'; but voiceless in. words like fugal /fUxoi/ 'bird' (~ /f-/), deaf 
/d/J."f/ 'deaf,' seuft jr;~1Ht/ 'shaft,' jJan&itm /86nkian/ 'to thank,' 
mup /mu·B/ 'mouth,' op)H y6BBe/ 'or,' SIU /sd!'/ 'aea,' woriks /w6rdes/ 
'word's,' wissitm /wfssian/ 'to direct,' cniht /knfxt, knfxt/'hoy,' hlilWm 
/hlixxan, hlixxan/ 'to laugh.' Ix/ did not occur initially. 

The other consonants need little comment. /r/ was certainly a tap or 
trill, not like modern American /r/. It should be noted thItt there was 
no dono-velar nasal /IJ/ as a separate phoneme in OE. I~ words like 
/86nkian/ 'to thank' or /sfngan/ 'to sing,' where OE /n/ was followed 
by a dono-velar stop, the /n/ was itself probably pronoUQced as [IJ], 
but it was still phonemically /n/. 

We know nothing of OE intonation, and little of OE stress and junc
ture. We are sure that there was a contrast between stress (/' / over a 
vowel in our notation) and its absence; there was probably also a 
secondary stress in compounds like daedbot /dz·d bo·t/ 'penance,' 
raedbora /rd!'d bora/ 'counsellor,' and perhaps in words like adraefan 
/e,. drz·fan/ 'to expel.' Certainly the OE analogs of NE W()rds like the, 
that, is, at, with, I, which are often atonic in context, show~ this same 
characreristic.. 

It would take too much space to describe in detail the arrangements 
in which OE phonemes occurred relative to each other. But we should 
note that certain clusters of consonants occurred which are alien to 
NE: initial/hi hr hn kn gn wr wl/; medial doubled consOllants /pp tt 
jlf kk bb dd ~~ gg IS xx BB mm nn n rr/; final clusters melt as /mb ng 
sl tm/. 

43.4. The Phonological Syatem of ME. The vowel system of Chau
cerian ME was in some ways much simpler than that of OE described 
above. There were five vowel phonemes /i e a 0 u/ which occurred in 
stressed syllables; a sixth, /a/, occurred mainly in unstr~ syllables, 
though possibly also with stress (there are no certain Claunples). In 
illustrating these we cite also the OE forms: 

OE 
drincan /drinkan/ 
he/pan /hClpan/ 
"abba jkr6bba/ 
8Xtl /6ksa/ 
SfUUl /sUnul 

ME 
/drinka(n)/ 'drink' 
/helpa(n)j 'help' 
/krabba/ 'crab' 
/6ks9/ 'ox' 
/aUna/ 'son'. 
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There were four complex nuclei with glide /j/: 

OE 
ridan /ri·dan/ 
swett /swe·te/ 
datg /d<l!.y/ 

ME 
/rljda(n)/ 'ride' 
/swejW/ 'sweet' 
/dAj/ 'day' 
/b6jl 'boy.' 

There were four complex nuclei-perhaps five-witl. glide /w/: 

OE 
/WS /hu·s/ 
foda /f6·da/ 
pohle /86·xte/ 

ME 
/huws/ 'house' 
/f6wda/ 'food' 
/8awxtal'thought' 
/riwda/ 'rude.' 

Finally, there were three diphthongs with a lengthening and centering 
glide 1_/: 

OE 
/wep /h;l:·e/ 
nama Inama/ 
sian / sta· n/ 

ME 
/M'O/ 'heath' 
Ina-mal 'name' 
Ist6-n/ 'stone.' 

The consonants included /p t c k b d J g/; separate sets of:~pI:ants 
with contrast of voicing, If 8 s § x/ versus Iv ~ z/; Ih/ as in OE and 
NE; /m n I r w j/ as in NE. 

NOTES 

.. New terms: External vs. internal history. Note the abbreviations OE, 
ME, NE, and note the use of the prefix pre- as in PTe-english. If a lan
guage X is known to us through written records or by direct observation 
only as of a c-ertain date, any earlier stage of the language is referred to 
as pre-X; in general, though not always, the term pTe-X refers to rela
tivdy recent earlier stages. 

The external history of English is described in very full form in 
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Baugh 1935; this book does not get deeply into the internal history, 
save for vocabulary. The deviations in our portrayal of OE phonology 
from that generally accepted are based on an examination of the sources, 
particularly the early glossaries and the Vespasian documents, con
sulted vi~ ..sweet 1885. The interpretation is influenced about equally 
by Kuhn and Quirk 1953, 1955, and by Stockwell and Barritt 1951, 
1955. The handling of ME is based only on secondary sources-the 
standard manuals, particularly Moore 1951. 
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KINDS of PHYLOGENETIC 

CHANGE 

44.1. We saw in §16.1 that a language can be viewed as comp08ed 
of several subsystems: centrally, a phonemic system, a grammatical 
system, and a morphophonemic system; peripherally, a semantic system 
and a phonetic system. Within the grammatical system it is important 
to distinguish between the grammatical core (§31) and the remainder. 
Within the morphophonemic system, it is similarly important to dis
tinguish between alternation (§33) and canonical forms of morphs 
(§34). 

Episodes in the internal history of a language can always be classed 
according to the subsystem or subsystems affected. It is this classifica
tion which yields what we mean by different kinds of change. Such a 
classification says nothing, in itself, about the causes or mechanisms in
volved, except that, as w~ shall see, a change of one kind sometimes 
entails a change of another kind. 

We have, then, the following kinds of change: 

380 

I. Central: 
A. Plumemic change: any change in the repertory of phonemes 

or in the arrangements in which they can occur. 
B. Change in the grammatical system: 

1. Change within the grammatical core: we shall use 
the term grammatical change exclusively for this. 

2. Change in the grammatical system' outside the 
grammatical core: lnci&al c!urnl,. 
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C. Change in the morphophonemic system: 
1. Change in the phonemic representations of mor

phemes or larger forms: shape change. 
2. Change in habits of alternation: altn-nation change. 

II. Peripheral: 
A. Semantic change: any change in the meanings of gram

matical forms. 
B. Phonetic Change: any chapge in habits of pronunciation 

and hearing. 

We now give examples of all th~ kinds of change, all drawn from 
the history of English. 

44.2. IA; Phonemic Change. OE (§43.3) had four spirants, 
If 6 s xl, voiced or voiceless depending on environment. and one. 111. 
always voiced. NE has lost 111 and Ixl altogether, and has spiit the 
other three into three pairs of spirants with voicing contrast: If v 615 s zj. 
We have also gained a fourth pair, I§ f/, the former in part from an OE 
consonant cluster (fsI/), the latter only in words from other languages. 
Almost any other portion of the phonemic systems of OE and NE shows 
comparable restructurings. 

44.3. 1B1. Grammatical Change. OE nouns were inflected for case. 
The inflection of Ist6·nl 'stone' was as follows: 

nom. and acc. 
gen. 
dat. and instr. 

singular 
Ist6·nl 
Ist6·nesl 
Ist6'nel 

plural 
Ist6·nas/ 
Ist6·nal 
Isw·num/. 

This system of case-inflection has been lost in NE, save for traces in the 
pronouns. The forms of this particular OE stem have had the followins 
bistory: 

OE NE 
Isw'nl } {(This stone IS heaUJ) 
Isw·nel Ist6wn1 stone (lU hit me with a stone) 
law·nal (He weighs ten stone) 

/sw.nes/ }/st6wnzl {stone's 
1st6·nasl stones 
1st6'num/(lost altogether). 
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If we interpret the / z/ of the NE form st01U!' s not as a case-ending, but as 
, a particle, then no case distinctions remain at all. Historically, the form 
stone after a number (he weighs ten st01U!) comes' from the old genitive 
plural; in the functioning grammatical system of NE this is simply a 
special syntactical position for the singular form. 

44.4. 1B2. Lexical Change. OE had many words which have been 
completely lost; we list only a small handful: /bidu/ 'fighting, battle,' 
/k;S'f/ 'bold, brave,' /k5mp/ 'battle,' /11fan/ 'to give.' The NE word 
give is not the continuation of'the last word in this list, which would 
come down rather as /jlv /. NE give is one of thousands of words which, 
so far as we can tell from the manuscript evidence, were not in the 
vocabulary of OE, but have come into the language since. Others, to 
mention only a few, include skirt, they, ch!!ir, table, vest, ve~l, potato, 
tobacco, hominy, typhoon. 

The OE word /st-idul 'shadow, darkness' survives in NE, but as two 
distinct words: shade and shadow. These are from different inflected 
forms of the single OE stem. The converse of this-distinct OE stems 
falling together in NE-is harder to be sure of. OE IbI6'wan/ 'to blow' 
(as of the wind) and /b16·wan/ 'to bloom' have both given NE blow, 
and for some speakers blow 'bloom' may count as a rp.arginal use of blow 
as of the wind, but it is also possible that the NE forms should be re
garded as two homonymous morphemes. A safer case (though the forms 
do not trace back all the way to OE) is the by of by-laws and that of 
by-path, by-pass, by-form: all of these are just one element now, but in 
origin the first is quite distinct from the others . 

• 4.5. leI. Shape Change. We have already seen that the shape of 
the word meaning 'stone' changed from OE Ist6'n/ to NE /st6wn/. 
Quite similarly, we have 

OE NE 
/b5·n/ bone 
/g6'd/ goad 
/s~6'n/ sho1U! 
Ih6'lig/ holy 
/h5·m/ home 

OE NE 
/b6·t/ boat 
/t6'ken/ token 
Ip6'pal pope 
Ih6-I/ whole 
IhlHI l()(Jj. 

In some of these the meaning has altered too-indeed, we could hardly 
assert that it has remained completely invariant in any'case. Ihl;S·f! 
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meant not exacdy what we mean by loaf, but rather 'loaf of bread, 
qread,' and, by extension, 'food.' 

One notes an important r~larity in the words just listed: in all of 
them, OE had /6·/ and NE has /6w/. This difference is so grcanhat the 
change of shape is obvious. But even in cases where the word in NE has 
much the same shape, phonetically speaking, that it probably had in OE, 
we must assert that the shape has changed phoncmically. Thus OE 
/klff/ 'cliff' has become NE cliff /klff/. The pronunciation has scarcely 
been altered. But the Ii! of OE /klff/ was a vowel ~n one vocalic system, 
whereas the phonetically similar /il of NE /klff/is a vowel in a differ
ent vocalic system. OE /il contrasted, for example, with a front 
rounded vowel /y/; NE does not, because there is no front rounded 
vowel in the NE phonemic system. Thus, strictly speaking, we must 
recognize that any change in any part of a phonemic system implies 
that the phonemic shapes of all grammatical forms have been altered. 

44.6. IC2. Alternation Change. OE /b6'k/ 'book' had the nomina
rive-accusative plural/beJ/./b6·k/ survives as book; /be·k/, had it sur- • 

'vived, would now be /bijc/, but we do not use this form. Instead, weform 
the plural of book in the regular way: books. Thus some of the habits of 
alternation in the formation of 'plurals from singulars have changed. 
This is not in itself an instance of grammatical change, since NE 
has inflection for number just as did OE; but it is tied in intimately 
with the sweeping grammatical change which has eliminated inflec-
tion for case. . 

The inflection ofOE /hu·sl 'house' was such that the stem-final lsi 
was sometimes word-final, and thus phonetically [s} (§43.3), and some
times followed by an unstressed vowel, thus phonetically [z). For ex
ample, the nominative singular /hu's/ was [hli·s], while the dative 
singular /hu'se/ was [hu·ze). At this stage, there was no morpho
phonemic alternation, since the phonemic shape of the stem was the same 
throughout the paradigm. Later, however, the difference between 
voiceless and voiced became phonemic for spirants. When this had 
happened, then the difference between lsi in /hu's/ and /z/ in 
/hu'r;,/ constituted a morphophonemic alternation; we still retain this 
in NE house /-s/versu! houses /-z-/. The /f/:/v/ alternation in calf: 
calves, wife: wives, loaf: loaves and the /6/: /'6/ alternation in mouth: 
mouths, have this same history. Thus NE has acquired certain habits of 
alternation which OE did not have. 
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4:4.7. DA. Semantic Change. We have already seen that OE 
/hla'f/ did not cover the same range of meaning as its NE descendant 
Utaf. OE IseIIan/ meant 'to give,' with 'to sell' as a marginal sense; NE 
'sell means only the latter. OE /m6'd/ meant 'mind, heart, courage, 
pride,' not m()()(/. OE /m)'rxfJ/ survives as mirth, but the OE word meant 
'pleasure' in a rather more general sense. OE /kweIlan/ meant 'to kill, 
murder, execute'; now we quell a revolt, a rebellion, an uprising, or 
turbulent emotions. OE /klyPpan/ 'to hug, embrace, accept' is now 
clip 'to fasten together.' 

44.S. fiB. Phonetic Change. There are two distinct sorts of 
phonetic change, and no standardized terminology with which to keep 
them apart. We shall here speak of sound change and of sudden plwnetic 
change. 

Sound change is a gradual change of habits of articulation and hearing, 
which we have good reason to believe takes place constantly in every 
human community. We shall describe it in more detail later. Under 
. Ie 1 (shape change) above we listed some words all of which had / a' / in 
OE and /6w/ in NE. These words have been in constant use from' 
Alfred's day (and earlier) to our own. Any speaker, living at any time 
during that millenium, would learn the words, use them, and pass them 
on to the next generation, without in the slightest realizing that his 
pronunciation of them was undergoing any modification. Yet in a 
thousand years the gradual change has added up to a clear structural 
difference: the structural position of /6w/ in the NE phonemic system 
cannot in any sense be identified with that of /a-/ in the OE phonemic 
system. 

Sudden phonetic change is a very different matter, which we shall illus
trate rather than try to describe. After the Norman Conquest, speakers 
of English were exposed' to hundreds of Norman French words, many 
of which contained sounds alien to the English pronunciation of the 
time; in due course, many of these words came to be used in English as 
well as in French. Norman French had, to give just one instance, a 
word-initial contrast between voiceless /f/ and voiced /v/, whereas the 
English of the time had in initial position only the voiceless spirant. We 
can imagine large numbers of individual Englishmen mispronouncing 
French words that began with lv/-probably mainly by using their 
initial voiceless /f/ instead of the French lv/-and some of them never 
managing to master the new and alien sound. Others, however, would 
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in due time succeed, and would thenceforth use the voiced spirant 
initially in such words even when placing the words in an English em
bedding context. To begin with, such events did nothing save to render 
the individual Englishmen more or less bilingual. But the borrowed 
words were gradually working into the inherited fabric of English, 
carrying some of their hitherto alien features of pronunciation with 
them. In the end, the phonemic system of English had been modified 
by the events: English now had a contrast between voiced and voiceless 
spirants in initial position. And, of course, pronunciation and hearing 
habits had been rather suddenly modified. In this context the word 
"sudden" does not mean instantaneous-only markedly less gradual 
than sound change. 

We can see the same sort of thing happening today. For example, 
some Americans learn some German, and use some German words, 
with more or less German-like pronunciation, in their English. A 
speaker of NE who says Zeitgeist with an initial Its-I has that initial 
cluster in his idiolect. A speaker who regularly pronounces the com
poser Bach's name with a final Ixl has that phoneme in his idiolect. 
The essential difference is one of scale. If millions of Americans came 
to use dozens of German words with lxi, we could not for long regard 
it purely as an idiolectal "aberration"-we should have to recognize 
that NE had acquired a new phoneme by sudden phonetic change. 

NOTES 

New terms: labels for kinds ot phylogenetic change: phonemic change, 
grammatical change, lexical change, shape change, alternation change, 
semantic change, phonetic change, the last subsuming both sound change 
and sudden phonetic change. Most of these terms, and a number to be in
troduced in sUbsequent sections, are used constantly in historical 
linguistics; but in this book we make rather more precise distinctions 
than has in general been customary. 

Problem. Below is a list of thirty OE words which have survived into 
NE. Each OE word contains either Idl or 181 after the stressed vowel. 
Each NE descendant contains either /dl or 1'61 in the same position. 
Describe what has happened to OE /d/ and 181 in this position by NE 
times, in such a way that if we were presented with an OE word not on 
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the list, we would be able to assert definitely what would happen to any . 
properly-located /d/ or /0/ in it. 

/adelal addle 
/d:°'Y6er/ either 
lbodi1 I body 
/bri odell bridle 
/br60 00r/ brother 
/fd:derl father 
/fi!Oml fathom 
/fe6er/ feather 
IfarOungl farthing 
/fUrOor/ further 
/gi!derian/ gather 
/hlt'llen/ heathen 
/hlder / hither 
Ihrlttlor / rather 
/hwe6er/ whether 
/leOer-/ leather 
/md:·dwe, -waf meadow 
/m6odor/ mother 
/nltodell needle 
/neOeral n6ther 
/n6rOerne/ northern 
/6'Oer/ other 
/rltodi.y / ready 
lrudi11 ruddy 
/sl¢dwe, -waf s~adow 
/ su oeerne/ southern 
/tredel/ treadle 
fOlder / thither 
/mder/ weather 
/widuwe/ widow. 



45· 

MECHANISMS of 

PHYLOGENETIC CHANGE 

45.1. The examples of different kinds of phylogenetic change given 
in the preceding section show that in many instances changes in differ
ent subsystems of a language are tied together. Is this tying-together 
ever causal? That is, can we ever say that a change of one kind is either 
the sole cause, or one of several contributory causes, for a change of 
another kind? 

We shall seek the answer to this question by looking more thoroughly 
into some of the examples. We shall find that there are three main 
mechanisms-that is, types of causes-for the various kinds of phylo
genetic change, together with a number of subordinate mechanisms 
that are not so well understood. 

45.2. Sound Change as a Mechanism. DE dative singular /sta·ne/ 
('stone') and genitive plural /sta·na/ fell together in pronunciation by 
ME times, as /sto·naf. By the same ME times, DE genitive singular 
/sta·nes/ and nominative-accusative plural /st6·nas/ had both become 
/sto·nas/. Several different kinds of change are involved in this se
quence of events. Continuous sound change had gradually lessened 
the acoustic difference between DE unstressed /e/ 'jUld /a/ until in 
late DE they had become identical. When they became identical, a re
structuring of the phonemic system (a phonemic change) had occurred, 
since certain contrasts which earlier had been part of the system were 
now lost. The sound change, and the resulting phonemic change, led to 
a shape change in countless forms, including those cited above. In the 
inflection of 'stone' and of many other nouns, the genitive singular and 
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the nominative-accusative plural had now become identical (ending in 
/-ea/); likewise the dative singular and genitive plural (ending in /-a/). 
Such a falling-together of the shapes representative of different inflec
tional forms, brought about by sound change, is known as SY'fICTetism. 

The specific instances of syncretism just mentioned did not in them
selves constitute a grammatical change, since some nouns still main
tained distinct shapes (or the inflectional categories in question. How
ever, it was one of the factors contributing to the eventual total loss of 
case inflection in English. 

In this first example, then, we see sound change functioning as a 
mechanism for the production of certain other kinds of change: pha-
nemic change, shape change, and, in part, grammatical change. 

In OE the noun meaning 'back,' like a number of others, had two 
Item-shapes differing as to vowel: the singular had /tl!/, as in nomina
tive-accusative /bcek/, while the plural had /6/, as in nominative
accusative /b6ku/. Now in early ME times the two stressed short 
vowels /tl!/ and /6/ had fallen together, as a single low vowel la/, so 
that the two forms cited had become respectively Ibak/ and /bfika/. 
The disappearance of the /tl!/ : /6/ distinction was the result of sound 
change; but as a further result, there was an alternation change: a cer
tlJin irregular alternation common in OE was lost. 

Shortly after the events just described, early ME la/ was lengthened 
to lav / when followed by a single consonant in turn followed by an 
unstressed vowel. Ibfikl and /bfikal thus became respectively Ibfik/ 
and Iba-ka/; likewise, Ifadar! 'father' (from OE /ftl!der/) became 
!f~:-der/, but its genitive Ifadras/ (from OE /ftl!deres/) retained the 
short /M. In this case sound change brought about a new set of irregu
lar morphophonemic alternations. The immediate consequences have 
now been obscured by subsequent events: the vowel of our NE back 
reflects ME la/ rather than /a-/; some modern British dialects have 
/fej'6ar/ 'father,' showing the ME form with lengthened la-/, but 
standard NE /IlIMr is from the form with ME unlengthened I Ii/ (with, 
however, a lengthening of a later date). 

It is clear from these examples that sound change, in addition to 
being one kind or phylogenetic change, must also be recognized as one 
of the ,./umisms involved in other kinds of phylogenetic change. The 
truth of this is underscored when we search in vain for any sequence of
historical events in which sound change can be shown to be the result of 
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lOme other sort of change. This does not mean, of course, that gradual 
modification of habits of pronunciation and hearing is "uncaused," but 
it does mean that the Causes of sound change cannot be found within the 
system of habits we call language. 

45.3. Borrowing. Under IB2 (lexical change) in §44.4, we listed 
some words which were not part of the vocabulary of OE but have come 
into the language since. These words were taken from various other 
languages: skirt and they from Scandinavian in early times; chair, tabu, 
and veal from Norman French after the Conquest; vest much later from 
Italian; potato, tobacco, and hominy from various American Indian 
languages (sometimes via another European language rather than 
directly) after the voyages of Columbus; typhoon from South Chinese in 
the early days of the China trade. French words coming into English 
after the Norman Conquest brought with them some new phonemic 
distinctions, such as the contrast between /f/ and /v / which we dis
cussed under lIB in §44.8. Here, then, is a second important mechanism 
of phylogenetic change: technically it is called borrowing. 

Borrowing is not always from one language into another; sometimes 
it is merely between dialects. Our words vat and vi;cen began with /f-/ in 
OE (lfret/, /fyksen/), and if they had the same continuous history as 
father, four, foot, they would begin with /f-/ today. But there is an area 
in the southeast of England in which all OE initial /f-/'s were voiced 
to Iv-I: to this day people in this area pronounce father, four, foot, as 
well as vat, vi;cen, with an initial /v-I. Our contemporary NE has come 
down largely from the London English of ME times, and documentary 
records show that in ME times the two words in question, having fallen 
into disuse in London, were reintroduced from the rustic dialects in 
which initial /v-/ was regular. 

45.4. Analogical Creation. The OE singular jb6·k/ 'book' and 
irregular plural /be'i/ 'books' both survived into ME, respectively as 
/b6wk/ and /bejc/. In ME times there were vast number of nouns in 
which the plural was formed from the singular by adding / -as/. On the 
analogy of these, a new ME plural form /b6wk.es/ was coined; for a 
time, both /b6wk.es/ and /bejc/ were used, but eventually the latter 
died out, leaving hooks as the only plural one hears today. 

The mechanism of analogical creation is obviously that involved in 
most instances of idiom-formation, which we discussed in §§36 and 37 
from a synchronic point of view. It is by the same mechanism that a 
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child, or a foreigner learning English--or, indeed, an adult native 
speaker of English when he is .overly tired-may say foots instead of 
felt: we may portray the situation as follows: 

boat is to boats as 
back is to backs as 
cliff is to cliffs as 
root is to roots as 

foot is to X. 

The three dots stand for countless other nouns which work the same 
way. Solving the proportions, X is obviously foots . 

• 5.5. Minor MecbanilllDS. Working individually and in various 
combinations, the three mechanisms itemized above can bring about 
every kind of phylogenetic change described in §44. However, not all 
known changes in the design of languages can be ascribed to just these 
three mechanisms. There are seemingly a number of minor mechanisms, 
none so well understood as the principal three, but all allied more 
cloScly to analogy than to borrowing or to sound change. Each of the 
three principal mechanisms will be discussed in greater detail in sub
sequent sections; the minor mechanisms are itemized and illustrated 
here but will not be dealt with further. 

Contamination is the reshaping of a word on the basis of constant 
association with some other word. It is supposed, for example, that we 
say jffjmejlj female, rather than the historically expected jfemGII or 
/fijUl3lj, because of the habitual pairing of this word with male. Efforts 
have been made to show how this reshaping might have come about 
analogically, but the argurpents are not convincing. 

Metanalysis is akin to contamination, except that an older form is 
actually replaced by one which makes "more sense" to the speakers 
who introduce the new shape. Examples were given in §34.3; we may 
.c:lte again the replacement, by some speakers, of Welsh rabbit by Welsh 
,.ebit. A lllOre obscure example, which is perhaps not what is usually 
meant by metanalysis, is the expression prose laureate, used in an adver
tisement as an epithet for a certain New York writer. Obviously this is 
based SO'rnehow on jJHt laureate. Historically, in the expression poet 
I.,.,ate die first word is a noun and the second an attribute; but the 
coining of F(JSI laureate must imply an interpretation of the older phrase 
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as though poet were attribute and laureate head. The ordinary associa
tion of pn/ie with poetry is involved, but the new coinage cannot be 
purely analogical, since the analog to poet is not prose but something 
like writer of prose. 

The remaining varieties are all observable as "slips of the tongue," 
and it has been suggested that a more thorough study of such lapses 
might teach us more about them. This suggestion was made years 
ago, however, and so far a good deal of work has yielded very little 
information. . 

Metathesis replaces an old form by a new one which differs in that 
two parts have been interchanged: disintregation for disintegration, 
Istrend sown/ for sandstone, whipser for whisper, it steams to sick for it seems 
to stick. One would not expect such slips of the tongue to have any last
ing effect on a language, but in some cases, apparently, they do. Latin 
parabola (borrowed from Greek) has come down into Spanish as palabra 
'word,' with the position of the Ir/ and the III interchanged; there are 
other instances of r-l interchange in the history of the -languages of 
Europe. OE had both IO'skian/ 'to ask' and /6·ksian/; the latter still 
survives in some dialects. OE also showed a frequent pairing of forms 
with Ir/ respectively before and after a syllabic nucleus: e.g., Ibrernan/ 
and Ibrrenan/ 'to burn.' NE bird reflects a metathesized form of OE 
Ibrldl 'young bird'; NE horse has metathesis as compared with the 
ancestral form beginning with /hr-/. 

In haplology one of two more or less similar sequences of phonemes is 
dropped. One of the writer's colleagues regularly says morphonemics in
stead of morpho phonemics; the writer once heard a child say /hel6wis/ for 
Hello, Lois. Latin niitrix 'nurse' and stipendium 'wage-payment,' accord
ing to the regular patterns of derivation by which they were built, 
ought to have been respectively nutritrix and stipipendium, but the longer 
forms are not attested. 

Assimilation makes one part of an utterance more like some nearby 
part in phonemic shape. When the two parts are adjacent, this may 
occur gradually as a part of sound change. But in distant assimilation 
other material intervenes. In Proto-Indo-European the words for f
and five began with different consonants. The distinction was main
tained, for example, in Sanskrit, which had (Caturl 'four' (from Proto
Indo-European /kw_/) and /pafica/ 'five' (from /p-/). But in Latin, 
'five' begins with the consonant expected only for 'four': quinque with 
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the gu- of guattuor. And in Germanic, 'four' begins with the consonant 
expected only for 'five'-/f-/. We assume that the reshapings in Latin 
and Germanic were relatively sudden, and that they occurred in the 
context of counting, where the words are used successively. Contamina
tion may well be a special variety of distant assimilation. 

Dissimilation works in just the opposite way: where one would expect 
the same phoneme or sequence of phonemes twice, something else 
occurs in one of the positions. Latin peregrinus 'foreigner, stranger' thus 
appears in the Romance languages with /1/ instead of the first /r/: 
Italian pellegrino (English, borrowed from Romance, pilgrim). 

NOTES 

New terms: the distinction between mechanism and kind of phylo
genetic change. Labels for mechanisms: sound change (also a kind of 
change), borrowing, and analogical creation; and minor mechanisms: 
lOJItamination, metana/ysis, metathesis, haplology, assimilation, distant assimi
lation, dissimilation. Note also Jyncretism and our use of the word "re
shaping." And note the use of the prefix Prota-: if a group of languages, 
collectively called the X languages, is related, then the term Proto-X 
designates their latest common ancestor, the "parent" language of 
all of them. 

Sturtevant 1947 gives probably the fullest discussion uf "lapses" 
or "slips of the tongue," with a ereat many examples. 
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INNOVATION and SURVIVAL 

46.1. Whatever mechanism or combination of mechanisms may be 
involved in an innovation in the design of a language, it is essential to 
distinguish between the innovating event itself and the subsequent 
spread of the new feature--if it does spread-to other speakers of the 
language. 

There must have been some single small community-perhaps a 
village, or a family group-io which the OE unstressed vowels /e/ and 
/a/ first fell together in pronunciation, rendering pairs like /st6·ne/ and 
/st6·na/ phonemically identical (§45.2). Only in course of time did 
this habit of identical pronunciation spread through the rest of the 
late-OE-speaking world. 

There must have been one or more specific individuals who first
and independently, if there were several-uttered the analogical 
plural /b6wkas/ 'books' instead of using the inherited form /bejU 
(§45.4); before long, though, many people were saying /b6wkas/ 
through imitation of the innovators, or because they had never heard 
/bejc/. 

There must have been some first individual to use the Norman 
French word chair in an otherwise English utterance; before long, 
the word was being used in the speech of many who knew no French 
at all. 

Our records of past speech are extremely sparse, so that we cannot 
usually know the exact identity of the innovating individual or group. 
In a few recent cases we do know who started a form: gas was invented 
in the 17th century by the Dutch chemist Van HeImont; physicist and 
scimtist were coined about 1840 by Wilfiam Whewell of Cambridge, 
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England; chortle was one of a number of new words used by Lewis 
Carroll, the rest of which remain alive today mainly in the context of 
his own writings; kodak was invented by George Eastman, blurb by 
Gelett Burgess, and Frigidaire by some advertising copywriter working 
for General Motors. Furthermore, in earlier instances where we cannot 
pin down the precise date and place of an innovation, our records 
occasionally at least show that it was in use earlier in one region than 
in others. All this leads us to believe that the distinction between 
innovation and spread is in principle sound. 

At the same time, it must be recognized that the mechanism by 
which a new usage spreads is just one of the mechanisms by which an 
innovation may come about to begin with: borrowing. The habit of 
pronouncing /st6·ne/ and /st6'na/ identically developed in some one 
village; it spread because people in other villages imitated the new 
usage. A few Englishmen borrowed chair from Norman French; others 
borrowed the word from the first few. We cannot in principle dis
tinguish between borrowing which introduces a new form into a whole 
language or dialect, on the one hand, and, on the other, borrowing by 
which the new form spreads to other speakers of the language or 
dialect. However, we are free to look at any given instance of borrowing 
from either of two angles, depending on our interest at the moment. 
We may be interested in the history of a form (often called etymology): 
from this angle, any borrowing of the form from one language or dialect 
into another is an episode in its spread. We may be interested in the 
history of a system (say a language or a dialect): from this angle, the 
same episode is an innovation in the system. Thus, if we are dealing 
with the collective history of the languages of Europe, we will speak 
of "innovation" in connection with the first importation of the word 
olgebra from Arabic, and only of "spread" thereafter, even when the 
word passes from one European language to another. If, on the other 
hand, we are dealing only with the history of English, then the arrival 
of. the word algebra in England is an "innovation." If we are focussing 
on a specific idiolect, then the acquisition of any word from others is an 
"innovation," and "spread" is meaningless. 

From· the point of view of the dialect or language in which an 
innovation occurs, it is possible to class innovations roughly into two 
types. The analogical ME plural/b6wkas/ 'books' illustrates one, and 
the imported alpbra the other. When /b6wkas/ first occurred, the 
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language already had a perfectly serviceable plural for the noun book: 
the inherited plural /bejl:j. The two forms /b6wkas/ and /bejl:/ were 
thus immediately in competition with each other: it did not make much 
practical difference whether a speaker said the one or the other, and it 
would have been very risky at the time to predict which of the two 
competing plurals would eventually survive and which-if either
would be lost. The word algebra, on the other hand, was brought to 
England along with the branch of mathematics to which it refers; 
there was no older form, with roughly the same meaning, to compete 
with it. 

It is clear that the factors which make for the survival or non
survival of an innovation are different in these two cases. Some of these 
factors are best discussed in the specific context of one or another 
mechanism of phylogenetic change; but some of them Can be dealt 
with in more general terms. 

46.2. Factors Favoring Survival. Languages differ as to the sort 
of welcome they offer innovations of various kinds, and within a single 
language this seems to change, through successive periods of history, 
much as do fashions of dress or etiquette . 

. Thus in ME times a large number of analogically formed regular 
plurals, like /b6wkas/, made their appearance and survived, the older 
irregular plurals dying out. In addition to books we may mention cows 
and days; the OE plural of the former would now be /kaj/ and of the 
latter /d6vz/. Regularized plurals still are to be heard from time to 
time--mans, sheeps, womans. The analogical basis for their appearance 
is with us-but they meet with a cold reception, and are not imitated 
by others save in a purely jocular way. Here, then, is one area in 
which there has been a change of fashion between ME times and the 
present. 

In another area, earlier English was unreceptive but the con
temporary language is hospitable. Phrasal compounds of the type of 
hOusekeeping, hOusekeeper, meat-eater, dressmaking have been Common for 
centuries. No doubt the pattern of relationship between singing or singer 
(used as nouns) and to sing (verb) has from time to time led speakers 
to use a phrasal compound verb like to meat-eat, but until recently such 
coinages, if they indeed occurred, did not spread into general usage. 
Today, however, forms like to hOusekeep, to babysit, to backbite are on the 
increase, both in variety and in frequency of occurrence. 
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The two examples above both involve innovations by analogy, but 
the phenomenon of fashion is just as apparent in connection with 
borrowing. In the nineteenth century a fashion of strong resistance to 
borrowed words developed lD Germany, at least in educated and 
official circles; the consequence, as we shall see later, was not the 
cessation of borrowing but an increase of borrowing of one kind rather 
than of others. At the opposite extreme, English and the Romance 
languages have long had the fashion of borrowing learned words from 
Latin and Greek; similarly, Japanese and Korean from Chinese, 
Persian from Arabic, and Turkish from Arabic and Persian. 

But to bring fashion into the picture is not to explain the matter, 
because we still have to account for the changes of fashion. On;this 
score little is known. A great many non-linguistic factors must playa 
part-the social standing of the innovator, the general conservatism 
or progressivism of the community in its attitude towards speech, and 
so on. Two more purely linguistic factors are suspected of having some 
bearing: the frequency of any older competing form, and the unobtrusive
MSS of the innovation. 

46.3. Frequency. One common consequence of analogical creation 
is that a morphophonemically irregular form is replaced by a more 
regular one: this is called analogical levelling. Other things being equal, 
irregular forms of high frequency are less apt to be so replaced than are 
rarer ones. Before discussing why this should be the case, let us give 
IlOme evidence. 

OE had more irregular verbs than does NE. Of those which have 
survived at all, a good many are now quite regular. Below are two 
lists of NE verbs which were irregular in OE. After each appears a 
figure, which indicates roughly the relative frequency of the word in 
NE: "1" means that the word is among the thousand most frequent in 
the language, "2" that it is the thousand next most frequent, and SO on. 
Those with no figure are not in the most frequent twenty thousand. 
Both lists were chosen at random: 

I. Irregular both in OE and in NE: 
bite 2, ride 1, rise 1, write l,fIy 1, choose 1, freeze 2, bind 2, drink 1, find 1, 
grind 2, sing 1, swim 2, run 1, swell2,fight 1, bear 1, steal 2, tear 1, break 1, 
come 1, speak 1, treat 2, eat 1, see 1, lie 1, sit 1, draw 1, stand 1, shake 1, 
slay 4. 
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II. Irregular in OE, regular in NE: 
glide 3,. bow 1, seethe 8, help 1, delve 12, melt 2, swallow 2, yield 2, yell 2, 
yelp 8, carve 3, smart 3, warp 5, thresh 5, mourn 2, spurn 5, quell 6, shear 4, 
fret 3, fare 2, bake 2, grave, wade 6, shave 4, wax ('grow'), flay 11, laugh 1, 
step 1, dread 2, fold 2, well (up). 

Of course there is overlap in the frequencies, but the average difference 
is too great to be ascribed to experimental error. 

To account for the bearing of frequency on analogical levelling, 
let us note that if an irregular form is frequently used, a child learning 
his native language will hear it many times, and may never come out 
with any analogically produced regular altemant. Even if he does, 
he probably already knows the inherited irregular form and may reject 
his own innovation. For a rarer irregular form this argument applies in 
reverse. This is doubtless part of the story; the rest turns on the other 
factor-unobtrusiveness, which will be discussed in a moment. 

Under some circumstances, extreme rarity may preserve an irregu
larity instead of helping to lose it. The process, however, is quite 
different. The words spake (past tense of speak) and beholden still occur 
from time to time; it would seem that the rarity and irregularity of the 
forms constitute an integral factor in their peculiar archaic flavor, and 
it is because of the latter that the forms are used. 

46.4. Unobtrusiveness. A highly divergent innovation often 
achieves temporary popularity precisely because it stands out so 
sharply against the backdrop of ordinary speech. Often such extreme 
forms count as slang, and we have already seen (§37.6) that a slang 
form tends to die out rapidly: its punch is lost through overuse and some 
new innovation takes its place. 

For this reason, less obtrusive innovations are more likely to survive 
as part of the ordinary machinery of the language. Today we fluctuate 
between the plurals hoofs and hooves, roofs and rOODes, laths and paths 
with /Os/ or /"6z/. In the light of this, an innovating plural chieves or 
handkerchieves might escape notice. 

Similarly, we must suspect that when the analogical regular plurals 
/b6wkas/ and /kuws/ (or /kuwz/) 'cows' were first uttered in ME 
times, they were inconspicuous because of the large numbers of con
flicting patterns for plural-formation in ME and the large numbers of 
nouns for which more than one plural was in use. People were attuned 
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to a good deal of fluctuation, and understood what they heard without 
paying much attention to the speaker's selection of one or another of 
about equally common variants. 

The rarity of a form, up to a point, similarly makes for unobtrusive
ness of a competing innovation: this is the rest of the story of the 
bearing of frequency on analogical levelling. Two mans is conspic
uous because we hear men dozens of times a day. But of the pair 
macrodonts and macrodonta, neither stands out as noticeably queerer 
than the other. 

A new formation may be inconspicuous because it occurs in an 
environment which is itself novel or otherwise striking. The past tense 
of sit is always sat, but the new phrasal compound to babysit yields either 
babysat or Mbysttted. In the Romance languages, a number of irregularly 
inflected simple verbs underlie derivations, formed with a prefix, which 
have been partly or wholly regularized. The imperative of Spanish 
diciT 'to say, speak' is irregularly di, but that of bendeciT 'to bless' is 
bendice, quite regular. The extreme example is Spanish iT 'to go', which 
is highly irregular; yet subiT 'to go up, ascend' is a completely regular 
verb of the so-called "third conjugation." 

It would seem that an innovation brought about by sound change is 
always completely unobtrusive, so that, if it does not survive, we cannot 
appeal to undue obtrusiveness as the reason. When OE unstressed lei 
and lal fell together, probably no one noticed the event. The "func
tional load" carried by this phonemic contrast had been very small: 
that is, hardly ever would a pair of utterances, both possible in the same 
practical situation, have differed only in that one had unstressed lei 
while the other had unstressed la/. But in making this generalization 
about innovations through sound change, we must remember that 
there may have been untold hundreds of such innovations, in the last 
thousand years of English, of which we have no record because they 
were abortive-that is, they affected some small community, but did 
not spread, and the surviving older pattern in due time covered them 
up even in the village or region originally affected. In the nature of the 

. case, we cannot know how blatantly obtrusive these abortive innova
tions may have been. 

Occasionally, of course, an innovation survives where neither of the 
favoring conditions we have discussed can have been operative. This 
underscores the importance of non-linguistic factors which escape our 
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observation. German Kaiser 'emperor' and Russian /carl/ with much 
the same meaning are ultimately loans from late Latin caesar; the latter 
was originally the name of a particular Roman, Gaius Julius Caesar. 
A change of meaning" such as that of Latin Caesar (man's name) to 
caesar 'ruler, emperor,' takes place by a sort of analogy; at first the new 
meaning must have been a striking novelty. Our word whore formerly 
meant 'dear' (compare the cognate Latin carus 'dear'); its first appli
cation in what is now the only meaning must have been similarly 
striking. 

46.5. Factors Favoring Non-Survival. When two forms-1!ay an 
inheriil:d one and an innovation-are in competition, then the non
survival of one of them may simply be the negative aspect of the 
survival of the other. Of course, sometimes both survive indefinitely. 
When this happens, we usually find that some semantic distinction has 
arisen, so that, in effect, they have ceased to be in competition. Wrought 
and sodden are old past partiCiples of the verbs work and seethe; we now 
use worked and seethed ordinarily, wrought and sodden only in special 
transferred senses or in fixed phrases (What hath God wrought?). Shade 
and shadow are from a single OE noun (§44.4); in ME some of the 
inflected forms developed a long stem vowel /av / while others kept 
the short /a/, and then the paradigm was filled out analogically for 
each shape of the stem. Had there not been some semantic differenti
ation, probably by now we would be using only one of the words, the 
other being lost (like the plural /bejl:/) or surviving only in special 
contexts (like wrought). In the case of mead and meadow, which have a 
parallel history, the former is indeed largely confined to poetic usage. 
The competition between the Norman French loans beef, veal, pork, 
mutton and the inherited native English words ox, calf, swine, sheep did 
not lead to the loss of either set; the semantic differentiation which 
helped to retain them all is discussed by Sir Walter Scott i~ a famous 
passage in Ivanhoe. 

But a form may also be lost when there is no special competing form. 
The principal cause of such obsolescence is change in conditions of 
living, which removes the need for the word. We still have many words 
referring to horse-drawn vehicles and related matters, but they are 
used much less than formerly, and in another generation or so some of 
them may be dead. 

Various sorts of taboo may lead to the non-use of a form. More often, 
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the form which disappears is not the tabooed word itself (some of our 
"Anglo-Saxon monosyllables" are extremely hardy), but words which 
are similar in phonemic shape. The .animal names rooster and donkey 
are now far commoner in American English than cock and ass; earlier 
English and French both had a word for 'rabbit' 'which has disappeared, 
save perhaps in local dialects, because of its similarity to a tabooed 
word of sexual reference. 

Finally, one of two words sometimes disappears because the two have 
come to have the same shape (homonyms), despite distinct meanings, 
and misunderstandings and embarrassment accompany the continued 
use of both. OE Ilre·tan/ 'to permit' and Ilettan/ 'to prevent' both 
became late ME /Iet/ by sound change. That one or the other should 
have virtually died out is understandable, but- it is hard to see why it 
was the word meaning 'to prevent' rather than the other. The OE 
words for 'plow' and 'portion' both come to us as share; in the former 
sense we now use plow or at least the compound plowshare, though we 
do not know in just what context the homonyms would give rise to 
confusion. In one region of southern France the Latin words for 
'rooster' and for 'cat' would both come down as Igat/, but this shape 
is actually in use only for 'cat'; various other forms have been adopted 
for the meaning 'rooster.' In this case we can see, in part, why one 
rather than the other should have survived: /gat/ 'rooster' would stand 
isola~ed, whereas /gat/ 'cat' is accompanied by a number of derivatives 
with related meanings. 

46.6. The Extinction of a Language. The extinction of a language, 
or of its dialects in some isolated region, is quite a different matter 
from the obsolescence of a single word. 

The Germanic conquerors of Normandy in the 9th and 10th cen
turies lost their Germanic speech and took on French; when some of 
them proceeded in the 11 th century to conquer England, they ulti
mately. lost what had become their language (French), and took on 
English. This is, of course, not necessarily the fate of a politically 
ascendant language. A number of American Indian languages have 
disappeared, even though their speakers were not all slaughtered. A 
number of others, such as Navaho, Ojibwa, and many in Mexico and 
further south, show no signs of losing ground; yet we can hardly 
expect them in the future to supplant the ascendant languages im
ported from Europe. ~ languages of European immigrants to the 
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United States are often quite vigorous for a generation or so, but most 
of them are now on the wane. 

While it is thus quite impossible to state in any general terms the 
conditions under which one of twb competing languages will survive, 
we do know something of what takes place when a loss is occurring. 
Fifty-odd years ago many Norwegians settled in the United States, 
particularly in Wisconsin and Iowa. At the start, most of them were 
monolingual in Norwegian, or, at most, could use a little English for 
highly practical purposes. The second generation once again included 
some such monolinguals, but also many who knew both Norwegian 
and English, using the former in the home, the latter, for example, in 
school. In succeeding generations the proportion of bilinguals to mono
lingual Norwegians increased, and also, of the bilinguals, those whose 
"preferred" language was English grew more numerous and those 
whose "preferred" language was Norwegian grew rarer. As of today, 
monolingual Norwegians are very rare and usually are of the oldest 
surviving generation; the youngest generation includes many who are 
virtually monolingual in English. If nothing happens to interfere with 
the trend, in another half-century Norwegian will have disappeared 
altogether in these communities. 

Such a very slow community-wise shift from one language to another 
is obviously very fertile ground for the borrowing of forms from one 
language into the other, but the abandonment of the one language and 
the adoption of the other is not in itself a manifestation of borrowing. 

NOTES 

New terms: innovation versus spread and survival; history of a form 
(etymology) versus history of a system (language, dialect, idiolect); competi
tion of forms; frequency and unobtrusiveness as factoI:S in survival; analogical 
levelling of morphophonemic irregularities. 

The frequency figures for NE verbs in §46.3 are taken from the 
Thorndike Century Senior Dictionary. On the extinction of languages, see 
Swadesh 1948; for Norwegian in the United States, Haugen 1953. 
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THE CONDITIONS for 

BORROWING 

47.1. From our discussion of §46 we see that borrowing stands some
what apart from the other mechanisms of phylogenetic change: any of 
the mechanisms can bring about an innovation, but if the innovation 
survives and spreads to other speakers only borrowing can be responsi
ble. It is therefore especially important for us to understand the condi
tions under which borrowing is likely to occur. 

Whenever two idiolects come into contact, one or both may be modi
fied. In face-to-face communication, either speaker may imitate some 
feature of the other's speech; when the contact is indirect, as in reading, 
the influence can of course paiS only in one direction. The feature which 
is imitated is called the model; the idiolect (or language) in which the 
model occurs, or the speaker of that idiolect, is called the donor; the 
idiolect (or language) which acquires something new in the process is 
the borrowing idiolect (or language). The process itself is called "borrow
ing," but this terin requires some caution. Thus, that which is "bor
rowed" does not have to be paid back; the donor makes no sacrifice 
and does not have to be asked for permission. Indeed, nothing changes 
hands: the donor goes on speaking as before, and only the borrower's 
speech is altered. 

From our definition, we see that the conditions for borrowing are 
present constantly, as a natural accompaniment of every use of language 
except genuine soliloquy. In the contact of idiolects A and B, the 
chances that borrowing will actually occur depend on several factors, 
one of which is the degree of similarity of A and B. If the two idiolects 
402 • 
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are very similar, borrowing is unlikely, since neither speaker is apt to 
use any form unknown to the other. If A and B are so divergent that 
the speakers cannot understand each other, borrowing is equally un
likely. Between the two extremes we find the situations in which bor
rowing is more probable. In practice, these situations can be classed 
roughly into two types. In one type, the two idiolects share a com
mon core (§39); under these conditions we speak of dialect borrowing. 
In the other, there is no common core but rather some degree of 
bilingualism or semi bilingualism (§38.3); in this case we speak of 
language borrowing. 

47.2. Individual and Mass Effect. A single act of borrowing ai
fects, in the first instance, only· the borrowing idiolect. This is in itself 
important for linguistic ontogeny; borrowing is presumably the most 
important mechanism by which an idiolect continues to change during 
adult life. But if such a single act of borrowing were not followed or 
accompanied by others, it could lead to no measurable results in the 
later history of the language as a whole. If I take a fancy to the French 
word ivrogne, and start to use it in my English, my idiolect is modified. 
The future of the hnguage is not affected unless others imitate me, so 
that the newly imported word passes into more or less general usage and 
is transmitted to subsequent generations. This would be more probable 
if a number of speakers cf English who knew some French were, at 
more or less the same time, to start using the French word in their 
English. Such mass importation from another dialect or language is 
very common, and in historical linguistics is the kind of borrowing that 
illterests us most. 

Consequently, it is customary to speak loosely of a "sinJle" borrow
ing even in cases where thousands of individual acts of borrowing from 
one idiolect to another must have been involved. Thus we say that the 
Latin word vinum h~~ been borrowed into English JUSf twice (not 
thousands of times); once into pre-English, giving OE /wl·n/, NE wine; 
later, via Norman Fren~h, giving ME /vljna/, NE vine. Even if the 
factor mentioned in the preceding paragraph were not operative, this 
sort of mass-statistical approach would be forced \lpon us by the limi
tations of our documentary evidence. 

47.3. Conditions for Borrowing. The mere contact of idiolects A 
and B does not guarantee that one will borrow from the other. For a 
borrowing to occur. say from B to A, two conditions must be met; 
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(t) The speaker of A must. understand, or think: he understands, the 
particular utterance in idiolect B which contains the model. 

(2) The speaker of A must have some motive, overt or covert, for the 
borrowing. 

The first condition need not detain us long. Our reference must be to 
apparent rather than genuiDe understanding, because in many known 
instances there is really some measure of misunderstanding. An amusing 
example is the following. In the Philippines, the names of saints are 
often bestowed on infants. After World War II, one child was named 
Abt.lMs, supposedly the name of the patron saint of the United States. 
The child's father had repeatedly heard American soldiers, in moments 
of emotional stress, call on this saint: San Ababls. 

The second is more difficult. We cannot profit from idle speculation 
about the psychology of borrowers, but must confine ourselves to such 
overt evidence as is at hand. This may lead us to miss some motives of 
importance, but we can be much surer of those which we do discern. 
These are two in number: prestige and need-filling . 

• 1... TIae Prestige Motive. People emulate those whom they ad
mire, in speech-pattern as well as in other respects. European immi
grants to the United States introduce many English expressions into 
their speech, partly for other reasons, but partly because English is the 
important language of the country. Upper- and middle-class English
men, in the days after the Norman Conquest, learned French and used 
,French expressions in their English because French was the language 
of the new rulers of the country, Bobby-soxers imitate, in one way or 
another, the latest and most popular radio or TV sin!er. 

Sometimes the motive is somewhat different: the imitator does not 
necessarily admire those whom he Imitates, but wishes to be identified 
with them ahd thus be treated as they. are. The results are not distin
pisbabJe, and we can leave to psychologists the sorting out of fine 
lIhades of difference. 

However, there is one negative variety of prestige which must not be 
overlooked: that of conformity with the majority. Naturally, this is 
more operative under some social conditions than others. A child 
moved at an early school age from one part of the United States to 
another changes his style of English in the direction of that of his new 
age-mates in school and playground. This is not necessarily through 
direct imitation of some single outstanding playmate, but simply be-
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because it is discomforting to be in the minority. Here, as often, different 
prestige models may disagree. The child's parents and teachers prob
ably say John aNi 1 are going, while the predominant usage of the child's 
age--mates is Me aNi John are going. For a time, at least, the drive for 
conformity within the age group is apt to take precedence. 

The prestige motive is constantly operative in dialect borrowing; it 
becomes important in language borrowing only under special condi
tions. When speakers of two different languages live intermingled in a 
single region, usually one of the languages is that spoken by those in 
power: this is the upper or domintJnt language, and the other is the lower. 
Such a state of affairs has most often been brought about by invasion 
and conquest, more rarely by peaceful migration. In the long ron one 
or the other language may disappear, but the factors which determine 
which will survive seem to be so subtle and complex as to escape 
accurate observation (§46.6). In the meantime, however, the prestige 
factor leads to extensive borrowing from the dominant l~e into the 
lower. Borrowing in the other direction is much more limited and 
largely ascribable to the other principal motive. 

47.5. The Need-FilIiaIMotive. The most obvioWl other motive for 
borrowing is to fill a gap in the borrowing idiolect. 

We can imagine a British. sailing-vessel in China waters in the 
earliest days of the China trade, manned by a mixed crew. A Chinese 
crewman notices a cloud-formation on the horizon and in terror cries 
out his word for the kind of storm that impends. After the storm, the 
English-speaking members of the crew are all too willing to admit that 
it is unlike anything in their previous experience and needs its own 
name; they adopt the Chinese word ""MM. 

Thus new experiences, new objects and practices, bring new words 
into a language. It does not matter whether the new objects and prac
tices come to the community, by way of what anthropo1pgists call 
diffusion, or the community goes to the new objects and practices, by 
way of migration; the result is the same. Tea, coJlee, lobauo, sugar, cocoa, 
e/weolatl, 1omato have spread all over the world in recent times, along 
with the objects to which the words refer. Typhoons and monsoons 
have not spread, but direct or indirect experience with them has. 

Among the nc;rr things which migraats -or conquerors encounter are 
natural and arlficial topographical features, and place-names are 
often passed down from the earlier inhabitants of a region to later 
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arrivals. Slavic place-names in eastern Germany, such as Berlin, 
Leipzig, Dresden, Breslau, attest the earlier presence of Slavic-speaking 
peoples in that region. Vienna, Paris, and London are of Celtic origin. 
Schuylkill, Catskill, Harlem, The Bowery were taken from Dutch into 
English when New Amsterdam became New York. Michigan 'big 
lake,' Wisconsin 'where it is cold,' Chicago 'skunk weed,' Illinois 'man,' 
Oshkosh 'claw,' Mississippi 'big river,' and many others, are Algonquian; 
these were names of lakes, rivers, and Indian settlements before they 
became by transfer the names of cities and states. 

Immigrants to the United States in the last seventy-five years have 
drawn heavily on English for new words, pardy on the prestige bam 
and pardy for need-filling purposes: the two motives must often be 
mingled, and we cannot always say which was more important in a 
given instance. In exchange, however, American English has acquired 
only a sparse scattering of need-filling loans from the various languages 
of the immigrants: delicatessen, hamburger, wiener, zwieback from immi
grant German, chile con carne, tortilla from Mexican Spanish, spaghetti, 
ravioli, pizza, grinder (sandwich) from Italian (the last perhaps from 
grande 'big one'), chow mein, chop suey from Chinese-to stick to the 
sphere of humble foodstuffs. More elevated loans from these languages 
have usually entered English via other routes: the immigrants are not 
responsible for Zeitgeist, Weltanschauung (German, philosophy), allegro, 
andante, sonata, piccolo (Italian, music), demi-plie, grand plie, barre, 
arabesque (French, ballet). 

Our examples of borrowing under the need-filling motive have been 
of borrowing from one language to another. But the same variety of 
borrowing takes place constantly among the dialects of a single lan
guage. American baseball, or something much like it, was first played 
in this country about a century ago in cities on the e!st coast; a similar 
game is. reported from earlier in England. The game spread in an 
accelerating fashion through the United States, and its terminology 
"Spread along with it, though both game and terminology underwent 
modifications from time to time. (Of course both game and terminology 
have now alSo spread to certain other speech communities, Japan and 
Central America in particular.) Expressions like corn pone, corn bread, 
spoon brltlli are known wherever the types of food ate prepared, but 
seem to have got their start in the South. , 

If a local dialect gains ascendancy for political and economic 
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reasons, then one expects extensive borrowing from that dialect for 
prestige reasons, but forms borrowed into the ascendant dialect have 
to be explained-and usually, if the records are not too scanty, explana
tion on the need-filling basis is possible. When the ascendant ME of 
London imported the words vat, vixen, and perhaps vane (as in weather 
vane) from the local dialects of the south and east, it was borrowing 
words that occurred mainly in cultural contexts of little importance in 
city life. The words may have been carried to London by Kentish 
tradesmen who settled in the city, or, at least in the case of vixen and 
perhaps in that of vane, might have been picked up by London aristo
crats while on hunts in the south. 

NOTES 

New terms: the model, the donor, and the borrowing idiolect (or dialect 
or language); dialect borrowing versus language borrowing; prestige motive 
and need-filling motive for borrowing; upper or dominant versus lower 
language; diffusion. 

In this and the next two sections we follow Bloomfield 1933 chapters 
25-27, but incorporate the newer and closer-fitting elaboration of 
Haugen 1950. An excellent and thorough recent study of all phases and 
types of borrowing is Weinreich 1953, with an exhaustive bibliography. 

The persistent rumor that American baseball was invented by 
Abner Doubleday in Cooperstown, N. Y., is now considered false; see 
Menke 1953. The rumor that chop suey was invented in New Orleans, 
not in China, may have some truth in it-the dish in its present form 
may have spread through the United States from New Orleans-but 
the term chop suey is from Cantonese, in which language it designates 
a common type of prepared food, similar to if not identical with what 
we call by the term. 
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'8.1. The examples of borrowing given in §47 involve in most cases 
the development of an idiom-be it word or phrase-in one language or 
dialect on the basis of one already current in another. There are 
aeveral different ways in which this can come about, and there are also 
known or suspected cases of borrowing of other than lexical items. In 
this section we shall sort these out, and also specify the kinds of phylo
genetic change that can be brought about, directly or indirectly, by the 
different kinds of borrowing. 

Whenever the need-filling motive plays a part, the borrower is being 
confronted with some new object or practice for which he needs words. 
Under these conditions it does not always happen that the borrower 
imports bodily the words already used by the donor; in fact, three 
rather distinct things may happen, giving rise respectively to lo_ds, 
locnshifts, and lotmblmds. 

"-2. Loaaworda. The borrower may adopt the donor's WQrd along 
with the object or practice: the new form in the borrower's speech is 
thena/~. 

The acquisition of a loanword constitutes in itself a lexical change 
(144), and probably we should say that it constitutes or entails a 

. -aemantic change. A shape change is sometimes involved at least in the 
JCDSe that a shape theretofore "uninhabited" (§34.4) by any form may 
have been brought into use. English acquisition of wUrw /wijDQr/ 
involved no such change, since the language already had a morpheme 
represented by the shape lwijn/ and several morphemes represented 
by au1Iixed /..Qr/. Our acquisition of ollegto /aI6grow/, on the other 
hand. entailed a abape cI:aaDge of the type just described. 
4()8 
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Other kinds of phylogenetic change are not directly implied by a 
siugIe new importation, but they may come about as the result of a 
whole wave of loanwords from some single IIOW'Ce, along the following 
lines: 

GrIlfll11Ulliud cllrm6e. ME acquired a large number of Norman-French 
adjectives containing the derivational suffix wh1ch is now -ablel.ible: 
._ble, tx&USable, DtZriable, and others. At first, each of these whole 
words must have functioned in English as a single morpheme. But 
English had also borrowed some of the verbs which in French underlay 
the adjectives, and in due time there came to be a large enough number 
of pairs of borrowed words for the recurrent termination to take on the 
function of a derivational affix in English. This is shown by the subse-. 
quent use of the suffix with native English stems: bearable, eatable, 
tLrinkable (the stems tracing back to OE lberan/, letan/, IdrUlJum/). 

At a much earlier time, before the migration of our Germanic. 
speaking ancestors into England from the Continent, pre.English 
borrowed a good many Latin words which included the suffix ...anus 'he 
who has to do with such·and.such,' together with some of the Latin 
words which underlay derivational formations with this suffix. From 
these borrowed words, a suffix paralleling the Latin -iirius was in due 
time peeled out, and used on native as well as imported stems: OE 
Iwfi::Ynerel 'wagoner.' Within OE the affix was extended to use with 
vo-b stems: Ira·ferel 'robber,' Irz·derel 'reader,' Iwrl·terel 'writer,' 
from the stems of Ira·fuml 'to rob,' /rz·danl 'to read,' Iwri·tan/'to 
write.' This is the source of our NE agentive affix -tr. 

In both of these examples it is to be noted that the derivational affix 
was not borrowed as such: it occurred as an integral part of various 
whole words, and only the latter were actually borrowed. Apparently 
we can generalize on this point: ~ds are almost always jue jorms 
(words or phrases); bound forms are borrowed as such only with 
extreme rarity. The generalization is not perfect, though, as shown by 
the occasional occurrence of a form like English cute,"" /kjuwt+hljt/ 
'bit of cute behavior or speech,' where the German affix./wit has been 
imported bodily and added to the English word cute. 

AIterMti® CiumKe. Our learnM vocabulary, borrowed directly or 
indirectly from Latin and Greek, includes a good number of words like 
dI.IhIm : doIa, p"-nnentm : p"-nnmtJ. tnDtrix : matrius. What bas hap. 
pened here is that we have borrowed both the singular and the plural 
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forms of the word, using the singular as an English singular and the 
plural as the matching English plural. Since English already had the 
inflectional category of number, these importations do not imply any 
grammatical change, only additional patterns of alternation. In such 
cases there is usually competition between the imported and native 
patterns. Most of us tend to use data as a singular "mass-noun," like 
milk, saying this data is • • . rather than these data are . . .. Doublet 
plurals in competition are even commoner: matrixes /mejtriksaz/ and 
matrices jmejtrasijzj, automata and automatons, gladioluses and gladioli. 
One cannot safely predict which alternative in such a case will in the 
end win out; currently, in English, the imported plural has a more 
learned connotation than the native one. The extension of an imported 
pattern of plural-formation to a native word is much rarer, but some 
sociologists and psychologists have been heard to say /pr6wsesljz/ for 
processes; presumably this is supported by the erudite connotation of the 
foreign-style plural. 

Phonemic and Phonetic Change. The first few members of a community 
to use a word from another language, or from a highly divergent 
dialect of their own, may imitate the pronunciation of the model 
accurately. Any isolated borrowing which spreads into general usage, 
however, is unlikely to retain its foreign pronunciation if that in any 
way goes against the pronunciation habits of the borrowers. Such an 
isolated loan in English is the Maori name Ngaio, which in Maori 
begins with a dorsa-velar nasal. The English pronunciation is /najow/ 
or /a1Jgajow/. Some of us pronounce initial /ts/ in tsetse fly, tsar; most, 
however, begin the words with /z/. Even French words like rouge, 
garage, mirage, probably end more commonly. in English with /J/ than 
with /'7./. 

However, it would seem that a great flood of loanwords from some 
single source, involving many bilinguals as the channel for the borrow
ings and with a major prestige factor, can have some strildng conse
quences in articulatory habits. The stock example, once again, is the 
irtfluence of Norman French on English: it was through this influence 
that English acquired initial /v z J/, and, consequently, the phonemic 
contrast between /v/ and /f/, /z/ and /s/. Although classic, the 
instance is not isolated. A number of studies have shown how thor
oughly the phonemic systems of several Latin American Indian 
languages have been transformed via Spanish loans; for example, 
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Quechua probably had only a three-vowel system /i a u/ before the 
arrival of the Spaniards, but now, by virtue of completely assimilated 
loans from Spanish, has a five-vowel system /i e a 0 u/. 

48.3. Loanshifts. When confronted with a new object or practice 
for which words are needed, the borrower may not accept the donor's 
words along with the new cultural item. Instead, he may s'omehow 
adapt material already in his own language. The precise adaptation, 
however, may be in one way or another patterned on the donor's 
verbal behavior. In any case, a new idiom arises, and since it arises 
under the impact of another linguistic system, it is a loanshift. 

The spread of Christianity into England in the 7th century carried 
many Latin words into OE as cultural loanwords: abbot, altar, canon, 
cowl, noon, pope, cap, sock, cook, to cite but a few. A few earlier loans 
were brought into more active use: church, bishop. But for some of the 
fundamental notions of the new religion, old Germanic words were 
used: God, heaven, hell were merely stripped of their heathen connota
tions and invested with the meanings described by the missionaries. 
The influence on the borrowing language is minimal in cases of this 
kind: the only change directly entailed is semantic. 

Portuguese grosseria means 'a rude remark.' But Portuguese immi
grants in the United States now use the word in the sense 'grocery 
(store)'; obviously the similarity in shape of the English word has 
played a part, but the result, once again, is a semantic change. Portu
guese livraria 'bookstore, library in a home' has similarly come to be 
used among the immigrants in the sense 'public library,' replacing 
the usual Portuguese word biblioteca; the responsible mQ<iel is the 
English word library. 

If the model is a form with two different ranges of usage, only one 
of which is matched by a form in the borrowing language, the borrower 
may extend his native form to the other range of usage of the model. 
Yiddish has a form ver 'who?' (interrogative) and another form vos 'who' 
(relative). On the basis of the range of usage of English who, some 
Yiddish speakers in this country will say der ments ver iz do instead of der 
ments 110s iz do for 'the man who is here.' The complementary extension of 
vos into ver territory might be expected, but is not on record. Immigrant 
German has a new verb gleichen 'to be fond of,' formed from gleich 'like' 
on the basis of the verbal use of English like. The Greek word aitta had 
two ranges of meaning, 'cause' and 'fault, blame'; a verb derived from 
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it, aitidtmtai, came to mean 'I charge, accuse.' The Greek term for the 
case of a noun '1.UICd as object of a verb was aitiQIiU jJl8sis <the case per
taining to what is caused or affected'; the Roman grammarians made a 
loanshift extension of the stem of the Latin verb acciisii 'I accuse,' and 
coined acciisitiDUs as the Latin equivalent of the Greek grammatical term. 

If the model in the donor language is a composite form, then the 
borrower may build a parallel composite form out of native raw' 
material: the result is a loan-translation. English ~e of convmiltl&t: 
and that goes withouJ saying are loan-translations from French; long time 
no see and can do (as affirmative response to a request) are loan-transla
tions, with some distortion, from Chinese; loanword is a loan-translation 
from German LeJmwort. American immigrant Portuguese responder para 
was is a loan-translation of English to talk back; immigrant Norwegian 
leggja av 'to discharge' is based on English lay oJI. French presqu'tle and 
German Halbinsel are modeled on Latin paeninsula ('almost-island' = 
'peninsula'); French gratte-ciel and Spanish rascacielos are both modeled 
on English skyscraper. 

If all borrowing is a phase of what anthropologists call diffusion, then 
the acquisition of loanshifts is an instance of the particular kind called 
stimulus-diffusion: a member of a borrowing community gets the general 
notion for something from some donor community, but works out the 
details himself. Good nonlinguistic examples are to be found in the 
histo.ry of writing. The Latin alphabet spread into England and was 
adapted for the writing of English in the 7th century; this was ordinary 
diffusion. Mpch later, the Cherokee Indian Sequoia got the general 
notion of a writing-system from Europeans, but worked out the details 
of his system for Cherokee, including many of the shapes of the indi
vidual graphic symbols, on his own. 

l..oanshlfts involve lexical and semantic change, and in some cases 
may lead to minor grammatical change. The latter is eHected if the 
literal following of a foreign model in the creation of a new idiom gives 
rise to some type of construction previously alien to the borrowing 
language. The English pattern of two nouns in succession, the second 
attributive to the first, as in operation Coronet, seems to have come in from 
French in this way. Other kinds of phylogenetic change are probably 
DOt brought about by this particular type of borrowing. ".f. Leanbleada. A loanblend is a new idiom devcloped. in the 
borrowing situation., ill which both the loanword and the IoaDsbift 
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mechanisms are involved: the borrower imports part of the model and 
replaces part of it by something already in his own language. 

American immigrant Portuguese borrows English IxIarder as btwdIJ: 
the Item, bord-, is imported from English, but the agentive IIUffix ..". 
is replaced by the structurally and semantically comparable Portuguese 
element -0. The same immigrants use alvachus 'overshoes' and al_ozes 
'overalls'; the initial 41- is recurrent in Portuguese. Pennsylvania 
German changes bossy to bassig, funrry to formig, tricky to tricksig, replac
ing the English adjective-forming -y by the similar German -ig. Simi
larly, Pennsylvania German bockabuch 'pocketbook' borrows the first 
word of the phrasal compound but replaces the second part. 

An interesting case is the common substandard English c/uzise lounge, 
where the first word of the French model c/uzise longue 'long upholstered 
chair of a certain kind' is imported, but the second part is mistranslated 
so as to seem to make sense. 

Records of earlier borrowings often do not permit us to determine 
whether a hybrid word is the result of loanblending at the time of 
borrowing or a later coinage of native and well-assimilated foreign 
elements. In most of the above examples we have reason to believe 
that loanblending was involved. In the ~se of English Wk41ill, and 
bearable (§48.2) we have documentary evidence to show that they were 
later hybrid formations. But in many other instances we cannot be sure. 

48.5. Pronunciation Borrowinl. If a speaker imitates someone 
else's pronunciation of a word which is already familiar to the borrower, 
we may speak of pronunciation borrowing. Usually the donor and borrow
ing idiolects are mutually intelligible, and the motive is prestige. A 
Southerner who comes to the North and begins to say /grijsij/ instead 
of /grfjzij/ is borrowing a pronunciation. A Middle-Westerner who 
goes East and begins to say /mli:rij/, /hZrij/, /k~ij/ instead of 
/merij/, /herij/, /kerij/ (marry, Harry, carry) is doing the same thing. 

Something like this may have been involved in some of the instances 
in which earlier Latin loans in OE, surviving in ME times, were 
replaced by later loans via NOrmaIl French. OE had /fers/ 'verse, 
and jkre·kas/ 'Greeks,' which doubtless survived into the ME period. 
The later borrowings, via Norman French, had initial /v-/ and /gr-/, 
but were otherwise quite similar in sound to the other forma. A speaker 
who abandoned the /f-/ and /kr-/ forms in favor of the /v-/ and /gr-/ 
torms may simply have been changing his pronunciation of what Wal 
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in effect a single word in each case. The same may have been true as 
ME /giv/ 'give,' from Scandinavian, supplanted the inherited form 
/jfv/. 

A style of pronunciation can also be imitated, usually for prestige 
reasons, without' specific reference to a particular word. Modem 
Castilian Spanish /6/ was formerly a spirant of the general type of [s]; 
the change to [6] is said to have arisen because the king had a lisp, 
which others found it advisable to imitate. 

Pronunciation borrowing of this sort can operate across language 
boundaries. A few centuries ago the languages of Western Europe all 
had a phoneme of the /r/ type, pronounced as a tongue-tip tap or trill. 
Today, upper-class French and German both generally Use a uvular 
trill, or, in certain environments in German, a centering glide; British 
English uses the latter or has lost the /r/ altogether in non-prevocalic 
position; the Russian military caste in training during the first decade 
or so of the 20th century likewise use the uvular trill. In current French 
and German the tongue-tip trill is rustic; in English any pronunciation 
of non-prevocalic /r/ is substandard or American. The story behind 
this is apparently that of the spread of a fashion of pronunciation 
among the more educated and privileged classes in the various coun
tries, which of course had a good deal of contact with each other and 
included many individuals who spoke more than one of the languages. 

There are other geographical areas in which certain features of 
pronunciation recur in unrelated or only distantly related languages, 
and though we lack historical records we can suspect a similar cause. 
For example, glottalized stops and affricates are found in languages of 
the most varied affiliations in a large region of aboriginal North 
America, centering on the Northwest Coast; many of the languages of 
southern Mexico have tones; both Indo-European and Dravidian 
languages in India have retroflex consonants. 

48.6. Grammatical Borrowing. We have seen that grammatical 
change can be brought about indirectly by borrowing-via sets of 
related loanwords. There is some doubt that grammatical change can 
result from borrowing from another language in any other way, but the 
issue 'is not settled. We shall consider two cases. 

Our definition of "grammatical change" is "change in the gram
matical core" (§44.1). The grammatical core includes, among other 
things, forms which we collectively call "functots" (§31.2), and some 
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functors are separate words. If a functor in one language should 
be borrowed into another as a loanword, retaining its functorial 
status, then we might naturally expect the immediate consequence 
to be a grammatical change in the borrowing language-albeit a 
minor one. 

This has happened in the history of English. Scandinavian loans into 
OE include many of the most everyday sort: sky, skin, skill, scrape, scrub, 
bask, whisk, skirt, kid, get, give, gild, egg, gift, hale, reindeer, swain, plow, 
bloom ('flower') are merely representative. Among these Scandinavian 
words are the following functors: they, their, them, both, same, till, fro, 
though. The modern third person singular ending of verbs (/z s az/) 
may also be of Scandinavian origin: OE had endings involving /6/, 
which still survive in archaizing English (goeth, singeth, doeth, doth). 

However, we cannot be certain that the importation of these words 
entailed essential grammatical change. OE had its own functors with 
just the functions of those listed above: for example, /hi·/ 'they,' /hfra/ 
'their,' /him/ 'them.' In ME the descendants of these OE forms were 
in competition with the Scandinavian borrowings. Chaucer used they 
as the subject form, but hir (her, hire, here) and hem otherwise. Our cur
rent unstressed form /am/, as in hit 'em, belongs descriptively with the 
full form them, but historically is a survival of OE /him/. It would seem 
that, rather than involving any grammatical change, the borrowing of 
the Scandinavian functors merely presented speakers with alternative 
shapes for certain morphemes. In shape, modern they stems from Scan
dinavian; but in grammatical function it is just as much a continuation of 
OE /hr.; as NE he is of OE /he·/. 

This argument about English does not settle the issue, because at 
other times and places more direct grammatical borrowing may have 
occurred, even if the phenomenon is rare. In certain areas, unrelated 
or only distantly related languages seem to share key grammatical 
features which can hardly have developed in complete independence. 
Turkish, Armenian, Georgian, Ossetic, and several other languages of 
the Caucasus and vicinity all show the following phenomenon in their 
noun inflection: a plural base is formed from the singular stem by the 
addition of a suffix; the cases of the plural are then produced by adding, 
to the plural base, just the same suffixes used in the singular. At least. 
for Georgian and Ossetic we have historical evidence showing that 
some centuries ago the number and case situation was otherwise. The 
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actual endings do not point to borrowing, but the system seems to have 
spread fro:rn one language to another. 

NOTES 

New terms: IfJlJJlllJOf'd, lotznshilt (including the special case loan-translo
liM), loan6lmd; prfnUl.tl&ialion 6orrowing; and, if such occurs, gr~ 
6orroUJing. 

An excellent report of the impact of one language (Spanish) on 
phonetic and phonemic habits in another (Zoque) is given in Wonderly 
1946. 

Problem. Look up each of the following words in the New Englislt 
/Ntionary (also called the Oxfortl), and determine the origin of each 

. and the date of its first attested appearance in English. Other diction
aries will orten give the former item of information but not the latter: 

algebra, bungalow, burnoose, caboose, calaboose, chair, Eskimo, 
ginaeng, jungle, kaolin, kayak, moose, monsoon, mongoose, piccolo, 
scrape, skirt, acandal, scan, scarp, skunk, sandhi, safari, snoop, stoop 
(in front of a house), table, trombone, totem, taboo, vest, cheese, 
wine, cap, sock, noon, pope, red. 
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ADAPTATION and IMPACT 

.,.1. Adaptation. ana: a borrowed word has been thoroughly 
"naturalized," its sublequent history is like that of any form already in 
the.language. OE /p6'pa/ 'pope' was a Latin loan, while /stf)·n/ was 
inherited; but the BOund change that has .lrod from the shape /st6·n/ to 
modern /at6wn/ has changed OE /p6.pa/ in the same way to /p6wp/. 
French state, _", _MIl" came into ME with stressed /i"/, alao found 
at the time in such inherited words as /ni"'f1l9/ 'name,' jlAvb/ 'sbake,' 
/bft"&/ 'bathe'; we now have /ej/ in all these words. 

The fact just illustrated is sometimes obscured by "borrowing: the 
example of OE /f&s/ 'verse,' replaced by the later loan from Norman 
French, is a case in point (148.5). In this instance the documentary 
evidence clearly shows the reborrowing and the replacement; this 
supports us in believing that the same sort of thing must have happened 
in many other instances, where direct evidence is lacking. 

However, during the period of importation, the shape of an incoming 
word is subject to more haphazard variation. Different borrowers will 
imitate a foreign word in slightly different wats- Monolinguals to 
whom the word is passed on will alter its shape even more, though not 
always in the same direction. This modiiicadoo of the shape of the 
incoming word is called fIIl4ptation: usually it leads to a shape more in 
keeping with the inheritecj pronunciation habits of the borrowers, 
though, as we have seen, the latter may alao be altered. 

The buifeting-about of the incoming word often results, in the end, 
in a single surviving and fixed shape, but sometimes two or more shapes 
become more or less equally naturalized and survive, side by side, in 
competition. Thus,.age has three CUl'l'CDt pronunciations: IprfAvf./, 

417 
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/gara'j/, and /#riJ/, the last primarily British. In the future, one of 
these may spread at the expense of the other two until finally only one 
survives. 

If a language or dialect takes only scattered loans from a single donor, 
one is not apt to find any great consistency in the adaptation. The few 
English words from Chinese, such as chDp suey, chow mein, typhoon, amah, 
kow tow, entered English at various periods and from different Chinese 
dialects, and show no regularity of correspondence with the shapes of 
the Chinese models. 

On the other hand, if many loanwords come from a single source 
over a relatively short period, there may develop a/asmon of adaptation. 
which then makes for greater consistency in the treatment of further 
loans from the same source. The Normans, later the North French, had 
such a fashion for the importation of learned loans from book or clerical 
Latin. English borrowed many of the words which had come into 
French from Latin in this way, and in time developed its own fashion 
of adaptation for words taken directly from Latin: this fashion stemmed 
from the earlier French habit plus what happened to French words 
when they were imported into English. Procrastination came into English 
directly from Latin; it does not occur in older French, yet has just the 
shape it would have had if it had been borrowed via French. Indeed, 
we are now able to make up new English words from Latin (or Latin
ized Greek) raw materials, even where Latin or Greek did not have 
the word, and the shapes taken by the coinages depend ultimately on 
the fashions of adaptation just mentioned: eventual, immoral, fragmen
tary, telegraph, telephone, siderodromophobia 'fear of railroads.' 

Japanese and Korean went through periods of very easy and regular 
borrowing from Chinese. Chinese nouns were borrowed as nouns, with 
predictable modifications of shape. Chinese verbs were also borrowed, 
but were made into Japanese or Korean verbs only l=!y virtue of an 
established fashion of loan blending: the borrowed verb was used as the 
first element of a compound, the second element being the stem of a 
native verb of very general meaning (Japanese suru 'to do,' Korean 
ha- 'todo, make, say'). Thus Chinese sansan bu 'to take a stroll' is actu
ally reduplicated verb plus object; Japanese has the loanblend sanson
busuru for the same meaning. The use of the native verb stem renders 
easy the addition of the inflectional apparatus of Japanese and,Korean 
-something lacking in the Chinese prototypes. 
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A comparable fashion of loan blending has developed in Persian for ' 
the accommodation of verbs borrowed from Arabic. Arabic, on the 
other hand, though currently it accepts western scientific and tech
nological nouns with ease, has developed no simple pattern for the in
troduction of the necessary verbs (titrate, anastomose); some specialists 
seem to feel that this has slowed down the technological development 
of the Arabic-speaking countries. ' 

Detailed knowledge of a language which is a constant source of 
learned and technical loans, combined with a kind of veneration of the 
culture of its speakers, can produce a type of "bilingual purism." When 
classical erudition was at its height in England, a word like soci~lngy, the 
first halffrom Latin and the second half from Greek, would have been 
eyed askance. The technical terms morpheme, phonemics, morphemics, 
allophone, allomorph are all English, and none the less so because the 
stems and affixes which participate in them were once carried into 
English from Greek. The bilingual purist, of which there are still a few, 
frowns on these words: the proper "Greek" forms would be mnrphome, 
phonematics, morphomatics, allelophone, allelomorph. As in other matters 
of correctness (§1.2), we are free to agree or dissent; but it should be 
recognized that the bilingual purist pursues an unattainable ideal. His 
knowledge of the languages from which English has borrowed is in
evitably limited. He objects to morpheme b~cause he knows Greek; he 
passes in silence over the equally "objectionable" cxpression The 
Mississippi River because he does not know that, when literally trans
lated from Fox, this expression becomes The Big River River. 

49.2. The Impact of Borrowing on a Language. In theory, 
one language might influence another so drastically that subsequent 
scholarship would be unable to determine which of the two had played 
the role of borrower and which that of sourcc. English, despite its 
tremendously heavy load of French loans, is really a very poor candi
date for this theoretical possibility: the grammatical cores of ME and 
NE trace back uninterruptedly to that of DE. A more serious con
tender is modern Albanian, in which there are so many loans from 
Latin, Romance, Greek, Slavic, and Turkish that only a few hundred 
"original" Albanian stems are still in use. This delayed scholarly 
recognition of the historical status of the language, but it was at last 
demonstrated that Albanian constitutes an independent branch of the 
Indo-European family. The best current example is Vietnamese: some 
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dolars believe that it is basically Khmer, with a heavy overlay of 
loans from Thai, while other specialists believe just the reverse. 

As was pointed out in 146.2, the receptivity of a language to loan
worda changes, fashionwise, with the passage of time. In the nine
teenth century, a fashion of· strong resistance to loanwords devel
oped. in educated and official circles in Germany; the consequence, 
however, was largely an increase in the nwnber of loanshifts and 
loanblends. 

To the historian, the English words chair and table are loanwords as oj 
a urlain date, while, as of that date, stone, bench, and pope are not. Viewed 
descriptively, of course, all five of these words are today simply ordinary 
English. In some instances, however, the vocabulary of a language can 
be divided, even on a purely descriptive basis, roughly into two por
tions, the elements in one portion showing certain features of morpho
phonemic or grammatical behavior not shown by those in the other; 
and one of the portions may in fact be comprised largely of relatively 
recent loanwords. Sometimes it does not even require the critical eye of 
the specialist to make this analysis. Despite the fashion of rejection, 
German contains a good many loanwords; but even the educated 
German layman seems to be aware of their status. They follow divergent 
patterns of stress and, to some extent, of consonantism and vocalism, 
which mark them off from the ordinary vocabulary. Whenever some 
portion of the vocabulary has such clear marking, then even in syn
chronic discussion, it can properly be called the foreign vocabulary of the 
language. 

Foreign vocabularies are not found exclusively in the "zruyor" lan
guages of civilization. A certain number of Me_mini words differ from 
the bulk of the vocabulary in their morphophonemic behavior and, in 
part, in phonemic shape. 'Many of these are loans from Ojibwa, and 
others were coined within Menomini to resemble the actual loans. The 
aet includes one verb, /anohki'w/ 'to work,' a number of ordinary 
nouns like /ko·hko·h/ 'pig' (ultimately from French, but directly from 
Ojibwa), and, interestingly, many personal names. In the absence of 
documentary records, we do not know the circumstances attending the 
borrowing of these words. 

49.3. Pidgins, Artificial Langaaga, and Creoles. So-called pidgitu 
represent the most extreme results of borrowing known to us. 

During the expansion 0( Europe and the development of worldwide 
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trade by European merchants, circumstances often arose in which it 
was essential for Europeans and others to communicate, neither know
ing anything of the language of the other. This happened, for enunple, 
in the China trade. In a desperate attempt to be understood the British 
or Yankee merchant would often speak artificial "broken English" or 
"baby talk," on the mistaken assumption that it was easier for the 
Chinese to understand. The Chinese would make an equally desperate 
effort, imitating the already badly distorted English. Mter enough of 
such give-and-take, conventions became established, and there had 
evolved what in this case is known as Chinese Pidgin English. The English 
word pidgin, used in the designation of Chinese Pidgin English and of 
other languages which have arisen in the same way, is a borrowing into 
English from Chinese Pidgin English; the latter, in turn, got the word 
from English business. A number of other pidgins are known, many but 
not all based on English. 

The most important thing descriptivt:ly about a pidgin is that it is a 
language. Despite the circumstances of its origin, once it is well estab
lished a pidgin has a life of its own. The native speaker of English cannot 
today make himself understood in an English-based pidgin merely by 
mixing up his grammar and pronouncing his words in some personally 
invented "simplified" way. The task of mastering a pidgin must be 
approached with the same degree of seriousness involved in the success-
ful learning of any other language. . 

And yet any pidgin, as long as it continues to be that, has certain 
peculiarities not to be found in other languages. The chief of these is 
extremely high redundancy. The phonemic system is loose, so that 
great variation in actual pronunciation-even to the point of several 
phonemic ally distinct shapes for many morphemes-can occur without 
necessarily impairing understanding. The grammar is as regular as is 
that of any language, and not necessarily simple. The vocabulary is 
normally small, designed primarily for the handling of trade negotia
tions and for the conveying of practical commands from master to 
servant or of reports in the opposite direction. Yet, by sufficient para
phrase, almost any meaning can be expressed. Furthermore, a pidgin 
can increase its vocabulary by the same means available to "nonnal" 
languages--particularly, of course, by continued borrowing. In many 
parts of Melanesia, where there are literally hundreds of distinct native 
languages, the widest imaginable variety of activities in the realIJil of 
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politics, sport, -literature, religion, and education are conducted in 
Melanesian Pidgin English. 

It was at one time thought that, for example, Chinese Pidgin English 
was simply "English vocabulary with simplified pronunciation and 
Chinese grammar." This is not the case. Its vocabulary, true enough, 
is largely English, but a few Chinese words are to be found, and a 
scattering of words from other sources (e.g., Spanish and Portuguese). 
We have already commented on the pronunciation. The grammar, 
however, is in actuality no more Chinese than English. A point-by
point comparison of the grammatical patterns of Chinese Pidgin Eng
lish with those of English and of Chinese shows that in most cases the 
Pidgin has followed a pattern which is roughly comparable in English 
and in Chinese--for example, the habit of using a sequence of two 
nouns, the first attributive to the second, which is a common habit in 
English and even commoner in Chinese. In a few cases a Chinese pat
tern not paralleled b)( anything of importance in English is included, 
but in a few cases the reverse holds. Finally, in a few instances the 
pidgin has struck out on its own and developed patterns not closely 
matched in either Chinese or English. 

It may at first seem strange to turn from pidgins to artificial or "in
vented" languages, but shortly we shall see that the discussion of the 
latter belongs here. In origin, to be sure, an artificial language is seem
ingly different from a pidgin: a pidgin arises under the pressure of 
practical circumstances in a bilingual situation, while an artificial 
language is invented by a scholar sitting quietly in his study. A good 
many such artificial languages have been devised, largely in Europe, in 
the past hundred years. Most of them have had no real life outside the 
brains of their inventors and a few devotees; but one, Esperanto, has 
gone further. To the inventor of an artificial language, the process of in
vention may seem like a manifestation of his own free will; looked at 
from outside, however, we see that the inventor's decisions are based on 
his own habits of speech, his knowledge, accurate or' inaccurate, of 
various other languages, and his general understanding or misunder
standing of how language works. It is no accident that most of the last 
hundred years' crop of artificial languages, including Esperanto, are 
clearly classifiable as European languages in their semantics, their gram
mar, and their phonology. If an investigation of Esperanto were carried 
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on by specialists who were ignorant of its origin, they would class it as 
an aberrant form of Romance. They might even venture the guess that 
the features which render it aberrant were due to pidginization. This 
guess would not be far wrong, for the process of inventing actually in
volves a continual borrowing of forms and features from this, that, or the 
other natural language, with irregular and unpredictable distortions of 
shape. 

The resemblance goes even further. A pidgin, by definition, is 
nobody's native language: it is learned by linguistic adults as a second 
language. The same is true of an artificial language. Thus both lack the 
layer of childish forms and usages found in every natural language 
and passed down from one generation of children to the next, and also 
the special nursery forms used between adults and children as the latter 
are learning to speak. However, in some cases communities composed 
of individuals· of divers first languages have taken a pidgin as their 
common language, and have raised children for whom it is native. 
When this happens, we cease to call the language a pidgin, and say 
that it is creolized. Creolization quickly fills out a pidgin with childish 
and nursery forms: the difference should not be underestimated. There 
are several examples of creoles in the Caribbean area, spoken largely 
lty the descendants of escaped Negro slaves. As of 1955, Melaflesian 
Pidgin English shows clear signs of incipient creolization, though no 
one can know how far the process will carry. An artificial language 
which has really been learned by adults of differing first languages can 
be crcolized in just the same way, and with comparable results. This 
has happened, to some extent, to Esperanto. 

In this context, if anywhere, one might expect mention of a genuine 
"mixed language." Yet the most recent studies suggest that no such 
language exists. Haitian Creole French is highly aberrant, and yet is 
properly classifiable as a variety of North French. Chinese Pidgin Eng
lish is an extreme type of English, not of Chinese. Melanesian Pidgin 
English is likewise a variety of English, not of any of the many languages 
of Melanesia. One simple test of this is the relative ease with which 
different people can learn a given pidgin or creole. Any native speaker 
of English can learn to understand and read Chinese Pidgin English 
in a relatively short time, provided that he takes the matter seriously. 
The task is much harder for the Chinese. 
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NOTES 

New terms: adaptation; reborrowing; fashion of adaptation; impact of 
borrowing; foreign vocabulary as a synchronically observable phenomenon. 
Pidgin, artificial ianguage, and creole; creolization. Note the pattern by 
which "pidgin" and "creole" are used in the designations of specific 
languages of the sort: X-Pidgin-Y or X-Creo(e-Y means a pidgin or 
creole based on Y as the dominant language which has supplied at 
least the bulk of the vocabulary, with X, or the languages of the X 
region, as the most important second contributing factor. 

The most extensive and useful recent studies of pidgins and creoles 
have been made by Hall (1943, 1944, 1953). The comparison of the 
grammatical pattern of Chinese Pidgin English with those of Chinese 
and of English was made by Hall and the present writer, and has not 
been published in full. On artificial languages, Guerard 1922. 

Problem. Each of the following is a specimen of a pidgin; the speci
mens are given in only a quasi-phonemic notation, since the precise 
details are not known. In both, English is involved as one of the con
tributing languages, but one is English Pidgin X and the other is X 
Pidgin English. Which is which? 

(1) k6m na [nij-sej. m[j sre g[j juw wan sanij fow juw de njam. 
'Come inside. I'll give you something to eat.' 

(2) hejlow najk kamtaks. '1 don't understand.' 
ka majka mltlajt? 'Where do you live?' 
jreka klretawa k6wpa lrepij k6wpa Mk k6wpa b6wt. 'He wades 
to the boat.' 



50· 

ANALOGICAL CREATION 

50.1. It has been said that whenever a person speaks, he is either 
mimicking or analogizing. Often we cannot know which is the case. 
A few years ago we might have heard someone say shmoos, under circum
stances which led us to believe that he had never said it before. We 
would still not know, however, whether he had previously heard the 
plural form shmoos, or had heard only the singular shmoo and was 
coining the plural on his own. 

When we hear a fairly long and involved utterance which is evidently 
not a direct quotation, we can be reasonably certain that analogy 
is at work (§36.2). There is even more certainty when a speaker 
produces some form which deviates from what he could have heard 
from others. Examples are especially common in the speech of children. 
Regularized plurals, like mans and sheeps, probably are produced by 
every English-speaking child. Clothes (usually pronounced /kI6wz/) is 
today an isolated plural; one child supplied the singular /kl6w/. 
Interpretation of singulars ending in /z/ or /s/ as though they were 
plurals is likewise common. What's a poy? (§34.3) is one instance. 
Another is the following. At breakfast, a woman said Daddy, please pass 
the cheese. Her small daughter then said Mummy, I want a chee too. 

Having frequently heard his father say Don't interrup(t), one boy 
returned the admonition in the form Daddy! You're Interring up! On the 
basis of look at /I&at/ this, some children have said I'm tooketing. As a 
five-year-old girl was improperly sliding from her chair to go under he 
lunch table, her parents said Don't disappear; she continued the motion, 
saying I'm dissing a peer. When told You must behave, a child may reply 
I'm being haivt. One child used bate as the past tense of heat (= 'flnish 
first'); compare our approved eat : ate. Four planes overhead are in a 
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formation; two planes are therefore in a twomation. '\Then it was more 
excessively hot than would warrant the comment It's too hot, one child 
said It's three hot. (AIl of these instances are attested.) 

Adults produce forms like these too, but they are more apt to be 
received either as slips of the tongue, perhaps through weariness, or 
as feeble attempts at humor. Examples of the former are the writer's 
I could eat a whole nother apple, or what he has twice caught himself 
saying after answering the phone: It's for she. An example of the latter 
is You're looking very coulh and kempt today. 

In all the cases so far cited, a clear analogical basis for the coinage 
can be discerned. A whole nother apple, thus, solves a phonemic proportion 
like 

a big apple 
a second apple 
another apple 

It's for she is based on sets like 

a whole b,ig apple 
a whole second apple 
X. 

John is wanted on the phone 
You are wanted on the phone 
She is wanted on the phone 

It's for John 
It's for you 
X. 

For some novel forms, however, we cannot find any such basis. No 
doubt this is often due to our lack of detailed information about the 
workings of the language, but when due allowance is made for this 
an unexplained residue still remains. It is because of this that the various 
minor mechanisms of change, named anti illustrated in §45.5, must be 
recognized. For the same reason, the aphorism with which we began this 
section cannot be wholly accepted: speaking turns largely on mimicking 
and analogizing, but not completely. 

The ordinary kind of analogical innovation, which is illustrated by 
.most of our examples so far, can bring about most, but not all, of the 
kinds of phylogenetic change. The two kinds which do not seem to result 
are phonemic and phonetic change, but these are effected by a some
what divergent variety of analogy to which we shall turn in the next 
section. 

50.2. Grammatical and Shape Change through Analogy. In OE 
vast numbers of nouru; were identical in shape in the nominative and 
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accusative: always in the plural, always for singular neuter nouns, and 
. quite often for singular masculines and feminines. By early ME titt;les, 
the two cases had fallen together save in pronouns. In part, this was due 
to sound change, which had led to homonymy of some paired nomina
tives and accusatives which were distinct in OE. But in part we must 
ascribe the loss to analogical levelling (§46.3). We see the beginning of 
the loss already in OE, where some nouns fluctuated between two shapes 
for the accusative: /kwc·n/ 'queen' appeared in the accusative singular 
sometimes as /kwc·ne/ but sometimes as Ikwc·n/, the latter form identi
cal with the nominative. 

In this example, analogy leads to shape changes, and ultimately to a 
grammatical change, since an inflectional distinction is lost. 

The ME coining of regular plurals like cows, books, days implies shape 
change and alternation change, the latter mainly by way of loss of 
some earlier patterns of irregular alternation, but not any grammatical 
change, since the inflectional category of number remained. 

The predecessors of many current American dialects of the South lost 
word-final (that is, strictly speaking, prejunctural) /d/ after /n/ and 
/1/, by sound change, so t'tdtJind became /fa-n/, found became /f<i:wn/, 
old yielded /6wl/, and told yielded /t6wl/. The /d/ has in part been 
restored by borrowing from dialects which did not experience the loss, 
and in words of a certain type it has generally been restored by analogy: 
namely, words in which the final /d/ is the only mark of the diflerence 
between past tense (or participle) and present tense of a verb. Thus 
many Southerners currently say /fivn/Jind, /6wlj old, /fxwn/ found, 
and ftowl/ told, where, in the latter two, the difference from the present 
tense is shown by a different vowel, but pronounce thc /d/ in /sind/ 
sinned, /b6-1d/ boiled. Here analogy has brought about shape change 
and alternation change; also, in a small way, phonemic change, in that 
certain arrangements of phonemes (the final dusters /nd/, /Id/) are 
restored to the system. 

The OE suffix /-ere/, ultimately a borrowing from Latin -iirius 
(§48.2), was for a long time added only to noun stems. But in OE there 
were a number of instances where a noun that underlay a formation in 
I-ere/ was paralleled by a verb: for example, /rfd/ 'spoils, booty,' with 
the derivative /ra·fere/ 'robber,' stood beside a verb /rIdian/ 'to de
spoil, rob.' On this basis, /-ere/ came to be added to verb stems where 
no parallel noun existed: /rx·dan/ 'to read' : /rx·dere/ 'reader.' It is 
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primarily in this latter function that the derivational affix has survived 
into N£ The change effected is grammatical. 

Examples of analogical innovations in syntax are harder to find, 
though .the mechanism surely works here as in morphology. The recent 
colloquial pattern Pm g9ing home and eat presumably stems from such 
proportions as the following: 

Pm going to go ho1Tll 
Pm going home 

Pm going to go home and eat 
x. 

The complexity of the part-of-speech system of NE (§26.4) stems 
largely from the fact that in each of the basic paradigms (nominal, 
verbal, and adjectival) the bare stem is itself a free form. In OE the 
inflectional patterns were more elaborate: with little trouble, OE in
flected stems can simply be classed as nouns, verbs, or adjectives. The 
more complicated inflectional apparatus of OE was stripped away, bit 
by bit, partly by sound change and partly by analogy, until even in 
ME there were only vestiges. This process left some homonymous nouns 
and verbs, related in meanin~ in one way or another. On the basis of 
those, many words which in OE had been only noun, or only verb, were 
analogically extended to the other range of use; quite similarly for 
nouns and adjectives, verbs and adjectives, and any of these and some 
types of particles. The ultimate outcome was a grammatical restructur
ing of the first order. Literary Tudor English, as in the works 01 Shake
speare, incorporated freer and more extensive interchange than is cus
tomary now: one could ooppy a friend, malice or foot an enemy, jail an ax 
on someone's neck, speak or act easy, jree, excellent; speak of jair instead 
of beauty, of a pale instead of pallor; a he was freely a man, and a ihe a 
woman (the fairest she he has yet beheld); one could askance one's eyes, and 
speak of the backward (the backward and abyss of time), or of a seldom 
pleasure. Much of this was poetic play with the potentialities of the 
grammar of the time, but it goes beyond what is now usual. In the 
intervening centuries the newer and more elaborate part-of.speech sys-

. tem of the language has beeome stabilized. 
5O.S. Back-Formation and Recutting. We saw in our original set 

of examples from children that analogy sometimes leads to the peeling
out of a form shorter than that which previously was current: boys is to 
boy as cheese is to ,bu. This particular version of analogy is called bttck
formation. 
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Back-formation leads to a new construction in the case of keeper : 
keep ; ; singer; sing : ; hOusekeeper; X; or a recording oj that sOflk : lei's record 
t/ult song : : a tape-recording of that song : X. Given enough. composite 
verbs consisting of noun (or the like) plus simpler verb, like to housekeep, 
to tape-record, to CToss-rejer, new instances may arise other th.an through 
the back-formation which at first is their sole source. Again, we have a 
scattering of forms in which a noun precedes and modifies ~n adjective: 
fire-lIot, ice-cold, stone dead, and occasionally a new one is heard; some sort 
of back-formation may playa part here, though the details are not clear. 

Back-formation can also lead to lexical change, in the form of new 
morphemes. If ehee were to come into currency in the meaning 'piece of 
cheese,' or if cia 'individual garment' were established as the singular of 
clothes, we would have lexical change, though admittedly of a minor 
sort. Back-formation gave us our present singular nouns P~a and cherry 
(§34.3), and substandard a Chinee, a POTtugee. 

Akin to back-formation is recutting, where a form which historically 
has a morpheme boundary in one place is treated as thougl) the bound
ary were elsewhere. Lozenges is the plural of lozenge /lltzinJ/; but some 
people, having heard the plural oftener than the singular, consistently 
form a singular /lltzinje/, on the analogy of ideas: idea, sodO;s : soda, and 
the like. Mainly this seems to reshape morphemes rather than to bring 
new ones into existence. French argent /ad-an

/ 'silver' does not now end 
in /t/, but it used to, and the /t/ which appears today in the derivative 
argentier /adantje/ 'silversmith' belongs historically to the stem, not to 
tlle derivational affix (Latin aTgentum : argentiirius with Suffix -iirius). 
Since the loss, by sound change, of the /t/ of the underlyillg noun, the 
point of morpheme division in argentier has been shifted, and the re
shaped suffix -tier appears with stems that never had a final /t/: bijoutier 
'jeweler,' where bijou 'jewel' is an old loan from Breton bizz..n. The com
mon German abstract suffix -ktit is the result of the recutl:ing of forms 
where the older suffix -heit was preceded by a stem endin~ in a dorsal 
stop; -heit also survives, so that in this case, at least, lexi<:al or gram
matical change has been brought about, in that we have two suffixes 
where before there was but one. 

50.4. Rhythmically Conditioned Analogical Change. Because our 
records of earlier speech seldom indicate such matters as strl!ss, juncture, 
and intonation, we may forget that suprasegmental morphemes of 
various SOrt$ may playa part in analogica I change. 
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In §40.8 we mentioned the Rhode Island speaker who cites bother as 
/batsar/, father as /fa-tsar/, but who has /av/ in both words ordinarily 
when they occur at the center of the intonation, and /a/ in both 
ordinarily when they occur elsewhere. We may probably assume that at 
an earlier stage this dialect had the variation for father but not for 
bother. If so, then the development of intonation-center /bavtsar/ could 
have come about in the following way: 

not at center of 
intonation 
/fa"6ar/ 
/batsar/ 

at center of 
intonation 
/fav"6ar/ 
X. 

We can suspect that this type of conditioning played a part in many 
earlier developments in English; but the suspicion has to remain just 
that because of the inadequacy of our records. 

On the other hand, ·Ne do have some information about the stress
patterns of earlier English, and know that variations in the level of stress 
of certain words have given rise to analogical new forms. Between DE 
and ME, unstressed /-i~/ lost the /V and became /-ijj. This is shown 
by such words as DE /6·nli~/ 'only,' J\fE j6v nJij/. The DE first person 
singular pronoun, in the nominative, was /l~/, but this word, like our 
present personal pronouns, was in context sometimes stressed and some
times unstressed. The unstressed form, by the sound change already 
described, gave ME jijj. Then, on the analogy of words which con
sisted of the same vowels and consonants whether stressed or unstressed, 
the shape jijj was extended to stressed positions in the phrase, so that 
ME had two stressed forms, jie/ and ij/, In the ensuing competition 
the former finally disapp,earcd in Standard English; the latter has be
come our NE /aj/, which has in the meantime developed its own un
stressed byfOrms. 

The same sort of restressing of unstressed alternates accounts for our 
initial /'5/ in words like the, they, them, thou, thee, thy, that, those, this, these, 

• then, than, there. In fact, extension to stressed position of the pronunciation 
with an initial voiced spirant may have been the first appearance in 
English of a contrast between voiced and voiceless apical slit spirants, 
which in DE had been subphonemic variants of a single phoneme /6/. 
We cannot be sure of this, since it is also possible that the shortening of 
the medial doubled cluster /66j of DE (voiceless) first yielded a medial 
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contrast between short voiceless /8/ and short voiced /'6/. The facts 
are obscured by orthographic habits: never in the history of the lan
guage has there been any orthographic indication of the difference. In 
DE times two symbols were available, p and~, but since there was only 
one phoneme they were used interchangeably in all positions. After the 
Norman Conquest the digraph II! came into use, and to this day we "'Tite 
both /6/ and /6/ with lh-though now we would ha\'.::- good IlSC for a 
pair of distinct letters. 

NOTES 

New terms: back-formation and recutting. 
Tudor English: Abbott 1872. 
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FURTHER VARIETIES of 

ANALOGY 

51.1. Semantic Change through Analogy. The type of analogy 
which brings about semantic change is sometimes a bit different from 
those dealt with in the preceding section: in our proportional equations, 
we have to take into consideration the practical situation or the em~ 
tional connotations as well as the speech forms themselves. 

Until a few decades ago, house meant a structure with rooms and doors 
and windows, in which one could live and keep one's belongings; home 
meant one's place of residence and the kinfolk with whom one lived, 
together with the whole pattern of interpersonal relationships among 
the members of the family. Thus, to say Smith has a lovely house meant one 
thing, and was relatively colorless; to say Smith has a lovely home had far 
warmer connotations. Yet in some practical situations one might equally 
well make either remark. On this model, a real-estate salesman would 
replace a lovely new eight-rlJom house by a lovely new eight-room home, though 
referring in fact to a bare uninhabited structure. Events of this kind have 
led to a clear shift in the meaning of the word home. 

We can imagine similar circumstances in other cases. OE /mete/ 
meant 'food'; its lineal descendant meat now refers only to flesh food 
except in a few idioms like sweetmeats and meat and drink. ME bede 
/bevda/ meant 'prayer,' whereas its NE descendant bead means a pellet 
on a string. The German word Kop! 'head' formerly meant 'cup, 
bow!.' We know the general circumstances in which the meaning 
of XcqPI began to shift: texts from the end of the Middle Ages refer 
to warriors smashing the Xoplof an opponent. Likewise, the extension 
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of bede from 'prayer' to 'pellet on a string' seems to have occurred in 
the context of using a rosary as a mnemonic aid in praying: one counted 
one's bedes. 

51.2. Conflict of Analogies. In many a situation in which a person 
speaks, there are several models which might be followed, leading to 
different results. If a child knows sing : sang and swing: swung, as well as 
the regular pattern (sigh: sighed), he may, on first learning the word 
swim, coin as past-tense form either swam or swum or swimmed. Occa
sionally it happens that a speaker follows two models at once. Having 
hesitated between Don't shout so loud and Don't yell so loud, one may 
actually come out with Don't shell so loud or Don't yout so loud. (The first of 
these was actually observed by the writer.) If the result survives, it is 
called a blend. Blending has traditionally been regarded as a mecha
nism of change allied to, but not identical with, analogy-and has thus 
usually been classed with contamination, metanalysis, and other minor 
mechanisms (§45.5). But its kinship to ordinary analogy is perfectly 
clear. 

A number of NE words which appear in documents only in relatively 
recent centuries are believed to have originated as blends. Bash is first 
attested in 1641; it is perhaps a blend of bat and mash, both of which are 

.earlier. Clash (1500) may be from clap and crash or dash. Flare (1632) 
may be a blend of flame or fly and glare or bare, though there is also a 
possible Scandinavian source. Glimmer (1440) may be from gleam and 
shimmer. Smash (1778) may be from smack and mash. Crunkle, which the 
writer has seen only in the works of L. Frank Baum (published in the 
first quarter of the present century) is perhaps a blend of crinkle and 
crunch. Contemporary /skwusl is perhaps squash and push. 

Phrasal blends are sometimes to be observed. One child, for a period 
of months, said do it like this way, presumably blending like this and this 
way (similarly with that). Some syntactical constructions may have this 
origin, but there seem to be no sure examples. 

.51.S. Allophonic Analogy. In certain varieties of Caribbean Span
ish, the consonant /s/ when not followed by a vowel has been weakened 
by sound change to [h]-about like the English /h/ of he, hate. In some 
dialects this [h] is still a member of the /s/ phoneme, since there is no 
contrast: the [s]-like variety of the Is/ phoneme Occurs initially in the 
phrase and medially before a vowel, while the [h] occurs medially be· 
fore a consonant and at the end of a phrase. Thus what sounds like 
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[lasinimah] 'the souls' still ends phonemicaliy in lsi: Ilasanimas/, 
and what sounds like Ilahmucaeah] 'the girls' is still phonemi<;ally 
Ilasmucacas/· 

Note, however, that in these two phrases the article las appears in two 
allophonically different shapes, even if phonemically they are the same: 
[lah] before a word beginning with a consonant, and [las) before a word 
beginning with a vowel. 

Since many words in Caribbean Spanish are quite the same, alIo
phonically as well as phonemically, regardless of the shape of neighbor
ing words, some dialects of this type have developed a contrast between 
the [g}-like and the [h)-like sounds, giving rise to separate phonemes lsi 
and /h/ What happens is that the allophonic shape of a word fit for 
occurrence finally in a phrase, Of before a consonant, is analogically 
extended to use before a word beginning with a vowel: the shape [lah] 
comes to occur before words beginning with a vowel. Once this hap
pens, the two phrases given earlier have a new phonemic structure: 
Ilahanimahl and Ilahmucacahj. The intervocalic Ih/ of the former 
contrasts with an intervocalic Is/ in such a phrase as hacer laser/ 'to do' 
or la ciudad Ilasiudadl 'the city.' 

This type of analogical innovation is allophonic analogy. It differs 
essentially from the types which we have considered up to now, for, in. 
all of those, the smallest units with which we were concerned were 
phonemes. Extension of the regular English plural suffix to occurrence 
after man yields nothing new phonemically: not only is the cluster /nz/ 
not new, but even the whole shape of the regularized plural mans occurs 
in the language already (If he mans the boat, ... ). But in allophonic 
analogy one allophone of a phoneme comes to occur in positions previ
ously open only to some other allophone of the same phoneme, and a 
new phonemic contrast is thus created. 

Except for cases like the analogical restoration of final /Id/ and Ind/ 
in the English of the South (§50.2), which at least introduces a new 
(or older but lost) arrangement of phonemes, allophonic analogy seems to 
be the only kind that can bring about a phonemic change. If the con
trast between voiceless 101 and voiced /'61 did come into English first 
through the restressing of atonic words like this, that, the, then that event 
also constituted an instance of allophonic analogy, and the example 
belongs here rather than in §50A. 
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51.4. Analogy. aad Borrowing. Now that we have discussed analogy 
in some detail, it will be worthwhile to mention briefly certain ways in 
which analogy operates in conjunction with borrowing. 

The most obvious instance is in loan-translations (§48.3). The opera
tion of analogy in this case cuts acroSl! from one language (or dialect) to 
another, about as follows: 

French 
mariage 
ae 
convenaru:e 

English 
marriage 
of 
c onvenieru:e 

mariage de convenaru:e X. 

The bilingual, solving the propo.rtion, finds that X is marriage of con
venience. 

Analogy comes into play, secondly, when a regular fashion for the 
reshaping of words borrowed from some single donor has become estab
lished (§49.1): 

Latin 
actiiinem 
ajJlictionem 
separatiiinem 
procrastiniitionem 

English 
action /rekSan/ 
ajJliction /afUkSan/ 
separation /separejSan/ 
x. 

The first three forms are the accusatives of Latin nouns, known to the 
borrower, which obviously parallel the already existent English words 
on the right. The -tion- part of the first three Latin forms is matched by 
/-San/ in English: this will then likewise be so in the new borrowing. 
The final -em of the Latin forms is missing in the English: so will it be 
for the new borrowing. The Latin forms are accusatives, rather than the 
nominatives actiii, ajJlictio, separatiii; the new borrowing similarly turns on 
the accusative, which shows the terminal n of the stem, rather than on 
the nominative. The stress is regularly on the next to the last syllable 
in the Latin forms, and with equal regularity on the syllable before the 
/-San/ in the English. All of these cross-language patterns participate 
in determining what X shall be: procrastination /prowkrrestanejSanj. 

When a suffix or other bound form common to a number of borrow
ings from a single source is cut off and becomes productive (§48.2), we 
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again have the operation of analogy, but ill thls case the WGrds have 
already been assimilated, and the analogy involved does not cut aCl'Oll 
from one language to another. 

In dialec:t borrowing, an individual who is attempting to improve the 
outward symbols of his social status often develops regular habits-that 
is, analogies-for modifying his earlier pronunciations of words. Let us 
suppose that his natural speech involves the pronunciations /tuwn duwn 
nuw t6.wzdij/ for tune, dune, new. Tuesday, and that he comes to the con
clusion that /tjuwn djuwn njuw tjuwzdij/ are "better." He will make a 
conscious effort to use the initial clusters /tj- dj- nj-/, instead of his earlier 
simple consonants /t- d- n-/, and it often happens that the analogy will 
be carried too far. Thus one radio announcer regularly introduced a 
12:00 news program as /tSa warld a:t njuwn/, using /nj-/ in the word 
noon where no native speaker of a /tjuwn djuwn njuw/-dialect would. 
Such forms as /njuwn/ are called oVeTcorrections or hypeTUTbanisms. 

We can also class under this rubric certain forms in which language 
borrowing rather than dialect borrowing is involved. Speakers of 
English who know no French get some vague notion of the differences 
between French and English pronunciation, and may overcorrect the 
usual English /tejtati=jt/ tIle-a-lite to /tejtatej/, on the mistaken assump
tion that "in French you leave the final consonant off." Nor are foreign 
languages necessarily kept properly apart: the German actress's name 
Rlliner has sometimes been pseudo-Frenchified in English as /rajnijej/. 

NOTES 

New terms: blmd; iillloplwnic analogy; overcorrection or hyperurbanism. 
The examples of blends are taken largely from Sturtevant 1947. 

Sturtevant has more examples and some interesting discussion. 
Probkms. (1) Describe how it comes about that a college freshman 

Will write (or even speak, under some circumstances) the following: 

<a) Between you and I. 
(b) Everyone should get a square deal, no matter whom they are. 

(2) Can you find or invent an example of what might reasonably be 
called a ~tdismJ How about bJper-Brooklynest? 

(3) Thefollowing two problems have to do with change of meaning 
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through analogy. In each case we describe a sequence of events; the 
reader is to formulate in precise fashion the mechanism by which 'the 
events come about: 

(a) In the year 2019, the first Earth settlers on the edge of a vast 
plain on Venus find in the fields a srDa.n rodent-like creature, about four 
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inches long, with large ears, which they call aJlapple. Between 2019 and 
2069, the settlers drift westwards, reaching the mountains at the far 
edge of the plain by the latter date. As they move west, the rodents they 
encounter are gradually different, their ears growing progressively 
shorter and their bodies longer, so that in 2069 the people living 'by the 
mountains are accustomed to using the wordjlapple for a creature about 
ten inches long with very small ears. A man goes on a trip from the 
mountains to the east coast in 2069, and is much surprised to hear 
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those who stayed behind use the word jiapple for the small long-elU'e(i 
animal. 

(b) Figure 51.1 shows an outline map of a river-system dis
covered by the early explorers of the largest continent on Venus. 
Coutinho, with his party, first comes to the system at the point marked 
X on the map: he names the river he has discovered Tk New Amazon. 
Sanderson first encounters the system at the point marked Y: he names 
the river Tk New Mississippi. What subsequent events will determine 
the "proper" name of the river between point Z and point W? Is it 
geographical or cultural.o.....or both-that we cu~tomarily assert that the 
Missouri River flows into the Mississippi River jUst north of Saint Louis? 



THE NATURE of 

SOUND CHANGE 

52· 

52.1. We have now discussed all the known mechanisms of phylo
genetic change save one: sound change. 

In §44.8 we described sound change as a gradual change in habits of 
articulation and hearing, taking place constantly, but so slowly that no 
single individual would ever be aware that he might be passing on a 
manner of pronunciation different from that which he acquired as a 
child. This gradualness is extremely important. No one has yet ob
served sound change: we have only been able to detect it via its conse
quences. We shall see later that a more nC'arly direct observation would 
be theoretically possible, if impractical, but any ostensible report of 
such an observation so far must be discredited. 

For' example, observers have reported that in France today the 
difference between two nasal vowels, that ofjin, demain, craindre (jeDI, 
unrounded) and that of un, chncun, humble (jODI, rounded, but other
wise much like the first), is disappearing. Older-generation speakers 
keep the difference, but younger people are more and more using the 
former in words which used to have only the second; in time, it is sup
posed, the difference may disappear altogether. Now this is not sound 
change. The mechanism is borrowing, largely of the type which in 
§48.1 we called "pronunciation borrowing." Some words have two 
alternative phonemic shapes, one with le"l, the other with 10·1, and 
the stxapes with lenl are gaining ground, via borrowing, at the expense 
of those with 10nj. It is probable that sound change played a part in 
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getting the competition between these alternative forms started, but it 
is a serious mistake to confuse the two matters. 

52.2. How SoWld Change Comes About. When a person speaks, 
he aims his articulatory motions more or less accurately at one after 
another of a set of bull's-eyes, the allophones of the language. For ex
ample, if he says time to go, the first bull's-eye at which he aims can be 
described, in articulatory terms, as a relatively strong voiceless apico
alveolar stop with a considerable amount of aspiration. This allophone 
is a member of the English /t/ phoneme. If he says I forgot, the last 
bull's-eye aimed at is another member of the /t/ phoneme, but not the 
same one: in this case it is again a relatively strong voiceless apico
alveolar stop, but with less prominent aspiration. If he says doughnuts 
are good, the first bull's-eye is a relatively weak apico-alveolar stop, 
voiceless at its inception but with increasing vibration of the vocal 
cords until, as the stop closure is released, the voicing is strong. This 
bull's-eye, of course, belongs to the English /d/ phoneme. 

When another speaker of the language listens t-o what is being said, he 
listens for the successive allopl>ones, but he does not have to hear them 
all, under most conditions, in order to understand. The reason for this 
is one which we have discussed before: redundancy-allophones occur 
only in certain arrangements relative to each other,· so that a correct 
identification of any fair percentage of them leads, first, to a correct 
identification of the whole utterance and, subsequently, to the illusion 
that all of the allophones in the utterance have been heard quite 
clearly and distinctly. The hearer is charitable. If the speaker says 
time w go, but misses aim badly on the initial /t/, so that physically (as 
could be determined on a spectrogram) it is more like a /d/, the hearer 
will very often not even notice the discrepancy. 

This charity on the part of hearers leads the speaker to be quite 
sloppy in his aim most of the time. The shots intended for the initial-/tl 
allophone will be aimed in the general direction of that bull's-eye, but 

- will fall all about it-many quite close, some in the immediate vicinity, 
a few quite far away. If we were to collect and accurately measure a 
large sample of shots fired at the initial-/t/ bull's-eye, we should expect 
their distribution about the bull's-eye to be more or less as shown in 
Figure 52.1. Here, for simplicity, we pretend that a "miss" can be 
separatedfrom the bull's-eye only by falling to the "left" of it or to the 
ccright" of it; in actuality the matter is more complicated. 
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The dispersion of shots aimed at the initial./d/ allophone, or at any 
other, would give a similar graph. Now, since the initial./t/ and 
initial./d/ allophones have something in common, Jet Us graph to
gether the dispersion of shots aimed at these two bull's-eyes-Figure 
52.2. The composite graph shows two maxima, indicating that more 
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shots aimed at /d/ come close to that bull's-eye than at any given dis
tance from it, and similarly for /t/. It also shows that some shots in· 
tended as It/'s, and correctly so interpreted by the bearer. are phys
ically closer to the /d/ bull's-eye than some intended /d/'s, and vice 
versa. This does not mean that some intended and correctly understood 
/t/'s are "really" /d/,s. We have two matters to compare: the physical 
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properties of a given shot, as measurable by a spectrogram; and the 
phonemic classification of a given shot. The latter depends not on what 
the physical measurements show, but on what the hearer makes of it. 

Let us imagine a much larger and more complicated graph, which 
will provide for all the allophones of the language at once. Since bits of 
speech sound can differ from each other in a number of different ways, 
our large graph must have a good number of dimensions-not just the 
single horizontal dimension of the two simplified partial graphs in 
Figures 52.1 and 52.2. But it will show the disp'ersion of all shots aimed 
at all bull's-eyes, and in each case the actual shots will cluster around 
a single point, at which there will be a frequency maximum. 

We must now ask why it is proper to assume that of the shots aimed, 
for example, at the initial-/tl allophone, more will strike very close to 
the bull's-eye than at any distance from it. Why do we assume that the 
center of dispersion of actual shots is at the bull's-eye? In gunnery this 
is by no means the case. A gun crew can fire a succession of shells at a 
fixed target, aiming and correcting with great diligence, and yet find 
that the shell bursts have centered around a point at some distance from 
the intended target. Why should it be otherwise in the present context? 

The reason is simple to state, but will then require some supporting 
discussion. The center of dispersion of shots aimed' at a given allophone 
is squarely at the bull's-eye because the location of the former determines the 
location of the latter. 

To see !tow this is so, we must return to a consideration of the hearer, 
and then remember that any hearer is also, at times, a speaker, and 
that he hears his own speech. As a child learns a language, he learns to 
react differentially to utterances which are phonemic ally, and therefore 
allophonically, distinct. He acquires a set of acoustic and articulatory 
points of reference in terms of which he categorizes the incoming speech
signal when he is functioning as a hearer, and at which he aims his own 
articulation when he is functioning as a speaker-monitoring the result 

. because he hears what he says. The points of reference are the allo
phones of his idiolect. They can be determined for him only by the 
physical nature of the speech which he actually hears, first from others, 
later also from himself. If the speech of those about him has a frequency 
maximum at a certain position in the range of all possible speech sound, 
then he wiU develop a point of reference at precisely that position. The 
frequency-distribution of the physical characteristics of heard speech 
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becomes for him an exoectation distributicn: he expects shots to come close 
to the center of dispersion of preceding shots, and comes to interpret 
them as though they had even when they do not. In other words, the 
frequency maxima aTe the points of reference; both of these are the 
bull's-eyes towards which articulation aims; all three of these are the 
allophones of the language. 

One more factor must be considered before we show how all this is 
related to sound change. We must assume that the instances of the 
initial-/t/ allophone (for example) that an individual heard ten years 
ago carry less weight in determining the precise momentary state of his 
expectation distribution for this allophone than the instances which he 
heard yesterday. There is a sort of decay effect. As time passes, any given 
bit of heard speech makes a smaller and smaller contribution to the 
picture. On the other hand, new speech is constantly being heard, and 
is adding its relatively greater weight to the expectation distribution. 

Thus, if some speaker of English, over a period of years, were to hear 
a relatively large number of initial It/'s with unusually inconspicuous 
aspiration, his expectation distribution would be altered: the location 
of the frequency maximum would drift, and his own speech would 
undergo the same modification. We would not, of course, expect any 
single speaker of English to have such an experieuce. In general, indi
viduals who are in constant communication with each other will experi
ence essentially parallel changes in their expectation distributions, and, 
thus, also in their articulatory habits. 

It is just this sort of slow drifting about of expectation distributions, 
shared by people who are in constant communication, that we mean 
to subsume under the term "sound change." 

In order to see why we should believe that sound change, so defined, 
is constantly going on, we need only consider the vast multitudc of 
factors which can contribute to the determi.nation of the physical 
properties of any bit of heard speech. These physical properties depend 
only in part on the "speaker's intention." Before the sound reaches the 
inner ear of the hearer, other variables come into play. A list would 
have to include the following: the amount of moisture in the throat, 
nose, and mouth of the speaker, random currents in his central nervous 
system, muscular tics, muscle tonus, emotional state, possible presence 
of alcohol or drugs, the care with which the speaker is enunciating; the 
amount and nature of the extraneous noise which reaches the hearer 
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along with the speech signal; the condition of the hearer's outer ear 
(presence of wax or dirt), the amount of attention the hearer is giving 
to the speaker. The list could be extended. Since t~ physical proper
ties of each actually heard bit of speech in turn condition the expecta
tion distribution of the hearer-and thus his articulation and, ulti
mately, the expectation distribution of the whole community--every 
one of the factors we have named bears indirecdy on sound change. 
The situation is so complex that it is hard to imagine how sound change 
could not go on all the time. 

52.3. Sound Change and Other Mechanisms. In either borrowing 
or analogy (or in any of the minor mechanisms of change, §45.5), what 
happens in the first instance is a sudden event: a single speaker borrows a 
form from some other community, or creates a new form analogically; 
if it survives, ,it is because others do the same, or because others in turn 
borrow it from him. Sound change is not sudden, but very gradual and 
continuous; only certain of its consequences can, in a sense, be sudden. 

Borrowing and analogy can bring about marked reshaping of a 
single idiolect. Sound ch'ange, so far as we know, does not noticeably do 
this, though in theory we must assume it does. 

We may properly speak of a borrowing or of an analogical innovation. 
The phrase "sound change," on the other hand, is like the word 
"milk": we do not ordinarily speak of a milk, because the noun refers 
to a continuous mass, not (as do book and chair) to something which 
comes naturally in individuated hunks; and we cannot properly speak 
of a sound change for a similar reason. It is true that the expression "a 
sound change" occurs in the manuals of historical linguistics, but this is 
because the term is being used in senses for which we have reserved 
other terms: "a shape change," "a phonemic change." 

If we are lucky, we c~ observe an act of borrowing or an analogical 
innovation as it happens. Only indirect methods could show us sound 
change in progress. Suppose that over a period of fifty years we made, 
each month, a thousand accurate acoustic records of clearly identifiable 
initial It/'s and Id/'s, all from the members of a tight-knit community. 
At the end of the first five years we could compute and draw the curve 
representing the sixty thousand observations made up to that time: the 
resulting graph would be a reasonably accurate portrayal of this por
tion of the community'S expectation distribution. After another year, 
the first year's observations would be dropped, the sixth year's added, 
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and a new curve drawn. Each subsequent year the same operation 
would be performed. The resulting series of forty-six curves would show 
whatever drift had taken place. The drift might well not be in any 
determinate direction: the maxima might wander a bit further apart, 
then come closer again, and so on. Nevertheless, the drift thus shown 
would constitute sound change. 

At this point, before we proceed to describe how sound change can 
lead to modifications in the design of a language, it must be admitted 
that many scholars do not believe that it has any effect on language
design at all. These scholars use the' term "sound change," but they 
use it for other matters, not as we have defined and described it. They 
do not deny that sound change in our sense may go on, but they deny 
its relevance-particularly since, as asserted above, the direct observa
tion of sound change is impossible. They believe that it is futile to posit 
a process insusceptible to direct observation, and make that process 
explanatory for 9irectly observed events, at least if directly observable 
mechanisms can be made to explain the events. Instead of our sound 
change, they base their explanations largely on an especially intimate 
sort of borrowing between only slightly different dialects. 

On this subject there are not just two opposed opinions, but a whole 
spectrum of slightly differing points of view, merging imperceptibly into 
each other. The scholars involved use some of the same terms in 
minimally differing senses, so that the literature on the subject over the 
last eighty years is exceedingly difficult to follow. 

Although it would be improper to pass over these disagreements in 
silence, it would serve no purpose to complicate the present survey by 
trying to spell out all the different opinions in detail. The writer has 
tried to formulate a deScription of sound change and of its consequences 
which is consistent both within itself and also with the rest of the 
portrayal of language given in the book. 
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COALESCENCE and SPLIT 

53.1. From the description of sound change given in the preceding 
section, it should be clear that gradual random drift in pronunciation 
and hearing habits could go on indefinitely without leading to any 
notable consequences-in particular, without bringing about any re
structuring of the central subsystems of the language. So long as the 
frequency maxima of a community's expectation distribution merely 
wander about, there can be no results of any interest to us. But there 
are two things that sometimes occur, in the course of this meandering, 
which may have either immediate or delayed consequences. One of 
these is: two maxima drift closer together and finally coalesce. The other is: 
a single maximum splits into two, which then dntt apart. 

53.2. Two Maxima Coalesce. The consequences of coalescence de
pend on the status, relative to each other, of the two allophones. If the 
allophones are members of a single phoneme, and thus never in con
trast, their coalescence does nothing to the language. Careful phonetic 
examination reveals that the kind of initial /t/ which most of us ~se 
before a stressed vowel and the kind of final /t/ which we use after a 
stressed vowel are slightly different. If these minor differences were to 
disappear, the phonemic system of the language would not be affected. 
There are, indeed, some speakers for whom the two seem to be quite 
indistinguishable, at least by ordinary techniques of observation. 

But if the allophones are members of two different phonemes, their 
coalescence implies a phonemic change. This is clearest in the case 
where, before the coalescence, the two allophones stand in direct 
contrast. 

One example is the loss, in the English of the South, of the terminal 
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Idl in the clusters lId! and Ind/. What happened here, in phonetic 
terms, was a coalescence of the features typical of terminal Iidl and 11/, 
and of those typical of terminal Indl and In/: the resulting merged 
pronunciations clearly belong respectively to 11/ and In/. The pho
nemic change was that certa.in arrangements of phonemic units dis
appeared-the number of phonemes in the repertory was not reduced. 
Overt shape changes were brought about in that such pairs of words 
as field and feel, find and fine, hold and hole, came to be homonymous. 
Even now, when analogy has restored the Idl which marks past tense 
and participle (sinned, killed), and thus also restored the phonemic sys
tem to its earlier state, such pairs of words as field and feel remain 
homonyms. 

In other instances, the number of phonemic units in the stock is re
duced. For some group of French speakers, at some time in the past, 
somewhere in France (probably in the south), sound change led to the 
merger of all allophones of / eo/and all allophones of joo /: the system 
then included one fewer phoneme than before. The change of pro
nunciation apparently affected 100 1 more than leo/, presumably by 
way of progressive loss of rounding, for the single resulting unit seems 
to have been more similar to the /eo/ than to the 10·/ of those dialects 
which still retained the distinction. Speakers of the latter sort, whose 
phonemic patterns stilI maintained the distinction, would learn some 
words from speakers of the former, and thus pronounce some words 
with /e·/ which, were it not for the interdialectal borrowing, ought to 
have /o·/. For that matter, some speakers whose dialect had been 
directly affected by the change would restore the /e·/ : /0·/ contrast 
through pronunciation-borrowing from those who had not lost it. In 
this way, many words acquired competing pronunciations. It is only 
the last stage of this-the competition between alternative pronuncia
tions--which has been directly observed. But it is only the first stage 
which illustrates coalescence via sound change. 

A coalescence can bring about an immediate and drastic restructur
ing of a phonemic system, even though no other major change in 
pronunciation is involved. A striking example is a restructuring 
which was brought about in this way in late OE or early ME-per
haps, .in the London area, as late as the 13th century. Prior to the 
change, the stressed nuclei of the dialect seem to have been twelve 
in number: 
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Iii 
lei 
leel 

lui 
101 
lal 
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li'l 
le'l 
lee'l 

IU'1 
10'1 
la·l. 

Possibly there were still stressed nuclei Iy/ and Iy-/, but this does not 
materially change the picture. Sound change led to a complete merger 
of the short nuclei li4 and 16/. The long nuclei, and the four other 
short vowels, probably did not undergo striking change of pronuncia
tion, but their structural positions were altered; the new system was: 

Iii lui 
lei 101 

lal 

lijl 
lejl 
lev/ 

luw/ 
lowl 
lov/. 

(The la"l listed irl §43.3 was a later addition, as described in §45.2.) 
Thus earlier 18ztl 'that' and Ikrobbal 'crab' became 18atl and 
jkrabba/, both pronunciation and phonemic shape being altered; but 
the change of earlier Iklz'nGI 'clean' to IklewnGI and of earlier Ista·nl 
'stone' to Ist6vn/ was a phonemic restructuring which involved no 
change of pronunciation of those words. Their shapes were restructured 
because a change in any part of a phonemic system alters the structural 
position of every form in the language. (For this same reason, the validity 
of the example is not dependent on our particular way of phonemicizing 
the two stages of English-a way with which some scholars would 
disagree.) 

53.3. One Muimum Splits. A single allophone may split, and the 
resulting pair drift apart, only if the different directions of drift involve dis
tinct phonetic environments. 

Consider, for example, an English dialect (imaginary if not real) in 
which initial It/ before a stressed vowel and final /tl after a stressed 
vowel are quite indistinguishable. This means that the same allophone 
is being used in tin, two, tap and in pat, sit, hot. The initial-position occur
rences and the final-position occurrences might become different, 
through sound change, so that there would be two allophones instead 
of one. 

On the other hand, let us consider occurrences of initial /t/ before a 
stressed vowel in, say, words used as verbs (take, turn, tackle) versus the 
same phoneme in the same position in words which are never verbs 
(two, task, tarpid). It would be quite impossible for the It/'s of the first 
sort to drift off one way. those of the second sort in another direction: 
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the difference between occurrence in a verb and occurrence in some 
other kind of word is '"" a difference in phonemic and' phonetic 
environment. 

Whenever we find what at first looks like a violation of this principle, 
we can confidendy search for some other factor. Thus OE initial/O/ 
gives NE /8/ in most words, like tfuznJc, tfuztch, tlratu, think, thief, thing. 
tlwm, Jlwusand, thirst, but /6/ in some: the, this, tfuze, there, tlwugh, thou, 
thee, thy, thine, and a few others. The Ie/-words are contentives (§31); 
the /'6/-words are functors. But we soon realize that all the functors in 
which /8/ has become /'6/ are words which often occur, in context, 
without stress, whereas contentives rarely so occur. But this implies that 
there was a difference of phonetic environment involved in the two 
directions of drift: initial OE /6/ in a stressed syllable remained voice
less, while initial OE /8/ in an unstressed syllable became voiced. The 
spread of /'6/ to the stressed forms of the words was a matter of analogy 
(§50.4). 

An allophonic split cannot unaided bring about a phonemic re
structuring. The single allophone before the split belongs to a single 
phoneme, and the allophones after the split still belong to a single 
phoneme. However, splitting can set the stage for a phonemic change, 
which then comes about-if at all-in one of three ways: (1) a coales.
cence, via sound change, of sounds in the environment of the two 
allophones; (2) analogy; (3) borrowing. The example discussed im
mediately above illustrates the second of these; we shall give one ex
ample of each of the other two. 

In pre-English, and possibly in the earliest stage of recorded OE, 
there was a phoneme /~/ with two allophones: one allophone was a 
stop [g], and one was a spirant [1], The former occurred after /n/, as in 
/sl:n~n/ 'to singe,' and when doubled, as in /egg! 'edge.' Otherwise 
the latter occurred: for example, in /d~g; 'day,' phonetically [d~.y). 
This state of affairs had been brought about, by a number of earlier 
developments, including, in all probability, the split of a single earHer 
allophone (we are not sure whether it was a stop or a spirant before the 
split). Of course the two allophones did not contrast at this stag~ 
there was no environment in which some words had one, other words 
the other. 

Now between very early OE (or very late pre-English) and the stage 
of OE which we described in §43.2, a phonemic restructuring took 
place which at first would not seem to have anything to do with the 
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two allophones of irs/. Sound change led to a shorter and shorter 
pronunciation of word-final double consonants after a stressed vowel, 
until-finally the contrast between a single and a double consonant in 
that position was lost: earlier /m6nn/ 'man' became /m6n/, ending 
quite like /wi'n/ 'wine,' which had never ended with /nn/; earlier 
/bCdd/ 'bed' became /b6d/; and so on. This change affected final 
/(5(5/ just as it affected other final double consonants, but as egg] was 
shortened, it was not also spirantized. Therefore, after the change, 
short [gJ and short [1J contrasted with each other in one position: 
finally after a stressed vowel. For earlier /g/ we must at this later stage 
write sometimes /g/ and sometimes /1j. Earlier /dreg/, though its 
pronunciation had not altered, was now phonemically /dre1/; earlier 
/eggj, changed in pronunciation, ,was now phonemically /eg/. The 
new phonemic contrast has stayed in the language ever since: we still 
end edge with a stop, but not day. 

A good example of restructuring through borrowing, more or less 
closely on the heels of splitting, is the change of the English spirantal 
system brought about by loans from Norman French. Splits of a con
siderably earlier date had led to a situation in which /f/ and /s/ had 
both voiced and voiceless allophones, in distributions which we can 
indicate roughly as follows: 

Iff: 
/s/: 

[f_]l 
[s-] Ii 

[-v-}2 
[_z_]S 

[-ft-)' 
[-st-)1 

[-fJ' 
[-ss-)8 [-s] 9. 

Here "[-ft-]" means "/f/ was voiceless before a voiceless consonant;" 
"[f-J" means "initial If/ was voiceless," and so on; the superscrip 
numbers are for cross-reference to the next table. Many incoming 
Norman French words kept their own type of spirant, voiced or voice
less, even when the distribution went counter to the traditional English 
habits. The loans gave rise to two new phonemes, /v/ and /z/, and in 
so doing brought about a reassignment of some of the allophones of the 
earlier /f/ and /s/. In the following table, an asterisk means "in French 
loans"; the reassignment of older allophones is indicated by the super
script numbers: 

/f/: [f-)1* [-f-] * [-ft-P [_f]4 

/v/: [v-] * [-v-]2* 
/s/: [s-] Ii* [-s-] * [-st-}7 [-55oJ8 [_S]9 
/z/: [z-] * [-z-]·* 
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NOTES 

New terms: coalescence (of two allophones); split (of one allophone). 
The statement at the beginning of §53.3, of the conditions under 

which splitting may occur, contains, in the light of our definitions, the 
essence of the so-called neogrammarian assumption of the "regularity 
of sound change." 

The effect of sound change on a phonemic system is sometimes to 
render the system less symmetrical than it was. Some scholars believe 
that there is a sort of drive towards symmetry in phonemic habits, whereby 
whenever skewness develops, there is a tendency to restore symmetry' 
via analogy (probably allophonic, §51.3), borrowing, or further sound 
change. See especially Martinet 1955. 
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THE CONSEQUENCES of 

SOUND CHANGE 

54.1. We have now seen how sound change, working alone 
(coalescence, or splitting followed by environmental coalescence) 
or in conjunction with other mechanisms (splitting follPwed by 
borrowing or analogy), can lead to the restructuring of a phonemic 
system and concurrendy to shape change. These are the only immediate 
consequences which sound change can have. Any other kind of phylo
genetic change is an indirect consequence of the reshaping and the 
phonemic restructuring.·We shall consider one example each of alterna
tion change, of grammatical change, and of lexical and semantic 
change, in which sound change is known to have been among the ulti
mately responsible factors. Some of the cases we are about to examine 
have been mentioned before, but we now approach them from a 
different angle. 

54.2. Alternation Change. The simplification of early OE final 
double consonants after stressed vowel (§53.3) brought it about that 
some nouns which had earlier had only a single stem shape now had 
two. 'Man,' for example, had been /m6nn/ in the nominative-accusa
tive singular, and /m6nnes/ in the genitive singular; in the OE of 

. "Alfred's time the former had become /m6n/, but the latter retained the 
double consonant and was thus still /m6rines/. Therefore the stem at 
this period had both the shape /m6n-/ and the shape /m6nn-/, depend
ing on what followed. The same thing happened to 'bed': earlier 
/bedd/ : /beddes/, but later /bed/ : /beddes/. And the same hap
pened to a great many other nouns. 

452 
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Phonemic restructuring seems very often to produce morphopho
nemic irregularities of this kind: indeed, probably most of the inflec
tional irregularities found at any stage in the history of a~y languag<; 
can be traced to this ultimate source. However, we know (§46.3) that 
as soon as an irregularity has developed, it may then at any subsequent 
time be leveled out analogically. Sometimes this happens very quickly. 
Later OE shows the spelling mann for the nominative singular, as well 
as the spelling man; this may have been a purely graphic restoration of 
the double-n spelling on the basis Qf the continued pronullciation of a 
double Inl in the other case-forms, or it may indicate an actual ana
logical restoration of the final double consonant on the basis of the 
pre-suffixal alternant of the stem. By ME, however, we find only single 
final consonants-indicating another simplifying restructllring of any 
analogically restored final doubles. The irregular alfernation of 
IbM/: Ibeddas/, Iminl : Iminnasl remained throughout ME, and 
was only finally wiped out more recently, when double medial conso
nants were shortened-yielding, in the end, the curt'ent regular 
bed : bed's, man : man's. 

The interplay of sound change and analogy in matters of this kind 
can be summed up aphoristically: sound change tends to irregularize, 
while analogy tends to regularize. 

54.3. Grammatical Change. The very extensive grammatical 
changes which have occurred in English in the last thousalld-odd ;is 
are not the result solely of phonemic restructurings, but the latter 
played an important role. This is probably normal; we should not 
expect phonemic restructuring to produce such results unaided. 

Between OE and early ME a series of phonemic restructurings took 
place, largely by way of coalescence, which did much to abolish the 
distinctiveness of the different inflectional forms of OE nouns, The 
phonemic changes were as follows: 

(1) Unstressed la e 0 ul coalesced into lal; 
(2) Then final Iml after an unstressed vowel coalesced with Inl, the 

result belonging phonemically to the Inl that occurred in other 
positions; 

(3) Then final Inl after an unstressed vowel was lost except when 
immediately followed (in the next word with no intervening pause) 
by a vowel; 
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(4) Then final /9/, in three-syllable words with stress on the first 
ayllable, was lost. 

As a result of these changes, the various inflected forms of OE /6ksa/ 
'ox' were reshaped as shown by the following chart: 

OE early ME 
Sg. Nom. /6ksa/ /6ksa/ 

Gen. Dat. Ace. 16ban
/) Pl. Nom. Ace. /6ksan/ /6ktla(n)/ 

Dat. /6ktlum/ 
Gen. /6ktlena/ /6ktlan/. 

Here the /n/ of /6ktla(n)/ was present if a vowel followed, lacking 
before a consonant or a pause; but the /n/ of the plural genitive was 
always present. However, pairs of forms with and without final /n/ 
were soon analogically freed from the specific conditioning by what 
followed, SO that both occurred in any surroundings. Our present ox is 
of course from the earlier singular nominative; ox's and oxm's are 
analogical new formations; oxen is from the ME genitive plural and 
from the form with terminal /n/ of the nominative-accusative-dative 
plural. The ME form /6ktla/ has died out altogether in its competition 
with / 6ktlan/ . 

.l!ere, again, we see a sort of interplay between sound change and 
~. As sound change ate away at the distinctiveness of,the OE in
fiected forms of nouns, syntactical relationships and shades of meaning 
which had been shown in OE, at least in part, by the case of the noun, 
came to be expressed in other ways instead. We cannot suppose that 
the loss of some bit of inflectional machinery was ever the source of any 
conscious embarrassment. 

54.4 •. Lexical and Semantic Change. Changes of the lexical and 
semantic sort caused ultimately by sound change are of very minor 

. importance. Phonemic restructuring can lead formerly related forms to 
be so different in shape that the relationship between them ceases to 
pertain. We th~ have, as mentioned in §44.4, both slu:ule and shadow 
from different inftocted forms of one OE noun; similarly, both 1114a4 and 
~ from thoee of another. The separation of the two in each case 
OCCUlTed during ME times when case-relationships, as we have seen, 
were rapidly becoming less important: /§,a:"da/, from the OE nomina-
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tive /s!fZdu/, served all the base for new analogical case forms and 
plural, while /M.dwa/, from the old oblique forms, served as the base 
for an analogical new nominative singular. This produced two separate 
stems, each inflected just as much as most ME nouns were, and the 
vicissitudes of usage have developed distinct meanings for them. The 
-10m of forllJrn and love-10m is all that is left of what was once the past 
participle of the verb to lose; lost, though irregular today, was an 
analogically created regular past participle when it first entered the 
language. Descriptively, NE -10m is hardly to be related to lose. In quite 
the same way, worked is an analogically regularized past participle of 
to work; the older irregular past participle wrought still survives, but is 
not by most speakers of today taken as related to work. 

Contrariwise, phonemic restructuring can operate on forms that are 
phonemically distinct at one stage to render them homonymous at a 
later stage. This mayor may not result in lexical and semantic change: 
we still have plenty of homonymous pairs and triads of words, like 
bear, bear, bare, and this is equally true of most languages at most known 
stages of their histories. We have already seen, in §46.5, the factors 
which may lead to the loss of one of a set of homonymous words, or to 
its replacement by some longer alternative form. If neither, or none, of 
such a set is lost, then descriptively at the later stage one of the his
torically distinct words may be felt to be a peculiar marginal use of the 
other. To some speakers of NE, the poetic blow 'bloom' is probably a 
marginal meaning of blow 'move air;' and ear (of com) may be taken as 
the same word as ear (on head), though both pairs were quite distinct 
in OE. . 

54.5. Direc:tion of Sound Change. We have now discussed both the 
nature of sound change and the various ways in which it can bring 
about immediate or ultimate consequences. There remain several 
questions to which we should like to know the answers, if the answers 
are available. 

The first of these is: is there any general direction in sound change? 
We have seen how manifold are the factors that can contribute to 
sound change, and it is not surprising that, with our present techniques 
of observation, any prediction, either of a specific trend in sound 
change or of a specific resulting structural change, should be quite out 
of the question. However, by gathering many examples of phonemic 
restrI1cturings which have come about as the result of sound change, we 
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can at least discover that certain outcomes are more frequent, and 
hence more probable, than others. 

For example, the gradual fronting of the position of articulation of a 
dorsa-velar stop or spirant ([k g x 'Y]), particularly in the vicinity 0{ 

front vowels like [i e), is extremely common. The gradual retraction of 
a relatively front [k g), or of a [c) or tJ), is much rarer indeed, even in 
the vicinity of back vowels like [u 0]. In general, when sound change 
leads to a phonemic restructuring, the key phoneme in the new scheme 
is fairly similar, in articulation or acoustically or both, to its immediate 
predecessor in the old scheme. We should not expect sound change to 
lead directly to a change from, say, earlier [p] to later [g]. Given time 
enough, and a long enough sequence of intervening changes, anything 
"n become anything else; but the changes of any great frequency show 
less erratic variety than such a statement would imply. 

These facts perhaps imply that despite the large number of factors 
which play an indirect contributing role in sound change, there is a 
single factor of greatest importance: the tendency to speak sloppily, 
doing no more work than is necessary to make oneself understood. 
Under these conditions, the pronunciation of any given phoneme in a 
given environment tends to carry over articulatory motions involved in 
the immediately preceding and following phonemes. A [k] becomes 
more and more fronted before front vowels because the tongue is put 
into something approaching the position for the front vowel while the 
[k] is being made; and so on. 

The tendency towards sloppiness of articulation does not, of course, 
lead to a complete loss of all phonemic contrasts so that speech is re
duced to a continuous undifferentiated uh-h-h-h. A contrast is lost 
hither or yon in the system, but there is always some sort of compensa
tion, so that the communicative business of speech can stili be carried 
on. It is probably legitimate in this connection to speak in teleological 
terms, and to say that it is because the communicative business of 
speech must be carried on that the complete degeneration of articulation 
beYer comes about. This is simply the historical analog of the matter 
0{ redundancy and noise, which we discussed synchronically in §10.3 . 

.s..6. SacldeDlless and Obtrusiveness. Secondly, how sudden and 
how obtrusive is the actual phonemic restructuring to which a trend in 
sound change may lead? 

Sound change itself is constant and slow. A phonemic restructurieg, 
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on the other hand, must in a sense be absolutely sudden. No matter 
how gradual was the approach of early ME /;1;/ and /6/ towards each 
other, we cannot imagine the actual coalescence of the two other than 
as a sudden event: on such-and-such a day, for such-and-such a speaker 
or tiny group of speakers, the two fell together as /a/ and the whole 
system of stressed nuclei, for the particular idiolect 0'1 idiolects, was 

, restructured. .. 
Yet there is no reason to believe that we would ever be able to detect 

this kind of sudden event by direct observation. In the first place, the 
actual moment of coalescence might be today for one speaker in a 
community (say in a certain village), tomorrow for another, a month 
from now for a third, so that even in a small village the eolleetjoe pattern 
would be changed more slowly, perhaps requiring a period of years. 
In this sense there is no suddenness. In the second place, the event is 
certainly very unobtrusive. People do not listen to pronunciation; they 
listen to meanings. Those in whose speech the restructuring has not 
yet quite occurred will not notice it. They will interpret the speech
sound that they do not, usually, hear clearly anyway, in terms of what 
it ought to be according to their own habits. 

54:.7. Frequency. Thirdly, how frequent are the phonemic restruc
turings brought about by sound change? We can begin to find an 
answer by counting the attested restructurings between the OE of 
Alfredian, times and modem "standard" American English, neglecting 
all sorts of attested developments which show up today only in local 
dialects, if at all. The number is apparently on the order of one hun
dred, which means, on the average, one every ten or fifteen years. 
When we remember that this figure also represents the speech of a 
large and steadily increasing number of people, we conclude that such 
events are quite rare. At least, they are rare as compared with successful 
analogical innovations, or with borrowings from other languages or 
widely divergent dialects: in the three cemuries which immediately 
followed the Norman Conquest, some twelve thousand French words 
found their way into English. 

Of course, the figure for phonemic restructurings given above cannot, 
in the nature of things, include those which, so to speak, "died a-born
ing": a small group of people undergo the change, but borrowing from 
the unchanged pattern of other communities completely submerges the 
results. 
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5 .. 8. Importance. Finally, how important is sound change as a 
mechanism of phylogenetic change? 

Here we find an interesting contradiction, depending on relative to 
whom we are judging importance. For the speakers of a language, 
sound change is certainly the least noticeable and important of all the 
mechanisms. Borrowings and analogical creations are sometimes 
noticed and commented on, or even undertaken consciously, but sound 
change never is. 

But for the linguistic historian, who wishes to investigate the history 
of a language or a family of languages, sound change is of supreme im
portance. It achieves this importance for the following reason: if a 
coalescence does not "die a-borning," but gets a good start in the 
speech pattern of a considerable community of people, then its ejJect is 
irreversible. The restructuring which has come about ctmnot be undone by 
sound change, and is highly unlikely to be completely undone by any 
other mechanism. This stems logically from the conditions, stated in 
153.3, under which an allophone can split. The irreversibility of suc
cessful coalescences constitutes the most powerful single tool of the 
historian of language; in the following sections we shall see why. 
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INTERNAL RECONSTRUCTION 

55.1. History without Written Records. Our earliest sUrvIVIng 
documents in English date from the end of the seventh century A.D. 
(§43.1). The history of English from that time to the present can be 
based on the interpretation of written records. But if we wish to push 
our perspective further into the past, we are forced to tum to other 
methods. These other methods have to be brought into play more 
quickly when we seek to determine something of the history of, say, the 
Bantu languages of Mrica, or the Algonquian languages of North 
America: the speakers of these languages (and of hundreds of others) 
knew nothing of writing until the coming of Europeans in recent times, 
so that tl;Ie oldest written records, if any, are for all practical purposes 
contemporary. 

In seeking a deeper time-perspective than direct documentation 
affords, we make use of several interrelated techniques: internal recon
struction; dialect geography; exterllai reconstruction or the comparative method; 
and glottochronology. Collectiv~y, these can be thought of as the melhods 
of linguistic prehistory-using the word "prehistory" in its familiar sense 
of th~t part of the past for which written records are lacking, in con
trast, therefore, with what is best called recorded history. The first and 
third of the techniques are time-honored, though the first has only re
cently been carefully codified. The second technique is by no means 
always applicable, and serves more as a corrective for results achieved 
from the first and third than as an independent approach. Glottochro
nology is quite new, and not yet fully reliable, but it holds great promise. 
It does not in any sense duplicate what is accomplished with the other 
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techniques, but builds thereon to yield a more precise dating than the 
others can supply. 

In the absence of written records, these indirect techniques are our 
only way to obtain historical information. But there is nothing to pre
vent us from using them in cases where written records do exist, and 
there are'two reasons why the duplication is worth while. One reason 
is that the validity of the indirect methods can thus be checked. For 
example, we examine the modem Romance languages, apply the com
parative method, and reconstruct a picture of their common ancestor; 
then we compare this indirectly achieved picture with our direct 
documentation of Latin. The agreement is so good that we gain confi
dence in the results of the comparative method where no such direct 
check is possible. The other reason is that even when written records are 
available, they do not tell everything: a sparse portrayal achieved 
purely through documentary evidence can often be rendered sharper 
by adding the results of indirect methods. The Romans did not write 
down-in documents that have managed to survive two thousand years 
of copying-all the words they knew and used in their speech; the 
evidence of the Romance languages attests to a fair number of Latin 
words that are not found in the available direct documentation, and 
we are quite confident that the Romans did know and use these addi
tional words. 

In this and the following sections we shall discuss the methods of 
linguistic prehistory one by one, in the order in which they are listed 
above. In general, none of these techniques is used to the exclusion of 
the others; we separate them only for clarity of exposition. For the rea
sons given in the preceding paragraph, we shall not confine our exam
ples to cases where documentary evidence is lacking. 

One warning must be given at the oatset. Many of the early nino
teentih-century investigators who first 'developed the comparative. 
method-and, to some extent, the method of internal reconstruct\Pn
hoped that a systematic aQPlication of such methods might carry our 
perspective of human language appreciably nearer the actual begin
nings of the institution. This hope was vain and must be abandoned. 
Our earliest written records, in any part of the world, date back only a 
few millenia; the best that linguistic prehistory can do in any detail is 
to extend this horizon back a few millenia further. But there are good 
reasons for the belief that our ancestors have possessed language for 
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much longer, perhaps millions of years. The deepest attainable detailed 
temporal horizon thus represents a mere scratch on the surface. Any 
deductions that can currently be made about the evolution of language, 
in contrast with the history of specific languages or language families, 
require very different techniques, involving the study of the communica- . 
tive behavior of our non-human ancestors and cousins. 

55.2. Internal Reconstruction. The technique of internal recon
struction is applied to descriptive (~3S.1) information about a single 
language at a single stage of its development: say modern English, or 
classical Latin, or contemporary Choctaw. The fundamental assump
tion is that some events in the history of a language leave discernible 
traces in its design, so that by finding these traces one can draw infer
ences as to the earlier incidents which are responsible for them. 

One fact of phylogenetic change is of key importance in this connec
tion. As we saw in §54.2, phonemic restructurings brought about by 
sound change tend to make for irregularities of morphophonemic 
alternation; and, conversely, many morphophonemic irregularities 
found in a language at a given stage reflect an earlier regularity dis
rupted by phonemic restructuring. Therefore, a careful examination of 
morphophonemic irregularities in a language, and of the distributional 
aspect of its phonological system, should yield reasonable deductions 
about its earlier history. 

Potawatomi affords a striking example. Many Potawatomi stems 
show a variation in the location of vowels depending on the inflectional 
prefixes and suffixes which are present. Thus the word for 'paper' is 
/msan;>akan/; but the word for 'my paper,' which has a prefix meaning 
'I' or 'my' before the same stem, appears as /nmasna;>kan/. The con
trast in shape is revealed more clearly if we present the two words 
spread out as follows, with the identical portions of the two vertically 
aligned: 

/m san ?akan/ 
/n mas na" kan/ 

An endless number of Potawatomi stems show a comparable variation 
in shape, but we can discuss the matter with just the one example. In 
describing how Potawatomi now works, without any regard to its past 
history, it is convenient to set up theoretical base forMS (§33.6) for stems 
and inflectional affixes, in which we indicate more "potential" vowels 
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than are actually heard. Thus we set up the base form of 'paper' as 
/masana?ak9n-/, where the terminal hyphen tells us that this is not 
intended to be the transcription of a form as sPoken, but rather some
thing abstracted from the actually spoken forms; the prefix for 'my' we 
similarly set up as Ina-/. We can then state rather simply which of the 
"potential" vowels will be heard in actual speech: the controlling prin
ciple is a rhythmic one, by which the "potential" vowels of alternate 
syllables are omitted. Thus if a whole word includes just the stem 
/m9san9?9k9n-/, the second, fourth, and last "potential" vowels are 
actually spoken, yielding the phonemic shape /msan?9k9n/; but if the 
whole word includes /n9-/ followed by /m9san9?ak9n-/, then exactly 
the same rhythmic principle leads to the loss of a different set of the 
"potential" vowels, yielding the phonemic shape /nmasna?kan/. 

So far we have said nothing of the history of the language. But the 
sort of situation we have just described immediately suggests the follow
ing historical interpretation: At some earlier time--in what we shall 
call "pre-Potawatomi"-the phonemic shapes of words included all the 
vowels which we now set up as "potential" vowels in our theoretical 
base forms. The word for 'paper' in pre-Potawatomi was thus some
thing like /rn9sana?9kan/, and the word for 'my paper' something like 
/namasana?aklln/. Between pre-Potawatomi and contemporary Pota
watorni, sound change led to the gradual weakening of certain vowels, 
in positions within words specified by a certain rhythmic principle, 
until finally they were lost altogether-yielding the current phonemic 
shapes. 

In other words, internal reconstruction proposes that what poses, 
in a purely synchronic view, as a statement of morphophonemic alter
nation, may in a historical view be a description of a chronological 
sequence of events. 

We have no written records of earlier Potawatomi (at least, none 
early enough for our purposes), so that we cannot test our hypothesis 
directly. But there are a number of languages still spoken which are 
obviously related to Potawatomi, and by applying the comparative 
method to these we can achieve just as good an in,dependent check as 
documents would supply. Indeed, all we need do is to examine the 
relevant Fox forms: /mesenahikani/ 'paper,' and /nemesenahikanij 
'my paper.' Compare, further, the following: 
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'1 am happy' 
'he is happy' 
'skunk' 
'woman' 
'man' 
'stone' 

Fox 
/nekeSa ·tesi/ 
/kda ·tesiwa/ 
/§eka'kwa/ 
/ihkwe'wa/ 
/ineniwa/ 
/aseni/ 

Potawatomi 
/nkaSlit9s/ 
/kSatsa/ 
/Skak/ 
/k'we/ 
/nana/ 
is-ani. 

465 

The Fox forms of today seem to retain various short vowels, from the 
common ancestor of the two languages, which have been lost in 
Potawatomi. Of course there is a converse hypothesis: that the common 
ancestor was more like contemporary Potawatomi, and that Fox has 
"grown" new vowels. Languages do indeed "grow" new vowels, but 
detailed investigation in the present instance shows that this alternative 
is impossible. If a language "grows" a new vowel, then what precise 
vowel is developed is predictable from the surrounding consonantism 
or other phonemic environmental factors. In the Fox forms cited above 
we find three different short vowels, Iii, lei, and /a/, where Pota. 
watomi has no vowel at all; the development of the Potawatomi forms 
can be explained on the basis of our original assumption about the com~ 
mon ancestor, bilt the development of the Fox forms cannot be ex· 
plained on the converse assumption. Finally, most of the other con
temporary Central Algonquian languages agree with Fox, not with 
Potawatomi, as to location and variety of vowels. 

A second example can be drawn from modern German. German has 
six stop consonants, /p t k b d g/; these all occur initially and medially, 
but in prejunctural position one hears only /p t k/. Noun and adjective 
stems which end in a stop show two different patterns of behavior when 
inflectional endings are added: 

first pattern: /ty-p/ 'type' 
/t6·t/ 'dead' 
/dek/ 'deck' 

second pattern: /tawp/ 'dear 
/t6-t/ 'death' 
/ta'k/ 'day' 

/ty-pen/, 
/to·te/, 
/deke/; 

/tawben/, 
/t6-de/, 
/ta·ges/. 

Descriptively, we account for this in a very simple way. We set up base 
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forms for the stems with the final stop that they show before a vowel 
ending, thus /ty·p-/, /t6·t-/, /dek-/,/tftwb-/,/t6:d-/, ta·g-/. We then 
account for the replacement of stem-final /b d g/ by /p t k/, when no 
ending follows, on the basis of the phonemic limitation on the voiced 
atops which Rrecludes their occurrence in word-final position. 

This situation, once again, immediately suggests a historical in
terpretation: that in earlier German, the stops /b d g/ did occur in 
word-final,position; and that sound change has led to a falling-together 
of the final voiced stops with the corresponding voiceless ones. 

We have copious written materials from earlier stages of German, so 
that the hypothesis can be checked, and once again our internal recon
struction is shown to be correct in general-not, indeed, in all particu
lars. The current noun /bfmt/ 'band, ribbon,' with longer inflected 
forms like /bande/, /blmdes/, would be set up as basic /band-/; and 
we would infer, by our hypothesis, that the earlier form with no ending 
was /band/; but Old High German documents attest clearly to 
/bant/, /bante/, /bantes/, and the current alternation in this particu
lar instance is due to a subsequent change of medial /-nt-/ to /-nd-/, 
rather than to the change of final /-nd/ to /-nt/. 

In this example, again, it should be noted that no other historical 
inference is realistically possible on the basis of the observed current 
situation. One could not conceivably propose, for example, that at an 
earlier stage all such stems ended in voiceless stops /p t k/ whether 
final or followed by an inflectional ending, and that between the 
earlier time and now some of these stops have become voiced in word
medial position. This alternative is impossible because we cannot find 
any phonemic conditioning factor which would govern the splitting of 
the postulated earlier single allophones /-p- -t- -k-/ into two, the two 
subsequently becoming- phonemically distinct (§53.3). Our knowledge 
of what is probable and of what is possible in sound change guides us 
inevitably to the correct inference. 

55.S. Internal Reconstruction on Old English. Preparatory to our 
discussion of the comparative method, it will be convenient to describe 
here a few inferences about the probable prehistory of English which 
can be made from the state of affairs known for OE. 

We start with the inferred earlier history of Alfredian OE /~/ and 
/1/. In the OE of Alfred's time, these two were in what is called 
partial comJ1imu1ltation: they contrasted in one environment-at the ends 
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of words, as in /~/ 'edge' versus /dre-y/ 'day'-but in all other en· 
vironments at most one of the two occurred, to the exclusion of the 
other. Such a distribution, plus the close phonetic similarity of the two 
phonemes (one a stop, the other a spirant, but both voiced and both 
pronounced with the same position of articulation), immediately sug
gests that the contrast was recent. Now we also find some stems in 
Alfredian OE alternating between a single and a double final conso
nant: single when nothing follows in the same word, as Im6nl 'man,' 
/hed/ 'bed,' but double when more material follows in the same word, 
as the genitives /m6nnes/, /heddes/. This suggests that at an earlier 
stage such stems had ended in the double consonants even when 
nothing followed in the same word: /m6nn/, /bedd/, and likewise 
/eM/ for Alfredian /e~/; and that in the intervening period the final 
double consonants had been shortened by sound change. In the earliest 
OE texts there is a sufficient sprinkling of spellings like mann, bedd, to 
support the theory, and comparison with the other old Germanic 
languages supports it even more strongly. 

But if all Alfredian OE final/~/'s trace back to a somewhat earlier 
doubled ~~], then at the· earlier time ~] and [1] were in complete 
complementary distribution, and thus certainly members of a single 
phoneme, ,which was always voiced and always fronted dorso-velar, but 
was stop or spirant depending on environment. Either symbol would 
do to represent this single earlier phoneme; arbitrarily, we have chosen 
/~/. 

The reader ""ill recognize this example: it was used in a different 
connection-though presented in the opposite order-in §53.3. The 
line of reasoning described direcdy above is what supplies us with this 
particular illustration of what was being discussed in §53.3. 

In our further applications of internal reconstruction (and of the 
comparative method, in §§57~O) to OE, we can assume the results of 
this particular inference, writing only /~/, but also indicating final 
double consonants where appropriate. This means that we will be 
citing relatively early OE forms, either as attested in the early docu
ments or as achieved. through internal reconstruction applied to the 
language of Alfred's time. 

A second suspicious looking thing in OE is the distribution of the 
stressed vowels /11:/ and /6/ (stressed /a/ also comes into the picture, 
but is more complicated, and we shall leave it aside). Stressed /~/ and 
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161 are in partial complementation; furthermore, many stems appear 
now with one, now with the other, depending largely on the endings. 
Thus we find I~/ 'day,' retaining /~I throughout the singular 
(/d~~/, /d~~e/), but showing 16/ in the plural (jd5xas/,. /d6xa/, 
/d6xum/). The same happens in the inflection of Ip~6/ 'path,' /s~fl 
'staff,' Ihw~1 'whale,' If~tl 'vessel,' /b.a:/ 'back,' /b~6/ 'bath,' 
Ibl~/ 'ink,' and a number of other nouns and adjectives; a similar 
phenomenon appears in some verbs, as /h6bban/' to have': /hrebbe/ 
'(I) have' : /h6fa6/ or Ih~f6/ '(he) has.' However, a few stems appear 
in both shapes regardless of what follows: :l6~e/ or /resJ!:e/ 'ashes,' 
/hnappianl or /hn~ppian/ 'to doze,' /lappa/ or /lreppa/ 'lappet.' 

The basis far the partial complementation is not entirely clear, but 
certainly consists in part of what vowel (if any) follows in the next 
syllable: before /e/ in the next syllable, and in monosyllables, lrel is 
commoner; before /a/ and lui in the next syllable, /a/ is commoner. 
The historical inference is clear, and more detailed investigation sup
ports it: DE I~/ and la/ were at some earlier time allophones [~] and 
[6] of a single phoneme (we might symbolize it as 1{1/), which had 
developed these relatively disparate allophones in two different sets of 
environments; then other changes led to the loss of the conditioning 
factors in some of the environments, setting the two allophones into 
contrast as separate phonemes. 

Finally, we shall consider the distribution of DE /k/ and /If/. Again 
we find partial i:omplementation: flanked by a front vowel, and after 
lsi, Ifl is commoner, while, not so flanked, /k/ prevails. Thus the 
smgular Ib6'kl 'book' changes not only its stem vowel but also the 
following consonant in the plural /be'J!:1 'books.' There are exceptions: 
/kl occurs before the front vowels Iy/, /y';, 15/, lei, and le·l, and at 
least in late DE IJ!:/ appears before the back vowel 16·/ in /J!:6'san/ 'to 
choose.' But the last-cited word has an earlier attested shape /J!:a·san/, 
pointing to an even earlier /J!:ewsan/ with a front vowel. And there is 
some evidence that the vowels Iy/, Iy';, /5/, and some occurrences of 
the front vowels lei and le'/, came from earlier back vowels. This 

. latter evidence is limited within DE; only when we apply the compara
tive method to DE and its sister Germanic languages does the argument 
become decisive. Nevertheless, the situation in DE at least suggests that 
/kI and IJ!:/ may at an earlier time have been allophones [kl and [J!:) of 
a single phoneme (say /k/), which had split into these allophones in 
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clearly distinct environments, and that subsequent environmental 
changes had thrown the two allophones into contrast. 

We might expect that a similar examination of OE /g/ and /~/ 
would reveal a parallel situation, suggesting a comparable historical 
interpretation; but it does not. All that we discover in this case is that 
the earlier history of /g/ and /~/ must have been more complicated; 
only the comparative method shows what that history was. 

55.4. Summary. We see that the method of internal reconstruction 
yields results of varying value. In the Potawatomi case, and in the case 
of Alfredian OE /ff,/ and /4(/, the conclusions we reach appear incon
trovertible. In the German case, they seem equally sure, and yet the 
documentary evidence shows us that they are only in general correct, 
some of the details actually having been different. The instance of OE 
fli:.f and /6/ is somewhat more convincing than our brief discussion of 
it above implies; the instance of OE /k/ and Ilf/ is weakest of all. It is 
thus obvious why the linguistic historian does not, through choice, work 
exclusively with internal reconstruction, but rather conjoins this tech
nique to any and every other which circumstances allow. 

NOTES 

New terms: linguistic prehistory (vs. recorded history); methods, including 
dialect geography, internal reconstruction, external reconstruction or the com
parative method, and glottochronology; partial complementation. Note that the 
term "comparative method" does not mean simply comparison of any 
sort, for any purpose, but specifically a kind of comparison of related 
languages for the purpose of determining as much as possible about 
their common ancestor. For "comparison" in the sense of typological 
study and classification (§§11, 31), some other term has to be used, 
even though outside linguistics the word "comparison" often means 
this. 

Earlier discussion of internal reconstruction (not by that name) led 
to Bloomfield's examples of so-called reminiscent sandhi (see in the index 
in Bloomfield 1933). More recent codification of the method is supplied 
by Hoenigswald 1943 and 1946. 

Problem. Below are listed a set of pairs of .words in Fijian. Note that in 
Fijian every word ends in a vowel and that every consonant is immedi-
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ately followed by a vowel The forms on the left are used of general 
action, while those on the right are used when there is a specified defi
nite object: e.g., /&be/ is used meaning 'go upwards, ascend,' while 
/&beta/ is used meaning 'ascend (something, e.g., a hill)' when the 
word for 'hill' is actually included in the sentence. Do two things with 
the data. (1) Synchronically, extract base forms for the stems, and 
describe the morphophonemics involved in the forms that actually 
appear in speech. (2) Diachronically, make an inference by the 
technique of internal reconstruction about the state of affairs in 
"Pre-Fijian." 

/&be/ 'to go upwards' 
/ka'6i/ 'to call, call out' 
/vola/ 'to be writing' 
/viri/ 'to throw' 
/raiJ 'to look (for)' 
/muri/ 'to follow' 
/tau/ 'to take' 
Jtaa/ 'to chop' 
/loma/ 'to love' 
/lutu/ 'to fall down' 

/'6abeta/ 
/kat5iva/ 
/volaa/ 
/virika/ 
/rait5a/ 
/muria/ 
/taura/ 
/taaja/ 
/lomanal 
/lutuma/ 
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DIALECT GEOGRAPHY 

56.1. Gathering Dialect Information. If a language is spoken by at 
least two people, then there are always some differences of usage which 
an observer can detect if he looks closely enough. If a language is 
spoken, as many are, by thousands or millions of p-=<>ple, then varia
tions of usage show some degree of correlation with the social and 
geographical structure of the society to which the speakers belong. 
People who are daily in contact with each other, either because they 
live in a single village or because they belong to the same social or 
economic class, tend to share usages, while those who rarely or never 
have occasion to speak directly with each other show greater diver
gences of speech pattern. 

The amount and nature of social stratification varies greatly from 
one society to another, so that this factor in dialect differentiation is not 
always operative. Where it.is operative, we often find that the speech 
of the privileged classes is more uniform from one locality to another 
than is that of the less fortunate: educated British English is much the 
same in London, in Manchester, and in Southampton, but the local 
dialects in and near those three cities show great divergence. This, also, 
is a function of how much people intercommunicate: the privileged 
classes travel about more, and in their travels come into contact largely 
with other members of the same class, while the less fortunate stay 
closer to home. The matter of "correctness" in speech is closely tied in 
here, for standards of correctness derive largely from the natural habits 
of speech of the privileged classes and are promulgated mainly for the 
guidance thereof. Adherence to the rules becomes one symbol of class 
membership. In a stratified society with little vertical moti1ity~at is, 
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one in which the son of a farmer is predestined to become a farmer 
himself, and knows it--the special connotation of correctness does not 
arise: the privileged class has its usages, and the lower clas.o;es have 
theirs, and that is that. But when there is the belief that hurpble origin 
is no necessary barrier to social advancement, the doctrine of correct
ness comes into the picture, with its whole panoply of rationalizations 
and justifications. The acquisition of "correct" habits of speech and 
writing becomes one of the rungs in the ladder of social success. The 
doctrine may then survive long after the social structure which gave 
rise to it has been altered. This seems to be largely what has happened 
in the United States. 

Whether a society of thousands or millions of people shows social 
stratification or not, the factor of geographical proximity and separa
tion is always operative in contributing to the dialect picture. In an 
unstratified society it affects everyone, and in a stratified society it 
operates at least on the lower strata. Consequently, the student of 
dialect variation can always make some determinations of the sort that 
can be displayed on maps. 

In dialect geography, one attempts to draw historical inferences 
from the geographical distribution of linguistic forms and usages, either 
as the only sort of evidence or in conjunction with evidence of other 
kinds. Before any deductions can be attempted, it is necessary to collect 
and organize the geographical information. The customary procedure 
for the preparation of a dialect atlas is as follows: 

(1) A preliminary survey of a region is made, to get some notion of 
the ways in which usage varies from subregion to subregion, and some 
impression of the way in which the region is broken up by variations of 
usage. 

(2)' Two basic frames of reference are then prepared. One is a list of 
the geographical points at which usage will be checked in more detail. 
The other is a list of items of usage to be checked at each point; this 
latter takes, in due time, the form of a questionnaire. (The two words 
"point" and "item" will be used in the following in the special senses 
just indicated: the first for a geographical location, the second for an 
observable unit of usage.) 

(3) Field workers travel through the region, stopping at each pre
selected point, finding suitable informants, and filling out a copy of the 
questionnaire for each informant. Only one or two informants can 
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usually be used at each point, and they are generally chosen from the 
oldest living generation of people who have resided at or near the point 
since early childhood. The collected material thus represents only a tiny 
sampling of the total population of the region. 

(4) When all information is in, maps are drawn, showing the dis
tribution of each alternative usage for the items in the questionnaire. 

The items which are selected for survey can be of various sorts. Here 
are some representative examples: 

(1) The word or phrase customarily used for a certain meaning: 
bucket, pail, or something else as the common name for the metal con
tainer for carrying water; the word or phrase for cottage cheese; the 
word for the see-saw. 

(2) The meanings for a certain word, provided that the word is 
known: the type of object referred to by doughnut, or by milkshake, or by 
pail. Thus in parts of the South, where bucket is the word for the metal 
water container, pail is used for a similar utensil made of wood. 

(3) The pronunciation (in terms of factors known to be generally of 
phonemic relevance in the language) of a given word: orange with a 
rounded or with an unrounded first vowel; greasy with lsi or with Iz/ .. 

(4) The phonemic identity or difference of two forms: (1) can and 
(a tin) can same or diffC"rent; cot and caught same or different. 

Dialect atlas work done so far shows some minor variations within, 
or slight deviations from, the schema outlined above. One sharply 
deviant survey, which has proved invaluable in the study of English, 
was based not on direct observation of informants but on an examina
tion of a body of documents of known provenience dating from Middle 
English times. Another useful study, the results of which have appeared 
only piecemeal in articles, is a survey of the United States by counties, 
using as many informants as possible but only a small number of items. 
The main advantage is that a different sort of map can be drawn from 
those to be di~cussed below, a map showing how the prevalence of one 
usage over another gradually increases or decreases along any route. 

The more customary types of maps are as follows. One type (Figure 
56.1) has differently shaped symbols each representing a specific usage. 
Another type (Figure 56.2) has lines representing isoglosses: the geo
graphical boundaries of usages. 

When isogloss-maps are superposed, the lines representing the differ
ent isoglosses sometimes appear to criss-cross in the wildest manner; yet 
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1 EASTERN NEW ENGLAND: 
BONNy.cLAPPER, BONNY· 
ClABBER 'curdled milk' 

2 THE HUDSON VAllEY, 
SUPPAWN 'corn mush' 

3 THE PHILADELPHIA AREA: 
HOT.cAKES 'griddle c:ak .. ' 

" THE PENNSYLVANIA GERMAN 
AREA. TOOT 'paper bog' 

S THE VIRGINIA PIEDMONT, 
CUPPIN 'cowpen' 

6 THE NORTH CAROLINA COAST. 
SHIVERING OWL 'screech owl' 

7 THE LOW COUNTRY OF S.C.I 
CORN HOUSE 'corncrib' 

FroUlUt 56.2. ANOTHER KIND 01' DrALEm' MAP, SHOWDfO IsOOLOSSES 

(Adapted from Map 2 or Hans Kurath, A Word Get>grap", of llu Easlml UniUd 
&.lu, Uuiversity of MiA:higaD Prell, by permiasioD. Copyright 1949 by The Uui
'Va'Iity or MichigaD.) 
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one also discovers many instances in which a number of isoglosses run 
along roughly together. Such a bundle of isoglosses constitutes a more 
important dialect boundary than does any isolated isogloss, and a 
thicker bundle is more significant than a thinner one. A region bounded 

FIGURE 56.3 
(From Language, by Leonard Bloomfield. By permission of Henry Holt and 

Company, Inc., Copyright 1933.) 

by bundles of isoglosses is often called a dialect area, and may be giv<,;n a 
name. The classic example of an isogloss bundle is that which runs east 
and west across Germany, Belgium, and Holland, separating the Low 
German area to the north from the High German area to the south. There 
are dozens of isoglosses in this bundle; Figure 56.3 shows only four, 
which run along very close together except in the west, where they 
fray out. Figure 56.4 shows a convenient segregation of dialect areas 
and subareas in the Eastern United States, based on the locations of 
thicker and thinner isogloss bundles. 



THE NORTH 
1 Northeastern New England 
2 Sautheastern New England 
3 Southwestern New England 
4 Upstate New York and w. 

Vermont 
5 The Hudson Valley-
6 Metropolitan New York 

THE MIDLAND 
7 The Delaware Valley 

(Philadelphia Area) 
8 The Susquehanna Valley 
9 The Upper Potomac and 

Shenandoah Valleys 
10 The Upper Ohio Valley 

(Pittsburgh Area) 
11 Northern West Virginia 
12 Southern West Virginia 
13 Western North and South 

Carolina 

THE SOUTH 
14 Delamarvia (Eastern Shore of Maryland and 

Virginia, and southern Delaware) 
15 The Virginia Piedmont 
16 Northeastern North Carolina (Albemorle 

Sound and Neuse Valley) 
17 The Cape Fear and Peedee V:2l1eys 
18 South Carolina 

FIGURE 56.4. DIALECT AREAS IN THE EASTERN UNITED STATES 

(Adapted from Map 3 of Hans Kurath, A Word Geography of the Eastern United 
Slates, University of Michigan Press, by permission. Copyright 1949 by The Uni
versity of Michigan.) 
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56.2. The Basil for Historical Inference. The conclusions which 
can validly be drawn, about speech or any other facet of human be
havior, purely from geographical distribution are remarkably limited. 
A number of patently unworkable assumptions have been used, tacitly 
or overtly, in this connection. For example, there is the age-aTea hypoth
esis, which in its simplest form holds that a trait spread over a wider 
area is older than one spread over a smaller territory. This hypothesis 
would make the airplane older than the automobile, which is false. It 
would make the term cottage cheese, known aU over the United States, 
older than any of its more localized synonyms, such as Dutch cheese, 
used in parts of New England: this, also, is false, for Dutch cheese is an 
old term and cottage cheese has only recently been spread into general 
use by the advertising campaigns of the dairy industry. It would make 
English the "oldest language in the world," a characterization which is 
neither true nor false, but meaningless. 

The basic difficulty in drawing historical conclusions from the geo
graphical distribution of traits is that both people and their ways can 
and do move around, the former by way of migration, the latter by way 
of diffusion (§47.5), not necessarily at the same time, in the same direc
tion, or at the same rate. Whenever it is possible to eliminate or limit 
one of these variables, then more can be done. 

One very simple line of reasoning bypasses this particular source of 
difficulty. Suppose that a group of related dialects or languages are 
spoken over a certain territory. Suppose that in one small part of this 
territory we find the village-to-village (or tribe-to-tribe) differentiation 
quite marked, whereas in the bulk of the territory there is greater 
homogeneity. We are able to deduce that most ofthe large homogeneous 
territory has only recen!ly been invaded by the dialects or languages in 
question-perhaps by migration, perhaps by diffusion, we cannot be 
sure which. One example is American English, more uniform in the 
Middle and Far West than in the East and the Old South. Another is 
the whole English-speaking world of today: really marked dialect 
differentiation is confined to Great Britain. Still a third case is Russian: 
the greatest diversity is found in Central, Western, and Southern 
Russia, with remarkable uniformity in the vast territory stretching 
eastwards to the Pacific. 

It should be noted that we can draw no deduction at aU about the 
subregion of greater diversity. This may have been the center from 
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which the dialects or languages have spread, but it also may represent 
recent migrations of many different groups from elsewhere, settling 
next to each other. One can often tell which is the case by a more de. 
tailed comparison of the dialects or languages involved, but this means 
that one is using information beyond the purely distributional. 

A second valid basis for historical deduction requires only one sort of 
information in addition to the geographical. The Athapaskan languages 
were spoken, in recent aboriginal America, in a discontinuous region: a 
vast stretch in the interior of Alaska and western Canada, several iso
lated spots in Oregon and California, and a fair-sized area in the 
Southwest. Since the languages are all related, the antecedents of the 
present speakers must at some time have been distributed over a single 
continuous region. We can go no further purely on the geographical 
evidence. We cannot know, for example, whether the "proto-territory" 
of the Athapaskans was in the North, or the Southwest, or on the 
Pacific coast, or, indeed, elsewhere. 

The inference of earlier continuous distribution, in the example just 
given, is rendered valid by the fact that the "trait" in question is not 
one which could possibly come about by parallelism: that is, by two or 
more groups of people, out of touch with each other, making the same 
discovery or invention. The same judgment can often be made of items 
of usage in a single language. As Figure 56.1 shows, the word bucket, for 
a metal container used to carry water, is known in eastern and northern 
New England, throughout the Old South, and in parts of Pennsylvania, 
but not in the Hudson valley and upstate New York, where pail is tbe 
prevalent term. Since the use of bucket for this specific article could 
hardly develop independently in two or more places, we can infer that 
at some earlier time its geographical distribution must have been con
tinuous. Naturally, we cannot say how long ago that time was, nor can 
we deduce the location of the proto-territory. 

Few problems in dialect geography, unfortunately, are amenable to 
solution on the basis of the two valid lines of deduction just described. 
Yet such problems are often solved. The reason is that in the parts of 
the world where the methods of dialect geography have mostly been 
applied, it is possible almost to eliminate one ofthe variables mentioned 
earlier: migration. The lower social strata in the population of western 
Europe-the "folk"-are largely sedentary, and have been for anum· 
ber of centuries. Thus if we find a certain usage in the folk speech of a 
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continuous region within, say, the Dutch-German area, we can with 
reasonable certainty assume that the usage originated at some specific 
point, and that it has reached its observed distribution via diffusion 
rather than migration. The methodological observations that follow are 
all based on work done with sedentary populations. There is no guar
antee that the same methods would be feasible in an essentially migra. 
tory region, such as the aboriginal Plains of North America, or pre.. 
European Polynesia; they perhaps require modification even for 
English-speaking North America, because of the relative recency of 
occupation of much of the continent. 

56.3. Inferences in Sedentary Areas. The first question that the 
dialect geographer must ask about any isogloss is the following: Is this 
isogloss currently migrating, or is it temporarily fixed? If it is migrating, 
in which direction? 

An isogloss, or a bundle of isoglosses, which runs along some obvious 
barrier to intercommunication can normally be assumed to be tempo
rarily fixed. The usage or usages involved have spread from centers 
somewhere, passing from speaker to speaker and from village to village 
until they encountered the barrier, where they stopped. The barrier 
may be a natural one, like a mountain range or a broad river, or-ap
parently more important-it may be political. 

Conversely, if an isogloss does not coincide at least roughly with some 
communicative barrier, then one can surmise that diffusion is cur
rently going on. But this conclusion is not nearly so sure as the first, 
and supplementary evidence is needed. One obvious way of finding out 
is to make a resurvey of the usages involved after some interval, say a 
decade. A comparison of the earlier and later distributions at least 
shows any migration of the isogloss that has occurred in the intervening 
years, and this is sometimes .enough to extrapolate the most probable 
direction of earlier diffusion and the most likely direction for the 
future. The original German atlas was based on data gathered in the 
1870's and 1880's: Figure 56.3 shows a few of the results. A resurvey of a 
few crucial items in the 1930's showed that some of the isoglosses of the 
great east-ta-west bundle have moved further north in certain localities, 
whereas virtually none have moved southwards. This confirms what 
most specialists in German have believed for a long time: that High 
Geiman usages have been spreading northwards for many centuries. 

Apart from resurvC)ing, deductions. as to direction of motion can 
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sometimes be based on the relative location of isoglosses and of likely 
centers of prestige, such as politically or culturally important cities. 
Let us suppose that we find, on one side of an isogloss, a probable center 
of prestige influence, and that on closer examination we find that the 
first isogloss is but one of a number which run more or less concen
trically about the same center. The dialect atlas of New England shows 
a number focussing on Boston in just this way. One of them marks the 
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FIGURE 56.5 

limits of the region in which tonic is the usual term for fruit-flavored 
carbonated soft-drinks, and historical research has revealed that a 
Boston soft-drink company used this term, for many years, in the trade 
name of its products. A region bounded by such a group of concentric 
isoglosses, and enclosing a center of probable prestige, is called a/oeal 
area. We cannot be sure that the isoglosses around a focal area are con
tinuing their spread outwards, but we can be reasonably sure that the 
earlier motion was from the focus. 

Sometimes we find, in a sense, the converse of a focal area: a region 
containing no obvious center like Boston, and surrounded, not by more 
or less concentric isoglosses, but by segments of various isoglosses that 
point to diverse centers elsewhere. The difference is shown in a highly 
idealized way in Figure 5(;i.5, which greatly exaggerates the ease with 
which one can distinguish between a focal area and a so-called relic 
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area. In the relic area situation, we surmise that usages outside the area 
are crowding in on it, and that, barring political or cultural upsets, they 
will continue their encroachment. 

Thus isoglosses make immediate sense if they run along some clear 
barrier to intercommunication, or if they point to a focal center, or 
both. There remain many isoglosses which do not make sense in either 
of these' obvious ways and which require more searching study. The 
most fruitful direction for deeper exploration of these has proved to be 
the earlier political and cultural state of affairs in the region involved. 
Cities and towns rise and fall as centers of prestige, and political 
boundaries, if not natural ones, are moved about by wars and treaties. 
All these changes are reflected in dialect distribution, but usually with 
some delay. An isogloss that cannot be understood in terms of the cur
rent political scene may therefore mirror an earlier one. There are 
many examples of this in the German-Dutch area. The following pres
entation is rephrased from Bloomfield; the map referred to is our 
Figure 56.3, showing isoglosses, it will be remembered, as of the 
1880's: 

Some forty kilometers east of the Rhine the isoglosses of the great bundle that 
separates Low German and High German begin to separate and spread out 
northwestward and southwestward, so as to form what has been called the 
"Rhenish fan."1 The isogloss of northern [k] versus southern [x] in the word 
'make' crosses the Rhine just north of the town of Benrath . , .. It is found, 
now, that this line corresponds roughly to an ancient northern boundary of the 
territoruu domains of Berg (east of the Rhine) and Jiilich (west of the Rhine). 
The isogloss of northern [k] versus southern [x] in the word '1' swerves off north
westward, crossing the Rhine just north of the village of Urdingen, The Urdin
gen line corresponds closely to the northern boundaries of the pre-Napoleonic 
Duchies, abolished in 1789, of Jiilich and Berg-the states whose earlier limit is 
reflected in the Benrath line-and of the Electorate of Cologne. Just north of 
Urdingen, the town of Kaldenhausen is split by the Urdingen line into a west
ern section which uses [x] and an eastern which uses [k] in 'I'~we learn that up 
to 1789 the western part of the town belonged to the (Catholic) Electorate of 
Cologne, and the east part to the (Protestant) County of Mors, Our map shows 
also two isoglosses branching southwestward. One is the line between northern 
[PJ and southern [f] in the word 'village'; this line agrees roughly with the 
southern boundaries in 1789 of Jiilich, Cologne, and Berg, as against the Elec-

1 From pages 343f.;r Language, by Lecmard Bloomfield. By permission of Henry 
Holt and Company, Inc" Copyright 1933. 
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torate of Treves. In a still more southerly direction there branches off the iso
gtoas between northern [t] and southern [s) in the word 'that,' and this line, 
again, corres~ with the old southern boundary of the Electorate and 
Archbishopric of Treves. 

It is clear that in areas for which we have no documentary informa
tion about the location of earlier political boundaries, at least some 
tentative inferences about them can be drawn from the materials of 
dialect geography. But we must also be careful not to read too much 
into the word "political" in this context: the cultural, as against the 
natural, factors which establish barriers to communication, in parts of 
the world other than Western Europe, may not be of the sort to which 
the common-vocabulary term "political" would readily apply. 

56.4:. Conclusion. Dialect geography, as a technique for recon
structing past history, is obviously limited. It is at its best only under 
special conditions (long-settled sedentary population) and when used 
in conjunction with documentary evidence. Even then it can operate 
only on a relatively small scale of time and space. 

It would be very wrong, because of these limitations, to scorn or dis
card dialect geography or to underestimate its value. Apart from the 
fact that more powerful techniques may be developed within this field 
at any time, the following points should be made. 

In the first place, dialect geography leads to certain useful results 
that do not fall into what we would usually call history or prehistory. 
Since our discussion has been oriented in that direction, we have not 
had occasion to discuss these results. About a decade ago a searching 
study was made of the correlation between social structure and habits 
of pronunciation in South Carolina. This study revealed that so simple 
a matter as the use or non-use of retroflexion after vowels before con
sonants (e.g., part pronounced as /part/ or as /pavt/) is a good index of 
certain social attitudes deriving from differences of class background. 

In the second place, certain varieties of geographical survey
whether they would count, in traditional terms, as "dialect geography" 
is here irrelevant---can be of great value in revealing just what his
torical problems there are in a region, even if other methods then have 
to be brought to bear in seeking the solutions. There are regions of 
Mexico and Central America where we have only spotty information 
about the aboriginal languages. We know, let us say, that all the local 
dialects of a given region are ultilI}3tely related, but do not know which 
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of them belong to one language and which to another-if, indeed, there 
are any major lines of cleavage. A fairly simple survey would give us 
part of the anSwer to this. We could then make an intelligent selection 
of key villages for more intensive gathering of materials, looking towards 
an application of the comparative method. 

In the third place, a problem is not necessarily trivial simply because 
it is limited in time and space. Many scholars are intensely interested in 
the details of recent history in this or that locality, and to this dialect 
geography can often make a contribution. Furthermore, detailed recent 
local history helps us to understand the kinds of things that occur on 
such a small scale elsewhere, and at earlier times. Dialect geography 
has the virtues of concreteness and specificity; sweeping generalizations 
not based on concrete small-scale facts are bootless. It is along this last 
line that dialect geography has, so far, made its greatest contribution. 

NOTES 

New terms: dialect atlas; isogloss, bundle of isoglosses; dialect area; 
"proto-territory"-that is, the geographical region inhabited by the 
speakers of the parent language of some group of related languages; 
focal area and relic area; parallelism in cultural or linguistic developments. 

Bloomfield's discussion (1933, chapters 18, 19) highlights the history 
of dialect-geographical and comparative methods. Pop 1950 is a very 
full survey, with bibliography, of dialect geography throughout the 
world. Wallace 1945 completely demolishes the simple form of the ag~ 
area hypothesis. The first valid inference from geographical distribution 
described in §56.2 has been formulated (not in print) by Isidore Dyen. 
Our examples of Ameriean dialect distributions are taken largely from 
Kurath 1949. The cultural significance of postvocalic /r/ in South 
Carolina: McDavid 1948. The Middle English study via documents of 
known provenience: Meech and Whitehall 1935. The U. S. survey by 
counties: unpublished materials of C. K. Thomas. 

Problem: Gleason, Workbook (1955b). pp. 77-79. 
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THE COMPARATIVE METHOD 

57.1. The comparative method is by far the most powerful of our 
techniques in linguistic prehistory. It is applicable when we are faced 
with two or more clearly distinct languages which are nevertheless re
lated, or look as though they might be. If the relationship is not certain, 
application of the method can sometimes render it so. If we are com
paring more than two languages, then the method is sometimes able to 
show us not only what their common ancestor was like (and, thus, 
something of the separate prehistory of each of the languages, back as 
far as the time of the common ancestor), but also in what ways their 
degrees of relationShip differ--say, that languages A and B are closer 
to each other than either is to language C. 

Distinct but related languages are, as we have emphasized, merely 
the later continuations of what were at some earlier time dialects of a 
single language. On the other hand, the fact that a language at a given 
stage in its history has a good deal of dialect variation in no way guar
antees that the different dia~ects are destined to diverge until eventually 
they are separate languages; nor does diversity of dialects at a given 
stage necessarily imply that at some earlier tiree the language was more 
uniform. English has diale.cts now; it has had dialects as far back as we 
can trace things~ertainJy since before the migration of the Angles, 
Saxons, and Jutes from the continent. While it is true that a uniform 
dialect may become differentiated, as when some of its speakers mi
grate and others stay at home, it is not by any means true that this is 
the only way in which dialect differentiation can have come abotit
it may not have "come about" at all, but simply have been, for an in
definitely long period in the past history of the language. And while 

485 
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divergent dialects can grow into distinct languages, given enough 
separation and enough time, they do not have to: if their speakers main~ 
tain just the right amount of direct and indirect contact, the degree of 
differentiation may become neither greater nor less for an indefinitely 
long time. 

In the face of these facts, when we wish to employ the comparative 
method we are forced to make a potentially false working assumption: 
that the distinct languages which we are comparing trace back not 
merely to a single parent language, but to a single language free from 
dialect variation. We shall see shortly why this assumption has to be 

"made. It is not exactly a contrary~to-fact assumption, because in some 
instances it may actually be true. But we can hardly ever know whether 
it is true or not, so that it is a source of unavoidable uncertainty. The 
comparatist does not stop work because of this, but he has to remember 
at all times the poten tially misleading nature of his working assumption. 

Whenever we compare two forms of speech-two dialects of a single 
language, two related languages, or even any two languages chosen at 
random-we encounter some words which are similar in sound and in 
meaning. This double similarity may be due to (a) accident (German 
nass 'wet' : Zuni nas 'wet'), (b) borrowing, from one form of speech into 
the other or into both from some third (German and English rouge, both 
from French), or (c) direct inheritance in both forms of speech from an 
earlier form of speech which was the common ancestor of the two. In 
the third case, we call the words cognates. 

In the comparative method, we work first and foremost with cog
nates. Often, at the outset, we cannot be sure whether certain sets of 
words are cognates or not; the procedures of the comparative method 
help us to decide. But if we try to apply the method not to distinct 
languages but merely to dialects of a single language, we find ourselves 
in trouble. In the case of distinct languages, at least some similarities 
due to borrowing are easily eliminated: English Weltanschauung is obvi
ouslya loan from German, and German .Yotorpool equally obviously a 
loan from English. In the case of dialects of a single language, the sort~ 
ing out of cognates from loans or accidental resemblances is exceedingly 
diffieult: should we compare New England /kavg/ with Middle West~ 
ern /ken/ or /kfls/? When the answers to such questions are obtainable, 
they are obtained through the methods of dialect geography, not 
through the comparative method. And when we remember that a 
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group of related dialects need by no means be descendants of an earlier 
more homogeneous form of speech, we see that the logical basis for the 
contrast between cognates and loans is lacking-the distinction simply 
cannot be made. This is why the comparative method is applicable 
only to distinct languages. 

57.2. Example. For our example of the comparative method we 
shall turn to the oldest attested stages of the Germanic languages: OE, 
Old Icelandic = 01, Old Saxon = OS, Old High German = OHG, and 
Gothic = G.l 

The relationship of these languages is obvious on casual inspection: 
they have closely similar grammatical cores, somewhat similar pho
nemic systems, and-most important-hundreds of shared items of 
vocabulary. The only possible conclusion is that they are divergent 
forms of an earlier single language: this parent language we call Proto
Germanic. The comparative method cannot tell us where, when, or by 
whom this language was spoken, but it can tell us many structural facts 
about the language, and we can rest assured that it was indeed spoken 
somewhere, at some time, by someone. 

Let us begin with a single shared item of vocabulary: 

G 
(1) lfisksl 

'fish' 

OJ 
lfiskrl 

OE 
Ifisil 

OS 
lfiskl 

OHG 
Ifiskl 

Each of these is in the nominative singular, an inflectional category 
shared by all the languages. Their resemblance in sound and meaning 
is obvious, but dOes not in isolation prove anything. Perhaps it would 
be too much of a coincidence for the resemblances to be accidental, but 
they could easily be due to borrowing. 

To test this, we look for recurring correspondences. Thus, each of the five 
words for 'fish' begins with If I, so that the correspondence can be 
represented in phonemic terms as /f- f- f- f- f-/: here, and later, we put 
the symbols down in the same order in which the forms from the five 
different languages were cited in (1) above-that is, first G, then 01, 
then OE, then OS, and finally OHG. Since in each of the languages the 
respective If I phonemes, initially before a stressed vowel, were pho-

1 The provenience and dates for all of these are given in the ApperuI;x of lAngutJlI 
Names. under INDO-HITTITE. 
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netically voiceless labial spirants, we can represent the correspondence 
phonetically as [f- f- f- f- f-]. 

Now this correspondence recurs in a good many other instances: 

G 01 OE OS OHG 
(2) 'jfidar/ /fft6ir/ /freder/ /fader/ /fater/ 

[Ci15ar] [fa15ir] 
'father' 

(3) /faran/ /fara/ (faran/ /faran/ Ifaran/ 
'to go' 

(4) /f6·tus/ /f6-tr/ /f6·t/ /f6·t/ /fUv§! 
'foot' 

(5) Ifchul Ifc-/ /fax/ /fchu/ /fchul 
'cattle' 

(6) /fl6·dus/ /fl6·6/ /fi6-d/ /fl6·d/ /fl6vt/ 
[flo·15us] [fio·15j 
'flood, stream' 

In the above, and in all further examples, we transcribe phonetically as 
well as phonemically whenever there are allophonic facts of special 
relevance--as, for example, in the above, the fact that G /d/ between 
vowels, and 01 /6/ between vowels, were phonetically voiced Rpirants. 
The OHG /§/ was some sort of spirant distinct from lsi, but no one 
knows just what it was phonetically_ 

In the original set, (1), the second correspondence can be symbolized 
phonemically as Ii iii l/, and phonetically as [i iii 1]. This corre
spondence, again, recurs in many other sets: 

(7) /bidjan/ /bi6ja/ /biddan/ /biddian/ /bitten/ 
[bn5jan] [bi15ja] 
'to pray, beg, entrust' 

(8) /witanl lvital lwitan/ /witanl Iwfpn/ 
'to know' 

Also, in (1), we have the correspondence Is s s s sl, phonetically 
[8 S S S s); in this phonetic shape it recurs in, for example: 

(9) /~-tunl lsi-tol Ie-toni lsi-tun/ lsi'lJUDl 
'they sat' 
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G 01 OE OS OHG 
(10) /sevan/ /sfJo/ /s6·wan/ /sfJoian/ /sfJoen/ 

'to sow' 
(11) /stilan/ /stela/ /steian/ /steian/ /8t&n/ 

'to steal' 
(12) /ski onan/ /skiona/ /s~(onan/ /skionan/ /sloonan/ 

'to shine' 

In some of this last group, the [s s s s s] correspondence turns up in a 
distinctly different environment (eogo, initially before °a stressed vowel), 
but in (12), as in (1), it is followed by the next correspondence that 
concerns us: /k k ~ k k/, phonetically [k k ~ k k): 

(13) /k6v s/ jkaws/ /~aos/ /k6vs/ /k6os/ 
'I, he chose' 

(14) /kiwsan/ /kj6'sa/ /kiwsan/ /kiwsan/ 
'to choose' 

For OE, OS, and OHG, this is as far as we can go, since in those 
languages the words involved in (1) consist of just four successive seg
mental phonemeso The G and OI forms are longer, and we can find 
other sets in which the correspondence /-s -r - - -/ (phonetically 
[-s -r - - -]) turns up-the dashes meaning "zeroo" One example is 
(4), and note the following: 

(15) /hardus/ /barOr/ /hard/ /Mrd/ /hart/ 
[har15r) 

'hard' 
(16) /hUnds/ /Mndr/ /hUnd/ /hund/ /hunt/ 

'dog' 
(17) /liwfs/ /ljMr/ /I<H/ /liwf/ /liwb/ 

(ljuovr] 
'dear' 

(18) /langsl Jiangri 116ng/ Ilangl /lang! 
'long' 

(19) /r6v6s/ /raw6rl /raod/ Ir6 0d/ {root! 
(raw15r] 

'red' 

These examples are either mascu!;ne nouns, or the masculine forms of 
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adjectives, in the; nominative singular: G had an ending / -sf for this 
inflection; 01 an ending / -r /; the other three languages, usually no end
ing at all. 

We see, thus, that the successive correspondences in the words of set 
(1) all recur in many other sets of words. The great regularity with 
which the correspondences recur renders it very unlikely that the re
semblances-in set (1) or in any of the other sets-are due to borrowing. 
When we find a family of words that have spread, via borrowing, 
through several languages, we usually find that the differences of pho
netic shape are relatively haphazard; but in the words we have exam
ined they are not haphazard at all. The conclusion is that the five words 
of set (1) are indeed cognates: that is, that there was a single word in 
Proto-Germanic, which by direct tradition in the five separate lan
guages has come down in just the shapes listed in (1). Not only do we 
reach this conclusion; we also venture to reconstruct first the allophonic 
shape, and eventually the phonemic shape, which the word had in the 
parent language, as follows: 

The parental word began with a consonant sound which has been 
inherited in each of the daughter languages as [f-J. The phonetic 
testimony of the five languages is in agreement. It is customary to 
assume that if all of a set of related languages share a feature, that 
feature was present in the parent language. Consequently, we assume 
that the Proto-Germanic word for 'fish' began with [f-J. 

The parental word continued with a stressed vowel which has been 
inherited in the daughter languages as [( i i (I]. By the principle 
asserted just above, we assume that the second sound in the parental 
word was something like [1]. 

In the same way, we posit parental [s] on the basis of the correspo:Q.d
ence [s s s S 5); 

The fourth correspondence in the word makes more trouble, since 
the languages do not agree. Four of them have a voiceless dorsal stop. 
But OE has a fronted dorso-velar stop, which, as we know from §44.2, 
contrasted in OE with a similar stop pronounced at a more retracted 
position of articulation (OE /k/). Now we also find instances of a re
curring correspondence /k k k k k/, phonetically [k k k k k], as in, 

G 
(20) /knlw/ 

'knee' 

01 
jkm./ 

OE 
jk.na·/ 

os 
/kniw/ 

OHG 
/kniw/ 
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-and it is obviously for this correspondence that we should reserve a 
posited parental (kJ. So, tentatively, we assume a separate parental [~] 
for the fourth correspondence in 'fish.' 

The problems at the ends of the G and the 01 words are too intricate 
for us to discuss. So far we have justified a reconstructed phonetic shape 
beginning with * [flgf-] for the parental word for 'fish'; the reasoning 
about the end of the word, which we omit, finishes this as *[fis~z] or 
*(fls~az]. The asterisk at the beginning of these transcriptions has noth
ing to do with the phonetic notation, but is simply a warning: it tells 
us that the form being transcribed has not been directly observed nor 
found in some document, but only inferred indirectly. It is the custom 
in historical linguistics to mark any indirectly inferred form in this way. 

57.S. Phonetic Similarity venus Regularity Df Correspondence. 
The five daughter words for 'fish' which we examined above are very 
similar phonetically, and this may tend to conceal one essential point 
of the comparative method. In searching for genuine cognates, it is not 
close phonetic similarity that counts, but rather regularity oj co"espond
mee. To underscore this, consider the stressed syllable nuclei in the 
following set: 

G 
(21) /M-tan/ 

OJ 
/hejta/ 

'to name, call' 

OE 
/h6·tan/ 

OS 
/hevtan/ 

OHG 
/hej~an/ 

We see, in the correspondence lev ej 6· ev ej/, a great deal of diversity 
from one language to another-in particular, the OE /6·/ seems quite 
divergent. But for this correspondence, also, one can find many 
examples: 

(22) /hevls/ /hejll/ /h5-lj /hevlj /hejlj 
'whole, sound' 

(23) /evns/ /ejnn/ /6·n/ /evn/ /ejn/ 
'one' 

(24) /ste·gl /stejg/ Isth! /stevx! Istejg! 
[ste·x] 
'he ascended' 

(25) Iste·ns/ /stejnn! /st5·n/ Istevn/ /stejn/ 
'stone' 

The regularity of recurrence assures us in this case, just as much as in 
a case where there is less phonetic variety, that the words are cognates: 
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that the prototype word 'in the parent language had some sort of 
stressed syllabic which has been inherited in the various daughter 
languages in just the shapes we find. True enough, it is much harder to 
decide in this instance just what the parental sound may have been. 
Early in our work, we would probably settle for some arbitrary symbol, 
which would not be assigned any phonetic value but would merely 
represent the correspondence. Thus one might represent the prototype 
word for (21) as *[hAtana], where "A" is not a phonetic symbol but 
shorthand' for the correspondence / e- ej 6· ev ej/. But arbitrary sym
bols of this sort are temporary props, to be eliminated as soon as evi
-dence is accumulated pointing to the actual phonetic shape in the 
parent language. In the present instance, after a great deal of work, 
Germanicists have come to the conclusion that our" A" was something 
like raj] or [aj). Consequently, we reconstruct the word 'to name, call' 
as *[hajtana] or *[h6jtana]. 

NOTES 

New terms: cognates; correspondence, recurring con'espondences, regularity 
of correspondence. Note also the use of the asterisk, described at the end 
of §57.2. In this book we restrict the asterisk to forms reconstructed for 
a proto- or pre-language; in some circles it is customary to mark even a 
non-occurrent form of an attested stage of a language (say, English She 
like potatoes) in this way. 

Our interpretations of the old Germanic languages are based largely 
on the standard manuals; Moulton 1954 lists most of them. The re
analysis of Moulton 1954 has bCen largely worked into our approach in 
this and the next section. 

Problem. The actu;U historical relationship of two languages is not 
always apparent from casual inspection, but sometimes it is. Gleason, 
Workbook (1955b), page 86, lists the words with twenty-five different 
meanings from each of six unidentified languages. It is good experience 
to examine these and venture guesses as to which of the six languages are 
most probably related, which less probably. 
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RECONSTRUCTING PHONEMICS 

58.1. Our notation *[fisf-:lz] for Proto-Germanic 'fish' is at the 
m6ment only in rough phonetic or allophonic form. We are sure that 
the parental word began with something like [f], but we do not know 
what Proto-Germanic phoneme that [f] represented, nor what other 
allophones the same phoneme may have had, nor where else, besides 
initially before a stressed vowel, the same phoneme may have occurred. 
The OE If I, as in Ifis*/, had also a voiced variant between vowels, as 
in InHal [neva] 'nephew'; the G If I, on the other hand, seems to have 
been voiceless in all positions-e.g., medial~y in Ihafjanl 'to raise.' 
Was Proto-Germanic like OE, or like G, or perhaps different from 
both? . 

In other words, our task of reconstructing the phonemic system of the 
parent language has. only begun. To complete it, there are two other 
sorts of operations which must be performed, comparable in general to 
the operations we perform in determining the phonemic system of a 
language observed by direct contact (§12), but necessarily differing in 
details: 

(1) We must tabulate all the sounds which stood in contrast with 
each other in any given position: e.g., all the single consonants which 
occurred in the parent language initially before a stressed vowel. When 
we remember that the elements of a phonemic system can ultimately be 
defined only in terms of contrast (§2.5), it is easy to see why this step is 
necessary. 

(2) We must compare the elements which stood in contrast in any 
493 
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one position with those which contrasted in each other position, in order 
to decide which element in each position belonged to the same phoneme 
as which element in other positions. 

's8.2. Pretonic Consonants inProto-Germanic. Toillustratethefim 
of the steps described above, we shall concentrate on the position 
directly before a stressed vowel ("pretonic" position). 

To tabulate the sounds which contrasted in this position in the parent 
language, we first list all the correspondences in that position, and then 
check to see whether some sets of two or more of these correspondences 
might not reflect one and the same parental sound, the multiplicity of 
correspondence being due to special changes in one or another of the 
daughter languages. 

The Germanic correspondences which we find in pre tonic position 
are listed below. Each is supplied with a number preceded by "C"; to 
the right, we refer to word-sets, in the preceding section and this, which 
illustrate the correspondence in question. Each correspondence is given 
phonemically, and then also phonetically if the phonetics are not 
obvious: 

(Cl) Ip- P- p- p- pf-I (26, 27) 
(C2) It- t- t- t- tt"l (2S) 
(C3) Ik- k- ~- k- k-I (13, 14) 
(C4) Ik- k- k- k- k-I (29) 
(C5) Ib- b- b- b- b-I (7) 

(DHG Ib-I may have been voiceless unaspirated rdther 
than voiced) 

(C6) Id- d- d- d- t-I (30) 
(C7) Ig- g- ~- x- g-I [g- g- '9- 'Y- go] (31, 32) 
(CS) Ig- g- g- x- g-I [g- g- g- 'Y- g-1 (33) 

(DE initial/g-I may possibly have been spirantal, or have 
varied freely between voiced spirant and voiced stop) 

(C9) If- f- £- f- £-1 (1, 2, 3, 4, 5) 
(C10) 16- 6- 6- 6- d-I (34) 
(Cl1) 1".".".".".1 (9, 10) 
(C12) Ih- h- h- h- h-I (15, 16, 21, 22) 
(C13) Im- m- m- m- m-I (35, 36) 
(C14) In- n- n- n- n-I (37, 38) 
(CIS) 11- 1- 1- 1- I-I (17. lS) 
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(C16) /r- r- r- r- r-/ (19) 
(Ct7) /w- v- w- w- w-/ (8, 39) 
(Ct8) /w- - w- w- w-/ (40, 41) 
(C19) /j- - ~- j- j-/ [j- -1- j- j-] (42) 

(OE /~-/ may have been phonetically quite like G, OS, and 
OHG /j-j. The dash represents "no consonant at all.") 

(C20) /-----/ (23,43). 

The additional examples we need are: 

G OI OE OS OHG 
(26) /pevda/ /p6·d/ /pevda/ /pfejt/ 

[pev~a] 

'cloak' 
(27) - /penningr/ /pening/ /pfenning/ 

'penny' 
(28) /tungo·/ /tunga/ /tunge/ /tunga/ /t§unga/ 

'tongue' 
(29) /k6rn/ /k6rn/ /k6rn/ /k6rn/ /k6rn/ 

'grain' 
(30) /d6htar/ /d6·ttar/ /doxtor/ /doxtor/ /toxter/ 

'daughter' 
(31) /giban/ /gefa/ !gifan/ /xefan/ /geban/ 

[givan] [geva] [1ivan] ['Yevan) 
'to give' 

(32) /gaJ/ /gaJ/ /~aJ/ /xaJ/ /gab/ 
[gay] [ .yaJ] ['YaJ] 

'I, he gave' 
(33) /go·6s/ /go'6r/ /go·d/ /x6·d/ /guvt/ 

'good' [g6-'(Sr] ['Yo·d] 
(34) /6ata/ /Mt/ /6ret/ /6at/ Ida§! 

'that, the' 
(35) - /mu·s/ /mu·s/ /mu·s/ /mu·s/ 

'mouse' 
(36) /mun9s/ /mu·O/ /mund/ 

'mouth' 
(37) /nimi9/ /nime6/ /nimid/ /nimit/ 

'he takes' 
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G OJ OE OS OHG 
(38) /nam/ /nam/ /n6m/ /nam/ /nam/ 

'I, he took' 
(39) /wer6an/ /ver6a/ /war6an/ /werOan/ /werdan/ 

[ver'lSa] [wart'lan] [wer'lSan] 
'to become' 

(40) /w6rOun/ /ur60/ /wurdon/ /wurdun/ /wurtun/ 
[urt'lo} 

'they became' 
(4t) /wulfs/ /ulfr/ /wulf/ /wUlf/ /w6lf/ 

[ulvr] 
'wolf 

(42) /jungs/ /ungr/ /gung/ /jung/ /j(mg/ 
'young' [1ulJg] 

(43) /6vgo'/ /awga/ /a·ge/ /6vxa/ /6wga/ 
[6·'Yo·] [aw'¥a] [a'1e] [ 6v,¥a] 
'eye' 

Of the twenty correspondences listed and illustrated, ten are of the 
simple sort for which all the languages are phonetically in agreement or 
nearly so. Accordingly, we reconstruct as follows: 

for Proto-Gmc. for Proto-Gmc. 
C4 [k] Cl3 (m] 
CS [b] C14 en] 
C9 [f] CIS (I] 
Cll [s] C16 [r] 
C12 [hJ C20 (zero). 

In Ct, C2, C6, and CIO, all the languages agree except OHG. The 
policy in such a case is to try to follow the majority rule. This policy, 
like that of assuming that the parent language had any feature which is 
common to all the daughter languages, is only a working principle: in 
some instances other evidence eventually shows that a conclusion based 
on the simple working principle is wrong. In the present cases, however, 
no such conflicting evidence turns up, and we accordingly reconstruct 
as follows: 

for 
Ct 

.C2 

Proto-Gmc. 
[p] 
[t] 

for 
C6 
Cto 

Proto-Gmc. 
Cd] 
[OJ. 
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Correspondences Ct7 and CtS are identical save in 01, which shows 
Iv/ in C17 but zero in CtS. For both, all the other languages agree in 
having /w/. As a first step, we could arbitrarily reconstruct with [WI] for 
Ct7 and [W2] for CtS: our notation means that both correspondences 
point to some sort of [w]-like sound, but that the twofold reflex in 01 
has to be accounted for: whatever the phonetic difference between 
Proto-Gmc [WI] and [W2] may have been, it is possible that the two 
were in contrast, and that in all the languages save 01 the contrast has 
been lost. 

The next step is to examine the distribation of [WI] and [W2], both in 
Proto-Germanic (when we have reconstructed enough different proto
type words to make this possible) and in the 01 reflexes. We soon dis
cover that [WI], kept in 01 as lv-I, appears only before unrounded 
vowels in 01, which presumably trace back to unrounded vowels in the 
parent language, while [W2], lost in 01, appears only in words where 
01 has a rounded vowel, presumably tracing back to a rounded vo\yel 
in the parent language. That is, the distinction between [WI] and [w21 
need not be ascribed to the parent language: it can be accounted for 
realistically within the separate history of 01. Consequently, we put 
the two correspondences together, and reconstruct both with a parental 
[w]: 

for 
Ct7, CtS 

Proto-Gmc. 
[w]. 

We have already examined correspondence C4, but let us now take 
it up again, in connection with C3. These two correspondences, once 
again, differ only in one language-DE, which has /V for C3 but /k/ 
for C4. As in the case just discussed, we would at first posit two diffe:uent 
parental sounds, in contrast initially: say [k 1] and [k2], or, since the DE 
situation affords a clue, n~] for C3 and [k] for C4. The details of the 
argument about these two are much more intricate than those for corre
spondences C17 and C1S, but in due time a comparable conclusion is 
reached. That is, we need not posit more than one parental allophone, 
[k), explaining the split of this into DE /If/ and/k/ within the separate 
history of English. Roughly speaking, the parental [k] was fronted to 
r~) at some time between ProtO-Germanic and historic DE, before 
vowels which were, at the time, front; but was kept as a back dorsa
velar [Ie] in other environments. (It was fronted always after [s), regard
less of what vowel followed, but this position is not the one here under 
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consideration.) The vowels which brought about the fronting of 
parental (kJ had not all been front vowels in Proto-Germanic, and by 
historic OE times some of them were once again not front vowels; but 
the history of the OE vowel system is such as to render realistic the 
assumed intervening stage when the distribution was as we have stated 
above. It will be remembered that in §55.3 we showed, in part, how 
internal reconstruction applied to OE suggests that I~! and Ikl had 
earlier been only allophones of a single phoneme; the evidence we get 
from the comparative method supports that deduction. 

Consequently, we put C3 and C4 together: 

for 
C3, C4 

Proto-Gmc. 
(k). 

This also revises our prototype for 'fish' from *(fl~az] to *(flskaz). 
We are now left with correspondences C7, C8, and C19. All the 

laQgUages except OE show the same initial consonant for C7 and C8, 
though OS has a spirant where the other three show a stop. C7 and C19 
are the same in OE, but are distinguished in the other four languages. 
It turns out that we can safely posit just two parental consonants, [g] for 
C7 and C8, and UJ for C19. The split of parental [g) in OE into Igl and 
!ff,1 is parallel to the pre-OE split of parental [k] into Ikl and If I, with 
one difference: the more fronted allophone of parental [g] in time fell 
together with the pre-OE reflex of parental OJ. Consequently, we 
assert: 

for 
C7, C8 
C19 

Proto-Gmc. 
[g) 

OJ. 
It should be added that we cannot be entirely sure about the phonetic 
nature of the parental [g). We have used a stop symbol, but the OS 
evidence, and what happened to the more fronted allophone in OE, 
suggest that it may instead have been a voiced spirant. 

Tabulating the results, we find the following single consonants in 
contrast in Proto-Germanic in the position directly before a stressed 
vowel. In the table, we enclose the symbols in slant lines, since all the 
sounds were phonemically distinct in that they contrasted in this par
ticular position. The phonetic descriptions, however, specify only what 
the C9DS0nant phonemes were like in this position; we do not yet know 
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where else any of them occurred, nor what allophones they had in other 
positions: 

voiceless stops: Ipi It I /kl 
voiced stops: Ibl Idl 
voiced stop or spirant? lsi 
voiceless spirants: If I 161 Is/ 
aspiration: /hi 
liquids: /1/,/r/ 
nasals: 1m/ /n/ 
semivowels: Iwl Ij/. 

In addition to this sixteen-way contrast among single consonants, 
the pretonic position also allowed the occurrence of no consonant at all 
(correspondence C20), and of any of a number of consonant clusters. 
The sets of cognates we have cited do not suffice for reconstructing all 
the clusters, but (11), (24), and (25) certainly point to a parental /st-/, 
(12) to Isk-I, and (20) to Ikn-I. 

58.3. Intervocalic Consonants in Proto-Germanic. In order to il
lustrate the second of the two operations described in §58.1, we must 
tabulate the contrasts in some second position in the parent language. 
We choose for this second position that after a stressed vowel (or with 
an intervening Irl or 11/) and before an unstressed vowel. We shall not 
repeat in detail the lines of reasoning by which the contrasts in this 
position in the parent language are determined, since the methods in
volved are exactly the same as those presented in §58.2. Instead, we 
shall merely list the results, confining ourselves, furthermore, to stops 
and spirants. 

Eleven correspondences suffice for the present discussion (omitting 
some complications, particularly in OE, that can be explained within 
the separate histories of the daughter languages): 

(C21) I-p- -p- -p- -p- -ff-I (44) 
(C22) I-t- -t- -t- -t- -§§-I (8,9,21) 
(C23) !-k- -k- -k- -k- -xx-/ (45) 
(C24) I-f- -f- -f- -f- -f-j [f v v v f] (462 
(e2S) I-I}.. -6- -(j.. -6- -d-I [6 '615 15 d) (39) 
(C26) I-h- - - -h- -h-I (5) 

(In OE and 01 the intervocalic [h] drops, its effects usually 
showing in some mroification of the preceding vowel:) 
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(C21) /-b- -f- -f- -(- -b-I [v v v v bJ (31) 
(C28) /-d- -&- -d- -d- -t- [15 15 ddt] (2,15,26) 
(C29) I-g- -g- -x- -x- -g-I ['y '1 '1 '1 g] (43) 
(C30) /+- +- +- -s- -s-I (14) 
(C3t) /-z- -r- -r- -r- -r-/ (47) 

Additional examples: 

G OI OE OS OHG 
(44) /sle-panl /s);J:-pan/ Isla-pan/ /slHfanl 

'to sleeD' 
(45) /ga-Iu-kan/ /lu-ka/ /lu·kan/ /lu·xxan/ 

'to lock' 
(46) - Inlie/ /nlia/ Inlio/ /nlio/ 

[neve] [neva] /nevol 
'nephew' 

(47) /mbza/ /mejre/ /m6·ra/ /mevro/ fme-rol 
'more' 

The medial stops and spirants which we reconstruct for Proto
Germanic on the basis of these correspondences are as follows: 

for 
C21 
C22 
C23 
C24 
C25 
C26 

Proto-Gmc. 
[p] 
[c] 
[k] 
[f] 
[6] 

[hJ or [x] 

for 
C27 
C28 
C29 
C30 
C3l 

Proto-Gmc. 
[v] 
[t5] 
['1] 
[s] 
[z]. 

58.4. The Proto-Germanic Consonant Phonemes. There were, of 
course, more differe:g.t phonetic environments for consonants in Proto
Germanic than the two we have discussed above; but it appears that 
no position other than the two dealt with allowed a greater number of 
contrasts than did these two. We can therefore proceed to set up the 
consonant phonemes of the parent language on the basis of the con
trasts in just these two positions_ 

First we can set aside reconstructed 1m n I r w j/: these occurred 
in various positions, but present no particular problems. 

Pretonic [p- t- k-J and intervocalic [-p- -t- -k-] are obviously to be 
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paired off as members of the same phonemes: /p t k/. alwaY' voiceless 
and always stops. 

Pretonic [f- 6- s-] and intervocalic [-f- -6- -s-] are likewise to be paired 
off: If II sl, always voiceless and always spirants. 

There are no medial voiced stops to match the initial voiced stops 
[b- d-]; and there 'are no initial voiced spirants to match intervocalic 
[-v- -'6-]. The initial [g-J may have been a spirant rather than a stop, as 
indicated towards the end of §58.2: the medial [-'1-] was not matched 
by any initial voiced spirant unless [g-J was indeed also a spirant. Inany 
case, it seems clear that we should assign pretonic [b- d- g~] and inter
vocalic [-v- -15- -'Y-J to a single set of three phonemes /b d gl, ~hich 
were always voiced but were stops or spirants depending on environ
ment. This is a realistic conclusion to reach: many languages which can 
be directly observed show the same sort of alternation-for example, 
modem Spanish. 

The initial [h-J and the medial [-h-J or [-x-J can be assigned to a sin
gle phoneme if the medial sound was [-h-], but if it was [-x-] (and there 
is some evid~nce to suggest this), then one might hesitate to do so. We 
have to leave this matter unsettled. We shall use initial/h-/ and medial 
I-x-/ (the latter also in some other positions, such as final) in any fur
ther phonemic transcriptions of Proto-Germanic forms, but this choice 
of symbols is no guarantee that the conclusion it implies is correct. 

The medial [-z-] is not matched by anything in initial position with 
which it can be grouped into a single phoneme. We have no recourse 
but to recognize /zl as a separate phoneme, which never occurred 
directly before a stressed vowel. 

Summarizing tabularly, we have, as the co~onant phonemes of 
Proto-Germanic: 

Voiceless stops: Ip/ 
Voiceless spirants: /fl 
Voiced stops/spirants: Ibl 
Voiced spirant: 
Nasals: Iml 
Liquids: 
Semivowels: /w / 

It/ 
/6/ /sl 

jdl 
/zl 

Inl 
II/ Ir/ 

/k/ 
/x/ (fhf) 
/gl 

Ij I· 
To this we add, without discussion or proof, the reconstructed vowel 

system: 
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Vowel phonemes: 

Complex nuclei: • 
fiji 
/ej/ 
laj/ 
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Iii lui 
lei 1",10 

liw/ 
/ew/ 
lawl 
/uw/, 

all of which occurred stressed, and many of which occurred also without 
stress. 

NOTES 

The step from allophonic to phonemic reconstruction is systematized 
by Hoenigswald 1950bo We write u a" for the proto-Germanic vowel 
usually represented as "a," for the sake of symmetry; the phonetic 
implication (a more retracted and possibly rounded low vowel) may 
not be defensibleo 

Problemso Gleason, Workbook (1955b), po 850 
Using Germanic cognate sets (1) through (48), in the preceding sec

tion and this, plus sets (49) through (80) below, reconstruct the initial 
consonant dusters before a stressed vowel of proto-Germanico 

G OJ OE OS OHG 
(49) - /kvikr/ /kwiku/ /kwik/ /kwek/ 

'alive' 
(SO) - /hnloxan/ /hnioxan/ /hniogan/ 

'to bend down' 
,(51) /br608ar1 /br6 0 &er1 /brooOor/ /bro·8ar/ /bruyder/ 

'brother' 
(52) Ibraoxta/ /brooxte/ /braoxta/ /braoxta/ 

'I brought' 
(53) /blinds/ /blindrl /blindl /blind/ /blint/ 

'blind' 
(54) fkwtman/ /kw&Dan/ 

'to come' 
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G 01 OE OS ORG 
(55) /fr~kun8s/ /fnSku6j 

'despised' 
(56) /drinkan/ /drlnkan/ /drinkan/ /trfnkan/ 

'to drink' 
(57) /skajdan/ /¥·dan/ /ske·dan/ /skejdan/ 

'to divide' 
(58) - jfr6skr/ /fr6sk/ 

'frog' 
(59) - /fr6st/ /fr6st/ /fr6st/ 

'frost' 
(60) /fl6·dus/ /fl6·0/ /fl6'd/ /fluvt/ 

'flood, tide' 
(61) /gras/ /grtl!s/ /xras/ /grfts/ 

'grass' 
(62) /hlajfs/ /blH/ /blejb/ 

'bread, loaf 
(63) - /s!felx/ /skelx/ 

'oblique' 
(64) /staOs/ /staor/ /stede/ /stad/ /stat/ 

'place' 
(65) /swi·n/ /svi·n/ /swf·n/ /swf'n/ /swf·n/ 

'pig' 
(66) /Owerhs/ /Owarx/ 

'perverse' 
(67) /kwe'ns/ /kwe'n/ 

'queen, wife' 
(68) - /hringr/ /hrlng/ /hring/ /hring/ 

'ring' 
(69) /wraka/ /wnSku/ 

'revenge' 
(70) - /spinna/ /spfnnan/ 

'to spin' 
(71) - /sm6kkr/ /sm6kk/ 

'smock' 
(72) - jstrawmr/ /stra'm/ /str6'm/ /str6·m/ 

'stream' 
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G 01 OE OS OHG 
(73) !trlggws/ /trfggr! /(te)trawe/ /trfwwi/ /(gi)trfwwi/ 

'true' 
(74) /twfillf/ /twBI/ 

'twelve' 
(75) - /&rf.·r/ /en·/ /fM.v

/ /fM../ 
'three' 

(76) - /dwBlan/ /twBlan/ 
'to tarry' 

(77) /snutrs/ /sn6tr/ /sn6ttor/ /sn6ttar/ /sn6tta.r/ 
'wise' 

(78) /hwas/ /hw6·/ /hwe·/ /hwer/ 
'who?' 

(79) /kwino/ /kwene/ /kwena/ 
'woman, wife' 

(80) /wUts/ /wUte/ /wHti/ 
'face' 'form, beauty' 
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RECONSTRUCTING 

MORPHOPHONEMICS 

and GRAMMAR 

59.1. At. we saw in the preceding two sections, the comparative 
method proceeds by finding sets of possible cognates, attempting the 
reconstruction of parental prototypes, and eventually achieving a 
portrayal-1Jften with some holes-1Jf the phonemic system of the parent 
language, of the phonemic shapes of the prototypes of the sets of 
cognates, and of the changes which have led from the forms of the 
parent speech to the forms in each of the daughter languages. The 
discovery of recurrent correspondences lends support to the hypothesis 
that the possible cognates are really such, and with sufficient regularity 
of recurrence we abandon all doubt. In the process, some of the sets 
with which we began usually fall by the wayside as spurious-that is, as 
accidental resemblances, as the result of borrowing, or as forms that 
would be exact cognates save for some analogical reshaping. One 
instance of the last appears in set 40 (§61.2): G /w6r&Un/ 'they became' 
is not the unaltered cognate of the forms in the other four languages, 
because the G form (if it had not somehow been reshaped) would have 
been /w6rdun/. This deviation does not impair the value of the form 
for the purpose we were seeking when it was listed, but it must never
theless be accounted for. A more striking example is the resemblance 
between the Germanic word which appears in English as have and in 
German as haben, and the Latin word habere 'to have.' The Germanic 
and the Latin words are not cognates. 

505 
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A general requirement of the comparative method is realism. This 
requirement applies in two ways. In the first place, the portrayal of 
the parent language which we achieve must make it look like a real 
language, of the sort with which we are familiar by direct contact 
or through documentary evidence. The phonemic system of Proto
Germanic, as we reconstructed it in §58.4, meets this requirement 
quite satisfactorily: the number of phonemes is reasonable, and the 
allophonic variation between stop and spirant postulated for /b d 
g/ is familiar from various directly known languages. 

A more stringent form of this part of the requirement of realism is 
that the parent languag~ should be reasonably similar to each of the 
daughter languages. If anything-measuring in a rough impressionistic 
way-the parent language should be expected to be somewhat more 
like each of its descendants than they are like each other. It is easy to 
see why: if the parent language is separated in time by n years from each 
of the descendants, then the descendants are, in effect, separated by 2n 
years from each other-since to get from one to another we must first 
go bad.: to the common parent and then down to the other. 

The other aspect of the requirement of realism is that the postulated 
prehistory of each of the separate languages, from the parental form 
down to the time of our observations or our documentary records, must 
involve only the kinds and mechanisms of phylogenetic change which 
we know to be operative in languages in general. We are not allowed to 
assume, let us say, that between Proto-Germanic and DE the phonemic 
system changed whimsically and at random, when between DE and 
NE-as in every other case known through written records--we know 
that phonemic systems have changed only as the result of certain 
specifiable mechanisms. To forget this requirement is not just a minor mor; 
it is to abandon the comparative method altogether. 

Although our knowledge of how phonemic systems change, and 
particularly of the nature of sound change, constitutes the mainstay of 
the comparative method, it is not necessary for us to stop with a recon
struction of the phonemic system of the parent language and of the 
phonological shapes of the prototype vocabulary. Under favorable 
conditions-that is, if the daughter languages are not too distantly 
related-we can go far beyond this. We can determine some of the 
details of morphophonemic alternation in the parent language; we Can 
discern the major outlines of its grammatical system; we can even make 
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some tentative inferences about the nonlinguistic habits of the speakers 
of the parent language. In the present section we shall illustrate the 
first two of these points; in the next, the third, together with some 
related matters. 

59.2. Reconstructing Morphophonemic Alternations. Certain OE 
verbs showed a variation in the final stem consonant. Thus /sni·Oan/ 
'to cut' kept the stem-final /6/ in most inflected forms, but had /d/ 
instead in the preterit plural /snidon/ 'we (ye, they) cut' and in the 
past participle /sniden/. Again, /lFa'san/ 'to choose' had preterit plural 
and past participle /kuron/, /k6ren/, with /r/ instead of lsI. A number 
of verbs shared each of these alternations, though the vast majority
including some with stem-final/a/ and Is/-kept the same consonant 
in all inflected forms. 

This is the sort of situation which tempts the historian to apply inter
nal reconstruction if he can (§55). We want at least to guess that at 
some pre-English stage these alternating stems showed the same final 
consonant in all inflected forms, and that some sequence of sound 
change and resulting rephonemicizations had given rise to the OE 
irregularity. But this vague guess is about as far as the OE evidence can 
carry us. 

And when we turn to the other Germanic languages, we soon dis
cover that the postulated pre-English stage of regularity for these verb 
stems must have been also pre-Proto-Germanic, rather than some stage 
between Proto-Germanic and OE. For some of the same alternations 
appear in some of the other attested languages. The OHG equivalents 
of the 0 E verb forms cited above are, respectively, / sni'dan/ : / snitum/, 
/gisnitan/ and /kiwsan/ : /kurum/, /gik6ran/. In OHG we also find 
the second alternation in the verb /rf'san/ 'to rise,' with /rirum/ and 
/giriran/, though in OE this verb keeps the stem-final lsi in all forms. 
OHG also attests to a third alternation of the same general sort: 
/t§i'han/ 'to draw, accuse' : /t§igum/, /git§Lgan/, showing /h/ in alter
nation with /g/. This has been obscured in OE by specifically pre
English changes: the corresponding forms are /t6'n/, /tfxon/, and 
/dgen/. These are exact cognates of the OHG forms: in pre-OE, inter
vocalic /x/ was lost after influencing the quality and quantity of the 
preceding stressed vowel, and the intervocalic /x/ and /ft,! of OE, like 
the intervocalic /g/ of OHG, are the regular reflexes of Proto-Ger
manic intervocalic /gj. 
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We must conclude that in Proto-Germanic all four of the verbs we 
have illustrated, as well as some others for which there is comparable 
evidence, showed an alternation: 

*/dj~-/ 
*/rijs-/ 
*/kfws-/ 
*/snij8-/ 

* /tig-/ 'to drag, accuse' 
*/riz-/ 'to rise' 
*/kuz-/ 'to choose, test' 
* /snid-/ 'to cut.' 

In each of the daughter languages, some of the verbs of this set have 
been analogically regularized. This accounts for OE 'to rise,' where the 
/ s/ of most .of the inflected forms has been analogically extended to the 
preterit plural and the past participle,. where /r/ would be expected. 
The regularization went furthest in G, where seemingly no verbs show 
the alternations: for the four we have used as examples, G shows 
/gad'han/: /gatehum/,/gatehans/; /UITi'san/: /urrisum/,/urrlsans/; 
/kiwsan/ : /kUsum/, /kusans/; and /sni'Oan/ : /sni6um/, /snfOans/
with the commoner stem-final consonant in all· cases replacing the 
rarer one. Despite this constant tendency towards analogical regular
ization, a few traces of the Proto-Germanic alternation survive to this 
day in English: lose but for-lorn; seethe but sodden. 

We have thus reconstructed one pattern of irregular morpho
phonemic alternation for Proto-Germanic. Many other examples could 
be added, but we do not need them for our purpose, which is simply to 
show how the comparative method can achieve such results. 

59.3. The Reconstruction of Grammatical Patterns. As an illus
tration of how grammatical features can be reconstructed, we shall 
consider the distinctions of case in singular nouns in Germanic. 

In OE, all nouns showed a nominative case, used when the noun was 
the subject in a predication: /wUlf/ 'wolf,' /dreg! 'day,' /tunge/ 
'tongue.' This case was also the one used in direct address ("vocative"), 
a point worth. mentioning only because the situation was different in 
some of the sister languages. For the vast majority of nouns, identically 
the same form was used when the noun occurred as the object of a 
verb, but to this there were a few exceptions: /tu.ngan/ 'tongue' (as 
object). Therefore it is necessary to speak of a separate accusative case. 
Another form, usually distinct, was used when the noun was object of 
certciin prepositions, or occurred as the indirect object of a verb, or 
expressed the instrument or agent of an action: this is traditionally 
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called the dative case (/w6Jfej, jd~e/, /t6ngan/, j.n the third word 
identical with the accusative but in all instances distinct from the nomi
native). And there was a clearly distinct genitive case: /w6Jfes/, 
/d~/, /t6ngan/. In personal pronouns the dative case of nouns was 
split two ways, into a so-called dative (f6re·m/ or /6{,·m/ 'that' neuter) 
and a so-called instrumental (fOY./ or /66n/). But this greater differ
entiation in pronouns does not require us to speak of more than four 
cases for nouns (§30.6). 

Between the earliest OE documents and those of several centuries 
Jater one can discern an increasing tendency to use the dative instead 
of the accusative for the object of a verb. One might want to extrapolate 
on the basis of this trend, and to guess that in pre-DE the accusative 
had perhaps more often had a form distinct from the nominative, and 
that the loss of distinctiveness was one of the factors leading to the use 
of the dative in its stead. This would be a highly tentative guess if based 
on OE alone; it is worthy of consideration only if we find support out
side ofOE. 

Such support is forthcoming. In both G and 01 the accusative is 
much more commonly distinct from the nominative: G /wulfs/ 'wolf 
nominative but /wUIf/ accusative, 01 /hir6er/ 'shepherd' nominative 
but /hl.rie/ accusative. With the traces of the distinction found in DE, 
OS, and OHG, it is clear that we must look for a full-fledged contrast 
in Proto-Germanic. 

In G, the form of a noun used in direct address was often like the 
nominative, but in a few instances it was instead like the accusative: 
/w6Jf/ 'Oh wolf!' like accusative /wUIf/, not like nominative /wulfs/. 
We may therefore suspect that a separate vocative case may have to be 
recognized for Proto-Germanic. 

In the earliest OHG documents we find for nouns a situation like that 
retained in some pronouns in DE: a form distinct from the ordinary 
dative case, for use to express agent or instrument. An example is dative 
jtage/, later /tfiga/ 'day,' versus instrumental /tagu/, later /tago/. 
Mter the earliest period, one can observe in OHG an increasing disuse 
of the separate instrumental, the dative replacing it. Once again, one 
may be tempted to extrapolate, assuming both dative and instrumental 
for Proto-Germanic, with a trend, beginning perhaps even in Proto
Germanic times, to use the dative instead of the instrumental (or at least 
to destroy the formal differentiation). This trend would then have 
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worked itself out to completion before the earliest records in most of the 
languages, but not quite completely in the case of OHG nouns, or in 
the case of pronouns in several of the languages. 

We see, thus, evidence pointing towards a six-case system for singular 
nouns in Proto-Germanic: nominative, vocative, accusative, genitive, 
dative, and instrumental. But we also have to look at ~e actual shapes 
in the daughter languages, in order to see which of the inflectional end
ings representing these cases in the daughter languages may be cognates. 
Here is a table, showing typical masculine singular nouns in four of the 
daughter languages, but not always the same noun;· the inflectional 
ending, wheQ overt, is separated by a hyphen: 

G OI OE OHG 
Nom. /w6.lf-s/ jfJ.rm-r/ /wUlf/ /tag/ 

'wolf' 'arm~ 'wolf' 'day' 
Voc. /wUlf/ (= Nom.) (= Nom.) (= Nom.) 
Acc. /wUlf/ /arm/ /wUlf/ /tag/ 
Gen. /wUlf-is/ farm-sf /wulf-es/ /tag-es/ 
Dat. /wulf-a/ /arm-e/ /w6.lf-e/ /tag-e/ 
Inst. (= Dat.) (= Dat.) (= Dat.) /tag-u/. 

The working-out of correspondences in unstressed syllables is quite 
difficult in Germanic and the answers so far available are not certain. 
However, for the singular inflection of the largest class of masculine 
nouns, the Proto-Germanic endings seem to be reconstructable as 
follows: 

Nom. 
Voc. 
Acc. 
Gen. 
Dat. 
lust. 

*/-oz/ 
*/-e/(or */-i/ or zero?) 
*/-0/ 
*/-eso/, */-080/ 
'" I-ojl 
*/-0-/, /-ej/. 

In the typical G pattern, all the endings listed above have been in
herited with only regular sound change, except that the instrumental 
form has for the most part fallen into disuse. In the other }ftnguages, 
some forms which descriptively must he called datives are actually 
from the Proto-Germanic instrumental: the two cases have fallen 
together grammatically, but the form that represents the single 
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coalesced case is sometimes the earlier instrumental instead of the 
earlier dative. The loss of the separate vocative, other than in G, is in 
part due to sound change (syncretism, §45.2), and probably in part 
due to the analogy of nouns where the vocative and nominative were 
already identical in shape. 

The above is only a small sample of grammatical reconstruction. 
Specifically for Germanic, the data are such that we can achieve almost 
as thorough an understanding of the morphological system of Proto
Germanic as we have for any of its daughter languages. Syntax, in 
Germanic and elsewhere, is another matter. It is probably possible to 
achieve more syntactical reconstruction than anyone yet has, but the 
amount of labor involved is necessarily enormous, and even under the 
best possible conditions large gaps and uncertainties would remain. 



60· 

FURTHER RESULTS of the 

COMPARATIVE METHOD 

60.1. Inverted Reconstruction. The discussion of §59.2 was in
tended to demonstrate how some patterns of morphophonemic alterna
tion of a parent language can be reconstructed by the comparative 
method. In the course of the demonstration, a question was asked which 
has not yet been answered: whether the consonant-alternating verbs of 
OE might not reflect an earlier state of affairs in which the verbs in 
question did not show the alternation. All that we were able to dis
cover on this point, via both the comparative method and internal 
reconstruction, was that the earlier state of regularity for these verbs 
must have antedated even Proto-Germanic. 

The pattern of alternation in Proto-Germanic may now be described 
more fully. Not only in verbs, but in some other instances, there were 
morphemes which ended now in one consonant, now in another; the 
full set of alternations was as follows: 

If I Ibl [v] 
161 /dl [is] 
lsi Iz/ 
/x/ Ig/ ['Y]. 

In each case, the alternation was phonetically between voiceless and 
voiced spirant. This set-up has been partly concealed in the daughter 
languages, by restructurings of the consonant system; for instance, in 
OE 16/ is a spirant but the alternating /d/ always a stop, and Is/ is a 
spirant but the alternating Irl neither stop nor spirant. 
512 
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The neat Proto-Germanic situation is even more tempting than OE 
for internal reconstruction, and there is, indeed, no reason why we can
not apply internal reconstruction to a language known only through 
the comparative method as well as to a language known more directly
provided the evidence is such as to render it possible. In the present 
case, as in the specific case of 0 E, the evidence does not get us very far. 
We can rest reasonably assured that at some pre-Proto-Germanic stage 
the alternation had not yet developed, but if we try to get at the details. 
via internal reconstruction we can make nothing but guesses. 

If the Germanic languages stood alone, with no known related 
languages outside the Germanic group, this would be as far as we could 
carry the matter. But Germanic is a subgroup of the Indo-European 
family, which includes also a good many other well-attested languages. 
Under these circumstances, it is possible, by a special method which 
can be called inverted reconstruction, to carry our investigation further, 
and, in this instance, to discover the exact answer. 

Inverted reconstruction is a logically different procedure from ordi
nary (external) reconstruction. In the latter, as already amply illus
trated, we compare a set of two or more related languages and recon
struct their latest common ancestor. In inverted reconstruction, we also 
approach the particular proto-language from earlier stages, in tum 
determined by applying the comparative method to a larger group of 
related languages. In Figure 60.1, A and B, we show the difference. 
In A we see the historical Germanic languages stemming from the 
earlier common ancestor, Proto-Germanic; in B we see a larger picture 
in which Proto-Germanic, as well as Latin, Greek, Sanskrit, Proto
Slavic, and others we have not bothered to represent, trace back to 
their common ancestor, Proto-Indo-European. Now if we begin with 
the historical evidence, in either A or B, and aim towards the recon
struction of the common ancestor of all the directly attested languages, 
we are doing ordinary (external) reconstruction-within Germanic in 
the first instance, for Indo-European as a whole in the second. On the 
other hand, if in the situation depicted in B we aim towards a fuller 
understanding of Proto-Germanic, by approaching it from "behind" 
(reconstructed Proto-Indo-European) as well as from later (the historic 
Germanic languages), we are doing inverted reconstruction. 

In Proto-Germanic, as reached via normal comparison, we must 
assume that there was a stress, which fell on the so-called "root" 
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syllable of words just as it does in all the historic Germanic languages. 
A reexamination of cognate-sets (1) and (2) of §57.2 will show this: the 
daughter languages all show a stress on the first (and only) syllable of 
the word for 'fish,' and on the first syllable of the word for 'father,' and 
we consequently reconstruct Proto-Germanic */fisk:>z/ and */Iader-/. 
with the stress on these same syllables. The principle is one we have 

G 01 OE OS OHG 

~ 
proto-Gmc: 

A 

Greek 

proto-IE 

B 

FIOURE 60. t 

Sanskrit 

::r-

The arrows in A represent the direction of inference in ordinary reconstruction. 
The arrows in B represent the directions of inference, when inverted u well u 
ordinary reconstruction are involved, focussing on Proto-Germanic. 

already expounded: if a (phonetic) feature appears in all the descendant 
languages, it is to be ascribed to the common ancestor unless there is 
convincing evidence against this conclusion. 

However, this accentual situation was not that of Proto-Indo
European. In Greek and in Vedic Sanskrit, for example, we find an 
accent which fell now in one place in the word, now in another-as 
well on an inflectional ending as on the stem. Illustrating from Vedic 
Sanskrit, we find /vArt-a-mi/ 'I turn' and /va-vArt-a/ '(he) has turned' 
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with the accent on the stem, but /va-vrt-imA/ 'we turned' and the par
ticiple theme /va-vrt-anA-/with the accent on an inflectional ending. 
It is impossible to account for the various placing of the accent in Greek 
and Vedic Sanskrit within the separate histories of those languages; it 1J 
necessary to assume that the accentual system of Proto-Indo-European 
showed much the same sort of variation, that it was inherited with only 
minor changes in Greek and in Vedic Sanskrit, and that the system of 
Proto-Germanic was a new development within the separate prehistory 
of Germanic, having occurred at a time earlier than the stage we reach 
via the comparative method within the Germanic branch. 

This enables us to postulate a pre-Proto-Germanic stage in which the 
primary accent fell sometimes on the stem, sometimes on a suffix; when 
the primary accent was not on the stem, then there is reason to believe 
that a secondary accent (or something structurally equivalent thereto) 
appeared there. Let us call this Stage I, and call the stage of develop
ment reached by direct reconstruction Stage II. In Stage I, the ance&
tral forms of the consonant-alternating verb stems showed no such 
alternation: they ended, in all environments, with voiceless spirants 
If 8 s xl. But between Stage I and Stage II two developments took 
place, in the following order: 

(1) If II s xl, by sound change, became voiced non-initially in voiced 
surroundings when the next preceding vowel did not bear primary stress. The 
voiced [z], produced from earlier lsi by this sound change, was still a 
member of the same phoneme as the voiceless [5], since the two were in 
complementary distribution. But the voiced [v 15 'Y] fell together with 
spirantal allophones of Ib d gl, and thus became further occurrences 
of those three phonemes. 

(2) The primary stress shifted to the stem syllable in all cases (partly by 
sound change, probably in part by analogy). With this change, the 
older allophones [8] and [z] of the single earlier phoneme /sl were 
thrown into contrast as distinct phonemes /s/ and /z/, since the basis 
of complementation was gone. 

The consequence of these two changes was the situation we find in 
Stage II (Proto-Germanic as achieved via reconstruction). 

The inflectional endings of the preterit plural and of the past par
ticiple were among those which, In Stage I, carried stress. This is not 
just speculation to make the theory fit the Germanic facts: it is based 
on inverted reconstruction, from the accentual situation in Vedic 
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Sanskrit. The Vedic forms cited earlier show the basis for the conclu
sion: the endings /-ima/ and /-ana-/ of the third and fourth fQrms 
cited are cognate with the preterit plural and past participle endings of 
Germanic. To show how the sequence of changes between Stage I and 
Stage II brought about the consonantal alternation in certain verbs, we 
give a table; all entries in the first three columns must be imagined to 
be preceded by an asterisk: 

after second 
after first change 

Stage I change (Stage II) historic 
/snfj6ano/ /snij6ano/ /snfj6ano/ OE /sm·Qan/ 'to cut' 
/sni6umi/ /snidumi/ /snidumi/ OE /snidon/ 'we cut' (pret.) 

[snl'6umi] [snitiumi] 
/sni6an6-/ /snid:m6-/ /snfdono-/ OE /snfden/ (part.) 

[snl'6On6-] [snitiono-] 
/kiwsono/ /kiwsono/ /k[wsono/ OE /~a'san/ 'to choose' 
/kUsuml/ /kUsumtj /klizumij OE /kuron/ 'we chose' 

[kuzumi] [klizumi] 
/djxono/ /tfjxono/ /tijxono/ OHG /~r'han/ 'to draw'/ 
/tlxumi/ /tiguml/ /tigumi/ OHG /~igum/ 'we drew 

[tl'YUmi] [ti'YUmi] 
/tix:>n6-/ /dg:m6-/ /tigon()-I OHG /(gi)t§igan/ 'drawn.' 

[tir,ma-/ [tf'Yono-] 

(The OE preterit plural is historically the third-person subject form, 
extended analogically within pre-OE for use with all plural subjects; 
this accounts for OE /n/ in the ending instead of /m/.) 

When we try to get at, say, the reCent prehistory ofOE by comparing 
the situation in OE with that in the other old Germanic languages, 
we are once again really using "inverted" reconstruction. That is, we 
use OE as well as 01, OS, OHG, and G to reconstruct Proto-Germanic; 
but at the same time we have to fill in the details of what happened 
between Proto-Germanic and each of its descendants, including OE. 
Thus, practically, regular reconstruction and inverted reconstruction 
go hand in hand. They are logically distinguishable, but are both 
techaiques within the comparative xqethod as a whole. 
,60.2. HUtorical Grouping via the Comparative Method. In be

Binning comparafive work with a group of presumably related laD-
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guages, one first inspects them to see whether there are any obvious 
degrees of difference in their interrelationships. Thus if one were starting 
out with English, German, and French, it would be clear at the outset 
that the first two are more closely related to each other than either is 
to the third. Accordingly, one would work first with the more closely 
related pair, reconstructing their common ancestor, and only then 
compare that reconstructed common ancestor with the third language'. 

But in some cases there is no superficially obvious variation in the 
degree of relationship. When this is so, one assumes temporarily that 
the languages are all equally related. Then, as historical details get 
filled in, one is often (not always) able to see that this initial assumption 
was wrong. 

The Germanic group is one for which the initial assumption of equal 
relationship is sensible. But, as comparison proceeds, it turns out that 
the relationship of G to the other languages is perhaps the most distant, 
and that that of 01 to OE, OS, and OHG is perhaps somewhat more 
distant than those between OE, OS, and OHG. Which two of the last 
three should be grouped together as against the third' is much more 
difficult to decide, and, as we shall see, it is possible that the question is 
not entirely meaningful. 

One bit of evidence for the segregation of G is the fact that a wide
spread phenomenon usually called umlaut led to various effects in all 
the other languages, but does not show up in G. Umlaut is a type 
of sound change, ~ith phonemic consequences, in which the vowel of 
one syllable is modified in the direction of the vowel (or a semivowel) in 
the next syllable. Thus G /hMjan/ 'to raise' is cognate to 01 /hefja/, 
OE /hebban/, OS /hebbian/, and OHG /heffen/: the G form shows 
the unraised stem vowel (Proto-Germanic /6/), and the G, 01, and OS 
show the /j/ in the next syllable, through the influence of which, in all 
the languages but G, the stem vowel turns up as /e/. Similarly, one can 
compare G /twaIif/ 'twelve' with OE /twelf/ (the influencing vowel 
in the second syllable having been lost late in pre-OE), or G /bidi/ 
'bed' with OE /bedd/ and OHG /betti/. When the vowel or semivowel 
of the next syllable is high and back, instead of high and front, one gets 
in OE a different result: G / sfbunl 'seven,' pre-OE ·1 sibun/ becoming 
·/sibun/ (with a high back unrounded vowel instead of IV), and 
appearing in OE as /sMonj. 

The phonemic results of umlauting as a trend in sound change vary 
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from one of the non-Gothic Germanic languages to another, and there
fore must have come about during the separate histories of those lan
guages. But the trend itself, in sound change, probably went on for 
many centuries before it led to any phonemic consequences, and we 
may suspect that it started in the more westerly languages after the 
precursor of G had, in one way or another, already become fairly well 
ieparated from them. 

Another innovation in all the languages but G is the loss, via syn
cretism and analO!}', of the vocative case, kept separate from the 
nominative for some G nouns (§59.3). Still another is the change of 
Proto-Germanic Izl to Irl, falling together with Irl from Proto
Germanic Ir/: G lhUzdl 'treasure' : OS/h6rd/, OHG Ih6rt/; G /-izal 
'-er' (comparative ending for adjectives) : OE I-(e)ra/, OS /-ira/, 
OHG I-iro/; G masculine nominative singular ending I-sl from Proto
Germanic /-ozl : 01/-r/. The very earliest records of Scandinavian 
(Runic in8criptions, which antedate 01 manuscripts by as much as a 
millenium) show a consonant of unknown phonetic nature distinct from 
both / r I and lsi, but this does not necessarily imply that the conaequent 
falling-together of this consonant and Ir / was independent of the com
parable change in OE, OS, and OHG. 

It is also possible to list some special developments in G which did 
DOt take place in the other languages: for example, Proto-Germanic 
IV and /el firSt fell together, and then were split into G /V and lei, 
the latter before Irl and /h/, the former otherwise, while parental/6/ 
was split into G /61 and 16/ on the same distributional basis (late pre-G 
changes account for the phonemic contrasts between Iii and le/, and 
/6/ and 16/, in G as attested in our documents). It is because of this 
that cognate sets (1), (7), (8), and others show /i iii 1/, set (11) rather 
Ii e e e e/, set (39) II: e a e e/ (with a special change in OE), and still 
others, of which we have had no examples, / e { { { fl. But this sort of 
evidence is not of much value. It does not require much time or separa
tion (as such things go) for a language to develop features not shared 
by languages related to it. What counts is common itmovations in two or 
more of a related group of languages. 

Even a single common innovation does not carry much weight, espe
cially if it is the sort of development which is known to take place in all 
sorts of languages with considerable frequency. The pre-0E splitting 
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of Proto-Germanic /k/ and /g/ into two phonemes each, a front Ii tI 
and a back /k g/, recurs in certain modem Low German dialects in the 
northeast of Germany. This need have no historical significance: the 
palatalization of a dorso-velar stop in the vicinity of a front vowel is one 
of the commonest trends in sound change. So many of the common 
innovations on which we have to rely for historical grouping are of this 
sort that it is rarely safe to put one's faith on a si"lle common innova
tion: we look, rather, for several which set off 
the same subgroup of languages against the 
rest of those in the family. 

01 

FIOtllUt 60.2 

One innovation shared by OE, OS, and 
OHG but not byeither 01 or G is a thorough
going doubling of medial consonants (other 
than /r/) after a stressed vowel before /j/. 
The cognate set cited above beginning with 
G /hafjan/ 'to raise,' illustrates this point: 
01 /hHja/ shows the effects of umlaut but 
no doubling, but OE /hebban/, OS 
/hebbian/, and OHG /heffea/ show the 
doubling. Another example is G /lagjan/ 
'to lay': OE II~an/, OS /leggian/. Still 
another is G /ski6jan/ 'to injure': OE 
/ sk.e66an/ . 

Another common innovation for this group of three is the develop
ment of the spirantal allophone of Proto-Germanic /d/ into a stop, 
surviving as [d] in OE and OS, but losing the voicing to appear in 
OHG as [t] (§58.3, C28, cognate sets 2,15,19). Still a third, much lesa 
weighty, is the complete loss of the masculine nominative singular end
ing I-az/ (by sound change), which appears in G as I-sf, and in 01 as 
I-r/. 

From the comparative evidence for all five old Germanic languages, 
one would conclude that the varying degrees of relationship might be 
presented diagrammatically as shown in Fi.gure 60.2. The vertical 
dimension represents time, increasing as one goes fr:om bottom to top. 
G has been placed earlier than the other four languages because our 
records of it date from an earlier century. Read literally, the diagram 
would suggest that, after Proto-Germanic. first the speakers of what was 
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to become G split off from the rest (perhaps by migration), that some
what later the speakers of what was to become 01 moved away from 
the rest, and that, finally, the remaining group split three ways-the 
splits, in each case, being more or less sudden. Now such literal inter~ 
pretation is not contrary to what sometimes happens in history. But 
it is dangerous to assume that this is always what has happened, because 
there are other ways in which divergence can come about. 

One of these ways is shown in Figure 60.3, where the successive 
lettered parts show the situation at successive points in time. In A, we 
see the speakers of a non-uniform Proto-Germanic language spread over 
an area-the way the speakers of a language usually live--with those 
in certain regions marked, respectively, "pre-OE," "pre-OHG," and 
the like. In B, we see a type of phonetic habit (the tendency towards 
umlauting) begin at an arbitrarily selected point outside the territory 
of the pre-G speakers. In C, this habit has spread through much of the 
area, but not to the pre-G speakers; at the same time, at some point 
within the umlauting area the tendency towards lengthening post
tonic consonants before /j/ has begun. In D; each of these trends has 
spread as far as it is destined to. In E we show the state of affairs in, 
say, the second century A.D., with 01 and G apart from each other 
and from the other three groups, but the latter three still in contact. 

In other words, the grouping of a set of related languages which we 
get by finding common innovations may well reflect something of the 
state of affairs when the distinct languages were still but divergent 
dialects of a single language. That languages X and Y share common 
innovations over against Z need not imply that X and Y shared a 
period of common development out of touch with Z: it can mean 
merely that X and Y were in closer contact with each other than with Z 
when all three belonged to a set of mutually intelli~ble dialects. 

Sometimes, when we look for common innovations dividing the 
languages of a family into those that share the innovations and those 
that do not, we find them in abundance, but not in agreement with 
each other. This is what happens when we apply the techniques to 
Indo-European, taking Latin, Greek, Proto-Germanic, Proto-Celtic, 
Proto-Balto-Slavic, and certain other directly attested or reconstructed 
languages, as the separate daughter languages for the comparison. 
Some criteria group certain of these together; other criteria give a 
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different grouping. Figure 60.4 moWll this: the caption explains the 
criteria. 

It is in a case of this sort that we are surest we have worked back, 
via the comparative method, to a period of mutually intelligible 
dialects of a single parent language. The general contours of the pic
ture (Figure 60.4) are just the sort that turn up constantly in dialect
geographical work (§56), and the resemblance cannot be coincidental. 
Indeed, the comparat~ve method has caUsed us to "overshoot" the 
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FIGVU 60.4. CROA-ctlTTlNG CLASSIFICATION OJ! IE LANGUAGES BY Dnrn.RltN'l 

CRlTElUA 

1. [aJ- and raj-type consonants from parental velar stops in certain forms. 
2. Case-endings with /ml instead of Ibh/. 
3. Verb forms in passive voice with Ir/. 
4. A prefix of type Ie-I in past tenses. 
S. Feminine nouns with historically masculine endings. 
6. Perfect tense used as a general past tense. 
(Slightly redrawn from Languag4, by Leonard Bloomfidd. By permission of 

Henry Holt and Company, Inc., Copyright 1933.) 

period of the parent language, not necessarily to a genuine earlier 
state of affairs without dialect differentiation, but to a sort of hypo
thetical uniformity which may never have existed. The stage of mutually 
intelligible dialects is too far in the past to permit the application of the 
ordinary methods of dialect geography, so we are forced to accept our 
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reconstruction as the best portrayal that can be obtained. The fact 
that we can at best see the parent language Qnly as through a glass 
darkly in no way means that we should abandon the comparative 
method as "inaccurate." It is imperative for us to remember that our 
reconstruction wears a disguise of greater preciseness than can validly 
be ascribed to it, but to throw it out for this reason would be folly. 

60.3. Cultural Deductions from Reconstruction. The recon
structed vocabulary of a parent language is like any vocabulary in any 
language: grammatical forms have phonemic shapes and also meanings. 
From the shapes, we are able to proceed, as illustrated in the foregoing 
discussion, toward a picture of the design of the language. From the 
meanings, in some favorable cases, and if we use great care, we are able 
to draw some tentative conclusions about the nonlinguistic culture of 
the speakers of the parent language. 

Here, slightly paraphrased, is Leonard Bloomfield's summary of the 
deductions that have been drawn in this way about the speakers of 
Proto-Indo-European: 

The noun and the verb snow appears so generally in the Indo-European lan
guages that we can exclude India from the range of possible dwellings of the 
Proto-Indo-European community. 1 The names of plants, even where there is 
phonetic agreement, differ as to meaning; thus, Latin fagus, OE /OO'k/ mean 
'beech-tree,' but Greek phegos means a kind of oak. Similar divergences of mean
ing appear in other plant-names, such as our words tree, birch, withe (German 
Weide 'willow'), Dale, corn, and the types of Latin siJlix 'willow,' quercus 'oak,' 
hordeum 'barley' (cognate with German G.ute), Sanskrit /javah/ 'barley.' The 
type of Latin glans 'acorn' occurs with the same meaning in Greek, Armenian, 
and Balto-Slavic. 

Among animal-names, cow, Sanskrit /ga'wh/, Greek Mus, Latin bos, Old 
Irish /00-/, is uniformly attested and guaranteed by irregularities of form. 
Other designations of animals appear in only part of the territory; thus, goat is 
confined to Germanic and Italic; the type Latin caper: 01 /hifr/ 'goat' occun 
also in Celtic; the type Sanskrit lajah/, Lithuanian lozi·sl is confined to th~ 
two languages; and the type of Greek aiks appears also in Armenian and per
haps in Iranian. Other animals for which we have one or more equations cover
ing part of the Indo-European territory, are horse, dog, sheep (the word wool 
is certainly of Proto-Indo-European age), pig, wolf, bear, stag, otter, beaver, 

1 From pages 319f of Language, by Leonard Bloomlield. By permissioa of Henry 
Holt and Company, Inc., Copyright 1933. 
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goclIe, duck. thrush, crane, eagle, fly, bee (with mead, whicll ortginally meant 
'honey'), snake, worm, fish. The types of our milk and of Latin. loe 'milk' are 
fairly widespread, as are the word yoke and the types of our WMt;/. and German 
Rad 'wheel,' and of axle. We may conclude that cattle were dOIUesticated and 
the wagon in use, but the other animal-names do not guarantee domestication. 

Verbs for weaving, sewing, and other processes of work are Widespread, but 
vague or variable in meaning. The numbers apparently included 'hund:ed' but 
not 'thousand.' Among terms of relationship, those for a woma~'s relatives by 
marriage ('husband's brother,' 'husband's sister,' and so on) sh()w widespread 
agreement, but not those for a man's relatives by marriage; one concludes that 
the wife became part of the husband's family, which lived in a la~ patriarchal 
group. The various languages furnish several equations for names of tools and 
for the metals gold, silver, and bronze ( or copper). Several of thesc::, however, are 
loan-words: so certainly Greek pilekus 'axe,' Sanskrit /paraiUh/ is connected 
with Assyrian pi/akku, and our axe and silver are ancient loan-lVords. Accord
ingly, scholars place the Proto-Indo-European community into the LateStone 
Age. 

The clear separation of loan-words from inherited vocabulary 
obviously has important implications for culture-history. It is also 
useful, when possible, to know something of the relative dates of 
importation of different Ioans, and in this the companUive method 
can help. English CMue and wine recur in several Germanic languages, 
and can be reconstructed for Proto-Germanic, but were clearly bor
rowed into early Germanic from Latin: both items mU~t have been 
obtained by the Germanic tribes, as trade articles, from the Romans. 
English abbot, aitaT, canon, cowl, noon, pope, and some o1:hers (§48.3) 
are also from Latin; some of these words recur in some of the other 
Germanic languages, but not in shapes which encourag'e the recon
struction of Proto-Germanic prototypes, and it would seem that these 
were borrowed into .English from the Latin of Christian missionaries 
in the 7th century. It is not surprising to find that the Menomini terms 
for card-playing are loans from French; it is perhaps mOre significant 
that some of them must have come indirectly, via Ojibwct, along with 
words from Ojibwa which the latter had not earlier oi)tained from 
French. 

Any effort to draw cultural deductions from linguistk prehistory 
15 fraught with danger. The Central Algonquian lan~ages show 
apparently cognate words for 'gun' and for 'whisky,' and, if one knew 
nothing of the history of the tribes, one would proceed t() reconstruct 
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prototype forms in Proto-Central-Algonquian with these same two 
meanings. We do not know the date of Proto-Central-Algonquian, but 
at the very latest it antedated the arrival of Europeans by several 
centuries. The chief source of difficulty, obviously, is the fact that 
meanings can, and do, change in many whimsical and uncodifiable 
ways. But all this does not mean that we should abandon our efforts; 
it means merely that we must proceed with great caution and always 
regard our conclusions as tentative. 

NOTES 

New terms: werted reconstruction; common innooations. 
Bloomfield, 1933 chaptets 18-27, gives many examples of cultural 

deductions from historical linguistic procedures, or of results obtained 
by the combined use of linguistic and ordinary historical or cultural 
methods. See also the journal Wiirler und Sachm, and Sapir 1916, 1936. 
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GLOTTOCHRONOLOGY 

61.1. Kinds of bating. Any study of the past, be it of human history, 
of organic evolution, or of geology, involv~s dating. 

There are two kinds of dating, metric and topological. The former 
turns on the measurement of elapsed time between events, especially be
tween some past event and the present. The latter turns exclusively on 
before and after. To say that the Declaration of Independence was signed 
in 1776 A.D. is to say, indirectly-as of the moment of this writing, in 
1955 A.D.-that it was signed 179 years ago: this is metric dating. To 
lay that the signing of the Declaration preceded the drawing-up of the 
Constitution is to speak in topological terms. 

Metric dating is sometimes precise and sometimes vague, but 
vagueness does not destroy its metric status. It is perfectly metric to 
assert that the Declaration was signed in the 1770's, instead of specifying 
the year 1776, or even to say merely that it was signed in the second 
half of the eighteenth century. Such statements are as valid as it is to 

give the distance from New York to San Francisco as approximately 
3000 miles, instead of, specifying the airline distance along a great 
circle course as 2571 miles. Various factors contribute to the determi
nation of how precise a metric date can be; within the limits thus estab
lished, other factors determine how precise the measurement need be 
for a specific purpose. 

One special variety of metric dating is what we shall call the likelilwod 
variety. Suppose that we are confronted with a middle-aged man who 
does not remember the year of his birth, and, whose vital records have 
been destroyed. All human beings undergo certain physiological 
changes as they grow older, but the rate at which these changes occur 
526 
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varies from one person to another. Hence we cannot determine the 
year of our subject's birth in an exact way by, say, counting the 
wrinkles on his forehead, as it ill alleged one can fix the age of a tree by 
counting the annual growth rings. Nevertheless, medical statistics 
enable us to make a fairly good guess as to the subject's age, by observ
ing his current physical condition and comparing it with that of 
individuals of known ages. At best, the results would appear as shown 
in Figure 61.1. Along the abscissa are marked successive years. The 
bell-shaped curve means that the 
most likely date of birth is that 
marked by the highest point of the 
curve, and that any earlier or later 
date is correspondingly less likely. 

In Figure 61.1 appear two lim
its, to either side of the maximum 
of the curve, marked "nine-tenths 
confidence level." The meaning of 
this is as follows: if one made the 
likelihood dating determination in 
a large number of cases, where 
comparable evidence could be 
used for each, the actual date of 
birth would fall, in nine-tenths of 
the cases, within the indicated 
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limits. Consequendy, when examining just a single case, we say that 
the date of the event in question occurred, with a nine-tenths likeli
hood, within the interval so marked. We speak here of "likelihood" 
rather than of "probability" because there is no objective indeterminacy 
about the event in question: the subject was actually born at a specific 
time, and the curve (and the confidence-level) is only a formal repre
sentation of our ignorance. 

It is possible to view all metric dates as of the likelihood sort; the 
only difference is in the contour of the curve. In Figure 61.2 we show 
the sort of curve that would be drawn for the dating of the signing of the 
Declaration of Independence, or any other event where the available 
evidence makes pinpointing possible. 

61.2. Dating in Historical Linguistics. A review t:Jf the methods of 
historical linguistics which have been discussed in the last few sections 
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will show that most of them do not yield very satisfactory dating. Of 
course, where we are able to draw linguistic deductions from dated 
documents, we can often at least give a precise date before which, or 
after which, a certain linguistic change must have occurred. But 
many important documents bear no overt date. And when we rely on 
internal reconstruction, dialect geography, or the comparative method, 
usually the best we can achieve is topological dating. 
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FIGURE 61.2 

Thus we can obviously deduce, from internal reconstruction and the 
comparative method, that Proto-Indo-European was spoken earlier 
than was Proto-Germanic. We can tentatively guess that Pre-Gothic 
became effectively separated from the rest of early Germanic before 
the antecedents of the other historic languages· drifted apart; in §60.2 
we showed why this particular deduction is not very certain. We can 
deduce clearly that the split of Proto-Germanic /k/ and / g/ into pre
English /k If g g/ preceded the umlauting of Proto-Germanic /u 0/ to 
/y 0/. The shape of the word cheese, in NE and in OE, shows that it 
was borrowed from Latin before the split of /kl into /k/ and l'f/; 
otherwise we should now say lkijz/. The shape of the word pope show!> 
that it was borrowed from Latin before the restructuring of the late 
OE (or early ME) vowel system described in §53.2: a later borrowing 
would yield NE /pejp/ or /p<i!p/, or even, if recent enough, /pli"J:)a/. 

Topological dating is not to be belittled: knowing the temporal 
sequence of events is a considerable gain over DO dating knowledge at 
all. Nevertheless, even the vaguest sort of metric dating would be better. 
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If we could assert, for example, that Proto-Germanic was 'With highest 
likelihood being spoken in 500 B.C., though conceivably as early as 
1100 B.C. or as late as 100 A.D., this would be far more satisfactory 
than the loose (though absolutely certain) assertion that Proto
Germanic postdated Proto-Indo-European and predated, say, historic 
Gothic. 

It is this kind of likelihood dating that the recently developed 
technique known as glottochronology or lexicostatistics may be able to 
supply. The method is still undergoing tests and modifications, so that 
we cannot yet be certain of its eventual value. 

61.S. The Basis of Glottochronology. The assumptions which, if 
valid, form the basis for glottochronology are as follows: 

(1) There are certain recurrent things and situations, or kinds of 
things and situations, for which every community of human beings, 
regardless of differences of culture or environment, has words. The 
words used by a given human group for these omnipresent things and 
situations constitute the basic vocabulary of the group's language. It 
should be noted that "basic vocabulary" is defined in semantic terms. 

(2) As time goes by, some items in the basic vocabulary of a language 
will be replaced; the mechanisms of such replacement are numerous, 
and have been discussed in preceding sections (§§44-54). There is no 
guarantee that the rate of replacement will be unvarying, indeed, We 
know perfectly well that over short periods of time the rate varies. One 
need only remember the impact of Norman French on English. Be
tween 1200 and 1300 A.D. the use of French in England was on the 
wane; former bilinguals were making increasing use of English, but 
would resort to a French word when momentarily they could not 
remember the English. Consequently, more inherited English words 
(of the basic vocabulary and otherwise) were replaced during this 
century than during the one immediately preceding. H()wever, it is 
postulated that over long periods of time, measured perhaps only to the 
nearest millenium or half-millenium, such short-term varia.tions in rate 
of replacement level out, so that one can treat the rate as constant. 

Suppose that the rate of replacement of basic vocabulary items per 
thousand years is such that, at the end of a millenium, N percent of the 
earlier basic vocabulary will survive. In another thousand years, pnly N 
percent of this surviving N percent will still have resisted J;eplacement, 
$0 that the unreplaced residuum in two millenia will be N2 percent. 
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Suppose, next, that at·a certain time a parent language becomes 
dfectively split into two descendants. After a thousand years, each of 
the descendants will be expected to retain N percent of the basic 
vocabulary of the parent, but the particular items retained in each 
will be independent of those retained in the other. Consequently, 
the percentage of slu:zred (Le., cognate) basic vocabulary items in 
the two descendants at the end of a thousand years should be, once 
again, N2. 

Suppose, now, that we know the basic vocabulary of a language at 
, stage A and at a later stage B, but do not know, through other sources, 

the elapsed time between A and B. We can determine the percentage 
of the basic vocabulary of stage A which is still retained at stage B, and 
from this can compute the elapsed interval of time. Or, again, suppose 
that we have information on two related languages but no direct 
documentary information on their common ancestor. We can deter
mine the percentage of shared items in the basic vocabulary of the two, 
and from this deduce the likely date of the common ancestor. 

61 ••. Dilliculties. The theoretical presentation just given seems per
fectly straightforward, but in application one encounters many diffi
culties. Here are the chief ones: 

(1) Do languages actually include well-defined basic vocabularies, 
in the sense described above? If so, what meanings does the basic 
vocabulary provide for? Is English two in the basic vocabulary? Ten} 
s.,? Think? Book? Only extended trial-and-error, comparing languages 
and ~ultures, can assemble the proper reference-list of meanings; this 
trial-and-error work continues, and the reliable list seems to get smaller 
and smaller as more languages and cultures are taken into account. 
The number of meanings for which a human language must have words 
seems amazingly small. 

(2) Given a tentatively accepted reference-list of meanings, our 
evidence for a particular stage of some language mayor may not tell 
us the word for a given meaning on the list. Where the information is 
lacking, we are forced to strike the item from the list. This reduces eVen 
further the effective sample-size for the investigation. Even when we 
can find the proper pair of words for two languages (or two stages of a 
single language). we often cannot be sure whether the two words are 
cognate or not, and under these conditions, also, the item has to be dis
carded. The mathematical methods which are to be applied to the data 
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are of a statistical nature: the smaller theo\ample, the more vague the 
results. If the sample is t()(). small, the computations are uselC!S. If we 
make it large by being careldS in our Id~tion of items and in our 
decisions as to whether pairs of words are cognate or not, the purely 
mathematical results becoIJle sharper but this increased sharpness may 
not mean much empirically. It is certain that the optimum compromise 
between these two extremes has not yet been worked out. 

(3) If tanl;Ua~es indeed include wcll-d.efiru:d haW:. vocal:rulada, 
to what extent is it true that the rate of replacement in the basic 
vocabulary is approximately constant over long periods of time? The 
only way to find out is to take as many cases as possible where accurate 
metric dating can be achieved by other methods: English between 
Alfred's times and our ow1lj classical Latin to contemporary French; 
classical Attic Greek to modem Greek; and so on. This also involves 
extensive trial-and-en-or, for if one reference-list of meanings shows too 
great a variation in rate of replacement (from one sample to another), 
a different list may reduce the variation. 

The above sources pf uncertainty are such that, no matter how much 
the technique is refine<I, the only dating that it can yield will be of the; 
likelihood variety, with faidy flat dating curves rather than the spiked 
type of Figure 61.2. What is more, by its very nature the technique can 
be applied only to intermediate time-depths. For very short intervals 
of time, variatioDS.in the rate of replacement loom so large that dates 
based on the assumption that it is co~ are worthless. For extremely 
long intervals, the dating curve becomes very flat: obviously it is not 
helpful to find that, thougb the most likely date of an event is 40,000 
years ago, the nine-tenths confidence level defines a span running from 
90,000 years ago to a date 10,000 years in our own future! 

61.5. Tentative Results. The reference-list of meanings which has 
been most !thoroughly tested so far, and most often uoed in applications, 
contains just 200 .items (a simpler number to handle in computations 
than. say. 201 or 198). In many cases. as already stated, the usable 
number has been smaller. There is little point in presenting the full 
list here: some examples appear in the following small-scale illustration 
of its use. In the 1itst column of the illustration, we give OE forms, and 
in the second <:Olumn the NE semantic equivalents. The second column 
abo serves to delia the areas of meaning being used. In" the third 
ClCIibuDD the pain in the first and second columns are marked as cognate 
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(8 pIuHign) or not (a minuHign). The fourth. fifth, and sixth columns 
repeat m terms of Latin and Spanish: 

-, /aI/ all + ormtis ""s -/!Jnd/ - + et Y + 
dit1r /dr,·r! animal tZ1!imtzl animal + 
.1& I~I ashes + cinis cmizas + 
lit /si:t/ at + in a 
bM /hZk/ back + dMsrmt espalda(s) 

To underscore the basis for the procedure, let us note again that the 
pairing-off of forms is purely in terms of semantics, the scoring as plus 
or minus in terms of cognation. OE dear survives in NE as deer, but the 
OE word meant 'animal' and is therefore properly paired offwith NE 
animal. The OE word for 'deer' does not occur on the list at all, nor 
does the NE word deer, because this semantic item is not in the basic 
vocabulary. Minor changes in inflectional pattern are ignored. English 
and Spanish ash4s and cenizos are generally used in the plural, while OE 
11# and Latin cinis were common enough in the smgular, but this 
change of habit does not lead us to score the pairs negative instead of 
positive. 

Using the 200-item list as, . by definition, our basic vocabulary, a 
number of independent determinations of the rate of replacement 
(and, conversely, the rate G{ retention) have been made where the 
actual elapsed interval of time could be determined by other means. 
Between Classical Latin of 50 B.C. and present-day Rumanian, the 

. measured rate of retention per. thousand years is 76%. At the other 
extreme, between the Plautine Latin of 200 B.C. and the Span~ of 
1600 A.D., the measured rate of retention per thousand years is 85%. 
A computation based on these and a number of other measurementa 
yields 81 % as the best "constant" estimate of rate of retention to use 
in cases where dating is to be achieved by gIottochronologicai methods. 
That is, in a millenium a language will retain, unreplaced, approxi
mately 81 % of the items in its baaic vocabulary; in a millenium of 
. .eparate iUstory after divergence from a common parent, two languages 
will be most likely to show 81 % X 81 % =: 66% cognate items within 
the basic vocabulary. 
~ indefiniteness of the latter measure is shown .grapbically in 
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Ftgure 61.3. The heavy line shows the most probable pereentagewise 
retention for a pair of related languages (along the ordinate) after 
separation for a given length of time (along the abscissa); or, conversely, 
the most likely length of time since separation (along the abscissa) if 
the basic vocabularies of the two show a certain percentage of cognates 
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DIIPTH OF RItLA'I1ON1Jf1P 

(Redrawn from W.,u.ot in Dum,"" Linpilt'i&s by H. A. GleuoD, Jr. By pt!'
million of Henry Holt aDd Company,. Copyright 1955.) 

{along the ordinate). The dashed curves show the nine-tenths confi,. 
deuce level when the full 2()()..pair .sample is available; the light solid 
curves show the nine-tenths confidence level when it is pOssible to use 
only 50 pairs out of the basic list. We see, thus, that the definitenCSl and 
reliability of dating of a common ancestor decrease both as the usable 
.sample becomes smaller. and as the time-depth increases. The curvet 
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do not start from the zero date (date of no separation at all) because 
they are meaningless for time depths of less than, say, half a mi11enium. 

The measure graphed in Figure 61.3 has to be corrected, in appli
cation, on another basis. The assumption behind the computations on 
which the graph is made is that the common ancestor of two Janguages 
was split suddenly into the antecedents of the two languages, and that 
from the date of split down to the time of observation the retention or 
loss of basic vocabulary items in either was entirely independent of 
what occurred in the other. Now this is false in most known cases: 
separation comes about more slowly, and there is a time during which 
changes in the basic vocabularies of the two branches are not inde
pendent. Since any influence of changes in one branch on changes in the 
other produces a higher resulting number of cognates at the time of 
observation, all the dates-most probable, nine-tenths confidence 
limits, and the rest-register too low. 

This is true even in the case of German and English, where the 
Anglo-Saxon migrations would be expected to produce a fairly dean 
break between the antecedents of modem English and contemporary 
German. Contemporary English and German show approximately 
59% cognates in basic vocabulary. From Figure 61.3 the time depth 
implied by this can be read off as about 1250 years, plus ar minus 300 
years within the nine-tenths confidence span. 1250 years ago takes us to 
700 A.D., from which time we have surviving documentary records of 
OE which show it as quite divergent from the German attested by 
slightly later manuscripts. The date of 400 A.D. obtained by going to 
the earliest limit of the nine-tenths confidence span is more in keeping 
with historically attested migrations; the date of 1000 A.D., shown by 
the latest limit of the nine-tenths confidence span, is obviously to be 
disregarded. 

We can never know exactly how much allowance to make for this 
fActor, except when there is other evidence for migratiOns, invasions, 
and the like. Nootka and Kwakiutl,' two Indian languages spoken on 
Vancouver Island, show about 30% cognates in basic vocabulary. 
Thia points, by the chart, to a time-depth of some 2800 years; if a CuD 
_pIe of 200 items was used for the determination, then the nine
\eDths coofidencc lpaQ is a band about 1000 years wide, with the 2800 
year figure in the middle. If the speakers of the two languages have 
,,.twa)'l heeD, ... they now are, in JODJC CODtaet with each other, thea 
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this figure is doubtless too low. But if the early antecedents of one of the 
present-day groups migrated away from the antecedents of the other, 
and only after a considerable interval came back to establish the side
by-side settlement-pattern in which the tribes are now found, then the 
figure may be more accurate, or may even be too high. It is possible that 
archeology, or some comparison of Nootka-Kwakiutl cognates versus 
recent loans between the two languages, may in time tell us which of 
these is more likely. Glottochronological dating, after all, does not work 
in a vacuum: one supplements it with any other sort of evidence one 
can find. 

The ultimate results that we seek through glottochronology are not 
yet available: all werk done so far is experimental, as much to test and 
improve the method as to obtain a yield. But no development in histori
cal linguistics in many decades has showed such great promise. 

NOTES 

New terms: lexicostatistics (= glottochronology); metric versus tOpolDgi
cal dating; likelilwod dating; nine-tenths (or other) crmjidmcl 11Ve1; basic 
v()&abulary • 

The techniques of glottochronology have been developed mainly by 
Swadesh 1952; see also Lees 1953. 

Gleason Workbook (1955b), page 87, gives an interesting problem in 
glottochronological computation. 
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WRITING 

'i2.1. At the outset of this book (§1.2) we underscored the distinction 
between language and writing. Though writing is not the linguist's 
primary concern, he is interested in it, as any educated member of our 
society of course is, and also for two special reasons. One is that our 
records of past speech, until the extremely recent invention of the 
phonograph, take the form exclusively of documents and inscriptions. 
The other is that writing is itself of tremendous importance in human 
life, and that the nature and history of writing can only be clearly 
understood in terms of the workings of language. 

The systematic study of writing and writing systems, to which the 
present section is devoted, may be called graphonomy. Writing, like 
language, is a culturally-transmitted institution; therefore graphonomy 
and linguistics stand side-by-side as sister branches of the more inclusive 
field, cultural anthropology. 

62.2. Kinda of Writinl' Systems. Any utterance in any language 
consists wholly of an arrangement of morphemes. Suppose we devise a 
large number of visually distinct hen-scratches, and quite arbitrarily 
assign one such hen-scratch to each morpheme in a language. Suppose, 
further, that we agree on some linear order on a flat surface-say, left 
to right and top to bottom, or top to bottom and left to right-which 
equally arbitrarily will be equated with the single unidirectional dimen
sion, time (§3.1). We are then equipped to put down an array of hen
lICratches to represent any possible utterance in the language. 

For example, let us assign the graphic shape "1" to the morpheme I, 
"2" to want, "3" to to, "4" to go, "5" to home, "6" to do, and "7" to you. 
We can then write any English utterance which involves (neglecting 
intonation)'only these few morphemes; for instance: 
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WR.ITING 

Of course, the example is in miniature: for real use we should have to 
invent thousands and thousands of additional graphic shapes. But the 
principle should be clear. A system worked out in this way is called a 
morplumic writing system. Several systems currently in use, and some 
known from antiquity, are essentially of this sort. 

A morphemic writing system works, but is laborious to learn because 
the number of morphemes in any language is very large. There is a 
second variety of writing system which is much simpler. It is true that 
any utterance in a language consists wholly of an arrangement of 
morphemes; but it is also true that any utterance consists wholly of an 
arrangement .of phonemes. In a phonemic writing system, graphic shapes 
are assigned, in an arbitrary fashion, not to the morphemes of the 
language, but to the phonemes or to some sort of recurrent combinations 
of phonemes (say syllables). Fewer graphic shapes are needed, and such 
a writing system is consequently reamed much more quickly. As an 
example, we need only cite the phonemic notation for English developed 
in §§3-7. 

62.3. Complications. Pure writing systems of either of the sorts we 
have described are rare. In most systems there are certain complica
tions. We can deal with these under four headings: 

(1) Omissions. In all traditional systems some morphemes (or some 
phonemes) are simply left out. English writing largely omits any indica
tion of intonation, and no known system provides for all intonational 
contrasts. The customary traditional writing of Hebrew and Arabic 
usually omitted indication of vowels, though a supplementary system 
of "vowel points" was utilized in certain kinds of texts. We must not be 
surprised that such truncation leaves what is written intelligible, much 
of the time, to the literate native speaker; remember redundancy 
(110.3). In the case of Hebrew and Arabic, an additional factor was. 
that the contentives of Semitic often consist of a skeleton of three con
sonaau. around and between which a speaker intercalates the vowels 
wbkh represent inflectional and derivational material (modem 
Egyptian Arabic /katab/ 'he wrote,' IIea·tibl 'a writing (person),' 
/kita·bl 'book'). The omission of vowel indication in the writing was 
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thus, in effect, largely the omission of the stigmata of certain functors, 
sharply delimiting the range within which the reader had to guess from 
context. 

(2) SefJIUnce DeDiations. Apart from omissions, if there are n successive 
elements, in an utterance, of the kind regularly represented in the 
writing system (morphemes, phonemes, or some kind of groupings of 
phonemes), then one would expect its written representation to include 
just n unit graphs. But there are deviations from this in two directions. 

Thus, in Chinese writing (essentially morphemic), some morphemes 
are longer than a single syllable, and are represented graphically by as 
many successive marks as there are syllables. On the other hand, some 
morphemes are shorter than a single syllable, but in this case a graph 
is written for each morpheme. By way of exception, there is one compli
cated graph-recent, and optional, to be sure-which represents the 
whole three-morpheme sequence tushiigwlin 'library.' This is perhaps 
more like a "monogram" in our culture--the intertwined initials put on 
silver or napkins-than like a regular element of the writing system, 
except that the distinction is a more difficult one to make in the Chinese 
context. 

In English orthography (largely phonemic), the letter "x" most often 
represents the two-phoneme sequence /ks/ ("ox") or /gz/ ("exist"). 
Contrariwise, the two-letter sequences "th," "ch," and "sh" usually 
represent the single phonemes /6/ or /'6/, /e/, and /§/. 

(3) Inadequate and SUPerfluous Representation. In a "pure" system, either 
morphemic or phonemic, a single graph would represent always one 
and the same linguistic element (be it morpheme, phoneme, or sequence 
of morphemes or phonemes), and that linguistic element would never 
be represented by any other graph. For phonemic writing systems, 
EngliSh orthography affords the horrible example of how far one 
can get from this pure situation. Tile letter "s" represents /s/ ("sing"), 
Izl ("rose"), and 11/ ("sugar"). /sl is also represented by "c" ("rice"), 
by the digraph "ss" ("fuss"), by "sc" ("crescent"), and by "sch" 
("schism"). The letter "a" represents a wild array of phonemes and 
phoneme clusters in "table", "tablet", "father", "all"; "0" is even 
worse, as shown by "hope", "pot", "log", "nothing", "worm", 
"w'Omen". The syllabic /ow/ is represented in half a dozen ways: 
"so", "sew", "sow" (ambiguous for /s6w/ and /aw/), "though", 
,"depot", "doe", "beau". 
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In morphemic writing systems this sort of deviation does not ordi
narily go so far. Instances in Chinese are isolated, though they can be 
found: sy£ng 'to work, be effective, be OK' and h4ng 'line of business or 
trade' are written with the same graph, while the morpheme chyIJ 'to 
get, obtain, withdraw' is written with one graph in most contexts, but 
in a different way in the context of obtaining a woman in marriage. 
However, part of the Japanese writing system is morphemic, and in this 
part multiplicity and inadequacy of representation is probably as 
extensive as it is in English writing. 

(4) Mixture of Basis. The complexities of English spelling cannot be 
accounted for completely on the assumption that the system is phonemic 
with irregularities of the sort listed under (2) and (3). It is necessary to 
assume that the system is partly phonemic and partly morphemic. To 
show this, consider the three written words "so," "sew," and "sow." 
The differences of spelling correlate with nothing at all in the phonemic 
system of the language, since the three words are pronounced identi
cally. But the three words are different morphemes. The child learning 
to spell English can keep these three spellings straight only by remem
bering which spelling correlates with which morpheme. 

In most other traditional writing systems there is at least some trace 
of mixed basis, though usually one or the other basis predominates. In 
Japanese there is a special sort of mixed system in which_peaking 
roughly but not too inaccurately--contentives (§31.1) are represented 
morphemically, functors (and recent loanwords) phonemically in a 
syllabary. 

62.4. The History of Writing. We are fortunate in that some of the 
earliest writing produced by the human race was put on durable mate
rials_tone, bone, shell, baked clay-which have survived several 
thousand years of weathering and can still be examined. As a result, we 
can describe the evolution of the hiS'titution in fairly precise terms. 

Something approaching writing has been developed at various times 
and places in human history. We may consider, as an example, the 
so-called "picture writing" of the Indians of the North American 
Plains. This was a system of communication which operated freely 
between speakers of a number of different languages, but communica
tion was possible only about a limited number of practical matters. 
The symbols used in the system were more or less stylized pictures of 
the things represented. The semantic conventions of the pictures, inaofar 
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as they were not immediately obvious, were shared by all the tribes 
concerned. The member:s of a given tribe might talk matters over in 
their language before writing out a message in this system, and, at the 
receiving end, it might be roughly "translated" into the language of the 
recipients before being acted on; but there was no particularly close tie 
between the various graphic elements and words or other linguistic 
elements in any of the languages spoken by the different tribes. That is, 
the semantic conventions of the system were direct associations between 
pictorial features and the things or situations that were being communi
cated about. We can only assume that, despite the functioning of this 
system across the boundaries between speech communities, it arose by 
the mechanism described in §36.3. 

In theory, such a system of graphic-visual communicati.on might 
become increasingly complex, until in the end it achieved all the 
subtlety and flexibility of expression which we find in language, without 
ever coming to be tied in with the latter. In fact, this has never hap
pened. There is an always an easier way to achieve such subtlety and 
flexibility, without losing the various advantages of permanent marks 
in contrast with rapidly-vanishing sound waves. The users of a picture 
writing system already have a system of communication characterized 
by endless subtlety and flexibility: their language. Instead of developing 
a sec;.ond means of communication in complete independence of the 
first, what people have .done is to make an apparently small change in 
lines of association between giaphic symbols, things, and words. 
" The nature of this step is simple enough. We shall illustrate by 

imagining speakers of English who are illiterate except for a picture 
writing system in which a sketchy picture of a bee is the graphic symbol 
for a bee. The picture means a bee; the English morpheme Ib,,1 also 
means a bee. In the picture writing stage, the picture and the morpheme 
are related only indirectly" in that they are both symbols for the same 
thing. The step to true writblg is then a realignment of associations: the 
picture comes to be a representation, not directly of a bee, but of the 
morpheme I bel I. The connection between the picture and the bee hal 
ceased to be immediate; iDttead, it is mediated by the morpheme. 

The step from picture writing to true morphemic writing must have 
involved much $tUmbling and temporary retrogression. After all, a pic
ture of a bee Ws like a bee, and it seems highly artificial to insist ~ 
it cIeea aotdirectly mean what it looks like. But other things about which 
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one may wish to communicate in writing are harder to draw pictures 
of--Iove, honor, common sense, piety, plurality, past time, contingeney. 
And despite the difficulty in the readjustment, the step is known to have 
been taken independendy at least three times in the history of the 
human race, and possibly also a fourth: once in ancient Egypt, once in 
ancient China, and once, much later, among the Maya of Yucatan. 
The possible fourth time was in ancient Mesopotamia, where we cannot 
be certain that Egyptian influence was not responsible. All known 
writing systems trace back to these origins, all but a few to early Egypt 
and Mesopotamia. 

The statement just made implies that phonemic writing, of any sort, 
is a more recent development than morphemic writing and that it grew 
out of the latter. 

Suppose that our hypothetical community of speakers of English 
have now developed a full-fledged morphemic writing system, in which 
the graph for the morpheme {be, I is still a rough picture of a bee. 
Someone, about to write something down, finds that he cannot remem
ber the proper way to represent the morpheme {bel, or, perhaps, the 

. first morpheme of a word like belwld, beseech, bemuse. Instead of delaying 
his work, he uses the graph for {btle I, hoping that his readers wilt supply 
the regular phonemic representation of this morpheme, and gather his 
meaning through the pun. This practice, and others like it, becomes 
widespread, with the ultimate result that the graphs of the system no 
longer have a tie to morphemes, but only to syllables (or the like) as 
strings of phonemes: one then has a phonemic writing system of the 
syllabary type. 

A certain amount of such transferred use of graphs took. place in 
ancient China. The currendy used graph for the morpheme meaning 
'come' formerly stood only for a (then) homonymous morpheme mean
ing 'wheat.' But such transfer, in China, never Jed to a real break with 
the morphemic principle. Similarly, in Egypt certain graphs very early 
came to represent syllables rather 'than morphemes, and some even 
came to represent, if our interpretations are correct, individual con
sonants: bUt these phonemic graphs were always used together with 
morphemic ones, not replacing the latter. 

The further develop~t from a syllabary to an alphabetical writing 
aystem involves two steps. The first was taken by the Phoenicians-and, 
S() faT as we bow, only by them. Graphic Shapes which had earlier been 
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representations of whole syllables came to be used for single consonants, 
with vowels left out. Superfiuous graphs were weeded out, until there 
were just enough gqIphs to match the consonant phonemes of the lan
guage. The second ftep was taken by the Greeks, when they borrowed 
the Phoenician writing system to use for their own language. Some of 
the Phoenician symbols represented consonants that were not like any 
in Greek, and the Greeks reassigned them to vowels, thus at last 
achieving a phonemic writing system in which there was something 
approaching one-to-one assignment of symbols to segmental phonemes. 
All alphabetic writing stems from this development among the Phoeni
cians and Greeks. 

It is important to note, however, that, quite apart from the history of 
writing, the phonemic patterning of languages has played a crucial 
part in the development of human communicative systems outside 
language. The Mazateco Indians of Mexico speak a language with four 
phonemically distinct tones (§11.8); they also have a system ofwhisll,. 
talk, in which one matches, in a whistle, the distinctive features of stress, 
pitch, and duration of utterances, necessarily leaving out vowels and 
COIllIOIlants: the whistles are understandable through context and be· 
cause of redundancy (§10.3). Similarly, the drum signals of West Africa 
are derived from the tonal and rhythmic phonemic features of some of 
the languages spoken by their users. Like all other human communica
tive systems, these were worked out by the mechanism of "non-linguistic 
idiom-formation" discussed in §36.3. As for true writing, language 
played the further role of a structural model to be followed in devising 
the details of the new system. Later, writing rather than language some· 
times plays this latter role: telegraphy mocks writing, rather than 
language, in the matching of its units to letters in an alphabetical 
writing system. 

When an alphabetical writing system is first invented or introduced 
for a language. it is almost always reasonably accurate and free from 
ambiguities. But, as time passes, it does' not remain so. The language 
changes, as languages always do; but for some reason people are more 
conservative about writing systems than about any other human in
stitution that' can be named-<:ven religion. Perhaps this conservatism 
is a natural result of the most outstanding feature of writing as opposed 
to language! the factor of some jImna1IDlce, by which the receiver of a 
message can be separated from the transmitter not only in space but 
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in time. In any case, the writing system gets out of step with the chang
ing language, and in the end one has irregularities and complexities of 
the sort we find in current English. 

62.5. The Communicative Properties of Writing. As pointed out 
earlier, no traditional writing system has ever provided for the graphic 
representation of everything that counts (morphemically or phonemi
cally) in speech. Certain linguistic distinctions are always left out; this 
renders particularly apposite the traditional lay phrase "reduu a lan
guage to writing." 

The factor of reduction can be shown by an analogy with telegraphy. 
In the latter, the message to be transmitted takes the form of a stretch of 
writing, but this is encoded into a series of voltage pulses for trans
mission. The conventions of the Morse Code provide for twenty-six 
letters and certain punctuation marks, but not for the distinction be
tween capital and lower case letters. Thus one might receive the follow
ing telegram: 

JUST APPOINTED MANAGER NEW YORK BRANCH OFFICE 

-and think that the sender was referring to New York City, when 
actually he is referring to a new branch office in York., Pennsylvania. 
Ordinary English orthography keeps these two clear by writing "New 
York" versus "new York". And, of course, the content of the telegram 
could easily have been reworded so as to remove the ambiguity imposed 
by telegraphy. Indeed, people who communicate a great deal via teleg
raphy or teletypy develop a telegraphic styl, of writing-partly for the 
sake of conciseness to save cost, but also sacrificing conciseness in 
conventionally established ways when necessary in order to avoid 
ambiguity. 

Just as the restrictions of telegraphy compress writing and lead to 
the development of a special telegraphic style of writing, in the same 
way the limitations of a writing system impose certain restrictions on 
what is to be transmitted in'it, and lead to the development of a special 
writing styl, of the language. We do not write English as we -speak it 
(116.3). Read a transcription of a conference which has been taken 
down stenotypically or on a tape recorder and then written out: those 
whQ have had this experience need no convincing 0{ the assertion just 
made. English Composition courses in College are (or should be) de
.signed first and foremost to teach literate natiw speakers of English 
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what they caD and what they cannot do .effectively in writing. The 
special conventions of the writing style of English have never been 
completely described, in terms of the economy of the language as a 
whole and the specific constraints of the English writing system. Yet the 
special conventions are there, and we notice it when someone fails to 
follow them. Here is a curiously ambiguous headline, which in speech 
would not be ambiguous at all: 

15 KILLED, SEVEN OF THEM 
DROPPING PARATROOPERS 
STRUCK BY DISABLED PLANE 

But if the above discussion tends to focus attention on what might be 
thought of as "shortcomings" in writing systems, writing also has 
tremendous advantages, for certain uses, as over against speech. 

Foremost of these, of course, is the fact that the recipient of a written 
message does not have to be in the immediate vicinity of the sender at 
the time of transmission. Even a modern device like the radio eliminates 
only the first of these restrictions. A radio message is broadcast, so that 
anyone with proper equipment, within range, can receive it jf he is 
listening at the right moment; but a written message is a sort of temporal 
broadcast, which can be received over and over again, at will, by anyone 
literate in the language, as long as the hen-scratches have not faded or 
the surface withered away. Archeologists today receive written messages 
carved in stone several thousand years ago in the dry regions of the Near 
and Middle East. 

Furthermore, the sender of a written message can at some later time 
become the receiver: writing serves as a sort of external memory, supple
menting what people can keep inside their heads. The technological 
importance of this is beyond calculation. Imagine what it would be like 
to be the member of an illiterate but technologically advanced com
munity whose sole duty was to keep the five-place common logarithms 
of all numbers in one's head, ready to supply them as needed! It is 
certain tha4 without writing, even devices far simpler.than logarithms 
would never have been invented. 

The functioning of such "external memory" need not span much 
time to prove its usefulness. If one multiplies 2397 by 852, one uses 
pencil and paper, putting down the results of certain partial steps 
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before reaching the final answer, and thus avoiding the need to keep 
aU the intennediate results in one's head. 

There are three other ways in which writing does things for us that 
language probably would not. One is in clear indication of scope. If I say 
two times jive minus three plus seven, this may work out to 18, 11, -10,14, 
or 0, depending on how the operations are grouped. In writing there 
are devices for keeping these clear: 

2 X (5 - 3 + 7) 
2 X (5 - 3) + 7 

and so on. It is possible to achieve freedom from ambiguity in the 
spoken form by pauses of various lengths at various places, but it is 
difficult; and in more complex operations it soon becomes impossible. 

Another is in two-dimensionality. Speech is essentially linear: distinctive 
arrangements in contrast with each other must largely turn on whether 
element A precedes or follows element B. But in writing there is a two
dimensional surface at hand, and although traditional writing systems 
prescribe some convention by which the two-dimensional array of 
graphs is to be read off in a certain linear sequence, it is always possible 
to break this convention for some purposes. Thus--again in mathe
matics--the arrangements 

a b 
c d 

may be distinctively different. 

and 
a c 
b d 

Finally, there are ways in which writing systems go beyond the ass0-

ciated languages, developing conventions of direct semantic relevance 
in addition to those which are mediated through phonemes or mor
phemes. The distinction between capital and lower case letter, which 
is a relatively recent development of Western culture, does not directly 
reflect anything in speech. Other comparable contrasts are those be
tween lightface and boldface, or Roman and Italic, or prin.t and 
cursive. In the West there are a few traces, not really very important, 
of an esthetic aspect in writing, by which some type faces are preferred 
to others; in China this has gone much further, and calligraphy is 
classed among the fine arts. As one writes it is always possible to incor
porate visual shapes which are not writing in the narrow sense at all
pictures, diagrams, graphs, and so on. In some cases, such non-writing 
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items and "real" writing get so entangled that it is hard to tell what 
part is to be interpreted in one way and what part in the other. 

The status of writing and of speech in the eyes of the law is interesting, 
though inconsistent. The document usually called a "contract" is, in 
law, not the contract, but a record thereof; the contract itself is the agree
ment reached by the contracting parties. On the other hand, a man's 
surname is legally a sequence of letters, not a linguistic form. A man 
named "Smith" IsmrOI has a different name, legally, from one named 
"Smythe" /smrO/, despite the identity of pronunciation; the latter has 
the "same" name legally as one named "Smythe" /smajt5/. 

We see, thus; that the linguist's emphatic generalization about writ
ing-that it is merely a record of what people have said-is not strictly 
the case. It is nearer the truth than is the ordinary lay view (§1.2), but 
it is not the whole truth. As with most easy generalizations, the truth is 
more compl\cated. 

NOTES 

New terms: graphonomy; types of writing-system: morphemic, phonemic 
(including syllabic and alphabetic); mixed basis (partly morphemic, partly 
phonemic), omissions in writing, sequence deviations, and inadequate and 
superfluous representation; writing style of a language. 

On the history of writing see Bloomfield 1933 chapter 17; Diringer 
1948, Gelb 1952. Gleason (1955a, chapter 22) speaks in terms of what 
he calls "written languages," which may be fairly well equated with 
our "writing style" of a language--the term "written language" is not 
desirable. His examples are numerous and interesting. On recent 
"direct" relationships to meaning: Bolinger 1946. 
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LITERATURE 

63.1. Literature is an art form, like painting, sculpture, music, 
drama, and the dance. Literature is distinguished from other art forms 
by the medium in which it works: language. Insofar as speech forms 
occur in other arts-sung words in music, speaking as well as action in 
drama-these other arts have literary aspects. The linguist is concerned 
with literature because it is his business to discover wherein literary 
discourse differs from everyday non-literary discourse. So far, relatively. 
few generalizations have been worked out along this line of investiga
tion. In this section we merely report what little seems to be reasonably 
well established. If our remarks are seemingly trivial, it is because we 
must be more concerned with truth than with profundity. 

Let us, in imagination, join a circle of Nootka Indians who are resting 
around the campfire after their day's work. One old man tells a story, 
which runs as follows in English translation: 

Kwatyat caught sight of two girls. 1 "Whose daughters are you?" Baid Kwatyat 
to the two girls. The girls did not tell him who their father was. Many times did 
Kwatyat ask them who their father was, but they would not tell. At last the 
girls got angry. "The one whose children we are," said they, "is Sunbeam." For 
a long time the girls said this. 

And then Kwatyat began to perspire because of the fact that their father was 
Sunbeam. K watyat began to perspire and he died. Now K watyat was perspiring 
and he swelled up like an inflated bladder, and it was because of the girls. Now 
Kwatyat warmed up and died. He was dead for quite a little while, and then he 
burst, making a loud noise as he burst. It was while he was dead that he heard 
how he burst with a noise. 

1 From Edward Sapir and Morris Swadesh, Nootka Texis. LinguiStic Society of 
America, Philadelphia (1939). 
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The individual words and phrases or this story are mostly intelligible, 
but the narrative as a whole makes little sense to us-pe might as well 
have heard it in the original Nootka. Yet as we look around the fire we 
note tliat the speaker is being followed with close attention and interest. 
The Nootka audience is getting something from the performance that 
we, as outsiders, cannot get. Furthermore, inquiry reveals that this 
same story has been told many times in the past; it is new to no one in 
the audience save ourselves. 

Our own reaction to the story, be it bewilderment, boredom, disgust, 
or curiosity, is for our present purposes quite irrelevant. The point is 
that the participants in Nootka culture appreciate and value the story. 
Nor is it at all helpful for us to say, after recognizing this fact, that it is 
indicative of low or crude literary taste on the part of the Nootkas. This 
would simply be to resort, in a more indirect way, to our own personal 
responses. What we are after is at least the beginnings of an objective 
understanding of literature. 

In every society known to history or anthropology, with one insignifi
cant exception, there are some discourses" short or long, which the 
members of the society agree on evaluating positively and which they 
insist shall be repeated from time to time in essentially unchanged form. 
These discourses constitute the literature of that society. 

The one insignificant exception to this generalization and definition 
is our own complex Western social order. For us, also, some discourses 
are highly valued and others are not; but, peculiarly-and unlike 
anything known in other societies-the discourses which the literary 
specialist values most highly tend to be most despised by the layman. 
One result of this strange situation is that Western society is a very bad 
point of departure if we want to understand the typical nature of litera
ture. We are forced talook elsewhere at first, and only later turn to a 
self-examination. 

Yet even when we do look closely enough at smaller and more 
homogeneous societies, we find inconsistencies and disagreements: the 
literary status of a discourse turns out to be a matter of degree rather 
than kind. One story may be repeated very often, another rarely. One 
story may be valued by a whole tribe, another only by some small seg
ment. One story may retain its literary status for generatio~ while 
another may hold it only for a year or so. 

Another question that immediately arises is: how changed can the 
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form of a· discourse be from one recounting to another, and still leave . 
it "essentially" unchanged? There seems to be much variation in this; 
in general the degree of objective identity (that could be determined, 
for example, by carefully recording two successive recountings and list
ing the differences) seems to be irrelevant, and what is relevant is rather 

. a feeling on the part of the members of the society that at a given time 
the discourse being told is one that has been told before. 

63.2. Common Features of Literary Discourse. When the litera
ture of a SOCiety has been collected, the analyst faces the problem of 
dctermining wherein it differs from ordinary non-literary discourse in 
the same society. This is not the problem of definition-we already know 
that the discourses in question are literary for the society in which they 
occur. Rather, it is the problem of describing or characterizing that which 
has already been defined. 

For the most part this study has to be carried out separately for each 
society. But two general characteristics seem to be quite common, if not 
universal: excellence of speech and special style. 

Excellence of Speech. Apparently in every society it is generally recog
nized that some individuals are more effective users of the machinery 
afforded by the society's language than are others. The Menomini 
Indians, for example, can name certain people who are unusually good 
speakers of Menomini, and others who are unusually poor. Some do 
very little hemming and hawing; others speak in badly disconnected 
spurts (§16.3). The good speaker keeps his pronominal references and 
his concord, government, and cross-reference clear; the poor speaker 
gets lost in the emerging grammatical complexities of what he is trying 
to say. In other words, though the grammatical machinery is different, 
variations of effectiveness and fluency of control are much as they are 
with us. 

Now it is very generally required, in an illiterate or a literate society, 
that literary discourse be characterized by excellence of speech. The 
story-teller must be a fluent and effective speaker; the writer in a 
literate society must write in such a way that reading can be fluent and 
effective. However, the converse of this generalization does not hold: 
not all excellent speech qualifies as literary. 

It is easy to think one has found an exception when, in fact, one has 
not. For example, the Plains Cree have a favored manner of delivery 
for certain very familiar stories, in the form of a succession of short eli&-
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connected sentences which merely allude to the chief episodes. The 
hearers, knowing the details, are supposed to fill them in for themselves. 
This style seems like «poor speech" to us only because we do not have 
anything comparable. Actually, it calls for skill and judgment on the 
part of the narrator. 

Special Style. The term "style" is not easy to define precisely. Roughly 
speaking, two utterances in the same language which convey approxi
mately the same information, but which are different in their linguistic 
structure, can be said to differ in style: He came too soon and He arrived 
prematurely, or Sir, I have the honor to inform you and Jeez, Boss, get a load of 
dis. Stylistic variations within a single language are universal, and in 
many cases there are certain special styles which are felt to be peculiarly 
appropriate to certain circumstances. An Oneida chief, making a 
speech, begins with the style of pronunciation of everyday conversation, 
but gradually lapses into a special quavery sing-song. We aU know the 
special style used by a minister at the pulpit, reciting the words of a 
hymn which is about to be sung, or intoning his share during responsive 
reading of a psalm. None of us would venture to use this style of speech 
in ordering grl)Ceries or in asking a girl for a date. 

It is very common for literary discourse to differ from everyday 
speech in describable stylistic ways. In Fox, one recounts what hap
pened to one in town yesterday using verb forms in the modes of the 
so-called independent order; but one tells a literary story using verb 
forms in the modes of the conjunct order. Conjunct order verbs in 
everyday speech mark dependent clauses; independent order verbs in 
literary narrative, on the other hand, mark direct quotations of things 
said by characters or else parenthetical explanations addressed to the 
hearer. Sometimes, in other societies, the stylistic differences are much 
less prominent than this; sometimes they are much more prominent. 
But where a clearly literary narrative does not differ at all stylistically 
from everyday speech, it seems that there is always something special 
about the content. Everyday discourse about everyday content seems 
never to qualify as literature. 

Related to this is a customary use of a special manner of speech 
whenever the words of some recurrent character or type of character are 
quoted. The customary recounting of Goldilocks and the Three Bears incor
porates such a device. We also use it, in serious writing as well as in . 
vaudeville jokes, when we quote the prototypical Irishman, Scotsman, 
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or Brooklynite. In Nootka mythological narratives the. characters 
Deer and Mink. regularly distort the phonemic structure of words in one 
fashion (turning all occurrences of Is c c'l and I§ c c'l into laterals 
Ii lI. lI.' I), Raven in another, and Kwatyat in a third. A story-teller who 
forgets to make the proper changes may lose prestige. 

Extensive use of figures of speech (§37.S), or of one or another type of 
figure of speech, can mark stylistic differences, and may serve to dis
tinguish literary from non-literary discourse, as well as the literature of 
one community from that of another. The figures of speech common in 
the literature of the aboriginal New World are not the same as those 
most familiar to us: translations into English of "classic" Indian speeches 
are apt to lose the native stylistic values and replace them by those more 
familiar in our own literature. This shows up even in non-literary con
texts. Such place-names as Father-of- Waters (for the Mississippi) and 
Cheop's Temple (for a butte in the Grand Canyon) are Old-World in 
style and were invented by Europeans; the Fox Indian word Imdisi'pi/, 
whence our Mississippi, means merely 'big river,' and the Havasupai 
Indian word for the mountains which include Cheop's Temple means 
merely 'Buckskin mountains.' 

The stylistic examples given above are all on a low size-level-that 
of words, phrases, sentences, or even that of phonemes (Nootka 
phoneme-replacement in the speech of certain characters). Comparable 
phenomena at higher size-levels are not usually classed as style by 
literary specialists, but as "structure." The relatively precise machinery 
of analysis which linguists have developed does not yet enable us to 
make effective statements about stylistic or structural features of longer 
segments of discourse--conversations, narratives, "paragraphs," or 
whole stories. Literary scholars have a battery of terms, plot, counterplot, 
introduction, climax, anticlimax, denouement with which they describe the 
larger-grained structure of certain types of literary discourse. A whole 
novel, we must assume, has some sort of a determinate IC-structure, its 
lCs in turn consisting of still smaller ones, and so on down until we 
reach individual morphemes. The terminological arsenal of the literary 
scholar applies, often very well, to the largest size-levels of this structure; 
that of the linguist applies equally well to the smallest size-levels; but 
there is at present a poorly explored terrain in between. 

63.3. Types of Literature. The literature of a society may be any
thing but homogeneous. Usually there are two or more sharply different 
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categories of literary discourse, Occurring perhaps under different cir
cumstances. Folklorists make use of various classificatory terms- "prov
erbs," "riddles," "folktales," "myths," "origin myths," and the like . 
. But the use of such terms requires great care, for what we must always 
seek, in the first instance, is an indigenous classification-Qne overtly 
given by the participants of the society in question, or indicated by 
their differential behavior. 

For example, the Plains Cree distinguish between an /a·tayo·hke·win/ 
or 'sacred story,' on the one hand, and an /a·cimo·win/-any other 
sort of narrative-<>n the other. The former deals with events in an 
earlier stage of the history of the world, before things had settled into 
the familiar fixed patterns which now surround us: the characters are 
part animal, part human, and part spirit, and are prototypes of the 
actual animals and people of today. Any /a·tayo·hke·win/ under 
aboriginal conditions was by definition literary. An !a·chuo·win/, on 
the other hand, might or might not be, for the term is quite inclusive. 
The indigenous Cree classification may well be more complicated than 
just described, but of this two-way differentiation we are sure. 

Whatever other sort of indigenous classification may appear in a 
society, the segregation of the sacred tale from all other kinds is very 
widespread; certainly it is found in many social groups within our own 
Western society. 

63.4. Prose and Poetry. Poetry is widespread, though not certainly 
known to exist in all societies. I t is everywhere distinguished from prose 
in the same fundamental way, but the distinction is one of degree, not 
of kind. 

Most poetry can be described as literature in the form of verse. Verse, 
in turn, can be defined as discourse in which the speaker binds himself 
in advance to follow certain more or less closely defined patterns of 
rhythm, regardless of the topic of the discourse. The rhythm is variously 
achieved in different languages: sometimes it is a spacing of stresses, 
lengths, or tones; sometimes it is a spaced recurrence of vowels or 
consonants or both (yielding rhyme and assono1lCe). No matter how alien 
the pattern may be to our ears, the factor of controlled rhythm is present 
or the discourse cannot qualify as verse. The definition of verse obvi
ously depends on phonological rather than grammatical properties of 
the discourse. 

But not all poetry conforms neatly to the above description. Probably 
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a better basic definition of poetic discourse is that in it as muc.h as possi
ble is made of the secondary associations of the shapes which represent 
morphemes (§35), as a means of reinforcing the obvious literal meaning 
of the words. The emergence in poetry of rhythm, rhyme, and assonance 
then comes about as one-formal means to the end. The works of Walt 
Whitman clearly count as English poetry under this basic definition, 
thQugh they conform to no simple verse pattern. Contrariwise, discourse 
can be produced in the strictest verse pattern without being poetry
because it fails to qualify as literature. 

It is clear that the exact grammatical and phonemic shape of a poem 
is important. Poetry under conditions of illiteracy tends to retain its 
shape from one recounting to another much more precisely than does 
prose literature, for obvious reasons. Even so, poetry passed down by 
word-of-mouth is subject to a remarkable amount of modification in 
course of time, as the most casual study of the folksongs of our own 
country will show. 

63.5. The Impact of Writing on Literature. Most of our discussion 
80 Tar has applied especially to the literature of illiterate societies. The 
development of writing in relatively recent times (the last few thousand 
years, and only in certain parts of the world) has brought about certain 
transformations. We shall take these up under three headings: the impact 
of writing style, the survival factor, and emphasis on authorship. 

The Impact of Writing Style. Orally transmitted literature is, of course, 
not cast in a writing style (§62.5). This often proves embarrassing to 
the collector of folk-tales, who faces the task of producing a written 
record of what has not previously been written. 

But if a literary artist lives in a community where his products will 
be cast in ~ritten form to begin with, the situation is different. The 
raw-materials of his trade are not simply the whole language, but rather 
the writing style of the language. This is not an uncompensated loss, for, 
as shown in §62.5, although some elements of speech can be written , 
only inaccurately, if at all, writing systems make up for this by develop
ing devices which are independent of language and go beyond it. All 
of these devices are available to the writer in a literate community. 

A few trivial examples must suffice. In the West there is an established 
special typographical convention for verse, by which certain rhythmic 
units are written in successive lines-and, because of this, are called 
"lines." Thus we have: 
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The day is done, and the darkness 
Falls from the wings of Night, 

As a feather is wafted downward 
From an eagle in his flight. 

LITERATURE 

The rhythmic organization of this poem is actuallY-'-Save for the pres
ence of rhyme-very similar to (though not identical with) that of 
&angeline: 

The I day is I d6ne and the 1 darkness II 
This is the f6rest pri- meval 

I falls from the I wings of I night 
the murmuring pines and the hemlocks 

(Remember that English has stress-timed rhythm, so that the number of 
stresses in a passage is the main determinant of its duration; §5.4.) If 
Longfellow had followed the same orthographic convention here as he 
did for Evangeline, it would superficially seem like a major alteration, but 
we must conclude that the difference is not to any great extent linguistic. 

A few writers have chosen to attain a special effect (we shall not 
venture to describe it) by printing their verses in solid paragraphs, like 
prose. Illustrating with the same poem, we should have: 

The day is done, and the darkness falls from the wings of Night, 
as a fcather is wafted downward from an eagle in his flight. I see the 
lights of the village gleam through the rain and the mist, . . . 

There have been experiments with other typographical arrange-
ments. George Herbert (early 17th century) wrote a poem called The 
A.ltar with long first and last lines, short and centered middle ones, so 
that the arrangement of print on the page forms a rough picture of an 
altar. Lewis Carroll's verse beginning Fury said to a mouse was originally 
printed so that the words formed a mouse's tail curling down the page. 

'One of the subjects studied by analysts and historians of literature is 
the stylistic peculiarities of different writers, the sources thereof, and 
the way in which one writer affects another along such lines. Individual 
styles are related to the general writing style of a language in that each 
of the former is some sort of specialization within the confitles of the 
latter, just as the latter-save for the late--developed independent fea
tures of writing-is a specialization of the language as a whole. 
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Th4 SurviDOi Fll&tM. In an illiterate society a story or other literary 
work will survive only as long as it continues to be learned by at least 
one person in each generation. If this process of transmission fails, either 
through changing taste or through accident, the story is gone. 

With the introduction of writing the conditions for survival change. 
When a discourse is written down, it can be kept in essentially un
changed form 'much more easily; the exact degree of ease depends on 
the type of writing-materials, the ease with which copies are made 
(witness the tremendous impact of the invention of printing), and the 
extent to which it is the habit to make them. 

There is no guarantee, however, that only discourse considered to 
have literary merit will be committed to writing. For example, the 
accidents of history have preserved for us a highly erratic collection of 
writings from the first few centuries of English-speaking Britain: Beowulf, 
parts of some other poems of various kinds, lives of the saints, laws, 
recipes for remedies, charms, historical chronicles, and so on. Specialists 
in Old English ignore no slightest scrap of this, but such specialists are 
not literary scholars in the narrow sense of the term; rather, they seek, 
through the sifting of all the available evidence, to determine as much 
as they can about the pattern of life in early England. Even for narrower 
literary purposes this background work is essential, for without it we 
cannot hope to find out which discourses or types of discourses, pre
served or not, were actually literature for the Anglo-Saxons. 

Literacy may preserve a discourse past the period in the history of a 
society during which it qualifies as literature. This, again, is unlikely 
or impossible in an illiterate society. Having thus survived, a discourse 
may be rediscovered by a later generation, and regain its literary 
statUS. This happened, in a way, to various of the works of classical 
Greek and Roman authors, which were nowhere read or appreciated 
during the earlier Middle Ages of Europe, but which are now once 
again treasured by a certain few elements of our society, if not by the 
man on the street. 

Poetry, and literature which verges on the poetic, is sometimes valued 
primarily for reasons of style rather than content. But language con
stantly changes, and this means that the frame of reference for the 
rhythmic ~d associative features which constitute poetic style is also 
constantly changing. In an illiterate society the precise shape of a poem 
may gradually be modified, a word replaced here, a rhythm or rhyme 
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brougIlt up to date. there, in such a way as to keep pace with the chang
ing language. On this score the introduction of writing has some impli
cations which might be called unfortunate. Once a poem is written 
down it is fixed: it has lost its ability to grow with the langllage. Sooner 
or later., the poem is left behind. 

This has happened to Anglo-Saxon poetry in the last thousand years: 
it is meaningless to us unless we first study Old English as we would 
study French or Chinese, and no amount of labor can make it sound 
to us as it did to our ancestors. The poetry of Shakespeare, written only 
four-hundred-odd years ago, is still largely understandable, and was so 
extremely well contrived that it still moves many of us deeply. Yet 
nothing can prevent it from suffering, in the end, the same fate: its 
stylistic merits will in due time be lost forever to all but a handful of 
antiquarians. 

Sufficiently strong motivation, such as that based in religious con
viction, can fight a partially effective delaying action against this. The 
King James translation of the Bible is still with us, and preferred by 
many to the newer versions; the ritual discourses of the Church of 
England are even older. The ultimate outcome of this sort of delaying 
action appears in the use of a tot. alien language for certain pur
poses: Latin in the Catholic Church, so-called Classical Arabic by 
Mohammedans. In extreme cases like these, the emotional attachment 
and positive valuation come first, and are by fiat, rather than because 
of the intrinsic properties of the discourses, associated with the latter. 

Emphasis on Authorship. In an illiterate society the literary artist is the 
individual who recounts the traditional stories or recites the traditional 
poetry in a way which is pleasing and proper to his contemporaries. 
There is no distinction between creator and performer: the two are 
bound up in a single individual, whose discourse is largely that passed 
down to him from his predecessors, but who makes his own minor 
alterations, deletions, and additions, in keeping with the contemporary 
language of everyday affairs, current conditions of life, and his own 
personality. This does not mean, of course, that "folktales" are invented 
by the "folk" in any mystic sense. Every single element of a given folk
tale was invented by some specific artisan somewhere in the tale's 
past history. . 

We can find the same thing in the literature of literate C()mmunities. 
The Faust legend is much older than Marlowe; ~ was not the first 
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treatment in written form, and his successors have included Goethe, 
librettists working for Gounod and for Boito, Thomas Mann, and many 
others. We could regard the legend itself as "the" literary unit, and 
think of all the writers and dramatists we have mentioned as passers-on 
of the legend, each adding his own modifications, just as in an illiterate 
society. 

Btlt there is a sharp difference. In the illiterate society no one is apt 
to be acquainted with more than two or three slightly differing manipu
lations of a single theme-one old man may put episode A before 
episode B, and another may reverse this order. In a literate society a 
single generation has access to many different treatments of a single 
theme, both those worked out by contemporaries and those inherited 
from earlier times. Thus we have Marlowe's play, and Goethe's, and 
Gounod's opera, and Boito's, and Thomas Mann's Doktor Faustus, and 
Th4 Devil and Daniel Webster, to say nothing of rewrites of the same plot 
in one variety of contemporary pulp fiction. For the literary scholar this 
changes the emphasis. It is naturally worthy of note that a single legend 
threads through all these varied treatments; but of much greater 
interest are the differences: the creative artisanship of each writer, the 
ways in which he individually refiects-Qr repudiates-the temper of 
his own times and the pattern of his own language. Thus arises the 
emphasis on authorship. 

This emphasis makes itself felt not alone in the work of the literary 
scholar or critic. It permeates the appreciation of literature by the lay
man, and, most important, invades the activity of the would-be literary 
artist and molds his work. The writer is forced by the nature of a literate 
literary tradition to drive towards individuality, towards the unique 
and different. This is no place to discuss the possible consequences, save 
to point out that such an orientation may weD be directly antithetical 
to the original and fundamental nature of literature. 

63.6. Language, Literature, and Lite. A common notion holds 
that great writers, such as Shakespeare and Milton, are the "architects 
of the English language"; that is, that individuals of special literary 
ability are those primarily responsible for the shape a language takes in 
the mouths of subsequent generations of ordinary speakers. 

This theory is consonant with the emphasis on authorship of which 
we have just spoken, and is held with amazing tenacity by some scholars. 
Yet there is not a shred of evidence in its support. The scholars in quea-
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tion dip badly calibrated depth-gages into the river of language: they 
overestimate the extent and durability of the "sutface froth" and under
estimate the deeper more slowly flowing layers. Suppose, for example, 
that we examine Shakespeare's usage 0( English in comparison with our 
own. We find the following classes of forms and usages: 

(1) Numerous items shared by Shakespeare and ourselves, but in
herited by Shakespeare from the everyday speakers who preceded him: 
the b¢k of the grammatical pattern, most short idioms, and even slang 

. phrases like there's tire rub. 
(2) A few idioms invented by Shakespeare and now used, though 

only by some people and under rather special circumstances, because 
he used them (allusions and quotations): to be or not to be, the most unkindest 
&lit of all. These are "surface froth." 

(3) Some passages which we cannot understand without help, be
cause the words and phrases involved have since fallen into disuse: 

If I do prove her haggard, 
Though that her jesses were my dear heart-strings, 
I'd whistle her off, and let her down the wind, 
To prey at fortune. 

The reference is to falconry, now largely a lost art. 
Surprising as it may be, a comparable examination of, say, the King 

James Bible yields much the same results. The "architects" of our 
language are not literary artists, but the masses of people who use the 
language for everyday purposes. The greatness of a literary artist is not 
measured in terms of his stylistic novelty-if he does not operate within 
the body of shared conVentions which constitute ordinary language, he 
can hope only for a short faddistic following-but by the extent to 
which he can develop freedom and variety of expression wilhin the 
constraints imposed by the language. So far as language is concerned, 
the greatest of literary artists is infinitely more a recipient than a donor. 
. If we must thus conclude that the impact of literature on language is 
trivial, no comparable conclusion is justified about the impact of litera
tu~ on the businest of living. The existence 0( a stock C){ positively 
evaluated and oft..repeated discourses is a phenomenon made possible 
by language: it is patent that dogs and apes, having no language, also 
have no literature. One 0( the most important things about human 
1anguage is that it Jer\IeI as the medium for literature. The literary 
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tradition of a community, in tum, is a vital mechanism in the training 
of the young in culturally approved attitudes and patterns of behavior; 
it serves to transmit the moral fiber of the community from one gener
ation to the next. Speaking of Menomini sacred tales, Bloomfield wrote: 

[These stories deal] with a far-off time when the world as we know it was in 
process of formation. 1 The spirit animals enter in human or semi-human form, 
and the powers of the sky still dwell on earth. These stories are considered as 
true; they are told to inform and instruct; they often explain the origin of 
things, especially of plants and animals, and of customs. Even the lovable 
ineptitudes of [the culture hero] indicate by contrast the correct human way 0{ 

obtaining food and the like. 

"Marginal men," their aboriginal heritage undermined by the intrusion 
of Western ways, lose their literature-if the stories are remelnbered. 
the evaluations are gone-and the cultural orientation which it pro
vides. Perhaps this is not unrelated to the peculiar state of literature in 
Western society itself. 

NOTES 

New terms: excel/ence of sp«eh; special style; poetry versus prose; verse. 
The definition of literature is essentially that of Martin J008 (unpub

lished). Nootka: Sapir and Swadesh 1939. Sapir 1915. Menomini: 
Bloomfield 1928 (the quotation is from page xii), 1927. Cree: Bloom
field 1930 and 1934. Fox: Jones 1917. Oneida: fide Floyd Lounsbury. 
Old English literary study: Hulbert 1947. Old Worle!. Vt;rsus New World 
genres: Boas 1927, chapter 7. 

The peculiar status of Western literature is obvious in the work of 
almost any literary critic, not excluding those few, such as Richards 
(1929,1934) and Wellck and Warren (1949), who try to bring certain 
linguistic techniques to bear on literary analysis. These specialists are 
~articiPants in the Western literary tradition, not merely observers; as 
such, it is in no sense improper for them to make value judgments, or 
even to reject, for the specific purposes they seek, the cross-cultural 
orientation aimed at in the present section. 

1 From Leonard Bloomfield, Mmomini Tim. Publications of the Americaa 
Ethnological Society 12, New York (1928). 
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MAN'S PLACE in NATURE 

".1. Our last task in thit book is to exploce, as best we can with the 
information currently available, the bearing of language on Man's place 
in the universe. From time immemorial, the animals and spirits of folk
lore have had human characteristics thrust upon them, including always 
the power of speech. But the cold facts are that Man is the only living 
species with this power, and that no other living species can reasonably 
be presumed to have had the power at some earlier time and to have 
lost it since. The appearance of language in the universe-at least on 
our planet-is thus exactly as recent as the appearance of Man himself. 
We should like to know how language evolved from what was not lan
guage, and how its emergence shaped the ensuing life and destiny of 
those organisms which developed it. The detailed ianswen to these 
questions are not available and probably never will be. But we have the 
obligation of pinning things down as closely as the evidence allows, and 
the right to go somewhat further along the line of educated guesses. 

As a frame of reference we need a purview of Man's position in the 
zoological family tree. All living human beings are members of a single 
species, Homo sapiens. The more distant genetic affiliations of Homo 
sapiens are as follows: 

Genus: Humo. In geologically Recent times (approximately the last 
30,000 years), H. sllJlims has ~n the only representative of this genus. 
In Pleistocene times (from approximately 700,000 to about 30,000 
years ago) there was at least one other species, H. 'fItaMertludmsis, known 
from Europe, the Middle East, and Central Asia, which shared with 
H. &pims his unusually large brain. 

Family: Hominidae H_ is the only genus of this family surviving 
569 
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into Recent times. Pleistocene fossils attest to two other genera: PitJu.. 
.eanthropus, known from Java and China, and AustraJopitIucus, from South 
Africa. These did not share with Homo the especially large brain of the 
latter, but the earliest use of crude tools and of fire for warmth (not for 
cooking, and not the making of fire) date from the early Pleistocene and 
were not confined to Homo. 

Superfamily: Hominoidea. In addition to the Hominidae, this super
. family includes a now extinct family and the still represented family 
Pongidae. Present-day gibbons belong to one subfamily of the Pongidae; 
contemporary orang-utans, chimpanzees, and gorillas to another. The 
earliest Hominoidea may have lived in the late Oligocene or early 
Miocene; the latest common ancestors of H. sapiens and the great apes 
presumably lived ten to fifteen million years ago. 

Suborder: Anthropoidea (including also JUonkeys): oldest known 
fossils are Oligocene. 

Order: Primates (including also lemurs, tarsiers, etc.): earliest fossils 
are Eocene. 

Cohort: Unguiculata (including Insectivora, bats, anteaters): earliest 
fossils late Cretaceous. 

Infraclass: Eutheria (placental mammals). 
Subclass: Theria (placental mammals and marsupials like the 

kangaroos) . 
Class: Mammalia (the above and the monotremes): earliest fossils 

Jwassic. 
Subphylum: Vertebrates (fishes, amphibians, reptiles, birds): from 

Ordovician. 
Phylum: Chordata: from Cambrian. 
Kingdom: Animalia. 
64.2. Aai.mal Communication. Although Homo sapiens is the only 

living species with the power of speech, Man is by no means the only 
animal which carries on communication of some sort. Part of the 
problem of differentiating Man from the other animals is the problem 
01." describing how human language differs from any kind of communi
cative behavior carried on by non-human or pre-human species. Until 
we have done this, we cannot know how much it means to assert that 
only Man has the power of speech. Therefore we shall consider briefly 
aeveral examples of non-human animal communication. 

FU'St, bees (which belong to a different Phylum of the anhnal 
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Kingdom from Man). When a worker bee finds a source of nectar, she 
returns to the hive and performs a dance. It has been shown that certain 
features of the dance trans~it to the other workers information about 
the location of the source of nectar: one feature specifies the direction 
of the source from the hive, and another feature specifies its distance. 
The worker bee performs the appropriate dance, or understands the 
dance of another worker (that is, flies properly to the new nectar 
source), on the basis of instinct: the semantic conventions of the system 
are built into her by her genes, and do not have to be learned or taught. 
A worker can report on a source of nectar at a location at which neither 
she nor her fellows have ever previously found nectar. Thus, within 
narrow limits, the system is flexible. But bees cannot communicate 
about anything except nectar--or, if they do, it is via other equally 
specialized small systems, not through further variations of the dance. 
The reader will detect certain similarities and certain differences 
between bee dancing and human language, but we postpone our dis
cussion of these until the rest of our animal examples have been given. 

Next, the courtship behavior of a type of fish known as the three
spined stickleback (Gasterosteus QCuleatus, of the same Phylum and Sub
phylum as Man, but of a different and vastly older Class). Our account 
reports both observations made of the fish in its natural environment 
and the results of certain experiments in aquaria. During the breeding 
season, the male builds a nest on the floor of ocean, river, or aquarium, 
then swims upwards, spies a female whose abdomen is distended with 
eggs, and performs a zigzag dance around her, turning first towards 
her and then away. The reaction of the female is to follow the male, 
who then leads her to the nest. At this season, the male stickleback has a 
bright red belly and bright blue eyes. A crude wooden model will 
induce the courtship dance from a male; the precise details of shape and 
coloring of the female do not have to be matched, but it is essential 
that the distension of the abdomen be represented, or the male will not 
react. Similarly, a crude wooden model of the male will induce the 
female to follow: most details, even the blue eye, can be left out, but the 
red underside is crucial, and the zigzag dance must be roughly imitated. 
Arriving at the nest, the male turns to a vertical position, nose down
wards, and points at the nest, into which the female swims. The female's 
response can be elicited by proper pointing with a wooden model, 
without any nest at all. The female then ejects her eggs when the male 
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rubs her abdomen with its nose: properly rbythmic rubbing with any 
object leads to the same result. The female then goes away, and the 
male ejects his sperm. In this train of behavior we see a highly specific 
sequence of signals passed back and forth between the male and the 
female, each signal serving as all or part of the stimulus for the next. 
The behavior is undeniably communicative under any reasonable 
definition of the latter term, but, if anything, it is even less flexible than 
bee dancing. Like the latter, its conventions are acquired genetically, 
not through learning. 

Third, the pattern of caring for the young manifested by herring 
gulls (lArus argentatus, a kind of bird, and thus of the same Phylum and 
Subphylum as sticklebacks and men, but of a· different Class, more 
recent than Fishes but probably older than mammals). Soon after the 
eggs of a pair of herring gulls have hatched, the brooding parent rises 
and lets the chicks up. They begin to beg for food by aiming pecking 
motions at the parent's bill. The parent responds by regurgitating a 
bit of half-digested food, taking a piece of it between the bill tips, and 
offering it to the chicks. The chicks continue their pecking until one 
of them manages to get hold of the morsel, and to swallow it; then the 
parent offers another morsel. The process ends when the chicks stop 
the begging, presumably because they are no longer hungry. The 
general outlines of this chain of interstimulation are beyond doubt 
genetically determined. But in the successive pecks of an individual 
chick we can perhaps discern an element of learning: earlier pecks are 
more random, later ones, or pecks on later feeding occasions, are- more 
effective. It is not certain that such an increase in accuracy shows that 
learning is taking place; it may be that the process is entirely one of 
maturation-the unfolding of genetically determined behavior pat
terns. Even if there is some learning, there is clearly none of what we 
would call teaching. The actions of the parents, in building the nest and 
then in regurgitating and offering food, produce or constitute factors 
in the environment of the chick; but we would speak of "teaching" only 
if these actions of the parents were themselves learnen, and clearly 
they are not. 

Fourth, the calls of gibbons (several species of the genus Hylohates, 
Superfamily Hominoidea, and thus among our closest surviving non
human kin). Gibbons stimulate each other in various ways, including 
posturing and gesturing, but the most J.anguage-like of their coDlDlUlli-
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cation is their system of calls. Field investigations with the gibbons of 
northern Thailand have shown that these gibbons have a stock of at 
least nine different calls, differing from each other in sound, in ante
cedents, and in consequences. One of these is emitted typically when 
the group is surprised by a possible enemy: it takes the form of a sort 
of high-pitched shout; those gibbons who hear it ofter. repeat the call, 
and manifest what can only be regarded as "avoidance behavior." 
An entirely different sort of call occurs in connection with friendly 
approaches among young gibbons, and reinforces other play behavior. 
Still a third sort of call seems to serve to keep the members of a band 
from scattering too far as they move through the woods together in 
search of food. Communicatively, the most important property of this 
system is its lack of flexibility. Whatever the exact number of calls 
actually is, it is in any case finite and small. No matter what situation 
a gibbon may encounter, his vocal reaction is constrained to be one or 
another of this small finite number: a gibbon does not react to some 
partly novel situation by producing a new kind of call, built out of 
parts of two or more of the stock of calls already at hand. True, any 
one of the calls can apparently be varied in loudness or in the number 
of repetitions, but this resembles the variability of the "auditory aura" 
about human speech discussed in §6.5, not anything within language 
proper. The call-systems of different species of gibbons, and perhaps of 
different bands of the same species, show some differences. This 
differentiation may rest entirely on genetics, but we cannot yet be sure. 
It is possible that the differentiation reflects some element of cultural 
transmission: that is, learning of the system by the young, and teaching 
of the system by the adults. 

The fact that we class the four examples given above, along with 
human language, as communicative behavior implies something of our 
general definition of communication: communicative behavior is those 
acts by which one organism triggers another. Thus, also, we would class 
as communicative the fact that the roaring of lions puts gazelles to 

,flight, or that the mating-calls of birds may entice predators, or that a 
husband may wash his hands and go to the dining room when he 
observes his wife setting the table. On the other hand, if a burly bar
tender gets rid of an objectionable patron by picking him up bodily 
and throwing him out, the event is not communicative, since the bar
tender does not trigger the patron's change of location, but brings it 
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about by a direct application of energy. And it is not communicative 
if a man prepares for bed when he sees the sun going down, because 
even though the connection is one of triggering rather than of direct 
action, the sun is not an organism. 

64:.3. The Key Properties of Language. It can avail us nothing 
merely to assert-no matter how justifiably-that the difference be
tween human language and any non-human communicative system is 
"great." We must know in what ways the great difference comes about. 
Now human language has seven important properties which do not 
recur, as a whole set, in any known non-human communicative system, 
although individually some of them do. These seven we shall call 
duality, productivity, arbitrariness, interchangeability, specialization, displace
ment, and cultural transmission. Table 64.1 shows how each of these 

TABLE 64,.1 

bee dancing stickleback herring gibbon language 
courtship gull caUs 

care of 
offspring 

duality no(?) no no no yes 
productivity yes no no no yes 
arbitrariness slight slight great 
interchangeability yes no no yes yes 
specialization yes some yes yes 
displacement yes no no no yes 
cultural transmission no no no no(?) yes 

seven turns up, or fails to tum up, in the communicative systems we 
have chosen as representative examples. Below we discuss each of the 
seven briefly. 

Duality. Any utterance in a language consists of an arrangement of 
the phonemes of that language; at the same time, any utterance in a 
language consists of an arrangement of the morphemes of that language, 
each morpheme being variously represented by some small arrange
ment of phonemes. This is what we mean by "duality": a language has 
a phonological system and also a grammatical system. 

The duality principle is convenient in any coIIUJiunicative system 
where a fairly large number of messages must be distinguished. If 
Paul Revere and his colleague had needed a total repertory of several 
hundred messages, instead of just two, it would have been inconvenient 
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and expensive to have on hand, in the Church tower, several hundred 
lanterns. But it could have been agreed that each message would take 
the form of a row of five lights, each of which would be either red, or 
yellow, or blue. Only fifteen lanterns would then be needed (one of 
each color for each position), but the system would allow a total of 
31 = 243 different messages. The meanings, we assume, would be as
signed to the whole messages, just as in the system described by Long
fellow: thus "red light in first position" would not have any separate 
meaning of its own, but would merely serve to distinguish some 
messages from others, as the recurrent initial Ib-I of the English 
morphemes heat, hat, hut, hottle distinguishes these from morphemes like 
meat, rat, cut, mottle without having any meaning of its own. 

This system would then manifest duality: its "phonological" sub
system would involve the five positions and the three colors, while its 
"grammatical" subsystem would involve only the whole messages and 
the semantic conventions established for each. But here the terms 
"phonological" and "grammatical" make too direct a reference to 
human language; it will be better to introduce two new terms for 
general applicability: cenematic and plerematic. The cenematic structure 
of language is phonology; the plerematic structure of language is 
grammar. Phonemes are linguistic cmemes; morphemes are linguistic 
pleremes. Positions and colors are the cenemes of the revised Paul Revere 
system; the whole arrays of 'five lanternb are the pleremes. 

A good many of Man's recent communicative systems show duality: 
for example, telegraphy with Morse code, where the cenemes are dots 
and dashes and silences of several durations, while the pleremes are 
combinations of cenemes to which meanings have been assigned (e.g., 
two dots means the letter "I"), or the Ogam script used by the speakers 
of Old Irish. Figure 64.2 shows the latter. 

Table 64.1 shows that none of our four selected animal examples 
manifests duality. It is possible, however, that duality does appear in 
some other sub-human communicative systems. 

Productivity. We have already mentioned the commonplace that a 
speaker of a Ianmmge may say something that he has never said nor 
heard before, and be understood perfectly by his audience, without 
either speaker or audience being in the slightest aware of the novelty. 
We have also discussed the mechanism by which this comes about, 
which can be summed up by the term analogy (§50.1); in our treatment 
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of linguistic ontogeny (§41.3) we pointed out that each child, at some 
pOint in time, produces his first analogically constructed novel utter
ance, and that only after this event can his speech habits be slowly 
molded in the direction of the adult speech around him. 

Productivity implies that some messages in the system-old ones 
as well as the new one-are plerematically complex: that they consiat 
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FIGUIll!. 64.2. Tm: OoAW ScaIPT 
TIle vertical base-lines represent the edges of stones on which the iNcriptioDi 

were made. The horizontal and slanting strokes constitute the letters of the system. 
Each letter represented a phoneme of Old Irish, with some irregularities and holes 
of the usual sort; the Latin letters printed alongside the Ogam letters roughly 
indicate these values. Thus, each Ogam letter was a plereme. But the letters are 
composed of from one to five strokes, at one or another of three angles from the 
base-line, and extending either in both directions or only in one or the other: these 
facts are indicative of the cenematic structure of the system. "Din:ction," "angle," 
and "number" do not in themselves mean anything, but they aerve to keep the 
whole letters (pleremes) apart. \ 

of an arrangement of two or more pleremes, instead of each consisting 
of a single indivisible plereme. If one starts with a system with no 
plerematic complexity, then there is only one variety of analogy by 
which a new message can be coined: bJnulinc (§51.2). We shall see the 
importance of this fact later on. 

Productivity must be distinguished from duality. In the modified 
Paul Revere system described earlier, the semantic conventions assign 
entirely discrete meanings to each whole message, so that each message 
is a singJe plereme. and there is no plerematic complexity. The system 
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thus has duality, but no productivity. Conversely, bee dancing is 
productive, in that a worker can report on au entirely new source of 
nectar, but bee dancing has no duality. The smallest independently 
meaningful aspects of a given dance are not composed of arrangements 
of meaningless but differentiative features, of the sort that would 
constitute cenemes. The other animal systems which we have dis
cussed show no productivity at all. 

Arbitrariness. A plereme means what it does iconically if there is some 
element of geometrical similarity between the plereme and its meaning. 
Otherwise the semantic relationship is arbitrary. At the lowest size-level 
of most, or all, iconic systems one finds a layer of arbitrariness. Thus a 
road-map means the territory it represents iconically down to a certain 
level, but there is no precise correlation between the width of the line 
representing a road or a river and the actual width of road or river
these features are not represented to scale. Similarly, in English writing 
the letter-sequence "man" is iconic to the extent that the linear sequence 
of three letters represents a linear (though temporal) sequence of three 
English phonemes, while the semantic connection between "m" or "a" 
or "n" and the phoneme Iml, lre/, or Inl is quite arbitrary. It is only 
when one has reached this breaking point between iconic and arbitrary, 
going down the size scale, that one can proceed to determine whether 
a system involves duality or not. In the Ogam script (Figure 64.2), the 
level of arbitrariness is reached when one comes to the individual 
letters of the system, since there is no geometrical similarity between 
the shape of a letter and the shape of an Old Irish phoneme represented 
by it. Below this level one finds a cenematic structure, as indicated by 
the caption to the Figure, showing that the system has duality. 

Bee dancing is almost wholly iconic. There is a continuum of possible 
directions to a source of nectar, and another continuum of possible 
distances. In the choice of one aspect of the dance to represent the 
former, and another to represent the latter, one finds arbitrariness, but 
from that point on the system is iconic. The direction is mapped con
tinuously into one continuously variable aspect of the dance, and the 
distance is mapped continuously into another continuously variable 
aspect: discrepancies in actual performance are like any discrepancy in 
accuracy of measurement. 

Human language, on the other hand, is almost entirely arbitrary in 
its semantic conventions. The exceptions are the vague traces of 
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iconicity in onomatopoetic or partially onomatopoetic forms (135.3), 
and we have seen that even in these there is a large arbitrary element. 

The advantage of arbitrariness over iconicity, in human language 
versus bee communication, is the same as the advantage of a true 
writing system over against a picture writing system (§62.4), or the 
advantage for purposes of wide application of a digital computer over 
an analog computer. An analog computer, a picture writing system, 
or bee dancing, can be beautifully adapted for a narrow function, and 
at the same time worthless for anything else. Human beings can talk 
about anything; bees can only talk about nectar. 

Interchangeability. By this we mean that any participating organism 
equipped for the transmission of messages in the system is also equipped 
to receive messages in the same system, and vice versa. For language, 
any speaker of a language is in principle also a hearer, and is theoreti
cally capable of saying anything he is able to understand when someone 
else says it. Bee dancing and gibbon calls also involve interchange
ability, but our other animal systems do not. In the courtship signalling 
of sticklebacks, for example, it is obvious that the male and the female 
cannot exchange roles. Nor can one imagine gazelles roaring and lions 
fleeing. 

Specialization. Any communicative activity, by definition, involves 
triggering. But the fact that an action of one organism leads, via trigger
ing, to some behavior of another organism does not prevent the trigger
ing activity from leading also to direct physical consequences. In order 
to determine the extent to which a communicative system is specialized, 
we compare the trigger consequences and the direct physical conse
quences of the messages or acts in the system: if they are closely related, 
then the system is not specialized, but if they have no particular rela
tionship, the system is specialized. 

Thus if one sees one's wife setting the table at the right time of day, 
one knows that dinner is about to be served, and one may wash one's 
hands and go to the dining room. The table-setting activity has the 
direct physical consequence that the table is set, ready for dinner. The 
triggering consequences are that the other members of the family are 
alerted. The two are obviouSly interrelated to the highest degree, and 
the communicative aspect of table-setting is thereby not specialized, 
but only marginal. On the other hand, the direct consequences of mak
ing the verbal announcement Dinne,. is almost ready are some very minor 
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fiurries in the air about the speaker. The triggering consequences are 
the same as those of the observed table-setting. Here there is no func
tional interrelationship at all, and the system of communication within 
which the verbal announcement has its place is highly specialized. 

Specialization is thus a matter of degree, and our entries in Table 
64.1 indicate this. For example, the distension of the abdomen of the 
female stickleback constitutes an essential ingredient in the "signals" 
transmitted by her to the courting male; this distension is produced by 
direct energetic action by the accumulation of roe, and the ultimate 
outcome of the courtship sequence involves the expulsion of the roe and 
thus the disappearance of the distension. This element of the signalling 
system is thus not specialized. On the other hand, the redness of the 
male's belly seems to be involved largely or exclusively in a triggerwise 
fashion, and thus shows more specialization. Thus the most that we can 
assert about human language on this score is that it shows much more 
extensive specialization than known examples of animal communication. 

Displacement. A message is displaced to the extent that the key features 
in its antecedents and consequences are removed from the time and 
place of transmission. A great deal of human speech is displaced in this 
sense. So far as has been observed, gibbon calls never are. The search 
for instances of displacement in still lower animals is apparently quite 
vain--except, once again, for bees, who are no longer in the presence 
of the source of nectar when they dance. Even the bee, though, does not 
delay her announcement indefinitely, as a human being may: she 
returns directly to the hive and makes it. 

Cultural Transmission. In order for an organism to participate in any 
communicative system, the conventions of that system have to be built 
into the organism in some way. There are two biological mechanisms 
by which this is accomplished. One is the genetic mechanism: the genes 
of a given'individual, inherited from its parent or parents, govern the 
pattern of growth and thus the behavioral patterns of the individual. 
The other is the cultural mechanism. The acquisition of a habit via the 
cultural mechanism involves learning, as when a rat learns to run a 
maze or a child learns a language, but learning alone is not enough to 
render a habit cultural. The element of teaching must also be present, 
and the teaching activities of those about the focal organism must them
selves have been learned from even earlier teachers. Thus if there is 
indeed some element of learning in the successive pecks of herring gull 
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young, there is nevertheless no cultural transmission, since the comple
mentary conditioning behavior of the adult herring gulls is itself 
entirely instinctive. 

The genetic mechanism is coterminous, so far as we know, with life 
itself. The cultural mechanism is far more limited. A certain genetic 
make-up is obviously prerequisite for the development of cultural 
transmission: animals other than man can be "enculturated" by human 
intervention only to slight degrees. Man stands alone, in the modern 
world, at least in the depth and complexity of his culture, though it is 
not so certain that he stands alone in an absolute sense: other surviving 
species of the Superfamily Hominoidea, or even species more distantly 
related to man, may be suspected of having culture of a thin sort. The 
observations on which proof or disproof of this hypothesis must be 
based are exceedingly difficult to make, and the answer is at present 
not known. 

The importance of cultural transmission as a biological mechanism is 
that it vastly speeds up the rate and the finesse with which a species can 
adapt to its environment and to changes therein. A cultureless species 
can "learn," as a whole species, in the sense that in enough time natural 
selection breeds out unfavorable traits and spreads those which are 
favorable in the given environment. But even if a,n individual organism 
of a cultureless species should manage to work out, ontogenetically, 
some particularly good adaptation to its environment, there is no way 
in which this adaptation can be passed on to later generations. Only 
culture makes this kind of cumulative learning possible. 

There can be no question but that the conventions of human language 
are transmitted culturally, rather than genetically, from one generation 
to the next. This is true of no known pre-human communicative system, 
unless in due time it is shown to hold to some extent for gibbon calls or 
for the communicative behavior of other non-human Hominoidea. 

One apparently important ingredient for cultural transmission is 
. imitati(ffl: a type of interstimulation in which the conditioning behavior 

of one individual stimulates similar behavior from another. Humans sur
pass all other species in the ability or tendency to imitate, but other 
Primates, particularly Anthropoidea, have some of this-as indicated 
by our customary use of the word a/M as a verb. ' 

64 ••• Language and Human Origins. The various recurrences of 
one or another of the key properties of human language in non-human 
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communicative systems are not all of equal significance in trying to 
work out Man's own early history. The most extensive and striking 
parallelism is that between language and bee dancing, which share 
productivity, interchangeability, some displacement, and some special
ization. But there are no proto-bees in Man's lineage, so that the func
tional parallels are like the fact that some invertebrates, some reptiles, 
most birds, and two mammals (bats and men) have all, quite independ
ently, acquired the power of flight. 

If we confine our attention to Man's own lineage, plus, at most, 
developments among near collaterals, then we see that the seven 
!hndamental properties of language as a communicative system could 
not have emerged in just any temporal sequence. Some of them either 
unquestionably or with high likelihood imply the prior existence of 
some of the others. 

Some degree of specialization seems to be the earliest of all, since it 
appears in the communicative behavior of birds and of fishes. 

Gibbon calls share with human language the properties of inter
changeability and specialization, and perhaps to a limited extent that 
of cultural transmission. It is in this connection that the imitative 
tendencies of many primates are worthy of notice: they suggest that the 
seeds for the later de .... elopment of cultural transmission, displacement, 
and interchangeability may have been planted in pre-Hominoid times. 
Imitation involves displacement just as soon as the young of a species 
are sometimes taught a habit out of the exact context in which the 
response will normally be evoked. The relationship of imitation and 
interchangeability is obvious, once it is given that the young of a species 
will be developing habits through learning ratht:r than through 
genetically driven maturation. 

Nowhere in Man's lineage, prior to language itself, do we find the 
property of productivity, nor that of arbitrariness which seems to go 
along with it, and these do not recur among surviving non-human 
Hominoidea. We conclude, therefore, that this property developed at 
some point in time subsequent to the era of the latest common ancestors 
of all the Hominoidea-some time during the last ten or fifteen million 
years. Furthermore, we regard this as the one crucial development 
setting Man off against his surviving cousins. As of this development, 
those who had it were man, and what they had was genuine language. 

We cannot tell whether duality appeared before or after produc> 
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tivity, since its known ,recurrences in the non-human world are far 
away and not helpful. The most we can say is that, if productivity pre
ceded duality, duality must have been added very soon: there is no 
other economical way of obtaining a sufficiently large number of 
different signals. 

Conceivably, productivity and duality developed at the same time. 
We can imagine a band of pre-humans possessed of a stock of pleremati
cally unstructured vocal signals somewhat like present-day gibbon calls. 
We can imagine the occasional production of a new call, built from 
parts of two old ones by the type of analogy called blending; we can 
imagine these innovations usually not being understood by the hearers, 
but occasionally-and increasingly often-being effective, so that the 
habit of building such new calls in time gained ground. Such a sequence 
of events would lead both to genuine productivity and to duality, the 
latter because of the partial physical resemblances of new calls to old 
ones. It would also, almost inevitably, lead to arbitrariness, at least as 
the system enlarged and became more readily productive. The fact 
that a given analogical innovation-the "first," for example, if there 
was a "first"-must have occurred quite suddenly at a certain time 
and place in no wise implies that the whole process was sudden. The 
slow trial-and-error process which began with an unproductive system 
of the gibbon-call type and ended with something recognizably like 
modem language may have gone on for twenty thousand years, or for a 
million, or for five million. 

At the time of the earliest foreshadowings of productivity, there may 
have been striking differences in the genetically determined abilities 
of various groups of Hominoidea to acquire culturally transmitted 
communicative habits, and correspondingly striking differences in the 
"languages" and quasi-languages found among the groups. But the 
workings of natural selection, on both the genetic and the cultural 
level, eliminated the inefficient strains and the inefficient culturally 
transmitted habits in relatively short order, so that what we know now 
as human language is, and for many millenia has been, about equally 
efficient for all human communities. If the impact of different present
day languages on the other behavior of their speakers shows any mean
ingful variation at all, the differences are of the order that can be dis
cerned, as it were, only through a cultural microscope; whatever the 
diffenmces may be, there is no reason to believe that they are a residue 
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of the presumably much vaster differences of the early times of which 
we are now speaking. 

One of the strongest bits of evidence for the hypothesis just stated ia 
Man's extreme biological isolation-for thirty thousand years or more 
the only surviving species of the only surviving genus of the family 
Hominidae, his nearest surviving relatives sharing ancestors only as of 
ten or fifteen million years in the past. Why should this be? Why should 
there not also still be a whole string of species bridging the gap between 
chimpanzee or gorilla and Man? Biogeographers assert that two closely 
related species cannot live side by side in a single ecological niche. It 
seems that if a set of related species or strains are in competition in a 
single ecological niche, the one which has made the most successful 
adaptation in time crowds out those most similar (and genetically 
closest) to it, though more distantly related other species or strains may 
survive because they are not so directly in competition with the first. 
It is a race in which the winner destroys-or interbreeds with-the 
runner-up. This is one of the mechanisms by which strains become 
separate species: they destroy the intermediate types and become is0-
lated by so doing. 

In the case of the adaptation or adaptations which changed pre
humans into humans-first, and quite early, the genetk changes which 
were permissive for cultural transmission, and later those which were 
permissive for languagc--the differential advantage was enormous, for 
a wide variety of ecological niches: no half-way genetic adaptation 
among kindred strains had a chance. 

The emergence of the relatively large brain shared by all the Homini
dae may have correlated with the first of these two crucial developments 
(easier learning, and thus cultural transmission); this is supported also 
by the use, attested by archeological remains, of simple tools and of fire 
for warmth by several different early Pleistocene Hominidae. The 
emergence of the extremely large brain of all species of Homo may 
similarly have been correlated with the second (true language). Such 
inferences, however, are doubtful. In particular, we must eschew the 
easy assumption that a genetically determined increase in brain size 
or complexity necessarily preceded some crucial functional development. 
The reverse could be true: a new functional development, such as pro
ductive language, might be the key factor favoring a genetic selection 
for larger brains. 
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We have been led in the above to the tentative conclusion that 
cultural transmission was earlier than plerematically complex com
munication; but the inception of language must in turn have been the 
biggest shot in the arm ever administered to cultural transmission. The 
relevance of language for cultural transmission can be shown easily. 
Once the language of a community has begun to be acquired by any 
new member of the community, the portion already learned serves 
as a powerful canier for the acquisition of the rest, as well as for the 
acquisition of other communicative systems and of aspects of culture 
which are not usually thought of as communicative. Learning via 
already understood symbols may obviate the considerable dangers 
involved in learning via direct participation. The boy who is destined 
to become a hunter for his tribe hears a great deal about hunting 
before he goes along in person. On his first hunt, he certainly learns in 
part by demonstration, but it has been communicatively determined 
that he slwuld do, so, and he is also told how things are to be done and 
why. A child is repeatedly told, at apt moments, "we do it this way," or 
"such-and-such just isn't done." Parts of the environment which an 
individual has not yet experienced directly are described to him, 
accurately or inaccurately as may be, in terms of parts which he has 
already experienced. Verbalization penetrates into every cultural nook 
and cranny of tribal life. Individuals are told not only how to seek their 
goals, but in numerous cases are told what goals to selic. Without produc
tive, culturally-transmitted, language, the proliferation of human 
culture as a whole would never have taken place. 

Conversely, given a Hominoid possessed of cultural transmission and 
of the earliest imaginable form of genuine language, it is hard to see 
how the proliferation of human culture as we know it could be avoided. 
A genuinely productive communicative system at once begins modi
fying both itself and other aspects of the behavior of its possessors along 
the lines discussed under Idiom Formation (§36.2,3); and this is 

, precisely the process of drawing more and more types of activity into 
the domain of the cultural. Language is a technological device of the 
sreatest importance and increases the chances of survival of these who 
have it. At the same time, it changes an undifferentiated Hominoid 
into a very special kind of creature. As a Hominoid, Ma'n shares all the 
biological drives or motives found for organisms in general-hunger, 
lex, the elimination of waste, and so on, each with its c:haracteristic, 
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periodicity. Above and beyond these, the vital role of communicative 
behavior in human life has brought about a drive which probably can
not be reduced to those shared with other animals: the drive to be in 
communication with others. This does not mean active reciprocal trigger
ing; it implies only being in a state in which triggering is possible. Even 
the actual transmission of signals does not always lead to gross be
havioral consequences. A telegrapher clicks his key a bit to let other 
operators know that the channel is open and that he is on the job. 
People indulge in chit-chat about nothing for much the same reason. 
A housewife leaves the radio on as she goes about her chores, Dot 
bothering to listen most of the time. The term phatic communion has been 
proposed for this sort of minimal communicative activity which has no 
obvious consequence save to inform all concerned that the channels are 
in good working order for the transmission of more "important" 
messages. It is almost certain that phatic communion plays a major 
role in those human activities usually classed as artistic-painting, 
sculpture, the dance, music, literature, and so on-which seem to have 
certain communicative-like features but which are hard to deal with 
completely in communicative terms. Typically human states of "men
tal" well-being or neurosis are likewise communicative: they relate to 
communication and to phatic communion as malnutrition and measles 
relate to food and bacteria. 

Put in another way, much human communication is itself about communica
tion, rather than about the corn crop, the arrival of raiders from a 
neighboring tribe, or the like. Many animals, indeed, seem to like to be 
in the cOlXlpany of their own kind, at least at certain crises; but they do 
not often indulge in communicative behavior merely for the sake of the 
activity. With most species, communication occurs only in four con
texts: mating, the care of the young, cooperation in obtaining food or 
territory, and fighting within the species or agai.nst predators. There is 
a vast quantity of human communication which cannot possibly be 
related, even mediately, to any of these four factors. Man does not live 
by bread alone: his other necessity is communication. 

NOTES 

Man's zoological classification: Le Gros Clark 1955, Simpson 1945. 
Animal communication: Tinbergen 1953, Frisch 1950, Carpenter 1940. 
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Coon, 1954, LaBarre 1954, and Hooton 1946 attempt to trace the 
whole of Man's history; only LaBarre gives more than . lip-service to 
the role of language. Kroeber 1955 suggests a new and important type 
of investigation of animal behavior in comparison with human. Our 
definition of culture is consonant with only some of those surveyed by 
Kroeber and Kluckhohn 1952. Bloomfield 1935 and 1939 deals with 
the importance of language for technology and science; Hockett 1948b 
is more general. Ruesch and Bateson 1950 discuss the communicative 
basis of neurosis; somewhat different is the approach of the "General 
Semanticists," especially Korzybski 1948, Hayakawa 1941, 1949, 
Rapoport 1950. Whorf (essays collected in Carroll, ed., 1956) tries to 
investigate the differential impact of differing linguistic systems; a 
recent conference on this is reported in Hoijer, ed., 1954. 



APPENDIX of 
LANGUAGE-NAMES 

The following is an alphabetical list of all names of languages, language 
families, and other groupings of languages mentioned anywhere in the text. 
Omitted are a few, such as "North American Indian languages," too obvious 
to require any comment. Names generally interpreted as referring to single 
languages are printed in lower-case letters (e.g., "English"), while those usu
ally thought of as subsuming groups or families are printed in capitals (e.g., 
"GERMANIC"). In some instances a reference to the Bibliography (which 
follows this appendix) gives the source of the writer's information. Geographical 
location and dates are given in more "exotic" cases, but not for familiar lan
guages like English, French, and German. Whenever two or more languages of 
a single family have been mentioned in the text, the detailed information is 
given under the name of the family, and the separate language names are 
followed merely by cross-reference to the family. 

General references of value in this connection are Meillet and Cohen 1952, 
Matthews 1951, Voegelin and Voegelin 1944, Hoijer 1946, McQuown 1955, 
Greenberg 1949-1950, Bloomfield 1933, Gray 1939. 

A 

Adyge.-See CAUCASUS, LANGUAGES OF. 
AFRO-ASIATIC (formerly called HAMITO-SEMITIC or SEMITIC

HAMITIC). 
SEMITIC: 

EASTERN SEMITIC (extinct): Babylonian and Assyrian. Cuneiform 
form inscriptions from about 2500 B.C. 

WESTERN SEMITIC: 
NORTHERN branch: Canaanite (1400 B.C.), Moabite (ninth 

century B.C.), Phoenician (ninth century B.C. and later, in 
Phoenicia and Carthage), and Aramaic (eighth century B.C. 
through about 650 A.D.), all now extinct; Hebrew (ninth century 
B.C. on; superseded by Aramaic about second century B.C., but 
continued in religious and learned use, and now being revived in 
Israel as a language learned by children). 

SOUTHERN branch: South Arabic (800 B.C. through 6th century 
A.D., surviving along south coast of Arabia); Arabic (328 A.D. on; 
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DOW actually a group of closely related language. spread-by Islam 
--from Morocco and Algiers through North Africa, Arabia, and 
the Levant); Ethiopian (from fourth century A.D.; now several 
language. in and near Ethiopia). 

EGYPTIAN (known from 4000 B.C.; a later form, Coptic, surviving into 
the Christian era but swamped in the seventh century A.D. by 
Arabic). 

BERBER (Libyan inscriptions from 4th century B.C.): CUSHITE: and 
CHAD; all represented today by Janguagelln Africa. 

Albanian.-8ee INDO-HITIITE. 
ALGONQUIAN. 

CENTRAL-EASTERN branch: 
EASTERN division: a number of language., spoken aboriginally in an 

Atlantic Coastal strip from Nova Scotia through Virginia. Most of 
these are now extinct. . 

CEN11tAL division: Cree (in many dialects in a large territory south
west, south, southeast, and east of Hudson's Bay): Ojibwa (in many 
dialects, in a belt just south of Cree, touching on most of the Great 
Lakes): Menomini (aboriginally in northern Wisconsin and Michi
gan, now on one reservation in Wisconsin): Fox (with Sauk and 
Kickapoo: aboriginally in southern Wisconsin, now on reservations 
in Iowa and Oklahoma); Potawatomi (aboriginally in southern 
Michigan, now in Wisconsin, Oklahoma, and Kansas): Shawnee 
(aboriginally migratory in Ohio, Indiana, and perhaps Illinois, 
now mainly in Oklahoma): several now extinct language.. In 
138.3 the terms "Shawnee," "Sauk-and-Fox," "Kickapoo," and 
"Ojibwa" refer to the dialects of four present-day communities. 

ARAPAHO-ATSIN'A-NAWATHINEHENA brlWch: in Plains: we men· 
tion only Arapaho. 

Blackfoot branch and Cheyenne branch: each composed of one language, 
in the plains. 

APACHEAN.-See ATHAPASKAN. 
Arabic.-8ee AFRO-ASIATIC. 
Arapaho.-8ee ALGONQUIAN 

• Armenian.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Assyrian.-8ee AFRO-ASIATIC. 
ATHAPASKAN. 

NORTHERNbranch:alargenumberoflanguages,includingChipewyan, 
spoken by scattered migratory tribes in a vast continuous aDea of 
::lorthwestern Canada and the interior of Alaska. 

PACIFIC branch: a number of languages, some now extinct, in isolated 
IpOtI near the Pacific Coast in Oregon and California. 
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SOUTHERN or APACHEAN branch: the languages of the varioua 
Apache tribes and of the Navaho, in the Southwest. 

B 
Badaga.-See DRAVIDIAN. 
BALTO-SLAVIC.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
BANTU LANGUAGES.-The BANTU group, in Central Africa in the Congo 

basin and southwards, includes a large number of dialects and languages. 
This constitutes one subdivision of about fifteen main branches of the 
NIGER-CONGO family, other representatives of which cover a broad 
belt stretching northwards and westwards into the Niger basin. 

Basque.-In the western Pyrenees in France and Spain. Known from written 
records only as of the sixteenth century A.D. Probably related to some of 
the ancient languages of the Iberian Peninsula which were otherwise 
swamped by Latin, but there are no other proved, or even strongly sup
ported, affiliations. 

Bella Coola.-See SALISHAN. 
Bengali.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Bihari.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Breton.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Bulgarian.-See INDO-HITTITE. 

Catalan.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
C 

CAUCASUS, LANGUAGES OF.-The Caucasus region includes a large 
number of languages, few of which have any proved relationships outside 
the area; so far as is known, they fall inio a number of distinct families. 
Adyge, in the north, belongs to one small family; Georgian, the most impor
tant language of the southern region, to another. 

CELTIC.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Cherokee.-See IROQUOIAN. 
Chinese. Hockett 1947, 1950, and unpublished materials; Chao t 947. Our 

references are usually to the variety of so-called "Mandarin" spoken in 
Peiping, but occasionally, when so marked, to Cantonese.--5ec: SINO
THAI. 

Chinese Pidgin English.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Chipewyan.-See ATHAPASKAN. 
Chitimacha.-Formerly spoken on the Gulf Coast of Louisiana just west of the 

mouth of the Mississippi; now extinct or nearly so. Probably related to a 
few other languages of the same region, all also either extinct or nearly 10, 

in a TUNICAN family. 
Choctaw.-Belongs to the MUSKOGEAN group of the NATCHEZ-MUSKO

GEAN family: these languages were spread in aboriginal times in a belt 
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touching the Gulf Coast in Louisiana, Mississippi, and Alabama. We some
times use the word "Choctaw" in the text not specifically of this language, 
but merely as a means of implying general applicability of an assertion. 

Cree.-See ALGONQUIAN. 

Dalmatian.-See INDO-HITIITE. 
Danish.-See INDO-HITTITE. 

D 

DRAVIDIAN.-A large family in the Indian subcontinent: includes Tarilil, 
Malayalam, Canarese, and several other languages spoken by millions of 
people, plus a number spoken only by hundreds or thousands in isolated 
places. Badaga and Kota are of the latter type: both are spoken in the 
Nilgiri Hills. 

Dutch.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Duwamish.-See SALISHAN. 

EGYPTIAN.-See AFRO-ASIATIC. 
English.- See INDO-HITTITE. 

E 

Eskimo. Swadesh 1946b.-Forms are cited in the text from the South Green
landie dialect described by Swadesh. All the dialects of the arctic coastal 
strip, including those of the north shore of Alaska, seem to be mutually 
intelligible. Greater variety is found on the west and south shores of 
Alaska; there are probably two or three distinct languages in all. These 
coustitute ESKIMOAN, which belongs in turn to the ESKIMO-ALEUT 
family; the other branch, ALEUT, includes the languages of the Aleutian 
Islands. 

Esperanto.-In origin an invented language, now slightly Creolized. If its 
origin were not known, scholars would doubtless class it as a deviant type 
of ROMANCE (see INDO-HITTITE). 

Etruscan.-An extinct language of Pre-Roman and Roman Italy, known to us 
only through inscriptions which have not been deciphered in full. Its 
affiliations are thus unknown, except that it is in all probability ""I INDO
EUROPEAN. 

F 

Fijian. Churchward 1941.-8ee MALAYO-POLYNESIAN. 
Finnish.-8ee FINNO-UGRlAN. 
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FINNO-UGRIAN.-A family with about six main branches, most of which are 
confined to Asiatic Russia or to the northeastern part of European Russia. 
Two branches are represented in Europe proper. One of these includes 
Finnish, together with Esthonian, Lappish, and some less well-known 
varieties with few speakers (or now extinct). The other consists of Hun
garian. Finnish and Hungarian have both been written since the thirteenth 
century A.D. 

Flemish.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Fox. Bloomfield 1924b; Hockett unpublished materials.-SeeALGONQUIAN. 
French.-see INDO-HITTITE. 

G 

Georgian. Vogt 1936; Hockett unpublished materiais.-See CAUCASUS. 
LANGUAGES OF. 

German.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Germanic.-8ee INDO-HITTITE. 
Gothic.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Greek..-See INDO-HITTITE. 

H 

Haitian Creole French.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
HAMITO-SEMITIC. An older ll:rm for AFRO-ASIATIC. 
Havasupai.-See YUMAN. l!lt 
Hawaiian.-See MALA YO-POL YNESIAN. 
Hebrew.-see AFRO-ASIATIC. 
HELLENIC.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Hindi.-see INDO-HITTITE. 
Hopi. Whorf in LSNA.-Western New Mexico. In UTO-AZTECAN (1Nle 

under Zuni). 
Hungarian.-See FINNO-UGRIAN. 

I 

ICELANDIC.-see INDO-HITTITE. 
INDO-ARYAN.---:See INDO-HITTITE. 
INDO-EUROPEAN.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
INDO-HITTITE. 

ANATOLIAN branch: several languages in Anatolia, all now long since 
extinct, but known through inscriptions. Our knowledge is most de
tailed in the case of Hittite (cuneiform inscriptions begin around 
1400 B.C.). 
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Armenian branch: one language (written records from the fifth century 
A.D.). This may properly belong a. a subdivision of the next branch 
listed. 

INDO·EUROPEAN branch: 
INDO·IRANIAN : 

INDO-ARYAN or INDIC: the oldest written records are in Sanskrit, 
known from documents which are not themselves much older 
than the Christian era, but which transmit a form Of speech from 
a. early a. 1200 B.C. Modern languages of this ~oup include 
Bengali, Bibari, Hindi (Hindustani), Marathi, and others. 

IRANIAN: oldest records in Old Persian {sixth to fOllrth centuries 
B.C.} and Avestan (texts composed perhaps a. earlY a. 600 B.C., 
but manuscripts later); now modem Persian, KlJrdish, Pashto 
(Afghanistan), Ossetic (in the Caucasian area) ano some others. 

TOCHARIAN: extinct; manuscript fragments of 6th century A.D., 
found in Chinese Turkestan. 

HELLENIC: Ancient Greek, with many dialects, the e;trliest records 
from the middle of the second millenium B.C. (see Language 32.505, 
1956). All modern Greek dialects but one are descerlded from the 
ancient dialect of Athens; the exception, Tsakonian, comes from 
the ancient dialect of Sparta and vicinity. 

Albanian: written records only from the seventeenth century A.D. 
ITALIC: Various extinct languages of ancient Italy, including Oscan 

and Umbrian. Latin is recordeJltrom 300 B.C. on. The modem 
descendants of Latin are called the ROMANCE languages: 
Portuguese, Spanish, Catalan in the Iberian PeninSula {the first 
two also oversea. as the result of the post-Medieval European 
expansion}; French (of which Haitian Creole French is a recent 
aberrant variety); Italian; Ladin or Rhaeto-Romance in Switzer
land; Dalmatian (extinct; in what is now Yugoslavia); Rumanian; 
Sicilian and Sardinian are sometimes interpreted a. separate and 
sometimes counted a. marginal forms of Italian. 

BALTO·SLAVIC: 
BALTIC: Lithuanian (written from the 16th century ;\.D. on); Let· 

tish (the same); Old Prussian now extinct but known from 
records of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 

SLAVIC: Lusatian, Polabian (extinct), Polish, Czech, Slovak, Rus
sian, Bulgarian, Serbian, Croatian, Slovene. E;trliest records 
from the ninth century A.D. 

GERMANIC: 
EAST GERMANIC group: Gothic, known from sixth-century 

manuscripts reflecting a fourth-century original; survived in and 
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near the Crimea until the sixteenth century, but now extinct. 
Other varieties known only through mention in classical liter
ature, and all now extinct. 

NORTH GERMANIC or SCANDINAVIAN group: a scattering of 
Runic inscriptions from as early as the second century A.D.; Old 
Icelandic from manuscripts from the twelfth century. The 
modern languages are Danish, Swedish, Norwegian, and 
Icelandic. 

WEST GERMANIC group: 
English is attested in manuscripts from the end of the seventh 

century A.D. The term Old English (OE) refers to the lan
guage of the period of Alfred, or more loosely to the period 
from the Germanic Invasions of England to the Norman Con
quest; Middle English (ME) refers to the language of Chaucer's 
time, or more loosely to the period from the Norman Conquest 
to about 1600 A.D.; Modern English (NE) to our own speech, 
or, more loosely, the period from 1600 A.D. to the present. 
Melanesian and Chinese Pidgin English are extremely aberrant 
varieties of Modern English. 

Frisian is spoken on the coast and the coastal islands along the 
North Sea in The Netherlands; Old Frisian texts date from the 
second half of the thirteenth century. 

The remaining continental dialects of West Germanic are split 
roughly into Low German and High German. The former 
includes the dialects of The Netherlands, Belgium, and the 
northern part of Germany: standard furms in the first two 
countries are called Dutch and Flemish respectively (they are 
very close: Afrikaans, in South Africa, belongs in the same sub
group). High German dialects cover the rest of Germany, plus 
Austria and some two thirds of Switzerland. The standard 
German taught in schools in this country is a standard form 
based largely on High German. Yiddish is the High German 
dialects of Jews who migrated to Eastern Europe in the late 
Middle Ages. 'Pennsylvania German is a variety deriving from 
the High (South) German dialects of immigrants. The earliest 
Low German records are Old Saxon texts from the ninth 
century A.D.; the earliest High German records are Old High 
German texts from the same period. 

CELTIC: Includes Irish (Old Irish manuscripts from the eighth century 
A.D. on), Scotch Gaelic, Manx; Welsh and Breton (also from the 
eighth century on); Cornish (known from the ninth century A.D., 
but extinct around 1800). 
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IRANIAN.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Irish.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
IROQUOIAN. Lounsbury 1953 and unpublished materials.-Includes 

Oneida and several other languages spaken aboriginally in upstate New 
York and adjacent territory (now on reservations and reserves in New 
York, Wisconsin, and Canada), plus Cherokee, formerly in the South
eastern Woodlands, now there and in Oklahoma. 

Isthmus Zapotec.-See MACRO-OTOMANGUIAN. 
Italian.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
ITALIC.-See INDO-EUROPEAN. 

J 

Japanese. Bloch 1946a, b, c, 1950 -The language of Japan, Okinawa, and the 
Ryukyu Islands. No known external affiliations. Written reeords from the 
eighth century A.D. 

K 

Kechua.-See Quechua. 
KHMER.-A family to which Vietnamese may belong. Represented also in 

the Nicobar Islands, and by Cambodian and some other languages in 
separate spots on the Indo-China mainland; perhaps (not certainly) in the 
Indian suoc:>ntinent. 

Kickapoo.-See ALGONQUIAN. 
Korean. Martin 1951, 1954.-The language of Korea, with only minor dialect 

differentiation. No known external affiliations. 
Kota.-See DRAVIDIAN. 
Kwakiud.-See WAKASHAN. 

L 

Ladin or Rhaeto-Romance.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Latin.-8ee INDO-HITTITE. 
Lithuanian.-See INDO-HI1TITE. 

M 

MACRO-OTOMANGUIAN.-A tentatively posited family. If valid, it in
cludes, among others, the ZAPOTECAN and the MIXTECAN groups. 
ZAPOTECAN indudes Isthmus Zapotec, spoken on the Isthmus of 
Tehuantepec, Mexico; MIXTECAN includes about thirteen languages, 
one of which is Mixteco, spoken west of the Isthmus. 

Maidu.-see PENUTIAN. 
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MALA YO-POL YNESIAN.-A far-flung language family, covering Polynesia. 
Micronesia, much of Indonesia, all of the Philippines (Tagalog and othera), 
a few points on the Indo-Chinese mainland, and Madagascar. One ,mall 
branch, POLYNESIAN, includes Maori (New Zealand) and Hawaiian; 
Fijian falls outside of POLYNESIAN but is relatively close to it. 

Maori.-See MALA YO-POLYNESIAN. 
Marathi.-See INDO·HITTITE. 
Maya.-The MAYAN family includes almost sixty different languages, spoken 

today in Yucatan and adjacent parts of Mexico, Belice, Guatemala, 
Honduras, and Salvador. The Mayan inscriptions are largely or exclusively 
from Yucatan, and represent an older form of the Mayan speech of the 
same area today. The inscriptions cannot yet be read in detail; indigenous 
literacy was wiped out by the Spanish. 

Mazateco. Oaxaca; OTOMANGUIAN. 
Melanesian Pidgin English.-See Indo-Hittite. 
Menomini. Bloomfield 1924a, 1928b, 1939a, and unpublished materials.-8ee 

ALGONQUIAN. 
Miwok, Sierra. Freeland 19S1.-See PENUTIAN. 
Mixteco.-See MACRO·OTOMANGUIAN. 

N 

Navaho.-See ATHAPASKAN. 
Nootka. Sapir and Swadesh 1939.-See WAKABHAN. 
Norwegian.-See INDO·HITTITE. 

o 
Ojibwa. Bloomfield unpublished materiala.-See ALGONQUIAN. 
Oneida.-See IROQUOIAN. 
Oscan.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Ossetic.-See INDO·HITTITE. 

P 

Pennsylvania German.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
PENUTIAl'l.-A tentatively posited family of languages in California and 

Oregon. Includes Miwok (central California east of the San Francisco Bay 
area; Sierra Miwok is one dialect); Costanoan; Yokuts (in the plains and 
foothills of the southern San Joaquin Basin; Yawelmani is one dialect); 
Maidu; Wintun; Takelma; Kalapuya; and Chinookan (at the mouth and 
along both banks of the Columbia River; Wishram is one dialect). 

Persian.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Phoenician.-8ee AFRO-ASIATIC. 
POLYNESIAN.-See MALAYO·POLYNESIAN. 
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Portupese.-8ee INOO·HITrITE. 
Potawauai. Hockett 1948 and unpublished matuials.-5ee ALGONQUIAN. 

Q 

Quechua or Kechua.-Probably a family of related languages rather than a 
single language; our references are to the variety of CUZCQ in Peru. The 
languages or dialects cover the high plateaus of Ecuador and Peru, and 
p&rt.!l of Bolivia and northwestern Argentina. 

Quileute.-5poken aboriginally on the Pacific Coast of Washington, south of 
Cape Flattery. Now probably extinct. Related to Chemakum, in the 
CHlMAKUAN family; more distant affiliation with WAKASHAN has 
been suspected. 

R 

Rhaeto-Romance or Ladin.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
ROMANCE.-Sec INDO-HITTITE. 
Rumanian.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Russian.-5ee INDO-HITTITE. 

S 

SALISHAN.-A family of the aboriginal Northwest, spread ~r much of the 
state of Washington and southern British Columbia, with some groups in 
Idaho, Montana, and Oregon. Bella Coola was and is spoken on the coast 0{ 

British Columbia just north of the northern end of Vancouver Island. 
Duwamish and Snoqualmie were on the Washington coast; Tillamook on 
the northernmost coast of Oregon. 

Sanskrit.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Sauk-and-Fox.-See ALGONQUIAN. 
Saxon,' Old.-5ee INDO-HITTITE. 
SCANDINAVIAN.-See INDD-HITrITE. 
S£MITIC.-5ee AFRO-ASIATIC. 
SEMmc.HAMITIC.-An older term for AFRO·ASIATIC. 
Sbawnee.-5ee ALGONQUIAN. 
Sierra Miwok. Freeland 1951.-5ee PENUTIAN. 
SJNQ..THAI.-A family with two chief branches: Chinese and TAl. Chinese 

coven _ of China, in many widely different dialects, and has been 
carried el8ewhere-particularly to Indo-China' and Indonesia-by im
migration in the last half-miIleniwn. The earliest written records of 
Chinese ao back close to 2000 B.C. TAl includes Thai (the: language of 
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Thailand or Siam), Laotian, and a number of languages spoken by small 
groups in the hilly parts of Indo-China and southern China. Relation to 
Tibetan and Burmese is speculative. 

SLA VIC.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Snoqualmie.-See SALISHAN. 
Spanish.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Swedish.-See INDO-HITTITE. 

T 

Tagalog. Luzon, PhiJippines.-See MALAYO-POLYNESIAN. 
Thai.-See SINO-THAI. 
Tillamook.-See SALISHAN. 
Totonac. East Central Mexico; affiJiation unknown. 
Turkish.-Spoken in Turkey. Belongs to the TURCO-TARTAR family, which 

includes also languages spoken in various parts of Central Asia as far east 
as the Yenisei River. Siberian inscriptions from the 8th century A.D.; 
Turkish proper in manuscripts from the 11th century A.D. 

U 

Umbrian.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Umotina. Lounsbury unpublished materials.-0ne of about sixteen languages 

of the BOROTUQUE family, in the Matto Grosso of Brazil and nearby. 

V 

Vietnamese. -The chief language of Vietnam and Vietminh (formerly French 
Indo-China). Affiliation unknown; possibly KHMER, possibly SINO· 
THAI. 

w 

WAKASHAN.-A family including Nootka and Kwakiutl (no others for cer
tain). Nootka is spoken on the western half of Vancouver Island; KwakiutJ 
on the eastern part and on the shore of the mainland. 

WeJsh.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Wishram.-See PENUTIAN. 

Yawelmani.-See PENUTIAN. 
Yiddish.-See INDO-HITTITE. 
Yuma.-See YUMAN. 

Y 
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YUMAN.-A family aboriginally in western Arizona, southern California, and 
the northern part of Lower California. Yuma was spoken near the site of 
the present city of that name, and upstream along the Gila River. Hava
supai was spoken by a tribe with main headquarters in Cataract Canyon, 
an arm of the Grand Canyon west of the present National Park Head
quarters. Both languages, and a number of others, still survive. YUMAN 
may possibly be affiliated with some groups of languages in California, in a 
larger HOKAN family. 

Z 

Zapotec, Isthmus.-See MACRO-OTOMANGUIAN. 
Zoque. Wonderly, 1 946.-See MACRO-OTOMANGUIAN. 
Zuni.-The language of Zuni Pueblo in New Mexico. No fully established rela

tionships, but probably belongs, together with Kiowa (southern Plains). 
TANOAN (eastern Pueblos), and UTO-AZTECAN (many languages. 
from Aztec or Nahuatl in the Valley of Mexico north into Wyoming and 
Montana), to an AZTECO-TANOAN family. 
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letters and diacritics in phonetic and 
phonemic notation, 30 f., 49 f., 65, 
71, 75, 79--82 

1 I • " 34 f. 

1. 
t, 37 

, phonemic, 37; bar-line, 53; IC-cut, 
163 

n, IC-cut, 195 f.; bar-line, 560 
/ /, 29 
[1,63 
{ ),272 
- (hyphen), 210 
: (spaced), 179 
.: b ::c:d aistobaa:ciltod 
",491 ' 
< head-attribute, 247 
> attribute-head, 247 
- appositive, 253 
-t director-axis, 247 
• topic-comment, 247 
• comment-topic, 262 f. 

A 

abbreviation, 313 
Abrams, M. H., 300 
abstract derivational affixes, 246 f. 
accent, 47 f. 
accentual system, 47, l00f. 
accuracy of description, 139 
IICCUSative, 235 f., 251 

accusative and accusative-ergative caae-
systems, 235 

acoustic allophone, 116 
acoustic phonetics, 112 If. 
acoustic similarity, 296 f. 
acoustics, 113 If. 
active, 212, 222, 236; clause, 204f. 
adaptation of loans, 417 If. 
additive construction, 185 {. 
adjectival inflection, 211 
'adjective, 184, 204, 222, 225 f.; and 

noun, 230; and substantive, 314 
adolescence, 361 
adult, linguistic; 360 C. 
adult misinterpretation, 355, 359 
advancement of tongue, 7 
adverb, 193, 222 
adverbial, 204, 222, 226; inflection, 

210 t.; substitute, 258 
Adyge,95 
Aelfric, 366 
affix, 209, 240 If., 259, 264 f., 275, 286 
aifricate&, %1 r., 1(}<}f. 
Africa, 9, 71 f., 326 C., 545 
age-area hypothesis, 478 
age grading, 361, 423 
agreement, 214 f. 
Albanian, 419 
Algonquian, 232, 234, 327 C., 406, 465, 

524 
alienable, 187 
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allocation, 236,238 
alJomorph, 272 
allophone, 63, 107£, «Of., 446ff., 

449f.: and phoneme, 107 C.: acous
tie, 116 

allophonic analogy, 433 £, 449 
allusion, 313 
alphabetic writiDg, 545 
alternation, 272, 277 fT., 280 f., 453; be

tween simple and complex peak, 
348 C.; change, 381, 383, 388, 409 f., 
427, 452£ 

alternative construction, 185 f. 
alveolar (ridge), 69 
ambiguity: Set grammatical ambiguity 
analogical creation, 389 f., 425 fT.; level~ 

ling 396 f., 427; regularization, 508 
analogies, conflict of, 433 
analogy, 356 £, :195 C., 399, 433 f., 449, 

575 £; and borrowing, 435 f.; and 
BOund change, 453 

analysis, 102fT., 174 f., 274fT., 285 
analyst and child, 137, 141 f. 
analytic, 181 
anaphnra, anaphori<; 2581.,. .313;.JWhW-

tutes, 254, 310 f. 
Angles, 372, 374, 485 
animal communication, 570fT. 
animate, 223, 232 f. 
antecedent, 254 
antecl:denu and consequenct:S of speech, 

139B. 
anthropology, 307, 311, 539 
Apachean (Southern Athapaskan), 95 ff. 
aphoristic sentences, 201 
apical, apico-, 69 
appositive, 253B.: construction, 185 £: 

valence, 253 ff. 
Arabic, 66, 95, 236, 394, 396, 419: 

Egyptian, 540; writing, 540; Classi
cal Arabic among Mohammedans, 
562 

Arapaho,99 
81'bitrary and iconic; 354, 577 
arbitrary symbols in reconstruction, 492 
Aristotle, 266 
~ian, 223, 236, 415 f., 523 
arrangement, 84!., 128!., 158!., 463 
art,585 
article, 230, 28 t 
articulation, 62, 69 

INDEX 

articulator, 69 
articulatory phonetics, <4, 62 B. 
artificial languages, 420, 422 B. 
aspect, 212, 237 
aspiration, 63, 81 
assimilation, 391 
associations, secondary, of phonemic> 

shapes, 296 B., 559 
assonance, 558 
Assyrian, 524 
Athapaskan, 234, 314, 479 
attribute, 184, 191, 194, 196£, 204 
attributive, 185, 193ff., ~24£: construc-

tion, 186 ff. 
auditory aura, 60 f. 
auditory feedback, 11 8 
automatic alternation, 279 fT. 
autonomous and awdliaty measures, 259 
axis,191 

B 

baby talk, 356, 421 
back-formation, 428 £ 
ruck >W'~;,,;t, 711 
Badaga, 80, 97 
Balto-Slavic, 523 
Bantu, 233 
barriers, geographical, 460 
base form, 277, 279 fT., 463 fT. 
basic vocabulary, 529 ff. 
Basque, 10 
Baum, L. Frank, 433 
bees, 570f. 
behavior and habits, 3~ 
Bella Coola, 70, 95, 99 f. 
Bible, 2, 562, 564 
bilabial, 69 
bilingual, 8, 321, 435: dictionaries, 141; 

purism,419 
bilinguaIism, 327 ff., 333 f., 403 
bipartite part of speech 'Ystems, 224 f. 
blade of tongue, 69 
blending, 433, 576 
BIickling Homily, 366 
borrowing, 389, 394, 3!l6, ~2ff., 427, 

444, 449 r., 490; i(:Iiolect or lan
guage, 402; conditions for, 403f.; 
and allalogy, 435 f. 

bound: forms, 168, 449; subetit.uCl:s, 
259f 
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boundary-marking, 38 f. 
brain,533 
Breton, 429 
built on/with, 241 
Bulgarian, 96 
bundle of isogloaes, 476 

c 
CIIIlOIlical forms, 284 ff. 
Cantonese, 100, 407 
Carrol\, Lewis, 262 f., 560 
cue system, 260; types of, 235 f.; 

Germanic, 508 ff. 
cases, 215, 224, 234 ff., 25 t; number of, 

235 f.; use of, 236 
catch,6Sf. 
category, 211 f., 230 ff., 265 
Caucasus, 70, 93· 
Celtic, 372, 406, 523 
cenemes, cenematic, 575 
center: of macrosegment or intonation, 

38; of tongue, 69; in syntax, 184, 
188; of dispersion, 442 

central,CCD~,69, 78 
change, 9, 353-458 passim 
channel noise, 331 f. 
Cherokee writing, 412 
chest pulses, 81 
child: and analyst, 137, 141 f.; speech of, 

353ff., 425; acquiring grammar 
356 f.; acquiring phonemics, 357 ff. 

China,544 
Chinese, 8, 11, 66, 74, 95, 100 f., 148 ff., 

171, 181f., 18,6 f., 192, 202£., 210, 
223 f., 234, 246 r., 259 f., 289, 299, 
314, 325 ff., 389, 396, ..oS f., 412, 
418, 421; notation for, 148; writ
ing,541 

Chinese Pidgin English, 421 f. 
Cldpewyan,93,98f. 
Cldtimacha, 8 f. 
choice, 132, 286 
~meaning, 256 f. 
clause, 194£, 203ff., 238 
clause substitute, 258 
~ tater..i .... 74 
deft palate, 64 
dick, 71 £ 
cloee compounds, 243 
cloeed repertory of signals, 356 £. 
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closure: phonetic, 69; syntactical, 188 £ 
cluster, 86 
coalescence of allophones, 446 ff., 449 f. 
coalescent affIX, 242 
coarticulated stop, 72 
coda of syllable, 85 
code noise, 331 £ 
cognates, 486, 505 
collation, 103, 107ff. 
colloquial style, 186, 250, 308, 428 
command, 200, 238 
comment, 191; and predicate, 201 £ 
common ancestor, 10,486 
common core, 332 If., 403; notation 

for English, 333 
common gender, 232 
common innovations, 518 f. 
communication, 140, 573 f.; r.on-lin-

guistic, 305 f.; in child before speech, 
353; of animals, 570 ff. 

comparative degree, 211 
comparative method, 103, 461 f., 485 ff.; 

working assumption for, 486; dating 
from, 528 

comparing languages (typology), 181 
comparing part of speech systems, 222 
comparing phonemic systems, 112 
comparison of uttel'ances in morphemi 

analysis, 128 
compensatory lengthening, 283 
competition between forms, 395, 410, 

417£,447 
complementary distribution - comple-

mentation, 107ff., 466 
completive fragments, 201 
complex peak, 94, 339 ff. 
complex sentence, 200 
complexity: of speech signal, 116 f.; 

of morphology and syntax, 179ff. 
composite: form, 124, 150£., 164; 

derivational affix, 241; root, 241 
compound sentence, 199 
compounds, 240ff., 316£ 
concord,214ff. 
conflict of analogies, 433 
conformity, as one kind of prestige. 404 f. 
conjunct order, 239 
conjunction, t 92, 195, 222 
conjunctive: constructions, 192, 194 f.; 

adverb,195 
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c:oIlnectiw:: constructions, 191, 196£; 
c:oIlltitute, 204; element, morpho
logical, 241 

c:oIlnector, 191, 196 f., 227 
connotation, 275, 313; and denotation, 

304, 315 
consequences and antecedents oCapeech, 

139 If. 
consonant, 93 If.; systems, 97 If. 
constituents, 147 fr., 152, 154 t, 158, 

160 f., 168 C., 184 
constitute, 164, 184 
construct, 165 
construction, 1571f., 163 f., 218, 265 
construction-type, 183 fr., 265 
contamination, 390 
contentive, 264, 285, 360, 540 f. 
context, 214, 254 ' 
contoid, 67, 69 If. 
contrast, 17fr., 107f.,1I2, 128, 132,274, 

493 
coordinate, 184 If. 
coordination, 80 fr. 
core: common, 332 fr., 403; gram

matical, 261 fr. 
correctness,S, 143, 419; origin oC doc-

trine, 471 f. 
correlatives, 195, 258 
correspondences, 487 C., 491 
covowel,94 
Cree,.95, 555, 558 
creoles, creolization, 420, 423 £ 
cross-reference, 217 f., 259 C. 
cultural inferences from reconstruction, 

523fr. 
cultural transmission, 573, 579 C. 
culture" 307, 530; and literature, 564£; 

early, 583 
cutting: into allophones, 107; into gram

matical constituents, 124 If. 

Dalmatian, 9 
"Danes," 373 

D 

Danish, 96 f.; and Norwegian, 327, 334 
dark lateral, 7. 
dating, 526 £ 
deep grammar, 2461f. 
deficient stem, 248 
defining context of an idiom, 305 

INDEX 

degree, 211, 226; of mutual intelligibil
ity, 326 If.; oC relationship of lan
guages, 369 f., 485, 5161f. 

demivowel, 94 
demonstration, 360 
demonstrative (pronoun), 224, 257 £ 
denotation, 304, 315 
dental,69 
dependent: clauses, 205 t, 238; noun, 

223 
derivation, 209, 211, 240 If.; and idiom 

formation, 307 f. 
derivational affixes, 240 If., 264 £, 275 
derivatives, 240 f. 
derived from/with, 241 
derived stems, 240 f. 
description, 139, 274 
descriptive, 303; order, 278; and 

synchronic, 321 
descriptive adjective, 184, 222 
design of a language, 137fr., 293£ 
diachronic: and synchronic, 303; and 

historical, 353 
diaeritics, 72 
diagrams, structural, 149 If., 157 £, 

262£., 290ff. 
dialect, 406, 522 f.; a dialect and a lan

guage, 322; flexion, 325 f.; bor
rowing, 403; atlas, 472 If.; area, 
476; differentiation and related 
languages, 485 £ 

dialect geography, 461, 471 ff., 522 C.; 
survey, 472 f., 483; limitations and 
virtues oC, 483; dating from, 528 

dialectology, synchronic, 321ff. 
dialects oC American English, 340 If. 
dictionaries, 141, 173 
diffusion, 412, 480; and migration, 405, 

478 
diminutive, 244 
direct and trigger action, 360, 573 t, 

578 f.; direct order, 206 
direction of sound change, 455 £ 
directive constructions and particleI, 

191.ff. 
director, 191 If. 
discontinuous: constituents, 154, 186£; 

morph, 271 f., 286; geograpbical 
distribution, inferenC)e from, 479 

dispersion, 441 f. 
~~ 354,579 
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dimmilation, 392 
distant assimilation, 391 
distributional analysis, 174 f. 
divergence, 10,368 
diversity: of acoustic allophones, tt6; 

geographical,478 
domain, domain-tie of substitutes, 255 Ii. 
dome, domal, 69 
dominant language, 405 
donor, 402 
dorsum, dorsal, dorso-, 69, 75 r. 
double-headed construction, 189 
double-object verbs, 195 f. 
double-talk, 90 
doublets, 273, 359,410,413 f. 
dual number, 234 
duality of patterning, 574 f. 
duration: type of syllable system, 100; 

of sound, 114 
Dutch, 96, 232, 324, 326, 406 
Duwamish, 98 f. 
Dyen, Isidore, 484 

E 

ear, range of, 113 
economy: of analysis, 110f.; morpho-

phonemic, 272, 288 f. 
editing speech, 142f. 
Egypt, 544 
endocentric, 184 f., 214 if., 226 
English: where spoken, 8; documented 

history, 9; phonology, 15--61, 339 if.; 
dialect variation, 21 r., 339 if.; 
grammar, 147-267 passim; internal 
history, 365-535 passim; external 
history, 372 if. 

English, Old, 181, 317, 368, 374, 375-
525 passim; phonology, 375 If.; 
notation adjusted, 467 

equational predicate and clause, 204 f. 
227 . 

ergative, 235, 251; type of case system, 
235 

Eakimo, 70, 192, 234 Ii., 243f.,26O,278 
Esperanto, 422 £ 
Etruscan, 9 
etymology, 394 
Evangelintt, 560 
evolution of language, 463 
excellence of speech, 143, 55:; i. 
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exclamatory fragments, 201 
exclusive first penon non-aingular, 234 
exocentric, 184£., 2061i.; COIIStructiona, 

191 if. 
explanation, 360 
external: sandhi, 2771i.; history, 372; 

reconstruction, 461 
extinction of a language, 369,400 f. 

F 

false cognates, 505 
families of languages, 9 f. 
fashion, 308, 395; of adaptation, 418; of 

borrowing, 435 
Faust legend, 562 
favorite: sentence-type, 200; canonical 

forms, 284 f. 
feedback., 118 
feminine, 211, 221, 230, 232 
field conditions, 102 
Fielding, Henry, 365 
figures of speech, 317 £ 
Fijian, 193, 2301f, 234, 284£., 2881., 

311 f., 469£ 
finite, 238 f. 
Finni.h, 95, 235 r. 
Flemish, 324, 326 
fluency of control, 143, 555 
focal area, 481 
folk-etymology, 288 
folklore about language, 181 £. 
foreign: language learning, 148, 265 f.: 

vocabulary, 420 
forlorn dements, 276 
form, canonical, 284 If. 
form, grammatical, 123 f., 150r., 164, 

168 f., 241, 277, 279 if., 282£, 409, 
465 f.; arJ system, 394 

form-class. 157 if., 162 f., 184, 221; and 
construction, 164 

formal: and semantic, 189 r. and c0l
loquial,26O 

formation of idioms, 303 if. 
Fox, 90, 95 If., 180r, 237, 2771f., 419, 

464 f., 556f. 
Foxe, John, 365 
fragment, 201, 205 
free forms, 168 f., 409 
freedom of a morpheme in combiDa

tions, 127 
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French, 8f., 11, 66 f., 75, 81, 96£.,100, 
172,18t,t87,193,232,3241f.,336, 
368, 373f., 384, 389, 399 f., 403f., 
406, 409{., 412 If., 417£., 420, 423, 
429, 435 f., 439 £, 447, 450, 486, 
529, 531: Norman, 368, 373 f., 
384£, 389, 399, 403, 409f., 413, 
417,450,529 

French Academy, 367 f. 
frequency: in acoustics, 113: of mor

phemes, 289: and innovation, 
396 If.: in phonetics, 442: of 
phonemic changes, 457 f. 

front vocoid, 78 
full vowel, 94 
functional load, 398, 456 
functor, 265, 414ff.; and contentive, 

264, 285, 540 £ 
future tense, 237 

G - Gothic 
gathering, 103 If. 

G 

gender, 211, 221, 231 If., 244: and num-
ber,233 

General Semantics, 586 
generic category, 231 
genetics, 355, 579 
genitive, 187, 234 
geography, influence of on dialects, 326: 

See dialect geography 
Georgian, 98, 223, 233 ff., 251, 260, 415 f. 
German, 8, 11, 30, 75, 84, 941f., 100, 

11 0, 182, 232 If., 298, 311, 324, 326, 
385,396,399,406,409,411 If., 420, 
429, 432, 436, 465 f., 480, 486, 
523 £, 534: Old High, 487-525 
JHwim 

Germanic languages, 103, 237, 392, 
467 f., 487-525 passim 

.FNJ)d,238 
gibbons, 570, 572 f., 581 
glide (vocoid), 82, 339; extensive, 348 
glollsaries, early OB, 379 
glottal catch, 65 
rlottalkation, 70, 414 
glottochronology, 461, 526 If. 
Gothic, 487-525 jHwim 
goveming derivational affixes, 243 £, 

264f. 

INDEX 

government, 216 
governmental concord, 215 f. 
gradualness of sound change, 439 
grammar, 128 f., 132, 142, 147-267, 

356f.: and phonology, 134f.; and 
semantics, 248; and morphopho
nemics, 278 f.: reconstruction of, 
508ff. 

grammarians, 147, 252 
grammatical: ambiguity, 126, 147, 

152 f., 173, 184,200,209,214,252, 
254,297,318; arrangements, 128 f., 
158 f.; analysis, criteria and tech
niques, 134, 139, 2741f.; systems, 
137 £, 147 If., 261 If.; typology, 
t 81 f.; transformations, 208; cate
gory, 230 If., 265; core, 261 If.; 360; 
change, 3801f., 388, 409, 412,427, 
429, 453£; borrowing, 414 If.; 
areas, 415 f.; form, see form 

graphonomy, 539 
Greek (ancient), 181, 232,234,236,391, 

396, 409 If., 418f., 514, 523 f., 531; 
notation for, 148 

Greek, Modem, 531 
Greeks,545 

H 

habits, 137 If., 141: and behavior, 322 
Haitian Creole French, 423 
Hali M.idmhad, 366 
haplology, 391 
hare-lip, 64 
Havasupai, 557 
Hawaiian, 93, 97 f. 
head: of macrosegment or intonation, 

38: in syntax, 184, 188 
hearing: range of, 113: and spectrog

raphy, 117 If.; speech, 142 £: gram
matical structure, 149 £ 

Hebrew, 368: writing, 540 
height of tongue, 77 
Herbert, George, 560 
herring gulls, 572 
hesitation, 142 f. 
heuristics, 138, 274 If. 
hierarchical: structure, 148 If., 157; 

classification of stems, 221 £ 
High and Low German, 476 If., 480 
high vocoid, 77 
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Hindi, 10, 25, 235 
historical, 303; event, 141; and dia

chronic, 353; inferences from dia
lect distribution, 478 ff. 

history: ot a form and of a system, 394; 
recorded, and prehistory, 461 

homonymy, 172 f., 400,428,455 
Hopi, 192, 237 
human origins and language, 580 ff. 
humor, 305, 426 
Hungarian, 70, 233 ff. 
hybrid word, 413 
hype"complex nuclei, 349 
hyperurbanism, 436 

Ie - immediate constituent 
Icelandic, Old, 487-525 passim 
iconic, 354, 577 
idIolect, 321 f., 402, 444 
idiom formation, 303 ff.; non-linguistic, 

305 ff., 545; and derivation, 307 f. 
idioms, 171 ff., 303 ff., 408; si%e of, 173; 

and morphemes, 173, 312; tem
porary, 307; and literature, 309 

imitation, 355, 580 • 
immediate constituent structure, IS0f. 
immediate constituents, 147 ff., 152, 

154£., 160 f., 168 f. 
immediate past tense, 237 
impact of borrowing, 419 ff. 
imperative, 238 
imperfective, 212 
impure marker, 192, 197,214 
inadequate representation in writing, 

541 f. 
inalienable, 187 
inanimate, 223, 232 
inclusive first person non-singular, 234 
inclusive pronouns/substitutes, 258 
indefinite: pronouns/substitutes, 257 f.; 

article, 281 
independent: clauses, 205 f.; noun, 223; 

order, 238 
indeterminacy: s" grammatical ambi-

guity 
India, 10, 70, 74, 523 
individual effect of borrowing, 403 
Indo-Aryan, 10 
Indo-European, 222 f., 419, 513; _ 

Proto-Indo-European 

infinitive, 238 
infix, 271 f., 286 
inflected, 224 f. 
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inflection, 209ff., 214ff.; criteria wr, 
209 ff.; for gender, 222 

inflectional: affix, 209, 264; category. 
211 f.; phrase, 212, 226; linkage 
and constructions, 214ff., 218 

informant, 102 
injective, 70 f. 
innovation, 393 ff., 518 f.; types of, 394; 

and spread, 394 f. 
intensity of sound, 113 
interchangeability, 355, 578 
interdental, 69 
interjection, 222 
interlude between syllables, 86 
internal: sandhi, 277 f.; history, 372; 

reconstruction, 461, 463 ff., 507, 
513; dating from internal recon
struction, 526 

interrogative (pronoun), 257 f., 411 
interruption, 142 f. 
intersection of acoustic allophones, 116 
intonation, 33ff., 154f., 158, 161 r., 

164, 168, 199, 349, 429 £; mor
pheme, 126£., 132£ 

intonationless speech, 45 f. 
intransitive, 236 f.; predicate and clauae, 

204 
invariant alternation, 272 
invention of linguistic forms, 393 f. 
inverted: order, 206 f.; reconstruction, 

512 ff. 
Iranian, 523 
Irish, Old, 523 
Iroquoian, 99 
irregular: inflection, 211; alternation, 

280£.,453 
irreversibility of coalescence., 458 
isogloss, 473, 476, 480 f. 
isolability of words, 167 f. 
Isthmus Zapotec, 7S 
Italian, 6 f., 74 f., 80, 232, 324 If., 336. 

389,406 
Italic, 523 
Italy, ancient, 9 
items of usage (in dialect geography), 

472f. 
IDtJllluu, 399 
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J 

JtlblNr~!y, 262 (. 
Jap~, 100, 193,209,223,233,260, 

396, 418; writing, 542 
juncture, English, 54 If.; and word 

boundary, 58 f. 
Jutes, 372,374,485 

It 

Kbmer,420 
Kickapoo, 327 f. 
kinesthetic feedback, 118 
Kitchin, Eileen Traver, 266 
Korean, 233, 396, 418 
Kota, 99 
Kwakiutl, 70, 73, 534 

labial, labio-, 69 
labialization, 72 
Ladin,8 

L 

!aminal, lamino-, 69 
laDguage: definitions of, 138; and speak

ing, 141; power of, 157; observa
tion of, 322; origin of, 462 f.; as 
model for other communicative 
systems, 545; and literature, 563 If.; 
key properties of, 574 If.; and cul
ture, 583 If. 

laDguage: families, 9 f.; design, 137 If. 
293 f.; learning, 265 t, 334 £; bor
rowing, 403 

languages: number of, 7 £; and dialects 
322; and language, 329 

Japes,392 
larynx, 64£ • 
Jaterai: spirant, 73; vocoids, 74 . 
Latin, 9 If., 95 If., 181, 187 f., 203, 209 £, 

215 If., 221 £, 225, 230, 232, 234 If. 
238,260,282£,314, 372f., 391 f., 
396,399,403, 4091f., 417 If., 427, 
435, 462, 505, 523 f., 531 f.; in 
Catholic Church, 368, 582; alpha
bet, 373, 412 

Latin America, 11,400, 410f. 
lax Yocoid, 78 f. 
layers of derivation, 241 f. 

INDEX 

learning: foreign language, 265 f.; lan-
guage, 334 f.; and teaching, 572 

Jength,80 
lexeme, 169 If., 174 
lexical change, 380, 382, 408, 412, 429, 

454f. 
lexicostatistics, 529 
limited occurrence, stems of, 227 
linguist, 2 
linguistics, 2; focus of concentration of, 

138 
linkage: syntactical, 214 If., 218; of 

idiolects by chains, 324 
lip, 69 
lip position, 77 
liquids, 75, 94 
literacy, 167 
literal translation, 141, 314 
literary structure, 557 
literature, 360, 553 If.; and linguistics, 

5 f.; and idioms, 309; defined, 554; 
and language, 563 If. 

Lithuanian, 523 
loan-translation, 412, 435 
loanblends, 408, 41H, 418 f. 
loans, kinds of, 408 
loanshifts, 408, 411 f. 
loanwords, 408 If., 524 
locative particles, 311 
logic, 266, 312; and grammar, 6i 
Longfellow, 53,294, 560 
loose internal sandhi, 278 
loudness, 113 
Low and High German, 476 If., 480 
low vocoid, 77 
lower language, 405 
Lundell, J. A., 338 
lungs, 64, 

M 

macrosegm.ent, 37 r., 154 i, 166 i 
magic, 360 
Mai_siq,64 
malapropism, 287 
Mandarin Chinese, 8, 325; s" <:::bin.
manifest, 272 
manner, 70, 73 
Man's place in nature. 569 If. 

. Maori, 410 
Maratlll, 10 
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margin of syllable, 94 
marker, 153 f., 192, 197, 199f., 209, 214, 

264,316 
marking, morphological, 178 
masculine, 211, 221, 230, 232 
mass effect of borrowing, 403 
mathematics, 266, 313 
Maya, 544 
Mazateco, 545 
ME = Middle English 
meaning, 139if., 157, 171 if., 183, 185, 

256f., 263f., 275, 297, 428; of a 
construction, 164; and sound, 299; 
see semantic(s} 

measures, 224, 259 
. medio-passive voice, 236 
Meinhof, C., 338 
Melanesia, 421 f. 
Melanesian Pidgin English, 422 
Menomini, 8, 11, 25, 179, 188, 1%, 

201 f., 216 r., 223 f., 236 if., 242, 244, 
259, 261, 286, 311, 420, 524, 555, 
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Mesopotamia, 544 
metanalysis, 287 f., 390 
metathesis, 391 
Mexico, 400, 483 
microsegment, 59, 85 f. 
mid vocnid, 77 
Middle English, 317, 374, 473; phonol

ogy, 377 f. 
middle voice, 236 
migration, 479 f.; and diffusion, 405, 

478; of isoglosses, 480 £ 
Milton, John, 365 
mimicry, 425 
minimal: differenceaofsound, 104; pair, 

130£ 
minimum free form, 168 f. 
minor sentence-type, 200 f. 
mishearing, 296 f. 
misunderstanding in borrowing, 404 
"mixed language," 419 f., 423 
Mixteco,96 
modal predicate, 163 
mode, 237 
model,402 
Modem English, 374; see English 
modify, 171, 183 
modulation of voice quality, 115 
monitoring, 118,442 

monolingual, 323 
monotone speech, % 
mood - mode 
morpheme-sequence, 169£ 
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morphemes, 93, 123if., 148, 168, In, 
279; nature of, 134; kinds of, 168; 
indeterminacy of, 173; and idioms, 
173, 312; and shapes, 271 

morphemic writing, 540; origins of, 543 
morphemically conditioned alternation, 

281 
morphemics, 276 
morphological: structure, 177; marking, 

178 
morphology, 177 if., 182; and syntax, 

177 f., 192, 243, 511 
morphophonemic: ;·.ystem, 135, 137 f., 

271 if.; terminology, 272; economy, 
288 if.; irregularities, 463 

morphophonemics, 134f., 142, 242n., 
271 if.; and grammar, 278 C.; and 
phonemics, 383; reconstruction of, 
507!. 

morphs, 271 f., 284if. 
multipartite part of speech .ystems, 225 f. 
multiple: complementation, 108 f.; im-

mediate constituents, 154; number, 
234 

murmur, 66 
mutual intelligibility, 323 if.; quantifica

tion of, 327 f. 

N 

names and naming, 311 if. 
nasal, nasal cavity/chamber, 66f. 
nasalization, 67, 80 
nasals, nasal continuants, 73 f, 94 
Navaho, 400 
NE - Modern ("New") English: l1li 

English 
neatness of pattern, 109 f. 
need-filling motive for borrowing, 404 If. 
negative: order, 238f.; pronoun, 257; 

adverb,258 
neogrammarian assumption, 451 
nestill!. of attributive constructioos, 

188f. 
neurosis, 585 
neuter, 221, 232 
New Guinea, 9, 72 
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niclmam .... , 312 r., 359 
noise: information-theoretical, 88, 89, 

456: acoustic, 113 
nominal predicate attribute, 226 
nominative, 234 r., 251: type of case 

system, 235 
DOn-automatic alternation, 279 if. 
non-linguistic: features in speeeh, 34, 

60 f., 89, 143f., 398 f.: communica
tion, 305 f.: deductions from re
construction, 523 if. 

nonce-form, 170 f., 304 
DOnsense, 360: words, 131 
nonspeech environment, 137, 139 if., 

249, 254, 310 
Nootka, 70, 73, 98, 224 £, 278, 534, 

553 f., 557 
Norman Conquest, 368 
Norwegian, 101, 412: and Danish, 327, 

334: in United States, 401 
notation, 27 if., 63 If., 148, 333, 339 If. 
noun, 184,221 If.: as predicate attribute, 

204: and verb, 224f.: and adjec-
tive, 230: plural in English, 280, 282 

nucleus: of complex peak, 94: of syllable, 
339 If. 

number, 211, 215, 222, 233 f.: and gen
der, 233 

numbers, numerals, 224, 258, 310f. 

o 

object, 191 If., 196, 206, 226: reference, 
236 

objective: construction, 191 f., 195: 
constitute, 204 

observation, 274: of language, 322; of 
phylogenetic changes, 444 f. 

obsolescence, 399 f. 
obstruents, 75, 97 if. 
obtrusiveness, 396 If., 456 f. 

. obviative, 234 
OE - Old English 
Ogam script, 575 if. 
OHG - Old High German 
01 - Old Icelandic 
Ojibwa, 95, 318, 328, 0400, 420, 524 
"Old" plus """" of a language, m tIN 

_, of tIN lllllpag' 
omissions in writing .systems, 540 f. 
omnipotent (phoneme), 94 

INDEX 

one-dimensional vowcl system, 95 
Oneida, 286, 556 
onomatopoeia, 294, 298 f., 578 
onset: of syllable, 85; type of syllable 

system, 99£ 
onset-peak type of syllable system, 99 
ontogeny, linguistic, 353 if., 403: mecha-

nisms of in adult, 361 f. 
open repertory of signals, 356 £ 
operational deliDition, 360 
optional external sandhi, 278 f. 
oral, oral cavity /chamber, 67 if. 
order: classification of clauses by, 206: 

in Algonquian verbs, 238 
organs of speech, 63 f. 
origin of language, 580 If. 
orthography: see spelling 
OS = Old Saxon 
0scan,9 
Ossetic, 415 f. 
overall pattern, 334 if.; notation, 339 if. 
overcorrections, 436 
overlap of acoustic allophones, 116 f. 
overt subject, 203 

P 

palatalization, 72 
paradigm, 210, 240: limited, 222 
parallelism, 479 
parsimony, 110f. 
part-of-speech system, 221 If., 265, 428 
partial complementation, 466 
participle, 238 
particle, 191 f., 222. 227, 230, 311 
parts of speeeh, 221 if.: English, 225 If.; 

of derived stems, 243 f. 
passive, 212, 222, 236; clause, 204 f. 
past tense, 237 
Paston letters, 365 
pattern, 109f., 137, 1571f., 164: con

gruity, 109 If.: and structure, 142: 
overall, 334 if., 339 If. 

pattern playback, 117 
paucal number, 234 
pause, 142 f., 166 if. 
peak: voroid, 82; of syllable, 85, 339if.; 

nucleus and satellite, 94: type of 
syllable system, 99 

pendant of macrosegment or intonation, 
38 
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perfective, 212 
periphrastic inflection, 212 
Persian, 396, 419 
penon, 163,222,234 
personal pronouns, 187, 224, 257, 259. 
personality, 359 
Peterborough Chronicle, 366 
pharyngealization, 66, 80 
pharynx, pharyngeal catch and spirant, 

66 
phatic communion, 585 
philological conditions, 103 
Phoenicians, 544 f. 
phoneme, 15 if., 60, 134, 296 if.; and 

speech sound, 23 f.; and allophone 
107 f.; phonetic description of, 112 

phonemic: system, 16, 24, 137 f., 360; 
notation, 27 if., 148; arrangements/ 
distribution, 84 f., 463; typology, 
92 f.; shapes representing mor
phemes, 271; habits in child, 357 ff.; 
change, 380 C, 387, 410 f., 427, 434, 
444, 447; writing systems, 540 

phonemic analysis, 102 ff.; criteria for, 
134, 318£., 493 f. 

phonemically conditioned alternation, 
2111 

phonemics, 15, 142, 273; English, 59 r., 
339 If.; and grammar, 134 f.; and 
morphophonemics, 279 f., 283; and 
base forms, 282; relativity of 
domain for, 336 f.; and phonetics, 
383; via reconstruction, 493 

phonetic: notation, 65, 71,75,79,80 ff.; 
similarity, 108, 491; criteria, 138; 
system, 138f.; change, 381, 384£., 
410 f.; areas, 414 

phonetics, 24, 62ff., 112ff.; and pho
nemics,383 

phonological, phonology = phonemiC, 
phonemics 

phrasal: blending, 433; compounds, 243, 
31H 

phrase, 168, 178 f., 212 
phylogenetic change: kinds of 380ff.; 

causes of, 387; mechanisms of, 
387 If., 444 f.; inferred, 506 

phylogeny, linguistic, 353, 365 If. 
picture writing, 542, 578 
pidgins, 420ff., 424 
pitch, 66; pitch level, 34f. 

PL - pitch level 
place names, 311, 405 r. 
pleremcs, plerematic, 575 
plural, 211, 225 
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poetry, 295, 360; and prose, 558£.; and 
writing, 561 f. 

point of articulation, 69 
points, geographical (in dialect geog

raphy),472 
political factor in dialect geography, 

480,482 f. 
polyglot, 8 
Polynesian, 93 
polysynthetic, 181 
Portuguese, 9, 67, 75, 232, 411 If., 421 
position: of articulation, 69 f.; of lips, 77 
positional classes of morphs, 286 f. 
positive degree, 211 
possession, 187 f., 236, 238; inflection for, 

223 
Potawatomi, 97, 127 f., 238, 286 r., 292, 

463 If. 
potential pause, 167 
pre- (before language name), 378 
predicate, 163, 191, 194, 196f., 210f., 

204 
predication, 163, 238 
predicative: construction, 191, 194,196, 

199 If., 203 ff.; constitute, 199 
prefix, 286; positions, 286 f. 
prehistory, linguistic, 461 If. 
preposition, 192, 222 
prepositional: construction, 192 If.; ad

verb, 193 
present tense, 237 
prestige, 340, 414; motive in borrowing, 

404f. 
preterit = past tense, 237 
primary: ;tress, 50; derivatives and 

derived stems, 240 f. 
principal parts, 283 
principles: in phonemic collation, 107; 

of the comparative method, 490, 
496 

privilege of occurrence, 162, 177 f., 184 
productive and receptive, 333 f., 357, 

359 
productivity.: of a pattern, 307 f.; of a 

communicative system, 357, 575 f.. 
progress in language, 181 f. 
pronominal adjective, 222 
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proaoun. 187. 22t, 224. 232 f., 239, 
257£,259 

pronunciation, 273: SH phonemics, 
phonetics 

pronunciation borrowing, 413, «7 
proper:gendcr,232;naDHS,311fr. 
prose and poetry. 558 f. 
proto-, 392 
Pro~c,487-S2S~m 
Proto-Indo-European, 391, 513fr., 

521 if. 
proto-territory, 479 
proximate, 234 
pun, 90, 294, lOS, 318, 5« 
punctuation, English, 33 
purism, 5, 143,~419:,origin of, 471 f. 

Q 

quui-Iinguistic systems, 266 
Quechua,411 
Quileute, 74, 99 

"arity and ttl.tIIl" ... tt()n, 397 
rate of pbylogenetic change, 367, 526 fr. 
realimt in recoDStruction, 506 
reborrowing,411 
receptive and productive, 333£., 351, 

359 
receptivity to loans, 420 
recoDStruction, 461, 463 11'., 490 f., 49311'., 

50711'.,51211'. 
rectangular vowel system, 96 . 
recurring correspondences, 487 f. 
recutting, 429 
redundancy, 8111'., 296 f., 421, 440, 456, 

540 
reduplication in child speech, 359 
regular, 280 f., 453 
regularity: of sound change, 451; of 

correspondence, 491 
related languages, 10, 368: and dialect 

differentiation, 485 
relative, 194,251, 411:ciauae, 194 
release, 80 f. 
relic area, 481 f. 
~t sarulhi. 469 
remnants, 114 f. 
remote put teDIe. 237 

INDEX 

repetiticm: elicited in phonemic analysia, 
105: in speaking, 142f. 

represent, 135 
representations of morpbemes, 211 !. 
reshaping, 287 f., 382 
resonant, 67 
restressing, 430 f. 
restrictive derivational affixes, 243 f. 
restructuring, 358 
retroflex: 'lOCO ids, 74; consonants, 414 
retroflexion, 70, 74, 80 
Rhaeto-Romance, 8 
rhyme, 295, 558 
rhythm, 52 f., 83, 295, 464, 558 
rill spirant, 72 f. 
Romance languages, 9, 187, 314, 392, 

396, 398, 419, 423, 462 
Rome, 9 
MOt: of tongue, 66: compounds, 240f. 
rounded vocoid, 77 
Rumanian, 9, 96, 532 
Runic writing: OE, 373; Scandinavian, 

518 
Russian, 8, 95 f., 99 f., 141, 197, 232 f., 

399, 414, 478 

Salishan, 73 
sandhi, 277 11'., 469 

S 

Sanskrit, 10, 232, 234, 236, 368, 391, 
523£.: Vedic, 51411'. 

satellite in complex peak, 94 
Sauk-and-Fox, 327 f. 
Saxon, Old{ 487-525 passim 
Saxon, West, 314 
Saxons, 372, 374, 485 
Scandinavian, 232, 373, 389, 4I4f. 
scope, indication of, 548 
Scott, Sir Walter, 399 
JeCOndary; stress, 50; derivatives and de

rived stems, 240 f.; associations of 
phonemic shapes, 29611'., 559 . 

segmental morphemes, 168 
segmental phonemes, 60: kinds of, 93 fr.; 

number of, 93 
selective category, 230 f. 
semantic: system, 138 f., 141: criteria, 

139; cOnventions, 140 f., 543;aspecta 
of child speech, 359 (.; change, 381, 
384, 408, 411 f., 432 f., 454 f.; 
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distinction, 399; conventions in 
writing, 548 £; 

semantic arhitrariness in number, 233; 
in ~ender, 232 

semantics, 142,272,529; and grammar, 
139 

""mi-bilingualism, 327 If., 333 f., 403 
semi-fmite, semi-predicative, 238 
semicomonant, 94 
Semitic, 540 
semivowel, 94 
lentence, 164, 199 f. 
sentence-skeleton, 164 
sentence-types, 200 
sentence-word, 203 
aequ~nce deviations in writing, 541 
Sequoia, 412 
Shakespeare, 428, 562, 564 
shape change, 381 fT., 387, 408, 427, 444, 

447 
shapes representing morphemes, 130 If., 

271,289 
Shawnee, 95 If., 327 f. 
Sierra Miwok, 239 
signalling systems, non-linguistic, 305 £ 
simple: J>'"ak/nucleus, 94, 339 If.; sen-

tence, 199; stem, 240 f. 
simultaneous immediate constituents, 

IS4£. . 
linging,46 
singular, 163, 184, 211 
skew vowel systems, 97 
slang, 294, 308 
Slavic, 237, 406, 419 
slips of the tongue, 391, 426 
'llit spirant, 72 f. 
Snoqualmie, 98 f. 
social: status in gender, 233; stratifica

tion and dialects, 471; structure 
and pronunciation, 483 

sonorants, 75, 97 If. 
sound, 15, 113; and meaning, 299 
sound change, 384, 387 If., 427, 4391f., 

466, 506; nature of, 44Q1f.; deter
minants of, 443 f.; disagreement 
about, 445; consequences of, 452 If.; 
and analogy, 453; direction of, 
455£ 

Southeast Asia, 233 
Spanish, 8£, 11, 741., 83, 931f., tOO, 

t81 f., 193, 203, 211, 215, 2!1O, 232, 
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2901f., 391, 398, 4101f., 414, 422, 
433, 532; Castilian, 74, 414; Mexi
can, 406; Caribbean, 433 I. 

Spanish Academy, 3671. 
speaking and language, 141 f. 
specialization of communicative signaIt. 

354,578 
specific category, 231 
spectrogram, spectrograph, 1141. 
spectrography and hearing, 117 If. 
speech: community, 7 f.; organs/tract, 

63f.; signal, 112, 115f. 
.peech sound, 24, 29; and phoneme, 23 I. 
spelling, 16, 33, 58, 109, 147£, 166£, 

315, 367, 431; set writing 
spirantization, spirants, 66, 69, 72 fl. 
splitting: of an allophone, 448 ff.; of a 

phoneme in child speech, 358 
sporadic alternation, 273 f. 
spread: lips, 77; and inno\'ation, 393 fl. 
ltand in a construction, 164 
~tem, 209, 221 If., 2401f.; compounds, 

240f . 
• tickleback, 571 f. 
stimulus-diffusion, 412 
.top,70f. 
.tress, 47 f., 316 £,349,429 £; phonemes, 

English, 50; type of accentual .ys
tern, 100 

_-timed rhythm, 52 f. 
structural markers/signals: se' IDlll'kcI
.truct'llre, 148 ff., 177, 557; and pattern I 

system, 142 
.tuttering, 143 
.tyle, 556; in phonemic analysis, 106; 

morpheme, 279; of It writer, 560; 
special, in literature, 555 ff. 

subject, 163, 196,206£,226; and topic 
201 £, 205, 222;'reference, 236 

subjeetless sentence, 200 
subordinate, 185 
subordinating conjunction, 192,205 
substandard, 413 
substantive, 221, 224; and adjective, 314 
substitutes, 253 ff., 264, 3 t 0 f.; kindi 0( 

257 If.; and idioms, 310£ 
.ubsystem, 137 f.; of vowel systems, 91 
sudden phonetic change, 384 I. 
suffix, 271, 286; positions, 286 I. 
superfluous repn:aentation in writing, 

541£ 
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superlative degree, 211 
supiue,238 
suppletion, suppletive alternation, 280 
luprasegmental morphemes, 168, 177 
sunace grammar, 246 ff.; of substitutes, 

260 
surface spirant, 73 
survival, 393; factors favoring, 395 f.; of 

written literature, 561 
Swedish, 101 
syllabary, 544 
syllable, 64; systems, 99 f. 
syllable-juncture type of syllable system, 

100 
Iyllable-timed rhythm, 83 
symmetry, phonemic, 109 f.; of speech 

tract, 64; drive towards, 451 
synchronic, 420; and descriptive, 321; 

and diachronic, 303, 464 
syncretism, 388 
synesthesia, 299 
synonyms, 130 
syntactical: constituents, ultimate, 177; 

privileges of words, 177 f.; struc
ture, 177; linkage, 214 ff. 

syntactics, 182 
syntax, 177, 182, 428; and morphology, 

177£.,243,511 
synthetic, 181 
system, 137; and structure, 1.42; and 

form,394 

taboo,399f. 
Tagalog, 232 
tap, 75 

T 

TC .. terminal contour 
teaching, 579; and learning, 572 
technology, 360 
teeth,69 
tense, 237 
tense-mode, 238 
tense vocoid, 78 f. 
terminal contour, 34 f. 
Thai,420 
theoretical base form, 282, 463 f. 
Thomas, C. K., 484 
three-dimensional vowel systeJIl, 97 
tight internal sandhi, 278 
Ttllamook. 99 

INDEX 

time-perspective, 461 
timing, 80 ff.; of chest plllses, 81 
tip of tongue, 69 
ton,,: type of accentual systems, 100; 

musical, 113; phontmes, 414 
tongue: height and ad"ancement, 77; 

root, 86 
topic, 191, 194; and subject, 201 f., 205 
Totonac, 286 
transition, 54 f.; and release, 80 f. 
transitive, 236 f.; predidlte and clause, 

204 
translation, 141, 266, 314 
trial number, 234 
triangular vowel system, 97 
trigger action, 360, 573 t, 578 f. 
trill, 74 f. 
tripartite part of speech ~ystems, 221 ff. 
Turkish, 97, 182, 233 f., 396, 415 f., 419 
two-dimensional vowel system, 95 
two-dimensionality in wfiting, 548 
type: of a syntactical construction, 

183 ff., 265; of a substitute, 257 
typology, 92 If., 181 f. 
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222 
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valence, 248 If., 253 ff. 
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